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Foreword

There are numerous grammars, some old, some new, available to the student 
who wishes to study the elements of the Sanskrit language. Why, then, it may be 
reasonably wondered, is it desirable to write yet another textbook to join this long 
line of predecessors? While not wishing in the least to cast praise or dispraise on any 
of these many introductory works, it seems to me that another grammar is indeed 
wanted, but a grammar of a different kind, more in conformity with the needs of 
the majority of students nowadays, who, through no fault of their own, come to the 
study of Sanskrit with no knowledge or insufficient knowledge of the categories of 
grammar, the so-called ’parts of speech' and some fundamental concept of the 
structure of a sentence.

Not only do students need to be provided at the outset of their study with this 
basic knowledge, but, in their progression through the elements of Sanskrit 
grammar, they need to have an extended explanation of each new matter that is 
taken up. For example, it does not suffice to say 'the middle voice is formed in the 
following way', with perhaps the addition of a few words of explanation concerning 
the difference in meaning between the active and the middle. It should, in my view, 
first of all be made abundantly clear what is meant by the term voice, why it is 
called middle, how it happens that its meaning in Sanskrit in most instances is 
indistinguishable from that of the active, along with other particulars of interest. By 
extended explanations that anticipate the sort of questions that they unconsciously 
would like to ask, but as beginners find difficult to formulate, students gradually 
acquire an insight into the language and almost inevitably become fascinated by the 
way the language works and ultimately infected with what I like to call the 'Bacillus 
Sanskriticus', an incurable affliction which is notably conducive to further study.

The Sanskrit exercises in most of the existing manuals typically consist of ten 
or twelve sentences, unrelated in content from one to the other, which, so I think, 
are rather more a practice in decipherment than in reading Sanskrit. Far more 
desirable and instructive are passages of connected material, texts simplified from 
Sanskrit originals, which are intrinsically interesting and challenging by their 
degree of difficulty. Reading integrated passages at an early stage in one's study 
creates a feeling of perceptible progress in learning the language.

The DevanSgari writing system is complicated and takes time and patience to 
learn. It is not only the signs themselves and their phonetic values that pose 
difficulty, but also the concept of voiced and voiceless consonants, aspirated and 
unaspirated, and the classification of the consonants by organ of speech, matters 
alien to the beginner, yet so important in grasping the sound changes that have later 
to be learned. In this work a great deal of attention has accordingly been given to 
the explanation of the Devanagari system, to the traditional method of writing each 
sign, and to the pronunciation of every sound.
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Following the chapter on the system of writing is a short section bearing the 
forbidding title 'Rattling the Dry Bones o f Grammar’. In spite o f the repelling title, 
this section is intended to help the student who has not been exposed to the parts o f 
speech and other elementary aspects of grammar. However, as these matters are 
treated rather more from the focal point o f Sanskrit than that o f grammar in 
general, it is hoped that this section may serve as a bridge to the first lesson for all 
beginners.

Volume I, the instructional manual, contains thirty-two lessons, which my 
use of this work in its earlier drafts has shown can be comfortably covered in two 
academic years, sixteen lessons each year, in a class that meets three times a week in 
fifty-minute sessions. Of course, this pace may be accelerated or decelerated 
according to a varying frequency and length of sessions and certainly also 
according to the general background of the students and their receptivity.

'Ihe order in which the topics of grammar are treated in these lessons does 
not correspond, except fortuitously or by absolute necessity o f early presentation, 
to that of any other textbook: the sequence of topics is based upon my own feeling o f 
die degree o f importance and frequency of occurrence of the various declensional 
and conjugational forms and syntactical constructions. Accordingly, I have 
presented the gerund in Lesson Three, simply because it is of so extremely frequent 
occurrence that the postponement of it seems to me unrealistic. The formation itself 
is easily taught and even more easily recognized when it occurs in reading.
Similarly, die use of the past passive participle in place of a finite verb in the past 
tense is taught in l-esson Six, because of its ubiquitousness in the works most likely 
to be read by students injhcir early study of the language.

Lach lesson begins with a discussion of some topic of grammar, usually 
including die presentation of a new declension or verb formation, followed by a 
passage of some length in Sanskrit. Many of these passages have been composed 
entirely by me, others simplified from Sanskrit originals, as, for example, the 
stories from the Hitopadesa. The story of Sakuntala is skeletonized from Kalidasa’s 
play, the story of Rururavas and Urvasi is a composite version I have pieced 
together from various retellings of the legend. The Churning of the Ocean is drawn 
chiefly from the Mahabharata, but its opening part has many threads from the 
version in the V i^u Ruratja. The Story of Sagara and His Sons is based on the 
Ramayar^a. Lessons Twenty-Seven through Thirty-Two contain excerpts from the 
Bhagavadgita. All these exercises are provided with detailed grammatical and 
cultural notes.

'Hie notes arc followed by a vocabulary which lists most of the words of the 
foregoing passage, with omission of those that have recurred repeatedly in the 
earlier lessons. 'Hirough Ixsson Sixteen these lists are arranged in the order of their 
otxurrcnce in the exercise; beginning with Lesson Seventeen, however, the
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have been necessary until the introduction of combinatory Devanagari writing in 
Lesson Twenty-Six. This use of the anusvara is, then, a sort of compendium 
scripturae which in due course is replaced by the standard usage.3

I have also been asked why I do not teach the dual from the very beginning, 
instead of postponing the matter until Lesson Twenty, since, unlike the virtually 
fossilitic dual in classical Greek, the Sanskrit dual is very much a living form.
While I quite agree about the living character of the Sanskrit dual, I feel that the 
hurdles that the beginning student must surmount are sufficient to deter the addition 
of yet another hurdle that can more easily be surmounted at a later stage, when 
familiarity with the commoner forms and constructions has been acquired.

I have learned in the course of writing this book that a textbook is a kind of 
work, which by its very nature is never really finished: it is something ever in 
progress, needing addition or modification here or there, further tinkering with 
this or that detail, to bring greater clarity, cohesion and indeed correctness to it, yet 
never seeming to be ready to start on its journey.

It is with this permeating sense of incompleteness, perhaps of insufficiency 
too, that I offer these volumes to those who would not, in their quest to learn 
Sanskrit, be dissuaded by their inordinate length.

When I came to my alma mater, the University of Pennsylvania, during my 
sabbatical year of 1989-90 to begin this work, which my wife had been pressing me 
to do for years, I was not only given a comfortable office, but all manner of 
computerized equipment, which, as a remnant of the older school, I had no idea 
how to use. Though I was told, upon the confession of my ignorance, that I could 
become familiar with the use of it within a month or two, I was skeptical about the 
celerity with which this feat could be accomplished. Without much hesitation, 
therefore, I decided to spend all the time of my sabbatical on the writing of my 
introduction to Sanskrit and employ graduate students to do the text-formatting. -

Since that crucial decision to avoid the captivating charm of the computer, I 
have come to know a galaxy of bright students, all having some affiliation with the 
Department of South Asia Regional Studies, expert not alone in the mysteries of the 
computer, but also in the Sanskrit language. The first star in the galaxy was Lynken 
Ghose, now a student of Buddhism at McGill University, then David J. Fern who 
was, so it would turn out, responsible for a very considerable portion of the work in 
its first draft, then Jerome H. Bauer, whose special and many-sided skill has 
suffused itself throughout the two volumes, and Loriliai Biemacki, who worked 
assiduously on various parts just before leaving for India, and finally Timothy C. 
Cahill, who contributed immensely not only of his knowledge of the computer, but

3Upon noting this somewhat deviant use of the anusvara sign, Timothy Cahill, with his customary 
insight, called to my attention a nyaya regarding the elusive star Arundhad, which is more easily 
pointed out by first calling an unimportant nearby star Arundhad, then rejecting that before pointing 
out the true Arundhad i k^f re1 mRWT Fjwt 3T
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of his learning and fluency in Sanskrit. I owe an incalculable debt to these fine 
young scholars who it is my firm belief will one day be the principal preceptors of 
various branches of Indological learning in this country.

I must express my manifold gratitude and appreciation to the Department of 
South Asia Regional Studies for providing me with the facilities I have mentioned in 
addition to constant access to the computers and printers used by the graduate 
students named above — and all this not only during my sabbatical, but repetitively 
and unstintingly for the past five summers, during which the core of the work done 
in 1989-90 was supplemented and modified until it was completed in the summer of 
1994.

This work in its first draft was used in my elementary Sanskrit class in 1991
92, during which the first sixteen lessons were covered, and with the same students 
in 1992-93 for the remaining sixteen lessons. These were wonderful students, keen 
to leam and question, whom it was a joy to teach and to know. All of them 
contributed in some way to the final form of this work. I cannot and would not wish 
to single out individuals from this class, lest I do injustice to anyone through failure 
of memory, but let the names of all be mentioned here: Ok Sun An, Donna Marie J. 
Anderson, Richard S. Girven, John C. Hodges, In-Sub Hur, Mei-Huang Lee,
Gregory P. Merrill.4

During the past academic year (1993-94), I used this work in its third draft 
with another elementary class, the names of whom are here also recorded: Jeffrey 
T. Giesea, Kurtis G. Hagen, Guy S. Porter, Janice C. Rieger, Dmitri A. Siegel, 
Ranjan K. Umapathy.

Finally, I come to what is perhaps an unprecedented source of help, though 
the many involved are quite unaware of their contribution. I refer to the squirrels 
that make their home in the park behind Independence Hall, where my wife and I 
habitually ensconced ourselves on weekends. They provided us with endless 
pleasure and stimulus: we looked forward to seeing them (and offering them food), 
and we are sure they looked forward to our long sessions there. In our fancy we like 
to think that, in subsequent summers, they remembered us by their seemingly 
salutatory movements.

Walter Harding Maurer

University o f Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
July 1994

^Subsequent to this class, Gregory Merrill had occasion to provide a remarkable graduate student 
o f philosophy, y-clept John Smith, with tutorial lessons in Sanskrit, using m y grammar in its third 
draft I have with pleasure and profound thanks incorporated all their kindly proffered corrigenda 
and suggestions.
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vocabulary entries are arranged in the order of the DevanSgarf alphabet,1 this being 
a relatively painless means of familiarizing students with the arrangement of entries 
in the Sanskrit-English Lexicon at the end of Volume Two and, of course, the 
various Sanskrit dictionaries and wordlists in other grammars.

Throughout I have tried to follow the principle of ’going from the known to 
the unknown’, as the best and clearest means of explaining something new or 
difficult. So, for example, in introducing the subject of compounds, I start with 
compounds in English (the ’known') and, after showing how they are put together 
and how they may be analyzed, proceed to apply the Sanskrit names to the various 
English types and finally to the analysis of Sanskrit compounds (the 'unknown'). 
Since it is usual in English to write without intervening space only those compounds 
that consist of two members, but longer compounds with their members spaced 
apart (as, for example, 'life insurance company'), students need first to be made 
aware of the existence of long compounds in English that not infrequently extend to 
considerable length and are really a pervasive feature of modem English. It has 
been my invariable experience that, once they do become aware of compounds in 
English, students enjoy analyzing them and experience the same joy in analyzing 
Sanskrit compounds.

There is, however, an exception to using the principle of ’going from the 
known to the unknown', viz., when the 'known' (English) is more difficult to grasp 
or analyze than the 'unknown' (Sanskrit)! This is tme, for example, in explaining 
the locative absolute. The Sanskrit construction is, in fact, easier to grasp than its 
English counterpart, the nominative absolute, the use of which, incidentally, is by 
no means as prevalent as it used to be. The difficulty is due in part to the lack of case 
endings in English which obscures the use of the nominative case in the absolute 
construction, unless an inflected personal pronoun (he, she, they) is used instead of 
a noun. The difficulty is due also to the less transparent reason for the use of the 
nominative in English. In this instance, the Sanskrit use of the locative in its 
frequent sense of 'with reference to' offers a clearer point of departure for 
explaining the construction than the English.

There is an aspect of pedagogy, which, while not precisely to be called a 
principle of instruction, ought to run like a golden thread through the entire fabric 
of a textbook. I refer to an affection for the subject that is taught therein. Of course, 
this cannot be taught like a construction of grammar or the rigmarole of a 
declension or conjugation: it has to be conveyed indirectly by the avoidance of 
tedium, by the student’s sense of progress in something wholly new to him or her, 
by the clarity of explanation, in short by the methodology that runs its course 
through the whole work, and it is closely related to the Bacillus Sanskriticus I spoke 
of earlier. It is apparent that, if students enjoy what they are studying, they will 
apply themselves to it, they will not have to be told how many hours a day to devote

1This change in the order o f  vocabulary entries was made as a result o f a suggestion by Timothy 
Cahill.
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to the work assigned. I can but hope that this golden thread, so essential an aspect of 
pedagogy, may be found shining not too faintly here and there to inspire and impel 
students to a further study of Sanskrit.

Every lesson through Twenty-Six contains also a passage in English to be 
translated into Sanskrit. In most instances, the English passage is based on the 
Sanskrit that precedes it, so that the student may have a pattern to serve as a guide in 
the translation. The English-Sanskrit Glossary in Volume II contains all the words 
that occur in these passages. English passages have not, however, been included in 
the last six lessons which contain excerpts from the BhagavadgitJL, the reason for the 
omission being the undesirability of adding to the greater abundance of matter for 
translation in those lessons.

Volume II is the product of a unanimous suggestion by my students at the 
University of Hawai'i at Manoa who constituted the class with which I tried out my . 
grammar in its first draft. In that draft, what is now denominated Volume II was 
then a series of appendices to the thirty-two lessons, somewhat loosely connected 
with them. They felt, with good reason I think, that these appendices along with the 
English-Sanskrit Glossary (then only projected!) and the lengthy Sanskrit-English 
Lexicon could be more conveniently used as a separate work because of the purely 
referential character o f the appendices on the one hand and the great frequency of 
use o f the Glossary and Lexicon on the other. The paradigms and the survey of 
sandhi rules are essential for practice and reference, although they are not entirely 
summary and repetitive, but do contain additional matter.

Included also in Volume II as Appendix I are the first five cantos of the Story 
of Nala and Damayanti in the critical edition with an introduction and detailed notes 
extending to 40-odd pages and, forming Appendix IV, an essay entitled ’Sanskrit 
and its Relationship to the Other Indo-European Languages’.2

A peculiar feature o f this work is the fairly frequent use o f labels for the 
various functions of the cases, e.g., ablative of separation, dative of purpose, 
instrumental o f description, genitive quasi-dative, ablative of comparison, 
accusative o f the place to which, accusative of duration of time, etc. These 
expressions, taken, mutatis mutandis, from traditional Latin and Greek grammar, 
seem to me useful in succinctly referring to particular usages and even conducive, 
so I hope, to their easier comprehension and recollection.

This grammar has been used in a class or perused by several Sanskrit 
instructors and by others in self-instruction. Some question has occasionally been 
asked as to why I have used the anusv3ra sign for a final -m in sentence combination 
before vow el-initial as w ell as consonant-initial words, instead of only before the 
latter in accordance with the usual procedure. I have adopted this practice for 
pedagogical reasons, preferring this expedient to writing -m with the virama sign 
(-*p before vow el-initial words, a circuitous procedure which would otherwise

2I should like to express my thanks to Dr. Albert Lawrence Lloyd, Professor of German, 
University of Pennsylvania, for his careful perusal of this appendix and the suggestions he made.



Introductory Remarks to the Student of Sanskrit

A  study o f Sanskrit, the classical language o f India, w ill undoubtedly 
prove m uch more interesting and m eaningful, if  at the outset w e m ay form  
some conception o f the relationship o f Sanskrit to other languages and the 
character o f its literature. It is unfortunate that the name 'Sanskrit' suggests 
something exotic — to many not even a language! — but, in any case, an alien  
thing that w ould occupy only a few  thick-lensed scholars interested in  
curiosities. W hile it is certainly true that to write a Sanskrit grammar 
advanced age (not necessarily accompanied by thick spectacles!) is a desirable 
attribute, the study o f Sanskrit transcends the geriatric aspect. In truth there 
is nothing exotic or alien about Sanskrit, except that many think it so, and it 
may seem  w ell nigh incredible that this 'exotic' language bears the closest 
kinship with our own English language as w ell as with most o f the languages 
o f Europe. B y kinship I mean precisely genetic relationship, not just 
superficial external resemblances to individual words. Anyone who has 
studied even a little Latin and one or more of the Romance languages cannot 
help but observe the close similarity, for exam ple, between the Rom ance and 
Latin numerals. Thus, compare French deux, Spanish dos, Portuguese dois  
and Italian due, all meaning 'two', on the one hand, and Latin duo on the 
other. Other perfectly obvious sim ilarities can be illustrated with all the 
numerals. H ow is this to be explained? The Latin language, w hich w as in 
ancient tim es just one o f many interrelated speeches in the Italian peninsula, 
gradually becam e the dominant language there, and as Rome's pow er and 
conquests grew , Latin was brought by the Roman legions to alm ost every 
part o f Europe. Latin, thus spread far and wide by conquest and the 
migration o f  the Italic peoples, was inevitably affected by the local, 
indigenous languages. As a result o f this process over the centuries, the Latin 
language was gradually reshaped in accordance with the speech habits o f  
those peoples who fell under the sway o f Rome. From this extended process 
o f transformation the Romance languages were bom . Spoken Latin, called  
'Sermo vulgaris’, w as, o f course, not a unitary unvarying language as w e  
m ight think from  a study o f the classical language we learn in school, but it 
had, like all languages, dialectal variations as w ell as individual 
idiosyncrasies from one part o f Italy to the other. The Roman poet Catullus 
had a friend Arrius by name w ho, much like the cockneys o f England, had 
the habit o f  putting h's where they didn't belong, and would say, for exam ple, 
H ionian Sea' for 'Ionian' Sea'. That many o f the Roman soldiers were 
addicted to the sam e habit, is shown by the m odem  French word huit for 
'eight' w hich is the lineal descendant o f hocto, a common spoken form  
corresponding to the classical octo  without h.

But what, it may be asked, has this got to do with our assertion that 
Sanskrit, English and m ost o f the languages o f Europe are genetically
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related? When the Italian merchant Filippo Sassetti visited India in the 16th 
century, he noted in a letter to Bemando Davanzati that many words in 
India's classical language Sanskrit were very similar to Italian words of the 
same meaning. Among examples, he gave die Sanskrit sarpa 'snake', which 
he compared with Italian serpente. Two centuries later, in a now famous 
lecture presented to the Asiatic Society of Bengal Sir William Jones, judge of 
the Supreme Court in Calcutta, suggested that the similarities between 
Sanskrit, Latin, Greek, Gothic, Celtic and Persian were due to their coming 
from the same source. From this assertion and a gradual recognition among 
scholars of its ineluctable correctness, a new science came into being within a 
few decades, the science of comparative philology, nowadays generally 
called 'comparative linguistics'. In remote, prehistoric antiquity there 
existed a people, probably to the East of Lithuania, who spoke a language 
which, in the course of their subsequent expansion in many directions, - 
became the languages of most of Europe, Iran and northern India today. To 
this vast array of languages belong also Icelandic and English, both of which 
are members of the Germanic family of languages, whose speakers are 
otherwise concentrated in Germany, the Netherlands and Scandinavia. This 
immense assemblage of languages, ultimately stemming like a gigantic 
banyan tree from a single source, is called 'Indo-European' and the people 
who spoke it are called .'Indo-Europeans' for want of a more specific or 
ethnic name. Years ago, interestingly enough, the British philologist P. Giles 
proposed the name Wires' for the ancient Indo-Europeans, a name based on 
their word for man as postulated by scholars. 1 But this suggestion was not 
widely accepted arid is now quite forgotten. .

The Indo-European languages are now classified by scholars into a 
dozen or so families, each of which embraces those languages that belong 
particularly closely together. According to this classification, English, 
which is descended from the fusing of several Germanic dialects brought to 
England in the mid-fifth century A.D., forms one of the numerous languages 
that constitute the pedigree of the Germanic family. Latin and its Romance 
descendants, along with the ancient Italic languages Oscan, Umbrian and a 
few others known only from scattered fragments, make up the Italic family. 
Of the dozen or so families of Indo-European, the one to which Sanskrit 
belongs is the so-called Aryan or Indo-Iranian family, which has two 
principal divisions, the Irano-Aryan and the Indo-Aryan, thus:

*The Cam bridge H istory o f India (1922), vol. I (Ancient India), chapter 3, p. 66 ff.
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The Aryan or Indo-lranian Family

1. Irano-Aryan 2. Indo-Aryan
Avestan Old Persian Vedic

(the language of (attested in the (the language of
the scriptures of inscriptions of the Vedas including *

the Zoroastrians, the Achaemenian die Brahmanas,
the followers o f dynasty of ancient Aranyakas and
Zoroaster or 
Zarathushtra)

Persia, 559-330 B.C.) Upanisads)

Middle Persian (or Sanskrit Prakrit
Pahlavi, embracing (i.e., the classical (i.e., the
the language of the language of the spoken
Arsacid and Sassanian Mahabharata, language
dynasties and the Ramayana and from which
literary works of and all subsequent ultimately
the Zoroastrians)

New or modem  
Persian (or Farsi)

texts) arose the 
modem  
languages, 
Hindi, Urdu, 
Bengali, 
Qriya, 
Gujarati, 
Marathi, etc.)

In summation of our brief account of the interrelation of Sanskrit with the 
Indo-European languages (and hence our own English!), we may select the 
Sanskrit word bhrdtar brother' and compare it with the genetically related wore 
in the other Indo-European languages. The words are arranged under the famil; 
to which each language belongs.

1. Aryan (Indo-lranian)
Sanskrit bhrdtar 
Avestan bratar
Old Persian bratar (from which Modem Persian bdradar )

2. H ellenic
Greek phrator  ('member of a clan’) 3

3. Italic
Latin frater
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4. Baltic
Lithuanian b r o te r i l i s  (’little brother')
Lettish or Latvian b ra lis  ('little brother'), b ra ta r itis  ('dear brother’)
Old Prussian b rd ti

5. Germanic
Gothic bro th ar
Old Norse b ro th ir
Old Saxon brd th ar
Old Frisian b ro th er
Old High German bru oder  (whence Modem German B ru d er  )
Old English b ro th o r  (whence Modem English bro th er  )

6. Celtic
Old Irish b ra th ir
Old Welsh b roder
Old Cornish b ro d e r  (whence Modem Cornish b ra w d  )

Gypsy (Romany)
a) European Gypsy p ra l
b) English Gypsy p a l  (whence borrowed English 'pal'!)

The language of the Gypsies, collectively called 'Romany', should properly 
be classed under the Aryan family. This is due to the fact that the people we call 
Gypsies, in spite of their widely scattered habitats, ultimately originated in India, 
whence they migrated many centuries ago, partly of their own volition, but, in all 
probability, partly also because they were displaced and forced to flee due to the 
numerous invasions to which the subcontinent was constantly subjected.

Astonishing as may seem the close genetic relationship of Sanskrit with 
English and most of the languages of Europe, equally astonishing will prove to be 
the vast extent and diversity of Sanskrit literature, especially to those who possess 
no prior knowledge of it beyond having heard of the Bhagavadglta and perhaps 
read a few pages in translation. It must by all means be remembered that Sanski it 
is an ancient language, one of the very oldest offshoots of its parent Indo- 
European, that for the past 3000 or more years it has been a vehicle of expression 
of Indian civilization and culture. As a spoken language, to be sure, it was in the 
course of time superseded by its many derivative speeches, just as in Europe 
spoken Latin was superseded by its descendants. As a literary language, however, 
Sanskrit never died out, but surprisingly is even nowadays written by a small 
number of cultivated Hindus, and books and articles are published in it. During its 
long history thousands of works were composed in Sanskrit, in the earliest times 
transmitted orally, but later committed to writing on birch-bark or palm-leaves, 
eventually on paper after about 1000 A.D. It is remarkable that so much of this
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vast and diverse output has been preserved, saved from the perpetual ravage o f 
hungry insects, but consider how dismayed we would be, were we to know how  
much has been irrevocably lost!

The oldest literature that has come down to us in Sanskrit is known by 
the generic name 'Veda', the earliest portion of which, the four Vedas 
properly known as the Rg-, Sama-, Yajur- and Atharva-veda, is composed in 
a much more highly inflected language than the later, so-called classical 
Sanskrit. This earlier stage of Indo-Aryan speech is generally referred to as 
Vedic to distinguish it clearly from the later. It is not possible to assign dates 
to these or the later Vedic works (Brahmanas, Aranyakas and Upanisads), as, 
in the first place, they were not the production of a single author and so 
cannot be assigned to a point of time. All that can be said with some element 
of certainty is that the Rgveda, the oldest of the four Vedic collections, must 
have assumed its present form c.1000 B.C., but it would be the purest 
conjecture to say how long a time was occupied by its composition. Some of 
the hymns which make up the collection may indeed go back to a very ancient 
time, perhaps long before the Aryans entered the passages of the northwest, 
which might have taken place c.1700 B.C.

The four Vedic collections were followed by several strata of 
derivative treatises concerned with the sacrificial rituals, their origin and 
their interpretation, culminating in manuals of lofty and mystical character 
which teach the unity of the self or soul with God, conceived as an absolute or 
neuter principle. These final treatises of the Vedic period, whose language, 
though still marked by occasional archaisms, is very nearly classical Sanskrit, 
are the well-known Upanisads, also termed Vedanta 'End of the Veda', both 
in the literal sense o f their standing at the very end of Vedic composition and 
figuratively as reflecting the highest point to which Vedic speculation and 
mystic thought had attained.

A ll this vast literature that is embraced under the name Veda (in the 
broadest application o f the term) is referred to as Sruti or 'What is heard*,
i.e., what has been heard in the sense of communicated orally to the ancient 
seers by divine inspiration and thereafter transmitted orally from generation 
to generation; loosely, then, 'revelation'. The subsequent literature is called 
Smrti 'What is remembered', i.e., passed on from teacher to pupil, hence 
'authoritative tradition'. The earliest Smrti literature consists o f separate 
manuals called sutras, which treat of six subjects regarded as essential for the 
performance o f the Vedic ceremonies, understanding the hymns and reciting 
them correctly. These subjects are: 1. Kalpa or Religious Practice, 2.
Siksa or Phonetics, 3. Chandas or Metre, 4. Nirukta or Exposition (o f 
difficult or rare Vedic words), 5. Vydkarana or Grammar, held to be 
essential for unerring analysis of the language of the hymns, and 6. Jyotisa 
or Astronomy, for determining the correct and auspicious tim e for the 
performance o f the sacrificial acts. Collectively they'are known as the Six
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Vedangas ’Limbs of the Veda', by which are probably meant not limbs as 
mere branches or appendages, but rather limbs as essential parts of the body 
of the Veda, as are the arms and legs to the human body.

A word needs to be said here regarding the format of the manuals 
called sutras,2 as much subsequent literature, especially that of a technical 
character, is modelled on them. Sutras are manuals on a particular subject 
composed with the greatest economy of words imaginable, only the 
absolutely basic ideas being actually expressed, the remainder implied. A 
telegram is the closest analogy, if it were extended to the communication of 
an entire department o f knowledge, but even a tersely worded telegram 
would be a prolix and wordy document compared to a siitra. Thus, verbs and 
all adornment are freely omitted, leaving the barest skeleton to convey the 
essential sense and serve as a thread in the memory to the full expression of 
the subject.

Occupying a dominant place in Sanskrit literature are the two great
epic poems, the MahSbharata and the Ramayana. Although both are written
in the classical language, the former is in a simpler, more popular style,
while the latter is on a loftier plane, with a good deal of ornamentation and
ihetorical figure, the very beginnings of a tendency that continued to be
developed and, in the much later literature, carried at times to considerable
extreme. The Mahabharata is an immensely long work, in its complete extent
filling out an entire bookshelf, whereas the RSmayana is approximately
equivalent to the Iliad and Odyssey of Homer combined. Although Indian
tradition attributes it to a single author, the MahSbh&rata is clearly the
product o f many authors of many different times, whose separate works are
often strung rather loosely together, to contribute in one way or another to
the basic theme o f the work, i.e„ the great war between the Kauravas and the
Pandavas. ’Mahabharata’ is a somewhat abbreviated name for the 'Great • •
[War] o f the Bharatas', the line o f kings descended from Bharata, specifically 
the Kauravas and Pandavas, sons of the two brothers Dhrtara§tra and Pandu. 
Among the numerous episodes that are told incidentally to the main story is 
the Bhagavadgita or ’Song o f the Blessed One’, a sort o f dialog between the 
PandaVa warrior Aijuna and his charioteer Krsna, who is an incarnation o f 
the god Visnu. This dialog takes place just as the two opposing armies are 
about to clash in battle, whereupon Aijuna becom es dismayed at the thought 
o f slaying his kinsmen. This powerful work, which has been translated 
countless times and subjected to endless sectarian and scholarly

^Although there is a wide divergence of opinion on the sense originally intended by the 
application of the word sutra, literally ’thread', to these manuals, very probably they were 
called 'threads' simply because, just as the threads, both the vertical and the horizontal, 
constitute the entire cloth, so do the phrases of which these manuals consist also constitute 
an entire department of knowledge.
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interpretations, has becom e virtually the bible o f m odem  Hinduism  and 
furnishes spiritual inspiration and solace to m illions o f Hindus. Another 
famous episode is the story o f Nala and DamayantI, which for the past 150 
years or so has served as the first connected text for beginning students in 
Sanskrit in m ost W estern countries because o f its relative sim plicity and 
intrinsic charm.

The RamUyana or ’Adventures o f Rama', on the other hand, is  the 
work o f an individual author named Valmiki. As its title indicates, it is a kind  
o f biographical account o f the hero Rama, in great part o f his adventures in 
the Dandaka Forest, where he was obliged to spend an exile o f  fourteen  
years, the abduction o f his w ife Sita by the demon Ravana, her ultim ate 
rescue by Rama with the help o f the monkey king Hanumat, and RSma's 
restoration to the throne o f Ayodhya. A ll these and the many other 
adventures o f Rama and SitS related in Valmiki's Ramayana are intim ately 
familiar to every Hindu,3 for whom they have incalculable and unending 
appeal, and it is scarcely necessary to add that Rama is universally view ed  as 
the ideal o f heroic man and devoted husband, the embodiment o f all virtues, 
as Sita is o f all the m ost superlative womanly qualities.

Indians are among the best storytellers in the world, and even in early 
post-Christian tim es the fam e o f their beast fable literature had, so tradition  
has it, com e to the ears o f the Persian king Khusru Anushirvan, who 
dispatched to India a physician named Burzuye to procure the collection , 
apparently called the PaiTcatantra, and translate it into m edieval Persian  
(Pahlavi). Burzuye carried out this m ission, but unfortunately his translation 
has not com e down to us. Such was its popularity, however, that it w as 
turned into Arabic in the eighth century by the w ell-know n Persian writer 
Tbn al-M uqaffa\ A s the Arabic language had by this time been spread from  
Spain to Persia, the Kallla wa-Dimnah, as the PaiTcatantra was now  called, 
becam e so w idely known that it was translated into the principal languages o f  
that im m ense area. Through the medium o f a Latin version entitled  
Directorium  V itae Humanae, made from a Hebrew translation o f the 
Arabic (!), these Indian fables finally came to Europe, w hence, from an 
Italian translation o f the Latin, they were put into English by Sir Thom as 
North in 1570. But the story o f their migrations does not end w ith their 
rendition into English: in due course, by one route or another, these fables, 
w hich, in spite o f  many alterations as they proceeded from translation to 
translation, rem ained essentially the sam e, came to practically every country 
in the world and, by a fu ll circle, through a later Persian adaptation, they 
were translated into various languages o f  India!

^Perhaps in som e m easure they are even  better know n from  their retelling in the early H indi 
work R am  Carit M anas L a k e  o f  D eed s o f  Rama* o f  T ulasi D as.
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The PaKcatantra is a collection of stories in which animals play the role 
of human beings, as in the fables of Aesop. Apart from this, however, there 
is scarcely any similarity between them, and the relationship between Aesop's 
fables and those of the PaKcatantra, if indeed it is other than fortuitous, has 
never been convincingly set out. The purpose of the PaKcatantra is to teach 
statecraft, specifically to the dissolute sons of a certain ancient Indian 
monarch. The fables are set within a simple frame-story, in which a learned 
Brahman Visnusarman undertakes to inculcate in these misbehaving princes 
the sort of behavior at home and abroad that is appropriate to them in the 
administration of the affairs of the kingdom. He gathers them together on the 
roof of the palace and relates the stories which make up the collection of five 
books. The stories are intricately imboxed, one leading into another and that 
into yet another in a seemingly endless train, so that it is oftentimes difficult 
to keep the thread of a particular story because of the interposition of 
subsidiary stories. The original PaKcatantra, which was translated into 
Pahlavi by Burzuye, is no longer extant, but there are various works bearing 
the title PaKcatantra which are ultimately derived from it via separate lines of 
transmission, some of which have become conflated with one another over 
the centuries. There are also reworkings of the old PaKcatantra material with 
additions from other similar story collections. Perhaps the best known of 
these is the Hitopadesa 'Instruction in Welfare', to which, like the story of 
Nala and Damayanti, beginning Sanskrit students are generally subjected.
The fables in all these derivative versions are, on the whole, composed in 
fairly simple, straightforward Sanskrit, and it is doubtlessly a source of some 
comfort to young students in their struggle to acquire the elements o f the 
language to have before them the model of untutored beasts of the forest 
conversing with one another in fluid Sanskrit!

It is unfortunate that many Western students of Sanskrit do not proceed 
sufficiently far in their studies to read a play, as the plays are undoubtedly 
among the fairest gems of Sanskrit literature. The greatness o f a Sanskrit 
play lies, however, not so much in the cleverness or originality of the plot, 
which is oftentimes based on a familiar episode in one of the epics, but rather 
in the beauty of the language, the imagery and skillfulness of the 
ornamentation, the delineation of the characters and such matters a full 
appreciation of which is not easily attainable in an ordinary university course 
of two years. ■

Perhaps the best known Sanskrit play, both in India and the W est, is 
Kalidasa's AbhijKanasakuntala 'Sakuntala [Recognized] through the Signet 
Ring', in English usually called simply Sakuntala after the name of the 
heroine. This play, the story of which was not invented by Kalidasa, but is 
found with variations in the Mahabharata and the Padmapurana, won the high 
praise o f the German poets Goethe and Schiller. The story has several times 
been made the basis of an opera libretto, although none of these operas seems
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to have achieved lasting success.4 Much less widely known outside India, 
though in many ways far more accessible to Western taste, is Sudraka's 
Mrcchakatika ’The Little Clay Cart', so named from an incident in Act Six. 
Revolving around the love o f the impoverished Brahman Carudatta for the 
beautiful courtesan Vasantasena, the Mrcchakatika is replete with human 
touches and a universal realism that transport it beyond the purely Indian 
milieu in which it is set.

Although, as indeed with most Indian authors, it is practically 
impossible to assign dates to Sanskrit dramatists, there is one whose date is 
fairly accurately known. He is Harsa or more fully Harsavardhana, a king 
who ruled the greater part o f northern India in the seventh century A .D . 
Though he engaged in wars in the course o f the expansion of his kingdom, he 
was yet a man o f letters and an excellent poet. Three plays have come down 
under his name: the Ratnavall (’The Necklace'), Nagananda ('The Serpent’s 
Joy’) and the PriyadarsikS. The last is the oldest Sanskrit play, which, like 
Hamlet, contains a play within a play. The Nagananda is Buddhist in 
character and may be the very play by Har§a which the Chinese Buddhist 
pilgrim  Houen Tsang says he witnessed.

A play entirely devoted to political intrigue is Visakhadatta’s 
Mudrarak§asa The Drama o f Raksasa and the Signet Ring’, the central figure 
in w hich is Canakya, the prime minister o f Candragupta Maurya, the w ell- 
known king who, after the death of Alexander the Great, united m ost o f  
northern India under his rule. In the consolidation and administration o f this 
enormous kingdom he was assisted by this Machiavellian minister, who is 
thought to be identical with the author o f a cunning work on statecraft called  
the Arthasastra 'Treatise on Polity'.

Second only to Kalidasa is Bhavabhuti, who lived about a century after 
King Harsa. Bhavabhuti wrote two plays dealing with R5ma. The one called 
Uttararamacarita concerns Rama’s activities follow ing his return to Ayodhya 
and hence the name, which means ’The Later Life of Rama'. The other is 
entitled MahavTracarita T h e L ife o f the Great Hero'. Perhaps, how ever, his 
m ost remarkable play is the Malatim5dhava 'The Drama o f M5latl and 
M adhava’, the plot o f  which has a very familiar ring, as the heroine M alati is 
com pelled to marry som eone she does not love, but is united w ith her true 
love by a ruse.

N ext to A svaghosa, who possibly flourished in the second century B.C. 
and o f  w hose plays only fragments have been preserved, the earliest Sanskrit 
dramatist w as Bhasa. A lthough Bhasa’s name was celebrated from ancient 
tim es, how ever, it was generally accepted that all his com positions had been

4The first of these operas was by the conductor-composer Felix Weingartner in 1884. 
More recent are those by the pianist Ignacy Jan Paderewski and Franco Alfano, nowadays 
remembered chiefly for his having completed Puccini's Turandot.
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irretrievably lost. But about 80 years ago twelve complete plays and a
fragmentary play were discovered, which are believed by many to be the
works o f Bhasa. The fragment called Daridracarudatta T he Drama about
Poor Carudatta', consisting of but four acts, seems to have furnished the
material for Sudraka's Mrcchakatika.• *

A  very voluminous branch of Sanskrit literature is constituted by the 
Puranas, a generic name for a group o f works traditionally numbering 
eighteen, but actually far exceeding that number, especially if  included are 
the so-called Upapuranas 'Subsidiary (or 'Minor') Puranas'. Som etim es 
referred to as the 'Fifth Veda', they have in fact affiliations to the 
Mahabharata and other works. So varied in content and so enormous in bulk 
are the Puranas that it is hard to characterize or define them. According to a 
persistently prevalent notion, they are supposed to deal with five subjects, 
viz., primary and secondary creation, genealogy, the periods o f tim e ruled 
over by the Manus (Manvantaras) and history. But this fivefold subject 
matter, generally speaking, can scarcely be said to dominate any o f the 
Puranas. Some of them, like the Agnipurana, are virtually encyclopedias and 
as such treat o f everything imaginable. They are often termed sectarian 
treatises, i.e., devoted to the worship of Visnu or Siva, but it cannot be said 
that every Purana is wholly devoted to the one or the other; for som etim es 
their loyalty is mixed, and sometimes a Purana may even be non-sectarian.

Held in particular veneration is the Bhagavatapurana (’the Purana 
concerning the Blessed One’, i.e., Visnu) and especially its tenth chapter 
which recounts in minutest detail the life o f Krsna, the incarnation which 
Visnu assumes in the Bhagavadgita as Aijuna's charioteer.

There are in the Puranas many geographical references and lists o f  
kings, but scholars are far from agreed on their trustworthiness and value.
But whatever may be said about these bewilderingly diverse and immense 
works, there is no doubt that they do contain much that is intrinsically 
interesting, and all-in-all they tell us a great deal about Hinduism on the more 
popular level. Their style is in general much like that o f the Mahabharata, 
straightforward and unadorned, unmarked by the rigid adherence to 
grammatical rule that is the norm o f the classical language.

In sharp contrast to this is the highly ornate poetry o f later Sanskrit, 
called kavya, literally 'the work o f a poet (kavi)’. In its developed form a 
kavya is notable, among other things, for its rhetorical figures, polished  
phraseology, elaborate descriptions, the sonority o f its verses, in general for 
its lofty, courtly style o f composition. The plots, which are usually founded 
on material contained in the Mahabharata and Ramayana, are worked out in a 
profusion o f detail. Several o f these kdvyas have attained an especially  
revered status for their perfection and are styled mahakavyas 'great kdvyas'. 
Often regarded as the greatest o f the mahakavyas are the KumSrasambhava 
CBirth o f KumSra', i.e., Skanda, the war god) and the Raghuvamsa (’The
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Family o f Raghu’, i.e., the progenitor o f Rama), both by the renowned 
Kalidasa, author of the play about Sakuntala. A lso by Kalidasa is a short 
kavya, a lyrical poem entitled Meghaduta ('Cloud Messenger'), by som e 
Indian commentators termed a mahakavya in spite o f its brevity and 
simplicity o f plot. The story concerns a certain demigod or yaksa, as he is 
termed, who for some unspecified dereliction o f duty to his overlord Kubera 
is compelled to leave his domain in the Himalayas and live for a year in the 
mountains o f central India in separation from his w ife. At the onset o f the 
rainy season, a time when Indian husbands are reputed to be particularly 
distraught to be away from their w ives, this pathetic yaksa pours forth his 
plight to a low-hanging cloud which he asks to deliver a m essage to his w ife at 
the end o f its long voyage northward toward the Himalayas. The many sights 
on the cloud's way are charmingly described and so also the route it is to 
follow  in reaching the yaksa's abode. This short poem is in the opinion of 
many one o f the classics o f world literature.

. Apart from works o f literary character and merit* there are in 
Sanskrit numerous treatises on technical subjects. Some of these technical 
treatises, as for exam ple, those concerned with astronomy and mathematics, 
grew out o f the needs o f the Vedic sacrifice, which, especially in its later 
extreme com plexity, involved an accurate knowledge o f celestial phenomena 
for determining the precise time o f the sacrifice, as w ell as mathematical 
knowledge for the measurement and construction o f the altar.

The study o f grammar too, ultimately owes its origin to the V eda, as it 
arose from the necessity o f analyzing correctly and minutely the words o f the 
V edic hymns, the m ode o f construction o f the words, the phonetic changes 
they underwent in combination and the relationship expressed by their 
varying endings ~  in short the rationale o f the language in which the hym ns 
were com posed. M ost remarkable is the grammatical manual o f Panini 
called Astadhyayl (T he Eight Chapters'), a work o f the fifth century B .C ., if  
not earlier. Com posed in the sutra style and hence incomprehensible without 
a commentary, the Astadhyayl is a work o f truly miraculous ingenuity: in 
hardly more than 40 pages when printed in a m odem  edition, it provides an 
analysis o f the entire structure o f the Sanskrit language. This feat is 
accom plished by the adoption o f a meta-language of formulaic words, special 
uses o f the grammatical cases and yet other devices. Panini’s grammar is a 
reflection o f the profound and subtle grammatical activity o f ancient India, 
w hich far exceeded that o f any other nation o f ancient and m edieval tim es.

O f exceptional importance are the manuals called dharmasastras, 
w hich prescribe in detail the religious and moral conduct that devolves upon 
the devout Hindu. B est known is the Manavadharmasastra, in English 
generally called the 'Law Book o f Manu', a work o f endless fascination and 
interest in its coverage not only o f purely religious observances and custom s, 
but also o f the duties o f a king, the origin o f the world and the four castes, the
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four ages of the world and the doctrine of transmigration with its 
concomitant, the law of karman. 5

There are six great Indian philosophical systems, and an enormous 
literature has sprung up around them, partly in the form of commentaries 
and subcommentaries on their fundamental texts and partly in the form of 
relatively independent treatises. Particularly voluminous is the literature 
that concerns the Vedanta system, due in large measure to the many diverse 
interpretations that are accorded to its principal doctrine, i.e., the 
relationship of the individual soul or self, called atman, to the absolute 
cosmic principle or brahman. These philosophical systems have in varying 
degrees permeated Indian thought through the course of many centuries, and 
allusions to them, especially to the Vedanta, Samkhya and Yoga, are 
ubiquitous in Sanskrit literature.

Finally, mention may be made of the Sanskrit medical treatises, not 
only for the intrinsic interest attaching to them, but for their great value to 
the study of comparative medicine. A characteristic doctrine, which runs 
through all these compendia and is generally held to this day by Hindu 
physicians (vaidyas), is that of the three dhatus 'elements' of the body, i.e., 
wind, bile and phlegm, which, when in equilibrium, are responsible for the 
body’s health, but are otherwise the cause of illness. Remarkably similar is 
the doctrine of the four humors in the teaching of Greek medicine, which 
prevailed in the West until just a few hundred years ago and is responsible for 
the characterization of the differing temperaments as sanguine, melancholic, 
choleric and phlegmatic due to the prevalence of the humors blood, black 
bile, yellow bile and phlegm respectively. Striking in the Indian treatises is 
the use of the term madhuprameha 'honey(-like) or saccharine urine* as • 
applied to diabetes, a significant symptom of the disease unrecognized outside 
India until recent times.

5Karman (or karma without 'n' in less scientific form) literally m eans ’action’, but in  its 
religious usage 'action' plus the 're-action' or consequence which every action is  b elieved  
to involve. The consequence o f  one's actions may be experienced im m ediately or later in  
life or, i f  sufficiently pervasive, may only be realized in a subsequent birth o f  the 
individual's soul. Thus the 'law o f  karman is c losely  connected w ith the soul's 
transmigration, and a person's present lot is the consequence o f  accum ulated prior karman.
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T h e System  o f W ritin g

The script in w hich Sanskrit is usually written and printed nowadays is 
called Devanagari, a name which means the 'Nagari Script o f the Gods' or, 
what is nearly the same thing, the 'Divine Nagari Script'. 1 It has been a 
custom  in India from tim e immemorial to attribute a divine origin to writing, 
and this is reflected in the names o f other Indian scripts too. Thus, the oldest 
script o f all the many in India, apart from the writing system  em ployed by 
the people o f the Ancient Indus V alley civilization, is known as Brahml, 
w hich m eans the 'Script o f Brahma’, i.e., the script emanating from or 
bestow ed by Brahma, the god o f creation in the Hindu triad o f Brahma,
Vi§nu and Siva, who em body the great cosm ic forces o f creation, continuity 
and dissolution. Another exam ple is the Nandinagari, the ’Nagari Script o f  
Nandi’, a rather am biguous name, since Nandi (’The Gladdener’) is a 
designation o f both Visnu and Siva.

In addition to the Devanagari script Sanskrit books are som etim es also  
printed in the scripts o f India’s regional languages, Bengali and Malayalam  
probably being the m ost frequently used. Throughout the centuries, 
m oreover, practically all o f India's hundreds o f scripts have been used for 
the writing o f Sanskrit manuscripts. But during the course o f the past 
hundred years or so the tendency has becom e more and more deeply rooted 
to use Devanagari, as though it were a kind o f pan-Indian script. This is due 
in great part to the fact that several o f the most widespread regional 
languages are written in Devanagari, as, for example, Marathi and Hindi. But 
in the manuscriptal tradition too, in spite o f the diversity o f scripts em ployed  
in the transm ission o f Sanskrit texts, the Devanagari has probably been the 
m ost predom inant.

A lthough these numerous scripts differ greatly from one another in 
their outward appearance, all o f them are ultim ately traceable back to the 
Brahml script m entioned above, the earliest examples o f which belong to the 
fourth century B .C . The Brahml script may be fittingly likened to a great 
banyan tree from w hose central stem have been engendered numerous 
subsidiary trees, w hich, in the course o f many years, have attained a life  o f  
their ow n, som e entirely separated from their venerable parent and 
flourishing in  their independent growth.

A s a lineal descendent o f the old Brahml, the Devanagari seem s first to 
have attained separate and independent status at least as early as the seventh

lit is also often more simply called Nagari, really the earlier name before the divinizing 
element Deva- 'god' was prefixed; for further details, v. Walter H. Maurer 'On the Name 
Devanagari' in Journal of the American Oriental Society Vol. 91, No. 6 (1976), pp. 101
104.
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century A.D., from which has been preserved a copperplate inscription of 
King Dantidurga of the Rastrakuta dynasty of southern Maharastra.

Like all the descendants of Brahmi, the Devanagari is essentially a 
syllabic script. By this is meant that the writing unit is the syllable as opposed 
to the minimal sounds (consonants and vowels) into which words may be 
resolved. The Devanagari script consists of signs for 13 vowels (and 
diphthongs) and 33 consonants, which, together with two special signs, make 
a total of 48. Each of the 33 consonant signs stands for a consonant with the
vowel -a following it, e.g. *T (na), (ga), (da), ^  (ba), (ma), etc. If a
vowel other than -a is to be expressed, the -a is cancelled by the writing in
of the appropriate vowel sign, e.g. (ki), (ki), 'Wj (ku), ^  (ku), etc.
Thus, a word written in Devanagari consists of a series of signs each of which 
is a syllable, i.e., either a vowel (or diphthong) or a consonant with an 
inherent -a (or with another vowel specifically indicated, which cancels out
the -a). For example the word nagari (^RlXt) 'city' is composed of three
syllables na-ga-ri, the first two of which are written with the 'naked* signs
(na) and (ga), whereas -ri, being vocalized with a vowel other than -a, must 
have the vowel sign for -i written in, thus cancelling out the inherent -a of
the sign T  (ra).

The Consonants

In learning Devanagari it is best to start with the consonants, then learn 
the subsidiary signs for the vowels other than -a, and lastly the 13 vow el signs 
that are used when the vowels form syllables by themselves, i.e., when not 
following a consonant. In reciting the sounds of the Devanagari and also for 
pedagogical purposes, the consonants are traditionally arranged in various 
groups and sub-groups, as will become clear subsequently. The first and 
largest group o f consonants is that called ’stops’ or ’mutes’ by Western 
grammarians. These are sounds, like English d  or b, which involve a 
momentary stopping o f the breath when produced. This stopping o f the 
breath can be simply enough demonstrated if an attempt is made to 
pronounce did o rb  without any vowel following. The ancient Sanskrit 
grammarians termed these sounds ’touched sounds', because they are made 
by some sort o f touching, whether due to contact between the tongue and 
some point in the mouth or due to bringing the lips together. With 
remarkable astuteness they arranged each group o f stops that are articulated 
at the same point according to the progression of their articulation from the 
point farthest back on the roof o f the mouth (or soft palate) to that farthest
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forward, i.e„ the lips. Within each group of stops ortouched sounds there is 
a further arrangement which does not vary from one group to another, but a 
consideration o f this w ill become clearer as the consonants o f each group are 
discussed. Here below is a tabulation o f the five groups of stops, in which the 
value o f each syllabic sign of the DevanSgari is given in standard 
transliteration:

Stops or 'Touched Sounds' of Sanskrit

1 . Gutturals ka kha g<* gha ha  2

2. Palatals ca cha ja jha ria 2

3. Cerebrals ta tha da• dha• na 2•

4. Dentals ta tha da dha na 2

5. Labials pa pha ba bha ma 2

The Devanagari equivalents of these sounds w ill be given after the w hole 
system o f consonants has been surveyed and the pronunciation o f each 
explained.

1. The Gutturals
The word ’guttural’ is derived from Latin gutturdlis ’pertaining to the 

throat (guttury , and it is just a translation o f the Sanskrit term kanthya used  
by the Indian grammarians to describe the first series o f touched sounds 
articulated rather far back in the mouth, in the throat, as it were. They are 
produced by raising the back-middle o f the tongue so as to touch the roof o f 
the mouth, more precisely the soft portion or soft palate that lies behind the 
bony vault, as shown in the illustration:

2The sounds ha, ha, na, na and ma, called ’nasals’, are strictly not stops, because there is 
no stoppage of breath involved in their production.
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The letters t  and e in English, as in the words s ly  and go, are pronounced 
kfenrically to the Sanskrit consonants k and g (of ka and go), but c in English 
is often also proootmzed in the same way as k (in s£y), as exemplified by 
English sann. T ie  same socmd appears again as k in sfcnIL The spelling of 
EnglisL where different written sounds may in met represent the same 
spoken sounds, as in these examples, is unfortunately very unhelpful to the 
student.

The second consonant in the guttural series, kh. is the same as i .  except 
that there is a clearly audible breath immediately following die k, as indicated 
in die translitemtioa by the k. Whenever a k tor c  pronounced like k l) begins 
a word in English, it too. is accompanied by this rather noticeable breath or 
aspiration- The difference between English and Sanskrit in ibis matter is that 
the aspiration is not indicated in T+rinen English, where its presence is not 
really significant- no words being distinguished from each other by the 
presence or absence o f this seemingly unimportant breath. Bui in Sanskrit 
many words are distinguished from each other by the contrast o f aspiration 
and noa-aspirarkxL For example, khala ^threshing-floor' and kola 
’indistinct’.

Since aspiration o f consonants, though occurring in spoken English 
under certain conditions, is not a meaningful phenomenon o f which we are 
normally aware (except when we study Sanskrit!). it w ill be instructive to 
describe a simple test for determining the occurrence or absence o f this 
elusive breath. If a sheet o f paper is held close to the mouth and the w ord 
kayak is uttered, emphatically if  possible, it w ill be noticed that the paper is 
caused to flutter by' the breath following the initial k. But when sky or skull 
is similarly pronounced against the paper, there is no disturbance o f the 
paper at aEL

The fourth consonant in die guttural series, i.e., gh (o f gka) bears the 
same relation to g  (o f ga) as kk to k. It is, then, a g with accompanying 
aspiration. Unfortunately, the sound represented by this gh does not occur in
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English3, except for a suggestion of it in compound words like dog-house or 
log-house, if  the g and h are pronounced with particular emphasis and 
exaggeration. This can best be practiced by first pronouncing dog-house or 
log-house in the normal way, then repeating it with some dwelling on the g 
and articulating the h rather explosively, and after this dropping o ff the do
or lo- and saying ghousel In this third, but not yet final attempt care must be 
taken not to insert a slight vowel-fragment between g and h: the two sounds 
must be brought together and pronounced as one, i.e., a g with a breath. As if  
all these lingual acrobatics were insufficient to dull the ardor o f the m ost 
adventuresome beginner, an attempt must now be made to pronounce only gh 
without -ousel

The last sound in the guttural series, i.e., h (or ha), is common enough 
in English. It is the same as the n in finger or tank, but it should be observed 
that not every n in English, when followed by g is pronounced like the 
Sanskrit h. The n in tangible, for example, is not so pronounced.

W hile all the sounds in the guttural series are produced by touching the 
tongue to the soft palate, there is a difference between the way k and kh are 
made as compared with g, gh and h. The last three are all accompanied by a 
tensing o f the vocal cords, which are thereby caused to vibrate as the breath 
passes between them. This tension is technically termed 'voice', and sounds 
that are accompanied by voice are called 'voiced' sounds. In the case o f the 
nasals (appended to all the classes of stops), like h, the voice is made to 
resonate in the nasal cavity instead of issuing through the mouth. The 
vibration that accompanies the voiced sounds can be felt by lightly touching 
the Adam’s Apple. But in performing this test care must be taken not to 
pronounce a vow el with the g, gh or h, as vow els are by nature voiced.

It was stated above that in each of the five series o f stops or touched 
sounds, the sounds are arranged according to the same pattern, A s should  
now have becom e clear, it is meant by this that in each series o f stops 
(produced at the same point o f contact) the first two sounds are invariably 
voiceless and the remaining three voiced. Further, the first and third o f each  
series is without aspiration, i.e., unaspirated, w hile the second and fourth are 
the corresponding aspirated sounds. Finally the fifth is the nasal o f the 
particular class. In view  o f the this identical arrangement within each o f the 
five series, the vertical rows may be captioned or labelled in the follow ing  
way:

3A gh does occur in very many English words, as, for example, ghost, through, though, 
tough, but the divergent sounds which these spellings with gh represent have nothing to do 
with the aspirated gh in Sanskrit.
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Voiceless Voiced

r
Unaspirated 

k(a)

^ r
Aspirated Unaspirated Aspirated Nasal 

kh(a) g(a) gh(a) h(a)

2. The Palatals
In accordance with this scheme the palatals may be presented as follows:

Voiceless Voiced

r
Unaspirated

 ̂ r ^
Aspirated Unaspirated Aspirated Nasal

ca cha ]a jha 7la

This series is produced by raising the forepart, but not the tip, o f the 
tongue toward the hard palate, i.e., the bony arch of the mouth.

Practically speaking, the unaspirated c (of ca) is pronounced like the ch 
o f English church and, almost needless to say, the aspirated counterpart ch 
(o f cha) is the same sound accompanied by a strong release o f breath. This 
aspirated ch occurs in English only in emphatically and em otionally 
articulated speech, often where contrast between two things is involved, as in 
’Bring me the chair (pronounced as though written ch-hair), not the s to o l!' It 
is important to note that the use o f c in the transliteration o f the unaspirated 
consonant is purely a convention that has nothing to do with English spelling, 
as English c  is never pronounced like the ch in church. This practice o f using 
c  for the unaspirated sound is due to the fact that, h being everywhere utilized  
in the system  o f transliteration to mark an aspiration, the unaspirated 
counterpart o f cha logically has to be represented by the same sign without h.
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Formerly and even nowadays in the transliteration o f the m odem  
vernaculars, however, ch and chh (!) are often used instead o f c  and ch.

The voiced sound /  (o f ja  ) is close to English j  o f jo lly  or the dg  o f  
hedge. Care must be taken to avoid the tendency, common among beginning 
students, to pronounce the j  o f French jour.

The aspirated jh  is a fairly rare sound in Sanskrit, and one need not 
therefore expend too great an effort in trying to produce it. Just as in the case 
o f the aspirated voiced sounds in all the series, the sound jh  is found in 
English only at word junctures or junctures between the members o f 
compounds, where the last sound of the first word ends in a y-sound (however 
it may be written!) and the next begins with h. It w ill be remembered that 
dog-house and log-house served approximately for Sanskrit gh; for jh 
perhaps hedge-hog may be used. Bear in mind theat the -dge is sounded like 
the j  in jolly .

The palatal nasal ft (o f fta) is approximated by the n in English pinch  or 
any n follow ed by ch, the nasal in this case being naturally adapted or 
assimilated to the class o f ch and articulated at the same point.

3. The Cerebrals

Voiceless

Unaspirated Aspirated

ta tha• •

Voiced

Unaspirated Aspirated Nasal

da dha na• • •

The strange name applied to this important and very distinctively  
Indian class o f sounds requires some explanation. 'Cerebral' means 
'pertaining to the brain’ (from Latin cerebrum  'brain'), but it is really an 
erroneous translation o f the indigenous technical term murdhanya, literally 
'pertaining to the highest point (o f the mouth)', applied to this class o f sounds 
as being produced by touching die peak o f the mouth with the tip o f the 
tongue. But the Sanskrit word murdhan, from which murdhanya is derived, 
in ordinary parlance happens to mean also 'head', and this apparently gave 
rise to the notion that the sounds designated murdhanya were head-sounds', 
and 'cerebral' is but a further misinterpretation o f this m isconception. An 
accurate equivalent o f the Sanskrit murdhanya would be 'cacuminal', from  
Latin caciimen 'peak, highest point’, but though this term has been  
occasionally suggested, it has never won general acceptance. Instead o f 
cerebrals, these sounds are very often called 'linguals' in grammars, but this 
rather persistent substitute is to be avoided, as 'lingual' sim ply means
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'pertaining to the tongue' (Latin lingua), which, being applicable to nearly all 
sounds in the language, is hardly a desirable substitute for the older term 
'cerebrals’. Yet another term in fairly common use is 'retroflex', literally 
'turned back' with reference to the fact that the tongue-tip is slightly turned 
back on itself as it touches the roof of the mouth. This term is perhaps the 
most suitable of the various terms that are used to name this class of 
consonants, and it might have been adopted here except for the fact that it is 
in much less general use than 'cerebral'.

Although the cerebrals are formed, as just stated, by a slightly 
retroflex action of the tongue-tip as it touches the roof of the mouth — strictly 
speaking, the area well above the gum-ridge (the 'alveolar ridge') extending 
over the upper teeth — an acceptable approximation to these difficult sounds 
are the ordinary t 's and d 's of American English, which are produced by the 
tongue-tip against the gum-ridge, i.e., on a slightly lower point of contact. In 
fact, English t 's and d 's sound precisely like cerebrals to an Indian, who, in 
taking over into any vernacular language English words like ticket or dumb, 
represents them invariably, both in pronunciation and writing, with 
cerebrals. Conversely, in English as spoken by Indians almost every t and d  is 
spoken as a cerebral, the former usually also without the aspiration that 
generally accompanies initial voiceless sounds in English.

Thus, then, a fairly accurate rendition of the cerebral series by an 
English speaker is easily attained, the only exception being the voiced  
aspirate dh, which, as with the voiced aspirates of all the series of stops, is 
absent in English. In practicing these sounds the following points must be 
borne in mind. The aspirated th (of tha) is like any English t that begins a 
word, for example, tub. But this th must not be associated in any way with the 
th of English thing or this; the h in the transliteration th is simply a mark of 
aspiration as with Ich and ch of the guttural and palatal series. W hile the 
aspirated th is not difficult to produce, the unaspirated t (of ta) requires the 
same attention as the unaspirated sounds described so far, viz., kh, ch (and yet 
to be described: th and phX). In the discussion of kh, the aspirated counterpart 
of k, it was pointed out that when a s- precedes English k (or c when
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pronounced as &!), the k is without aspiration. Thus, the unaspirated sound of 
Sanskrit k may be produced by practicing the English words skull and scum  
without the initial s-t using the paper-test suggested on p. 16. Unfortunately, 
there are no similar practice-words in English to help in pronouncing the 
cerebral t, since an English t following s- is not pronounced with the tongue 
in the same position as when t comes first in a word. It might be helpful to 
compare the remarks made on p. 22  in the discussion o f the voiceless dentals 
and similarly the remarks concerning the voiceless labials on p. 23.

The voiced d  (o f da) is close to any English d  beginning a word, for 
example, dull or dub.The aspirated dh (o f dha) is approximately to be heard 
in mud-house, which should be practised as indicated for gh with the 
illustrative words dog-house and log-house.

The nasal n (in na) is similar to an n at the beginning o f a word in 
English, but, as with all the cerebrals, with the tongue-tip somewhat higher 
than in English and slightly retroflexed. In English n, however, is less close  
to cerebral n than are initial t, th and d  to their cerebral counterparts.

4. The Dentals

Voiceless Voiced

c  '  ^  >
Unaspirated Aspirated Unaspirated Aspirated Nasal 

ta tha da dha na

N otice that the transliteration o f the dentals differs from that o f  the 
cerebrals in the lack o f the subscript dot, but it should not be assum ed, 
therefore, that the dentals are to be exactly equated with English sounds 
written t, th , etc. The fact o f  the matter is that true dentals are scarcely to be 
found in standard English. It was amply shown above that English t 's and d 's 
are really alveolar sounds, close to the Sanskrit cerebrals. The dentals, on the 
other hand, m ust be pronounced by placing the tongue-tip alm ost betw een the 
teeth , i.e, alm ost in the sam e position as for English th in thing or this The th 
in these words (voiceless in thing and voiced in this) is a true interdental 
sound, i.e., produced by placing the tongue betw een the teeth.
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The unaspirated t (of ta) is approximately like the t o f English stub, or 
any t  preceded by an s. This is due to the fact that English s is a dental sound 
and a t  immediately following s is articulated also at the teeth. But when tub 
is pronounced, the tongue-tip moves into the alveolar position. Taking these 
points into consideration, it is best for the student to learn the aspirated th by 
continuing to use stub as his guide, but forcing out a breath after the t, as 
might be done when the word is said with great emphasis: st-h-ub. Then an 
effort must be made to say the sound in isolation.

The voiced d  (of da) can probably best be practised by saying a d  with 
the tongue-tip between the teeth and similarly with dh (of dha), using mud- 
house as previously described and also n (of na).

5. The Labials

Voiceless Voiced

f
Unaspirated

 ̂ C
Aspirated Unaspirated Aspirated Nasal

pa pha ba bha ma
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As the name indicates, the labials are lip-sounds, i.e., sounds that are 
produced by bringing die lips together. The sounds b (of ba) and m (of ma) 
are identical to English b and m in bumble and mumbo, i.e., like b or m.4 A 
p  at the beginning o f an English word, being aspirated, as similarly a k and t, 
is pronounced exactly like ph. Thus, English pull is really p-h-ull, as may be 
shown by applying the paper test. The u/z-aspirated p  (of pa) is heard in 
English only when p  is preceded by an 5, as in spun, the p  of which should be 
contrasted with the strongly aspirated p  of pun. The bh (of bhd) may be 
learned in the same fashion as the aspirated voiced stops o f the other classes 
by taking a compound word the first member of which ends in b and the 
second o f which begins with h. A good example of this is club-house.

The Semivowels

After the stops or touched sounds the Devanagari contains a group of 
four sounds technically called ’sem ivowels’, viz., ya , ra, la, and va. They are 
called semivowels because they are closely akin to vowels and, as w ill be seen 
later on in the grammar, they can be replaced by their cognate vowels under 
certain conditions, e.g. y  may become i, and v may become u. They could, 
perhaps with equal justification and logic, have been called ’semiconsonants’ 
because o f their ambivalent nature, being only half consonants. The Sanskrit 
grammarians call them 'antahstha', literally ’(the sounds) that stand between' 
scil. vow els and consonants. Like the touched sounds, these four semivowels 
are classified according to the point in the mouth where they are produced, 
not, however, by contact between the tongue and a particular point, but 
rather by a slight movement o f the tongue toward that point without actual 
contact. The sem ivowels are classified as follows:

Palatal ya  
Cerebral ra 
Dental la
Labial va

The y  (o f ya) and l (o f la) are essentially the same as English y  in yes or 
young  and / in lump or luxury 5 Labial v (o f va) is generally pronounced as a 
labio-dental, i.e., with the teeth and lips as v in English valve or villain. But

4 B u t n ot a final unaccented m  as in bo ttom , w hich is  really a vow el m.

^But not like the l  in the unaccented syllables o f  words like little  or bottle, which is really a 
v o w e l.
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in some parts o f India it is pronounced approximately like a w  when it 
follow s a stop; thus, dvara 'door' may be pronounced dwara. Finally, r  (of 
ra), although classified as a cerebral is no longer so pronounced. Its current 
pronunciation is closer to an alveolar sound with a slight flap. There is really 
no analog in English, so that it must be learned from a teacher. All the 
semivowels are voiced.

The Sibilants

There are three s-sounds or sibilants, a palatal, cerebral and dental:

Palatal sa
Cerebral sa •
Dental sa

The palatal s is similar to the sh in she or shell, the dental like the s in sum or 
sultry (not like the s in sugar, which is closer to s). Cerebral £ may be 
approximated by an English sh when followed by u or o, viz., shun or shot. 
Though in writing and for various phonetic reasons Sanskrit s and s are 
sharply distinguished, in some parts of India (e.g. Bengal), these two sibilants 
are not kept apart, both being pronounced like sh in English she. A ll the 
sibilants are voiceless.

The Aspirate

The last consonant in the DevanSgari system is ha. Though in origin 
and in the kinds of sound changes that take place before it, h is voiced, it is 
pronounced without voice, as an ordinary English h at the beginning o f a 
word, e.g. hum or honey. *

The Devanagarl Signs and Mode of Writing

All the sounds represented by the Devanagarl system having now been 
presented and their peculiarities of pronunciation discussed, the individual 
signs and the method of writing them in traditional fashion must be given.

The student must be reminded that every consonant sign in the 
Devanagarl script stands for a particular consonant followed by the vow el a 
or, put slightly differently, each sign is not simply a consonant, but a syllable 
consisting of a consonant plus a. Before the signs are given, it is necessary to 
say a few words regarding the correct pronunciation of this ubiquitous a,
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which, while not a difficult sound at all, is frequently wrongly pronounced 
by Western students. The difficulty is that it is not pronounced like an 
English a in any of the values the English a has in accented syllables,6 and yet, 
through association of the a used in transliterating Devanagari with an 
English a, Western students naturally attach to it the pronunciations typically 
heard in such words as garden, father or even bat, mat, etc. But the Sanskrit 
a is pronounced like the u (!) in bundle or dub, and for this reason early 
travellers to India from England, in quoting commonly heard words, 
especially place-names, tended to represent this vowel a with a w7. Thus, they 
wrote Punjab and Ahmednugur, where the us were intended to be 
pronounced like the u in pun and similar words. The correct pronunciation 
of this vowel a cannot be sufficiently emphasized, as its extreme frequency is 
in large measure responsible for the characteristic timbre of Sanskrit.

Every Devanagari sign is topped by a horizontal line or headline, 
which in printed Devanagari, where the signs are much closer together, tends 
to flow  together from one sign to another in the same word, thus forming a 
continuous line surmounting the whole word.8 But in Devanagari as 
traditionally written each sign has its own headline, and there is a slight space 
separating one sign from the other. In writing nowadays, however, it has 
become a common practice to write out all the letters of a word first 
exclusive of the headline and then to draw the headline continuously from  
one sign to the other, so that each word has an unbroken headline over it.
This procedure arose from a need to write quickly, but its adoption should be 
avoided, at least until the student has thoroughly acquainted him self with the 
traditional style of writing that is universally seen in Sanskrit manuscripts.

The signs, including the headline, are written from left to right and, in  
the case o f vertical lines from top to bottom. If lined paper is used for 
practice in writing, the signs may be made directly under these lines, which  
thus can serve as the headlines, needing only to be gone over with the pen or 
pencil as each sign is completed. As will be seen below in the steps given for 
writing each sign, the headline is the final stroke o f each sign.

6But English a  as w ell as other English vow els occurring in unaccented syllables com e  
close  to the Sanskrit sound; thus, the a  o f  sofa, the o o f  w elcom e  or the v o w el sound o f  
the suffix -tion, as in position . In fact, English has a strong tendency to pronounce a ll  
vow els fo llow ing the principal accented syllable in a m uted, indeterminate fashion.

7In all vernacular languages o f  India the vow el a  is pronounced exactly as in  Sanskrit, 
except in Bengali and Oriya (o f  the state o f  Orissa) where it has the sound o f  a short o.

8This headline in not found in the parent Brahmi script, but had its beginning centuries later 
in som e descendants o f  Brahmi, where it arose from a slight serif or thickening that w as 
imparted to the upper parts o f  the vertical lines o f  the signs, w hich gradually cam e to  be  
flared out and extended over the top o f  every sign.
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The Gutturals

Transliteration Sign Method of Writing

ka c cj

kha
• 1 ••• •■••• 

<£ W  W

Note: This method of writing the sign for kha is really a very recent 
phenomenon. In traditional writing the sign consists o f two distinct elements,
T  and cf\ written closely together (^ " ), but not joined as above. It happens,

purely fortuitously, that these two elements T and ^  are identical to the signs 
for ra  and va, as w ill be seen later. Since in quick or careless writing this has
often led to confusion, the T  and are linked as shown by a curved stroke

extended from the T  to the ^  to prevent the sign from being taken as a 
sequence o f the signs for ra and va.

g<*

gh a fc" t|'

ha
« »i»• • -1»*
'S ^  -

The Palatals

ca ■O ^

cha © © ©

ja sr • • • • •••• •o vj- q ' q -

jh a IT
• i ••• • *•••

IT

on T ’ •*r ^  ^
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N ote: In this last sign  (w hich is rather rare) the headline m ust not be drawn 
over the loop  w hich form s the upper left portion, but there should be a slight 
gap betw een the loop and the headline.

Tla ^ o  o -  o-j

The C erebrals

ta  Z  • z  z

th a  5 6 5

d a  ^• ^

N ote: This sign is identical to the guttural nasal ^  {na) except for the do t on  
the m iddle right.

d h a  gT S  5

N ote: Care m ust be taken not to end the loop with a tail or flourish, thus 5 ,  
as this is nearly identical to the voiced dental {da).

na ur *T

N ote: Another sign for this sound, especially in the Maharastra region, is

(  ^  ^  Either may be used, but it would not be proper to
use both.

The D entals

ta 5T r  ?T

£T «1* srth a
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Note: Here again the headline must not be drawn over the loop. The loop is 
essential and should be carefully drawn so as not to confuse this sign with (yd).

da  5  % cf

Note: The tail is important and serves to distinguish this sign from (dha).

line.

dha £T

na :T
■ ••• **i*

n

The Labials

p a q c  q- q

ph a q j L' q - qr

The same as q  (pa) except for the extra stroke on

ba o  o 3* ST

bha V

Note: differs from (Jha) as 'T (pa) from ^  (pha), i.e., by lacking the
extra stroke on the right o f the vertical line.

m a q1

The Semivowels
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la oT 0 Ĉ cH‘

va 5T
• * •» o

The Sibilants

sa

Note: Because o f the particular font of Devanagari used here, the headline is 
drawn over the loop, contrary to the usual practice.

sa•

:■ Ej* Ef

sa

Note: The first stroke is identical to T (ra).

The Aspirate 

ha  ? ^  §  S

Examples o f the signs in combination:

1. Words o f two syllables

(grain)

(bird)

W  (throat)

(striking)

(mat)

■H 6  (ascetic's hut)

(reed)

(step)

(unsteady) 

(cover) 

^ * 1 (people) 

(fish) 

(surface) 

(petal)

SFT (wealth) 

W  (fruit)
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{heron) {servant)
^  {exhilaration) d d  {barley)
TW {battle) {woods)

{filth) ?P?r {hare)
"3TT {arrow) {Siva)

Words of three syllables

d*d {gold) d.3ld {tenth)
d d  d {son) d H d {burning)
CRPT {falling) d d ^  {city)
^  -H d {subduing) d d  d {bending)
**KUI {refuge) Lb^ld* {plank)

{thick) d {worship)
d  d d {thinking) d d> {sea-monster)
d d d  {grass) <VTI d {silver)
d"dd {word) {salt)

The Vowels

It was stated earlier that there are 13 vowels, including diphthongs, in 
Sanskrit, for each of which, when following a consonant, there is a separate 
sign, except for -a which is not written. Every vowel, with but one exception, 
has both a short and a long counteipart, the long vowel having, technically 
(or musically) speaking, twice the duration of the short vowel, as may be seen 
in the correspondence between the u in English put and lute. In the standard 
transliteration of Devanagari a long vowel is topped by a horizontal line 
called a ’macron', while the short vowel is unmarked. Thus, there are the 
pairs a-a, i-i, u-u, etc. But although English too, has long vowels 
corresponding to the short, there is no systematic device for representing 
them in the orthography, as, for example, through the use of the macron or 
doubling as in Finnish and some other languages. As long vowels in English
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are very variously represented in the spelling, the pairing o f short and long 
vowels to illustrate the sound values o f the Sanskrit pairs is inevitably 
confusing to beginners. Thus, for long I double ee and ea are used as in meet 
and meary for long u a double oo as in noon, and so on.

The vowels, exclusive o f the diphthongs, are as follows:

a -a , i - i ,  u-u, r - f ,  /- [ f ]  
a-a

Though a is treated as the long counterpart of a , it has really a quite 
different quality from that of a . While a is like the u o f tub, a  is like the a  o f 
father or the double aa o f bazaar. The sign for -a. after a consonant is a 
vertical line over which the headline o f the preceding consonant sign is 
extended. Thus, in writing ka first (ka) is written, then the vertical I
which cancels out the inherent -a, and lastly the headline over both: ch I and
similarly 3TT (ba), ffT (ta), T̂T (la), fTT (ha), etc.

i~i

Short i is pronounced as i in pit or middle', long i as the double ee in 
peel or the ea in beat. Thus, the correspondence between i-i in English is i-ee 
(or ea).

The writing o f the sign for short i in Devanagari is peculiar, as it is put 
before the consonant after which it is pronounced! The sign consists o f a 
vertical staff (like that for a) with a curve at the top, turned or leaning
slightly to the left, thus: f The righthand end o f the curve must be brought
down to touch the vertical portion of the following consonant sign. The 
headline surmounting the two signs, which form a unit, is drawn last. Thus, 
in writing ki, first the vertical staff I is written, then the follow ing consonant 
sign (after a very slight space) I , then the loop, written so as to connect the
staff and the vertical part o f the consonant sign fc{V and finally the horizontal

line f^F, and in the same fashion f^T (di), f*T (gi), f^T (ji), but note that in f^T

(thi), f i r  (dhi) and fc r  (bhi) the headline is broken, as it should not be drawn 
over the loop o f a consonant sign.

The sign for long i  is similar to that for short i, but it is written after 
the consonant sign to which it is attached, i.e., in its logical position; thus cPl

(Id), to be written in the following sequence: , ̂ t". Note that the
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loop here is more nearly a semicircle, i.e., it is usually made so as not to lean
to the right or left. Other examples are: (ghi), (ti), (dhi).

u-u

The short vowel is identical to u in pull or full; the long u corresponds 
to the double oo in pool or fool. But observe that sometimes oo in English 
has the value of a short u, as in sootl

The Devanagari signs for these vowels are written beneath the
consonant sign and attached to it. The sign for short u is a mere hook:^ and
for long u it is reversed:^ and thus, when subjoined to we have ̂ (ku) and

^(ku). In writing these combinations the vowel signs may be written as a
continuation of the vertical part of the sign to which they are 

cT cl" dV
attached: b  o  and o  or written after the completion of the consonant•*"' VJ" VX* *X’ —i—O G| Cp Cp cfr) a b
sign: "=> and finally 'b . Other examples are: sf (bu), ^  (bit), n

(mu), (mu), ^  (khu), W  (khu). Note that in the case of the last sign, which
consists o f two parts, the vowel sign should be attached to the second part. 
Due to the design of this particular font it does not appear that way here.

r - r0 •

To the student it will doubtless seem strange that r can be a vowel, yet 
even in English an r-vowel occurs in wnaccented syllables, where, however, 
it is written -er, as in butter or clatter. An r-vowel also occurs in some Slavic 
languages, such as Czech and Serbian, as evidenced by place names like Bmo 
and Brdy in Czechoslovakia and BrCko and Brza Palanka in Yugoslavia.

The vowel r in Sanskrit is no longer pronounced as it seems to have 
been in ancient times, when the pronunciation may have resembled the -er in 
butter or perhaps the r in these place names. Nowadays the pronunciation of r 
varies from one part o f India to another. Thus, in M aharastra it is 
pronounced as a trilled r with a definite w-quality (u as in put) following it, 
somewhat as the roo in English brook. But in Bengal it is not distinguished in 
pronunciation from ri, which is often written for r in manuscripts 
originating in Bengal. Thus, the name of the God Krsna is pronounced in 
Maharastra almost as though written Krusna, whereas in Bengal as though 
written (as it frequently is!) Krisna. In the light of these and yet other 
divergent pronunciations, what should the student do? The only answer that
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can be given is to adopt consistently the one or the other, as none is, in all 
probability at least, more historically correct than the other.

The short r is also a subscript sign in Devanagari like the signs for u-u, 
from which, of course, it has to be carefully distinguished; r is, then, also a
hook, but, unlike the sign for u or u, it opens to the right: and is attached to 
to the vertical bar or lowest part of the sign after which it is pronounced, as
. =- N . ,. , O 3 cf)in (at*), wntten accordmg to the sequence c c c or, 
alternatively, the vowel may be added after the whole letter has been
completed. Additional examples are: (bhr), (gr), ET (dhr).

The long r, which, while far less frequent than r, is of considerable 
importance for its occurrence in certain grammatical endings, is pronounced 
according to the description above concerning short r, but with a 
prolongation of the sound. The sign for f  is formed by doubling the sign for
short r, the one being written directly under the other: as in (tf). Other

examples need not be given, as f  usually occurs after T̂.

i - i f ]

The vowel /, which, incidentally, occurs in the various forms o f only 
one root-word, is a vocalic /, just as r is a vocalic r. A vocalic l is heard in 
final ^accented syllables of English words like bottle, myrtle, which may 
not be far from the pronunciation in ancient times. Nowadays, however, the 
pronunciation of / is a strange amalgam of / and r, sounding much like Iru in
Maharastra and like Iri in Bengal! The sign for l is a sort of diminutive 
(la), but without the headline and with a r-like hook ending the vertical
line:c~ . It occurs only after thus: 3? which may be written as follows:
*  ■ w  w  $  a? •

There is no long /, although it is found in some Sanskrit grammars, 
especially those published in India. It arose as a grammatical invention by 
Indian grammarians, who felt its presence in the sound system necessary to 
balance out the other pairs o f long and short vowels.

The Diphthongs

Four diphthongs are usually listed in Sanskrit grammars, viz., e, a i, o 
and au. But e and o, though ultimately derived from short diphthongs in the 
parent Indo-European language and'probably still so pronounced in the
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earliest period o f Indo-Aryan speech, gradually lost their diphthongal 
character and became monophthongs or simple long vowels. Thus, e is 
pronounced as though e (and so transliterated in many early Sanskrit 
grammars, i.e., like the a (!) in English bagel or made. The o, really 6  (also 
so transliterated in older books), is like the o in English ogle or open.

The true diphthongs ai and au have no precise equivalents in English.. 
The ai is similar to the ai o f aisle, but the initial element is not a long a, as is 
the case with ai o f aisle. Rather it is the colorless, somewhat indeterminate 
Sanskrit a. It is this sound that is heard in the name of the religious sect o f the 
Jains (properly Jainas), which to many visitors to India sounds like 'Jayns' 
and is often so mispronounced by them. But for practical purposes the 
student may pronounce ai like the ai in aisle. The diphthong au involves the 
same difficulty: while similar to the sound written ow  in English words like 
growl or town , the first element of the Sanskrit au is really the neutral short 
a , so that it sounds superficially more like the English diphthong o in cold , 
just as a i sounds superficially like the ai in pain rather, than the ai in aisle. 
Again, for practical reasons the student is advised to pronounce au like the 
ow  in town.

e

The sign is a looped slanted line written above the consonant after
which it is pronounced and connected to the vertical portion o f that sign: 1 as

...... ...................  •> .
in (ke), written according to the following sequence: °  ^ ^

and finally ^P. So also (be), (de), (me, when as here, there are two

vertical lines, the sign for e is connected to the second), (khe).

at

The sign for ai consists o f two of the signs for e with their lower, 
pointed ends meeting on the headline: ! and thus (kai), written 
O Cj cf, Cfr cf, and so also ^  ^  (dai)y Tf (mat), 3T (bai).
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o

The sign for o  consists o f the sign for e attached to a vertical staff: T as 

ch t (ho), written °  ®l 'hi and sim ilarly *cTl (co ),

(jo), (ro), (go).

m

au

The sign for au consists o f the two hooks o f ai attached to a vertical 
staff: \  as in 'h i (kaii), written °  cl ^  I 'h i and so

also (you), (pau ), (dhau).

The follow ing is a list o f words o f common occurrence in Sanskrit 
w orks, which the student should try to transliterate according to the roman 
equivalents o f the Devanagari signs. The key is given in Exercise B , but it 
should be consulted only when absolutely necessary, i.e., w hen a particular 
sign has been forgotten and cannot be found in the foregoing explanations. 
The m eanings o f the words are not given because, at this stage o f the student’s 
progress, no useful purpose w ould be served by adding yet another burden to 
his m em ory. W ords and their m eanings should properly be learned as one 
com es upon them in reading, when they have been seen in a m eaningful 
setting. T hese w ords, as w ill be im m ediately apparent, are o f a varying  
num ber o f  sy llab les, purposely not arranged according to any principle 
beyond the fact that all the signs occurring in them have been explained. 
W hen E xercise A  has been com pleted and checked against errors in B , the 
words in B should be converted back into Devanagari.
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Exercise A

*tW t  i i q f p r  i m m  i i s ffa -  i f g f « r  i i i 
f% 6 p r  i i T f% -1  h T'H* i sn ^ r i i q ^ rr  i crft% f% 5 r i i 
^ d s< ?i i w It  i < h r m w T  i s p t  i m n  i t t t Ct  i ^  i -e t s  i i 

i ■ ^r^r i w n T T  i w  i t r w  i s r a t  i ^ p t s t  ig ^ r > >O O "* >3

I W w  I q r t lq id  I g f ^ q u i N d  I s p r %  H H d - I« > a  o  ^  t  t  >s

a q i f a y  i q f e r  i q f M f a w  i i j j t f f  i i t o t  io  \  C c. 'O ^
s r R r P r  i f t r $ m  i i f w r  i * r : i g k i d d i  i ^ n m ^ f  i
<H(dd  I W O T  I q T f T  I I W  I I *TT%  I - d M t f ^ T p T  iC «» CN C\
P l N d  I d f d d l  I W  I ^ IW  I T T T r q w  i w n  I i 
+ l<di^<d i q ^ r a r r y  i d ^ p r  i i i d 'H 'Ji i i * r c f * r  t 
f d < i f c i d  i w m  i f a d i ?  i d T T f y q - 1 f w r  i f a y W  i w h \o  o  <o o

M - C l d d  I F ^ R T f  I I ^ R M fd  I i r f o r  i w r ? | l
^ r w  i q l f ^ d  i w r  i * f p t  i f ^ r  i t r r r - i mp i i d r  i i 
5e p t t  i d ^ i d t d  i d d R r  i w m  i ^ f h r r  i

Exercise B

gltd /  yauvana f kopa /  chaya / janani f jiva / tithi / deva / dosa / nidhana / 
naisadha f pati /  phala /  bala l patava l puja / paridevita / bharata / 
kuikhala l  gabhlra l dipavali /  dhana / naga / ndri / cuta / ghata / ghosa l 
bhojana /  manuja / ramaniya /  bhuvana iravana l sad  / sakdsa / hetu / 
soma /  sukumara / virasenasuta /  mahlpad / sakhiganavrta l nrpati / 
rndnusa /  tathdvidha / duhitr /  prthivipcUa / kusala / loka / jivita l sasana f 
atithi / visesa /  maharaja /  vimana /  sura / sauddmani / susamdhita f savitr / 
vasudha /  van  /  soka /  mida /  ravi / mad / lalasa / bhumi / locana I 
vanitd /  sarana /  sadku /  ramdyana / ganikd / krsi / kolahala / 
mahdbharata /  kusuma / dra  / devi / torana / bhusana / surabhi / virajita / 
subhdnana /  vivaha /  naradhipa /  mithuna / vibudha / laghu / purogama / 
mahabdhu /  kdrana /  devaduta l narapad /  mudita / gw/za / de/za / varana / 
pidita /  gamana l  samaya ! krta /  rajakula fveda  ! hari I hlna / sabha l 
mahayana /  vasati / sabha /  sobhd /
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Other Devanagari Signs: Anusvara and Visarga

There are two additional signs in the Devanagari script, both 
traditionally placed after the vowels and diphthongs and before the 
consonants. They are called anusvara and visarga respectively. Anusvara 
(literally 'after-sound', i.e., a sound that follow s another), which consists 
simply of a dot written above a sign, indicates that the vowel o f that syllable is 
nasalized, i. e., made to resound in the nose, like the vow els in French that are 
followed by n in writing, as in bon, encore. Anusvara, which means both the 
sign itself as w ell as the sound denoted by it, if  properly used, occurs only
before the three sibilants (9T sa, sa and sa), the semivowels and the

aspirate ^  (ha). In transliteration it is represented by m or m, some scholars
*

preferring the one, others the other symbol. Thus, °t 1̂ is transliterated
r-« r> •

vamSa or varnsa, ^°l11 ^ havlmsi or havlmsi, I^H I hirhsft or himsa and
simha or simha. In this book, however, m w ill be consistently used.

Anusvara is also used to indicate the final m o f a word when the
follow ing word begins with a consonant, e.g. I fri (nagaram
gacchdmi). In this latter case, however, the anusvara is pronounced as an w, 
not as a nasalization o f the foregoing vow el. This extremely prevalent usage 
is, as w ill be explained in a subsequent lesson, merely a so-called  
compendium scripturae (an abbreviated way o f writing).

The other sign, visarga, which means literally 'em ission (of breath)’, 
precisely resem bles in writing and printing the English punctuation mark 
called a 'colon' and is  used at the end o f a word for a peculiar sort o f breath 
into which an -s or -r is liable to be changed under certain conditions. It is 
transliterated as an h w ith a subscript dot, thus h, but its pronunciation is 
peculiar and requires som e extended explanation. Visarga is pronounced as 
an ordinary English h or breath, but with an echo or rebound o f the vow el
preceding it; thus, 4-M  : (manuh) is pronounced manuhu, i.e., with a 

fragm ent o f  the preceding u after it. Sim ilarly : (devah) is pronounced
devaha  with a fragmentary a  thereafter, W hen the diphthong ai precedes
visarga, the fragm ent or echo vow el is i (the last part o f ail), thus :
(devaih ) pronounced devaih1, and sim ilarly when the dipthong au precedes
visarga, a fragm entary u is  pronounced, thus (gauh) pronounced gauhu.

-\
But the m onophthongs e  and o are echoed by a fragmentary e and o, as 'tH  I 

(kaveh ), w hich is pronounced kavehe , and ^TT^ftI (bhanoh), pronounced
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bhanohP. V isarga is a very important and frequent sound in Sanskrit, and 
more w ill be said about it in a later lesson.

The Virama

Another sign, w hile not a phonetic sign and so only a part o f the 
Devanagari writing system  in a larger sense, is the virama, a short oblique 
stroke placed at the foot o f a sign to cancel the -a that would otherwise be
pronounced. Thus, nagaram  is written rHI ^*1 which, without the little tail 

attached to ^T, would be read nagarama; similarly I ^  with virama 

attached to ^  is read kamadhuk, not kamadhuka.

Conjunct Consonants

W hen two or more consonants occur together without an intervening 
vow el, they are combined into a single complex sign, as a means o f indicating 
that the vocalization, whether the inherent -a or other written vow el, follow s 
the unitary sign. When two or more consonants are thus combined, all except 
the last consonant are abbreviated or reduced by the loss o f their vertical
stroke, and so (ma), ŝT (kha) and (ta) becom e respectively ^  , 2̂ and <T

which are joined without space to the follow ing sign. For exam ple, (mbu)

in (khya) in ti I <2*M , (tna) in and sim ilarly with as

many as three consonant signs forming a unit, as (dhnya) in and

in cp | where the cluster is vocalized with long a . Theoretically,
any number o f signs might be thus brought together, but combinations o f 
more than three are exceedingly rare.

When the first o f two signs does not have a vertical stroke on its right,
as is true o f a number o f signs, such as 2T (ta ) or (da ), the second

consonant is placed beneath and somewhat reduced in size, thus (tka) in
^ % (satkd) and£(tta) in (patta) and (dga) in 'H£  (mudga).

In summary, then, when two or more consonants are combined into a 
single complex sign, the individual signs are arranged horizontally if  their 
fusion can be effected by the omission of the vertical stroke o f a preceding 
sign, otherwise by superposition, in which case they are to be read from the
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top down. But there are many conjunct consonants o f common occurrence 
whose constituent elements are so altered in combination as to be
unrecognizable, as in (ksa) (also written *3" ), which is a combination o f

^  (k) and ($a) and also (jna), made up o f (J) and {Tin). These 
special conjuncts should be learned as they occur in reading. However, a few
words must be said here about the form that the sem ivowel ^  (ra) assumes
according to whether it directly precedes or follow s a consonant, because it 
bears no resemblance to the independent sign in either case and is o f 
extrem ely frequent occurrence..

When T  follows a consonant as in pra, the T  is written as a slanted line 

to the lower left o f the consonant sign; thus T̂, also 9F> (kra), i f  {bra), Si 

{dra). But (t) drops most o f its characteristic curve in order to
• • m m • •« • m 9 a • — ̂

accommodate this slanted stroke: a (tra), to be written ~i % 'a 'a . .

W hen T  follow s the palatal , the is abbreviated to and the T  is

written on the vertical stroke: (sra). Other special combinations should be
learned only as they are encountered.

W hen T  (r) precedes a consonant, it is written as a hook, opening to the
c*

right, above the consonant sign and connected to its vertical stroke, as in H'b 
c

(parka), "H (mardana). If it precedes a cluster o f two or more consonants,
___ c r

it is written above the last in the series, as in (martya) and 'M M
(gargya). Another peculiarity is that it is always written to the right o f any 
superscript vow el marks or the anusvara, as in (martyena), I

(im artyaih ), ■H04T  (martyau), H C'M (martyam ) and, as is apparent from these 
exam ples, this extreme rightmost position leads to a somewhat awkward 
displacem ent o f  the sign from its place in the sequence o f sounds as they are 
to be read. Am extreme^ exam ple o f this sort o f displacement is afforded by
the rare word (,kartsnya), containing a cluster o f four consonants

preceded by ^  , which, in spite o f its being read first, is actually placed over

the last! In writing, the ^  is drawn sim ultaneously with the headline, with 
w hich it is made to form a part, the pencil or pen backtracking into the shape

o f the hook, thus: ^  m, (rda).
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Here follows a list of conjunct consonants arranged in the order of the 
Devanagari alphabet. They are grouped according to the class to which the 
initial consonant belongs. The list contains all the consonant combinations 
that occur in this book in addition to a few of less frequent occurrence. Do 
not attempt to commit this list to memory: its purpose is merely to show how 
the combinations are put together. As will become apparent, the method of 
joining together two or more consonants, with but a few exceptions, follows 
the rules set out above. Alternative writings do often occur, especially in the 
case o f the more complicated combinations, but these deviations are to be 
learned by experience.

k-ka etch; k-kha k-ta ckT /  Tf7; k-t-ya *, k-t-ra ®F?T‘, k-t-va 

Cfxcl ; k-ya ; k-ra 3T; k-la ; k-va ^ ; k-sa ST /  qT; k-s-na ; 

k-s-ma ; k-s-m-ya ; k-s-ya k-s-va S^T; kh-y a g-dha T̂ T; 

g-na ; g-ya ; gh-na ^T*, h-ka h-k-sa ^"ST; h-k-s-va ^  ̂  *, h-ga 

* h-g-ya  j h-gha > h-ya

c-ca ^ T ; c-cha c-ch-ra c-ya ^  H a ^  1

j-j-va j-jha i~na ^Vj-m a j-ya ^ T ; j-va n-ca n-cha

^ 9; n-ja
t - ta  5 ;  t - y a  2 ^ T X th -y a  *, d - y a  ^T*, d h -y a  ; n -ta  ^  n -th a

T T £ ; n - t h - y a  n - d a ^ ,  n - n a n - y a ^ X ;  n - v a  ^

t-ka t-k-sa cST; t-ta XT; t-t-ya T^T; t-t-ra tT; t-t-va t-tha 

t-na ^T; t-n-ya t-pa ^T; t-ma ^T; t-m-ya C^T*, t-ya t-ra

t_r_ya t-va t-sa t-s-na C^T; t-s-n-ya t-tha

^T ; th-ya d-gha d-da ^  d-dha d-dh-ya d-na

d-bh-ya  d-ma ^T; d-ya ^T; d-ra 5 ;  d-vfl dh-na

dh-n-ya  dh-ya dh-ra §T; <2h-va n-to ^ T ‘, n-t-ta

n.f_-ya ; n-t-ra n-t-va n-da n-d-ra n-d-va  

n-dfca *£T; n-dfc-ra ^  " T  1 ̂  «-pa ’FlT; n-nw n-ya ’^T; n-ra

^T; n-sa ?n-va
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p-ta  p-t-ya P'na ^  P~Pa  ^  P~ya ***’ P~la P'S°  
p-s-ya  b-ja b-da b-dha 5&T; b-dh-va b-na ^T; b-ba

b-bha  ®̂ T; b-bh-ya  ®^T; b-ya  ®*T; b -r a ^ \ bh-na ^T'» bh-ya ^ T ; m-na

m -pa  TIT; m -ba m-bha m-ya m-la 
y-jya ^T ; l-ka l-pa ^T; l-ma 1-ya ^T ; l-la  /  ST; v-ya 

j-ca  s-c-ya  j s-na i-y<2 5 ^ i s-ra  ̂ *T9 i-/<2 » J-vfl

£-/zz i ?-t-ya ; s-f-ra s-t-va i s-tha^>,
s-na ; s-pa ^ ; s-pha s-ma ; s-ya ; s-va ^ ;

s-ka s-kha s-ta  ^cT; s-t-ya  ^ T ;  s-t-ra  ^T; s-t-va s-tha  

^ T ; s-na  ^ T ; s-n-ya s-pa  r̂H; s-pha t'H); s-ma s-ya  ’PTi s-ra

s-va  ;

h-na  ^  h-na jjpfj h-ma ^T; h-ya f|X; h-ra h-la h-va

Preconsonantal o r Initial Signs for the Vowels

The v o w el signs that have been presented so far are, it w ill be recalled, 
used w hen they fo llow  a consonant, to which they form m ere attachments
written to the le ft, right, above and below  the sign, as («>, {id),

(kai), ^  (leu), etc. A s attachm ents w hich are written alm ost as though an
integral part o f  a consonant, they cannot be used to represent a vow el a t the 
beginn ing o f  a  w o rd  (or on the very rare occasion w hen a vow el begins a 
sy llab le  w ith in  a w ord). W hen a vow el begins a word, the fo llow ing signs are 
used:

. a , as in (a tra)

3TT a , as in  3 T T W T  (agam ana)

^  z, as in  (iha )
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$  i, as in (isvarap

^  u, as in '3TT iugra)
<h a, as in d^TH (wrm/) 

r, as in ^fW (rsf)

(Neither long f  nor / occurs at the beginning of a word).

3 #

e, as in (eka)

ai, as in (airavana)

o, as in afl ^ l̂ T (osadhi) 
aw, as in («aupamya)

These independent or initial vowel signs are written in the following, 
manner:

a 3 ! 3 i' 3f '
a 3!’ 31* 311 31T with the addition of a vertical stroke 

to the short vowel sign).
i

i si' f (This hook exactly resembles the sign for T  before a 
consonant).

u S '  3

u <1 S ' i S h

r
w

w  w

e
^  q r

ai
q

"N
IT tj-

o 3~ 3 f 311 -3fy 3 ft

au 3" 3T 311 3|T 3)T 3 ft

^N ote that when "51 com bines with a fo llow ing consonant, it takes the abbreviated form * \ 

but now adays T  (with the vertical stroke omitted) is often used instead.
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In Devanagari manuscripts individual words were not written 
separately from one another. This was no doubt partly due to a conscious 
desire to conserve the writing material, as was tme also in the case o f Latin 
and Greek manuscripts. The chief reason, however, is probably the 
combinatory tendency of the Devanagari script, which makes it easier to 
write words together by utilizing the post-consonantal vowel signs instead of 
the initial signs (wherever possible) and by joining consonants together at 
word-junctures. Thus, the words ^ - m ^ are more easily written 
«<°i by writing for *T ̂  and for ^  This natural combinatory
tendency o f the script and also the frequent fusing together o f words by 
various kinds o f vowel contractions and phonetic changes at word-junctures 
inevitably led to the conception of a sentence as a continuous flow, which the 
introduction o f spaces would have disturbed. In the very earliest books 
printed in Devanagari writing without spaces was continued, but it was not 
long before the principle arose of introducing a space after words ending in 
visarga, anusvara or a vowel or diphthong (when the following word began 
with a consonant). This is the policy invariably practiced nowadays not only 
for Devanagari, but for all the scripts in India.10 11 The writing of words 
together, even as modified in this way, is a cause of considerable difficulty 
for the beginner in Sanskrit, however, as in so early a stage o f his knowledge 
o f grammatical forms and vocabulary, he does not readily discern the word- 
junctures that are immediately apparent to him at a later stage. Thus, the 
following sentence: munir iha vane vyaghresv isun miMcantam akhetakam 
iksate, with words spaced apart according to the practice in transliteration, 
but written without spaces at all in manuscripts, would appear thus in modem
printed Devanagari: "H fri I ri Ĝ \ I ^  I ^  ^  *“̂ 1 ri l ^  ril ̂ 1 d ,
i.e., with a space only between iha vane and vane vyaghresv because iha and 
vane both end in vowels and the following words begin with a consonant.11

In view  of the general m le that, when a word ends in a consonant and 
the follow ing word begins with a vowel, they are written together as a unit, 
the occurrence o f the initial vow el signs (as opposed to the attached post
consonantal vow el signs) is practically limited to the first word o f a sentence 
and internally to where, under certain grammatical conditions, two vow els

10B ut not so  with the Burm ese, Thai, Cambodian and Lao scripts, the eastern derivates o f  
Brahm l, in  which words are also not spaced apart, even in newspapers. But this is perhaps 
due not so  much to the continuation o f  the habit o f  Indian manuscripts as it is to the 
m onosyllab ic structure o f  these languages, the word-junctures being by nature clearly 
evident.

11 In this book, how ever, the use o f  com bined Devanagari writing w ill be deferred until 
L esson  Twenty-four.
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appear in hiatus at word junctures. Thus, in the example cited above, the i of 
iha in munir iha is not written with the vowel sign for initial i, even though it 
does begin the word iha.

When letters of the Devanagari script are referred to, just as when in 
English we say bee, dee, double u, aitch, etc., they are called either by their
values as individual signs, e.g. ^  {ka), ®T (ba), (na), etc. or, less
commonly, by these syllabic signs with the addition of the word cb I ^ (hard),
literally 'maker', as cb cM ^ {kakdra), ^ c!h I ^ (bakdra), *1 ct» I <. (nakdra) 'ka- 
maker', '£><z-maker', Via-maker', i.e., 'that which makes ka ', etc. The same 
procedure is^followed for the vowels. The only exception to the use of T* I

is the sem ivowel X, which is not called X^>TX (rakara), but, most

peculiarly, XH) (repha) .12 These names in may refer either to the
written symbols or to the sounds indicated by them.

Now that all the signs o f the Devanagari alphabet and their phonetic 
values have been given and discussed, it may be helpful to have a synoptic 
view  o f the signs and their transliterations according to the sequence 
follow ed in Sanskrit dictionaries and also in recitations o f the alphabet, 
which, it w ill be recalled, differs from our presentation in placing the vow els 
first, then visarga and anus vara followed by the other consonants. 1

Vowels 3T a ,  STT ( T ) a , X ( f) i, * (V) i, "3 ( _ )  u, (̂ ) u,

J r .  ^  (e)f
Diphthongs (  )  e, (  )  ai, 3r T  ( ) “ )  o, z f t  (*t )  au

Visarga : h

Anusvara . . ; m  or Til

1 ^Literally a 'snarl' or 'growl' and probably so-ca lled  from  the roll or trill w ith  w h ich  it is  
sounded, like the snarl o f  a dog! It is  o f  interest to note that the^only script in India in w hich  
the letters have nam es, lik e this one exception  in the Devanagari, is the Gurmukhi o f  
Pafijabi, in w hich every letter has its ow n  distinctive name. Thus, ga  is  called  gaggd , ta  is 
called t a in  k a .
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Consonants Voiceless Voiced Nasals
(stops and nasals) Unaspirated Aspirated Unaspirated Aspirated

Gutturals ka W  kha *T ga ^  gha &  ha•N

Palatals ca ^9 cha ja jha ha

Cerebrals ta« tha ^  da <© dha na•

Dentals ta tha da . dha ^ n a

Labials pa pha ®T ba bha ma

Semivowels ya X ra la ^  va

Sibilants *ST sa ^ s a sa

Aspirate ha

„ Accent

Finally, a word must be said about the nature and the position of the accent 
in Sanskrit By accent is meant the greater stress or emphasis that is given to one 
syllable o f a word over another. As contrasted with the early Vedic language, 
classical Sanskrit has what is called a 'stress’ accent,13 as is found, for example, 
in English, German and the Romance languages with the exception o f French, 
which has a musical or pitch accent, i.e., an accent based not on stress, but a rise 
or modulation o f the voice on a particular syllable. But the stress accent o f 
Sanskrit differs from that o f the languages just mentioned in being less forceful, 
with an even distribution o f accent over the syllables that do not bear the main 
stress, which, therefore, must on no account be slurred or reduced, as is 
typically die case with unstressed syllables in English.

The position o f the accent in Sanskrit is based essentially on the same 
principle as prevails in Latin: if the second to the last syllable (called the 
’penult*) consists o f a long vow el (or diphthong) or alternatively o f a short 
vow el follow ed by two or more consonants, it is stressed or accented.14

13Som etim es referred to as an ictus  accent, the term ictus, literally 'a blow', being  
borrowed from  Latin prosody.

14A  long  vow el or diphthong is  said to be lo n g  by nature’; a short vow el fo llow ed  by tw o  
or m ore consonants i s  said to be 'long by position'.
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Otherwise, the accent falls on the third to the last syllable (called the
'antepenult'). Thus, eT>'H I ^ (kumara) is accented on the a (the penult) because it
. «•> _ _ 
is a long vowel; similarly, (ativa) with the accent on the long vowel i , and

(ihitaisin) with the accent on the diphthong ai. Accented also on the 
penult are the following words, because their short penultimate vow el is 
followed by two consonants (an extremely common case): (aditya)

with the accent on i, (bhavanti) with the accent on the syllable ant, and
also  ̂l <={ (gandharva) with the accent on the syllable arv. On the other hand, 

when the penult is short, the accent is put on the antepenult, as in 4‘M s3Fi

(manuja), where it falls on the first syllable ma and ^  (danava) where it
rests on da. If, however, the last three syllables are all short, as is not 
uncommon, the accent moves back to the fourth to the last syllable (the so-called
’ante-antepenult'!), as in ~C11 <.̂ 1 fd (corayati) and (dharayitum ). In
determining the length of the penult (the key syllable!), anusvara is to be counted
as a consonant, hence in (sasamsa) the accent falls on sams, as the a,
though short by nature, is long due to the following anusvara (m) plus s.

The stress accent, described above, which has been in use probably for the 
past 2000 years or more, gradually came to supplant the musical accent o f the 
older language, such as occurs in the hymns of the Rgveda and other early Yedic 
texts. This musical accent, which is marked according to various systems of 
notation in the different Vedic texts, essentially continued the accentual pattern 
of the parent Indo-European language and is reflected also in classical Greek15 
and Lithuanian.

5But in classical Greek too, the old musical accent had given w ay to a stress accent, but in 
contrast with Sanskrit the stress accent in Greek remains on the sam e syllable as the 
musical accent. In Sanskrit, however, the position o f  the stress accent, based as it is on the 
penultimate rule given above, has nothing to do with the position o f  the m usical accent, 
except where it happens by coincidence to fall on the same syllable.Thus, sam udra  in the 
Rgveda has the tone on the last syllable, but in the classical language it is accented on the 
penult (which is long by position); sarira  in the Rgveda bears the accent on the first 
syllable, whereas in the later language the stress accent falls on the long i  o f  the penult.
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Rattling the Dry Bones of Grammar

A  Few  Preliminary Remarks

In English the order o f words in a sentence can be o f cardinal 
importance. To make this clear, let us take the sentence 'The ascetic sees the 
god'. If w e transpose the words 'ascetic' and 'god' and say 'the god sees the 
ascetic', the m eaning is com pletely changed, although the words them selves  
are precisely the same. An analysis o f this and sim ilar sentences suggests that 
in English the agent or performer o f an action is put before the w ord that 
expresses the action, after which, in turn, the one affected by the action is 
placed. The agent o f an action is called the 'subject' in gram m atical parlance, 
and the one affected by the action o f the subject is called the 'object*. The 
word expressing the action is known as a 'verb'. The exam ple above, w hich  
illustrates a sim ple, basic sentence, consists o f the subject 'The ascetic', the 
verb 'sees' and the object ’the god'.

In Sanskrit it is usual to put the verb at the end o f the sentence. In 
E nglish, how ever, this word order (subject-object-verb) is found on ly  in  
poetiy, where one m ight say 'The ascetic the god sees'.

But apart from word order, there is yet another difference betw een  
Sanskrit and English that m ust be explained and understood from  the very  
outset: the subject and object are differentiated by a difference in  the last 
syllable  or ending o f the word. Thus, as the subject o f a sentence 'ascetic' is 
tapasah , but as object it is tapasam. Sim ilarly, as the subject 'god' is devah , 
but as object it is devam. Since the ending indicates whether a word is the 
subject or object o f a verb, word order in Sanskrit is not fixed  or hard and 
fast, as it is in English. The sentence that has served as an exam ple w ould  
norm ally be in Sanskrit: tapasah devam  pasyati ('sees'). The defin ite article, 
as grammarians call the word 'the', is generally om itted in Sanskrit, although  
it can be expressed, as w ill be seen in due course. It is also possib le in  
Sanskrit, unlike E nglish, to reverse the order o f the subject and object and 
say : devam  tapasah p a sya ti, w ith no change in m eaning. The difference 
betw een these tw o versions o f the sentence is a difference o f w hich o f the tw o  
words (tapasah  and devam ) is em phasized. If the less usual order is adopted  
and the object is put first, then the object is being especially em phasized. 
Thus, the second version devam  tapasah pasyati im plies that it is a god , not 
anyone else, that the ascetic sees. ’

The endings o f words are a key factor in a Sanskrit sentence, and the 
student has to pay the closest attention to these final syllables, as we* have seen  
in the words tapasah!tapasam  and devah/devam . The verb p a sya ti 'sees’ m ust
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be changed to pasyanti, if more than two persons are doing die seeing. When 
no subject (or doer) is expressed, the meaning will be he(she, it) sees or 
pasyati, and ’they see’ for the plural pasyanti. In these instances where the 
subject is omitted, the context or train of thought tells us whether e su jec 
is he, she, it.* 2 We may put the matter in another way by saying that w en a 
particular subject of a Sanskrit verb is expressed, as in tapasahpasyati \ ®
ascetic sees'), it may be looked upon as defining or replacing the imp ici ,

When the subject of a sentence like devah or tapasah, is pur , »
when it denotes more than two persons or things, the final -aft ^  IfP ^  *
-ah. In other words, the 'a' of the ending -ah is lengthened. So, 
see the god' is tapasah devam pasyanti' Bear in mind that a p ura su J  
tapasah must have its verb in the plural. Notice that m Englis oo, 
difference in the singular and plural verb forms here: in the ,
'sees', but in the plural 'see'. So, whereas in English an s is a e 
subject is singular, but no ending when it is plural, Sanskrit has -a in 
singular, but -anti in the plural. Here follow some subject-objec-ver 
sentences with singular and plural subjects to illustrate what has n sai 
above.

T$1 fo The king protects the country. 
dlH^: 3fr^<W The ascetic practices yoga.

3TiTT̂ Kf The monkey climbs the tree. 
T̂T: The serpent bites the man.
Î*T: The child eats the food.

3TTWI": WT% The ascetics worship the god.
fill T5f% The pupils read the book.
HTT: The men see the bird.

A word that denotes a person or a thing is called a 'noun' by the 
grammarians. In the sentence we have been using as a typical example of the 
subject-verb-object variety, the words 'ascetic' and 'god' are nouns, as they 
designate a person. (It is best that we avoid the philosophical argument 
whether god is a person.) Any word that means a thing in the widest sense of 
the term is also a noun; for example, house, chair, table, book, etc. A  noun is

 ̂ In Sanskrit a special form is used when the subject is  a pair or tw o persons or things. 
Called the 'dual', this w ill be dealt with later on.

2  O f course, if  the verb is plural and no subject is expressed, it m ust be understood to be 
'they'.
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often preceded by a word that describes it in some way, for example, ’an old 
house, a wooden table, an interesting book, etc. These descriptive words are 
called 'adjectives’. They may also be used when a predication or statement is 
made about a person or thing (a noun!), generally after ’is’ or ’are’, 'was' or 
'were'. Thus, The book is interesting’, 'the house was old.', etc. In Sanskrit 
adjectives, like nouns, have endings which change according to the noun they 
describe or qualify. Precisely what this somewhat mystifying assertion means 
w ill become clear as we proceed with our study of Sanskrit.

As we have seen, the different endings or final syllables o f nouns and 
adjectives are used to indicate whether a word is the subject or performer or 
whether it designates the one affected by the action. Grammarians call these 
sense-relationships by the somewhat strange technical name 'cases'. There 
are various sense-relationships possible among the elements that make up a 
sentence. Thus far, only two have been mentioned, namely, the relationship 
of subject or performer o f the action and that of the one affected. Other 
possible relationships are expressed in English by such words as by, with, of, 
from , to, for, in, at and by the use o f 's (apostrophe followed by 's' as in 'the 
child's toy’). In Sanskrit all these relationships or cases are expressed by the 
different endings or final syllables of words. The words by, to, from etc. are 
not expressed separately, then, but their sense is conveyed by the case 
ending. There are in Sanskrit eight different cases, which, in the order in 
which they are traditionally given in Sanskrit grammars are: nominative (for 
the relationship or case o f the subject or performer), accusative (for the one 
affected by the action), instrumental (for the instrument or means by which 
an action is performed), dative (denoting the idea of 'to' or 'for' someone), 
ablative (for the idea of 'from' someone or something), genitive (indicating 
the relationship of 'o f in the broadest sense), locative (for the place 'in' or 
'at' which an action takes place) and finally the vocative (used to denote the 
person addressed, as in 'John, look at this!’). Though this may sound 
complicated and perhaps confusing, it is really not so difficult, especially if 
we bear in mind that English uses the ending 's to express the relationship or 
sense o f the genitive case; the only difference is that Sanskrit has many more 
case endings in order to express the other relationships listed above.3

A ll of these cases wj mid never be found in one and the same sentence, 
by the very nature o f th . ^ v The sense relationships expressed by the eight 
Sanskrit case endings may be shown somewhat artificially by the following 
English sentence:’0  friend, the priest worships Vi§nu for the king with rice 
from the field o f the peasant in the country’. Thus,

3 The enthusiastic student w ho takes kindly to the subject o f  cases w ill surely be interested 
to learn that the Finnish language has 15 cases, alm ost tw ice as many as Sanskrit!
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be changed to pasyanti, if more than two persons are doing the seeing.1 When 
no subject (or doer) is expressed, the meaning will be 'he(she, it) sees' for 
pasyati, and ’they see' for the plural pasyanti. In these instances where the 

. subject is omitted, the context or train of thought tells us whether the subject 
is he, she, it.1 2 We may put the matter in another way by saying that when a 
particular subject of a Sanskrit verb is expressed, as in tapasah pasyati ('the 
ascetic sees'), it may be looked upon as defining or replacing the implicit he, 
she, it.

When the subject of a sentence like devah or tapasah, is plural, that is, 
when it denotes more than two persons or things, the final -ah is replaced by 
-ah. In other words, the 'a' of the ending -ah is lengthened. So, "The ascetics 
see the god’ is tapasah devam pasyanti' Bear in mind that a plural subject like 
tapasah. must have its verb in the plural. Notice that in English too, there is a 
difference in the singular and plural verb forms here: in the singular we have 
'sees’, but in the plural 'see'. So, whereas in English an 's' is added when the 
subject is singular, but no ending when it is plural, Sanskrit has -an in the 
singular, but -anti in the plural. Here follow some subject-object-verb 
sentences with singular and plural subjects to illustrate what has been said 
above.

The king protects the country.
OTTO: WFT The ascetic practices yoga.

<*nCî Ki The monkey climbs the tree.
$̂1 Rl The serpent bites the man.

3T?T: <si i^Rl The child eats the food.
dlHtfT: The ascetics worship the god.
filin ': H6 K 1 The pupils read the book.

The men see the bird.

A  word that denotes a person or a thing is called a 'noun' by the 
grammarians. In the sentence we have been using as a typical example o f the 
subject-verb-object variety, the words 'ascetic' and 'god' are nouns, as they 
designate a person. (It is best that we avoid the philosophical argument 
whether god is a person.) Any word that means a thing in the widest sense o f 
the term is also a noun; for example, house, chair, table, book, etc. A noun is

1 In Sanskrit a special form  is used when the subject is a pair or tw o persons or things. 
C alled the 'dual', this w ill be dealt with later on.

2  O f course, i f  the verb is  plural and no subject is expressed, it m ust be understood to be  
'th ey '.
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often preceded by a word that describes it in some way, for example, an old  
house, a wooden table, an interesting book, etc. These descriptive words are 
called 'adjectives’. They may also be used when a predication or statement is 
made about a person or thing (a noun!), generally after is or are, was or 
'were'. Thus, The book is interesting', 'the house was old', etc. In Sanskrit 
adjectives, like nouns, have endings which change according to the noun they 
describe or qualify. Precisely what this somewhat mystifying assertion means 
w ill become clear as we proceed with our study o f Sanskrit.

As we have seen, the different endings or final syllables o f nouns and 
adjectives are used to indicate whether a word is the subject or performer or 
whether it designates the one affected by the action. Grammarians call these 
sense-relationships by the somewhat strange technical name 'cases'. There 
are various sense-relationships possible among the elements that make up a 
sentence. Thus far, only two have been mentioned, namely, the relationship 
o f subject or performer of the action and that o f the one affected. Other 
possible relationships are expressed in English by such words as by, with, of, 
from, to, for, in, at and by the use o f 's (apostrophe follow ed by 's’ as in 'the 
child's toy'). In Sanskrit all these relationships or cases are expressed by the 
different endings or final syllables o f words. The words by, to, from  etc. are 
not expressed separately, then, but their sense is conveyed by the case 
ending. There are in Sanskrit eight different cases, which, in the order in 
which they are traditionally given in Sanskrit grammars are: nom inative (for 
the relationship or case o f the subject or performer), accusative (for the one 
affected by the action), instrumental (for the instrument or means by which  
an action is performed), dative (denoting the idea o f 'to' or 'for' som eone), 
ablative (for the idea o f 'from' someone or something), genitive (indicating  
the relationship o f 'o f in the broadest sense), locative (for the place 'in' or 
'at' which an action takes place) and finally the vocative (used to denote the 
person addressed, as in 'John, look at this!'). Though this may sound 
complicated and perhaps confusing, it is really not so difficult, especially if  
we bear in mind that English uses the ending ’s to express the relationship or 
sense o f the genitive case; the only difference is that Sanskrit has many more 
case endings in order to express the other relationships listed above.3

A ll o f these cases would never be found in one and the same sentence, 
by the very nature o f things. The sense relationships expressed by the eight 
Sanskrit case endings may be shown somewhat artificially by the follow ing  
English sentence:'0 friend, the priest worships Visnu for the king w ith rice 
from the field  o f the peasant in the country'. Thus,

3 -n>e enthusiastic student w ho takes k indly to the subject o f  ca ses w ill  surely be interested  
to learn that the F innish language has 15 cases, a lm ost tw ice  as m an y  as Sanskrit!
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1. Nominative: 'the priest' as subject o f 'worships'.
2. Accusative: 'Visnu', the object o f the verb 'worships'.
3. Instrumental: 'with rice', the instrument or medium  used by the priest 

in his worship of Visnu.
4. Dative: 'for the king', the person for whom the act o f worship is 

perform ed.
5. Ablative: 'from the field' denoting the place from which  the rice 

com es.
6. Genitive: 'of the peasant', which expresses the ^/-relationship, in this

instance indicating the possessive relationship (alternatively, w e m ight 
say 'from the peasant's field').

7. Locative: 'in the country’, the place in which the act o f worship is 
carried out.

8. Vocative: 'O friend', the one addressed, that is, to whom  the w hole
sentence is spoken.



LESSON ONE

I. The Declension of ̂  and
In the preliminary remarks it was mentioned that Sanskrit has eight 

grammatical cases or sense-relationships and these are indicated by the 
different endings o f nouns as w ell as the adjectives that qualify the nouns. 
These endings vary considerably, as w ill be seen in the lessons that follow , 
depending upon the final vow el (or consonant) o f the stem to which they are 
attached. In grammatical jargon presenting a noun or an adjective in its 
various cases is called 'declining' it, and this kind o f presentation is known as 
a 'declension'. In this lesson we shall leam the declension of nouns that end in 
-a. At this point it needs to be mentioned that Sanskrit nouns and adjectives 
when referred to in discussion or listed in dictionaries and short word-lists 
are given in what is called the 'stem-form', that is to say, not with any 
particular case-ending, but in a caseless or endingless form which is just a 
sort o f grammatical abstraction on which all the forms may be said to be 
based. The common word for 'god' that was used in the preliminary remarks 
is, for exam ple, referred to in the dictionaries as deva  The declension  
o f in the singular and plural is as follows:

First Beginnings: 1. The Declension of and T̂ T. 2. Gender.
3. Writing of Final -m  (-*p.

Singular Plural
Nominative: dev ah ^T: devah
Accusative: devam devan
Instrumental: devena

■*N
devaih

Dative: devaya devebhyah
Ablative: devat Id devebhyah
Genitive: devasya devanam

Locative: deve devesu
Vocative: deva devah

^T: (subject o f the verb)
(object o f the verb) 
(by or with the god[s] 

^%^T:(to or  for the god[s]) 
%%^T:(from the god[s]) 

m H (o f the god[s] 
or the god's [-s'])
(in the god[s])

^TT: (O god[s])

Note that the vocative happens to be identical to the stem form deva



II. Gender.
One other matter that is of first importance in the study of Sanskrit is 

gender, concerning which a few words require to be said here. All Sanskrit 
nouns have sex or 'gender', as the grammarians call it. Unfortunately, the 
gender of a Sanskrit noun does not have anything to do with the actual sex of a 
person, and things (whether material or abstract) also have gender. There are 
three genders: masculine, feminine and neuter (by neuter is meant neither 
masculine nor feminine). In Sanskrit, unlike English, gender is just a 
grammatical phenomenon. English may be said to have the same three 
genders, but they are based on the actual gender of the person or thing 
signified by the noun. Thus, 'wife' is feminine, 'father' is masculine, and 
'book' is neuter. But in Old English, that is, our language during the period 
from c.800 to c.1200 A.D., the earlier forms of 'wife' (wif) and 'book' (boc) 
were respectively neuter and feminine!1 In other words, they had 
grammatical, as opposed to natural, gender just as in Sanskrit. In Sanskrit the 
gender of a noun in general has to be learned, although there are some 
principles that might be given. Words that end in -a are masculine or neuter, 
never feminine. Their declension differs only in the nominative and accusative 
singular and plural where neuter words end in -am and -ani respectively.
Thus, the nominative and accusative of the neuter noun phala (lhvl) 'fruit' is 
phalam OÎ PT) in the singular and phalani (Mid I Pi) in the plural.
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In the preliminary remarks we learned that the action-word or verb 
normally, although not invariably, appears at the end of a Sanskrit sentence. 
Hence, whereas in English the normal order of words is subject-verb-object, • 
in Sanskrit it is subject-object-verb. For example, the sentence 'The boy sees 
the book' is to be rendered 3"FT: H'klct> ms^Ri. If there is an adjective 
qualifying either noun ('boy' or 'book'), it must come before the noun.
Thus, 'The clever boy sees the book' would be Pihui: In
fact, it is a general rule of Sanskrit word order that any word that qualifies 
another should precede that word. So, if  we should want to speak of ’the 
teacher's book’, that is, not any book but specifically the teacher's, we would 
say Ht̂ FF not TCFF STT̂ TtfFT, because the genitive 1̂
('teacher's') qualifies or limits h w * ('book').

In translating a Sanskrit sentence into English the first thing to do is 
find out the verb, which, as has been explained, ordinarily comes last. So far 
we have learned that the verb ends in -ati (for the singular) and -anti (for the 
plural). The next thing to do is to see whether the subject of the verb is

1 Som ewhat startling is the fact that ddra  (3R), one o f the many words for 'wife' in 
Sanskrit, is masculine in gender and is used only in the plural !
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expressed. If it is, it w ill, o f course, be in the nominative case, which, for 
words o f the masculine gender, ends in -ah, for neuter words in -am. If it 
happens that the subject is not expressed, it w ill be implicit in the verb-form  
itself, and for the singular Tie, she or it' w ill be the subject according to the 
train o f thought. Of course, if the sentence is an isolated one, that is, 
separated from a narrative or context, then it cannot be decided whether the 
unexpressed subject is ’he, she or it’. But if the verb is plural, the implicit 
subject w ill have to be translated by 'they'.

After the verb and subject have been determined in this way, and the 
sentence in its simplest form obtained, an object should be looked for to 
complete the basic thought. The object, it w ill be remembered, must be in the 
accusative case and, so far as we have learned, for a masculine.olCa-nfeuter 
word in the singular it must end in -am) in the plural it must end in -an for aĴ  

-a»ft^f~j~fieuter^
Now the enlargement of the sentence, its extension and modification, 

needs to be ascertained. H ie sentence in its simplest form consists o f the 
subject, verb and object. This is the mere skeleton, so to speak, all the rest is 
the flesh upon the skeleton. The enlargement or extension of a sentence 
consists o f all the qualifying words, such as adjectives and the cases other than 
the nominative, accusative and vocative. These other cases (instrumental, 
dative, ablative, genitive and locative) introduce other limiting factors into 
the sim ple assertion consisting of subject, verb and object. They tell by what 
means the doer or subject performs the action, for whom it is done, where it 
is done and so on.

In analyzing a sentence in this fashion, we need not know the meaning 
o f any word: it is just a sort of mechanical process o f going from the known 
(word-order, case endings etc.) to the unknown (the meanings o f the words 
and the idea they express). Let us examine an example in order to see how  
this process o f going from the known to the unknown works, as we try toown

ITO:
______ » ~v

unrayel the meaning o f the Sanskrit sentence: dl 
3TT^TkT I The verb, the first thing that should be looked for, is as it
ends in -ati and stands at the end o f the sentence. If no noun subject were 
expressed, w e might thus far in our analysis say 'He, she or it does so-and-so’. 
But as w e look at the endings of the other words, we see that 014*1: ends in 
-ah, the nom inative case ending for nouns listed in the dictionary or 
vocabulary as ending in -a. Now the sentence, as it has evolved, can be 
changed to 'X does so-and-so'. O f the remaining three words only 
because it ends in -am, can serve as an object. The sentence now can be 
extended to 'X (or o !4*i) performs the action o f Y (or t>Hi4)'. O f the 
remaining two words, ^1*4 has the very characteristic ending -asya, which 
can only be genitive and must be translated ’o f whatever 3TT means'! Finally,



has to be locative and must mean 'in something or other’. The sentence 
now, without any of the meanings of the individual words known, can be thus 
construed: ’A <TTW performs the action of E*TFT in the of a 3T . It should 
be noted in passing that Sanskrit normally does not express the words 'the' or 
'a/an', called the definite and indefinite articles respectively, so the use of 
'the' and 'a' in the rigmarole above is only provisional, subject to change 
when the meanings of the words have been obtained and English idiom or our 
own feeling about the phraseology decides the issue. If now we consult the 
vocabulary in this lesson and substitute the meanings for oTkT, ê TPT, *fl*i, 
and the verb, the sentence can be rendered thus: 'The ascetic performs 
meditation in the silence of the forest'. Or if we wish 'An ascetic . . .  of a 
forest'.
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in . A N ote on the Writing of Final -m (-*p.
It is usual in printed books and most MSS to write a final -m (-̂ T) with 

the anusvara sign when the next word begins with a consonant. In some parts 
o f India, notably in Bengal, a final -m before a consonant is usually replaced 
both in writing and pronunciation by the nasal belonging to the class of that 
consonant, but is kept before vowels. Thus, the most accepted practice would 
be to write, for example: rMi< w i ’h  ('I am going to the city'), but in some 
parts o f  India When the anusvara is used before a consonant
according to the more usual practice, it may be pronounced either as an 
ordinary m or as the nasal of the class of the following consonant, i.e., as 
though so written.

In this book we shall use the anusvara sign for every final -m (-^p 
within a sentence as a sort o f compendium scripturae (abbreviated writing), 
in this way avoiding the combination of -*r with the virSma sign when the 
next word begins with a vow el. In Lesson Twenty-four, where combined 
Devanagari is introduced, this procedure w ill be replaced by the standard 
practice. IV.

IV. Conversion o f D ental -n- (-*T) to Cerebral -n- (-°(-).
A  curious phonetic rule needs to be mentioned here, though, if  it were 

not for the ubiquity o f its application, it would be far better to let it die in 
obscurity in Appendix m . This rule concerns the replacement o f dental 
(-w-) by the cerebral (-«-). This curious transformation takes place when 
one o f the cerebrals 3fi, T or ^  happens to precede -*T-, when the -5T- occurs
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in the sam e word and is fo llow ed  by a -*J-t -°r-, by any vow el or by
another -’T- (in w hich event both are cerebralized!). This substitution  
occurs no matter how far away the -T- is from one o f the m ischievous letters. 
But it does not take place if  a palatal (except a cerebral or dental com es 
in betw een, because these letters are quite against the cerebralizing pow er o f  
the altering letters. W e need to pay som e attention to this m le because it 
often causes the replacem ent o f -T- when, for exam ple, the endings and 
-arrdTT are applied. S ince, how ever, this confusing rule is often neglected  by  
Indian scribes and others who should know better, no beginning student need  
be too deeply disturbed about forgetting to apply it when com posing 
Sanskrit.

L esso n  O ne: F irs t B eg in n in gs: 1. D e c le n s io n  o f  a n d  TJwT. 2. G en der.
3 . W ritin g  o f  F in a l -m (~*p.

W ork out the translation o f the follow ing sentences according to the 
principles suggested above:

1 . -4 *1^-4 I■o
2 . * * K i :  I ’M V3T l f a d Ic\ -o c
3. ^TT: *T f a ^ K I  IVO
4. W :  t J T ^ T 2 Ic.
5 . ^ r :  s n r r ^ r  i

6. f w r :  I

7 . 3 p^:Hif«F«<w i
8. H 1 ^ * 1  -4eK l: P f l ^ :  41<4K1 INO
9. d H M  I

f-N_____  ^_________r\ ~T ~C ____ rv
10. i.* irnr^r^N- h \ A  i
1 1 . 1: ^ 1 T :  M  < J$ J« -d  I
12. < H N U | - f q 4 3 ^ T ( - p t I
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Notes

1. Verbs of motion like rP5wi% (’goes') are used with an accusative o f the 
'place to which'.

2. Many verbs by reason of their meaning cannot take a direct object. They 
are called 'intransitive' in contrast to 'transitive' verbs which naturally are 
construed with an object. In this sentence  ̂M Pd 'run' is intransitive and has 
no object. If an accusative were used with this verb, the meaning would be 
'run to', that is, the accusative would be of the 'place to which' variety.

3. In Sanskrit one says 'road of the city’, whereas the English idiom is 'road
to the city'; cf. also *TFr in 10.

4. The Ramayana is one of the two great Sanskrit epic poems. It relates the 
life and adventures of the great hero Rama. It was composed by Valmiki.

After successfully translating the sentences given above, apply the 
same principles in translating the following English sentences into Sanskrit. 1

1. There are (P'ti'-d) many flowers in the king’s 1 garden.
2. Various ascetics practise meditation in the hermitage in the vicinity

of the palace.2
3. The sun’s rays touch the tops of the mountains.
4. The man cuts down the tree near his3 house.
5. The tiger drinks water from the lake in the forest.
6. The father gives books to the child.
7. The herd of elephants goes to the lake.
8. Herds of deer dwell in the forest.
9. The lord creates beautiful lotuses for the enjoyment4 of people.

10. The sun illuminates the world for all creatures.4

Notes

1. Note that the genitive must precede the noun that it particularizes, exactly 
as the English genitive in 's, as here in the phrase 'in the king's garden'. But 
note also that when the genitive is expressed in English by means o f the 
preposition 'of,-the of-phrase comes after the noun. In this sentence we 
would have to say 'in the garden of the king*. Thus the genitive may be said 
to precede the word it 'genitives'.
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2. When there are two locative phrases as here, 'in the hermitage' and 'in the 
vicinity', they should be so arranged that the one that limits more closely 
comes first. So, here 'in the vicinity of the palace' defines the location of the 
hermitage and, therefore, should come first. Likewise in sentence 5 'in the 
forest’ should precede 'from the lake'.

3. The possessive adjectives 'his, her, its, their’ like the articles 'the' and 
'a/an' are normally omitted in Sanskrit. So here we say literally 'in vicinity 
of house'. This is essentially true also of the modem Indian vernaculars like 
Hindi, which accounts for the frequent omission of these words in the speech 
of Indians speaking English.

4. A common use of the dative is to express the purpose of an action, so 'for 
the enjoyment' and 'for all creatures' in 10.

Vocabulary

Sanskrit

m. sacrifice.
THM, m. power.
•HMN, m. a man.
^*f, m, heaven.

goes.
$1 <, m. a hero.

n. battle.
•pT, m. king.
'jfi fad, n. life.

abandons, gives up. 
;TT, m. a man.

n. pleasure, happiness. 
EFT, n. wealth.
»T, negative adv. not 
m ^ ki, finds. 

adj. black, 
m. a horse. 

n. a field .
EnqRi, runs.

n. a letter.
"MWRT, writes.

a prince. 
n. a city, town.

*rnf, m. a road.
r N

^ kT, pulls, draws 
♦iir-M, n. a garland.
<IW, adj. provided with (+ instr. ) 

m. a mat. 
tfr̂ RT, sits.
^i^Jui, m. a Brahman (priest).
3F̂ T, n. food.
h^Ri, sacrifices, worships {with acc. 

of the deity to whom the 
worship is accorded, instr. of 
that which is offered and dat. 
of the one for whom the 
sacrifice is performed ).

m. a farmer. 
m\*\, m. a village.
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m. 'lord o f men', a king, 
^ r, m. a charioteer.
RT, m. a chariot. 
srnafRr , mounts. 
f^ T , m. a pupil.

m. a teacher, preceptor. 
adj. long.

move, go.
H)̂ i, n. fruit. 
qST, m. a tree.

n. a garden, 
grows.

3T̂ TPT, m. a chapter. 
hgRi, recites.

English

many, 5W , adj. 
flower, WT, n. 
king, *jq, m. 
garden, ^ H ,  n. 
various, W hU, adj. 
ascetic, cTFRT, m. 
practise, 3TP̂ t Rt 
meditation, EzrPT, n. 
hermitage, aTPsPT, m. 
vicinity, *i*Tih, n. 
palace,  ̂Iti K, m. 
sun, a n fe q ’, m. 
ray, m.
touch,
top, P<i<g <, n.
m ountain, m.
man, *R, m., m.
cut down, m
tree, m.
house, n.
tiger, m.
drink,

water, *f*T, n. 
lake, T̂TTRT, m. 
forest, q*T, n. 
father, ;5vT5F, m. 
give, <T^9kT 
book, n.
child, m. 
herd, q*T, n., 4l°L, m. 
elephant, T̂ ,  m. 
gO, 4l'°'c9 Kl
deer, *PT, m. 
dwell, qtfKT 
lord, ^JCR , m. 
create,
beautiful, 'STt̂ T, adj. 
lotus, q̂ T, n. 
enjoym ent, m. 
people, m. 
illum inate, 
world, m. 
a l l , ^
creature, n.



LESSON TWO

The Sanskrit Verb.

Thus far we have had two common forms of the verb, the word that 
expresses the action performed by the subject. These forms end in -ati and 
-anti and are used when the subject is singular and plural respectively. A 
considerable range o f nuance is expressed by these forms, which has to be 
determined from the context when a translation is made. Thus pasyati 
OT?<TkO may mean simply H e (she, it) sees’ or 'is seeing' or 'does see’ or 
w ill see'. Of course, when there is no context, as in the case o f an isolated 
sentence (with no foregoing or following text), then any of these translations 
may be used. Conversely, it follow s that all these variant English verb forms 
are expressed by one and the same form in Sanskrit, a fact which has to be 
borne in mind when one is translating from English into Sanskrit.

The action that is expressed by a verb may be viewed as in progress (as 
in the forms above) or as completed or as to take place at some time in the 
future. These time spheres are called 'tenses' in grammar. To express these 
different tenses different endings are used. To form the past tense, the final -i 
o f the singular is dropped and the -ti o f the plural -anti, and the short vow el 
a-, called technically the 'augment', is put before. Thus, the present 
pasyatilpasyanti (T^V%ATWf%) becomes apasyat/apasyan 
This is only one o f three past tenses in Sanskrit, all o f which have the same 
m eanings and are interchangeable. This particular past tense is called the 
’imperfect'; the other two are the 'aorist' and the 'perfect'. These latter w ill 
be dealt with in subsequent lessons. Corresponding to the range o f meanings 
o f the present tense, the imperfect may be rendered, for example, by 'He 
(she, it) saw', 'was seeing', 'did see' or 'would see' (in the sense o f habitual or 
repetitive action, as 'He would do this every day', that is, habitually do it).

The four forms w e have studied, that is, those ending in -atil-anti for 
the present and -atl-an  (with the augment prefixed!) for the imperfect are all 
expressive o f what the grammarians call the 'third person’ by which curious 
term is meant the one or ones referred to, as denoted by the pronoun Tie, she, 
it, they' or by a specifically indicated subject, as for example 'the ascetic’. 
Other endings are substituted to express 'I/we' (the 'first person') and 'you' 
(the 'second person’). These other endings need not be learned now, as the 
third person is by far the com m onest and hence most needing to be learned. 
But to show  how  the form s vary depending on the person and number 
(singular or plural), all the persons and both numbers are given below  along 
with just one o f the possible translations for each.
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Present
Singular

1. pasyam i *1 see'
2. pasyasi (hWRT) ’you see'
3. pasyati (H ^Rt) 'he, she, it sees’

Plural
pasyamah 'we see'
pasyatha 'you see’

_____ fN
pasyanti (m̂ TFxT) 'they see'

Imperfect
Singular

1. apasyam  (3TTTZTFQ 'I saw'
2. apasyah  (̂ TMTq:) 'you saw'
3. apasyat (T O ^ )  'he, she, it saw'

Plural
apasyama (3TCT?7TT1T) 'we saw' 
apasyata (^TWkT) 'you saw' 
apatyan (^rT^TT) 'they saw'

Note that 'you' in English is ambiguous, as it can be singular or plural. In 
older English 'thou' was used for the singular nominative, 'thee' for the 
accusative, and in the plural 'ye' for the nominative and 'you' for the 
accusative. In modem times 'thou, thee' and 'ye' have all been displaced by 
'you' which is originally the accusative plural!

In an English dictionary a verb is listed by what is called the 'infinitive' 
form; this same form o f entry is also used in dictionaries o f the Romance 
languages, whereas Latin and Greek dictionaries enter a verb under the first 
person singular. In a Sanskrit dictionary, wordlist or indeed whenever a verb 
is referred to in a general way (not by a specific form), it is given in a form  
that is termed its ’root'. Since this constitutes so important and ubiquitous a 
part o f Sanskrit grammar, something needs to be said about it here, especially 
since this traditional way o f listing verbs under their roots w ill be follow ed  
from now  on.

Just as nouns are given in their stem form, a sort o f endingless abstract 
from which, by the application o f endings, the different cases are made, so 
verbs are referred to by a grammatical abstraction called a 'root', from  
which the many forms are made by the addition of endings and other 
grammatical operations. By a 'root' is meant a kind o f basic, irreducible and 
m inim al elem ent that runs like a colored thread throughout all the possible 
form s o f  a particular verb.Though the root may be subject to alteration in 
som e form s, the alterations follow  certain rules. If w e consider the forms 
yati, ayasit, yasyati, ydta , yaturn, yatva , -ydya , we see that in spite o f 
variations the elem ent 'yd' remains constant. A ll these and yet other forms 
are said to be from the root yd. So this unvarying thread, which may be 
looked upon as the root or source o f so many forms - really just a 
grammatical abstraction - serves as a convenient way of referring to a verb, 
instead o f u s in g s  particular form like the first person singular as done in 
Latin and Greek books. It is customary to indicate a root by means of the
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root-sign employed in mathematics, but without the horizontal bar, thus, 
yya , ypat, ydhav, etc.

There are approximately 2000 roots in Sanskrit, less than half o f 
which, however, are in fairly common use. These roots were arranged by 
Indian grammarians at a very ancient time into ten classes, named by them 
according to the first root listed in each class. So, they speak o f a tud-class, a 
div-class, and so on. The classes are also numbered from one to ten (in 
Roman numerals!). The purpose of these classes is to gather together roots 
which are treated grammatically in the same way. For example, roots o f the 
J/v-class all add the syllable -ya-, as does >jpas 'see', a member of this class, 
before the endings that denote the persons (first, second and third), thus, (as 
we have seen!) "4pas+ya+ti-*pasyati. The ten classes fall into two great 
divisions, called conjugations, according to whether the stem, i.e ., the form 
the root takes before the addition of the personal endings, ends in -a or does 
not. By this dichotomy, roots o f the bhu.-, div-, tud- and cur-classes belong to 
the one conjugation, and all the rest, namely the ad-, hu-, su-, rudh-, tan- and 
/77-classes, the stems of which do not end in -a, belong to the other 
conjugation. The following tabulation may help to make this clear:

Root Stem Present 3rd Person

First I. bhu bhav-a- bhav-a-ti
Con IV. div div-ya- div-ya-ti
jugation VI. tud tud-a- tud-a-ti

X. cur cor-aya- cor-aya-ti

Second II. ad ad- at-ti
Con III. hu ju-ho- ju-ho-ti
jugation V. su su-no- su-no-ti

VII. rudh ru-na-dh- ru-na-d-dhi
VIII. tan tan-o- tan-o-ti
IX. h i kri-na- kri-na-ti

Note that all the stems o f the first group end in -a, whereas those of the 
second have either no addition (like >lad) or are amplified in some way. A 
particular verb form is made by adding the personal endings (-mi, si-, ti,  ̂
etc.) to the conjugational stem. So, the present second singular o f ypas  see is 
made by adding -si to the stem pas-ya- ( W )  because this root happens to 
belong to the div-class (which requires the addition of -ya to the root). From 
the root itself it is not possible to know the class to which a root belongs: the 
class must be determined from the third person singular, which is given after 
the root in the wordlists or dictionaries. Some dictionaries, instead o f giving
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the third singular, give the class-number, which in less transparent form 
provides the same information.

All this undoubtedly seems very complicated, but the seeming 
complication, as will be seen in due course, is largely caused by the newness 
and unfamiliarity of it all. The only verb forms that the student need be 
concerned with in this lesson are the third person singular and plural present 
and imperfect, as typified by pasya til-an ti and apasyat/apasyan  of Vpas, also 
the general concept of the root as a sort of grammatical abstraction from 
which the various forms are derived, and finally the meanings that are 
associated with these two tenses. The scheme of the ten classes and their 
dichotomy into two conjugations based on whether the stem ends in -a  or not 
will become clear in the course of the following lessons.

Of the following two passages that are to be translated into English, the 
first (A) contains verbs only in the present tense, the second (B) only in the 
imperfect. All the new words should be sought out in the appended 
vocabulary.

A. W f f e  JR  WhTT W W 2 I W T : w r f V r  TP^T
O s fe  I W IT : W :  W f e  I W : W T T O P T  W P T

I W E T  W TT : ^ M T :  I
O N O

I TTT qcTT4 W : T O P T  W T 4
I: W ^ T ^ F f T T 5 I M °b M M M I :

W F T  5TRTK: I W t T  T W l f T  ^ 1  h
■few i m^ \ \  w ttPt T rfe fe  wwrf^r

W T T :  I ttH ul hi TTTTW T W ^PT
^ f e  1 T T f e M  cTTW T W T :  ¥PT: TR": ^  W i f e  I

B. ^  w f e W T  W W T: W  T O s T  WT W  # T
3f fe 'W  I ^ R T f T :  W :  SfHdd c R TW : 3 W R T  ^ fe f: W W  I

^ C c .  *N C. VO c\ N
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<id I H K ul idH IH'H I ■TT: +\ k umC\ *\
T T ^ J |-te ld  TRT1 I ^RT: ^FT: y rn K  q^T: <*Hh’tod I^ O r-̂  ^ ^ « "k
^  15M*xl: TT^rf^t" TT^ ST^RT I

1. aT̂ TPfr genitive plural of the pronoun T̂|pT 'I'; 'the city o f us’='our city'. 
There is also an adjective 3TFT^T 'our' which might have been used here.

2. The Sanskrit equivalents o f 'is' and 'are' are freely omitted. Here, then, 
w e must understand the singular 'is': 'Our city [is] a beautiful place'.

3. 'T^ i l o c a t i v e  plural masculine o f ah indefinite adjective ('some');
the nom inative plural neuter, occurs below, where it is thrice 

repeated and m ay be rendered 'some...others'.

4 . W hen 'when' is repeated, it denotes indefinitely repeated tim e, 
expressed in English by appending '-ever' to 'when', i.e .9 ’whenever'. The 
follow ing clause which expresses the action that takes place under the 
circum stances o f the 'whenever'-clause — often, but not necessarily 
introduced by 'then' — is normally introduced by an answering d<l d< l, as 
though to say 'thenever' in correspondence with 'whenever'.

5. 14 is a 'dative o f purpose', literally 'for the seeing o f the king' or
freely 'in order to see the king'. But in Sanskrit and also the m odem  
vernaculars w hich have inherited it, this word ^SPThas a special nuance, the 
'seeing' o f  a great and highly respected person being synonym ous w ith the 
conferral o f  a sort o f  benediction. Thus, in m odem  tim es, newspapers w ould  
often carry a photograph o f Mahatma Gandhi amid an enthusiastic crowd, 
with som e such caption as 'Gandhiji offering darsana on such-and-such an 
occasion'. So, in the present passage the people are turning out in the streets 
for the king’s darsana  in this sense, not merely to see him. .

6. In Sanskrit the word ^  'and' is a so-called 'enclitic', that is, a word that 
cannot stand first in a sentence or clause; or, to put it som ewhat 
picturesquely, 'cannot stand on its own legs and leans for support on what 
precedes'. For this reason it fo llow s the word (or words) it joins. Thus, the
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flowers and the trees' would in Sanskrit be 'the flowers trees and' (m®hifri 
T̂). Here 'And then the charioteer...'

7. ^ T l^ r and H^c^are respectively the nominative neuter plural and 
locative neuter plural o f 'great, big' which belongs to a different
declensional pattern from that of the type This pattern w ill be studied
later.

8. is an extremely important word in Sanskrit. It has no one specific 
translation, but its effect is to throw emphasis on the forgoing word, an 
emphasis which can often be expressed by such English words as ’only, just' 
or by italics in printing or intonation in speaking.

B.
1. In Sanskrit, when someone's words or thoughts are directly quoted,
technically termed 'direct discourse' or oratio recta (for the Latinist !), the 
adverb iti (Cfd ) is placed at the end of the quoted words. The quotation may 
be preceded  by a verb o f saying or thinking (here or, perhaps more
usually, followed  by a verb o f this meaning. In this sentence, the words from

through ki (directly before constitute the words of the king 
to the charioteer. When the verb of saying or thinking follow s the adverb

there can occasionally be some doubt just where the quoted words begin. 
In such a case, which is quite rare, only the context can determine the case.

2. nominative singular masculine of ^  i an adjective meaning 
'quite alone, all alone'. It belongs to a different declension from as, o f 
course, indicated by the fact that the stem form or dictionary form ends in 
-in, not -a.

Vocabulary
A .

n. a city or  town. 
adj. beautiful.

PTET, n. a place.
adj. high, tall.

°i£1, m. a tree.o.
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n. side.
tCi^ui, class I), grow.

^Pl, adj. even, leveL 
V̂ Ĉ T̂ id", class I), be.
SRf:, adv. therefore.
Hw, m. a king.
T«T, m. a chariot. 
wNpf, adv. quickly.
V̂ PT OTssUr, class I), go, walk.
HPT, m. a part- 
era-, adv. there.

m. a king.
3T%, adv. outside; as postp. with genitive,

n. a forest, woods.
5PReT, adj. much (singular), many (plural).

772. a person; in plural people.
*Tf[, /2. a house.

, 72. the act o f seeing, seeing, looking at, view. 
3TT-V*PJ Ol-^Rt, class I), com e.

«t>m, redup. adv . from time to time, sometimes. 
^Tvf, 772. a child.
ylFTs (s£)dRr, class I), play. 
eRT, adv. at that tim e, then.
W , 7?z. a charioteer.CN.

*Pf, 7i. fear.
(^ f& , class I), pu ll, draw.

JM , /I. the middle, 
y m K, 772. a palace.
VPTT class I), stand, be situated.
tpfW , 72. vicin ity , 

there are.
‘t»lfdFdd^..eHfHFdd^ in d ef. a d j. som e..others.

3f^l, or//- small.
a d j. middling
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adj. poor.
(w fd \ class I), dwell. 
adj. rich, wealthy.

adv. here and there.
m. bull.

f ^ r y , adj. various.
n. fruit.

5 # f ,  adj. full, full o f (+ instr.).
9T îc, m. a cart or  wagon.
3Trfc*T, m. the sun.
<TPT, m. heat.
9T̂ : 91^:, redup. adv. gradually, slowly. 

(W fd \ class I), move.

♦rr^H^9T, m. the Malava country (in west-central India).
*-<«:, adj. beautiful.

TPT, m. a deer.d
9TC, m. an arrow.

class IV ), pierce, hit (as with an arrow).

, adj. dead.
(Hdfd\ class I), fall.

(*RTd\ class I), be.
3H dPT, m. rem orse, regret.

(^ K f, class I), say, say to (+ acc. o f person addressed>
n. the act o f k illing, killing.

^fdMTT, adj. extrem ely or  very evil.

^ p f, m. heaven.

TOT, m. h e ll. end o f som eone's thoughts or words, like

^  ^^theAverted com m as or quotation mark at the beginning and end o f 
direct speech or thought in Englis . 

m : t adv . therefore.
^T:, adv. again.
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adv. there.
ft  ^ i< , m. sorrow , despair.
3TT̂ T̂ cT, ad j. se ized  o r  fille d  w ith  (+  in str .) 
î cm fti*i, ad j. a lon e, b y  on eself.
FTW T, n. a d w ellin g; a room  o r  cham ber.

T ran sla te  the fo llow in g  p a ssa g es  into Sanskrit using the Sanskrii 
ex erc ises  a s  a  guide.

A . W h en  the k in g  o f  the M alava country drives h is chariot in  the st
o f  the c ity , then  the p eo p le , provided w ith  garlands, com e from  
h o u ses to se e  h im  m ). D ue to fear o f  k illin g  p eop le  wi
ch ariot, the charioteer drives the chariot ever so  s lo w ly .

B . "When the k in g  shot a tiger w ith  an arrow in  the w ood s ou tsid e th 
th en , se iz e d  w ith  rem orse, h e said to the charioteer: 'C harioteer 
(*F^9) q u ick ly  to  the palace! M y heart (HH l ^ t )  is f ille d  w ith  d



LESSON THREE

The Mysterious Gerund.

There is a particular verb form which is o f so frequent and pervasive 
occurrence in every branch of Sanskrit literature,! that some familiarity with 
it cannot efficaciously be deferred. This verb form is termed the 'gerund'. 
Although this curious term leaves something to be desired, it has become so 
firmly rooted in grammars of Sanskrit, that any attempt to find a substitute 
name or label for it would probably be limited to the innovator and 
ultimately ill-founded. As with so many grammatical terms, it is best to stick 
with tradition.

What, then, is this verb form called a 'gerund'? It is really a sort of 
adjunct or qualifier, usually of the subject, expressing an action performed 
by the subject prior to that expressed by the verb itself. It is adjectival by 
nature, as it characterizes the subject as would any adjective, but as it is made 
from a verb, it denotes an action that has been performed by the subject in 
addition to that expressed by the verb itself. In a very literal and preliminary 
translation, a gemnd may be rendered, for example, 'having run’, having 
read', 'having fallen' etc. But for the most part it is better to substitute a 
'when'- or 'since'- clause, or often a full verb connected by 'and' with the 
verb. W hile all o f this sounds very vague and even complicated, it is really 
very easy, as a few  examples w ill make clear. But first it must be pointed out 
that the ending o f a gerund is simply -tva (or -itvd with an -i- interposed 
between the ending and the root) or -ya. The ending -ya is only used when 
the verb root is preceded by an adverbial word like ud-, a-, pari-, etc. The 
rules by which to determine whether -tva or -itvd is added are complicated 
and rather useless to leam , as there are so many exceptions. It is best to learn 
the correct gerund form by experience. In any case, it is very easy to 
recognize a gerund, as any word that ends in -tva  or -itvd  is a gerund! Here 
are som e exam ples o f gemnds as used in sentences:

1. (from Vf̂ T 'conquer' + -tva  ) M R  \
'Having conquered the city, the king went to the palace’ or 'When the 
king conquered the city, he w e n t. . '  or 'The king conquered the city 
and  w e n t. .
2. (from  'wander' +  -itvd  ) W :

I■N
Tiaving wandered in the w oods for a long tim e, the elephants found a 
lake' (or w ith the sam e variations o f phraseology as in no. 1).

! Except, of course, the type.of composition known as the 's u tr a which is so telegrammic 
as to avoid all verb forms whatsoever!
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But if  a verb has a prefix, -ya  is used: ^
3. (from  an  + Vipj ’com e') a v n sn  3 m

I
'H aving com e from  the palace, the king drove in his chariot to tl 
garden outside the city.'
4 . 33TW RJ; 3TRmr jcMc-4 (from  'fly') f^pTT: 5TOFT

■9RT3 M R^<Prl (from  «rfr + V f) I 
'H aving flow n  up to the sky from  the lake, the birds avoid  the h 
a rro w s’.

It is im portant to note here that any words that qualify a gerund 
as an accusative or other case or an adverb, m ust precede, as is norm a 
o f  any w ords that lim it or qualify others in a sentence. Thus, in senter 
ab ove, the gerund Ricc(i 'having wandered' is lim ited  b y  <Tm 'f 
lon g  tim e' and by ^  'in the w oods', w hich , therefore, m ust com e b ef 

In 4  for the sam e reason the words 'from  the lake'
<*11*̂ 131 'to the sky' precede f̂oTĉ T. T herefore, w hen  translating a sent 
that con tain s a gerund, alw ays look  before  the gerund for the w ords tl 
to be taken w ith  it, n ever  after the gerund!

O ne further note needs to be added here. A lthough the sim p le  
(that is , w ith ou t a prefixed  adverbial elem ent) alw ays ends in  -tva  or 
som etim es there are changes in  the fin a l consonant o f  a root before - t  
b efore - i tv d  !). For exam p le, Vyw; ( ^ f )  ’jo in , yoke' substitu tes -k  fo: 
w h en  - tv a  is  added, g iv in g  yu k -tva  (^ ^ 41); sim ilarly  from  Vfya/ (cT  
h ave ty a k -tvd  (c^cKGt I). The palatal s  as in Vfdrs  0J3T) 'see' is changed  t< 
cerebral s, y ie ld in g  d rstva  (^'*-cn ), a particularly com m on gerund.

In w ork in g out the sen ten ces that fo llo w , rem em ber to fin d  the 
first (u su a lly  the la st w ord), then a noun subject i f  exp ressed  (otherw  
translate b y  ’h e , sh e , it' or, i f  p lural, b y  ’they'), then  an ob ject. A fter  
sk eleton  has b een  gotten , see  i f  there are any w ords in  -tva , -itvd  or -) 
translate them  p ro v isio n a lly  b y  ’h av in g  (w hatever the root m ea n s)’, 
h av in g  b een  d on e, bring into the translation the em b ellish m en ts.
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A Heavenly Retreat

*rt "TV ■?% i
VgT 3mmFT% ̂ : 2 ̂  3 ^ ^  ip T H  3f5Ccn̂

^  s p f N ^ g ;  I J R :  3 R : 3n^R0T: -y^H d: ^ K M :  V A  STT^T 

y a T P ^  3i idbid | g^r'jK  H4K4ri| THRR SFCTK *R«rf «PT
i ^ ^ iT iyM K M ^ 33m^rRr vA ^mH^=H4*R:• N c c\.
s p K d  ^  STORT 3R : *IRT $-°teR l ^TR I<  ̂ N3 V3 O

d lH ^ M I  3TT«nrcq'?nfl^^<H|!)|ij
ycddd^7 1 r r t8 TfR R^Rnr r r : r r t r r  ̂  3T^g; i i sm

RVRR I # ^ R R T C lR R T p T
^ w r fR  RT R W FT |RTR9 3W£RT I fa ^ ll: RRPR; I RSTTRT
b |u^v i' tT5CRTR SPR: -cKJRted I RR: -H^KTR: RR

I 3T^t <KuilR  3 ^ t  R R R R  R R fR  I R R R 19W fR R
c* ig c || RT: ^ K R I ^ R T R ^ F R ^ t o f a  I6 N N N «

Notes

1. epf TT ̂ RT Take me to the forest!' ?PT is the imperative of pRTRT, class 
I). The imperative form of the verb is used for giving an order or 
instruction to do something. In the singular (as here) it has no ending and is 
therefore identical to the stem. TT is the accusative singular of 3 ^ ,  the 
pronoun of the first person, corresponding to 'me' in English.

2. The words W  'As the king commands' are the standard
reply o f a servant to a king in Sanskrit literature.

3. ^ TTfErireq' ’banyan tree' is a compound word made up of 'growing
downwards' and HI 'tree', so literally the tree that grows downwards . 
Anyone who has seen a banyan, especially an old one, will readily appreciate 
the descriptive literality of this common word.
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4. FTFRt^r is a so-called 'causative* verb meaning literally 'causes to stand' 
i.e., 'stops'. Causative verbs and verbs o f class X, both o f which have -aya- 
between the root and ending in the present and imperfect, make their gerund 
by substituting -itva for -ati; hence, sthdpay-itva ihP ^ i) here.

5. d'rPT is the infinitive, i.e., the 'to-form' of the verb, made from V*PT to 
which is added the infinitive ending -turn (-^pp; the -m (-*p o f V*FT is 
changed to -n (-d), thus gantum  OTHĵ ) 'to go'.

6. 'I wish' is the first person, i.e., the I-form, o f made by
substituting the ending -mi (-f*D for -ti (-%) and lengthening the preceding 
-a- to -a-.

7. The imperfect tense o f ̂ fcT 'says' (from is, conforming to the rules
we have learned, When the adverb yid  'back' is placed before it, the -i
is changed to -y; hence, praty-avadat for prati-avadat.

8. d̂ TT as used here is short for d*TT *Rd 'So be it!' It is one o f several 
common ways o f indicating 'yes' or acquiescence in what another says.

9. Hamsas are mentioned with great frequency in Sanskrit literature. They 
are a kind o f goose which Indians believed is capable of separating pure milk 
from a mixture of milk and water. This special ability is often alluded to, 
particularly in comparisons that involve discriminatory ability. For 
example,

m t  ddt x̂ t ^ 4 * ii ii
'Grammar is surely endless, life is so short, and there are many 
obstacles. Therefore, one should grasp the essence, leaving aside the 
trivial, just as do hamsas the milk from water.'

10. is a contraction of aR  + 'right here.'

11. 'for what reason, on what account, why?' is
ablative singular neuter o f the interrogative adjective (and pronoun!)
'who, which, what?' 4 ^  I'd qualifies l <°l Id. The ablative here expresses
cause.



Vocabulary

TpP̂ T, adv. at one time or one day, once upon a time.
^ q, indef. adj. a certain.
■p, m. a king.
3RT, m. a charioteer.c\

(d^Rl, class I), say to, tell (+ acc. of person addressed  ).
F̂T, n. a forest or  woods.

acc. sing, of pron. 3T ^  T.
V4V class I), take, lead.
d-'H, n. speech, words.

i, gerund  CSTTrftfd', class V), having heard.
H’m, conj. as, just as.

commands; cans, o f  Od MI i d , class IX ), understand,
perceive.

m. a god; a king.
gerund  (d Rd, class II), having said or spoken.

^pT, adf/. beautiful.
^ d ,  arfy. white.
3T«T, m. a horse.

m. a chariot.
* iW lR , harnesses, yokes, c<zwj. of (<4iRd, class VII), join, 
dd":, adv. then.
*nf, adj. ah.
3TPTTar, n. an ornament.
tPFRT, adj. provided with (+ instr. ).

m. a great king, a supreme sovereign.
(O^fd, class I), mount, ascend; gerund  ’

n. side.
V^TT ( f a ^ i d ,  class I), stand.
d^vRfT* *T, adv. im m ediately after, thereupon.
ff7K, n. a city or  town.
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W T, n. the m iddle.
adv. quickly.

gerund  O i ^ f d ,  class I), having gone.
VRtst (fasiRl, class V I), enter. 

adv. there.
m. a banyan tree.

3T9WT^, postp. under, beneath (+ g e n .).
'having caused to stand', having stopped, gerund of caus. o f  VPTT 

'stand'; on this v. note 4. 
adv. here.

■jM, interrog. adv. where?
SfEpTT, adv. now.

third sing. ($-°*s>Ri, class VI), wish, want.
T̂FRT, m. an ascetic.

3TT̂ TIT, m. a hermitage.
^nfhT, n. vicinity; loc. ^ + gen. 'near'.
vtWRPT, m. a lake.
srRf-V^ (<={<Rr, class I), reply to, answer.
OTT, adv. in that way, thus, so; v. note 8.

(^ R r, class I), draw, pull, drive (a chariot ).
STFT̂ T, gerund  3TT-Vq  ̂Oi^tSKl, class I), having come. 

adv. extrem ely, very. 
adj. pleased, happy.

€lT, n. a bank or  shore.
adj. bright, bright colored, variegated.

=frqw, n. a lotus.
5^, adv. in the distance, afar.

adj. 'not one', many.
^T, m. a kind o f goose (but v. note 9).

m. a bird.
V*TT Oiiqfd, class IV ), sing.
^T, m. a tree.
*T^r, m. a clump.
cPc:̂ ‘R(, postp. behind, in back of (+ gen. ).
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^T, m. a flute,
m. a sound.

Ol^sRt, class I), go up 03^), rise. 
interjection, ah! oh! how (+ adj. ). 

adj. charming. 
adj. beautiful.

^ U'S, m. a piece.
U gerund  V̂ 9T (no present!) 'having seen'.

Translate the following passage, formulating your phrases as much as 
possible on the lines of the Sanskrit to English passage. The participial 
phrases formed with 'having', which occur profusely throughout, are to be 
rendered by gerunds.

An ascetic, having meditated Ô TTcdT, gerund of 'meditate') for a 
long tim e, went to a village for alms (f̂ TSi i*Th ). After he had walked ever so 
slow ly on the side o f the road, having seen a banyan tree, stricken by the heat 
o f  the sun, he sat down imperfect o f , stem with
change o f  ̂  to ^  and substitution o f for -3f-) there. Thereupon, after 
seeing beautiful and bright colored flowers near a tree (and) after hearing the 
sound o f a flute in the distance, the ascetic was very pleased. Having seen a 
farmer on the road (and) having gone up to him (d^T d+ilM) quickly, he said: 
'How charming everything here is! Heaven itself is right here!' Having heard 
the ascetic's words, the farmer, filled with astonishment ( fa^5« i )  (and) 
having stopped his cart (and) having gotten down (3TWhf, gerund o f sR'-d 
’descend, get down'), from it (dd:), replied to the ascetic: 'Heaven is not right 
here, it is in a man's heart G[dd, n.)' Having spoken thus (and) having 
mounted his cart again, he moved on slow ly to the village. After hearing the 
farmer's words, not having gone to the village, having returned to the forest, 
the ascetic m editated (3TWPĥ ) there for a long time.



LESSON FOUR

Nouns in -a. The Demonstrative

I. Nouns in -a.
In Lesson One the declension of nouns of the type and TFT was given in 

the singular and plural. Some general remarks were also made about the subject 
of gender in Sanskrit. It was pointed out that there are three genders and 
especially that the gender of nouns does not necessarily correspond to the gender 
or sex of the persons or objects denoted by them. All nouns (and adjectives) that 
end in -a, as listed in the dictionary or vocabulary, that is, whose ’stem’ ends in 
-a, are either masculine or neuter. The gender has to be learned from practice, 
but the case endings differ only in the nominative and accusative, where neuter 
nouns have -am in the singular and -ani in the plural.

Sanskrit nouns may, however, end in any of the vowels, and, unfortunately 
for the beginning student, the endings for the different cases tend to vary from 
the type in rather perplexing ways. On the other hand, nouns that end in
consonants have a fixed set of endings regardless of the final consonant. An alert 
student will certainly now ask: 'If the consonant stems have a fixed set of endings, 
why not learn the consonant stems first?' In answer it has to be said that nouns 
ending in consonants are, first of all, far rarer than those ending in vowels and, 
moreover, there are some difficulties involved in the declension of consonant 
stems that can be best dealt with later in a student’s progress.

In this lesson nouns whose stem ends in -a (long -a as distinguished from 
short -a), all of which are feminine, are to be taken up. It will be best first to 
present the declension and then the points that need to be borne in mind. We 
shall use 'girl' as the representative or type-word of the <3-stems.

Declension of 'girl'

Singular Plural
Nom. kanya OfRT) kanyah (^RT:)
Acc. kanyam 1 *l) kanyah OfRT:)
Instr. kanyaya (efFIRT) kanyabhih OFRTfo:)
Dat. kanyayai (^T FI) kanydbhyah (^ q M :)
Abl. kanyayah. l *11:) kanyabhyah (-*-irrR:)

Gen. kanyayah Of̂ TFTT:) kanyanam
Loc. kanyayam (cf-TR-R) kanyasu C ^ W )
Voc. kanye (ct>r'i0 kanyah (^RT:)
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The following points should be noted:
1. The nominative singular has no ending: cf. dd:, W J .
2. The accusative singular adds -m, just as do dd and did".
3. The ablative and genitive singular are identical and distinguishable

only from the context; in the plural the same is true of the 
nominative and accusative and the dative and ablative.

4. The dative and ablative plural both end in -bhyah, as with dd and
W , but dd and Hid substitute -e (d) for the final -a o f the stem, 
yielding the somewhat curious forms d%*̂ d: and

5. The genitive plural is the same as for dd/did".
6. The vocative plural is always the same as the nominative in all

declensions.

II. The Demonstrative dd.■N
A word of extremely common recurrence in Sanskrit is the word for 

'this' or ’that', called by Indian grammarians d^, but d by Western 
grammarians. It is always troublesome for students to learn, as the forms the 
various cases take seem so bewilderingly different from the dd/H>d and I 
types. Careful comparison, however, reveals many identical or nearly 
identical forms.

Declension of dd (or d)

Singular

Masculine 
Nom . d: [dd:]
A cc. d^  [ddd] 

V

Neuter
dd
d^

Instr. dd [ddd]
Dat. dTd
Abl. dWTd
Gen. d^d [ddTd]
Loc.
Voc.

Feminine 
m  [d^dT] 
dTd pFdTd]

ddT
dT^
dTdT: [d^dTdT:] 
d W : [d^dTdT:] 
d W d  [dddTdTd]

[no voc.]
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Plural

Masculine Neuter Feminine
Nom. a- drfd [w rfd ] dT: [dddT:]
Acc. [^TT] drfd [T^rrfr] dT: [d^dT:]

Instr.

V — ^ ___________ y
[¥h] drfd: [dddrfd:]

Dat. d*d: [ddR-:] dP-d: [dî dT^d:]
Abl. d^d-: [dd^d-:] dP-d: [dddPd:]
Gen. ddTd*N dTdTd
Loc. [ddd] d id  p r^ m ]
Voc. [no voc.]

In brackets the corresponding cases of ̂ TAfivT and are given to 
bring out the similarities and serve as a help to remember the forms. Apart 
from the importance o f because o f its extremely frequent usage, is its
importance as furnishing the pattern for a number of other common words 
which w ill appear in subsequent lessons.

is primarily a 'demonstrative', that is, a word that points out. But 
its demonstrativeness is somewhat indefinite, so that it may point to a nearer 
or a farther object. Hence, both the meanings 'this' and 'that'. Thus, dd  
Hidd m ay mean either 'this fruit' or 'that fruit’. The noun to which dd̂  refers 
m ay be omitted, in which case d^ functions as a pronoun (a word that stands 
for a noun); thus, in a context about 'fruit' (Twf) means 'this one' or 'that 
one’ in the sense o f 'the fruit' (previously referred to). Very often d^ has an 
attenuated m eaning, no different from the English definite article 'the'. So, 
^  can equally mean 'the fruit’, if this sense is appropriate to the 
context and agreeable in English idiom to the translation. Since dd may be 
used without a noun, that is, in the place o f a noun, it occurs with the greatest 
frequency as a pronoun o f the third person. Thus, the meaning 'that one' 
easily  passes over into lie , she, it, him, her’ (depending on the case and the
gender) and 'they, them' in the plural. For exam ple, dT d^dT d  dTd 49dRl 
’This (or 'that' or 'the') girl sees this (or 'that' or ’the’) boy’, but dT d  dddld  
’She sees him ’, where dT and d  are made to do duty for dT d^dT and d  dM . 
Consider also: d  °dTd ST fd^dT: d^dT ’W hen they saw the (or
’this* or ’that’) hunter, the (or ’those') birds im mediately flew  up together’.
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Or without either noun expressed, if  the context is sufficiently clean ci 
i 'When they saw him, they flew up together'.
It should be observed here that in Sanskrit the equivalents o f English 

lie , she, it' etc. are commonly left out, and it is only the train o f thought 
whereby it can be determined what to supply. In English these words cannot 
be omitted. For example, we cannot say simply 'sees'; a pronoun (he, she, it) 
has to be expressed. Similarly, we cannot usually say ’she sees' without some 
object expressed in the form of a noun or pronoun. But in Sanskrit the 
pronouns are frequently omitted, if  their sense is easily supplied.

It’s H arder than It M ay Seem

1̂ m i <TRTd'aiM*i I
I ^  MM

<-Ti=t>Hi ^  s t r ^  »r o  c\
I pul P l s i M I  ^  sp r^ T : I qr*T l

^ ^ ~  - V
q tS T W  ^ 7 T :  I 3RT: ^TT: q W T q  ^  S q r q  WO C\ * ■N O

fT^qT <j W W  vj^T FT ^W f I ^T: '5P R > ^ l ^ d  I

srf^Rxf P=ld I R^f: ^STPT: $fd I 'SFRP <j y<r<4d^d
I ^ T T c T ^ T W R f ‘bKlM'MI:S3 N N

TRT I
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Vocabulary

VmT, m. a youth, young man. 
ad/'. some, a few.

, m. a day.
;=znfhJTTRTT, m. a banyan tree.
WNl, f. shade, shadow.

n. meditation.
(-^R i), practise, engage in.

h^ .,^ 1  i, f. a leaf-hut (used by ascetics living in the forest).
see (not conjugated in the present and imperfect, where V’W  replaces 
it), gerund l . 

adj. supreme, highest.
m. lit. 'great god', applied to both Vi§nu and Siva.

^ f ,  m. heaven.
3TFP^, m. joy, bliss.

(*JTf%), experience; gerund 3T*T'*T7T.
(3k Ri), reply to, answer.

3RT:, adv. therefore.
T̂RnrT, adj. additional.

SfR-, m. an instant.
(P t^ ^ R i), think.

^<roa:, adv. really, actually, indeed.
m. the world.

m. lord.
, second pers. pronoun , you (nom. s.)

*TE*T, n. the middle.
sleep; gerund 

£®2T, n. a thing, article.
Pi si l, f. a dream.

n. truth.
adj. difficult to attain.

’for* m. release from rebirth, liberation, salvation.
^TH, m. attainment, acquisition.
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adj. difficult to do, difficult. 
adj. much; in plur. many.

m. a year.
^TM, infinitive o f ^  (^Clfd), do, make.

(^Rt) ,  should, must (+ infinitive).
C!T» adj. chief, highest.
TW R, m. despair, despondency, dejection. 
iTHT, m. a village.

TT-V^ (Tr^ia), go back to, return to (+ acc.) 
adv. where.

^ T , n. a family.
(^rf^T), dwell, live.

'crH et», m. a father.
3rf%TcT, adj. unintenupted, continuous.
^ v T , m. an effort.

l» without (+ acc., which it follows as a postposition). 
IM, adj. difficult to reach or attain.. 

adv. o f course, indeed.
WZ, m. a son.

(ip s^ O , go to, attain.

Translate the following into Sanskrit:

Once upon a time a certain young man saw the great god Siva in person 
in a dream and therefore (3RRX), having thought liberation not 

hard to obtain, said to his father: 'What is the use o f (f^  with the instr., 
literally 'what’s with—') much meditation? Attainment of liberation is not 
difficult!' When his father heard these words, seized with astonishment, he 
replied to that young man: 'My son, without continuous effort a man does not 
attain the bliss o f heaven. Liberation is not merely a dream. Liberation is 
actually the highest truth in this world. Only a few ascetics, after meditating 
for many years on the great god in the silence (+/W, n.) of the forest, attain 
liberation!’ Thereupon the young man, having gone to the forest outside his 
village, sat down in the shade of a banyan tree and having meditated there for 
a long time, thought: 'Liberation is really hard to attain!'



LESSON FIVE

More about the Sanskrit Verb. Guna and Vrddhi.* •

In Lesson Two some very general remarks were made about the 
Sanskrit verb. The concept of the root was taken up in fair detail, and the 
division of the roots into ten classes by the ancient Indian grammarians was 
schematically presented. It is important to remember that these ten classes fall 
into two great groups, generally called the First and Second Conjugations, 
although it has to be added that in some grammars these numerical 
denominations are reversed: what is called First here is called Second and vice 
versa. This interchange of names is of no particular import, however, and 
need only be borne in mind if one should happen to resort to a grammar where 
the terms are reversed and some initial confusion result. The important point 
is that the stems of four of the classes (here embraced under the First 
Conjugation) end in short -a, whereas those of the remaining six classes do not. 
This short -a is technically called the 'thematic vowel', a term borrowed from 
Greek grammar. The First Conjugation is, therefore, often called the 
'Thematic Conjugation', the Second the 'Athematic' or 'Non-thematic'.

In the Thematic Conjugation (or First Conjugation!) all the roots are 
turned into stems by the addition of a short -a or -ya or -aya; whether it is -a,
-ya or -aya that is added to the root depends on which of the four thematic 
classes a particular root belongs to, and this can only be learned from a 
grammar or dictionary. There is nothing about a root which can give the 
slightest clue whether it is thematic or athematic, or to which one of the ten 
classes it belongs. Some roots can, in fact, be conjugated in more than one 
class! A grammar or dictionary gives this information either by including the 
number of the class or, more explicitly, by giving the third person singular of 
the present tense. Thus, if  the Roman numeral VI is given, as, for example, 
after ^Itud 'strike', the student has to form the stem by applying the appropriate 
rules for that class before attaching the personal endings; if, on the other hand, 
instead o f a numeral, the third singular <n̂ Ki {tudati) is given, then the student 
is relieved o f this difficulty and by dropping the -% (-*/) can make any form 
by simply adding the correct personal ending. In the athematic classes the 
personal endings are added either directly to the root, z.e.,with nothing 
intervening, as in class 13, or the personal endings are attached to the root 
augmented in one o f several ways, depending on the class. All this has been 
shown in the tabulation in Lesson Two. So much, then, by way o f review.

It is essential to understand that a verb form of the present or imperfect 
(the tenses that have been studied so far) consists o f a root (unchanged from the 
dictionary form or changed according to certain rules to be given below ), plus 
a class sign (for example, -a , -ya or -aya in the thematic roots), plus a personal
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ending. Thus, *sIbhu Tse? become', changed to bhav-, plus -a-, the sign or 
marker for class I, which yields bhav-a-, to which in turn is attached the 
required personal ending: bhav-a-ti, bhav-a-si, bhav-a-tha, etc. Herewith are 
the present and imperfect singular and plural of roots typical of the four 
thematic classes (I, IV, VI and X). Hyphens are employed in the 
transliterations, as above, to separate the three elements (root, class sign, 
personal ending) from one another.

I IV VI X
{bhu) Vf^[ (div) (md) (cur)

Present
r \  p . , C:Sing. 1. w m <3511+1 ■**K<*i H

bhav-a-mi div-ya-mi tud-a-mi cor-aya-mi
2. o

bhav-a-si div-ya-si tud-a-si cor-ay a-si
3.

r \ i<n cT̂ Kf -dkqfd
bhav-a-ti div-ya-ti tud-a-ti cor-aya-ti

Plural 1. <n̂ i+i:■o
-m i i :

bhav-d-mah dlv-yd-mah tud-a-mah cor-aya-mah
2.

bhav-a-tha dlv-ya-tha
r \

tud-a-tha
r>-

cor-aya-tha 
a . ,.p „

3. - WFd" 1 <.H 1
bhav-anti dlv-y-anti tud-anti cor-ay-anti ■

Imperfect
Sing. 1. 3r*RTT W WO N

a-bhav-am a-div-y-am a-tud-am a-cor-ay-am
2. <o

3T ĥ7T:
a-bhav-a-h a-dlv-ya-h a-tud-a-h a-cor-aya-h

•v

3. W W >
a-bhav-a-t a-dlv-ya-t a-tud-a-t a-cor-aya-t

*v

Plural 1. 3TWPTo
3TOTTOT+i

a-bhav-d-ma a-div-ya-ma a-tud-a-ma a-cor-aya-rru
■v

2. 3TOW W Wso
3TORW

a-bhav-a-ta a-div-ya-ta a-tud-a-ta a-cor-aya-ta

3. 3TOW SRTW
a-bhav-an a-dlv-y-an a-tud-an a-cor-ay-an
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, 5 1 examination of these forms the following points may be
observed: Whenever the thematic vowel -a- is followed by an ending 
beginning with m- + vowel, as in the endings -mi, mah and -ma, the -a- is 
lengthened to -a-; thus, *RtR  W T : and 3TW*T. When an ending begins 
with a vow el, as third plural *rf%, first person imperfect -3RX[ and third 
plural -3f^, the thematic vowel is dropped, thus, T O f , 3nRT*T and 3r»R^.

The personal endings of the present and imperfect may now be given:

Present

1.
Singular 
-f*T (-mi)

Plural
(-mah.)

2. -"PET (-si) (-tha)
3. (-ti) -sfiTi (-anti)

Imperfect
Singular Plural

1. -3PT (-am) -*T (-ma)
2. (~h) XT (-ta)
3. (-0 -3PT

■N (-an)

Even the inattentive student will have noticed that the roots (bhu) 
and (cur) have been replaced by (bhav) and ^ X  (cor) throughout. 
On the other hand, (tud) remains unchanged, and Vfx=T (div) lengthens 
the -z'-. The latter change is of no pervasive importance, as it occurs only in 
roots ending in -z'v; these are few in number and, except for (div), are 
all uncommon. Roots o f class VI like (tud) normally remain unchanged, 
but there are a few common ones that insert a nasal before the final 
consonant; for example, V'RTX (sic) ’sprinkle’ ( f^ %  sincati), n'Rr  (lip) 
’smear’ (RiHRl limpati), (lup) break’ (X R kT lumpati), etc.1

It is only roots o f classes I and X where the substitutions ^  (bhav-) 
and =sftT (cor-) seen here are the rule. In order to understand more fully the 
nature o f these substitutions, a word needs to be said about a process o f vowel 
m odification called ’guna’ and ’vrddhi’ by the Indian grammarians and 
’vow el gradation’ or ’ablaut’ by Western scholars. The vowel grades in 
Sanskrit may be tabulated as follows:

Sim ple a

Guna a

u u

o

r

or

l

al

Vrddhi d  a i au ar

1 The inserted nasal must belong to the same class as the following consonant, otherwise 
the combination would be difficult to pronounce.
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When read vertically, the guna and vrddhi vowels (and diphthongs) are to be 
viewed as gradations of the pairs of the long and short simple vowels. Thus, 
ior example, the guna of i and i is e, the guna of u and u is o; similarly, the 
vrddhi o f these same pairs is respectively ai and au. The rule of vowel 
gradation for classes I and X is that the guna gradation is substituted for the 
simple grade seen in the root. Since (bhu) contains -u, by this rule the -u 
is replaced by -o (the guna of u or it). By a certain phonetic rule, which will 
be dealt with in detail in a later lesson, the -o, when followed by a vowel, is 
changed to av-, hence, vbhu > bho- > bhav-(-a-ti, etc.). In the same way, the 
-u- o f (cur) is replaced by its guna counterpart -o-, hence, *\Icur > cor- 
(-aya-ti, etc.). By the same process, a root ending in -i or -l, like (ji) 
’conquer* and (ni) ’lead, guide’, replaces -i/i by -e, which by phonetic 
rule is changed to ay- when a vowel follows, just as -o, as we have seen, is 
changed to -av. Before the appended thematic vowel -a-, then, je (from Vf̂ T) 
and ne (from V-ft) are replaced by jay- and nay-, thus: jay-(-a-ti, etc.) and 
nay-(-a-ti, etc.).

In ordinary Sanskrit prose there is not so much scope for the first and 
second persons of the verb, except where there are passages of conversation, 
in which, o f course, the I-, we- and you-forms occur plentifully. But there is 
a frequent use o f the first and second persons after verbs of saying, 
informing, etc. and after verbs of mental action, such as thinking, assuming, 
etc., where in Sanskrit the original phraseology is used in contrast to the 
practice in English, which prefers die indirect mode of expression, usually, 
but not invariably introduced by ’that'. For example, whereas in English we 
would say: ’He said that he would come’, in Sanskrit we should say: 'He said: I 
w ill come' or more usually with the verb of saying (or thinking) at the end: ’I 
w ill come: he said'. Whatever the order in Sanskrit, the quoted words must 
be followed by the adverb 1̂% (iti), literally 'thus', which serves as a 
quotation-marker. Since no such marker is used at the beginning of the 
quoted words, there are occasional passages in which the reader cannot be 
certain exactly where the quoted words begin. Of extremely common 
occurrence are the gerunds of verbs of saying and thinking, preceded by 
following quoted words. For example: *14Kiq> ^TFT *lrx]> f'Rr
*RT vER̂ T I The words TTOo are the exact words of
the king, as marked by the adverb the verb of saying is expressed in the 
form o f the gerund (from V ^ ), the object of which (^ f) immediately
precedes it. In idiomatic English, using the indirect form, we might translate 
the sentence: When he had said to his charioteer that he wanted to go to the 
garden outside the city, the king mounted the chariot.’
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The Ways to Heaven

m w : daddd W R jqt I d ^ d d t d d c d T t ^ :1
d f e :  dFId-: d  dddd | f^T^STw f^ftcf^r I 3 TW : d>a *\
dfttdcdddd I SdTd dTdTTfd ̂ fd I dd-: d f e r d ^ H ^ S d  -  
TdPPT SdTd d M <fd did I dddPTC dTW : d  dd: STcdddd- -- 
SdlHd =dd^:PPTsrftpi^tsfd d %  I dfc:3TtPTT
srf^’Ti'Md. -  d id d W R [d d 2 PPTfd 3pd: T O  d  d d Tfd
dT<Tft3 did I dd: d : d TW d d : d d d d -  d d  d-=te I ft d d ^ l ult

/l C <> N C V3

'TP^dddd'-  PPT: d>d: V^T prad VT SdTd srpddfpr dddT 
f e i d  P K P d 7^ %  I d d :d i^d d d fd -d ft< d l d : d TW : d 
d R d  d d d ^ - - d^d: TFdW TdSW  W W  dS>WT: dWPPd I d

♦ r> • * r  -\ Q
E d Td d M < rd  d Td d d d ' id<i-d dW : Tpr WRT: PPTT: I 3pzT 
3TW Td W W T d  =d PPTTd dTdTdt IdPTPdt d W T P d  
^rRPT^shxf I ^\r A cl" 4 N: 4 I <^44 ^[4^4 I^ /* >3 O

• ___ •____________________________ / *\__________________________ • ___________
< r l M I  chcclI 3^44": 1̂1 $ld I d<r4 d'dd 4K£:
0 6  C «  O

J R W :  d d lftTfd fd d rftd lT -H i!Id  |

Notes

1. literally ’one’, but often, as here, used like the English indefinite 
article ’a/an\

2. The ablative is used in Sanskrit with comparative adjectives (bigger, 
higher, smarter, etc.) where in English we say ’than so-and-so’. It is also 
used with the word 2 3P IT ’other’, as here. Notice that 4^ , which is always an 
important word in Sanskrit, throws emphasis upon T̂FTR[: ’If there is no 
other path to heaven than this (i.e., the path of meditation and higher
knowledge espoused by the ascetic)...’.
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3. is the first person singular present of 'do', a rather irregular 
verb o f class VUL It is also a complicated verb whose forms will be learned 
in due course. But it is so extremely common by reason of its meanings 'do, 
make* in all the possible senses of these words, that some forms of it have to 
be presented early in spite of its difficulties. Here the present has future 
implication, as commonly in Sanskrit. It may be rendered here 'What am I 
going to do!'

4. vocative!

5. B e careful o f the ubiquitous

6. is nominative masculine plural of the relative pronoun 'who, what, 
which, that', declined precisely like i.e., if  ̂ T- is substituted for T̂- and T̂- 
ofcTC, we have the declension of

7. PwP’d third person plural present of know’ which belongs to class
H where the personal endings are added directly to the root, thus: +

8. nominative masculine plural of the adjective 'much, many'.

9. 3pq- ’other' is declined almost exactly like is the nominative
plural masculine like cT.

Vocabulary

indef. adj. a certain, a/an.
m. a tree.

c.

WRT, f. shade.
O ^ kT, class I), sit down Ĉ O- [The becomes T after the ^ of the

prefix.] . , ,
^nfhr, n. vicinity; acc. + gen. with verbs of motion to .
«k«TT, gerund ViRT class I), having gone.

adj. poor.
a man.
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(qqid, class I), say, say to (+ acc.). 
interr. adv. why?
(«k Ri, class I), 'say back' (R%), respond to, answer.

^ N  , n. meditation.
3TT->Nt  V^TkI", class I), practise.
Vt o  class VI), ask.

adv. immediately after, thereupon.
TqWT, f. knowledge.
T̂T, m. a man.

m. heaven.
01-^9Ri, class I), go unto, obtain.

SFFTT, adv. now.•o
Vfjpq; ( R ^ R i ,  class X ), think.

, con /. i f . . . then.
2Vfq<̂  (Tq^Ri, class VI), find; fq^d, literally is found, is; cf. French se 

trouver, Italian trovarsi. 
cqi* *(, secondpers. pronoun, you (acc. s.).
h superlative adj. most learned; as m. most learned one.
tTCTT, adj. highest, supreme.
WfacC (q frf, class II), know.

adj. long. 
qiM, m. tim e.
«T̂ , adj. m uch, (in plur.) many.
STEFI, adj. low est.
W R , adj. m iddling, middlemost.
*TC, adj. highest, supreme.
3pR\ adj. good. 
fwrqT, f. action.
3FTCTFT, m. going after, following; instr. with gen. as a quasi-postp. in 

accordance with [literally , 'due to the following o f . . . ' ] .
5 , conj. but [never occurs first in a sentence.]
TPT, adj. ev il, bad. 
d v * , n. hell.
^facqT, gerund  V w  (q<did, class I), having stayed, having abided.
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n- a meritorious deed, merit.
STO, m. destruction; acc. €FRT with 'make a destruction o f, bring to an

end, exhaust
plur. class IV), be bom.

^*T, n. speech, words.
gerund (^H R i, class V), having heard. 

ad). having httle C*T̂ -) luck', unfortunate, 
m. one's own village.

Translate the following passage into Sanskrit, rephrasing the sentences so as 
to use as many gerunds as possible:

Once upon a time the king of the Malava country went in his chariot to 
the forest near the city. Having come to that forest, the king got down from 
his chariot and after wandering around for a long time to see1 the many 
beautiful flowers there, he decided^ to return to his palace. At that instant a 
deer, pierced3 by a hunter's arrow, came from the middle of the forest and 
fell dead by the side of the chariot. Stricken with sorrow, the king said to his 
charioteer. 'Charioteer,4 go quickly to the palace! I do not wish to stay here 
now'.5 Having mounted his chariot, he returned to the palace, entered his 
chamber and stayed there all6 alone in silence for a long time.

Notes

1. 'to see': Use either , the infinitive of and construe 'the many° C _ . ^
beautiful flowers' as its object, or use dative of the verbal noun
n. 'seeing, the act of seeing' and^put'. . . flowers' in the genitive, i.e. 'i'or t̂he 
purpose of) a seeing of . . .'. was similarly used as a 'dative of
purpose’ in Lesson Two, exercise A (on which v. note A.5).

2. he decided': By phonetic mle the of the prefix is changed to -T 
before the voiced *T- of and the *T- is then cerebralized according to the 
bewildering rule given in Lesson One, Section IV. The form here, then, will 
be

3. 'pierced': The form f^a, called a 'past passive participle', is an adjective,
though genetically derived from a verb root ( ĉ TET), and as an adjective must
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be m the same case, number and gender as the one that is 'pierced', viz. the

4. 'Charioteer': Vocative!

5. D o not forget to add the important word at the end of the quoted 
words!

6. 'all alone': On v. Lesson Two, note B.2.

Vocabulary

get down, (̂ TCfd\ class I), gerund
wander, CTLRT, class I), gerund TRcTT, or hR-¥*T class I),

gerund
decide, (dqfd, class I).
pierced, adj.
hunter, m .

dead, R̂cT, adj.
fan, (q^rfr, class i).
stay, V^TT class I), i n f  i n . ^  IdH.

enter, q - V f ( f t m f d ,  class VI), gerund
chamber, Rf^PT, n.
all alone, t̂ TT^T.



The Past Passive Participle.

There is a particular verb form that is o f so extremely frequent 
occurrence in Sanskrit works, especially those composed in the later history 
o f the language, that an acquaintance with it cannot long be deferred. This 
verD *s ca^ed the 'past passive participle', and in a literal translation it 
may be equated with such English locutions as having been seen' or having 
been done as w ell as with the short form made without having been'. These 
two versions o f the past passive participle in English have, of course, 
different usages, although sometimes they are practically interchangeable.
The short version is used in forming the compound past tenses in English in 
combination with the verb 'has/have/had'; thus, he has s e e n 'they have 
done', ’she had said', etc., where the participial value is not so apparent. The 
short version is also used in forming the English passive voice, as w ill be seen 
below. The short as w ell as the long version is used, sometimes 
interchangeably, to characterize the noun qualified as having undergone the 
action the participle expresses. For example, 'The soldiers, having been 
harassed by the enemy, fled to safer positions'. Here the past participle 
having been harassed’ characterizes, or describes the soldiers as having 
suffered or endured the harassment inflicted by the enemy. The short form 
harassed' might equally w ell have been employed, though perhaps with some 
loss o f the nuance o f prolongation the long form suggests: 'The soldiers, 
harassed by the enemy, fled' etc. In Sanskrit the use of the past passive 
participle in the formation o f compound tenses of the has/have!had type is 
unknown, but the purely participial or adjectival use, where the short and 
long English versions are, as we have just seen, virtually interchangeable, is 
very common, much commoner than in current English, which tends to shy 
away from these participial constructions in favor o f other modes o f 
expression.

Participles, o f which Sanskrit has an abundant supply, are adjectives 
and, like all adjectives in Sanskrit, they must conform to the case, gender and 
number o f  the noun or pronoun they qualify. A participle differs from an 
ordinary adjective, however, in having a verbal character, and this verbal 
character is due to the fact that a participle is bom  or derived from a verb 
root w hose characteristics or genes it inherits. Just as its parent verb, a 
participle has tense (present, past and future!), and it may also take an object, 
provided that the parent verb is transitive, and finally it also inherits the 
property o f 'voice' in the technical grammatical sense o f this word. In this 
lesson, however, we are concerned only with the past passive participle, so 
that for the time being it w ill not be necessary or even desirable to enter upon 
all the details implied in what has just been said about participles in general.

LESSON SIX
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First of all, we should see how the past passive participle is made from 
the root and then examine its various uses. The past passive participle is 
formed directly from a verb root and has nothing whatever to do with the 
class to which a root belongs. It is made by adding -<T (-ta) or -W  (-ita) or, 
most rarely, -'•T (-na) to the unchanged root.1 Which of these three suffixes is 
added to the root has really got to be learned. Rules are often given for 
determining the particular suffix to be added, but there are many exceptions, 
so that it is best and simplest to learn the past passive participle with each 
root. But it would be a sheer waste of time and effort for the beginning 
student to attempt to learn the past passive participles of a large number of 
roots at the outset. They should be learned, rather picked up, in the course of 
one's reading. The important point is that it is very easy to recognize a past 
passive participle, whether it is formed with -W  or -*f, the inflection by 
case, gender and number being precisely identical to that of and cr»*-Au.
Herewith are some examples of past passive participles of very common 
Sanskrit roots:

a) by adding RT (-ta)
(sru) ’hear': (sruta) ’(having been) heard*

V'R (kr) 'do, make': (krta) ’(having been) done or made'
VfpJ (hari) 'strike, kill': fRT (hata) '(having been ) struck or 

killed’
Vf̂ T (Ji) 'conquer': f̂ RT (jita) ’(having been) conquered’
Vqt (ni) 'lead': (nita) ’(having been) led’

b) by adding -^T (-ita)
(likh) 'write': RiHsia (likhita) ’(having been) written'

(path) 'recite, read’: Mi6d (pathita) ’(having been) recited 
o r  read’

(Iks) 'see': sisid  \iksita) (having been) seen’

c) by adding -*T (na), but usually with some modification in the root
(mid) 'wither': +̂ TPT (mlana) ’(having been) withered'

1This is not strictly or invariably true, as some roots undergo various/kinds of weakening 
processes and phonetic change of their final consonant; thus, from wac 'say' is formed 
uk-ta, from Vstha comes sthi-ta.
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(bhid) 'split': (bhinna) '(having been) split' (Note
change of T  to before -T)
(bhaftj) break': T T  (bhagna) ’(having been) broken’ 
(with loss of nasal and change of T to

Examples of sentences with participles in various cases:

1. ^Kul + I 'A bird, struck by the
hunter's arrow, fell from the sky.'

• 2. T U F T ^  TTSTT I The ascetic saw the bird killed by
the hunter.’

3. TTT 3frfTÊ T HI?UI TT: TIT TFFqcF I 'By the road pointed out by
■ the charioteer, the man found the village.’

4. 3TTf^TT TUT TT | ’The girl gave water to
the man (who was) overcome with thirst.'

Note that in each of these examples the past passive participle, functioning as 
does an ordinary adjective, conforms in case, gender and number to the noun 
it qualifies and, moreover, that, in accordance with the usual rules for word 
order, the past passive participle is preceded by its own limiting words. 
Except for the variations in ending required by the construction, the 
particular use of the past passive participle exemplified here is not different 
from English. .

In English we find the past passive participle also joined with 
'is/are/was/were' to form what is called the 'passive voice', in which the 
grammatical subject undergoes or experiences the action expressed by the 
verb without participating actively in the action as in the 'active voice’. For 
example, we may say The cat is seen by the child', 'The children are taught 
by their teacher', 'The poem was recited by the pupil’, 'The pots were broken 
by the potter'. The compounds made with 'is/are' denote present time, even 
though the participle is past! Those made with 'was/were' are, of course, 
past These passive locutions occur also in Sanskrit, although Sanskrit has 
special passive verb forms that are generally employed to express present 
time. These w ill be treated in a later lesson. But although the 'was/were' 
locutions, which are exemplified in the last two sentences, are also regularly 
found in Sanskrit, the construction differs in that in Sanskrit the equivalent 
verbs for 'was' and 'were' (TITlT/SHITT and TRFT/sPTTp are almost always 
omitted, thus leaving the participle in effect to function as a verb in the past 
tense. Thus, the sentence The poem was recited by the pupil' would be 
rendered: TFT TTTT Mp6d or TTTT 'was' being omitted]. Of
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course, these words might also be interpreted 'the poem (which was) recited 
by the pupil'; whether the past passive participle is doing duty as a full- 
fledged verb or is purely an adjective can only be resolved by the 
surrounding context.

Since this constmction is plentiful enough in English, except for the 
dropping of 'was' or 'were', it should cause the beginner no difficulty. The 
point where Sanskrit parts company with English idiom is that in sentences 
cast in the past tense Sanskrit idiom prefers the use o f the passive to the active 
mode o f expression that is far more usual in English. There are some works 
in Sanskrit where the past tense is almost exclusively expressed in this fashion 
(past passive participle with the performer of the action in the instrumental).
The student o f historical linguistics w ill be interested to know that in the 
m odem  Indo-Aryan vernaculars the past tense of a transitive verb, if  traced 
back to its oldest form, is simply a past passive participle, although the form 
is no longer felt as a passive, but merely as a past tense in the active voice.

Since so excessive a use of the passive voice is quite foreign to English 
idiom , the student must for the most part translate this particular use o f the past 
passive participle by an appropriate active form. Consider the following example:

3ITOT: TO sftfsRTT: I TO TO *T: TO TO: TOTPTO Hi|T<TO I

Literally translated:
B y the king it [was] said: 'Charioteer, yoke the chariot, I w ish to go to the 
park!' B y the charioteer, having heard his words, the horses were yoked 
to the chariot. Then by him the king [was] informed: The chariot [is] 
readied, your majesty.'

W ith changes appropriate to English idiom:
The king said, 'Charioteer, yoke the chariot, I wish to go to the park'.
Upon hearing his words, the charioteer yoked the horses to the chariot.
Then he informed the king that the chariot was readied.

In the case o f zwtransitive verbs, i.e., verbs that do not take a direct 
object, the past passive participle is passive only in external form, not in 
meaning. So *T: TO (for *T: TO: 3fTTO) means 'He went’, literally ’He [was]
having gone'. Here TO: is the equivalent o f the imperfect Since TO:,
though passive in form, has an active meaning, the performer o f the action of 
going is expressed by the nominative, not by the instrumental, as would be so
if  the participle were really passive in meaning. Thus, He said would be *̂1 
;3TO*T [3PTTO], literally 'It [was] said by him’, as 'say' is a transitive 
verb.
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The Brahman and the Mongoose

9  i^ j^ ld  ssTT̂ T1 STT^FT ^TSHR I i | ^ l d 2

^7T% ^  ^  dW R T 2 WT^Fq" T^TT^3 d"
3P5T: 3Tfdt>6^ I ^ T T  «f d u l l ' d  3RIT: =H I ^ R

T k T6 f ^ x r f iR ^ T ^ T  fs 'd d  “P R T H lfcld  d d ^ -i7 R R  

T S T R ? o id ^ iH M lfd  T^T f d uir d d  I spr^rtTT^T:8 ^pf: 

3T5T5R ^ n fh t  STHTR" mW m o M im ld d : R  I ^IT S'^ k ^T9 d^T<o c c
^  W f ^  ST^ftwq" THT

d d ^ -ld  RfSRT: $R l F d’-d fd ’rq l9 R : dd>?l: ^ ld 5 d  IRT: I <T: tTfitiT  

^ q - ^ ’ TRT: 0 | <RT: d  I^JUI: q if  ^ ‘■WORT d ^ d  I *T?Rr

q r r w r 12 ^  w %  Id  P k d  i M < d f a m d ’ R T : iC*

(Adapted from Hitopadesa, Book IV, Fable 13).

Notes

1. A  sraddha is a ceremony, incumbent upon every Hindu family, consisting 
o f sacrificial offerings to deceased relatives. It is a supplement to the general 
funeral ceremony and is intended to pay homage to the deceased as w ell as to 
supply them with nourishment.

2. q<rHlc[ (ablative singular of the relative pronoun ^  expressing cause) to 
be taken with T̂FTRJ 'since . . . therefore', literally 'From which (reason). . . 
from that (reason)'.

3. W P f 'for the sake o f the protection’, i.e., 'in order to protect'. 3F?
(accusative singular o f 3F? 'object') can be joined to any noun in this way to 
express purpose. W P f is to be construed with the genitive thus, 'for
the sake o f the protection of his child', or more freely to protect his ch ild .
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4. 3F3!: ’som eone else'.

5. 'w ill get’, future tense o f 'get'.

6. Observe the use o f 1%  before the gerund to show that the
preceding words contain the Brahman's thoughts.

7. *1̂ *1 'a m ongoose', a word borrowed from the Tamil language and 
having nothing to do with a goose, signifying a small weasel-like animal that 
is adept at killing snakes. It is often kept as a pet. The plural o f m ongoose, by 
the way, is m ongooses (not m ongeese!).

8. the numeral 'one', which is often used practically as an equivalent o f
the English indefinite article 'a/an', as here. So, translate by 'a
serpent'.

9. There are altogether four gerunds in this long sentence, all qualifying F̂T
which serves as the logical subject o f the past passive participle ^T:. 

The construction is: 'By the Brahman, having performed i), having 
returned (TcTmT+T), having seen [and] having thought . * 10 11 12

. . .  the m ongoose was struck with a club', i.e., in idiomatic 
English 'After the Brahman had performed . . . upon returning . . . , he saw .
. . and thinking th at. . . , he struck the mongoose with a club'.

10. TSfcTW: 'went to five-ness', i.e., died. Traditionally, Indians speak o f 
five gross elements (ether, fire, air, water and earth), whence are made all , 
physical things, including the body. When death occurs, the body is said to be 
resolved into those constituent elements. Hence, 'to go to a condition o f five- 
ness’ means 'to die'.

11. 'great' m odifying HIH 'sin'. is a consonant stem (as it ends in 
<jp. Consonant stems have no ending in the nominative-accusative singular 
neuter, hence the absence of an ending here before the neuter noun TFT.

12. TTT b y  me', instrumental singular o f the pronoun T.
i
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Vocabulary

indef. adj. instrumental masculine singular, a certain. 
infin. o f'kU  (^T% , class III), to give; with 'to perform a 
srdddha.

3ft^PT, n. an invitation,
m. a king.

vf®ET, ppp. o f ̂ PT ’get, receive' (the combination -bh-ta, formed when
making the ppp. becomes -b-dha by a regular phonetic rule, which 
requires the aspiration o f -bh to be thrown forward and the -t- to be 
voiced, i.e., replaced by -d-.)

W ,  f. a w ife.
m. time.

n. a house.
I'd, m. a child.

T (Ri**>Rl, class I), etymologically ’stand’, but usually attenuated to 'be'. 
conditional conj. if (picked up by 'then' in main clause). 

adv. quickly, right away.
(f̂ FxHTRT, class X), think.

m. Twice-bom ', a term applied to a member of the upper three classes 
of Hindu society, because upon their investiture with the sacred thread, 
they are said to go through a second birth. Incidentally, any animal 
bom of an egg, i.e., any oviparous animal, is also called 'twice- 
born'. 

ad), long.
Si Rid, ppp. VsTvPT 'protect', a so-called 'denominative' verb, made from the 

noun ST̂ T ’protector' by addition of the formative element or suffix -*T, 
so literally 'act as a protector’ of someone or something, hence 
'protect’, here keep’ (as a pet). Denominative verbs, like causatives, 
are conjugated like verbs of class X; so pala-ya behaves like cor-aya 

as though consisting of pal-aya, not pala-ya. For further 
details, v. Lesson Twenty-eight.

’T^T, m. a mongoose.
*PT, genitive singular of the pronoun ’I'.
°is<rMiHSid, c a u s . o i I, literally ’stand off or apart', hence as caus.

causes someone to stand off or apart', leaves behind. (Causative verbs 
are conjugated exactly like verbs of class X). -

t
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ft , class I; note substitution o f for o f the root. This 
change is due to the cerebralizing influence o f the -r-), decide; ppp. 
f t ulTd '(having been) decided'. 

adv. then (like R̂T:).
m. a serpent.

*T+fFf, n. nearness, presence.
<2* ,̂ ppp. (VT9T 'see'), (having been) seen.
^ ihkmki, caus. o f fall apart, disintegrate, perish; hence, the

caus. means 'causes to perish', kills, destroys; ppp. etMHiftd.
<*ki, n. blood [really a ppp. o f (<^T%, class IV), be colored, be red; 

hence, literally 'colored, red'].
ft"-V Rim (RtR kT, class VI), smear all over (the adverbial prefix ft" means 

Tiere and there'); ppp. RiRiki.
3TT-VvT|'  ̂ (^^^n«=ti^ld), see, look at; ppp. 3T^fTf¥d". 
tIT, m. a son.

1 (W-Mld) eat; ppp. *TfeRT.
m. a club or cudgel.

VfpT (^Rd, class II), slay, kill; ppp. IRT (having been) killed. 
tT^tT, adv. straightaway, immediately [in origin the instrumental singular o f 

the noun ’might’, so literally 'with might, forcibly, suddenly’]. 
WZfT, f. a b ed .

adj. safe and sound. 
d$d,, adj. great.
TR , n. sin, wrong.

(%1%, class II), know; ppp. ftftd . 
ft  NR, m. despair, dejection, despondency.

Translate the following passage, which is closely patterned on the story 
of the Brahman and the mongoose. Wherever possible use gerundial 
constructions and the past passive participle in place of the imperfect tense. 
Remember that, if  the past passive participle is from a transitive verb (and so 
has truly passive meaning!), the subject or performer of the action must be 
expressed in Sanskrit by the instrumental, not the nominative.

Once upon a time a certain poor Brahman, having received 
gerund o f W*[) an invitation from the king o f the country (̂ ?T, m.) to
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perform a sraddha, thought: 'If I don't go to the palace immediately, then 
som eone else w ill get the sraddha', and he went to the king's palace. Since his 
w ife had gone to the temple n.) to worship (hmi4*|), therefore no one
(n other than the Brahman (use the ablative after 3TT=If!) was at home
to watch their child. Therefore, he thought: 'I'll leave here our mongoose 
which has been kept for a long time and go to the palace.' Thereupon a 
serpent that had gone up to the child was seen by the mongoose and 
immediately killed. When the Brahman came back home and saw the 
m ongoose smeared with blood, he thought that his son had been eaten by him 
and struck the m ongoose on the head. He died instantly (tin f<). Then, when 
the twice-born saw his son asleep and safe and sound in his bed, he was in 
deepest despair and was stricken with remorse for a long time due to his
w icked deed (f̂ FTT).



L E SSO N  SEVEN

Postprandial Exercises.

Too much o f a good thing, for example, too much wedding-cake or too 
many participles and gemnds, can certainly cloy, the taste and diminish our 
pleasure. By almost anyone's estimation the last lesson was a plenteous 
banquet, even for the hungriest student, and so, rather than add to that rich 
fare now, we must pause to savor its pleasures and serve no new courses until 
everything has been thoroughly digested. To this end, the present lesson  
consists o f reading material that amply repeats forms and constructions that 
have been presented thus far. There follow  two stories, which, like that o f 
the preceding tale o f the Brahman and the m ongoose, are sim plified from the 
Hitopadesa ('Instruction about What is Salutary'), a collection o f beast fables 
com piled c. 1500 A .D . and intended for the edification o f the dissolute and 
wayward sons o f a king o f Pataliputra by name Sudarsana. These fables in 
greater part are drawn from the well-known PafTcatantra o f c. 400 A .D ., a 
translation o f which was early made into the Pahlavi language, whence it has 
over the centuries made its way via successive translations into the principal 
languages o f the world.

A . T he L ion and the M ouse

TT̂ TqT H I f̂ T^TRT2
f^TSt 3 I *T: STRT:

« U icll  ‘P t K I ii  C ttH  H  15 TvR" 5bT£p ^ : I 3HT6
\3 > ^  ^   ̂ CS ^   ̂ 'O

W kT I cRT: 5T SF^PT | txrt ^ ^  \  C >3
m ^ t t Rt 3 iw W  ^k^tt8
H m T<: M•Mc'I SRT: I -M^I

-gle?: SSRT: cRTO^TT9 K i$ l *nW T
^rT: I cRT: ^ T f W T F T * 1 l « I K i q 10W T

I T J ^ W 1 M  ajSFTT W F :

h M K ^ T ^ :  ^ t T ^ 12ciiiHlf<d: HfSrRT: ^  I&

(Adapted from Hitopadesa, Book II, Fable 4).
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Notes
C* >

1. eb,_̂  We would probably say 'in a cave on the mountain' rather 
than 'of the mountain'.

2. at night' comes first because it sets the stage, as it were, for the 
sentence as a whole.

3. N otice how frequently OIm sRi) is used with the accusative (as here 
with Plstl and below with ^ £ T  and in the preceding lesson with CTST )̂ to 
express a condition that is entered into by someone. So, here 'of the lion gone 
to (a condition of) sleep'. It happens that the English idiom 'gone to sleep' in 
this particular instance corresponds to the Sanskrit.

4. past passive participle o f 'cut, trim, nibble', formed with -*T, 
like many roots ending in It agrees with the grammatical subject
'end o f his mane', the agent of the action being expressed by ^ *1  4i ĉ Ti, 
thus: h y  a mouse . . .  the end of the mane o f . . .  [was] nibbled'.

5. 1 In connection with verbs of knowing, perceiving 
and the like, Sanskrit often expresses what is known or perceived not in the 
form o f a 'that'-clause corresponding to the English idiom, but by an 
accusative with an adjectival modifier, as here with M i , literally 'having 
perceived the end of his mane (as) nibbled' which would be in English 
having perceived that the end of his mane had been nibbled'. The 'that' is 
sometimes omitted in English. If the exact phraseology o f what is known or 
thought by someone is to be expressed, then the adverb is placed after the 
quoted words to serve as an 'end quote' marker, just as in connection with 
verbs o f saying.

6. 3jzpi is the nominative singular masculine of the demonstrative 
'this', which, like all the demonstratives, may be used as a pronoun or an 
adjective (as here).

7. ^  'a creature exactly ( ^ )  similar to him'. N otice that 
adjectives denoting likeness or similitude are used with the instrumental of 
that with which someone or something is likened; where we say 'similar to' 
Sanskrit says 'similar with'.
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8. A typical construction in Sanskrit, especially in narrative prose, much less
in poetry, is the use o f several gerunds — six or more are common -- in a 
single sentence, all preceding the main verb (which may be expressed by a 
past passive participle, m ostly with the equivalent o f 'was/were' unexpressed). 
Each o f the gerunds denotes an action that precedes that o f the follow ing  
gerund and, o f course, also o f the main verb itself. The lim iting adjuncts o f 
each gerund must com e before it. So here: 'Having thought " . . .  ", by the 
lion having gone to his village, a cat, having brought [him] with an effort, 
[was] kept in the cave.' The three gerunds 3TWt=5ZT, «kTT and all qualify * 11

"RTlpr "by the lion' which is the logical, but not the grammatical subject of 
the verb ERT: The sentence in skeletal form may be thus rendered:
T he lion thought " . .  . " and, having gone to his village, kept in his cave a cat 
which he had brought from there with effort.' Or we may keep as a
participle and make TTcTT into a full-fledged verb parallel to thus:
'Having thought the lion went to his village and kept in his cave a cat
which he had brought (from there) with effort.'

9. "Whenever . . . then'. The doubling expresses 
frequency o f the action over a period o f time, which is conveyed by the 
'-ever' in 'whenever'. In English, however, we would not say 'whenever . . . 
thenever'.

p _ _ _ _ _ _
10. *i MUHq 'due to fear o f the cat'; words o f fearing are construed 
with the ablative o f the person or thing that is feared. This is really an 
'ablative o f separation', as one recoils from  what is feared. So, whereas 
English speaks o f 'fear of  som eone or som ething’ (using an objective 
genitive), Sanskrit speaks o f 'fear from  som eone or something'.

11. There are several words, som e in fairly com m on use, that are 
declined w holly or partly like Am ong those entirely like are 
'other' and the relative Am ong those differing only in having -3HT 
instead o f in the nom inative and accusative neuter singular are 'all' 
and ^  'one'. Here ^  is used as an indefinite adjective 'certain' or the
indefinite sense o f 'one*. Thus, m ay be rendered 'on a certain
day’ or 'one day’. Here the locative case expresses tim e, so we may call the 
usage a loca tive  o f time'.

12. cT̂ rtrq’ N otice the force o f (which is alw ays an important word):
'right there' (not just there!).
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Vocabulary

adv. at one time, at a certain time, once upon a time. 
indef. adj. a certain, a/an. 

f ^ ,  m. a lion.
m. a mountain.
n. a cave.

V w , (dttRt, class I), stay, abide, dwell.
Pi sn i, f. night.

m. a mouse.
PisU, f. sleep.
R̂T, ppp. class I), having gone.

«. the tip or end of the hair or mane (a compound made up of 
m. the hair, mane + 3RT, n. the tip or end).

3nr, n. the tip or end.
TuR’T, ppp. Vfe? class VII), cut; nibbled.
STkR  (-:) adv. early in the morning.
*T^T, gerund (̂ I'Erfd", class I), having become awake.
TTT̂ cTT, gerund WP(< (%1%, class II), having known. 
sFte, m. anger.
EFT?, adj. small, tiny. 
sp̂ T, m. a creature.

infin. (frfpT, class II), to strike down (Pf), slay.
EF*f, adj. righteous, proper.

adj. like, similar to (+ instr.).
hT ^ ^ T , infin. (<*>0 [d, class VIII), to put in front, appoint, enlist.
3TPfN<7, gerund aTT-VtTr̂  class X), having reflected.

c*i i ̂  i m. a cat.
vt^d, m. effort; abl. with effort, with care. 
aTT-V̂ ft, (d^fd, class I), bring.
m ,p p p .  VtJ (mwHh', caus. V?T, without caus. meaning); held, retained, kept. 
apPxTC*̂ , adv. afterwards, thereupon. 

m. sound, noise.
^T, ppp. (5pftPr, class V), heard.
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TTRT, n. meat.
<sw>s, m. a piece.

ppp. (qqi Ki, class III), given.
^TcThTm, adj. a few.

m. a day.
*FT, n. fear.

adv. out, outside. 
f tcK, m. an opening, hole.

f. hunger.
ppp. VrW (H)-s <hRi, class X), oppressed, pained, tormented. 

rnpRT, gerund 0i-°wPi, class I), having gone out.
ppp . (no present!), having been seen, seen.

5JTFTTfer, ppp. caus. fe-STT'-V’T̂  (H^d, class IV), 'caused to fall away', 
destroyed, killed.

r̂fafRT, ppp. V̂ T5T (vreprf̂ T, class I), eaten.

<
B. The Brahm an and the Three Rogues

T^":1 Hr^T: ^ I ^ s h l^ l  pTO I *4 H M 2 ^ l^ 'c S d  I
r-> r-  ̂ _____% o  ^ y _________ • -n ♦____ ~\

ST^TTT^T: I dtd to Ml iK N d
=RT: F̂TT 3TW T^r W TSJ^T

_ o  , CN.■v r-' *C -A '■%,
: ^fr FFT«T FT^T ’̂ TFT WKT I 5FT

*5T 3PT W T: W PT5 W T: I sppxft
\3  ^  ^

sPf I ZtfFfT  T̂FT f^T^T "NxT C<M |
f ] # 1  WT*T »-H l6 PffcJ l <4 cTiT: CFT: P i 0  5**4 *ET: *T

CN 'O >3

SFTRT 59FT: l^T w fa  3 w T  f  T: ^TFTf^TT srf^RT: I
R̂T: ^rat^T SJcFT ^FT^T?T?x^T ^ ^ T  I 'd < ^ < *T : fs^T:

. ./-v  • r' n  • • n  "V *
WFT ̂ r r  FTETFT 3FT H F ^ f  »T 59FT: 3 ^  ^  5Ri W T  <T
c ^ W l W I ĉ TT7 3FFRT: I

(Adapted from Hitopadesa, Book IV, Fable 10).

P i ulTd H I i 

srfvm rP R T
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Notes

1. H*!*: On the meaning of here, see note 11 above.

2. *rf*r Where we would say 'on the road to the city’ Sanskrit says 'on 
the road of the city'.

3. f̂ rf̂ T: instrumental plural of the numeral 1% 'three' (v. declension on
p. 211).

____ •
4. accusative singular o f the consonant stem 'dog'. The 
nominative *^1 occurs below.

5. W p f 'for a sacrifice' i.e., the goat is a sacrificial goat.

6. ’on the ground', loc. f. sing, of r̂f̂ T, on declension of which v. 
Lesson Ten.

7. The Brahman took a bath in order to wash away the impurity due to having 
touched a dog.

Vocabulary

m. ’twice-bom 1, a member of the upper three classes of Hindu society, 
viz., Brahmanas, Ksatriyas and Vaisyas. But usually f^T is used o f the 
priestly caste o f the Brahmanas.

WFT, m. a goat.
gerund Vsfr class IX), having bought,
m. the shoulder.

f̂ TETBr, gerund fr-VEIT (^TTfe class III), having put down (fr). 
w f, m. a rogue.

ppp. caus. (VTi'rd, class I), but without caus. meaning,
seen.

m. fraud, trickery. 
ppp. class I), decided,

srf^nrrfer, ppp. class I), spoken to (̂ rf̂ r), addressed,
accosted.
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Vt, particle of address, O, sir. (strictly *fh, the visarga being lost before 
voiced consonants).

*^1, m. a dog. [v. note 3]
class I), carry, bear. 

ppp. (®tfw, class II), answered. 
adv. immediately after, thereupon.
gerund (m-°w>Ri, class I), having gone to (3rfir),

approached.
^cki, ppp. class II), said, spoken.
ST̂ TT, adv. now. 
f e r  , n. the mind.
"̂ TRtvT, adj. confused, puzzled.
*f»Kul, n. reason, cause.

f. ground, earth.
T*T: T*T:, adv. again and again.

gerund (f̂ TcT, class I), having contemplated.
gerund of caus. V̂ TT (Rl^Rl, class I), ’having caused to stand’, 

having put or placed. 
ddPT, ordinal numeral adj., third.
y RrMd, ppp. sW?qT, 'having stood forth’, then having gone forth.
PiP-^cW, adv. surely, certainly.

gerund (c^Mfti, class I), having abandoned, having left aside.
gerund V^rr (tdiRi, class II), having bathed.

3PTTRT, ppp. («|-»w>Ri, class I), having gone away (aTT).

Translate into Sanskrit:

Thinking (use gerund of Vr^T ) that heaven is not difficult to attain, a 
certain Brahman sat down in the shade of a tree full of many fruits and made 
(3T,h<1<Q a supreme effort to meditate. After falling asleep in the middle of 
(his) meditation, he saw the great god Siva in a dream and, awakened 
O R tfcf) by the fall (mo7!, n. ) o f one of the fruits on (his) head (+t*d«ti, «.), 
he said aloud (yeMSi+̂  or :): ’After experiencing the bliss of heaven and 
returning to this earth (3T9[HT, f.), I have gone to the deepest (use hT*T 
’supreme’!) despair!’
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Nouns in -i. The Demonstrative

I. Nouns in -i.
It has been mentioned that Sanskrit nouns and adjectives may end in 

any o f the vow els or diphthongs. Unfortunately for the learner, the 
declension o f vow el stems varies, sometimes considerably, according to the 
final vowel; that is to say, there is not one invariable set o f endings that is 
attached to the stem in forming all the declensions. W e have dealt with stems 
in -a, which may be masculine or neuter, and fem inines in -a. There is also a 
large and important class o f feminine nouns in -i, which is best treated at this 
point because o f the transfer o f some o f its endings to other classes o f vow el 
stem s. The somewhat perplexing variations in the declension o f these other 
stems w ill be more readily understood — or at least digested! — if  the /-stem s 
are learned first. W e may take the very common noun 'river* as our type 
for this declension.

N om .
Singular
nadl

Plural
nadyah (TOO

A cc. nadlm nadih
Instr. nadyd. (TOT) nadibhih CTOtf̂ T:)
Dat. nadyai nadlbhyah (TOt«T:)
A bl. nadyah (TOT:) nadlbhyah (TOt«T:)
Gen. nadyah (tT̂ TT:) nadinam (TOrTPT)
L oc. nadyam nadisu (TOPJ)
V oc. nadi nadyah (TO:)

In learning anything, it is always best to proceed from the sim ple to the 
difficult or from what is obvious to what is obscure, a principle that is not 
always embraced as firmly as it should. If we apply this reasonable principle 
in learning this declension, w e w ill see that there are, in spite o f marked 
differences, m any sim ilarities to the I declension: the nom inative 
singular has no ending (TTT/£r ,-H i), the accusative singular ends in -*T

, the accusative plural adds (•T^ti/^TT:), the instrum ental, 
dative-ablative, genitive and locative plural add the same endings as 
(H <1 -f^T:/ctr-<41 -f̂ T:, i-vq":, H <) IH,
with change o f dental to cerebral T as in and Remember that
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the vocative plural is the same as the nominative in all declensions. The 
instrumental, dative, ablative-genitive and locative singular o f the -i 
declension end in -a, -ai, -ah and -dm, before which the -i is changed to -y-; 
thus, in transcription for greater clarity in seeing the process: nadi-a -* 
nady-d, nadl-ai -> nady-ai, nadi-dh -> nady-ah, nadi-am -> nady-am. If w e 
compare these particular forms with the corresponding ones o f i, w e  
may see that £Tt_h i uses these same peculiar endings, but with an interposed - 
y-  to keep the -d o f the stem intact, i.e., from contracting with the vow el o f  
the endings: kanya-y-ai, kanya-y-ah, kanya-y-am, but in the instrum ental the 
final -d  o f  is shortened: kanya-y-a.

II. The D em onstrative
In L esson Four the declension o f the demonstrative pronoun ^  w as 

given. _It was pointed out that has an indefinite reference and m ay m ean  
'this' or 'that' (more usually the latter), that it frequently m eans sim ply 'the', 
that it m ay be used as an adjective (for exam ple, 'this or  that fruit'), or 
independently as a pronoun, the person or thing referred to being clear from  
the context. L astly, the important use o f in the appropriate gender as a 
pronoun o f the third person (h e , she, it, her, him , they, them').

There is another dem onstrative o f com m on occurrence, m ore 
specifically  m eaning 'this', used both as a pronoun and an adjective. But as a 
pronoun, it still retains its dem onstrative ('pointing out') force; that is to say, 
it is not used as a pronoun o f the third person (h e , she, it' etc.). This 
pronoun is called  by Indian scholars, but generally ^ h H by W estern  
scholars. A s w ill be seen from the declension below , is the nom inative- 
accusative neuter singular, whereas 3FT3T is the nom inative m asculine 
singular. H ere, as in the case o f  ̂  (nom inative-accusative neuter singular), 
w e shall em ploy the Indian m ode o f reference in favor o f consistency.
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Declension of 'this'

S in g u la r

Masculine Neuter Feminine
Nom. W T
Acc.

V_________  __________ /
TTPT

Instr. 3FHT (anena/tena) sfifiTT (<anayaftaya)
Dat. 3TFH' (asmai/tasmai) (asyailtasyai)
Abl. RT (asmat/tasmat) STFTT: (,asyah/tasyah)
Gen. (asya/tasya) ar̂ TT: (asyah/tasyah)
Loc. 3ff%rn̂  {asminltasmin) SR^rnf (asyamltasyani)

[no voc.]

P lu ra l

Nom.
Acc.

Instr.
Dat.
Abl.
Gen.
Loc.

V______

SHIM

_____ y

( e b h y a h l te b h y a h )  
{ e b h y a h f te b h y a h )

^  (esam Jtesam ) 
V ^ (esu /tesu )

[no voc.]

ĤT:
TRTT:

3TTf̂ : (abhih/tabhih) 
STP̂ T: (dbhyahltabhyah) 
3fT«T: (dbhyahltabhyah) 

(dsamltasam)
(asultasu)

At first sight these forms may seem discou ngingly difficult. Close 
inspection, however, will show that many of the 1 >rms are identical to those 
of ̂  if the ^ (/-) of ̂  is dropped. To bring this out more clearly, the forms 
of ̂  which are the same except for the initial t - ; re given in transliteration 
within parentheses, in juxtaposition with similar , orms of W*T, which are 
repeated in transliteration.
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The Twice-born and His Plate of Barley

f g ^ T  q y f: 3TTFT: SJT^r: I W : 3 *T: 

3 p ^ T  ^RT:3 W  W P i f *  3T T R  STRT ^TFT 5 fW :  

M I ^ :  'STRT:5 1 3FT^xrt R H T R - TT R  T W ^ T
f*N • • • *

S T f^ x T W  I -R -

M y I H i  Ph ^ r r 6t :  r R R T R R * ) c < r  fasfrto7^  ' _  *\ ->
W T S T ^ T S n R d lP i 3TF3TTf r si'oAITRr vdqshl^f 3T^ff

^  C. CN G

y  +  K 0! O T T m ■dcM i 3  rsRT5T: ic^ft: M f< ul -MI pH I < R : cTRT

M<r-Tly 3ni|'<+>̂ H«=l<r̂  i9 3T% iv 3R T ‘r + O I V 0 I ^RT^RT11^!: 
SRUT: »TTJf: f ^ T T 12 iR T  R T U 3 R  q rt^ T  3T T W :

O  V  o

3R R  gTT: g rw rfTT  I ?%<S=t^l 91 «4I I: N 14
^N" f s % T  f ^ T :  I S R ; R R  # f  R *T  ^ F tR :

^ P - f a :  y w r f ^ r ^ r j • it  j  i t ^ t ^ tW r I

^TO R T K ^r s r P P R 5 R " g " 'r * T :  fg^T: f d U  d :
■O • N C. "\ C

J R ^ f q W I T :  R  I

(Adapted from Hitopadesa, Book IV, I;al ic 8).

N ote >

1 h4Tw T loc. masc. sing, o f Tonne- ’, one of a group o f words called 
’pronominals' because they are declined wholly or partly like the 
dem onstrative pronoun

2. instr. masc. sing, o f the indefinite adjective 'a certain,
som e, a’, the first part o f which is declined like except for the nom.-acc.
sing., which is peculiar in taking the form f% instead of the expected So,
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in die mas casing. etc.; in the fem. ^ i f ^ ,
^rzrrfk^, etc.

3. . .  . R̂T: 'Because . . . therefore'; in English the correlative 'therefore' 
is generally omitted, in Sanskrit <RT: is rather rarely omitted.

4. Instead of saying 'filled with barley', in this occurrence the
two words are brought together into one compound word, just as we might 
say 'barley-filled' in English. Note that when a compound is thus made in 
Sanskrit, the first part, here loses its case ending, only the stem form ^  
being used:

5. ^Id: past passive participle of *be bom', commonly employed in this
way in the sense of 'arose'. In analyzing it, one may say that it is the typical 
construction whereby a main verb in the past tense is replaced by a past 
passive participle with or ('was/were') unexpressed.

In working out the next two sentences, which have many gerunds, bear in 
mind that each gerund expresses an action that precedes that of the following 
gerund, and the actions of all precede that of the principal verb; furthermore, 
that objects and other qualifiers always precede the gerund they qualify.

6. 'I f. . . then'. An 'if-clause (that is, a conditional clause or 
protasis, as it is more technically termed) is generally introduced in Sanskrit 
by and the main predication that depends on the fulfillment of the 
condition (the 'apodosis') is often prefaced by the answering word 'then' 
(that is, ’in that case'), the English equivalent of which is mostly omitted.

7. fash) 4 With the gerund the sense of the accusatives preceding shl^l must 
be supplied: 'having bought (shlc^l) other pots with these kapardakas [and] 
having sold (fashfa) [them]’.

8. 'I’ll marry'. The present tense in Sanskrit often has the 
meaning of an immediate future, a usage found in many languages, including 
our own English language in its early stage known as Old English, which, 
like modem English, did not have a true future. In modem English die 
helping ('auxiliary') verbs 'shall' and 'will' are used to form what is in fact a 
periphrastic or compound future. HRuitiifa means literally 1 (shall) lead 
around' an expression which has reference to an essential act in the Hindu
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wedding ritual, which involves the groom's leading the bride around the 
sacrificial fire.

9. «iR*eh*Heic<ti 'on the one (that is, the wife) who is especially or
extraordinarily beautiful’, to be taken with ^Clfti. F m̂ TT is the loc.
fem. sing, of ^Tqcft '(she) who has beauty (^T)\ an adjective (strictly 
speaking!) used as a noun, declined like ’T t̂.

10. **01+1 hterally ’I make', but, like above, with the sense of a
future; with 'I shall bestow  affection'. (^ 0  Rl) 'do, make' belongs
to class VIII, which entails adding the regular personal endings to the stem

(kar-o) in the sing, o f the present and imperfect but 'jFT (kur-) before 
the endings -JT: (-mah) and -*T (-ma), elsewhere the long stem 4 5̂- (kur-u), 
thus: •*><) f+i, et>0 Rl, (imperfect 3rd sing.), but 4̂ T:, 3T̂ 1f  (with the
short stem) and (with the long stem).

11. On these repetitive correlatives, see p. 101, note 9.
r r

12. An instr. o f cause.

13. Third person plur. present of made with the long stem 4^5- 
which, before the vow el o f the ending *1 Pxi becomes (kuru + anti -*■ kurv- 
anti).

14. 'having stood or  gotten up', gerund of ̂ -V^TT (R i^ ld), the 
suffix -tT instead o f -^T being due to the prefixed adverb Note the 
change o f ̂  to W  and the loss o f the -̂ ET- in between (ud-stha-ya -> ut-stha-ya 
-> ut-tha-ya).

Vocabulary

T3T, adj. preceding, former.
4>M, m. tim e.
*RT, m. barley 
VRJq, m. a plate, dish.
WFcT, ppp. -̂V3TFT OHIMYRt, class V), gotten, acquired. 

adj. poor.
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gerund (STIMlfd, class V), get, acquire.
n. the heart.

m. joy [to be pronounced as though written tPdT̂ T].
(c T O , class I), leave, abandon; ppp. c '̂Kl (tyak-ta, with the change

- o f ̂  to ^  and similarly in the gerund WKqT tyak-tva).
adj. of a long time, long-standing, [fa r  'long' + qiM ‘time + 

formative suffix 'pertaining to'].
f*T3\ n. (!) a friend. [Note that the gender is neuter.]

m. a maker o f pots. * S
f. a shed.

r.

<MI, f. the night.
W IT, f. abed.
31 [qcq l, gerund (3RT, class II), lie, lie down.
^  adv. so, thus, in this way.

(srT| ifd, class IX), buy; with adverbial prefix fa  'sell', i.e., fa  
(etym ologically 'apart') reverses the meaning: cf. German kaufen 
'buy' and verkaufen 'sell'.(-

qiHGiqi, m. kapardaka, a small seashell used as a coin in barter.
m. a pot.

cHq+tn, adv. in many ways, [formed from sfaq- 'many', literally 'not one’ +  
-tTT an adverb-forming suffix indicating manner]. .

Wg, ppp. VqtT (qiffa, class I), increase, grow [vrdh + -ta -  vrd-dha, the 
aspiration and voicing moving forward].

S52!, n. a thing (in the most general sense).
(synonymous with the simple given above).

STfiTT, m. manner, way.
tN<T, m. a heap, accumulation (pronounced as though written W T ).
3^-Vq^ (>dcHI<qfa, causative o f Vq^ 'step, go’, hence with ^  'forth',

literally 'cause to go forth, produce’ (Note that ^ of ̂  is changed to ^  
before q). The gerund of causatives when compounded with an 
adverbial prefix, loses its -aya-, thus ut-pad-ya.

numeral adj. four (the declension of this numeral is irregular, is
acc. fern. plur. here).

q̂ TT, f. a w ife.
smTTm, m. love, affection.

>© 7
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a wom an, w ife.
S^F, f. jealousy.

n. a quarrel.
m. anger.

5^1 *1» adv. thus, so (synonym  o f *i).
(d l^ R l, class X ), strike, beat.
(feqf^T, class VI), throw (remember: class VI roots do not allow  the 
replacement o f their vow el by the guna substitute, which in this case 
would be -e- for -i~. Hence, because belongs to class VI, we 
cannot make the stem SPT [ksep-a], but we must leave it unchanged). 
PPP- I q Ĉ PTTRT), smash, break to pieces (literally  ’reduce to
powder', really a denominative verb from :̂ r°f ’powder'; v. L esson  
Tw enty-eight for particulars on denominatives).
n. a vessel, pot or  dish.

PPP- (^PTfw, class VII), break (formed from the root without
nasal +  the suffix -«T, hence, + -*T which becomes with 
substitution o f  ̂  for yielding ’*TTiT).

m. the act o f breaking, breaking.
(fa <^<1 fa, class VHI), scold, upbraid; ppp.

« i p u t  outside, expel becom es before k-).

Translate the following passage:

In a form er tim e a certain Twice-bom , having begged in the city for a 
long w hile, acquired1 a plate fu ll o f barley. A very evil rogue saw him near a 
tem ple beside a river. The rogue thought thus: ’If I go up to this Twice-bom  
and, having beaten him with this club, get the dish full o f barley, then, after 
cooking the barley, I'll eat.it and sell the dish.’ Having thought thus, the rogue 
went up to the poor Brahman that night and struck him on the head with the 
club. Therefore, the dish fell2 on the ground from the Twice-bom 's hand and 
was sm ashed.3 A ll the barley4 scattered3 everywhere. Thereupon a few  men, 
having com e due to the sound o f the breaking o f that dish and seen the Twice- 
bom  fallen on the ground, seized that wicked rogue and beat5 him severely.
In the m eantim e the T w ice-bom , though^ severely beaten by the rogue, got 
up2 from the ground. These men, stricken with compassion, upon seeing his 
head bespattered with blood, brought a pot full o f water and, after washing 
the wound o f this unfortunate Tw ice-bom , gave1 him many kapardakas.
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Notes

1. U se the ppp. with the agent (grammatical subject o f the English sentence) 
m  the instr.

2. Turn ’fell* into a gerund.
3. U se  the ppp. in agreement with the subject.
4 . Translate 'A ll the barley' by R4T:, i.e., by the plur. to suggest the 

individual grains, is nom. m. plur., declined like So, as we say d, 
so  w e say (not *RT: like ^TT:).

5. A ll the verbs except 'beat' should be expressed by gerunds.
6 . U se 3TpT (lit.: 'even') to impart the sense of 'though' to the ppp. 'beaten'.
7 . Translate 'got up' by the ppp. of

Vocabulary

city , *i*iCi (declined like *Rt).
b eg , (fsTClt, class I), gerund fafSTĉ TT.
very ev il, ^R imiM (adj. declined like
beat, (dT^qi%, class X), gerund *\*V**v\\.
cook , (M-^id, class I), gerund H*RI.
eat, 0*51%, class I), caus. without cans, meaning, gerund

w fa ^ r r .
sell, (sfH t%, class IX).
strike, (^4%, class VI - no guna in pres, stem!), ppp. dfed.
head, n. (declined like W ).
hand, m. (declined like
scatter, class VI ), PPP- T ^ fr .
w icked, ? S .  really PPP-V^ C ^ T . class IV. -become bad).
in the meantime, 3TR*vT

^  D, ppp^ .  [ f . ,  p h « « «  —  -  —

14, p. 110.]
com passion, (declined like ■™
bring, arr-Vsfr (44% , class I), gerund 3TFTPI.
unfortunate,
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wash, ($TMi|fd, class X ), g e r u n d TT̂ T.
wound, m. (declined like ^T). 
give, (qqTRT, class HI), ppp.
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The Middle Voice.

In addition to expressing tense (the time sphere o f an action, whether 
past, present or future), person  (the performer or subject, whether as 
speaker, the one spoken to or spoken about, indicated by the pronouns I, we, 
you, he, she, it, they ) and number (whether the performer is one individual, 
tw o1 or more), a Sanskrit verb also has the property o f expressing the 
relationship of the subject to the action performed. By relationship to the 
action is meant whether the subject is viewed simply as the performer of the 
action in a sort o f absolute sense without implication o f its effects on him self 
or herself, or whether the subject performs the action with reference to 
him self or herself (in which case the subject is at once both a doer and a 
receiver), or, finally, whether the subject is viewed as a participant in an 
action performed by another.

The property or power inherent in a particular verb form to imply 
these relationships is known as ’voice’, a curious term which must, o f course, 
not be confounded with 'voice' as applied to the tensing o f the vocal cords in 
pronouncing certain consonants. The three kinds o f voice that have been  
referred to are called active, middle and passive  respectively.

The two groups o f verb forms we have studied so far, that is, the forms 
o f the present and imperfect, are in the active voice. In all o f these the 
subject is the active participant in the action, and nothing is necessarily 
implied as to the benefits accruing to the subject from the performance o f the 
action, except as may be inferred from the phraseology and the context. The 
im plication o f a verb that is in the active voice is that die action is performed 
on behalf o f som eone other than the subject, as in <4̂  ia 'He sacrifices', which 
means that lie' is performing the sacrifice on behalf o f someone other than 
himself. The corresponding form in the middle voice, on the other hand, 
nam ely <T5RT, means 'He sacrifices for himself. The English terms 'active' 
and 'middle' are not really helpful in conveying this distinction, whereas the 
terms used by the Indian grammarians are perfectly clear and to the point. 
They call a verb in the active voice 'a word for another' and the
middle 'a word for oneself. One may naturally wonder what the
basis o f the term 'middle voice' is. This rather strange term, which is deeply 
rooted in W estern grammatical terminology, seems to derive from the fact 
that the subject o f a verb in the middle voice is both a doer and a receiver,

1In addition to a singular and plural, Sanskrit also has a dual, denoted by special endings. 
It is found also in the declension o f  nouns and adjectives. Because o f  its relative ranty, the 
study o f  the dual can be taken up much later.
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whereas in the active voice it is only a doer and in the passive a receiver, so 
that the middle form stands between the active and passive. Consider the 
difference between 'He washes' (active, Tie' is the washer), 'He is washed' 
(passive, *he is washed by someone else') and 'He washes h im self (m iddle, 
*he* performs the washing and is affected by its performance).

The middle voice is expressed by a different set o f endings from that 
which has been learned for the present and imperfect active. To show the 
differences between the two sets o f endings, the present and imperfect active 
o f 'sacrifice' may now be juxtaposed with the same tenses in the m iddle.

A ctive M iddle
Present

Singular
1. AMI fa (-fa) AM" (-*0
2. AM"fa (-fa) AMRT (-t )
3. w R r (-%) AMd" (-%)

Plural
1. AMTH: (-*T:) AMT^
2. (-«0 AMW (-£%)
3. AMTxT (-SfrxT) (-3TM-)

Imperfect
Singular

1. ( - ^ ) 3TAM (-^)
2. 3rzr3T: (-:) sfAMPqT: (-̂ TTO
3. ■s <-$ 3T*Md (-c0

Plural
1. 3TZf5frqr (-*0 3TzMTi n^
2. SfCtuRT (-<0 3 T W T (-S^P
3. (-®np SfqvPxT (-3PdT)

N ote that in both voices, wherever an ending begins with a vow el 
(-«HPd, -apj, -3^T and -T£, -t£, the thematic vow el o f the stem,
that is, the final vow el -a, is dropped; thus, from (amRi) the stem of 
which is am- (yaj-a), the third person plural is fan (yaj-anti), not fact
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(yaja anti). Remember that all imperfects begin with an 3T- (a-) called the 
augment'. Finally, when an ending beginning with -*T is added, the thematic 
vowel is replaced by -3TT-; hence, W - f a  (yaja-mi), (a-yajd-ma),

(yaja-mahe), (a-yajd-mahi).
every verb root in Sanskrit, however, can be conjugated in both 

active and middle voice with the clear differentiation of meaning seen in
case o f id and above. Many roots occur exclusively in one voice 

only without any obvious basis or rationale, and yet others are found in both 
the active and middle with no perceptible variation in sense! In fact, the 
shaip difference in meaning exemplified by ^  is comparatively
rare. The existence of the middle voice is to a large extent a relic of a bygone 
age when the two voices still stood apart in meaning as well as form. In the 
spoken languages or Prakrits, the middle voice was quickly lost altogether, 
except for isolated instances. But although the middle voice is semantically 
not a really significant factor, the grammatical forms are too common to be 
ignored. They must be learned, therefore, for their common occurrence and 
also to explain and interpret those cases where a truly middle meaning is 
involved.2 In comparative linguistics the middle voice is a factor of 
considerable importance, as it occurs in several other Indo-European 
languages, preeminently where, incidentally, the middle sense is often more 
apparent. To illustrate how fuzzy the line of difference between the active 
and middle can be, we may take the motto from the Great Seal of India 

*1^3 'Truth alone ( ^ )  is victorious'. When these words were 
selected from the Mun^aka Upanisad to serve as a kind of affirmation not 
only o f the Gandhian ideal o f Truth, but also of a notion which runs through 
much o f Indian thought from very ancient times, there was considerab le 
discussion among Indian Sanskrit pandits whether the correct verb form 
should be (middle) or *PTf?T (active), both voices being allowed for 
'conquer'. There would not have been so extended a discussion of the matiei, 
had the issue been clear cut, but the fact is that the difference in use between 

and is not by any means hard and fast.

2  In som e tenses, for exam ple, the future and the perfect, m iddle forms are occasionally 
used  in  a passive  sense.
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The Lion, the Old Hare and the Well

Rnsft ^M «T«371*r*fn'3prw I *n 
TTm wr2 q i j  SHTSTW  I d d -: 4 4 :  TRT: W 4  3 f 4  

fw ^ r- i f4q«r # i t  -m ̂ n^rt qsr 4> 0  fa i dd 144
I Ri*Rl dddd I

I'd  ^RRT5 ^  I 5RT: SHtR t6 4  W :  S R ^ f  ^ 4  ^  

W T d«fdId Rirfld 3RRRRT I spT+dlPdd 4 ^ 4  
W T W :  !(M :7 I 4cT:8 Riŝ rM ^444 *R49 3R|-=Sd dd":
T̂: Ri :̂ l ■M l H) Psd: et>lstd10 cTW9TW5R̂ ĝ  j ■jo:

N"u ^ R r i ^ r w :  d  s T v in n w  i s m fs r a fq "  i 3 i t 12|
*T3TTTTrST: I RTR 3R%T Ri^d ddld SRT: W : 3TR W FT 5T?4 
ddlR w 4 f R T T ^ t 13 Rddfad 3T?3TFRT: ifd" I

1 ^ :  q t ^ H 14 JRdT sRzrm w  I 
*R4t 3R5T R i^ q  <h -hN  q j15 W 6^Rr i d<d-d< *r: ^ivi=k: 4  
Ri^d^lcdi q J-4H ^ 17 4  sr«m TW  i srqprcq-q^18

d " R q ^ ^ w y R i  14M ^ 3̂ 574̂  i d^r:*r:Ri^: 
4 4 4  sTrsqm: d^q y R iR iM ^  ^q fr ancd'Ft19 R r f ^ r  q ^ 4
TRT: 1
(Adapted from Hitopadesa, Book I, Fable 11).

Notes

1. The word 'great' never occurs as a separate word, but must always be 
prefixed to a noun, forming a single word or compound with it; cf. m̂ RTm  
'great king' from + <MH Icing’ (which loses its final n).
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2. W e should expect the genitive plural of ’fT ’animal' to be fT H W , but that 
rather complicated phonetic m le, which requires the change of 'Tto’T under 
certain conditions, has caused the substitution here. The change here is due 
the pervasive cerebralizing influence of the vowel -r-.

to

3. past passive participle of the causative of know fully,
understand’; the regular causative is with interpolated T, literally
meaning causes to know fully, causes to understand', then 'makes a
representation to', used of bringing a matter before a potentate (as here in the 
form of a lion!).

4. T̂qT̂ RT̂ T 'for your food' Remember that 3T*f joined to a noun means 'for 
the sake of; 3TT̂ TT means 'food' (literally 'what one takes’, a noun derived 
from 3TT-V̂  'take'3); is an abstraction from the pronoun of the second 
person ('you') used only before another noun in a compound.

5. ,Hcld 'So be it', literally 'Let it be so', an extremely common 
expression of agreement or acquiescence. is the imperative third 
singular o f V’q (*h Ri) formed by adding the ending of to the stem.

6. R̂T: SPffd a common adverbial phrase meaning 'from then on, from that 
tim e'.

7. STF̂ T: here used actively: 'arrived, came', from T-V3TPT (sflHlRi) 'reach,
get to'; but also means 'obtain' and the past passive participle of this
would be truly passive, which would require the agent to be in the 
instrumental: 'by so-and-so such-and-such [was] obtained. This latter usage 
was seen in the first sentence of the story about the Brahman and the dish of 
barley: T^vT TT: TT: "9KR: TRT: (Lesson 8) 'By a certain twice-
bom  a dish full o f barley [was] obtained’.

8. *RT: . . .  R̂T: ’because . . . therefore’.

9. The repetition emphasizes the meaning: ’very slowly, ever so
slow ly’.

3 In speaking English, Indians often say take food’, where we would simply say 'eat.
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10. ablative o f cause: 'due to anger'. As in Sanskrit, in English we 
can also say 'from anger’.

11. ^  usually the personal pronouns, especially those o f the first and second 
persons, which do not show gender, are omitted. Here is expressed and 
placed after the verb for emphasis, as the lion is chiding the hare for being 
late.

* __
12. The pronoun is expressed here both for emphasis as w ell as because
the verb ĥR4* or is omitted: 'But I  [am] not to blame*. In the next
sentence, is expressed in ̂  3fTW: because of the omission of
<*t iih , not for emphasis. When a participle (as 3TTTRT: here) is used as a
main verb and the subject is in the first or second person, the pronoun has to 
be expressed, unless the appropriate form of or is included. If it is 
omitted, the pronominal reference would not be clear.

13. accusative singular o f the second person pronoun, object of
"O

14. This accusative is similar to the usage of in the oft-repeated 
idiom with V*FT. It is simply an extension of the 'accusative o f the place to 
which' used with verbs o f motion.

15. *lt The accusative singular o f the first person pronoun, parallel in form
to^rr.

16. *BT Imperative singular o f OBfRo 'lead, take’, here serving as the
lion’s command to the hare. This common form of the verb corresponds 
precisely to the stem in the four thematic classes; thus, ^  and
•'Tkm respectively for the roots Rt*!, ^  and

17. An ’accusative o f the place to which’ in its literal application with

18. TBT v. note 16 on B̂T for this form.
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19. an?FH accusative masculine singular of 3 n ? ^ , literally 'soul,' but
° tten’ 28 “ere- «sed as a reflexive pronoun of all three persons, genders and 
numbers (myself, yourself, himself, ourselves, and so on). Here, as the 
context makes clear, it refers to the lion and means 'himself.

Vocabulary

m. a mountain. 
ijm<3 n. a peak or top.

adv. always, all the time [formed from ̂  'all' and the adverbial
suffix -̂ TT which denotes 'time when'; cf. i 'at one time, once 
upon a time'].

n. a great forest, jungle.
^T, m. killing, slaughter; with Vqr (31 *?i Ri, class VIII) 'make' as equivalent of 

VfFT or causative of 'kill'.
(w Ri, c%, class I), eat; caus. T̂Si -mRi, without caus. meaning,

m. an assembly.
ppp. of causative o f f5rW?lT H MI id, class IX), on which v. note 3 to 
the text.

WV, m. an animal; often, especially in later texts, specifically a 'deer' [for an 
exactly parallel example of this specialization, cf. modem English . 
'deer' from Old English deor 'animal' and further note that the 
meaning 'animal' was still current in Shakespeare's time, as may be 
seen in King Lear III. 4. 128: 'rats and mice and such small deer']. 

q*RT, nom. m. plur. o f the pronoun of the first person (^^4). 
adv. every day, daily. 

adj. ill-behaved.
Oi -hRi, class I), bring to (someone).

31̂ 1 I P=iĉ , adv. phrase then one day.
adj. old [really ppp. of ( ^ ,  class I), grow, so literally 'grown,

grown up']. ___ .
■srer, m. a hare; T O  is a sort of diminutive of “9151, but without substantial

difference in meaning.
*i^di, feminine of adj. ’great'.
STOT, f. hunger.  ̂^

class X), press; oppress; pain; ppp. qVfef-
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m. anger.

W :, interrogative adv. why? [interchangeable with the phrasal adverb
I w n p .

f o - V s T R r c s r h a n g  around, delay, linger. 
srfk-VvrR; OllHd, class I), speak to, address.

^ P^don; seek, request, beg one's pardon.
coni- but [this word cannot come first in a sentence].

3fXra^ ’ ^ 1-  [really ppp. (TTEqtfd, class V), fail to succeed,
do wrong].

^rr^ , forcibly [abl. o f n. strength, force].
95", ppp. 'fa  (y i V4 Rl, only caus. in pres., but without caus. meaning), held, 

detained.
3TRPFT, n. the act o f com ing or approaching; with R̂ f:, a returning.
‘5rTar, m. an oath; with r̂, swear an oath.

infin. o f caus. o f  Rr-R < (^Rf, class II), 'to cause to know’, to 
inform .

gerund  o f Oj^iRi, class IX), having taken or grasped. 
adj. deep.

^T, m. a w ell.cv 7

m. reflection.
^5PT, causative stem o f (no present!), see, hence ’cause to see, show'. 
^F, m. pride, arrogance.
t̂Tbrna", puffed up; p p p . o f  3rr-Ve*TT or (y-H Id, class I), blow up, puff up. 

^hR , adv. above; as postp. with gen. above, on.
m. soul, individual soul; used commonly also as a reflexive pronoun 

in the singular o f all numbers , persons and genders; v. note 19 above. 
Rr-VfsFPT (frnfd", class VI), throw down, hurl down, cast.

Translate into Sanskrit:

In a former time a certain king went hunting1 every day in the great 
forest in the vicinity o f his palace. Since many animals were killed by the 
arrows o f this king, therefore, other animals, stricken with despair, having 
formed an assembly^, made a representation to that king.3 They addressed 
him thus: 'Many animals have been killed in this forest, and soon we all too 
w ill go to death4—  there's no doubt about it!^ Just as all pleasures are surely
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transitory in this world, likew ise the pleasure o f hunting is also transitory. 
From now on kill just6 one animal every day. In this way you w ill gain7 less 
pleasure, but we shall live.’8 Thereupon the king, stricken with the deepest 
remorse, said 'So be it!' and thereafter protected all the animals9 in that great 
forest.

Notes

1. (either in the imperfect 3rd s. or the ppp. W  ).

2. ♦Tvnr + gerund  o f .

3. U se the passive construction with (ppp . o f the causative o f f̂ W^TT), 
thus: 'by the other an im als,... stricken ... having formed ... that king [was] 
caused to understand' (v. note 3 on the Sanskrit text above).

4 . 'we . . . w ill go to death’: <H<UI (death), as 'acc. o f place to which (!)' +
fut. o f 0r®tc9Ki, class D-

5. T here’s no doubt about it' 3f5TT^T9PT:, an extremely com m on phrase in  
Sanskrit story literature.

6. Express 'just' by ^  after 'one'.

7. 'you w ill gain’: use fut. middle o f (̂ "hS, class I), conjugated
like the pres, middle.

8. 'we shall live': fut. o f (̂ TTRT, class I).

9. Render 'a protection o f all the animals [was] made (ppp . o f V^f)’.



LESSON TEN

M asculine and Feminine Nouns in -/ and -u. 
The Locative Absolute.

I. M asculine and Feminine Nouns in 4  and -u.
Thus far in our study o f the Sanskrit noun we have dealt with stems 

ending in -a  and -a, typified on the one hand hand by t r  for the m asculines 
and TivT for the neuters and on the other hand by ^ T T  for the fem inines; also 
with fem inines in -i- as exem plified by It was maintained that Sanskrit 
nouns may end in any o f the vow els and diphthongs as w ell as also most o f the 
consonants. The vow el stems on the whole are o f very common occurrence, 
and that is why they have to be studied before the stems ending in consonants. 
It is unfortunate for the beginning student, therefore, that the declensions o f 
the vow el stems show so much variation in the case endings, depending on the 
particular vow el that ends the stem. The consonant stems, to be sure, have an 
unvarying set o f endings, regardless of the final consonant o f the stem, but 
the m ore common types involve changes in the form of the stem itself, a 
phenom enon to be seen also in the conjugation of verbs of the non-thematic 
classes, and, like them, better introduced somewhat later. In this lesson, then, 
w e shall continue with the vow el stems, dealing with the stems in -i and -u, 
w hich involve som e o f the commonest nouns in Sanskrit.

The stems in  -i and -u may be of any gender, but the neuters are of so 
rare occurrence, that no account of them will be made here. While some 
rules can be given for determining the gender of i- or u- stem nouns, it is best 
at this tim e to leam  the gender with each word and defer the rules to a later
tim e, when a general grasp of the whole system of declensions has been 
acquired. The reason for taking up both the /-stems and w-stems in one lesson 
is that, as w ill be seen below , their declensions are parallel throughout, 
exhibiting only such changes as are due to the difference in the final vowel of 
the stem , w hich in the /-stems may become -ay-, -e-, and -i , and m the u-
c r e m s - a v -  - o -  a n d  -U-. The f e m i n in e / - an d  w -stem s are d e c lin e d  e x a c t ly  the
“ as the m asculine, except in the instrumental singular and the accusative 
plural These exceptions are marked with an asterisk (*) in the table diat
fo llow s To be given especial attention, moreover, are the forms of the 
fo llow s, to  oe g narentheses. These are the dative, ablative, gemtive
fem inine stem s g P alternative to the forms to which they have
a n d  l o c a t i v e  s in g u la r . w ith  th e m . T h e y  are in

ss.'seSSisysss«».»*—»» «*“» »*

long i declension.
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/-stems

agni onfH) man (*d%)
(m.) 'fiie’ (/.) 'thought*

Singular
Nom. agmh matih

r̂f%:
Acc. agnim matim

Instr. agnind *matya
*ICMI

Dat. agnaye mataye (matyai)

Abl. agneh.
3Tr%:

mateh (matyah)
(PcmT:)

Gen. agneh mateh (matyah)

Loc. agnau matau (matydm)
aP'ft Wf (Hcqr»T)

Voc. agne mate

Plural
Nom. agnayah matayah

*TcPT:
Acc. agnin *madh__S_ *rat:
Instr. agnibhih matibhih

 ̂Pn fir:
Dat. agnibhyah matibhyah

P̂TWT: f̂d«T:
Abl. agnibhyah. matibhyah

siFnTiT: f̂d«T:
Gen. agnindm madndm

Hdl'l I'M
Loc. agrrisu matisu

iTa*
Voc. agnayah matayah

w-stems

bhanu C*TR) dhenu (shT)
(m.) ’sun’ (f.) ’cow’

Singular
bhanuh dhenuh
*TP£ o

bhdnum dhenum
Ti7n
bhanuna *dhenva
*TPPTT t
bhanave dhenave (dhenvai)
■*TPPT
bhanoh dhenoh (dhenvah)
*Tpft:
bhanoh dhenoh (dhenvah.)

tpft: (Û T:)
bhanau dhenau (dhenvam)
■JTFfr tpfr (ÛTHQ
bhano dheno
tfpft

Plural
bhanavah dhenavah
»TPT*:
bhanun *dheniih
'inrx «N.

bhdnubhih dhenubhih
VMfV:
bhanubhyah dhenubhyah

^r«r:•o

bhanubhyah dhenubhyah

bhanunam dhenundm
VPHPT U'T'TPT«v x

bhanusu dhenusu
o <o

bhanavah dhenavah
ipR:
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Note that the dominant vowel of the /-declension is -/-, and hence its 
name. This -i remains unchanged in the nominative accusative
(STF^Pp, instrumental singular, and likewise in the plural
instrumental dative-ablative and locative The
same may be said o f the w-stems, which have -u- in the cases where the i- 
stems have -/-: *TFT:, *TFPT, vrTT̂ T:, *TFPJ. In the ablative-
genitive and vocative singular both stems replace their final with -e-l-o-, the 
guna o f  i/u.respectively; hence, and The substimtion is
also made in the dative singular and nominative plural, where phonetic rule 
requires that -e- change to -cty-; so 3fT*T?I, and similarly -o- to -av- in
T̂PT̂  and HPR':. In the accusative and genitive plural both stems lengthen 

their theme vow el: 3T f̂bTATFM and. .  . . CV •v c v 'n'
The femimnes in -i and -u differ from the masculines only in the 

instrumental singular ORcWS^T) and the accusative plural O^i/SFT:).

II. The Locative Absolute.
A  very common construction in Sanskrit, which unfortunately has a 

som ewhat high-sounding and forbidding name, is the locative absolute. The 
construction exists also in English under the equally forbidding name 
’nom inative absolute’. In explaining the Sanskrit construction, however, it 
w ill be better not to utilize the principle o f proceeding from the known to the 
unknown, which w e have in general been following. The reason for 
rejecting this principle in this instance is that the construction is more easily 
understood from the point o f view  o f the use of the locative than the 
nom inative. W hen the construction and its variant uses in Sanskrit are 
grasped, then w e may compare them with the English nominative absolute, 
with a fuller understanding o f the construction in both languages. In this 
w ay, on this particular occasion, we shall have proceeded from the relatively 
unknown (Sanskrit!) to the known (English).

W e are by now  sufficiently accustomed to the basic and literal use o f 
the locative to express the place in which, on which or a t which something 
occurs. But the locative is also em ployed to express the notion o f ’with 
regard to’, 'in respect to ’, ’with reference to’ something a relation that 
m ight be called the lo ca tiv e  o f  respect’ or ’specification’. An exam ple o f this 
usage is ’sk illed  in horses', that is, in respect to horses If with this
type o f locative a participle is joined with regard to so-and-so or such-and- 
such having been . . .  ed’ then the w hole phrase consisting o f a noun (or, o f 
course, a pronoun) plus a participle may easily pass over into the sense o 
’when (or since) so-and-so or such-and-such was or had been . . .  c . n
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example or two w ill make this clear: ^
3frfk1ŝ : literally 'With regard to many soldiers ( 3 ^  ^TFi% )̂ having
been killed ( ^ J )  in the battle, the king was stricken with remorse', but 
idiomatically: 'When (or since) many soldiers had been killed in the battle,' 
etc. Or with a pronoun: <*i i-10 'When he
(a fc+t'f) came (<HI«i9), the teacher was very happy' (literally: 'With regard to 
him having come' etc.). Sometimes the locative absolute is used without a 
noun or pronoun, consisting generally of a verb of saying in the neuter of the 
locative and following direct speech; thus ^  'When this was said'.

That it is indeed the nominative that is used in the English absolute 
construction is, of course, obscured by the lack of case endings in modem  
English. It becomes clear, however, if we use an example with a pronoun 
that changes form, like 'he, she, it' etc.; thus, 'he having gone to sleep, the 
thief entered without difficulty'.

The Blind Vulture and the Cat

'tiM  ■Mfj l'41: I ?T: 3p=ET:
I : *1 I^ K  I

3 P = T • h m k : h ^ i mi  1̂1=1 + 1^USHfad
STFTcT: I d- TTTaTTT Tt̂ 2 (q^i: cT̂ TT̂ 3 3| i fq 'i:

«V______  ___  • ~N______• ____  ^__ ~\____ ~\_________
^1^1 : ‘bd: I d" P̂T 3TF̂ T ;3*RPT I

I ¥ : ^  ̂  3 T W T ^ IT  srf^T5
w r f ^ r f ^ T ^ r f w t s T v in r ^ R T  i ^ m F<: 3^  1 ^ r f

s r f w ^ ^ r  1 tr̂ - 5j?rpT sttK  s w  ̂ ref: qT%
^  <H f d ( .id  I zr f<  ^  ^  ^  3T W 5 ®  I

4 ^  TpT*T: I f f l ' : 8 I

P p ^TR^m F ^ H 9 Hd' I 3T^*TR^l^TI
cRRT R" ROT: I 3Ti|^rT W T : t n f : ^ f N r

STTOR: I 3F% rr ftm^TT:11 P lftfT: % ?%
wr^Tcnr 13^ ^  ̂  arPr ^  sn w n r
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3 T T f ^ t  ^  I = ^ :  s r f a  W lc t d  i *T * ) W t  I

3TRT ̂ Ti%W ̂ T^T: W:  t  W
StcW TO' I xt̂  *T: -HMK: 3RW T cffh W T

_ C o  __

W f t  V fa^d: I cRT: ^  IW T ^ N K uf
9IM+I: l^b^M: 3JT*W4 W T ^ I H l R d l :  Wrf^cTT:
^  I 3 T ^ : f k ^ :  f^ R n w r q t  s n x s g j q t ¥ :

W m n 'rV rf^ R rr: H fJT: 3T: ^pJ: ^  ^  ^T^TT
oiHHlfed: I

(Adapted from Hitopadesa, Book I, Fable 4).

Notes

1. <iPFT v3l)cM I 'to keep him alive', literally, 'for the vivifying of him’. The 
dative is used here, as often, to express purpose.

2. The use o f Rd here with the gerund is noteworthy; the emphasis it 
throws on i can best be conveyed in Enghsh by translating 'As soon as he 
saw*.

3. dTTT  ̂ Remember that words of fearing (here W )  are construed with 
the ablative o f what is feared.

4. -ap: 3f4 dfppsyrKr The combination of the demonstrative (Sfd) with the
interrogative (d̂ :) requires a locution in English like: 'Who is this that is 
coming'? .

5. f[T^d: 'Alas! I'm a goner!' (literally ’stmck down, killed’); f>d: is
the past passive participle  o f V^d (^>Pd, class II).

6. is another word for ’i f ,  much less common than dfd; as it is a so- 
called ’enclitic’ or unaccented word, leaning for support on a preceding
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word, it cannot appear first in a sentence, like the conjunction 'but'. *T 
'if not' is the usual expression for 'otherwise'.

7 . f f t w P r  future first person o f VfpJ 'kill', formed by adding -isya- to the 
root. The conjugation o f the future stem is exactly the same as any present of 
the them atic classes. For further on the future tense and its formation, v. 
L esson N ineteen.

8. 'Why?'; there are three common words for ’why?’ in Sanskrit:
and as here.

9. 'merely because I am a cat', literally 'merely (t̂ T) due 
to the cat-ness (+im k c «̂i ) o f me OFT)'. The addition o f -c«r to a stem, as to 
♦Tm TT here, renders it an abstract, corresponding to -ness (for example, 
'w eak-ness') or -hood  ('nation-hood') in English. If we w ish to speak o f the 
state or condition o f a Buddha, for exam ple, w e may say d-se*. This usage 
plays an important role in Sanskrit, especially in philosophical texts.

10. 'And another thing’ i.e., moreover; like which has
exactly  the sam e m eaning, this is an extremely common expression in the 
H itopadesa. It sim ply indicates that what follow s is in a similar vein to what 
has gone before.

11. ft^TRIT: an 'ablative o f separation' with FTTrTT: 'desisting from injury’.

12. «rcrf& 'his abode', in explanation o f dR : and hence ddfd has to
be in  the sam e case as In grammatical parlance W kT is said to be 'in

"V *

apposition' to cm <̂ <.



Vocabulary

adj. former, prior [declined like in loc. sing, and a few  other 
*T̂ T, f. the Ganga or  Ganges River. 
dl<, n. a bank o r  shore.
3T̂ T,a d j. blind.

m. a vulture.
. . .  dd-: 'since . . . therefore'.

n. existence; subsistence. 
m. a bird. 

adv. every day.
3TT^K, m. food .

(^ b > id , class I), offer, give.
3f sT, adv. now  (not as a temporal adv. but as a mere continuative). 

indef. adv. one day, once upon a time.
c

H M K , m. a cat.
siiddi, m. the young (o f a bird).

(W fd \ class I), eat; infin. ppp. *rfera\
cT3\ adv. in  o r  to that place, there.
^ Hid, p p p . 3fT-V^PT (Tr̂ WRT, class I), having com e (active in meaning 

it is intransitive).
3frfq^5T, p p p . 3TT-Vf̂ ?T (fw R f, class VI), entered by, filled  w ith (+ it 
“etil m. a confused  noise, din, hubbub.
3 T 01^9%,  class I), com e.
3jcr-VofhF (vil Rr, caus. bu t w ithout caus. m eaning!), look  at, see; i

f|T, in terjection  a la s!
(f^xnrR r, c la ss X ), think; gerund  

Ph P̂T, a d v . p o lite ly .
3TpT-Vvrr^ ( W ,  class I), say to, say (absolutely, i.e., w ithout an ob 

3 ffo r -V ^  (5 F ^ , c la ss I), greet, salute.
(Ji-otsRr, c la ss I), go to, approach.

T̂§, m . a tree.
TT ,̂ m. fo o t (o f a tree).
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( ki^ ku class I), stand; stay, remain.
if . . . then. 

adv. far away.
adv. quickly, immediately.
Of̂ wIcT, class I), go away; imperative go away!

conj. if.
( ^ xT, class II), strike down, kill; infin.

V^T class VI), wish, desire.
«uRl, f. birth; caste.

adv. surely, certainly.
WOT, adj. to be killed, i.e., should be killed [really gerundive OTtT kill', not 

conjugated in pres.].
3ff^9T, f. non-injury. 
qr*T, adj. highest, supreme, 
spf, m. virtue.

adj. good, noble; as m. a good or noble person. 
pron. another, other.

injury. ^ . .  . .
f ^ T ,  ppp. fw-VwW (Wifit, class I), turned back or away, desisting from

•̂TIx-WT, f. m oonlight.
(f[^T, 0d", class I), withhold, withdraw

■Jfffir, f. an opinion or notion.
m. a teacher, preceptor. 

fq-.Vcrc class I)> be at variance, argue,
class IV ), think.

class I), answer.

(+ abl.)

system of Hindu customary law. 
3fft, m. an enemy. 

adv. even.
arrf^ r, n. hospitality.
^ 5 ,  m. the moon.
-’=Hu'Si<d, m. a Candala, a person of the lowest caste of Hindu society.
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gerund o f cans. ( ^ ,  class II), 'having caused to have
confidence', having inspired confidence. 
f- approval, permission.
n. a hollow (o f a tree).

Mti fci, f. a dwelling, home.
y [3 ppp. yWf«i ̂  class VI), having entered.
*RT-\ <z<iv. then.

indef. adj. som e, a few. 
f e f ,  n. a day.
3̂ KT,ppp. srpT-V? (Xr̂ r, class n ), gone by. 

one by one.
l-Vsfi*i (st> i*i Id, class I), come upon, a trank* gerund snsF*<4. 

t  C’i^lfd, class I), bring to (+ acc.).
IH1 fed , ppp. caus. r̂-3TT-Vq  ̂(H■tid, class IV), *having been caused to 

perish', (having been) killed.
< 3 (^ 3  i<tfe, class I), eat; ppp. WTfer.
f̂ RTRlT, f. *a desire to know or  find out', hence an investigation.
STREET, ppp. (^>Kf, class I), (having been) begun.

gerund o f  (RT̂ rfcT, class I), having left.
3TTT-V  ̂(f^RTpf, class HI), go off; ppp. 

m. or n. a skeleton.
PiP'*cic4i, gerund o f  VPHf-Vfa' (f%%%, class HI), having ascertained or

determined. [Roots ending in a short vowel interpose a (-/-) before 
the gerund  in -1! (-ya-)]. 
adv. straightway.

Translate into Sanskrit using the preceding text as a model:

O nce upon a time a vulture, blind due to the maturation o f sins done in 
a prior1 birth, abided w ith other birds in the forest. These birds out o f 
com passion gave him  food every day for his sustenance. One day a certain 
cat cam e2 there to eat the young o f those birds. As soon as he saw die vulture, 
he w as seized  with fear o f him.3 When* the cat approached that vulture s 
tree, the vulture addressed him: W ho are you? From what region have you 
com e here? W hy have you entered5 this forest?' T am a cat. I greet you.
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replied the cat. When he heard his words 'I am a cat,' the vulture said: 'If 
you are a cat, then go quickly!' Then the cat answered the vulture: 'Just 
because I am a cat6 you think I want to eat the young of these birds. For this 
reason you say to me: 'Go quickly!' But I am virtuous, I am attached to non
violence. I don’t want to kill anyone.' In this way, having inspired the 
vulture with confidence,7 gotten permission from him to stay in the hollow  
of the tree there, eaten all the young of the birds and left the skeletons in that 
hollow, he went away. Thereupon, an investigation having been started by 
all the birds and the skeletons having been seen in the hollow, 8 the vulture 
was killed by the birds.

Notes

1. Use 'prior, preceding', which is declined prenominally, i.e., like ^  
(except in the nom.-acc. n.).

2. Express with the ppp. of .

3. Words of fearing take the ablative o f the person or thing feared, whereas 
English uses the genitive (fear of, not fear from). This is a variation o f the 
'ablative o f separation', as one naturally recoils from the object o f fear.

4. 'w hen'... d'̂ T 'then' (usually omitted in English). In Sanskrit a ^RT- 
clause normally is answered by a d<i-clause.

5. The ppp. o f ST-Vf̂ TST alone suffices.

6. 'Just because I am a cat': see the Sanskrit text for this important 
construction.

7. ’inspire with confidence' is expressed by the caus. o f , viz.,
■fawrcnrfir. The gerund, required here, is formed by dropping the caus. 
suffix -aya-, thus: .

8. U se the locative absolute here.
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Changes o f Sound between Words.

In the free flow  o f speech in all languages, a sound at the end of a woi 
is often affected by the sound that begins the next word. For example, in th< 
sentence ’What do you want?’ the final -t o f What' becomes a -d due to its 
closeness to the d- o f ’do’. The words are not kept as separate and distinct ai 
they appear in print. What we say is indeed more like 'Whaddoyouwant?' 
But one would only say these four words with absolute separation and 
individuality in chiding someone or in demanding an explanation where nor 
was expected or under som e special circumstance where the ordinary flow  < 
speech would not be conducive to the desired effect. In ordinary speech, we 
com m only say ’Lem me see' for ’Let me see’ with a change o f -t to -m, and 
perhaps more vulgarly 'I wanna go’ for 'I want to go', where the -n- has 
exerted its influence on the t's. Many more examples could be adduced. Wt 
are, o f  course, not conscious o f these and similar alterations o f sounds 
because w e do not write them and do not see them in the writing of others, 
except in a very lim ited way in the language of the com ic strip or in novels, 
where som e attempt is made to reflect speech habits in certain passages o f 
conversation. If w e were to be confronted with a phonetic transcription of 
what w e actually say, w e should certainly be greatly surprised and very like 
find it nearly undecipherable, even if  we had a knowledge of all the phonetii 
sym bols used in such a phonetic transcription.

L ike all other languages, Sanskrit too, has changes similar to those 
illustrated above and many others as well. In conversational Sanskrit, just a 
in conversational English, these changes may or may not take place, 
depending on the speed with which one is speaking, the clarity o f speech, th( 
degree o f  coalescence o f words and various other factors that are conditions 
by particular circum stances in effect at the time of speaking. But Sanskrit 
differs  from  m ost other languages in that it makes these changes in writing , 
as though the written or printed page were an exact replica o f the spoken 
word. O f course, this is quite an artificial and mechanical procedure since, 
w e have just said, the changes are not always or even uniformly made in 
speaking. The introduction o f hard and fast rules for these sound changes is 
therefore, founded upon a crystallization o f what generally or frequently, 
but not alw ays, occurs in speech. Since printed Sanskrit texts and, as a m le, 
also the M SS on w hich they are based, always exhibit these changes, it is 
absolutely essential for the student who wishes to read even the sim plest o f 
Sanskrit texts to be thoroughly fam iliar w ith the rules and experienced in 
their application. There are, how ever, som e exceptions to the universal 
application o f  the rules for sound change. For exam ple, commentaries on 
Sanskrit w orks are som etim es written or printed with only occasional
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phonetic changes, reflecting the more casual style used by Indian pan ' . 
when they explain passages of a text to their sisyas. . .  ,Ai. ;■

In all our practice texts thus far, we have omitted these R an ges, as it
was felt that the beginning student would be able to cope . r ^
them and understand why they are made after some basic 
language had been acquired. Now that we have reached a  ̂ ’ 
take up one or two of the most common of these changes, gra ua y 
introducing the rules for less common changes in subsequent es*®IV' - ■

The Sanskrit word for the joining together or com bining o f cordis is 
sandhi, more properly written samdhi, literally putting toge er , •
derived from sam-^dha put together'.1 However, not only does san l # 
mean the combining of words in a sentence, but it also m eans the eup ° nic 
changes which are made when the words are combined. Sandhi, then, nas 
come to be a collective term for these changes. It has been brought into 
English, into the technical vocabulary of linguists, who apply it to any such  
changes that chance to occur, or are required to occur, in any language.
Since sandhi has become an English word, we shall use the spelling w ith -n-, 
which also reflects the pronunciation.

Sandhi rules are usually treated in Sanskrit grammars under the 
headings 'intemal'and 'external'. The former concerns sound changes m ade 
when endings or suffixes are added to roots or stems, hence, internally or 
within a word. We will not discuss internal sandhi in this chapter. External 
sandhi, as the term indicates, concerns changes made at word junctures or 
between words, such as have been exemplified in English above.

Among the most ubiquitous sandhi changes are those that concern a 
final visarga, or more accurately, from a historical point o f v iew , final -s  as 
in most of its occurrences visarga stands for an original final -s,
comparatively rarely for -r. So, ^T: (devah) stands for ^  (d eva s), : 
(agmh) for (agnis), TO for (gurus), etc., but in TO: and a few

raSr.?CtiCal 1 0 Speak 0f 1116 Chang"S Which
many * *  *

tfaofeaB* a*™ i ' T  ^  «

Vf.Crvro <xr\M consonant, aoap s Q̂ n a\so writine.
m s m .
samdlii, -m become* -n in P™

aiv
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, of a sentence sn, we sav (devah) in referring to (he nominal.ve

“  , r ,  S L , ) . - » « * » « « * » •  «■ u
S1 (The god descends from heuven). Hie change lo
l I T ^ s o  before word, begtamag wid, *
W (i)** (s). and^f(s). So, T O : ( T h e  m an ea ts), *TW: ^  v -* ? *  (T h e  
chhd wants the fruit), t o  (The teacher ad d resses th e p u p il),
etc. These sounds (^TsT'T'li^'T^) before w hich  visarga appears are a ll 
voiceless, that is, not pronounced w ith tension or vibration o f  the v o c a l 
cords. But the com m onest permutations to w hich visarga is su b ject o ccu r  
before voiced  sounds, both vow els and consonants. A ccord in g  to the m o st  
important rule o f sound change in Indo-European, the rule o f  'r eg ressiv e  
assimilation', when a voiceless sound (like visarga or -s ) is  fo llo w e d  b y  a 
voiced sound, the voiced  sound gets the upper hand (so  to sp eak ), ca u sin g  the 
prior voiceless sound to becom e voiced. To put it another w ay , the first 
sound is affected by the second. Thus, -s would accord ingly b eco m e -z , as 'z 
is the voiced counterpart o f ’s' in proto-Aryan. In the d ev elo p m en t o f  
Sanskrit from proto-Aryan this 's' regularly becam e 'r'.2 W h ile  in  m a n y  
cases in the historical period o f Sanskrit visarga does b ecom e -r  b efore  a 
voiced sound, there are unfortunately som e com plicated ex cep tio n s to th is  
general rule. The exceptions for the m ost part concern -h (or -j !) w h en  it is  
preceded by -a or -d, that is the syllables -ah or -d/z. S in ce -ah  and -d h  o c c u  
extremely com m only as terminal syllables (for exam ple, in and k k l: )  it 
is necessary to discuss the sandhi o f -h in these instances

The simpler case is presented by -d/i w hich loses its v isarga  w h en  
followed by any voiced sound, whether vow el or consonant. H en ce TOT
T ^ (The ^  conquer) becom es TTT^TTOT, and TOT: ( M en '
desire) becom es TOTTOSTOcT. Presumably these se n te n c e  ,
earlier pre-Sanskrit stage, have been nrpaz jayanti ^
-z here not bemg developed into -r, but s im p iX t  ‘C c W l’

voiced cons^ants° those V ^ ^  s,tranSe. B efore a ll

change f e m  s \o r is  not b>| WS tDBBtt im perfect of es-se  Ces -
Vawaslwerc. Those who have descended from prehistoric *es-am, *es-as,
i) 'he is er-am, er-as, er-at, etc., w■ ; Oscan (an ancient Italic language allied
*es-at. The intermediate z--stage actually °WYe the sister Yanauaae \Ur*vn»n h**
to Latin), where the infinitive of es- be is ez um, wi
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peculiar sign called ’avagraha' (aH*$).3 Thus, (The child plays)
becomes ^Tvft q i I f a , f̂ T̂ T: Ri<3 fd (The pupil writes) becomes fVr̂ TT 
TmTKT, d h ti: T̂ThkT (The ascetic thinks) becomes distil i m fa. When a-
follows, d ing: t̂efa (The ascetic roams about) becomes dlHtfl S f̂d-and 
♦To5*?.* 3fjf f a f a  (The man stands here) becomes fd^ ld . This is
the case when -ah precedes a voiced consonant or the vowel a-, but if -ah is 
followed by any vowel except a-, then the -h drops out. Thus,

•TT: (-+ ^K) SfFps’Egfd' (The man comes)
v°u>ia (The man wishes)

(The man worships the god)
(The man approaches)

57FT s ^ fa  (The man sees the wave) 
w fr fsTd' (The man sees the sage)

When visarga occurs before (c) or 9̂ (ch), it becomes ‘ST (s) or, more 
technically, the visarga is assimilated to the palatals ^  or W by regressive 
assimilation, that all-important rule mentioned above. Thus, *rf̂ T: 'd^fd (The 
ascetic wanders) becomes -d<.fa, fd^l: tsldldl fddldfa (The bird rests 
in the shade) becomes fd$d^ WTFTT Hdiqfd. This change is especially 
common before the conjunction ^  (ca), thus: dd": (And then he
goes home) becomes doTST ̂  ̂  ^r°^fa.

Before the voiceless dentals ^ (t) and ^  (th) visarga reverts to -s. An 
example is: R̂T: (-» dd<H) cf f e f  *TT̂  3TTT̂1RT (Then he saw the twice-bom on 
the road).

Finally, : (nominative masculine singular of drops its visarga 
before any consonant beginning the following word, e.g., etc.

When -ah stands for -ar as in the common adv. TT: for HOT, and 
(though very rarely) -ah. stands for -dr, as in 5TT, the visarga reverts to -r 
before any vow el or voiced consonant and the -3r or -3TT remains unchanged. 
The sandhi in these instances, then, does not follow that of the sequences -ahf- 
ah representing -asf-as. Thus, Hd<, never Hd), before all voiced consonants *

3An initial a- after a preceding word ending in -e is also dropped, and the om ission  
indicated by the avagraha sign; e.g., VTcT 53Ttî  'A vulture lived  in the hollow  o f
a tree'.
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and the vow el 3T-, and never (with loss o f visarga) before vow els other 
than 3f-; sHT m is Hd not ST f r ,  and similarly STT before all vow els.

Summary of Sandhi o f Visarga

I. Visarga preceded by a or a.

1. The sequence -ah is replaced by -o before any voiced consonant (viz., 
before any sound in columns 3, 4, and 5 of the Devanagari alphabet, 
before any sem ivow el or before h-); also before a- beginning the 
follow ing word. The a- is omitted and the sign S (called avagraha) is 
inserted to indicate the omission.

2. -ah before any vow el, except a-, or before any diphthong loses its 
visarga.

3. The sequence -ah loses its visarga before any initial voiced sound.

II. Visarga preceded by any vow el other than a or a.

1. W hen any vow el, other than a or a., precedes final visarga, the visargt 
is replaced by -r before any initial voiced sound, whether vow el or 
consonant.

m . Visarga preceded by any vowel including a or a.
1. Visarga before the voiceless palatals c- and ch- is replaced by s-.
2. Visarga before the dentals t- and th- is replaced by s-.
3. V isarga at the end o f a word standing alone or at die end o f a sentence 

or before k-, kh-, p -, ph-, s s s -  (all voiceless sounds) remains.

T h e A ss, the D og and the T h ief

| s r ^ f t ^ T  ^T^T: m o  I

o i|  m  | < :  | r t et><rH Id  ^ = 5 f : i i|c <  I 5H T> T W F T v T T t r  5 id

^ ^ < 1  s ^ r  i f ^ R ‘4 r 3 T W  P i  ̂  w r  *> C l Ph  i s r f
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s r e q - I  wr s 4 f a< l 4 f a<{ d l  
■‘T’ T SJpfW  ^  I 3m^TT =ET THT 3 n ^ l <<^l ^ R 'sfq '
TFST^TT W RT I napnrq P^i 5RT 5T*r Y * !? ^ r  
44r<K<l sUd I cRffTR̂ T: ■+IHId U^W^d I r^TPfr

I ^ R iT ^ T T S m ^ lfc l 3I
■ 5 T ^ ^ # :^ T : I f^ R T T F R ^ T
cb'lHId4 W F  ^ T R T 5 *T^T ^FT^T sToTF^kT I 3^T9T W M j k

N ^  \D N N ^

^ T :  in r t^  l^ d ^ l °h-hMR< 3Tfild>K*-d =*T?T
•^•Ofd d ^ r  h ^ i’a tic c x . ■‘i'=teRi l i ^r4 * 6 1

(Adapted from Hitopadesa Book n , Fable 3).

Notes

1. ^ In fin itiv e  of Vf (^ R i, class I), ’take’, here expressing purpose with
_C:__*H |«1 c>c:.

2. Etymologically IT (Rl^Rl) means ’stand’, but in many of its usages it is 
practically equivalent to ’be’ and often denotes continuation in a particular 
state, as here with the ppp. of V̂ =tT (3Wrf?r, class IX) ’bind’; hence, here to 
be rendered ’stayed tied up’.

3. q̂ TT mJMiRF ̂ TT literally ’In what way (W )  our master
wakes up, in that way (cFTT) I shall do’, idiomatically: ’I’ll see to it that our 
master wakes up.’ This use of WT....^TT with is very common. Note that

is an 5-future o f V̂ r formed from the gunated form of the root 
OfF) + the suffix This ^-future is conjugated precisely like the present 
o f any thematic verb.

4. Preiqi fa*K«f 4 t̂TRf Note how, from the point of view o f English, these 
words have to be translated in reverse order: ’due to anger 1 on account of the 
interruption2 o f his sleepT. The explanation of this order o f ideas, which is
typical of Sanskrit, is that whatever limits or qualifies must precede what is
qualified. So, here eti)H l<̂  ’due to anger’ is causally explained or qualified by
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fan 'on account o f the interruption' (instrumental o f cause) and finally the 
sort o f interruption that has induced the washerman's anger is explained by 
FTWPTT: 'of his sleep'.

5. gemnd o f i OdRi^Ri) 'stand up, get up'; w e should expect
but there is a phonetic m le that requires between two dentals

o f  ̂  and o f W N )  to be dropped. The sandhi change of the voiced  
consonant ^  o f  ̂  to the voiceless ^ before -WPT is due to the regressive 
force o f voiceless which, even though it is dropped, affects the preceding 
sound.

6. The moral that is to be drawn from a fable in the Hitopadesa is always 
expressed in the form o f a poetic couplet. Here for the purpose of 
sim plification it has been turned into prose.

Vocabulary

m. a washerman.
Varanasi, the city o f Benares or Banaras in NE India, a seat of great 

learning and sacredness in the proximity o f the Ganges River. 
fr*TvT, adv. in fu ll m easure, com pletely.

(TTFTkT, class II), go to sleep; p p p .
n . thing, property.
hi. a thief. .

5T-Vfw, (fwfir, class VI), enter; p p p .
m . an ass, donkey.

V^T, (^TT%, class IX ), bind; p p p . 
in. a dog.

Cfwfd", class VI), sit down, be seated; p p p .

^mTTR, 77i. business, affair. -
^5%:, a d v . aloud, [really an in str . p lu r . of high’. There are also other

adverbs made by inflecting an a d j. in the instr. p lu r. for example,
’slowly’.] _______ ^

^ m i Ki , awakens [c a u sa tiv e  o f  "V̂rPT Ml id, class II), be awake].
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^  r*T, m. task^ duty. [literally, what is enjoined upon someone' from f 
'join' + FT 'on'] ° '
trouble, concern; with V̂ r, concern oneself with.

adv. night and day. 
adv. for a long time.

 ̂* ’ PPP' ( uncover), content' [the exact semantic development of
meaning from 'uncovered' to 'content' is unclear],

W , m. lord, master.
m. use.

O l^ R l, class I), understand, know.
^ I^K, m. food.
^ R', n. the act o f giving, a gift.

adj. indifferent to (+ loc.).
OTTkT, class I), experience.

m. protector.
ĴFT, m. a servant. [literally a gerundive, 'one who is to be supported’].

^ T T , adv . suddenly, [really instr. of 'force, violence', hence, literally 
'with force or violence'].

ST-V«n̂  class I), become awake, wake up; ppp.
Pi si i, f. sleep.

m. interruption. •
■f̂ T, n. welfare, benefit, [strictly the ppp. of VUT 'put, place', hence 'placed or 

put', but pregnantly in the sense of 'well placed or put', the participle 
then being used as a noun]. 
f. desire.

srppfnT, m. business, affair.
* \

Translate into Sanskrit:

One day a certain thief entered1 a house to steal things. Because he was 
extremely skilled in the art o f stealing,2 he had no fear-3 o f the master.
Having made a study of the art of stealing, he was able4 to make himself5 
invisible through the use of various powders. Therefore, just as the stars of 
the sky are invisible in the light of day,6 in the same way, thieves, having 
smeared their bodies with these powders unknown by others, are able to 
make them selves invisible by day or night. So, this thief, after entering the 
house through a hole he had made with great effort,8 opened the door of the v.
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master’s bed-chamber and having taken all sorts o f ornaments m ade o f gold  
and silver utensils which he saw, put them all in a bag and started9 to go out. 
Awakened by the noise, the master immediately got up from bed, grabbed his 
cane and hurled it in the direction of*0 the source o f the noise. Struck on his 
head, the thief fell on the floor and at that very instant, the effect o f the 
powder having worn off, he became visible again. Having becom e conscious 
again, the thief got up from the floor and, when he saw the master o f the 
house provided with the cane and ready to hit him again, he left his bag right 
there, full o f the things he had stolen and fled from the house.

Notes

1. ’entered’: use ppp. 5T +  (fesiR i, class VI).

2. 'in the art o f stealing': RKTSTk T. That a science o f thievery was highly  
developed among the numerous branches o f knowledge in India is reflected 
in a famous scene in Sudraka's play, the Mrcchakatika CLittle Clay Cart’), 
which has many o f the technical terms, and in a work called Sanmukhakalpa 
(Treatise o f the Six-faced One'), by whom is meant Skanda as the deity who 
presides over this department o f knowledge.

3. U se the predicate 'genitive o f possession'; thus, T .

4. <*isictrf)d , im perfect 3rd s. o f V?RT (si'fil Rl , class V  'be able’).

5. ^ Ic-H M -H , acc. m. s. o f the rc-stem 3Tk *vT 'soul', commonly thus used as a 
reflexive pronoun regardless o f the number and gender o f the person or 
thing referred to.

6. 'in the light o f day': .

7. , pres. 3rd plur. o f Vsffj 'to able'.

8. 'with great effort': +T̂ ciT .

9. 'started': use , ppp. an- class I)

10. 'in the direction o f: strictly a gerund o f used as a
virtual postposition, literally Tiaving aimed toward, with an aim ing at'.



LESSON TWELVE

The Romance of Compounds.

One of the most characteristic features of Sanskrit, especially the late 
classical language, is the use of compound words, that is, words consisting of 
two or more words strung together into a single word treated as a unit. We 
have had many examples of verb roots compounded with one or more 
adverbs placed before, as (3q" + V*Fp, + ^  + Vqcp.
What we propose to study in this lesson is nouns and adjectives that are 
compounded with other nouns and adjectives, the so-called ’nominal’ 
compounds as opposed to verb compounds.

Nominal compounds are not at all peculiar to Sanskrit: most of the 
Indo-European languages have them, with the exception generally of the 
Romance languages, and they are particularly common in English and 
German. In English, however, their presence is often obscured by the fact 
that only compounds of two words are usually written together. So, we write 
headache', without a space between head' and 'ache', but we certainly would 
never write headachepills' as a single entity. Similarly, we might write 
'schoolboard' as one word, but not 'schoolboardpresident'. In German all 
these compounds, regardless of the number of constituents, are written as 
single words. 1 But if we disregard the method of writing compounds, we 
w ill find that English, especially modem English, is pervaded with 
compounds, often of sesquipedalian size. For example, 'Senate Foreign 
Relations Sub-committee pro-tempore secretary' and 'computer software 
inventory accessions list’. The longer the compound, the fuzzier the concept 
that it is intended to express. The prevalence of compounds, most 
particularly the long aggregates such as have just been exemplified, is one of 
the chief causes for the obscure and vague English that people write 
nowadays. The reason for the obscurity of the longer compounds is very 
simply that, without the little words like 'for, of, in, with, by’ etc. that show 
relationship, it is difficult to perceive quickly the interconnection of one 
element with another. It is all the more difficult when the matter in question 
is abstract or technical. Of course, the same problem of disentangling the 
ideas and interrelating them exists in the very long Sanskrit compounds, as in 
English. But in the case of Sanskrit there is the important difference that, 
along with the other aspects of Sanskrit, Indian grammarians at a very early 
time subjected compounds to a minute analysis, carefully classifying them 1

1 In exceptional instances compounds in German can attain extraordinary lengths. For
example, Rathausturmuhrreparaturbegutachtungskonynissionsstellvertreter ('A pro- _
tempore representative on a commission for determining the cost o f  repainng the clock in 
the tower o f  the townhall').
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and labelling the different categories to which they belonged. In putting 
words together into compounds, Indian authors, on the w hole, were careful 
to form them within these categories, and cultivated Indians, who had even a 
modicum o f Sanskrit, knew how to break up compounds and determine the 
interrelation o f one part to the other. In English w e are generally quite 
unaware o f the common compounds we use, to say the least o f the long and 
often vague ones that occur ubiquitously in every department o f knowledge.

In conformity with the principle o f 'going from the known to the 
unknown', let us first examine a few  commonplace compounds o f but two 
members in English and see what the relationship is between the two 
members and then proceed to the same operation in Sanskrit. In m ost 
compounds in both English and Sanskrit, the last member is the principal 
member o f the whole compound, that is, the person or thing that is under 
discussion, and the prior member (or members) serves to lim it the last by 
restricting its application or coverage. In 'cavedweller', which consists o f 
two members 'cave' and ’dweller', the last member ’dweller' is the principal 
one, and the prior member 'cave' tells us that it is not any 'dweller* that is 
here involved, but a 'dweller in a cave', so that 'cave' restricts the application  
of 'dweller' or limits it to a specific category. We may, for the purposes o f  
analysis, label the prior and latter members A and B respectively and, in 
accordance with our analysis of the interrelationship o f A to B, say that A  has 
the value of a locative. If we were to dissolve the compound, we should, 
then, say 'dweller in a cave’. In 'sunlit' part A 'sun' has an instrumental 
relation to B, as the sense is 'lit by (means of) the sun'. Similarly, in 
'jailbreak' part A is ablatival to B, the sense being a 'break from  jail'.

The most common case relationship implied in part A o f compounds, 
in both English and Sanskrit, is the genitive, as the genitive is by nature an 
adjectival case that limits a noun to one of a class. For example, bedpost' is 
the 'post o f a bed', that is, belonging to a bed and nothing else and so 
distinguishing this 'post' from all other posts. It would also be possible to say 
that bed' in this compound has a dative relationship to 'post', that is, a 'post 
for a bed'. It is often possible to dissolve a compound thus into either the 
genitive or dative type. Other examples include 'bedtime', the 'time for 
(going to) bed', and bathrobe', a 'robe for a bath'.

In many compounds of frequent occurrence, part B is an adjective or a 
participle. Thus, 'Godforsaken' (forsaken by God), 'gumchewing' (chewing 
gum), 'panfried' (fried in a pan), 'motheaten' (eaten by moths), 'riverbome' 
(borne on the river).

But there are compounds, less frequently met with, in which part A is 
an adjective and B a noun. They are sometimes difficult to identify as 
compounds in English, because, unless the two words are written together as 
a unit, the lack of grammatical endings in English blurs the dividing-line 
between a compound and two separate (though syntactically related) words.
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Some examples of this type of compound consisting of adjective and noun 
are: liighschoor,2 3 'wildlife', 'goodwill', 'gentleman', 'supermarket', 
blackguard' (pronounced blaggard’ with regressive assimilation of 'ck' to 
g !), 'holiday' (=holy day) and 'commonwealth' (properly, public welfare, 
then extended to other usages, as of a group of countries joined by common 
consent to form a nation).^ Since in all these compounds part A is an 
adjective and B a noun, part A would, of course, have to be in the same case 
as B if the compound were dissolved. In some instances part A may be a noun 
in what is called 'explanatory apposition' to B, as in 'houseboat', which is a 
Txjat (serving as a) 'house', the two being equivalent, but the first ('house') 
being the narrower concept, put first (like the adjectives above) to limit the 
scope o f *boat\ The case of A ('house') would be the same as of B ('boat'), if 
the compound is resolved into its parts, as may be seen more clearly if we 
make a sentence, using the two elements in de-compounded form: 'He lives 
in a boat, a house’.

The two classes of compounds we have discussed, namely, the one in 
which the implied case relationship of A is different from that of B, and the 
other, in which A and B imply the same case relationship, are called 
'tatpuru§a' by the Indian grammarians, but the second type is also categorized 
separately under the name 'karmadharaya'. The word 'tatpuru§a' is just an 
example o f this twofold class of compounds, and may mean either 'that man’ 
or 'man o f him', so that, depending on which analysis is used, tatpumsa can 
be taken as an example of either class. In grammars by Western scholars, 
tatpurusa is usually restricted to the compounds with a different case 
relationship between the two parts, karmadharaya being reserved for the 
adjective+noun type or appositional noun+noun type, where the cases of the 
two parts would be the same in dissolution.

Sanskrit compounds are put together in the same way as their English 
counterparts exemplified above. The person or thing involved is put last, the 
part expressing the limiting factor precedes it. Only the final member is 
inflected with a case ending, all the prior parts, regardless o f their number 
(which, in the long compounds, may be considerable), are put in their stem 
form. Any two nouns or adjectives standing in grammatical relationship can 
be combined into a compound. Thus, Mid: 'lord of the gods' can be

2 Years ago written as two words, when it would have been doubtful whether to take them 
as form ing a compound.

3 Som e com pounds o f  this type in English, and also in Sanskrit, do not denote anything 
that has the particular characteristic expressed in A, but a specific species to be 
distinguished from  others; for exam ple, 'bluebird' and 'blackbird are not simply birds that 
are blue and black respectively, but are specific species o f  birds. So also Sanskrit
is not just a b lack  serpent’, but a 'cobra'.
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compounded into which we w ill call a 'genitive tatpurusa', because
the case value of if  separated from Tfd':, would be genitive In
the same way, 31*%  ̂W R ?: 'skilled in (respect to) horses' can be put into 

a locative tatpurusa; ^T*T a 'fight with the arms'
(wrestling) becomes ^T p̂T+T; 'granted by (the god) Kumara'
becomes ^TR^xT:. Karmadharayas, are made in exactly the same fashion 
whether they are of the adjectival or appositional type. Thus, cK isjrl I 
'excellent woman' (3T 'excellent' and *ifji I 'woman'), 'cobra'
(literally *black serpent', from 'black' and 'serpent'). Examples of 
the appositional type are: i a 'gem of a young girl' (en»-̂  I ’young
girl' and <ci 'gem'), the literal sense here being a 'gem, (defined as or
equivalent to) a young girl'; <Mht: a 'royal sage', literally, a 'sage, a king’ 
that is, a ’sage, (who is) a king’.

A Panoram a of Indian Life

I 3ffq- < j^ P d  I M i1 T T E q " S v T Z T :

tTXFTF%,sP*P HKMdPrt I ^Rlk-UcTi

1 ^ r y f d - H i  tt̂ -
C\ N *

i l iH 'jH l I tT5̂ W W ^ T T

i dw f w d r  Eqr^fR^ft5
Rt I d- dfft’«T«Ffsft"3r f ^ n bld * T |

W  «RHT I srTSPTW dlWT: tpWiWRT6 Ud*ddl ddfkl I d"
Pd I M ^4 H Pd I

'h'dd d^r^WFTRT ddd I Pi H 6It 1 I d 1M <d I : <tH * 6 1 Pic\
^ P 3!^ P\i I ch'e1r1 'tiM cq|ĉ ûjpĵ Z|̂

CN >0 «
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I spdfdfafcuft ^Tl-UI’H'i 1 Pi 3rid<Rd I d'dldU 
d w r^ R d fR i -% fd < y id R d  + P d < ^ r F T ,T5k̂ ra'JirfPd
^  S _ C N CN'-

SHTCdld SKd <H-=MNI toldldi Id^iRd - 
d"^Td ^^4 K m Id sfU ldi ddTTfdd" W d  I 3T^d d" d #  f d ^ ^ d•\ o  \a
3 ^ + M M K ^cd  dUdcdHI-'’t9pd I ^fd^dl*) d"cTTtyld + d^ 7 ^ «  n o  c\
*Fd^ died! d fW F d T: ycdHH-d did^nfiW R TS^sFTrar 
d=mRd I •=+><! Sm dd  d>dFd< d l^d ld  dd"SFrdTd"9 I dTd% 
dl^fd^|i|i d  d l(d<  dfd"10 ̂ T^T d ^ d li d'ddTT I
d ^ l d  ^ d d R « ld  d’^tx^t'd^isdiTi f% W  I dd3Tddn"l[dT

^ rN?' ak r̂   ̂ r' ^  r  *v *C • • *
^  T% ^<K t I <=1 ^  ^ T  19FT cM ^  I

d H  IdMdd d rd d ^ T M  <" H dPd11 I 3^% Ids^lld d d 'd d liild  
fd^iPd I dTddddd" W d  3d STdd^Fd"12 I dlddd"N O N >0 'O 'O
%'d<did«-^Rn: dMdldPd dfdd<Rd ddT: I d R d ^  dd I**l3 
gwr^c^rMI' fd^-ri sifd fdRcdl d>ddf-H^ M »l w i  d#cTCN '  ̂ ^
ddd d d  dTd^EsRd I d d '^ d iy N d l< ^ c ^ li iM d ^ r ^ i| P d  I
ijfil vj)̂ h |i(iijfi| <ri-hI m ■Ĥ i'=i’i Pcad i d s ^  yddT ddddTTT
dd"Rd" I yidl<d^ o'Mi£iMuMd dPT-H'liin ^UMd
VlR^lPd | dTd ̂ dTdld ^  d" ddT SRddRd" I ddl"
eAliyidi d d d lild ^fiy Id d d Y d d M ^Tl R)4) ^  I % fd ^
dRfdT: H p M ^ fy R M Td d ^ d  R*4̂  I ^dddd": d|[dTd
R(i|-d' I <=dlfcl H i d t ^ l^ l t d ^ a r i V ^ ^ a i H i S c 4) dfi"yR *4)

dlRkdl" add"dded4i-*>wRq I 3TFd ^ l I d  did"dfddT
_  . ____ ♦ ______ _________ ^

3ffq- i\  ̂ cj'y sinij^r: Ĥ t i^r 3t^ t  w r  i ^ r
dtdRd I +Fd<^dldT: Ml^lldtd^pM ddTdj>TdTTddd=p
RoTmd'l d<=MI sdTdTddRd <3 K p d  d  I a^d" d  dRT^ fd^W
fdRt^d sndd 3 p d d %  ■H-=teRd I

C m
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Notes

In the first sentence there are three compounds: h R3 R*dd
and Each consists of only two members. Since, as we have now
seen, the last member is generally the person or thing referred to, it is best to 
determine its meaning before going backward to the prior member. So, in 
the first compound, the second member (B) is which can be readily 
assumed to be locative, 'on the shore or bank'; A OTCt 'river') can logically 
be only in genitive relation to B: 'on the shore (or bank) of a river’. We 
could, o f course, use an exactly identical compound in the English translation 
and say on a riverbank'. Of similar interrelation are the two members of

the third compound. Tatpurusas are named after the case value of 
A, so that w em ay call these two compounds 'genitive tatpurusas'.

has three elements rIt and but as s ir  is a
verbal prefix, it must naturally be taken with the participle 
i m f e f e r ,  then, also consists of two members: A 2̂FT 'tree' and B

f^ d  'surrounded'. The only logical relationship that can be assumed for 
A is that o f the instrumental: 'surrounded by trees'. The compound is, then, 
an instrumental tatpurusa.

1. H * ii<3 H i Since 'flowered, provided with flowers', is an
adjective and WTWFTt a noun, this compound is a karmadharaya similar to 
English 'highschool*.

2. q< |j||^ b |ot in this compound the two members H<MI ('pollen') and
('searching after') are fused together by the contraction of their final

and initial vow els respectively. The sandhi between the members of a 
compound is the same as that between the words in a sentence, (external 
sandhi). In analyzing a Sanskrit compound care must be exercised to avoid 
the natural tendency to base the analysis on a free translation of the 
compound which, in all probability, may reflect a different interrelationship 
of the members from what is conformable to Sanskrit syntax. Thus, we 
could translate variously by 'in looking for pollen, in searching
after pollen, in the search for pollen, in search o f pollen'etc. All o f these 
renditions correctly convey the sense o f the compound, but only the last Cut 
search o f pollen') expresses the relationship between A and B that 
corresponds to the Sanskrit syntactical point o f view: action nouns like 

',he act 0f  searching' are construed with a genitive -  a so-called 
objective genitive. B y objective genitive is meant a genitive that is the object
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o f the verbal idea o f the noun with which it is joined. In is
regarded as object o f the verbal idea inherent in There exists also a
subjective genitive, as in ’the com ing o f the rains’ where 'the rains’ is subject 
o f the act o f coming; thus, below . Som e phrases with the genitive
(or their equivalent in the form of genitive tatpuru§as) are ambiguous (also in 
Sanskrit!); for exam ple, 'fear o f the enemy', by which may be meant 
som eone's fear o f the enem y (objective genitive) or the enemy's fear o f  
som eone (subject genitive); so also the Sanskrit equivalents *i^ui i or 
‘SrPPTT as a compound.

3. tTmTwVTT literally 'being in the vicinity', that is, 'situated in the 
vicinity'. The w hole may be rendered somewhat freely: 'men and wom en 
com e from the nearby villages'. tnfhT^T is a very important type o f 
tatpurusa compound, consisting of the noun P̂ThT 'vicinity' +  a so-called  
'verbal' extracted from V-WT (ld b<i»Ri 'stand, be'). Theoretically, any 
Sanskrit root may be used, like V w f here, as part B o f a compound with a 
m eaning equivalent to that o f a present participle. For exam ple, 'by 
itse lf +  (*h Ri 'be') -*■ tPFT 'being or  existing by itself, self-existent' (an 
epithet o f Brahma); ^  ('the Veda') + Vf^C (  ̂fxl 'know') -* FTFTq 'knowing 
the Veda’. Som etim es the root used in this way is slightly altered, by 
shortening or the addition o f or by som e other process, if  the final letter 
o f the root does not occur as a stem final in declension, as, for exam ple, -F  ( 
(in there being no stem in in classical Sanskrit. Either the -*1 is 
dropped, or the root is extended by the addition o f 31; thus, W 'sky' +
may yield  either WT or WFT 'going in the sky, a bird'. A is added to roots 
in a short -i or -u; so , FPq 'all' + Vf̂ T (^ mRi 'conquer') -*• 'all-
conquering'. W hen VpfT is thus used at the end o f a compound, as here, the 
-ZfT is shortened to accommodate it to the qT/MPf type. O f identical make is 
Miqn 'a tree' below , literally 'drinking with its feet, i.e., roots', -T being the 
verbal o f Vt F (h Rl, 'drink'), with -3U shortened. If the resultant compound 
is required to be fem inine the -3n  is kept, and the compound is declined like 
^TT.

4. iqq 'skilled' is an interesting compound. The last part is 
sim ply 'know' as a 'verbal', extended by -3T, as explained above under
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note 3. is one of the several root forms o f the interrogative pronoun 
which we have often encountered in our reading passages. The various root 
forms o f this pronoun, viz., T%*T, W , ^  and are commonly used in an 
appreciative or depreciative sense at the beginning of compounds, almost like 
the inseparable prefixes and <f:. This usage of the interrogative arises from 
an exclamatory value, as in English when we say 'Who!' or rWhat!’ often 
with depreciatory implication, depending on the tone of the exclamation. So 

means a 'bad or false view (< 1^0’, literally What a [ridiculous] view!' 
and through the exclamatory 'What a [cowardly] man!' means 'a
coward'. Similarly, ®r»l through the exclamatory knowing what!' gets 
the appreciative sense of knowing a great deal, skilled’. eP) can be 
classed as an accusative tatpumsa, as the interrogative is object of

5. The element fr , like t It  in above, must be taken
as an adverbial prefix of the past passive participle h77!. Thus, the compound 
consists of t̂ TPT 'meditation' + 'sunk, immersed'. What sort of
compound is it?

through the Prakrit or popular form ^ lul (jhana), has come into 
Japanese as Zen, in Zen Buddhism.

6. 'In huts (made) with leaves', a variety of karmadharaya with 
the middle word (^kT 'made' or similar word) omitted, and hence called 
'Madhyamapadalopin' ('dropping the middle word'). Another common 
example o f this sort of compound is WRT 5̂T 'a shade tree', that is, 'a tree 
(offering) shade'. If expressed, the omitted member would be ^  'giving 
forth', a 'verbal' o f 5T-V̂ T (<*<lfd). Note shortening of final 3fT, as in in

7* dlcdf ’having swum', literally 'having crossed with their arms'.

g. qi*lf 'in the shade of a banyan tree', a genitive tatpumsa,
of which part A (^iTlyMKT) is also a compound, an appositional 
karmadharaya. TRT means any sort o f 'tree', but is here limited to a 
particular species by the preceding member which is specifically the
banyan (Ficus Indica). is also a compound, consisting of the adverb

'downward' + 'growing', the verbal o f (0  ̂  Ri 'grow'). The
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verbal fter is formed from V w , an earlier form of by the addition of 
(as described in note 3 above) and the replacement of the root vowel -u- by its 
guna substitute. The tree that grows downward' is a very apt and succinct 
description of the banyan, which sends down fibres from its branches which, 
upon reaching the ground, take root and eventually become independent 
trees. 5=T5nfcT is a type of karmadharaya, in which A is an adverb (here 
and B is an adjective.

9. third person singular optative of 'hear', with indefinite 'one' 
as implied subject, a very common use of the third singular. The optative 
here has a contingent value: 'one might hear (a flute being played by 
someone)’, that is, if  one were there to hear it. belongs to class V, of the 
non-thematic verbs, which involves the addition of the element ’ft/'T to the 
root. Like all non-thematic verbs, this class of verbs differentiates strong 
and weak forms, -•ft- being added in the strong forms, -’T- in the weak. The 
optative is made from the weak stem with the mood sign -TT- (corresponding 
to -‘f -  in the thematic classes); thus, "ST (substituted for *T) + -*T- (which 
becomes -T- because of the cerebralising influence of the W) + -TT- + third 
singular secondary ending:

10. 3 1<̂ %. . .  ?T ‘tOPK *TRf a locative absolute constmction: 'When (or if) 
the musician is not skilled . . .’. TiT is locative singular masculine of the 
present participle o f V3T̂  (3i Rd', class II) be'.

11. a f̂=T . . .  HdPd. The annual migration of the hamsas to Lake 
Manasa in the Himalayas at the onset of the rains is ubiquitously mentioned in 
Sanskrit literature.

12. for the -*T- being changed to -3r- due to the
progressive effect o f the preceding -̂ T-. This form is really present passive, 
made (as w ill be explained in Lesson Twenty-Seven) by adding the suffix 
to the root and conjugating the resultant passive stem in the middle voice.
The initial *T- o f is changed to the cerebral due to the mle that 
(when not final) is replaced by when any vowel except -aor -a precedes; 
hence, for example, TTTJ, •TqfT for **i | l*L»

. Although this is principally a mle of internal sandhi, it is also
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applied, as here in after a verbal prefix ending in -i or -u; cf. f̂ T-
for ^ ki from

13. ^511 3fRf 'although struck'. W hen srIt  follow s an adjective or a participle 
(as here), it usually imparts a concessive sense to it, to be rendered by 
'(al)though' or ’even though’. The same usage occurs again in ^RTT 3ffT in 
the next sentence.

Vocabulary

f. a river.
dlT, n. a shore or  bank.
3T̂ T, adj. sm all.

adv. all around.
qW Rxid , ppp. o f hR q I d ,  envelopes, surrounds, caus. of

b<id, class I, 'wind around, envelope'); caus. without caus. meaning,
n. a tem ple. + +TF^T, 'dwelling, house’]

TOT, m. a cluster or  clum p o f trees, thicket.
H f̂ Hd adj. flow ered, bearing flow ers, in bloom.
TO T, f. a branch, 
arfir, m. a bee.
h«.M, m. the pollen  o f  a flow er.

n. seeking o r  looking for.
Tfr-Vqd; OTcffir, class I), fly  around. 
f̂ KTW, m. sound; noise; buzzing.
FFTvT, adv. very sw eetly .
fipsf(-_V*T (VRfd, class I), becom e m ixed, m ingle.

CN

adj. every day.
T̂RTh^T, adj. being o r  situated in the vicinity.

TFT, n. honoring, reverencing, worship.
n. 'the interior or  inside o f the tem ple [note contraction of

vow els betw een parts A  and B].
1rgut, m. V isnu, name o f  one o f the principal deities o f Hinduism, a member 

o f the trinity or triad ( T ^ o )  along with Brahma and Siva.
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r̂f̂ PTT, f. an image or likeness; a statue.
r \

3KfTW, adv. exceedingly, very.
'Ml^ ^ a d j. clever, skilful.

m. a maker of images or statues, sculptor. prRf, 'image' +
'maker']

m. age or period.
>5nT, m. a person, man; in plur. people. 
mTM, adj. broad, spacious.
^rf^T, m. a priest-sage, one of a particular class of sages.
Pk ,tK'H adv. without interval, continously.

adj. immersed or sunk in meditation. [tMN, meditation' + 
1w^T, 'sunk', ppp. of class I) ’sink down’]

(^<ld, class I), speak to, greet; caus. K^lfd, salutes or greets, 
without caus. meaning.
I, f. a leaf-hut, a hut made of leaves, such as inhabited by a forest 

hermit.
^dWd:, adv. phrase here and there.

adv. only.
*RT, n. a root.
^T-V^TWkT, class I), live on (+ instr.).

adv. for a long time. *
VeqT (EzrnrRf, class IV), think on, meditate.

n. aV edichym n.
(H6Rt, class I), recite.

n. a stick of wood, log.
3rq-Vf% (ftHiRr, class V), collect, gather.
«tiM ehW, reduplicative adv. from time to time.
£̂F*T, adj. subtle.

sznqRW, n. grammar.
ik q'q, m. matter, subject or topic.

(q^t, class I), dispute or argue about. ^ ^
adj. devoid o f error. p fK  'fault, defect' + ppp. of ̂  

class I), 'separate, leave']
W fqy, adj. o f different sorts, various.
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$h*H, /I. sitting; seat; posture.
V fe; class IV ), play.
'ism  (srmfir, class I), run.
3TErWR[, adv. below; as postpos. under, beneath (+ gen.).
V"9Tt (3RT, class II), lie, lie down; rest; third plur. SKd (with irregularly 

inserted before -3Td; note that in the athematic classes the third 
plur. middle does not have a nasal, hence here not -<H*Tt). 

3T^T, adj. m otionless, immobile, 
w h l ,  f. shade.

pron. one another.
{caus., d Rl), deceive, trick, mislead; infin. WiTTW^T.

Ĉ RRT, class I), strive after, try.
Oĥ TkT, class I), sink down, immerse; dive. 

hIT-v̂ PT class I), swim around; gerund M .
‘tiRlHd, adj. som e, several.
RTT, n. the further shore or bank, the other side (of a river).

adv. contrarily, in the opposite direction. 
spT, m. the arm.
Vd" (d<Ri, class I), cross over; gerund dlc^F.
Tir^RT^T, ppp. o f (̂ H l*-qfd, class IV), weary or tire oneself.

m. a banyan tree.
Vf t T (Fifed", class II), sleep.
cfraFTPI, being played, pres. pass. part, of the caus. of (d<ld, class I)

m. a reed; a flute.
o

i K t  m. a m usician.
f. the art o f playing a musical instrument. [3T3T 'a musical 

instrument' +  f e n  'knowledge']
^qTTvT, adv. many tim es, often. 

adj. harsh.
m. a 'water-abode', a lake. [̂ IvT, 'water' + 'abode']

s f e ,  adj. many. [,literally 'not one', i.e., more than one]
(f[dd\ class I), pass one's time, enjoy oneself, 

s fe , f. plur. the rains, the monsoon.
3mrrT, m. approach, com ing.
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t _
^rrcr, m. Kailasa, name of a mountain peak in the Himalaya range.
HMtt, n. a large lake or pond.

m. a particular bird (the Cucculus melanoleucus), which is said to 
subsist on the raindrops.

or (tt^Ri, class I), stick to, be attached to. [v. note 12 on the 
form

1^, enclitic conj. for (expressing the reason for a preceding action). 
m. a drop. 
m. a fish.

(®*^» class II), know; gerund
m. a fisherman.
n. a net.
(M^Ri , class I), cook.

V̂ T5T 0T5rRr, class I), eat; caus. identical in mg.
adj. abundant, much, numerous. 

vt*t>K, m. kind, sort. 
vtRtRtqtt+i, adv. every day. 

m. a hunter.
(^i^R t, class X), hunt, chase.

<*Kuq, n. a forest.
(*t<Rt, class I), run off or away.

T f, m. an arrow.
adj. fast, quick.

ViJ (ftR t), die.
,ad j. sharp.

7R, m. an arrow.
3TTT-V? (sHRt, class I), run off or away. 

f- a cave.
dls(, adj. severe; violent; intense; acc. n. sing, as adv. severely.
5rf”RT, adj. wounded.
VWPT ( W i t ,  class I), run away, flee; gerund 
VTFT, m. a part.

accompanied by or provided with, ppp. o f ?PT - ^  - 1̂" class II). 
TPfT, m. a bond, snare or trap.
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(iJn Pki, class VII), fasten on, set (a trap).
'jFtT, m. a creature.
T^TNcT:, adv. especially , in particular.

(yPRT, class I), get, obtain.
f t ’-arr-Vq^ (TSRT, class IV ), perish; caus. causes to perish, kills.

OsIk Ri, class I), eat. 
f^T, n. poison.
f̂ T-VRiH (f^TPTfir, class VI), smear, 

the back.o

Translate into Sanskrit:

A  certain T w ice-bom , after wandering on the road to the city1 for a 
long tim e, seized with thirst due to the heat of the sun, saw a man asleep in the 
shade o f a tree and, having gone up to him ,2 awakened him and asked:
’W here can I find water?'3 Thereupon, thinking that the Tw ice-bom  was the 
god w ho had appeared in his dream,4 the man immediately replied: 'O god, 
there is no water right here!5 H owever, I'll give you the water that is in this , 
pot.'6 W hen he heard these words o f his, the Twice-bom  took the pot from V 
the m an’s hand and, pretending that he was drinking the water,7 gave the pot 
right back to him , and after saying 'I am very thankful to you', again 
proceeded8 on the road. W hen he saw that the pot was still full o f water, the 
poor m an thought: 'He is surely a god, there's no doubt about it!' and, having 
gone to a tem ple in the vicinity in order to worship,9 was extrem ely pleased. 
In the m eantim e, the Tw ice-bom 's thirst went away: he too, was extrem ely 
pleased.

N otes

1. 'on the road to the city ’: Say 'on the road o f the city'.

2. ’having gone up to him*: Verbs o f m otion are construed with the 
'accusative o f the place to w hich’, but when a person is involved, it is usual to 
say 'go to the presence (or sim ilar word) o f . . . ’ and so here translate <PFT
tTRvt *Tc3T.

3. W here can I find water': Say 'where do I find (T^TTm) water’.
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4. 'thinking . . .  in his dream': Render having thought (gerund) the Twice - 
bom  a god (+t£«Q come (<hmki) in a dream'.

5. 'there is no water right here': *1 (literally 'is found' from
'find').

6. T il give you the water that is in this pot': To be expressed idiomatically,
thus: 'What water is in this pot, that I give you’ (*R '3T̂T d Id^Id d"̂
R«T *Hd is the dative singular o f the honorific pronoim on
which v. Appendix II, B .l. 7 8 9

7. 'pretending that he was drinking the water*: Translate literally having
shown (<^<3*0 him self reflexive pron.) as drinking pres,
participle V n  ’.drink’)'. is the gerund of the causative o f d-H-
VdTT ’cause (som e one) to see', i.e., show: having caused [the man] to see 
h im self. . .  ’, having shown himself.

8. 'again proceeded': TT: >iR*td: (ppp. 3T-̂ TTas main verb).

9. 'in order to worship’: dWPT ('for the sake o f worship’) -3T?T H m n ) at 
the end o f a cjxL is often used to express purpose.



LESSO N  TH IR TEEN

The Romance Continued: Analysis of Long Compounds.

In the previous lesson we had a general introduction to compounds, 
considered the various ways that the first member o f a compound may be 
related to the last, and studied two basic types o f compounds differentiated 
from each other according to the character o f the relationship between the 
two members. The one type, in which part A has a different case value fro 
B, we called a tatpurusa, and the other, in which the two parts are in 
adjectival or appositional agreement with each other, we called a 
karmadharaya. In both these compounds, the tatpurusa and the 
karmadharaya, the last member is the center or pivot o f attention the 
person or thing referred to while the prior member narrows it down to a 
specific instance. In this lesson we propose to continue with these two type, 
o f compounds as they are applied in the secondary sense o f possession.

Once again it is better to start with English, with something we knov 
before proceeding to Sanskrit. When we say 'bigmouth', we certainly do n 
mean sim ply a 'mouth that is big', or to put it in the technical jargon we ha\ 
just learned, this is not a karmadharaya compound. What we do mean is 'o 
who has a big mouth'. Similarly, when we say 'redskin', we mean 'one wh» 
has red skin’, not simply 'red skin'. Here, then, the point of emphasis is no, 
the last member o f the compound: we are not speaking of a 'mouth' that is 
big or o f 'skin' o f a particular color. The focal point or center o f attention 
which in a tatpurusa or karmadharaya is the final member of the compound 
is here outside the compound. It is the person (or thing) that possesses the 
characteristic feature o f a 'big mouth' or the 'red skin’. It is a remarkable 
thing that in these two English compounds we have used as examples 
whether written as one word (i.e ., truly as a compound o f two members) o 
as two words (as was generally done years ago) we place a strong accent o 
the first part in saying them: 'bigmouth' and 'redskin', whereas, if w e sa> 
'big m outh' and 'red skin', the meaning is quite different. In the latter ca 
w e m ean quite sim ply a 'mouth that is big’ and 'skin that is red’ respectively 
The accent makes all the difference in meaning. Sometimes to convey the 
sense o f  possession  more clearly we add an -ed, thus: 'bigmouthetf, 
'redskinnetf.1 It is tempting to call these compounds, which are just a 
particular application o f a karmadharaya, 'exocentric', because their focal 
point is outside (exo-) the members of the compound. But this term is not i 
use, so the temptation would have to be resisted.

iB u t i f  by 'redskin' is  m eant a m em ber o f  the Am erindian peoples, w e  w ou ld  not, o f  
course, say  'redskinned’, w h ich  is  strictly an adjective and m eans on ly  'possessed  o f  re 
skin' (as from  overexp osu re to the sun).
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In the older stage o f Sanskrit, as represented by the language of the 
Veda, when there still existed a musical tone such as is presumed to have 
existed in the parent Indo-European, these exocentric or possessively used 
karmadharayas were differentiated (as in English!) by the place of the accent. 
So, for example, a 'mighty horse' (a simple karmadharaya) was 'brhaddsva', 
the accent o f the compound being that of the last member (asva), but if this 
compound were used o f one 'possessing mighty horses', the accent (again as 
in English!) would shift to that of the first member brhad, and we should say 
brhadasva. In Classical Sanskrit, however, this musical pitch has 
disappeared, superseded by a purely stress accent, much like that of English, 
but uttered with a great deal less force. In Classical Sanskrit texts, then, 
reflecting as they do a stress-accented stage of the language, there are no 
written accents to tell the reader whether a compound is of die possessive 
variety.

In Sanskrit any tatpurusa2 or karmadharaya may be used possessively, 
if  the sense o f the parts permits the implication of possession. A tatpurusa or 
karmadharaya used in this way is called a hahuvrihi' by the Indian 
grammarians. 'Bahuvrihi' means having much (bahu-) rice (vrlhi)' and so is 
just an example of this type of compound used as a name or label, exactly like 
'tatpurusa' (’that man’ or 'man of him’). It is as if we were to call this type of 
compound in English a higmouth' compound. In fact linguists, who have 
borrowed a number of technical grammatical terms from Sanskrit, have 
borrowed the name hahuvrihi' to denote a possessive compound in whatever 
language such usage is found.

'Bahuvrihi' can, o f course, mean simply 'much rice’ (as a 
karmadharaya), and, as has been said, only the context in which the word 
occurs can determine which meaning is actually intended. So, if we say 
qTpfrftr; ^  'Much rice leads to illness', the word is a
karmadharaya; but if  we say T̂5T: 3 W  A country that possesses
much rice  thrives', then is a bahuvrihi!

Bahuvrihis are ubiquitous in Sanskrit, and it would be hard to find a 
page in which several do not occur. They are very much less common in 
English, however, which tends to choose other methods of expression. As we 
have already observed, English freely uses the suffix - e d ,  which practically 
has come to mean 'provided with, possessed o f . A few Sanskrit bahuvnhis 
o f frequent occurrence are: VMi'bi'H having a desire for progeny (as a 
tatpurusa, on which it is based, it means a desire for progeny ); h i y ' S UF 
having a pale color’ (as a karmadharaya simply a pale color ) *T̂ T̂ T

2O nly tatpurusas ending in a noun (something that can be possessed!) are meant here. 
Remember that a tatpurusa may have either a noun or  an adjective as its final member 
(bedpost, panfried).
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'having a great vow ', that is 'having undertaken a great vow' (as a 
karmadharaya, a 'great vow '). Bahuvnhis are very often formed with a past 
passive participle and a noun, where the sense o f possession is not so 
apparent. For exam ple, 'having controlled OETW, past passive
participle o f 'hold together, hold in check') sense-organs (Wf̂ STT)',3
w hich m ay be variously rendered 'whose sense-organs are controlled' or 'by 
whom  the sense-organs have been controlled'; having one's duty
done’, or sim ilarly to the other exam ple, 'whose duty is done' or 'by whom  
one's duty has been done’.

A  very prevalent kind o f bahuvrfhi consists o f two nouns, the one (A) 
in explanatory apposition to the other (B ), that is, an 'appositional 
karmadharaya' used as a bahuvrlhi. For example, v̂T<*T 'a
city having Pataliputra as its name OTFnFT)'. Here part B (TFFFT) is defined 
not by an adjective, but by a noun (4 1 m  h ̂ ) in apposition to it (’a city, 
Pataliputra'). This sort o f bahuviihi is especially common precisely in  
'naming formulae' like this. So also, then ^  i Fm  'in a mountain 
having Grdhrakuta as its name OTPFp; 'a pond (3HT:)
having Padm agarbha as its name (3rfiTOrFT)'. But often a compound is not 
used in these naming form ulae, but just the name followed by *11H 'by name'; 
for exam ple, fasbq) TFT FT|[: 'a lion Mahavikrama by name’. A  good  
exam ple o f  an 'appositional bahuviihi' in English is blockhead', literally  
having a head (which is) a block'.

There are many kinds o f bahuvrihis in which certain prefixes (ft*-, 3T-, 
3^, etc.) and com m on nouns (- l̂ I fc, -hF ,  etc.) have a special function and
therefore require separate discussion.

So far w e have been treating compounds consisting o f only two 
members, but it was noted that compounds can be very long, and a compound 
of four to six members is common. The basic principle that has to be borne 
in mind is that, whatever the length o f a compound, it is to by analyzed by a 
division into tw o members (A and B ).4 If A and B are also compounds, they 
are to be halved in the same w ay and so on with yet other imboxed 
compounds, until all the members have been reduced to their sim plest terms. 
A few  exam ples w ill m ake this clear, but there can be no denying the fact that 
to analyze the longer com pounds correctly requires a fair amount o f

3The final v o w e l o f  sa m ya ta  is  contracted with the initial i- o f  indriya  into -e- by a regular 
rule o f  sandhi vow el-coa lescen ce .

4There is  an exception  to this tw ofo ld  d ivision  in  the class o f  com pounds called  'dvandva' 
which consist o f  a series o f  nouns in  sim ple conjunctive relationship.
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experience. First, some examples will be given in English in conformity 
with our oft-related principle of 'going from the known to the unknown'. 
But the mode of analysis of the English examples will be the same as if the 
compounds were in Sanskrit.

I. English Compounds 

1* ’Information center employees union'

Analysis:
Information center employees I union
The relationship between A and B is genitive, so the compound is a genitive 

tatpurusa ('Union o f . .  .').5

Part A: Information center I employees
The relationship between C and D, the two parts into which A can be

logically bisected, is again genitival, so this imboxed compound is also 
a genitive tatpurusa ('employees o f . . . ’)

Part C: Information I center
The relationship between E and F, the two parts of C, can be taken as either 

dative or genitive ('center for . . .' or 'center of . . .’), so that C is 
either a dative or genitive tatpurusa.

2. 'Endangered w ildlife conservation project'

Analysis:
. A  . . B

Endangered w ildlife conservation I project
The primary bisection is between 'endangered wildlife conservation' and

'project', and the relationship between A and B is probably datival, but 
genitival is also possible.

C . . . D
Part A: endangered wildlife I conservation

5O f course, it is possible to divide this compound into ’information center' (A) and 
’em ployees union' (B ) ('em ployees union o f  '), but there would be a subtle difference in 
meaning: in the latter analysis the 'employees union' suggests a union o f employees 
embracing more than those employed at the 'information center'; the other analysis implies 
a union specifically  o f  em ployees o f  the information center. A good example o f  the 
vagueness to which excessive compounding leads.
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Part A  consists o f C (endangered w ildlife) and D (conservation), and the
relation between the two members C and D is genitival ('conservation 
o f . . . ’).

_  E  F
Part C: endangered I w ildlife
Part C consists o f E (endangered) and F (wildlife). Since E is a participial 

adjective qualifying F (w ildlife), Part C is a karmadharaya.

Part F: w ildG I life11
The last imboxed compound F consists o f the adjective 'wild' (G) and life'

(H) which forms a karmadharaya (in fact, it is one of the examples o f a 
karmadharaya given in the previous lesson!)

II. Sanskrit Compounds

1. c m :)C >a N c

'(kings) having earrings QTOvQ having polished gems'

Analysis:
_______ r^_A t _______  B

c , >o

The first bisection has to come between M*j*<-*i r*i Chaving polished gems’) 
and ('earrings'). The whole compound is a bahuvrihi
describing the kings (HHT:). It can be taken as an axiom that whenever 
a compound ends in a noun (here and is used as an adjective, as
yHfcdHp,let>u'^T: is here, then the compound must be a bahuvrihi.

c , «

Part A: Since WTends in a noun, but is adjectival to it must,
according to the principle just stated, be a bahuvrihi. mW  (polished’) 
is a past passive participle from (*TTfsf) ’rub thoroughly,
polish’, so that is a bahuvrihi derived from a karmadharaya
(adjective + noun), just as is the whole compound.

2. (T R W T :)
'(royal officials) gone forth for (the sake of) searching for the golden cord 

Analysis:
ISWT:e\ «  6
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The primary division has to be made between and^rTT:. Since
A expresses the purpose of B, the compound is a dative tatpurusa 
('gone forth for the purpose of. .

Part A must be bisected between and 3P£ETC0T,6 as (’cord of
gold') forms a unit by itself. Since 'searching after, tracking
down' (literally 'going after’) takes a genitive of what is looked for, 
part A is a genitive tatpurusa.

„  _  D  EPart C: | r̂=T
c\

This is a genitive tatpurusa ('cord o f .. .'). et>*ieb is technically equivalent in 
value to a 'genitive of material'.

3. c. -
'a cobra abiding in the hollow of a tree'

Analysis:
I ^ W T ;Br c

Part B literally 'black serpent' (a karmadharaya, consisting of the
adjective and the noun ^pf), forms a unitary conception, a specific 
serpent, the cobra, which is qualified by what precedes. The whole 
compound is, then, a karmadharaya ('a cobra abiding in . . .'). •

Part A: d<?ebl<i<MR^d7 has to be divided between (Tiollow of a
tree') and ('abiding', past passive participle of 3RW^TT
(fd^RO 'abide'; though past and passive in form it-na has present 
active meaning. The relation between (C) and (D) is
locative, hence Part A is a locative tatpurusa.

E _rs___F
Part C: I
The relationship between E and F is genitive, hence, C is a genitive tatpumsa 

(Tiollow of . . .').

6By rule o f  sandhi the -a o f forms a long vowel by coalescing with the a- o f

7As in the previous example, there is a contraction o f two a's here: the final o f  and 
the initial o f



’a potmaker's shed full of vessels’
Analysis:

Since forms a unit (’the shed of a potmaker'), the bisection
has to be made after *TT^W (’foil of vessels'). The whole compound, 
then, is a karmadharaya. ’

Part A: *Tn^C I
This may be taken as an instrumental or genitive tatpumsa because, if not

compounded, ('full') is constmed with a genitive or instrumental 
(’full of . . or 'full with . .

Part B: ^p-<HcM<E I I HI F
This is a simple genitive tatpumsa ('shed of a ...').

G ____ HPart E: W m  I
■o

This is also a genitive tatpumsa, consisting of ('pot') and ('a 
maker').
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4 .

The Training of Four Wayward Princes

3fK ^r ’ I'S T d lT  I ^ ̂| o N >D O
•TFT d <H fd< l^fld2 I d^T^Hd^i 'dcd K :4 TTT 

3FFPT I ^RFTd'TTTSf^rhFRTmt^rT dd-: d

XTcf7xt̂ -^ oj^^c^T; T T 5T dT8 d<3$ldd srPr I
l^ fa f^ d W J T  I ’ r f f  

Ri^FT <̂si y fa 31 Pd dd I $fa I dd ch K uH Phffad'Hdl
^d^FT9°l I
dWT ^FTT^t ^rRFRrRTT10“dT5C3Tl S^xT I Hp-sdl: I
TRTq^lT: 9 | I i^<. i : I H t d ^ l f a  * T ^ ffc M l^ P d  d 'H ^ P a  I
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^ r f ^ r  i f ^ r ^ n <+> m

w r f ^ r  i ^  \ w r  ^ t ^t: ^ r r ^ i l d

^ T T  Ĉ q TO T 3TFT T p ^ iT ^ a W R N W r  W F T  I f% u
37W ^ n T n ^ ^ f s ^ ? M ru^dl
’EHT̂ f: I ^ 3 F d T  qTp^R d +dq) Id91 l-H +) f t <1
^i^FTfw^r: w n r r  ̂ tpt qqlq 3r f w g -  w i « f e

C C ‘N

3T«P TTW  I qq I 3Tf # R I T W # r ^
q ^ T u rr^ r^ q r^ f  yr^f: i qq q^qq «RqT *r
qq^di^xid qyfudq qqqq i ^ w t ^rtr" i w t s F r

^  '  N ■ O N

y ' H d j j l ^ ’juidqPqqiqi qqiqi HiKqiO^fq I T R W ts ft ' 
■H^n^: yRi ft>6 d I qqqqqq^fq i 5id d°tcq 1 qq qy Iqq 1 yq kj^  fN c  ^ C. ^ 'O *\
q ^ r i q ^ m q m y q i q  yfudqm yylyqi:  1 qfqqqq 
fq ^R n fq ^TTp R ^q  qq F R t w  1 w  i ^ m w i : 
*i*q>Kl q Mqmq<rM q*qrq q  spqqr qqfq q«rT qrfq-: 
q  h K'wr t^ c m q" I ̂ <y>q 1 y ̂  1 dyfq<*ii f tqfqq-^fq  qfq 1 qqq 
qq q^mpu^dq R^dmq^i^i fqfquT: qqT: q «f r  .
sqRjqqqrrwrq^q: qrfqm": 1 'O

(Adapted from the Introduction to the Hitopadesa).

Notes

1. 4l<iRiH3*ii+iOT is an adjective qualifying T̂mvT. Since it is obviously a 
compound and ends in a noun, what sort of compound is it? 2

2. 3TT9W ’was’, imperfect third person singular of V3R( (^Rd) ’be’, a verb 
of class II, the root class, in which the personal endings are attached directly 
to the root, hence 3RI + fd\ The imperfect ought to be simply 3fR[ in both the 
second and third persons: augment 31- + 3R( -  ^ id + (second person) and 
3TRT + ̂  (third person), both these yielding simply 3fR( because of a rule that 
permits a Sanskrit word to end in only one consonant, thus requiring that the
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^  and ^ be dropped. This form 3TR£ occurs in the Rgveda, but because o f the 
ambiguity of STT̂ , which can be either second or third person, the endings 

and of the aorist tense came to be added to *1HH, yielding 3TRf)^f and 
3Tra^; respectively, which are distinctly second and third person.

3. dT̂ T *lMd ̂  This is a predicate genitive of possession: literally, 'Of that 
king there were four sons', that is, 'That king had four sons'. Strictly 
speaking, Sanskrit lacks a verb meaning have’ in the sense o f 'possess', so 
that the concept of possession is expressed by saying either 'of so-and-so 
there is such-and-such' or 'to (dative) so-and-so there is such-and-such'.

4. ’dc'tK: Nominative masculine plural of the cardinal numeral 'four*. The
declensions of the cardinal numerals from one to ten are quite irregular, as 
may be seen in the declension of 'four', which has two stems, and
"dd <. In the masculine it runs thus:

Nom. •dc'tK: (as here)
Acc. ^dT:
Instr. WdRf:va

Dat./Abl. Rd^f:
______

Gen.
_ ___ rLoc. 'ddq

The feminine is basically formed from the stem "^dd, thus:
Nom./Acc. "ddd: (here -r becomes -r before the vowel o f the ending) 
Instr. -dd^Rr:
Dat./Abl.
Gen. •ddd^i r̂ '
Loc. *4ddbld o

5. This is a bahuvrihi whose part A is a past passive 
participle o f 3Tf^r-V^PT C u^ld) made negative with the prefix 3P T - ( 3 f -  before 
consonants).8 Both this compound and the following C3'RHNx14:) are 
predicate adjectives to d"̂ TT:, 'were' (sp i^ p  being understood: 'Since those

8English also has the same negative prefix a- (before consonants) and an- (before vow els) 
which is borrowed from Greek, although its use has been widely extended to words o f  
non-Greek origin; thus, pathetic: apathetic, organic: non-organic; but moral: amoral, 
which is o f Latin origin. ’
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sons were . . . .  That both components are bahuvrihis is externally apparent 
from the fact that they end in a noun (STT̂ T and «[Ri). Another external clue 
that the compound *1*1 is a bahuvrfhi is that if it were a
karmadharaya, we should have ftl since 7TTW is neuter. So we
may formulate a rule that, when a tatpurusa or a karmadharaya is used as a 
bahuvrihi, the original gender of the noun with which it ends must, if 
necessary, be made to conform to the gender of the noun the bahuvrihi 
qualifies. Apart from the bahuvrihi at hand, this alteration of gender can be 
clearly illustrated by the compound 'having much fruit', which ends in
the neuter noun W . If we wish to speak of a 'country that has much fruit' 
using the masculine for country', then we must say 9̂T:; similarly
a 'grove having much fruit’ would be I where is given the
fem inine ending -3TT. So it may be said that whenever a compound ends in a 
noun whose gender has been altered, the compound must be a bahuvrihi.

6. A so-called appositional bahuvrihi, that is, a bahuvrihi that is 
based on an appositional karmadharaya, a karmadharaya consisting of two 
nouns, the first (A) being the narrower concept. Here, then, literally 'having 
wrong ways as their conduct', ill-behaved. ^ T P f means an 'away path' or an 
'off path', the prefix ^  (changed to by sandhi) implying what is deviant 
or 'off the straight and narrow'. It is really a karmadharaya in which the 
prefix, though in form an adverb ('out, away, o ff) is used as a quasi
adjective to qualify *TPf. In English there are a few compounds in which the 
adverb 'o ff is used in this way, thus 'offwhite' (not tmly white), 'offchance' 
(a slight chance, not a real chance).

7. Sanskrit has innumerable words for 'king'. For the most part they are
genitive tatpurusas meaning literally 'lord of men’ (̂ i<HW, ^T^T), 'lord of 
the earth’ OJTfd", 'men-protecting' FJT), 'protector o f the earth'
(Hfq^lMM) and so on. If one knows the commonest words occurring in these 
compounds o f fairly stereotyped meaning -  ^  ^  (man), *T, JR t (or *rftr),

HfMY (earth), -<T (protecting), W  (protector) and <1%, (lord) -  
there is no need to use the vocabulary or dictionary. 8

8. In Sanskrit, if one wishes to say 'So-and-so is better than so-and- 
so', there is a frequently used idiom consisting of the neuter o f the adjective

'most excellent, best' as predicate to the thing that is better (than
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something else) followed by ^  and the thing that is inferior: 'So-and-so (is) 
most excellent (^T) and not (*T̂ T) so-and-so'. So here: 'Just one son 
provided with good qualities (is) most excellent and not even a hundred 
fools’, or freely 'Just one virtuous son is better than even a hundred fools'.

9. *r»dc*q*i 'must be done by me' or actively 'I must do'. is the so-
called 'gerundive' (not to be confused with 'gerund'!) or future passive 
participle o f V̂ r («t>ORi) 'do'. It is always difficult to explain this 
grammatical form, principally because English does hot have a future passive 
participle, and literal translations made with 'to', such as 'to be done, about to 
be done', are misleading because they involve an infinitive. Perhaps the 
awkward locution made with 'going', participle o f 'go', in the sense o f a 
future action, may give some sense of the literal meaning: 'going to be done', 
that is, to be done in the future. The future passive participles or gerundives 
may be used simply to refer to an action that will occur, as, for exam ple, in 
the fable where the crow tells his w ife that a certain cobra that has been 
ravaging their nest will be seen and killed (£*S®TT ĉ ih by the
king's m en in their search for the prince's lost gold chain. However, for the 
most part, the gerundive is used to express what needs to be done by 
someone; it is the regular means o f expressing 'necessity or duty’ in Sanskrit. 
Thus, means 'Something must be done by me' or 'I must
or have to do som ething’; *FTT 'I must go', here the gerundive is used
im personally.

10. The combination o f a noun (or pronoun) in the locative with a participle 
should generally be taken as a possible absolute construction. Here, then, 
’When that assem blage had come together, the king . . . ' .

11. i% here serves as a question-marker, as often when it begins a sentence.

12. 'O king!' or 'Your Majesty!' The word ^  means not only 'god', but 
frequently *king’, as a king was looked upon as a veritable god on earth.
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Vocabulary

n. Pataliputra, the name of an ancient city of India, capital o f the 
Kingdom of Magadha. It is situated on the confluence of the Sona and 
Gariga (Ganges) rivers and corresponds to Palfbothra o f Ptolemy. It is 
now called Patna.

TT̂ T, f. the river Ganges, also frequently called I 4?i (Bhaglrathi),
because, according to legend, it was brought from heaven to earth by 
the extreme asceticism of Bhagiratha in order to purify the ashes of his 
ancestors. In its descent from heaven it was supported by the great god 
Siva who is, in consequence, often called by the epithet 4lfjiy < bearer 
o f the Ganges’. Note that the well-known Indian scholar Bal 
Gangadhar Tilak has this as his middle name.

'TPTtNr, n. name, designation.
tt’M'Kt, ppp. o f (qH Pki , class v n ) , ’join together, unite’. Often used at

the end of an instrumental tatpumsa in the sense of ’provided with, 
possessed o f.
m. Sudarsana, name of a king of Pataliputra. [Literally ’handsome’, 

applied to the god Siva among very numerous other epithets, and 
probably it is in its use as a name of Siva that it is commonly also 
employed as a man’s name. In this connection it has to be borne in 
mind that Indian boys are frequently given divine names.]

*11H, as adv. by name.
3TftT-V*PT class I),. go up to, approach; ppp . ^ ffehld, negatived by

prefixing 3PT-, thus: ’unapproached'.
"9TR5T, n. literally ’an instrument of teaching’, (derived from ’teach’), a

manual of instruction, a book or treatise of any kind. 
m. a by-way, a wrong or evil way.

q Ri, f. way o f behaving, conduct.
f. earth [literally 'the mighty one’, f. of the adj. ^  'mighty'].

ppp. (Pt^^t, class VI, 'start, be agitated').
n. thought; mind.

- a v̂ - again again.
m. a fool. .

cv

n. a hundred.
srPr, adv. also, even; often concessively after adj., though. 

m.. moon.
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3T^U^nX, m. or n. darkness.
(^PxT, class II), strike, strike down, kill, destroy. 

dRT, f. star.
*Ff» m. crowd, host, group, troop, 

m. quality; good quality, virtue.
^ T , ppp. ( ^ ihki, class II, ’sleep’), asleep, sleeping.

m. lion .
n. mouth.

^nrr, f. assem bly, assemblage. 
adv. im m ediately.

F̂TkcT, ppp. o f the causative o f  ('nORi, class VIII, 'do make’), literally, 
’caused to be made’. 
vocative adv. O! Oh!

5ThT % conj. moreover [literally ’and another (thing)’].
3TvT9", adj. lazy, indolent.

adv. only. 
cZRHT, n. v ice.
Pi si I , f. sleep.

m. quarreling, contention, strife. 
m. tim e.

VtpI class I), go; caus. ’causes to go’, {of time) passes.
^Tr3\ m. glass.
T̂TSHT, n. gold, 
iflij, m. contact, connection. 

f. lustre, gleam, 
m. contact.

ppp. S P T - 3 T ( V p r ,  class II, ’go along or after, accompany’), 
accompanied by, endowed with, possessed of.

3FTT, f. a hall for public assembly; an assembly or meeting.
sP -sd , m. a learned man, scholar.
pFIT, f. know ledge. . .
^ti%, f. conduct, right and proper behavior; political and social ethics.

(fe w fo  class VI), point out, teach, instruct {infinitive 
tPFp, adj. capable, able (+ inf.).
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ad1' Sreat> as first member of a karmadharaya compound, not used 
separately.
n. interim, juncture.

,ad j. all.
adj. skilled in (+ loc.).

3T f o - ^  (°i ̂  id , class I), say to, salute; caus. ^ R-h  K'M id, salutes [without 
caus. meaning].

Rl, m. the open hands, hollowed and joined in reverent salutation. 
m. a period of six months, half a year.

3Tv<PdT, n. interval, space.
'3TT^T, m. instruction.

n. a rebirth [a neuter «-stem, nom.-acc. 
ppp. (<^hRi, class IV, ’be satisfied or pleased’), pleased,
content, happy.

^Tc, m. a worm or caterpillar.
T̂̂ 7, m. a sticking to, attachment.

fir T:, n. head [an 5-stem, nom.-acc. f?TC:].
3TT-V^ (O^Rl, class I), rise up to, mount, ascend. 
hi®iiuI, m. a stone.

, adj. great.
y Id R id , ppp. (Ri^ R i, class I, ’stand, be established’), established,

set up.
n. state or condition of being a god, godhead.

, m . Visnusarman, name of a great sage. [The final disappears 
as prior member of a cpd. The name may mean Tiaving Visnu as his 
protection’ (an appositional bahuvrihi) or ’Visnu’s delight’ (a genitive 
tatpurusa), depending on the meaning given to W*vT.] 

delivered, entrusted, ppp. of ^T W kT, causative of (*^u>id,
class VI), delivers, entrusts.

< * T i , ppp . o f (efiO id, class VIII), (having been) made clear,
explained.

WT5PT, n. vessel, receptacle, pot.
adj. new, fresh; unbaked (of a clay pot).
T (vPrRr, class I, ’adhere, stick to’); ppp. 'd**1 attached to (as of a design to 

a pot prior to baking).
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yWTC, m. an impression (as o f a design applied to an unbaked clay pot or of 
an impression made on the mind in the past, especially in a prior 
rebirth).

n. cooking, baking (of a raw clay pot to render it hard and permanent), 
l<̂ , postp. with gen., behind, after, 

i, adv. otherwise; with V*T become otherwise, become altered. 
m. a child, a boy. 
adj. captivating, charming.

W .  f. a story, fable.
n. form, shape.

f. standing; permanent condition.
talk, tell, narrate [a so-called 'denominative' verb formed 

from the interrogative adv. 'how', hence, literally 'do the how',
i.e., ’tell how ’ etc.]; ppp. ehftd , told, narrated.

Translate into Sanskrit:

W hen the rainy season starts in India, the sky is filled with dark clouds. 
As soon as they see1 these clouds, the catakas fly up and cling to them.2 For3 
these birds subsist on the raindrops,4 so say the people. At this same time5 
the hamsas fly  up together to Lake Manasa (which is) situated-on-Mt. 
Kailasa.6 When the rain ceases, a rainbow usually appears in the sky. It is 
thought by som e people in India that rainbows are due to the effulgence o f the 
crest jew els o f serpents abiding-in-anthills.7 After the rains have ceased,8 
flow ers of-various-colors9 thrive everywhere in the mountains and in the 
fields.

Notes

1. ’A s soon as they see': The idea o f 'as soon as’ may be expressed by putting 
the particle after the gerund.

2. 'cling to them ’: The verb like all words meaning 'cling to’ or
'stick to' is construed with the locative.

3. U se the co-ordinating causal conjunction %  but remember it is an
enclitic.
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4. ‘these birds subsist on the raindrops': Since these words are what people 
sayy the particle Wfd" must be added at the end o f the quotation. Its sense is 
here represented by the English 'so', but even if this were omitted, 5% would 
have to be expressed.

5. ‘At this same time': The sense of 'same' should be conveyed by placing the 
all-important emphatic particle Ref after the demonstrative, thus: d

(or *T*PT).

6. 'situated-on-Mt. Kailasa': to be expressed by a locative tatpurusa ending
in -FT 'standing, i.e., situated, thus: (of course, in case-
agreement with the Sanskrit for ‘Lake Manasa'). Omit the words 'which is' 
in parentheses.

7. ‘rainbows are . . . anthills': Here again the particle Sid must be appended 
to indicate that these words are quoted; 'abiding-in-anthills' is to be expressed 
as a locative tatpurusa, as the similar expression discussed under note 6.

8. 'After the rains have ceased': Express this temporal clause by a locative 
absolute. 9

9. 'of-various-colors': Render by a bahuvrihi adjective.



L E SSO N  FO U R T E E N

The Relative Pronoun and Related Words.
A  Little More Sandhi.

There is an important pronoun, called the 'relative pronoun', which 
begins with the syllable T- (va-) and is declined throughout exactly like
except for the substitution o f T- for *T- (or ■ST-). So, *T:, TT, TERT, T̂FTT̂ ,

instead o f  ̂ T:, dT. dTR\ d<rHld, dfe+H and likew ise throughout the 
declension. This pronoun, referred to as corresponds to English 'who, 
whom , which', 1 not, however, as employed in questions, but as introducing a 
clause that refers to a foregoing noun, which is, therefore, called the 
'antecedent* and which it characterizes or particularizes. For exam ple, 'The 
palace, in which this king lives , is situated on the bank of the river.' In this 
sentence the clause 'in which the king lives', qualifies 'palace', the preceding 
noun or antecedent, just as any adjective qualifies a noun. This may become 
clearer if  w e put the w hole relative clause before the antecedent, like an 
adjective: T he in-which-this-king-lives palace is situated on the bank of the 
river’. N ote that the relative clause in our example stands between the 
antecedent 'palace' and the predicate 'is situated' (T he palace, in which this 
king lives, is  situated on the bank o f the river.'). This English order 
(antecedent +  relative clause +  main verb or predicate) is not allowed in 
Sanskrit. The relative clause in Sanskrit must precede the main statement or 
predicate and, to continue the issue still further, the antedcedent usually 
directly fo llow s the relative pronoun (and is therefore no longer 
anteccde.nl) or, as the grammarians prefer to say, it is 'incorporated' into the 
relative clause. If, then, w e put this example into the Sanskrit order o f things, 
w e m ust say T h e in w hich this king fives palace, that is situated’ etc. Another 
point to be observed is that the 'incorporated antecedent’ is picked up by a 
dem onstrative (usually the appropriate form o f dT) at the very beginning o f 
the main statem ent ('that is situated on the bank o f the river'). O f course, it 
goes w ithout having to be said that both the relative pronoun and the referent 
dem onstrative (called  the 'correlative') m ust agree in gender and number 
w ith the antecedent N ow  let us be daring enough to put this clum sily worded 
English equivalent into Sanskrit: TfTTT vtmK sfTdT: w fd^T : *isu:
d iT f e w  12 A lthough the beginning student may not yet be w holly

 ̂Also to English 'that', which is often used in place of the other relatives, as in The man 
that I see.'

2 Note that in illustrations it is usual to omit sandhi.
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convinced o f the sense and perfect logic o f this alien sequence of words, the 
fact is that putting the relative clause in first position is based on the same 
logic as putting an adjective before the noun that it qualifies. To put it another 
way, the basic sentence, from the Sanskrit point of view, is "That is situated 
on the bank of the river' and the 'That' is defined or amplified by the 
preceding words 'In which this king lives'.

Surely another example might conduce to greater clarity, and on this 
occasion let us start with the unidiomatic, pedagogical format: 'The which 
flow er you see in the girl's hand, that is really beautiful'. So, M i:

Now that the enigma of relative clauses and their correlatives has been 
resolved, let us turn to a particular use of the relative construction which is 
common in Sanskrit commentarial literature where it is employed in the 
analysis of bahuvrihi compounds. First, a bahuvrihi is simply a tatpurusa or 
karmadharaya applied to someone (or something) outside the compound that 
possesses what is expressed by the elements of the compound. Thus, if the 
karmadharaya r*i which means 'beautiful flowers', is applied to
som eone as an attribute of that person, as in 'a beautiful-
flowered girl' (or 'a girl possessing beautiful flowers'), then the 
karmadharaya becomes transformed into a bahuvrihi. In analyzing this 
compound, an Indian commentator would say: iui i: ’ETT

i literally 'that girl, o f whom (there are) beautiful flowers'. In thus 
analyzing a bahuvrihi in the form of a relative clause, there is no scope for 
the inverted word order discussed earlier. The analysis requires only the 
formulation o f a relative clause expressing in syntactic form the content o f 
the compound, without any predication about the person to whom the 
bahuvrihi refers. No verb is needed, as the first part of the bahuvrihi 
in our example), which is always predicative to the last, is connected to it in 
the analysis by the verb 'is/are' M/?expressed. W e may take another example, 
formed with a past passive participle in part A: cTFRT: 'An ascetic
bv whom (or 'whose') sense-organs have been controlled'. This may be 
analyzed in either o f two ways: tTMcTTH TFrmTTT *FT (or ^ )E T : 3TTCT: 
Whether or W T is used depends on how the meaning o f the compound is 
viewed: if one wishes to stress the agency of the ascetic in controlling his 
sense organs, then the instrumental should be used; if, on the other hand, 
it is felt merely as a statement that the ascetic's sense organs are in a 
controlled condition without regard to the agency o f the condition, then the 
genitive suffices.
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Besides the relative pronoun there are a few other relative words 
that can fittingly be taken up here. The relative adverb dd is formed from 
*T-, the root o f the relative d^, to which is added the adverbial suffix -d 
which denotes the locative relation. So, dd  may be etymologically rendered 
m w h ^ h  (place)' or 'to which (place)', as in dd ddqfa dd dTW:

^  ,Where which P^ce) you see the banyan tree, there an ascetic is 
seated’. The correlative, as may be seen, is dd or a phrase with a 
demonstrative serving as its equivalent. Needless to say, dd 'there'
(etym ologically 'in or to that place’) is formed from the root o f d^ exactly as 
dd  from that o f d^.

when is similarly formed from d- with the suffix -dT which 
denotes time; so ddT etym ologically means ’at which time, on which 
occasion , hence, when'. The correlative is, as is to be expected, ddT ’at that 
tim e, then'. To express repeated action or indefinite time ddT is repeated and 
usually also ddT, thus ddT ddT ... ddT ddT 'whenever ... then’. Thus, ddT 
Trfd: ddT dTd: dftd̂ T: ddfd  'When the night approaches, the breeze
becom es cool'; ddT ddT 3TTd: dTdT^Fd ddT ddT ddf%  'Whenever
the enem ies attack on horseback, they are victorious'. There is also the 
conditional adverb d id  'if, the correlative of which is also ddT or dfif; thus, 
d fd  3TTdTf% ddT (or df^) 'If you practice
dharma alone, (then) you w ill be content at heart'. Finally, there is the 
adverb dd*T, literally 'from which' (from the root d- and the adverbial suffix 
-d^Q, m ostly used in a causal sense ('because, since, as’), to which the 
correlative dcR£ answers. Examples o f this usage have occured in the
foregoing reading selection. -

In our preliminary discussion on sandhi, mention was made of the ’law 
o f regressive assim ilation'. For our next installment of sandhi rules we must 
revert to this all-im portant law , which pervades the entire area o f Indo- 
European philology and governs so many o f the consonant changes that recur
at word junctures as w ell as within words. . . ,

Put in the sim plest terms, the law o f regressive assimilation states that 
the second  o f  two consonants causes a prior consonant to become hke itself, 
in other words, that its influence works backwards (regressively!) to affect 
the previous consonant, causing it to become voiced or voiceless wen 
identical to itself. This is in reality much simpler than it sounds. Thus, m the 
com bination MW+tT the operation o f this law causes the o „ 0
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replaced by because the following T- is voiceless; and similarly hxji h . 
On the other hand, we would write because 3T- is voiced, requiring
the prior consonant to be voiced. In brief, then, if the following sound is a 
voiced consonant or a vowel (all vowels are voiced!), then the preceding 
consonant must be voiced. Conversely, if  the following sound is a voiceless 
consonant, the previous consonant must be voiceless. These changes are 
called partial assimilation, but in certain instances full assimilation takes 
place, as when ^  becomes ^RPT. Before "T- or -TE? a final or ^  is 
changed to % as in ^  and WTT.

The A scetic and the T iger  

K ^ 1 ^ d  d IHtTl ^ddd I
■N N  > 0  ^  CN

'dHI'didd I 'T lT d T td '^ T c d 'K d l ddlH<rdill+Hld a iW R■N "O N
f w f  3ter^  i ^  d r w n r  w r ^ r f ^ R T*\ c.
<r^TVM I ^  3TT^R9" OT" 1TRW ^ET: *fT *TTW T
m 3i i»fiq iR d : i
SR^rFFd" 1 3 T ^ t  s r f ^ r 3 d" dTTd": STETRj^T I

O O O C

dH r-H ^T^^rdTdTrpJTd  d ^ d ld  sidc-Tldd W :  I
 ̂ _ ♦ ♦ . 

« l ® « d T W d ' x i d I  Iy  W S IW R IN  ̂ Cm N Cmwi I 3 T T ^ -W T S T E i^ ^ ^ rT T ^ f^ q r
• •Ca ~n C~\ S f-v .

era-: ^ r^ rr  o t  ^  w  r i t r  ddTR K SR r ^ r n w r  ^ r f ^ :
I dl si d h'K'I M 6 d’SrRd"3TEltdId ^r’TKKWr

3i led Id ^  ^Kt-d-irM8 dRdT M ufi!IWr 3RT: ^TdT^d I
d < d - d <  o A l i y l '  44| i ( | ^ j j  d ^ T d ^ l l ' ^ W S R I ^ e d& r C.  ̂ C ^ 'O ^
5 H « t E l l d d  I 3\<T J V 4 ^ q - q ^ R d " y I f a c d I  d Y  wmdd M ' d y n I d d  d R T :'x ^ C.  ̂ *\_̂  ^  C.

^ r r f e  3 R w r i  s f i r s ^  i ^  ^  d d r  ■ f ^ r r f ^ n■ S C O
fd< rdd lP dd  3 ^ : ‘9 T ^ d R d T ¥ ° d iy t f  d^d rdddT d"5 rf|T dcdT

C m  N  N  \  A

S R d d - dd~ y  i d  9 d  c R T S ^ F i r T F t a i H s t d d  I
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Notes

1. 'in a southern (<;fciui) forest', that is a forest in the Deccan, the 
part o f India south o f the Vindhya mountains. Incidentally, 'Deccan' is an 
Anglo-Indian word from the vernacular descendant o f Prakrit

2. Flowers, roots and fruits are the traditional food o f ascetics living in the 
forests.

3. When a sentence is constructed with the past passive participle, as here
with a gerund normally qualifies the instrumental (ctiiMul), the logical 
subject. However, the gerund here qualifies the grammatical subject,
as is clear from the sense: The ascetic, having entered the forest, [was] seen 
by the tiger'.

_____  _. ^
4. T m  ̂  'All this (world) is illusion', the standard doctrine of the 
Advaita Vedanta system, which regards only Brahman (the Absolute) as 
reality. The phenomena of ordinary existence have, to be sure, a lower 
reality, like the visions seen in a dream, which vanish upon awaking. TT 
'All this' is the general expression used for the 'world', and is ubiquitous in 
Sanskrit texts, going back to the Rgveda. Sometimes is omitted, and ̂  
alone is used, as in Manavadharmasastra 1.5:

'This (world) was dark, unknown, devoid of characteristic, imponderable, 
unknowable, as though sunk in sleep everywhere'.

5. Darsana  is the standard term for any one of the great systems 
o f philosophical thought in India. It means literally a 'seeing, view, doctrine', 
being a noun derived from VfST 'see' in its guna-form and the suffix 
which denotes an action or process such as is denoted by the English -ing. 6

6. Between the members of a compound, the general rules o f
external sandhi apply, so that the -3RI of TIT here becomes -3ft, as at word- 
junctures outside a compound before a voiced consonant. The bisection of 
this compound should be made between and ’by the power (which 
was) gained by severe austerity (3 W )’. distOHm®*! is an adjective modifying 

so the compound as a whole is a karmadharaya. The next bisection is to
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be made between #T5RvTT and which forms an instrumental tatpurusa
'gained by (means of) severe austerity'. Finally, dlflanl is a karmadharaya 
(adjective and noun).

means burning, heat’ etymologically, but even from Rgvedic 
times it was, apart from its literal sense, applied to the heat generated by 
extremely deep thought or concentration. This internal heat or d W  was 
viewed as similar to the heat of the sacrificial fire and so capable o f inducing 
the same results through its effect on the operations of the cosmos.
___ ______  •
7. 'An illusion-deer', i.e., a deer which is only an illusion, hence, an
appositional karmadharaya, consisting of two nouns, o f which the first 
0TPT0 defines the second; cf. English 'houseboat' (a boat which is a house). 
Indian ascetics are often said to gain immense powers from their prolonged 
austerities and bodily mortification, sometimes causing even the gods to fear 
being unseated or rendered impotent. On these occasions the frightened gods 
arrange to send a voluptuous maiden to the forest, who by means o f her 
charms and fascinating beauty may deflect an ascetic from continuing to 
practice his austerities. Since these maidens are generally dispatched by 
Indra, the chief of the gods, the term v& ’UMi 'Indra’s missile' is applied to 
them.

8. 'having an unseen form'; this adjective is used proleptically, i.e.,
its sense is not a general attribute of sfiTmFT, but its effect must be reserved 
until after the action of i has taken place.Thus, 'having made himself 
having an unseen form’, i.e., having made himself invisible'. The effect o f  

is to underline ^ K*n«i, as it were, to emphasize the contrast between the 
appearance of the illusion-deer and the ascetic's sudden disappearance from 
the scene.

Vocabulary

W , n. a root.CN

'3tT- Ofi ki, class I), live on (+ instr.)
___ • ___ •

 ̂i < adv. phrase, sometimes.
^ T hFT, adj. neighboring, nearby, [a loc. tatpurusa compound 'standing or 

situated in the vicinity', VPTT 'stand' here being used in the value o f a 
present participle]
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1ySTT, f. alms; with  OdT̂ T, class I), go a-begging, ask for alms. 
*TTaR \ n. food.

p p p . V^T (^ 1% , class n i) , given.
311- receive [The prefixed adverb 311- often reverses the meaning c 

verb, especially verbs of motion, as 3TT- come, but T go] 
3n^R, m. food.
vI^T, p p p . 'n/̂ HT class I), received, gotten.
3Tf^nT, adj. last.

m. a villlage.
, m. edge, outskirts.

3Tr- (HdRi, class D, bring [On reversive use of 3TT-, v. note on 3fT-  ̂
^ T fer , ppp . V̂ TT̂  (<s<k Ri, class I), eaten. 
y'Rf-STT- v/̂ PT (d ^ R l, class I), come back, return.
2TOT, f. hunger.
3TFpr, adj. agitated.
°d iy , m. a tiger. 
fiPFT, m. an instant.
«n«i<, m. a monkey.
eRhi l^ r , m. a hubbub, confused noise.

adv. upwards, up.
■?TTWT, f. a branch (o f a  tree).
*PT, n. fear.
Wrtk, m. beginning; I <V (loc .) at first.
3f^vT, adj. unmoving, immobile.

(CTtRt, class I), remember.
#sT, adj. severe, intense.
cPT ,̂ n. heat; fire; asceticism, mortification, austerity.
«^T, n. strength, power.
3nTRTR[, postp . w ith gen., under. _____
V3PT (arrat, class IV), be bom; causative causes to be bom, prt

creates. „ . ^
s n c ^ ,  m. the breath; the spirit, soul; oneself (as a refle^ive Pronoun c

persons and numbers); [n-stem, acc. sing. 3,lc*,M *tJ '
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3T^^, adj. unseen [ppp. 'see' with negative prefix 3f~; cf. 3T^T 'not 
moving']

^T, n. form.
■91̂ : adv. slowly.

(1V|MRi, class I), jump down; gerund 
^*1' (y h Ri, class I), mn after.
3bJ_ ^  (s^Rf, class I), mn after.
'5HTR', m. power.

adv. immediately.
m. astonishment, 

fd, n. disappearance. 
adv. loud, clear.

Translate into Sanskrit:

A certain ascetic who lived in a leaf-hut in the southern forest, having 
returned there one day after begging for alms in the neighboring villages, 
was seen by a tiger agitated by hunger. At first the ascetic did not see him, 
but when som e monkeys made a hubbub, he looked up and saw the tiger on a 
branch o f  a tree. As soon as he saw the tiger, he produced an illusion-deer 
near the tree by means o f the power he had attained through long and severe 
austerities. Upon seeing the deer, the tiger ran after it. Having returned to 
his leaf-hut, the ascetic thought: 'The illusion-deer that I produced w ill soon 
disappear, and therefore it is certain that the tiger w ill die due to extreme 
hunger'. Upon thinking thus, the ascetic’s heart was filled with great 
rem orse.*

* The words 'the ascetic's heart was filled with great remorse’ should be 
expressed by means o f a bahuvrihi compound in predicate relation to was 
(3fRW ), literally thus, was having-[his]-heart-filled-with-great-remorse'.



LESSON FIFTEEN

The Optative Mood. Vowel Sandhi.

I. The Optative M ood .
Thus far in our study of the Sanskrit verb we have had two tenses 

(present and imperfect), in both the active and middle voice. All these forms 
are made by attaching certain endings to the verb stem, which, we will recall, 
is made in the so-called thematic classes by adding the vowel -a (the 'thematic 
vowel') to the root. In class I the vowel of the root is replaced by its guna 
equivalent, in class IV the suffix -ya is added, in class VI no change is made 
and, finally, in class X the suffix -aya is added to the root which is generally 
modified by guna or vpldhi substitution. In this way, we arrive at the stems 
bhav-ay div-yay tud-a and cor-aya from the roots Vbhu, ^divy yItud and Vcur 
respectively.

The present and imperfect, both active and middle, are used when a 
statement of fact is made. These verb forms are said to be in the 'indicative' 
mood. This term 'indicative' is also applied to the ordinary present and past 
tenses in English. But when we have to express an action that is contingent 
upon the occurrence of something else, or that may be or might be the case, 
but is not actually occurring or did not do so in the past, then we have to use 
helping verbs like may/might, can/could, would/should. These auxiliary 
verbs impart various shades of unreality or improbability to a verbal idea. 
There is, then, a big difference between saying 'It is raining' and 'It may or 
might or  could rain'. In the latter cases, the occurrence of the rain is not 
stated as a fact, but as a possibility or probability, with the implication that 
rain may take place, if certain conditions, not here expressed, are granted. In 
Sanskrit a special form of the verb is employed to impart this uncertainty or 
unreality to the meaning. It is called the 'optative' and is made by appending 
the mood sign -l to the stem; so, bhava-i, divya-iy tuda-i and coraya-L But in 
Sanskrit, two vowels (here -a and -1) cannot stand in juxtaposition, at least not 
without suffering the worse for it. So the -a and the -t fuse together into a 
new sound -e , yielding bhavey divyey tude and cor aye. These are stems, 
specifically optative stem s, and it must be remembered that a stem  is not yet a 
word: a stem becomes a word by the addition of endings, personal endings 
for verbs and case endings for nouns and adjectives. In order to make verb 
forms in the optative mood, therefore, we must add the personal endings to 
the optative stem formed as just explained. We have learned two sets of 
endings, primary and secondary, used respectively for the present and 
imperfect tenses. It is the secondary endings that are added to the optative 
stem . Just to refresh our memory, the secondary endings we learned for the
imperfect indicative are:

i
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Active Middle
1. -am -ma ze -mahi
2. -h -ta -thdh -dhvam
3. -t -an -ta -anta

The three endings underlined, however, are not employed in making the 
optative: -an is replaced by -uh (the visarga here represents original -r), -e by 
-a> and -anta by -ran. When an ending beginning with a vowel is added to the 
optative stem, a -y - is interposed, the reason for which will become apparent 
in a moment. Here, then, are the optative forms for the active and middle. 
Transliteration and hyphens are used in order to render more transparent the 
interposition of the -y- and the separation of stem and ending.

Active Middle
Class I
dbhu S .l. bhave-y-am bhave-y-a

2. bhave-h{-s) bhave-thah{-s)
3. bhave-t bhave-ta

P.l. bhave-ma bhave-mahi
2. bhave-ta bhave-dhvam
3. bhave-y-uh{-r) bhave-ran

Class IV
>\div S.l. dlvye-y-am divye-y-a

2. divye-h(-s) divye-thahirs)
3. dlvye-t divye-ta

P.l. divye-ma divye-mahi
2. divye-ta divye-dhvam
3. divye-y-uh(-r) divye-ran

Class VI
"nhud S .l. tude-y-am tude-y-a

2. tude-h{-s) tude-thah(-s)
3. tude-t tude-ta

P.l. tude-ma tude-mahi
2. tude-ta tude-dhvam
3. tude-y-uh(-r) tude-ran

Class X
Vcwr S .l. coraye-y-am coraye-y-a

2. coraye-h(-s) coraye-thah{-s)
3. coraye-t coraye-ta

P.l. coraye-ma coraye-mahi
2. coraye-ta coraye-dhvam
3. coraye-y-uh(-r) coraye-ran
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If the -y- were not interposed in the three forms bhave-y-am, bhave-y- 
iih and bhave-y-a (and so on identically with the other classes), they would 
have become respectively bhavay-am, bhavay-uh and bhavay-a through the 
operation of a rule o f internal sandhi. 1 But had this happened, the 
characteristic -e- (the optative-ness of the forms!) would have been virtually 
effaced. So, by the working of analogy or, as the German scholars call this 
sort o f change, 'the compulsion of the system' (Systemszwang), the -e- is 
extended to all the forms.

_ The optative in the parent Indo-European language was probably 
originally used to express a wish, and it is also employed in this way in 
Sanskrit; for example, *1 'May he come!' (i.e ., 'I wish that he would
come').1 2 Since this type of expression is non-factual, indeed sometimes is 
even improbable or unlikely, as in 'If only he would come!' it is easy to see 
how this particular verb form, unreal in its remotest beginning, came to be 
used also to express any sort o f event that is improbable or probable, but not 
actual. This optative, which ma^ be called an 'optative of contingency or 
probability', as in Mcq ̂  MNd 'In the rainy season it may rain every day',
i.e., there is a good possibility that it will do so, is extremely common, much 
more so than verb combinations with 'may/might, can/could', etc. in English. 
In fact, many optatives o f this kind are more idiomatically rendered in 
English by ordinary indicatives. Thus, f̂t% ^
tFT ̂  3T ^ T ^  'In this world one would experience both pain and pleasure 
due to actions done in a former birth', which might equally well be rendered 
by the indicative 'experiences’ without any change in the sense.

The optative o f contingency or probability is of frequent occurrence in 
conditional sentences, where English idiom again often prefers the more 
assertive indicative over the more vague combinations with the auxiliaries 
'may/might', etc., which generally serve as the literal translations of the^
Sanskrit optative. For example, T̂k  3TFTT TT̂ TT
*TF5pt HMi'4  'If a guest should come this night, I would offer him
food and drink', but we could as well render it more assertively in English by 
saying Tf a guest comes... I’ll offer...’. The optative is often used in 
'contrary-to-fact' or 'unreal' conditional sentences, i.e., of the 'were...

1 The rule is  that within a word -e becom es -ay before a vowel. W e have seen this change 
in V/i 'conquer*, w hich by guna substitution becom es je, then with the addition o f  the 
thematic vow el -a-, jay-a (jaya-ti)-, and similarly V/u (naya-ti) lea d .

2  It m ay be noted here that the optative m ood takes its name from this original usage, being
derived through M iddle French from Latin optdtivus 'expressing a w ish .
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would type, thus: ’If I were in his place, I would not say that' 3̂
WHT 'Hw  ^  ^  qt^PT 3 In this type of sentence, however, English does
not allow the use of the indicative: we cannot say 'If I am in his place, I do not 
say  that'.

A  third use of the optative is in prescriptive sentences, to express what 
one should or should not do. This usage is a development of the optative of 
contingency, and sometimes it is not possible or even meaningful to separate 
the two usages, as, for example, in d 14̂ 1: 'An ascetic would
sacrifice every day', i.e., he does so and is expected to, and so it is equivalent 
to an indicative in English idiom ('An ascetic sacrifices...'), but the sentence 
might as w ell be rendered 'An ascetic should sacrifice every day'. The 
prescriptive optative is used ubiquitously in Hindu legal texts, such as the 
Manavadharmasastra, almost to the exclusion of the indicative. For example,-V -N -T ____ -_£■ ____ r*_____
^£.^1 is^  I T̂PIT I <T$iui i i *T (III. 4 cd) 'The Twice-born should
m arry  a w ife of the same caste (who is) provided with marks of excellence'. 
The third person singular in the indefinite sense of 'one' is particularly 
com m on in this prescriptive usage: *T Tĉ KKdT T STtiN'i ^  (IV.
38 ab) 'One should not jump over a calf s tethering-rope or run when it is 
raining'. In sum, then, there are three uses of the optative, namely, to 
express (1) a wish (the original meaning of the optative), (2) a contingent, 
probable or improbable idea, and (3) a prescription.

II. Vowel Sandhi.
In addition to the assimilation and other substitution of consonants at. 

word junctures, which we have studied so far in our treatment of external 
sandhi, there are also to be considered important changes that take place 
when a word ending in a vowel appears before a word beginning with a 
vowel. W hile these rules are not at all difficult to understand, the resulting 
changes when encountered in a Sanskrit text, can occasion difficulty, which 
can only be surmounted by practice in reading. Contraction into a single long 
vow el takes place when two vowels of the same class, whether long or short, 
come together. Thus, -a + a - >  -a -, -f + T- > -I- and -u + u- > -u-. These 
contractions are due, of course, to the close liaison of the vowels at word 
junctures in uninterrupted speech, from which they were generalized and^ 
codified for application also in writing. According to this rule 3TW *1 i 
'They come here’ becomes but it is important to note that, when
two vowels stand together due to the loss of visarga (or -5), they are not

3 There is a so-called 'conditional mood' in Sanskrit, formed by appending the secondary 
endings to the future stem, but it is extrem ely rare. *
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contracted, but the resulting hiatus remains, as in d MI ^  'The
children are coming here'. The fact that -31T o f dMI is not contracted with 3f- 
of ̂  into -3TT- should be taken as the product o f sandhi after which no 
additional sandhi is allowed. Examples of the other vowel contractions are: 

for ^  3rrn^f%  I f  they com e here'; ckkT dH i<h1 for 
dd^T d  dMTdT ’But then a way was found'.

If the first of two vowels is -W or -X and the second a dissimilar vowel 
{he., not W- or X- respectively), then the -W or -X are replaced by their 
respective semivowels -y and -v, as in srj tT5̂ zTh for d fd  3T̂  TT5^r*T 'If 
I should go' and cd v sil Sddd for ddd d  i Sddd 'But then Indra 
said’. In ordinary writing and printing, incidentally, the virama sign in dW 
and cd would not be used, but these two words would be written together 
with the following: and These and similar coalesced modes of
writing, which are confusing to beginners (and sometimes also to the 
advanced student!), in breaking up the individual words in a sentence, w ill be 
gradually introduced in the reading selections that follow. They are purely 
graphic and have nothing to do with word boundaries or sandhi processes.

When -a or -a. is followed by a dissimilar vowel, then the guna 
substitute o f the second vowel replaces both vowels; if the second is a guna 
vowel (e- or o-), then the vrddhi substitute o f the second vowel replaces both 
vowels. If the following vowel is a vrddhi vowel {ai- or aw-), the prior -a or 
-a coalesces with it. When initial r- follows -a or -a, the resultant product is 
-ar-. The following tabulation will make this rather complicated exposition 
clean

Final followed by is replaced by
-a or -a i- or i- -e- (guna
-a  or -a u- or w- -o- substitute)
-a or -d e- or ai- 4 -ai- (vrddhi
-a or -d o- or au- 4 -au- substitute)
-a or -d r- -ar- (guna of r)

Thus,
1) ddT -»

2) d*T h -  ddtdd^f 
3TTd

4 Very few words begin with the diphthongs ai- and au-.
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3) cptt -  *rfcr
?nrr -  c1*UMd:

4 )  ^  sfTqrfil: -

-  >>1ICHIS*-M*i

(in a compound)
5)

(in a compound)

The Story of Sakuntala

The legend of Sakuntala first appears in that voluminous Indian epic, 
the Mahabharata, but the story as told there is at best raw and primitive, 
hardly the sort of material that one would think capable of being woven into 
one of the world’s great dramas. Yet this unsatisfactory work furnished the 
ultimate basis for the m (The Play about Sakuntala [Who is
Recognized] by the Token') of Kalidasa, universally regarded as India’s 
greatest poet. There is also a much more detailed version in the Padma 
Purana. but this particular version seems, for various reasons, to have been 
influenced by Kalidasa's work. The legend in a quite different form is also to 
be found in the Katthahari Jataka. in which Sakuntala gives birth to the 
Bodhisativa. Kalidisa may have derived the idea of the ring, which figures so 
importantly in his drama, from this Jataka, as it is not in the Mahabharata 
version.

The following exercise is but a greatly skeletonized version of the 
story as told, w ith some modifications of detail, in Kalidasa's drama.

srrcn ^  o ^it1 wfcrw k  3vP^cf: i

+ rH  I 3PTMW I cR ^+<1 W P T  5TRTZT
9 T f^ T :5 ĉTT: I ^TPT <*4 N  M ^ T p T

T^STFT Srrr<T *T?srT JT̂ fc&fd 7TTd“ll<KC O C\ CN V
fHUJ,U4 i R ;  7«T <5<fd%'d I S ’ ^ r < u |«  ?  VR^r

m r s r a i f d c ^ r o r a p i ^ f a # ^ + u ^ ^ i ’sn t8 y i f a s i d  i
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+«'<=r^ '^ f ^ i  ^
C. O ^  O ^  C Nr>« • “y 1ft •

5TTRT3TVW TW R'^T?T5R*T°4)^^ • H M I ^  3TT%4̂ -4̂ 1 
i ^ ^ r r r f w l « n ^ n ? r i# 12T «n ^ 3 T W ^ ^ 5 T

C N _ ̂ r\ 1  ̂ p* * • * ^
T T ^ T T  T kT^TT<H<=I^ I ^ T T ^ T T f ^ ^ '  

xfl *ff K  M-H 5TW 14<H«f<*Md I cRTl
*r grt w f & { *rfe w  w r f  «# g ;

^RTfSlRl^dtxil w r ? %  I apnxftTf: R W ^ T T W y "  
AN < M ) TRT5TW <+>-•413 Mfd=?l\M HRuffa■o »\ <o ^

K‘,Hr1 'HI^M *161 d<r̂ lN N N <a '  >
^ w m r M M ^ r r F w f ^ 17 gt ^ r n t
3TTr 5̂ f  I M’l'Jlr^ M rd< W°F̂ t m T H'M Id

•O >>=> c\ C.

i^ 14 Jilted i 5r+u<Hi«n=ii<5iTcqT«rR'*n -o "O

f ^ r a r m w 201 5TW w m  shtt^ t ^ r ^ r a r  d ^R m
o N O C.

Sfc^WTRIT I W 5 f ^ W T T T ^ ^ 3 f f f 5 T T W 5 f c T S T R T  
^FPT t^^rd M nidd'H I T̂'t KT: d>d Fd<

Of^ddd<r^l 'dM ’i d^d l <3u'S**i**ii P^Td I ^ T
d ^ d  I d*T H<?duK  'cflRd'Hclfd

h mif w r swsf f a r e » s ^ f f e  i
^>s Q C ^ ' C '

RTf%:'?PR5f^3TTcRft22R W ^ ^ r ^ ^ ^ t ^ a f J [ - t o d  I 
tt^ t  y + K*rw m %  d <tdl si'jTi^di ^ i^ d d d l  ŝ recT i

Notes

1. Tr̂ TT nominative masculine singular of the n-stem 7T̂ r*T Icing, a 
declensional type which will be studied in a later lesson. When preceded by 
r̂̂ T-, the ^  of the stem is dropped and +T*Tk M  is declined like ^T.
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The klng'N iimnc hIno fre<|uenily appears In printed texts and MSS 
un $w ircl or even the luck of a clear and certain etym ology probably
accounts lor Ihe divergent forms,

.V M^U1 The word In one of the most difficult Sanskrit words to render, as 
lls coverage In no wide and diverse in its nuances. Unless the Sanskrit word is 
used In Fitgllsh, the translation will have to vary with the context. Here it 
may lie said dial all Indian klngN were supposed to rule by dliarma, by which 
is meant the entire complex body of rules, laws and customs as codified in the 
law books or dhaimu&nslruN, nucIi as the Mnnavadharmasastra. But the 
Hngllsh word 'law', because of Ihe particular connotations it carries with it, 
nccuin scarcely to suit as Ihe rendition here.

A. vnf'Md: nominative masculine plural of die stem 'a living creature,
animal', formed by adding the ending -ah to the stem. This is the regular 
ending of the nominative plural for stems that end in a consonant.

5. WPftT 'by his arrows'; V̂T- is a reflexive possessive adjective, referring to 
the subject or logical subject of a sentence. Here die logical (not the 
grammatical!) subject is Ihe king to whom the ^T- refers. Incidentally,
may refer to any o f the persons, singular or plural (my, our, your, his, her, 
its, their), so that the translation always must depend on die context alone.

6. MTH'VWTp̂ cf rlhe word means not only 'form' and 'color', but also 
'beauty' as in this compound; 'provided with (or 'possessed o f )  supreme 
beauty'.

7. The words from d through *1^5 are addressed by die king to his 
charioteer. 8

8. 'the hermitage o f the priest-sage Kanva'; Kanva or 
Koflyupa ('descendenl o f Kafiyapa) was the foster father o f Sakuntaia whom  
he found abandoned in die forest where she had been protected by the birds. 
She was born of the famous sage Visvftmitra and die heavenly nymph 
(Apsaras) Menaka who had been dispatched by Indra to deflect Visvamitra 
from the further performance of his austerities, by which it was feared he 
would soon attain sufficient power to unseat die gods. See also note 6 under

in IvCnsoii Fourteen. Kanva raised Sakunlaia as his own daughter in the 
hermitage referred to here.
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9. nominative feminine singular o f sTT|[a 'daughter', one o f a dozen or 
so words of relationship whose stem ends in -r. Their declension and that of 
partially similarly inflected nouns of agency will be given later.

10. 'is not to be killed by you', that is 'should not be killed by
you'; is the gerundive (or future passive participle) o f (^sPti, class
II) Tali'; on this verb form and its usage, read the extensive note 9 under 3TSTTr #
et)dcilH in Lesson Thirteen. Here the genitive ^  'of you' is used to express 
the agent, whereas in that passage the instrumental (*1*0) is used. In the story 
of King Nala and Damayanti the hamsa-blrd, when playfully seized by Nala, 
says to him: »T d" 'I am not to be killed of you, O king!' d- is
an alternative genitive of 'you'. The use of the genitive to express the 
agent with a passive participle occurs in English archaic phrases such as 
’beloved of him', i.e., 'by him'.

11. i i iwa Locative absolute expressing time: 'When the chariot 
was stopped (literally 'caused to stand') by the charioteer'; of course, we may 
render it by an English nominative absolute: 'The chariot having been 
stopped by the charioteer'.

12. dHdl nominative masculine singular; the long vowel is due to 
compensation for the loss o f -T to which the visarga of would be 
changed before the voiced T- of WTq. Sanskrit does not allow two r's 
together, so when this would occur, as here, the first -r is dropped, and the 
prior vow el, i f  short, is lengthened.

13. *TT (for *Nt:) 'Do not be afraid'. A negative request or 
’prohibition', as it is usually termed, is expressed by the negative adverb *TT 
(’not’) and the second person o f either the imperfect or aorist without the 
augment. *Nt: is the aorist second singular of V*ft (f^rf%) ’fear’ without the 
augment.

14. a<r î The verb (\^MK1, class IV) ’feel affection towards' takes
the locative o f the person upon whom  the affection is placed.

15. 'crown prince', a karmadharaya compound formed from two n- 
stems, and TT̂ ET, both o f which drop their T. This compound, then, like

above, is declined like
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16. gerund of OTCrfa) ’stay'. Roots beginning with ^ generally 
substitute ^  for in certain forms like the gerund, past passive participle, 
etc., where the musical tone of the old language fell on the subsequent 
syllable, thus, in this instance, usitvd and u$ita (past passive participle). and 
W are cognate sounds, both being labial sounds, hence the possibility of their 
interchange under certain conditions. This interchange, as well as the similar 
alternation between and W and T and is called *im*i Kul.

rN r> .

17. i*i i i*i m Do not be deterred by long compounds!
Remember to analyze them by a series of bisections, the second member (part 
B) of which is usually the principal matter or matter under discussion.
Perhaps we might liken these long compounds to a series of boxes of 
gradually increasing size, each fitting into the next up to the last or biggest 
(corresponding to the final member of the compound). Here, the first 
bisection should be made between mPiPsid ('inscribed with his
name') and ('a ring'). The whole is a karmadharaya, part A being
an adjective that qualifies part B. must be divided logically
into ^*TPT and 3rf^Rlf<aa, which form an instrumental tatpurusa (’inscribed 
with...'). Finally, F^TFT is a karmadharaya. If we continue our analogy with 
the boxes, we would say that the biggest box here is into which fits
part A (^H H lf^RiH ^a), and this in turn is made up of and
3rfa fa f e r ,  the latter o f which is the bigger box as is qualificatory of
it. Similarly, with ^  in relation to ruH.

18. <1-^0 an optative o f contingency.

19. spfc WFT *by the curse of a certain sage’. The sage referred to is 
Durvasas, who, feeling slighted at the lack of hospitality in his reception at 
Kanva's hermitage, laid down a curse which would keep Sakuntala’s husband 
from remembering her. Sakuntala's companion, Anasuya, succeeds in 
placating him insofar as he allows Dus§anta's memory to return upon his 
seeing an ’ornament’. The 'ornament' by which this is effected turns out to be 
the signet-ring.

20. /.<?., f^ jm r  'was simply ( ^ 0  forgotten’.
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21. 'in the water of the Sacitirtha’. The initial “9T (sa) has been
changed to 1$ (cha) after ̂  (c) of (’from her hand') by a sort of
optional progressive assimilation, which allows, but does not require, the 
combination 5F- to be changed to 13~.

Sacitirtha is a place of pilgrimage at which Sakuntala and her escort 
stopped on their way to King Du§§anta's palace. The word tirtha means 
etymologically 'a crossing-place, a ford', being derived from Vd/r (d<id, 
class I) 'cross, cross over' and the suffix -*I, also seen in the common word 
sp f (from d w  'go* gunated to ^ < 'that to which one goes, an aim or object’).
Shallow places where a stream could be crossed early acquired sanctity, 
especially as shrines or temples were often erected there; hence tirtha soon 
came to mean also 'a place of worship, a place of pilgrimage'. Saci is the wife 
of Indra, and it is to him that is dedicated the sacred precinct called 
'Sakravatara' (Indra's Descent') in which the Sacitirtha is located.

22. ic*irTi genitive masculine singular of 3TT?*vT here used as a reflexive 
pronoun 'of h im self, that is h is own’. The student will by now have 
observed that a final -o should be assumed to be a sandhi-substitute for a final 
-ah. But very occasionally, a final -o will be found to represent a vocative of 
the -u declension, ’O guru!'.

Vocabulary

3rrcfte£, ’there was', imperfect third singular of Vsrt class II), be.
m. a king; nom. <M I.

T R , a d v . by name. 
a d j. all, every.
, a d j. w hole, entire.

SPT, m. a ruler o r  lord, 
y r ,  m. a quality.
3TT^<n, PPP- snj-V? class II), followed by, accompanied by or endowed 

with (+ instr.).
f. the earth [lit. ’the broad one' being the f. o f the adj. W  h road ; 
strictly the f. should be 'iM t, but very early an excrescent short -i- 
cam e to be inserted between and 3t, much like the extra vow el in the 
vulgar pronunciation o f ’a th le tic  in English. But is correct
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Sanskrit, whereas athdletic has not become generally accepted in 
English.]
(MMmRi), 'be a protector o f , protect [a denominative verb from MM 

'protector', conjugated like a root o f class X]. 
adv. at one time, once upon a time.

'HMMi, f. hunting.
sWfaiu class VI), enter.
y iR l’i ,  m. a living creature; an animal.
5K, m. an arrow.
^T, ppp. VfpJ (^Pd, class II), struck, hit. 

m. a deer.
m. a tiger, 

f t f l ,  m. a lion.
m. a w olf.

?F3T, m. a bear.
3TTWetT  ̂ (£4 M Rl, class I), run after, pursue; <±HETTf%d, infin. .
o^ m ifer, ppp. caus. of f^-31T-Vq  ̂ class IV), 'caused to fall apart',

destroyed, killed.
Tp^r, n . the middle;.loc. W T with gen. in the middle, in.

adj. supreme, most excellent. 
ii I <f*T, m. a charioteer. 

adv. quickly, 
m. a charioteer.c\ 7

d -ru , m. a quiver. _ ^ ^
class I or class VI), pull out. (PTCT); gerund

n. a bow.
(«*»<! Rt), prepare, get ready.

( kTOkT, class I), stand up (;3<p.
W , n. fear.

adv. faster; com parative  o f  ̂ TtfT, fast. 
a/etK  (y n td , class I), run; gerund  H I 1m cM T. 

m. speed.
3rRr-V̂ TH (sMHRr, class I), go beyond (*i id), exceed.
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/n. a priest-sage, priestly sage [a karmadharaya cpd. of the 
appositional type: 'a sage (who is) a priest’, like English houseboat 'a 
boat (which is ) a house’].

SEPT, m. an instant, moment.
■ST®̂, m. a sound or noise.

Oi-wtfld, class I), go out (f̂ PEp. 
adj. artificial, not natural; adopted, foster-.

*f^d, f. a daughter.
«i 1*5̂ 1, adj. confused, agitated.

(ym^O, say to, address.
3TsrW?r (d<Rt, class I), descend, get down; gerund 3f^drif.

(m fiF , class III), fear; aorist STH'iW. 
f. a young girl.

n̂tTP̂ r, ppp. Csm^Rr, class IV), very confused, agitated, in a flutter.
i%xf, n. the mind or heart.

COd fd, class IV), be afflicted with a strong feeling for, feel an 
affection for (+ loc.). 

n. the heart.
3FTCFT, m. affection.
Vtr (sik ^Rt, caus. without caus. meaning!), hold; hold back, bear; infin.

BRFPf, adj. unable.
^rraf, f. a wife.
31^1, pron. of first person. I. 

m. a son.
(«TR^, class IV), be bom of (+ loc.).

<Hld^d^, adj. extremely pleased.
m. a crown prince, heir-apparent [literally ’young king' from 

'young' (with regular loss of as prior member of a cpd.) + <m Î 
'king' (with loss o f as final of a cpd; cf. ^ k i«i].

srf̂ r-V̂ n- (̂ TRtRt, class IX), promise.
(ddfd class I), lead around, esp. lead a bride around the fire, hence, 

marry, [present stem hR uim, gerund h Kufi^, with «T -* due to 
cerebralizing influence of T|
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t adj. several, some. 
xTre", m. a month.
'IcTZJ (<î kfd, class I), stay; gerund
HTĤ T, n. a name p i  is lost as prior member of a cpd

ppp. (Ri<s* Rt, class VI), written upon; engraved.
n .  a ring.

class III), give; gerund Sr^T- ____
Vĉ T5T class I), leave, abandon; gerund ppp.

n. birth.
indecl. immediately after, used os postp. at end of a cpd .

*PPI, m. an agreement.
qcfx̂ , cidv previously [as prior member of cpd. loses its *Tj. 
oim <IU, m. regard; os final member of cpd. according to.
aTTSTPtfe m. a blessing, benediction. ___
T-VarPT (a ilH lft class V), obtain, get; gerund TP3!.

postp . with, along with (+ instr.)
'5TTrT, m. a curse.

772. power.
y c ^ l^ rd, ppp. T^-arr-VSTT C^nid, class IQ, rejected.
F̂3T, 77t. a hand.

•y 72. water.
Vq̂ T CMdid", class I), falL 
spW ;, a^v. finally.
HT«K, 772. a fisherman [literally. 'a very clever man*].

m. a kind offish , Cyprmus Rohisaka [apparently so called

because it is red (Ofsjd)]. 
rilrT, 7i. a net.

H ’criTfd, class IX), bind, fasten, catch; g e /W
•k

udv. in pieces. ___
^fg^  (iViRt, class VII), cut; g e r u n d  fbrTT.

m. a man.
^ i f e r, ppp. N to lfd , class X), stolen. ___

class IV), think, imagine; g e r u n d ^ Hcqi.
V?lf (^ iR f , class IX), seize, grab; g e r u n d
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i  mi m. police superintendent.
cisi-hRi, ’causes to see', i.e., shows; caus. 'see'.
TqqTT̂ , m. marriage.

(FRT%, class I), remember; gerund 1..
m. sorrow, grief.
m. sort, kind; way, manner; vi«fKU| 'in this way'. 

T^r. p p p - (^r% , class VI), released.
ppp. ( w f w ,  class VII), joined together, united.

Translate into Sanskrit:

Sakuntala, the daughter of Menaka and Visvamitra, lived in the 
hermitage o f Kanva. Having entered the hermitage in pursuit of a deer and 
having seen Sakuntala, King Dussanta married her by means of a Gandharva 
marriage. After staying several months at the hermitage, the king returned 
to his palace. Before departing from the hermitage, the king gave Sakuntala 
a ring with his name engraved upon it. When Sakuntala came to the palace 
with her son, she was rejected by the king, who had forgotten her due to a 
curse. The ring which had been given to Sakuntala by Dussanta fell from her 
hand into the water-of-the-Sacitirtha. A fisherman found that ring in a fish 
which he had caught and cut to pieces.1 As soon as he saw that ring when it 
was brought to him by the superintendent o f the police, the king remembered 
his marriage to Sakuntala.2 The son of Sakuntala and Dussanta, Bharata by 
name, was made crown prince. The episode-of-Sakuntala is found in the 
Mahabharata and the Padma Purana, but the play composed by Kalidasa 
called AbhijHanasakuntala is known everywhere in this world.

Notes

1. In translating this sentence, rephrase it thus: By a (certain) fisherman, 
having caught a fish, having cut [it] in pieces, that ring [was] found.

2. Tiis marriage to Sakuntala': say 'marriage of Sakuntala', using an objective 
genitive.



L E S S O N  S I X T E E N  

Introduction  to C onsonant S tem s.

It h a s  b e e n  stated  b efore  that Sanskrit nouns (and ad jectives1) fa ll into  
tw o  great c la s se s , th ose  w h o se  stem  ends in a v o w e l and those w h o se  stem  
en d s in  a con son an t; or, m ore sim p ly , v o w e l stem s and consonant stem s 
r e sp e c tiv e ly . W e  h a v e  already studied  som e o f  the m ost im portant o f  the 
v o w e l  s te m s, and a fe w  sporadic consonant stem s have b een  encountered in  
th e  rea d in g  e x e r c ise s . It is  n o w  n ecessary  form ally  to take up the consonant 
s te m s , f ir s t  in  th e  fo rm  o f  an overa ll survey, then the m ore im portant typ es in  
d e ta il.

T h ere  are tw o  broad ca tegories o f  conson ant stem s:

1. th o se  stem s that rem ain unchanged throughout their d ec len sio n ,
e x c e p t for ch an ges caused  b y  sandhi, and

2 . th o se  that e x h ib it  tw o  or three variants o f  their stem .

T h e  latter c la ss  w il l  b e  treated in  L esson  Seven teen . T h is is 
u n d o u b te d ly  a  litt le  com p lica ted , but all excep t the m ost eager  and zea lou s  
stu d en ts w i l l  b e  d e lig h ted  to  lea m  that the variations fo llo w  a f ix e d  pattern  
an d , w h a t is  p articu larly  hearten ing, there is o n ly  on e  set o f  ca se  en d in gs for  
a l l  th e  c o n so n a n t stem s. Furtherm ore, the sam e en d in gs are u sed  for  the  
m a sc u lin e  and  fe m in in e , and the neuters differ on ly  in  the n om in ative  and  
a c c u sa t iv e . T h e  en d in g s are:

S in g u la r  P lu ra l

N o m .
A c c .

M a s c u lin e  &  F em in in e

-s  ( -^ )
-a m  (-3T*p

N e u te r

(no  end in g)
(no  end in g)  

J

M a scu lin e  &  F em in in e  N e u te r  

-a h  (-3T:) - i  (-^) *
•i n

v____________ ^ ______________j

In str . -a  (-3TT) -b h ih  (-f*T:)

D a t. -£  T O -b h y a h  (-**1:)

A b l. -a h  (-31:)
• l

G en .
ii -a m  (-3TPp

L o c . - i  (-%) -su  (-^p

1 There is no separate declension of adjectives, their declension being the same as for nouns 
with the same stem final. When the declension of nouns is referred to, that of adjectives 
should be understood as included.
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In the declension of some consonant stems the vocative is the same as 
the nominative, in others it varies slightly. But the vocative plural of all 
declensions -  vowel and consonant stems alike! — is identical to the 
nominative plural.

These endings are added directly to the stem. No change in the final 
consonant is made before endings that begin with a vowel. For the sake of 
clarity, let us first exemplify only these forms where the final consonant of 
the stem remains unaltered by sandhi and subsequently treat the other cases 
where sandhi changes are involved. We may choose as an example the fairly 
common noun (f.) 'speech, word'.2

Singular Plural

Nom. (~ -s) vac-ah
Acc. vac-am vac-ah
Instr. vac-a (~  -b 'hih)
Dat. vac-e (----bhyah.)
Abl. vac-ah (----bhyah)
Gen. vac-ah vac-am
Loc. vac-i ( -  -su)
Voc. (as nom.) (as nom.)

The nominative ending -s, practically speaking, is a sort of fiction, 
since it is always dropped after a consonant stem due to the rule that no 
Sanskrit word is permitted to end in more than one consonant.3 Therefore, 
to say that ’it is added and then dropped' seems an unnecessary intermediate 
step for the beginner. In addition to this ’one-consonant' rule, there is 
another restriction, which limits the consonant that may end a word to one of 
eight possibilities. The consonants that are allowed to end a word are: k (=b), t 
0p» t (?T), p  (T), h Of), n OT), m Op and visarga. If a word does not end in one 
of these eight consonants, then the consonant that ends the word must be 
reduced to one of these eight. The process of reduction is essentially based on 
the two principles that a word (occurring separately or at the end of a

transliteration  is freely used in the following sections in order to separate the case endings 
more clearly from the stem and to show the changes in the stem final caused by sandhi.

3This assertion is not entirely true, as a word may end in two consonants i f  the first is -r
and the second a k, t, t or p  that belongs to the root or is substituted for the second 
consonant.
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sentence4) cannot end in a voiced or an aspirated consonant. Though voiced, 
the nasals, except n (^p, may end a word, but only n (3T), n ( f )  and m (*p are 
generally found. The palatals 0% B[, T̂, ^p are entirely excluded from 
occupying the final place, and so also are s (3p and h ( |) .

Final -s (-^p and -r (-T), as we already know, are replaced by visarga 
(-:), and the cerebral sibilant -s (-^) becomes -t (-f). The process whereby 
the mutes are reduced to an allowed final can more easily be understood by a 
glance at the table of mutes or ’touched sounds' that is reflected in the 
arrangement of the letters of the Devanagari alphabet. In repeating it here, 
we shall omit the inherent -a, as we are concerned with final consonants not 
followed by a vowel.

k *-*- *kh *g *gh h
t *-*- *th *d *dh n
t <-*- *th *d *dh n
P «-*- *ph *b *bh m

The sounds preceded by an asterisk (*) are not allowed as finals because they 
are aspirated or voiced or both. The excluded sounds in each horizontal line 
are replaced by the first sound in each series, as shown by the arrows. The 
palatals (omitted from the table) are, as has been said, all excluded as finals. 
The palatals, including -s (-'5T), are replaced by -k (-^), less frequently by -t 
(-f). The palatal nasal -h (-^p is replaced by the guttural -h ( - f ) in 
accordance with this general substitution of final palatals by gutturals. The 
sem ivowels y  Op and v (f)  do not occur as finals, and -/ (-?p is extremely 
rare. The treatment o f final -h (-fp (the aspirate, not visarga) is complicated 
by its varied origin. In most instances it is replaced by -k (-^), occasionally
by -t (-f) and in one instance by -t (~̂ p.

It cannot be pretended that this rigmarole is simple, but it is really not 
as complicated as it sounds. Let us examine a few examples, but in doing so, 
let us first finish the declension of vac OTHp. We have said that it is best to 
omit the intermediate step of adding -s (-^p to form the nominative, as it has 
to be dropped to avoid a second consonant. e( M ends in a palatal, and palatals

4 W hen a word occurs before  another word, that is, within a phrase o r  sentence, it is, o f  
course, subject to the rules o f  external sandhi, som e o f  which have already been presented. 
The operation o f  these rules may, in various ways, m odify the allowable final consonants, 
which, it m ust be borne in mind, are final only when a word is not fo llow ed  by another 
word, that is, the last word in a sentence or by itself.
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are generally converted into gutturals; therefore, is replaced by The 
nominative o f <4 M, then, is *11't*. H ie sandhi that occurs before the endings
-bhih (-ftf:), -bhyah (-**!:) and -su (-^p is external sandhi, that is, the same 
sandhi that takes place between words in a sentence. The Indian 
grammarians, in fact, call these endings ’word-endings' (pada-endings), 
precisely because a final consonant before them is treated as before a word in 
a sentence. Before the pada-endings, then, the final consonant of a consonant 
stem must be reduced to one of the eight consonants allowable at the end of a
word. The palatal -c (-^T) of M, therefore, is replaced by -k but since 
bh- 0T-) is voiced, the law o f regressive assimilation requires that the 
consonant immediately preceding be voiced also; so, vak (3FF0, now to be 
regarded as though it were a word in a sentence, must be replaced by vdg- 
04 mh) before -bhih and -bhyah yielding vag-bhih (3FT-f*T:) and
vdg-bhyah  (3FT-W:). But it is retained before the voiceless sibilant o f -su 
(-3T), which, however, by a kind of progressive effect has to be cerebralized, 
becoming (F-), thus, vak-su (3~Ri-T)5. Now the complete declension of 

 ̂M can be given:

Singular Plural

Nom. vak vac-ah
Acc. vac-am (3TFT) vac-ah OTFT:)
Instr. vac-a (3TTT) vag-bhih.
Dat. vac-e 0F%) vag-bhyah 0TF**T:)

Abl. vac-ah ( ^ 0 •i

Gen. n II vac-am (3T3TFP

Loc. vac-i (Trf^D vak-su 0TTe|)

Voc. vak <xi^) vac-ah (TT :̂)

Note that the fonn vacah OTHT:) is ambiguous, as it can be ablative or 
genitive singular, nominative, accusative or vocative plural. Obviously, only 
the context can decide which is meant in a particular instance.

5-The dental sibilant -s- W  within a word is ^ a y s  cerebralized • fo x -k . W  and after 
an vow els  except -n- <-*-> and -5- so, bat
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The nouns sraj (f. 'garland', rtvij (m . 'priest', banij (m.
'merchant', and bhisaj (m . 'physician', though ending in -j

(-^), are declined like  ̂M, since in these words the palatal is treated like 
and replaced by and -̂ T (before -f*T: and -vq:). On the other hand, the 

final in the common words ^ ( m . )  'sovereign' and nRsil^ (m.) 
'wandering mendicant' is replaced by the cerebral -<£ (-^ before -f*!: and

W hile -̂ T is always replaced by the guttural (-*p, its voiced  
counterpart is sometimes changed to a cerebral. To which class it is 
changed is not an optional matter: one must know which substitution is the 
correct one .

Stems ending in the palatal sibilant -s (-"5p also involve the same double 
possibility: in some words -s (-"5T) is changed to -k (-^), in others to -t (-£); 
thus, T^T (f.) 'direction (of the compass)' and words ending in 'seeing' 
and 'touching' change their -"9T into On the other hand, f%"3f (m.). 
'settler' changes it to the cerebral Final is replaced by as in (ra.) 
'enemy' and (f.) 'rains, monsoon season'. Nouns in -cf and -q are fairly 
common, especially (m.) 'friend' and (m.) 'all-conquering'.

Herewith are the key-forms of all these words:

1. the nominative singular (which, due to the loss of the ending -s (-^f), 
requires reduction of the final consonant to one of the allowable 
eight when a word occurs in isolation),

2. the accusative singular (where no change is made in the final 
consonant before the vowel-initial ending),

3. the instrumental plural (where the final consonant before the pada- 
ending is treated as though it ended a foregoing word), and, 4

4. the locative plural (for the same reason and because of the retention 
of j- [^-] o f the ending -su [-^] or its conversion to s- [^-]).
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Stem Nom. Sing. A c c . S m g . Instr. Plur. L o c . Plur.

^  tf .) srak sraj-am s ra g -b h ih srak-$u
'g a r la n d ' ■v ^rf^vr: 5T5To

(m .)
'p r ie s t '

r tv ik rtvij-am r tv ig -b h ih
_ f> fj.

r tv ik -su  * •
r*

> ^K^P>T:

(m .)
'm er ch a n t'

b a n ik b a n ij-a m b a n ig -b h ih
3W F»T:

b a n ik -su• •

srforapr•o

f^T^T (m .) bh i$ak b h isa j-a m b h isa g -b h ih bh isak -su
'p h y s ic ia n ' f*T W>D

(m .)
's o v e r e ig n '

sa m ra t sa m rd j-a m sa m rd d -b h ih
, , , _ o

sa m rd t-su
tTSTiz:•> MH

*N tTWTdti'
^ o

(m .) p a r iv r a t p a r iv rd j-a m
. , p ; ........

p a r iv rS d -b h ih
r* . r - .

p a r iv rS t-su
'm e n d ic a n t' MKslId H1 <94 M •H MKsd^l^H:■v MK9 l£*1*N O

f e T  ( f  ) d ik d i$ -am d ig -b h ih d ik -su
'co m p a ss
d ir e c t io n '

f e P T f ^ T : f e r>a

5f6 -d rk -drS -am -d rg -b h ih -d rk -su• •

' s e e in g ' e e >a

-FT9T6 -sp rk ~spr$-am -sp rg -b h ih -sprk -su

' to u c h in g ' e . *n
-FTfHf:

e
-¥T3Te o

f̂ T9T (m .) v i t v i$ -am v id -b h ih v it-su

's e t t le r ' ferfVr:
*N \ -sa

6 rh e  roots ’see' and 'touch' are often used as the last member o f an accusative 
tatpurusa compound.
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S te m N om . S in g . A cc. Sing. Instr. P lur. L oc. P lur.

( f  )
'monsoon'

p ra v r t

e *\

p ravrs-am prS vrd-bh ih prSvrt-su
y \*m*iC N «IAsi»T: iTRcyt  N O

(m .)
'enemy'

d v it
f e ■N

dvis-am dvid -bh ih
Tâ T̂ T:

dvit-su

fc ® *

(m .)
'friend'

suhrt suhrd-am suhrd-bhih suhrt-su

'knowing'
-v i t
- f w

-v id -am -vid -bh ih -vit-su

*o

'a ll-
viSvajit viSvajit-am viSvajid-bhih viSvajit-su

c o n q u er in g '

N o u n s en d in g  in  -s  (-^T) (represented by visarga, one o f  the a llow able  
f in a ls!)  are num erous, e sp ec ia lly  as the final m em ber o f  a com pound, usually  
a karm adharaya fu n ction in g  as a bahuvrihi. Thus (̂ T 'good' +
'm ind') as a  bahuvrihi m eans Tiaving a good  o r  cheerful m ind',* 8 but oftenest 
it is  u sed  as a  fem in in e  noun  in the sense o f  'a flow er’! N ouns ending in -s (or 
v isa rg a ) m a y  b e  preceded  by  a , i or u, but those in -as (-ah) are far com m oner  
than th o se  in - is  (-ih )  or -u s  (-uh). A ll these nouns are neuter w ith  but a few  
e x c e p tio n s , c h ie f  am on g  w h ich  are probably 'Angiras' (a w ell-k n ow n
sa g e ), a  m a scu lin e  noun, and 'a heaven ly  nym ph', w h ich  is fem inine. It
w ill  b e  in  the interest o f  greater lucid ity  to g iv e  the declension  o f  these type- 
w ords in  paralle l co lu m n s before  d iscussing the details about them .

7As in 'Veda-knowing', 'Dharma-knowing'.
8The karm adh araya on which it is based happens not to be used.
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manas (n.) havis (n.) (/i.) Ahgiras (m .)
’m ind’ 'oblation' 'life' name of a sage

Singular
Nom. manah havih ayuh A h g ira h

W : ) ( f f o ) ( 3 ^ 0 (srf^TTO
Acc. " ft M Ahgiras-am

Instr. manas-a havis-a• ayu$-a Ahgiras-a
OR̂ raT) (3 im t)

Dat. manas-e havis-e• ayus-e A hgiras-e
(RFTt) (ffw > (3T5^» ( 3 r f ^ 0

Abl. manas-ah havis-ah • • ayu$-ah A hgiras-ah
(RFTCT:) (fE^R:) (STPTST:) (3I%W0

Gen. M • t • f II

Loc. manas-i havis-ir .o , ayus-i
(3n%ftr>

A hgiras-i
0H I*0 (^HTW)

Voc. manah. havih ayuh A h girah
m o (3TT50 Priff^o

Plural
Nom. manams-i .__• r*". havirns-i ayums-i A hgiras-ahp.. . n h. m jrfa )ORTRT) ( | mTW)
Acc. ” If M if

Instr. mano-bhih havir-bhih ayur-bhih A hgiro-bh ih
(3TPjf>?:)

Dat. mano-bhyah havir-bhyah ayur-bhyah A hgiro-bhyah
(1[m^ : ) (3TT5»fO (arf^-Owr:)

Abl. " • i If ii

Gen. manas-am havis-am ayus-am Ahgiras-am
(a r f^ r n pOTTOFp (fFRTR;)

Loc. manah-su havih-su ayuh-su A hgirah-su
( m g j
(or manas-su) (or havis-su) (or ayus-su) (or Ahgiras-su)

(X T ^ g )
Voc. manams-i havirns-i ayums-i A hgiras-ah

(W % ) (smtfROCN ( s r f lm )
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Note that, in the nominative and accusative singular, neuters have no 
ending, just the stem itself with the final -s (-^) changed to visarga. Except 
for the neuter vowel stems in -a, like which add the ending -m (-*£), all 
neuters are without ending in the nominative and accusative singular. The 
ending of the nominative and accusative plural is -i (-10 but the vowel before 
the immediately preceding consonant is lengthened. Thus, the stems manas 
Ĉ PT̂ p, havis (fd%3) and ayus I become manas (TTTTCT), havis 
and ayus (̂ TR̂ T); the long vowel is then nasalized (indicated by placing the 
anusvara sign above the lengthened vowel), and where the -s (-3f) is preceded 
by -i (-f) or -it (-30, the -s (-3) is cerebralized. The stems are now manams 
(*ii i*jj), havims (fT^N} and ayum$ (3TTT̂ [), which, with the addition of the 
neuter ending -i (-%), become manams-i (+H i Rt),' havims-i (^41 Rt) and 
ayums-i (̂ HTt Rt).

In the locative plural the visarga (representing -s !) of the stem 
remains before -su (-^p, which, after the stems in -ih (-^:) and-w/z (-3:), 
becomes -su (-T) (^R :T, T̂T̂ rT). There is an alternative sandhi which allows 
the assimilation of the visarga to the following sibilant, so that we may 
optionally write manas-su (♦vittf),havis-su (*> R ^ )and dyus-su (3fFI^T).

Note that, exactly as with final -ah (-3T:) in sentence sandhi, so the -ah 
of the type stem manah (33:) becomes -o (-sff) before -bhih (-f3:) and 
-bhyah (-*3:), thus: mano-bhih (33TRt:), mano-bhyah (33R-3:); -ih (-■?■:) 
and -uh (-3:) become -ir (-^T) and -ur (-3T): havir-bhih (^RRl:), havir- 
bhyah (flR^f:), ayur-bhih (STPjRf:), ayur-bhyah (3TTT f̂:).

As far as the masculine and feminine nouns of the types ahgiras 
( 3 7 ^ 3 )  and apsaras (3F3T^) are concerned, note that they add the regular 
endings given above for all consonant stems (the same for both genders!), 
which differ from the neuters only in the nominative and accusative. Again 
in the nominative, the old historical -5  ( -h) is lost because of the two- 
consonant rule, the final vowel preceding the -s is lengthened as though to 
make up for the loss; hence ahgiras (3rf^7TRp and apsards (3HKi*p.

It was noted at the outset of our discussion of 5-stems that they often 
occur as the final member of a bahuvrfhi compound. As a bahuvrihi is an 
adjective and the masculine or feminine is inevitably commoner than the 
neuter in this usage, an 5-neuter in a bahuvrihi has to be treated as a masculine 
or feminine and accordingly declined like ahgiras (3 fej ^ )  and apsaras 
(<HKK'*p. As a sample of this ’switch' of gender, we may give in full the
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declension of maha-yasah 'having great glory' or 'whose glory is
great'.

Singular Plural

Masculine & Feminine Neuter Masculine & Feminine Neuter

Nom.

Acc.

mahayasah
Cĥ TWT:)
mahdyasas-am

v__________

mahayasah 
(♦T̂ ThIT:) 
mahayasah 
ORlTFTCRr:) 
_________J

mahayasas-ah * V

mahayasas-ah
( H p l? : )

V_______

mahayasams-i

mahayasams-i 
(♦T̂ TWTkD 
________ /

Instr. mahayasas-a 
CH\PTTOD

Dat. mahdyasas-e

Abl. mahayasas-ah

Gen. if

Loc. mahayasas-i
(^rw f^r)

Voc. mahayasah

mahdyaso-bhih

mahayaso-bhyah

mahdyasas-am

mahayasah-su

or mahayasas-su 
OT̂ FT5R3T)

mahayasas-ah mahayasams-i
OT̂ RTm i fa)

The common compound mahatapah (*T̂ RPT:) 'having great austerities' 
or 'whose austerities are great' is similarly declined. Since it is only the 
stems in -as (-ah) that lengthen the final vowel in masculines and feminines, 
words of the havih (frf̂ T:), ayuh (3TPT:) type, when used as the final member 
of a bahuvrihi, are unchanged in the nominative of all three genders.
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The Story of PurGravas and UrvasL

The story of the mortal king Pururavas and the divine nymph Urvasi 
has its origin in the Rgveda, where in a single hymn (X.95) the barest 
skeleton is given in the form of a dialog between Pururavas and UrvasL 
Further details are forthcoming in the version contained in the Satapatha 
Brahmana (V .l-2 ), and many other elaborations of the myth are to be found 
in the Puranas, culminating in the well-known play Vikramorvaslya (The 
Play about Urvasi Won through Valor') by Kalidasa. The story as presented 
below  is not a condensation of any existing version, but is a composite, in 
which the threads from various tellings have been brought together.

Note: Before attempting to work out the following reading exercise, 
the student should go over the rules for external vowel sandhi given in 
Lesson Fifteen.

^ k TI< TF3TT4 T FT  3 m 4 d  141*1 I cRT
N O  ^  >0  N  O  *

I 4 1KKI ^ | 1  fd fJTSRn f a  4  *-4 4 ^ 4  ^  SIT^T4

*4 4 id  ' r f ^ r ^ r r i f a  4 ^ 14* 11: 4 *  is  
4-4<^4< i  I ^  ̂  ^  ^rfH ra ; ̂ i r r
< 4 d 4 R f  d T S T d T d d '  I d f d  4 * m ul 4 4  4 d f a f a r * l 4 4 l f a d 7

\ 0  NO OfN____• ^______ ___z___ !_________ :____ ____________________
TSTT STfT T  3FxRTt i ^

3ptr#  m" cr̂ ft snrw i Rpt ̂ nr^r w rw r
- O  C \  N  NO NO N3 O

=PFd S f d ^ c s d  I d d 4 d 4 4 T  3 i m < f a  ^ T ^ d 1 % 4 d ^ y  I d K  
d R i d i d t  d iP d 'S . y i N ' R S d d ^ l :  4 4 4 y < r 4  H l ^

y < u | 4 j j  ^ - f d T 5 T ^ n 4 T 9 T  H d l f a d l :  I
-3 ^ u |^ 4 |^ t| d 4 = f T 4 ^ '< <= l^ 'y  Id lfcl'M d  I * 1 ^ 4 1 4 1

NO NO N O ^ \ N O  "N

fa < *.9 u ̂ *fi ^  vr h ̂  <̂ t smf ̂ t^ T ^ rn  ̂
i cRfr l̂ p^Rft^Trterr i
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d d W  TOOT
^  °  V >3 C. "\

I I: TCfW K TT?^TTFW T:
qpM °qi ^ 4 4 1  <HP-Gi'^ H M fl: y i'-M ^ ^ R k 1 1

^ ? r % ^ ' ral12̂ t  3rf¥^cT i ^ c j t 13 
w f^ r fif14 I q 3TOTT q ^ 15 I I f
stĉ f t s ®: i ^ q i f V 6 1

d q iH K ^l'k l: q ^ W  graT ^TW17 I ^ F T F d "  SW
W cqiqfq^iqlfd d??qfddiq *q>tq<qRtfc6H jrt: i

qd^mivTT^dT: H<q-(?qiPdd Siiqq'lid'
? « __:___ c______  i<? ^

MM <HI^M cRTT <J^l
qd": ^ F T t  TId": I ^ : q t s r f d d N 2 0 d d ‘^ d T q ' ^ " ^ T ^ 3n^rrq" 

q^TdT d T dTd 'fdTfeft
4 1  fa sP fh T ^ F T  w m ^ H H fq d  S H ^ ld  I

Notes

1. STSJ^TFTTin'^^: ’the son o f Budha and Ila'. 'Budha' is not to beo  r  «

confused with 'Buddha' (with two d ’s!), the founder of Buddhism; Budha 
(literally 'the w ise one’) is the planet Mercury, regarded in Indian mythology 
as the son o f the moon. His name appears in the Sanskrit word for the 
weekday 'Wednesday', ^FTR (or SW raT) 'Budha’s Day’, the precise 
equivalent o f the Latin Mercurii Dies ’Mercury's Day', of which the English 
'Wednesday' is a translation loanword. Old English Wodnesdceg, later 
Wednesday, is literally 'Woden’s Day', Woden being one of the chief Anglo- 
Saxon gods, who was equated with the Roman Mercury.

2. Aila, 'son o f Ila', a metronymic formed from Ila by substituting the
vrddhi o f 'i' which, it w ill be remembered, is 'ai'; the final vowel -a is 
replaced by the suffix -a, which is widely used to make various kinds of
derivatives, not only metronymics or patronymics. For example, 
bauddha from Wg 'Buddha', through the vrddhi o f u, means 'connected with 
or related to the°Buddha’ and, when used as a noun 'a follower o f the 
Buddha*.
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3. R?T fa3̂ :  ’known also as Aila' and in the next sentence ^4*?! ki 
f%^T: similarly 'known as Urvasi'. In the episode of King Nala and Oueen 
DamayantI we read Ri<rH<j;nl f̂aroT ^mm̂ iki f^RTT 'The King of 
Vidarbha has a daughter known as DamayantI'.

4. M<?yi<rM SiiMa 'Due to a curse of Mitra and Varuna’; these two 
great gods appear in the Rgveda, Mitra as the personification of the compact 
and Varuna as that of truth. They are often invoked, as are many Rgvedic 
deities, as a conjoint pair called Mitravaruna (fw W IT ).

5. The optative is frequently used to soften an assertion; the
indicative would mean straightforwardly 'I wish', but means
'I should like’.

6. The conditions, which are set out in the three 4 Hi-clauses for Urvasl's
complying with Pururavas' wish to abide with her, are put in the optative 
along with the apodosis (d^T. . .  and expressed in the form of a so-
called 'future less vivid’ condition, that is, of the 'should-would' type: 7fyou  
should watch over my pair of rams . . . , if I should see you . . . , and if my 
food should only be ghee . . . , then I would abide with you . . .'.

7. M f̂aRTsiMMiRid 'protected like sons'; part A (M^fafaVm-) is adverbial
to B (mi Rid) and would be in the accusative neuter singular if the two •
members are expressed syntactically. Compounds whose prior member is 
adverbial are a variety of karmadharaya. fafaViq Tiaving no distinction, 
like’ is a type o f bahuvrlhi, in which the adverbial prefix fa<̂  (far:) 'away' has 
a quasi-adjectival value: 'having an away-distinction' (= having no 
distinction). In dissolving compounds of this type, the Indian grammarians 
turn the adverb faf^ into an adjective by subjoining *RT, the past participle of

I, thus, fa4d 'gone away' and say: fa4a: fasm: 'he from whom
the distinction (is) gone away', hence 'like unto'. Since fafasiN is here used 
adverbially (not applied to a person as in the dissolution just given), the 
analysis would have to be phrased so as to indicate that the quality o f ’not 
having a distinction' belongs to the act of 'protecting' (Ml Ria) not to a person. 
It may be done as follows: fapfa: fasiM: MtMl: fa*4l mmT <rqla Ô TT, literally 
'in that manner (OTT) as (¥TT) would be (FTk£ optative of 'be') an 
action (fa>4l) from which the distinction has gone away'. Analytically, then,
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the whole compound Rid means '(my pair o f rams) protected in
that manner as would be an action (of protecting) from which the distinction  
of sons OJ50 has gone away'. This sounds terribly complicated and awkward, 
but not so in Sanskrit! It is important to understand the Indian method o f  
analyzing the various kinds o f compounds, as, apart from the clarity and 
succinctness involved, these analyses pervade Sanskrit commentarial 
literature where they often help to shed light on the interpretation o f a whole  
passage.

8. dT fdT —  A locative absolute: 'when these three . . . had been
accepted'. Similarly c I R I . . .  vdfadMi ’When that A psaras . . . had 
stayed*. is the locative masculine plural o f the numeral fd  'three'.

9. At the junctures o f the words that make up a compound the 
rules o f  external sandhi apply, so here °n tTi - stands for TkhT (dTd:), the final 
-as  (or -ah) becoming -o before the voiced sound that follows.

10. cPTf^T. . .  Another absolute construction, giving the backdrop for the 
observation made by Urvasl.

11. Instrumental feminine plural o f the numeral dd<, 'four' 
m odifying ^FtRTPT:.

12. ioi Accusative feminine singular o f the present active participle of 
V^TT OPTTfir, class II) ’swim'. It m odifies dt. Render: 'found her swim m ing  
along with .. .

13. The words from d d d d  through are spoken by Urvasi, as shown
by the quotation-marker f̂d" with the phrase immediately following: 
OTTOWtW: ’thus addressed by that Apsaras'.

14. T am bearing’, present first person singular o f class
III) ’bear, carry’. This is an athematic root, to which the endings are added 
without the interposition o f  a thematic vow el.

15. ’go aw ay!’ is the imperative (= the m ood o f  asking som eone to 
do som ething) second singular o f  V l- («<fa, class II) ’go’ com bined with the
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adverb T̂T 'away, o ff  (RTr + wf|[ which by sandhi forms In thematic
verbs the stem without ending serves as the second singular imperative, but in 
the athematic class it is generally formed by adding -f^ to what is called the 
weak stem. The weak stem of is 1*-, hence the imperative

16. 'i w i h  'I shall abide', future first singular of VTO (̂ rcrfd\ class I) 
abide' made by substituting for the before appending the future sign

17. d^fl 'So be it!' the standard reply of consent; is the imperative
third singular o f class I).

18. fTHT by name Ayus'. Normally, ^ Ol N:) life' is a neuter 
s-stem, but here as a name of Pururavas' son it has to be made into a 
masculine noun, hence the accusative ending -am.

O _
19. 'from Urvasi's lotus-like hand’. A woman’s hand is 
often likened to a lotus in Sanskrit literature, by reason of its beauty and 
softness.

20. « 'every year'. The adverb srfd" which, among other meanings, 
means ’in* with the implication of repetition, often carries the sense of  
’every’ when prefixed to a noun inflected in the accusative singular neuter. 
Thus, VIIdfed^ or vrfM^RT^ ’every day', vrfd̂ TTCPT 'every month', vrfdrfepi 
'in every direction', etc.

Vocabulary

tvFvT:, m. Pururavas,9 name of an ancient king of Pratisthana; son o f Budha 
and Ha, and so called Aila.

m. Budha, name of the planet Mercury; father of Pururavas. 
f e j d \  ppp. (W iFa, class V), 'heard of far and wide’, famous,

known, then known as (+ nom.). 
f. UrvasI, name of an Apsaras.

9 In transliterating 5-stem s for m ention in an English setting it is  customary not to change 
the final -s to visarga; so  w e should write Pururavas, Apsaras, etc.
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f t* , tn. Mitra, name of a Vedic god, the personification o f the compact or 
agreement between two parties.

tn. Vanina, name of a Vedic god, the personification o f truth.
m. a curse.
m. heaven.

3TWhf, ppp. class I), having come down, descended.
3TT̂TT:, f. an Apsaras, one o f a class o f semi-divine beings, wives o f the 

Gandharvas. ,
n. fame, glory.

m. (nom . with change of to cerebral 2T), a sovereign.
(v*hPi, class IV), be enamored of (+ loc.). 

f. (nom. ^T5̂ ), word; speech.
5h T̂RT, f. approval, consent.

OIF^Pr, °%, class I), request, ask.
^<^1, m. a ram; n. a pair of rams.
Pi adj. not having a distinction, without distinction, like.
HiPid, ppp. VhH h (hM-mPi), protected. 

f. a bed, couch.
Pl«l ppp. (3TM I Pi, class IX), tied to, fastened onto.
«TW, n. garment, article o f clothing.
■9ĵ T, adj. empty, void, deserted; destitute of (+ instr., or as second element in 

a compound).
3HxRT: adv. in the end, finally. 

adv. only.
n. clarified butter, ghee.

*ffaFT, n. food.
dW hj, adv. silently, in silence; + be silent, remain silent.
^T, numeral three, [inflected only in the plural: masc. nom. ĤT:. acc.

instr. dat.-abl. f^ T :. gen. loc. f^J; fern, nom.-acc.
%<*:, instr. f a f f* : ,  dat.-abl. faf**T:, gen. loc. f a f f ;  neut.
nom.-acc. fr P n

m. lit. a coming together, then, an agreement, arrangement, 
stipulation, condition.
(^ r p r , Class V in ), make one’s own, take, receive, accept.
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^T:» n. lit. point or tip, then, tip of flame, flame; glow, splendor; majesty, 
m. ’earth-ruler', a king.

M Rl^M , n. Pratisthana, name of an ancient town, at the confluence of the
Ganga (Ganges) and the Yamuna (Jumna) rivers, capital o f King 
Pururavas.rs C _____

 ̂i h 'Ji , adv. for a long time. 
mcTRT+PT, n. return. 

adj. desirous.
Tfflr, f. night, [a later form of TT̂ t]
M'H l Rid, ppp. VqvTT3̂  (4vi iqcl), 'having gone away’, having fled, having 

departed.
i» gerund >/«[£[ («fharRr, °d\ class I), having awakened (intrans.).

^RT:, n. clothing, garment.
Pi<Rl5i, p p p . «$R i, class I), abandoned, given up, relinquished.

in caus. VI41 ̂  ̂  Rf, awakens (trans.).
3fRl, m. a sword.
<T̂ k^T, gerund VlTf? (*\^i Rl, class IX), having grasped or taken.
^Pf̂ rrRld', ppp. 3r^-Vsn^ (tn°rfd", class I), having run after, having pursued. 
« T ,  adj. blazing up.
f%Ŵ vRTT, f. forked lightning {lit. 'lightning-creeper', a compound o f

lightning' + vRTT 'creeper'; changed to -vf by regressive assimilation).
(M^d, class IV), go forth (3^), come into existence, be produced; 

caus. vKHI^R i, 'causes to be produced', produces, ppp. 3cTTfer. 
q77!, adj. naked, bare.
?RtT, n. body.

adv. simultaneously.
sPxRtRt, n. disappearance; acc. with disappear. 
cHpqwj, gerund ( s ^ R i,  class VI), having sought after or looked

for.
^T:, n. lake, pool.

I (FTTRt, class II), swim.
*nf, m. the womb.
V̂ T cRnrRf, class II), bear, carry.
LK*-a, conj. but.
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sn̂ TT, adv. now.
rPT-VTT Ojffl, class 11), go off, go away.

m. year.
*pf, n. year.

n. Kuruk̂ etra, name of an exlensive plain near Delhi, where the great 
battle described in the Muhabharata look place.

3TFJ:, m. Ayus, name of (he first son born of Urvasi to Puriiravas.
*W3rf n. a lotus (lit. 'that which is born of or in the mud').
W*, m. the hand.

adv. henceforth.
5rfcf̂ rrfp[, adv. every year.

m. remainder of life.
fa” I Vf«P̂  -class II), caus. fh' 3causes to know, informs, ppp. 

fa 4 fax, having been informed.
dn*i (ii+'T&i'tf, class I), go; caus. causes to go, passes (of time); iniin.

2 class IX), choose.

Translate the following sentences into Sanskrit, using the preceding narrative 
as a model for the syntactic constructions:

Pururavas, whose glory was great, the son oftiudlm and I Hi, was the 
king of ITiiiitjiUmm. As noon as he saw the Apsaras Urvasi, who had 
descended from heaven to earlh due to a curse, he fell an affection for her.
She told him that she would slay with him if he accepted three conditions.
'/he Oandharvas stole her pair of rams which was tied to the bed and lied. 
WImw she heard their bleating, Urvasi awakened Pururavas. Pururavas 
pursued the thieves, but when they saw him, they produced a lightning-flash, ■ 
by which Urvasi saw her husband naked. One of the three conditions having 
\wm thus violated, Urvasi disappeared right there. Pururavas, greatly 
agitated, after searching throughout the world for Urvasi, became 
dishea/temal, Mindly, he found her In Kurukselrn in company with other 
Aj>snrasos, She promised that if he came back in a year, she should present 
him with a son and thereupon she went to heaven. I laving returned there at 
die end of a year, he received from her a son named Ayus. After returning to 
Kurukv'ira every year tor five years and receiving altogether five sons from 
Urvasi, /humavas got a boon from the (iandharvas and chose to abide in 
fienycn with Urvasi the rest of his life.



L E SSO N  SE V E N T E E N

Changeable Stems With Two Variants: Declension o f Stems in -vat!-mat. 
The Present Participle in -at. Adjectives in -in.

In the last lesson we began our study o f consonant stems and noted that 
they fall into two great classes: 1. the unchangeable stems, which show no 
change in their declension except as required by sandhi when the consonant 
ending the stem stands in absolutely final position and also before the pada- 
endings; 2. the changeable stems, which exhibit two or three variants in 
their declension according to a fixed pattern. In that lesson we discussed only 
the first or unchangeable class. In this lesson we shall take up the class of 
changeable stems, which contains some of the commonest and most important 
in the language.

In order to understand the twofold or threefold variation which the 
changeable stems undergo in their declension, it is necessary to understand 
what is meant by the terms 'strong', 'weak', 'middle' and ’weakest' and also 
something about the rationale behind their use. These strange terms are 
based on a differentiation o f the stem, inherited (at least in part) from the 
parent Indo-European language, due to a shifting o f the accent from the stem 
o f a word to the case ending. In the parent language, when the accent fell on 
the stem, as distinguished from the case ending, the stem had a fuller form 
than when the accent shifted to the ending. This pattern, however, is 
preserved only in a few  o f the Sanskrit changeable stems; in many the accent1 
is fixed on the first syllable throughout the declension, instead o f shifting to 
the case ending when the stem has a reduced or weaker form. In Sanskrit, the 
fuller form o f the stem or 'strong' stem, as it is called, is found in masculine 
changeable stems in the nominative and accusative singular and the 
nominative plural, but in the neuters only in the nominative and accusative 
plural. The reduced form o f the stem, called 'weak', appears in all the other 
cases. This disposition o f the strong and weak stems is invariable for the 
declension o f changeable stems o f the twofold type. All stems that end in -vat 
(-«̂ T) and -mat as well as present active participles in -at (-3fip follow  
this pattern. Let us now see how the strong and weak stems o f  these two 
important classes o f words are made and give the full declension o f an 
illustrative stem of each class.

1The accent referred to here is the pitch or tonic accent found in d ie R gveda and other early 
texts, but not in the later language, w hich has on ly  a stress accent, the position  o f  w hich is  
determ ined by the length o f  the penultim ate syllable.
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I. Changeable Stems in -vat (-^T) and -mat ( -^ ) .
-vat and -mat are suffixes, i.e., word-building elements, used to make 

adjectives o f possession from nouns. Thus," from rupa (<?H) 'beauty' + -vat 
(~^P is made the adjective rupa-vat meaning 'possessing beauty,
beautiful, handsome’. So also bhaga-vat ObM<p from bhaga (*FT) ’portion, 
lot, good fortune', hence, literally 'possessing good fortune, fortunate, 
blessed, lordly’ etc. Similarly with the synonymous suffix -mat (-Hd) is 
formed dhi-mat (tJl+td) 'possessing understanding or insight (Eft), wise, 
insightful.’ The stem ending in -vat/-mat is the weak stem. The strong stem 
is made by the insertion of the nasal -n- before the -t, thus, rupavant- 
C^RnT-), bhagavant- dhimant- (ETPFtP-). From these two stems in
-vat/-vant and -matl-mant the entire declension in the masculine and neuter is 
formed. Precisely the same format is followed by all adjectives ending in 
-vat!-mat.

Declension of Stems in -vat and -mat.

bhagavat 'fortunate' dhlmat 'wise'
strong stem bhagavant- dhlmant-
weak stem bhagavat- dhimat-

Nom.

Acc.

Instr.
Dat.
Abl.
Gen.
Loc.
Voc.

Singular
Masculine Neuter

*bhagavan bhagavat
OPFTFp (^FTW)

*bhagavant-am bhagavat
(*FFRp

bhagavat-a (* î<Hdi)
bhagavat-e ( T O )
bhagavat-ah
bhagavat-ah
bhagavat-i

bhagavan2 bhagavat
( T O )

Singular
Masculine Neuter

*dhlmdn dhlmat
(tJpTFT)
*dhimant-am dhlmat
(En+Fd*p

dhimat-a (QT+TdT)
dhimat-e (t̂ l-Hd) 
dhimat-ah (EfT+Td:) 
dhimat-ah (STt+RT:) 
dhlmat-i (sfrrfr) 

dhimarfi dhlmat

2T he v o ca tiv e  singular is  not, strictly speaking, a strong stem , but a m odification o f  it.
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Plural
Masculine

Plural
Neuter

Nom. *bhagavant-ah *bhagavant-i

Acc. bhagavat-ah *bhagavant-i

Instr. bhagavad-bhih
Dat. bhagavad-bhyah
Abl. bhagavad-bhyah ( ^ p -:)
Gen. bhagavat-am (^TW ^)
Loc. bhagavat-su OPRctp
Voc. *bhagavant-ah.3 *bhagavant-i

(WT^T)

Neuter

*dhimant-i
(tffRi%)
*dfumant-i

Masculine

*dhimant-ah 
(tfr*vxT":> 
dhimat-ah 
(tfrfRT:)

dhimad-bhih (9T*TT :̂) 
dhimad-bhyah (Err*r$̂ T:) 
dhimad-bhyah 
dhimat-am (&TI I 
dhimat-su (tTlHcH) 

*dhimant-ah;3 *dhlmant-i
(!TtR^T:) (EfhTf^O

The strong stems are preceded by an asterisk (*). All the rest are 
weak. The nominative singular masculine is peculiar: we would have 
expected *bhagavan for *bhagavant-s with regular loss of all the final 
consonants but one. In addition to this, the final vowel is lengthened as 
though to compensate for the loss of the two consonants. The feminine is 
made by adding the feminine suffix -i to the weak stem; thus, bhagavat-i, 
dhlmat-i. This feminine stem is declined precisely like

Nom. bhagayatl (*bidal)
Acc. bhagavatim
Instr. bhagavatyd (VR^fT)
Dat. bhagavatyai
Abl. bhagavatyah OTTRvTr:)
Gen. bhagavatyah ObRWT:)
Loc. bhagavatyam
Voc. bhagavati

and so on with perfect regularity.

^The vocative plural is really the nom inative used as a vocative.
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n . The Present Active Participle in -at C-3̂ ).
The strong stem of this important verb form may be obtained 

’mechanically' by dropping the -i of the third person plural present. So, the 
strong stems of the types of the four thematic classes are bhavant- i^bhu), 
dlyyant- (Vdiv), tudant- (Vtud) and coray ant- (Vcur) from bhavant-i, 
divy ant-i, tudant-i and corayant-i respectively. The weak stem is gotten by 
dropping die -n-; thus, bhavat-, divyat-, tudat-, cor ay at-. The declension of 
bhavat ’being’ in the masculine and neuter is as follows:

Singular Plural
Masculine Neuter Masculine Neuter

Nom. *bhavan (for bhavant-s') bhavat *bhavant-ah * bhavant-i
( W ) OĤ rT:)

Acc. *bhavant-am bhavat bhavat-ahm * bhavant-i
. _Ch^ ^ h.) 0T3RT)

Instr. bhavat-a ( W O bhavad-bhih (W3T$̂ :)
DaL bhavat-e (*TW) bhavad- bhyah
Abl. bhavat-ah OH 3d:) bhavad-bhyah PH^ST:)
Gen. bhavat-ah• bhavat-am 0H3d IH)
Loc. bhavat-i 0 l3 ld ) bhavat-su
Voc. *bhavan bhavat *bhavant-ah * bhavant-i

(W T ) OTW ) O ^x f:) 0*ref%)

The feminine o f the participles of the four thematic classes of roots is 
made by adding the suffix -i to the strong stem; thus, bhavant-i, divyant-i, 
tudant-i, corayant-i. It is declined like 1<I .

The present active participle, just like the past passive participle we 
have so plentifully had in our readings, is an adjectival derivative of a verb. 
It corresponds to the English form in -ing, as in be-ing, play-ing, strik-ing, 
steal-ing, and like the English forms expresses an action that takes place 
contemporaneously with that o f the principal verb, as in ’I saw my friend 
going in the road' Like any adjective, a
participle has to agree in case, gender and number with the noun it qualifies;



in this example qualifies which is accusative, masculine, singular,
the direct object of 3TTTCPT. It is essential to distinguish the English participle 
in -ing from the verbal noun in -ing A The forms being absolutely identical, 
the only means of distinguishing the one from the other is by the sense of the 
passage in which they occur. For example, in the sentence 'Meditating 
requires much practice', 'meditating' is a verbal noun, subject of 'requires'.
It might even be replaced by the unequivocal noun 'meditation' without 
change of the sense. But in 'I see an ascetic meditating under a tree', 
meditating is a participle — a verbal adjective — describing the 'ascetic' 
whom it characterizes as performing meditation at a given moment.

Here may be mentioned the extremely common adjective 'great', 
which is originally a present active participle from 'be great’,
hence literally 'being great', but with loss of its participial sense it has come 
to mean simply 'great'. Its strong stem is instead of the expected
due to the influence of the synonomous H^l-. Of identical origin is 'high,
lofty', really the present participle of («j^Rl) be strong or great’. The 
strong stem is, however, perfectly regular, there being no scope for 
lengthening the final vowel as in FfTFxT.

There is yet another twofold changeable stem of a type that is 
extremely common, which is easily learned along with the stems already 
given. It ends in the suffix -in, which, like -vat!-mat, means 'possessing' 
whatever the noun to which it is attached means. Thus, from bala 'strength' 
is made bal-in 'possessing strength, strong' and from dhaha 'wealth' is made 
dhan-in 'possessing wealth'. As may be seen, when -in is added to a noun, the 
final vowel of the noun is dropped. This suffix is so productive, indeed much 
more so than the synonymous -vat!-mat, that one may make up possessive 
adjectives freely from it, reasonably sure that the formations already exist. 
Since the meaning imparted by both -in and -vat!-mat is sufficiently clear and 
does not normally involve any special nuances, the student who knows the 
meaning of the primary word should be able to determine the sense of the 
words to which they have been added without resorting to the dictionary.

The declension of the -in possessives does not show the same sort of 
alteration of strong and weak stems as does that of the stems in -vat!-mat and
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4 In O ld English, from which (through M iddle English) our modem language is descended, 
the verbal noun and present participle were formed with quite different suffixes. The 
verbal noun ended in -ung, the participle in -ende; for exam ple, bind-ung and bind-ende 
'binding'. In the various dialects o f Old English -- and subsequently also in the written 
language — these two suffixes becam e phonetically more and more approximated, until they 
were both conflated into -inge, which with loss o f the -e has becom e our m odem  -ing, thus 
serving as the ending o f two unrelated forms.



-at, although there are two degrees of the stem. Before the pada-endings and 
in the nominative and accusative singular neuter, the -n is dropped, but 
retained elsewhere, except in the nominative masculine singular which drops 
the -n and prolongs the
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HI. Declension of Stems in -in (-^T).

balin («i M’l)  'possessing strength, strong'

Singular
Masculine Neuter

Nom. ball bali
W*H) («<Ro

Acc. balin-am bali
(«rf^FPp (3"Rt)

Instr. balin-a (<M Rl«l l)
Dat. balin-e («|Ri*i)
Abl. balin-ah («iR'M:)
Gen. balin-ah («tRi<i:)
Loc. balin-i («iRiRi)
Voc. balin bali (or balin)

(«i Ri-i) («i Rh or ®rRnr)

Plural
Masculine Neuter

balin-ah balin-i
(«<Rm :) («H)Rd
balin-ah balin-i
(<*«Ri»i:)

bali-bhih (^RrRr:) 
bali-bhyah (stRt̂ T:) 
bali-bhyah (^R i^:) 
balin-am (  ̂Rid I 
bali-su (^rRi^) 

balin-ah balin-i
(«<Rh :) (4<m1R i)

Note that in the nominative and accusative plural the i of the suffix is 
lengthened as are the vowels a, i and u in manamsi, havimsi and ayumsi. The 
feminine is made by adding -i to the full stem; thus balin-i (^RimI). The 
feminine stem is declined like I.

I. The Story of the Churning of the Ocean

The story o f the churning of the ocean first appears in the
Mahabharata, although some scholars claim to find foreshadowings of it in 
the Rgveda. Various versions o f this myth, differing from one another in 
many details and greatly extended and embellished in the later texts, are 
found also in the RamSyana and many of the Puranas. The account given 
below is drawn principally from that in the Mahabharata (1.15-17), but the



earlier portion has many threads from the telling of the story in the Visnu 
Purana (1.9).

It can hardly be doubted that the churning of the ocean is in its ultimate 
origin a creation myth, into which, however, much relatively extraneous 
material was gradually introduced. The churning of the firestick to produce 
fire, often mentioned and even described in the Rgveda (111.29), for example, 
is a creative act. So also is the churning of milk to produce butter a creative 
act. In a famous and important hymn of the Rgveda (1.32) the great god 
Indra, in a vestige of an ancient creation myth, is depicted as slaying the 
serpent-demon Vrtra in order to release the waters pent up within his belly. 
These waters contain the elements of the cosmos, the sun, the heaven and the 
dawn, which had been withheld from man by the negative force personified 
by Vrtra. When the great ocean is churned by the gods and the demons (in 
temporary trucial co-operation!) certain basic prototypal elements rise up 
from the waters. The stated purpose of the churning of the ocean is to obtain 
the drink of immortality called 'Amrta' (3T^T), which, apart from its 
immortalizing effect, will confer upon the gods sufficient strength to defeat 
the demons by whom they have been worsted and gready weakened in 
prolonged combat. According to the account in the Visnu Purana, the gods 
had lost their strength, vigor and majesty as a result of a curse upon their 
chief Indra by the irascible sage Durvasas, a recurrent figure in Sanskrit 
literature, whose principal function seems to have been the imposition of 
curses o f particularly maleficent nature. The version of the churning in the 
Mahabharata does not contain the episode of Durvasas' curse to explain the 
gods' loss of strength to fend off the demons.

# r c f * f c n  d t fC\ ■N C. N v" V3
dfKTPxt"TORdT*? mTh W T T O  M ^h ^x r ^=5" I dT
‘M iP 'K  ^•k n i 'i i W  i
sjvfrpj i Rw Rrt df PtKl% *-d*d i i

d - y d i ? r * n s r :  f w f r 3 ' j f ^ r r

■^"^ddd I ^dldd d td id 4 ^  *rr *T y P'imcm'5
• • •  ̂ * S _ _ ■

W  T*TT *TT?TT d W T  T5KTO W  W T F r  
<+>•0I n  d ^ -H Id  d s - T i ' t d t d  f W R T $ f d 7 c d  I d  O T

I cm3 W T 3̂ T P T d-
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q r q  fqr sr |p rr12F r r F

$ 1 ^ - 1  ^<:M'Kcl l Ll<ld: I 3cT: SPT%

t r f  5 ^ R r a :  sdiH'irM 5 m m  Pi<n$-4 )4> 3t*tcrt i i p F r ^ R T T
^  v)^

^ w r  ^  ? n t  t̂«tt ^
sr^q- *rir q ^ r ^ R n :  i < rfq ^ rt f^TT i f W' O C. S3 * 1 2 3

S T W T d lH t i l^ ^ T t f ^ T ^ T ^ T T 1 I 3RT: q T ^ F rV

t i c q ^ K  qnvjuq  s f t f t  =qT^yUq>-dl f t t

q ^ R f t S V m  I ^  ■fq^RTT 3 F R :  ^

q K ^ r n r iT 5̂  i ̂  i 1:5 P  q q r t w T  ^  q  -Tl f e j  h -

P r a T ^ 'iH - T i  ^ T H F ^ « fl+ fq < d m ^ '5 i^ iui T ^ T R w r y m ^ i’Tt i

N o te s

1. When the adjective 'great' is used as part A of a
karmadharaya or bahuvrihi compound, it is replaced by *i$ l 'whose
austerity (cTT:) is great’ or 'having great austerity’ is a common epithet of a 
sage or seer ( M Pi or shfa).

2. 3<KMr*T 'to the king of the gods'; Indra is the principal god of the 
Rgveda, to whose magnification are dedicated more hymns than to any other. 
Although he is greatly subordinated in function and power in Classical 
Sanskrit texts, in the Mahabharata and other earlier works he is still referred 
to as ’king o f the gods’ (or by some equivalent epithet). In the following 
sentence he is called tv T fw fir i%  'overlord of the three worlds’.

V r̂q (q-°to(?r) primarily means 'hold', but it comes to signify
'hold' in almost every sense: hold out (hence 'give' as here), hold up 
'sustain'), hold back (hence, 'suppress, check, control), etc.

3. firc*T: 'ablative o f separation' with

4 TFTW 'because' ('ablative o f cause') correlative to WTR) 'therefore'.
'v V



5. ypMHCH, Note that gerunds always follow  the words that are to be 
taken with them: 'you, not having paid obeisance to me, having thrown down 
this garland given by me upon the head of your elephant'.

6. optative o f wish: 'may the lustre o f the three worlds go to ruin!'

7. marks the preceding words from the vocative ^ t o  as
uttered by Durvasas in pronouncing his curse upon Indra. Strictly speaking, 
o f  course, the curse itself consists only of the words ^TR^nT^T Ph isi

all the preceding words specifying the reason for its imposition.

8. ^F^TfcT: 'from the shoulder ('ablative of separation') o f his
elephant’, is really just a possessive adjective meaning literally having
a hand (f|W)' and, when applied to the elephant, has reference to its trunk. 
W hen the Indo-Europeans, who were to become the Indo-Aryans, entered 
India, probably about the middle of the second millennium B.C., they had no 
word for 'elephant', which they not unnaturally referred to as the 'beast with 
the hand'. Before long the word heast' OET) was omitted and fvfepf alone 
was used. In the course of time various indigenous words for elephant (Tn5t, 
*TRHf, etc.) were borrowed into Sanskrit, but was probably the
com m onest word. In any case, through the Prakrit form the old name

has com e down into the modem vernaculars, as, for example, into . 
Hindi as f[Pft. Incidentally, apart from and the indigenous names,
Sanskrit has very many other words of an epithetical nature for elephant, as 

'the two-tusked one’, 'the one that takes pleasure in the river',
■fiPT 'the one that drinks twice’, etc.

9. Imperfect third singular of 'do', which belongs to the non
thematic classes o f roots. These roots have two stems, a strong and a weak, 
which are found in particular forms. The first, second and third persons of 
the present and imperfect (among others!) require the strong stem. 
makes the strong stem >̂TT, hence This root is one of the
commonest in Sanskrit, being used in the sense of 'do, make in their widest 
possible application. It is also used, as in this passage, with almost any noun 
with which it can be sensibly connected to express the performance of the act 
denoted by the noun. So here dcd literally made a great
effort', means 'tried very hard'.
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10. i ih 'even though he heard'; when Im ’even is used with an 
adjective or participle (the gerund is a past active participle!), it often 
imparts the sense of 'though' or 'although' to the adjectival word, i.e., thê  
sense of concession: 'granting that such-and-such is the case, in spite o f i t .

11. +TT ̂  'you do not think highly of me'; ^  is the accusative 
singular neuter employed as an adverb 'much' or 'highly'.

12. 'Why say more?' or 'What's the use of talking?', a very 
frequent idiom, especially in the dramas; 1% 'what' is used with the 
instrumental in the sense of 'What’s the use of such-and-such', literally 
'What's with such-and-such?’ So f% i is literally What's with much?'

13. ^  'along with, together with'; the idea is that the three worlds 
including all the gods lost their majesty or glory. One is reminded o f the sad 
plight of Wotan and the other gods in Germanic mythology when the goddess 
Freia (the goddess o f love, corresponding to T̂cr+fT) was snatched away by the 
giants in payment of their building Valhalla.

14. In this sentence and the following are depicted the general declination 
and neglect o f all spiritual values, customs, routines and virtues, which 
ultimately lead to the worsting of the forces of good (personified by the gods) 
by the powers of evil (represented by the Daityas, Danavas, Raksases and 
Asuras — all demonic forces).

15. V=ST̂ TT: 'All the gods having Indra as first’, i.e., 'all the gods 
beginning with Indra’ or idiomatically ’All the gods, Indra, etc.’ 3TTST ’first* 
and the noun srrfe 'beginning' are used as the final member of an appositional 
bahuvrfhi in the sense o f 'so-and-so, etc.' In some modem vernaculars 3Tl1%
is put after any list o f words in the sense of 'etc.'

16. ^TTW accusative masculine singular with It was natural that the
gods in their desperate predicament should turn for help to Brahma, the 
creator o f all the world, as their end seemed to be near at hand, and who else  
than he should know what to do? The masculine /2-stem must be 
carefully distinguished from the neuter, with which it coalesces in all cases 
except the nominative and accusative. For further details, see the discussion 
in the following lesson.

Lesson Seventeen: C hangeable Stem s With Tw o Variants.
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Note: Beginning with this vocabulary, words occuring in the Sanskrit 
exercises are given in the order of the Devanagari alphabet, not in the order 
of their occurrence in the exercise.

Lesson Seventeen: Changeable Stems With Two Variants:
Declension of Stems in -vat/-mat. The P resent P articiple in -at.

A djectives in -in.

Vocabulary

3T̂T: LK*i, adv. phrase, from then on, henceforth.
3rf?T, adv. prefixed to nouns and adjectives to express excess; thus, 

'excessive pride', Kisr>«& 'excessively angry'. 
srftlM'Rl, m. an overlord or supreme head.
3 T T ( T p s ^ T ,  class I), go off.
5vl^<T, gerund 3fcT-V̂  (^<Ri, class I), having taken off or away.

gerund (d^Rl, class I), having descended, alighted, gotten
down.

class X), disrespect, disregard, hold in contempt.
3r^rnT, m. disrespect, contempt.
3T R ^ , ppp. STT-V̂ pr class I), drawn toward, attracted.
3Tra\ adj. first; at end of apposidonal bahuvrihi 'having . . .  as first, i.e., 

beginning with, so-and-so etc.
3iTS*ld, ppp. 3nWE*TT (EPtRt, class I), puffed up.
STT-V̂ TT (-M1 Rl, class II) 'come'. [The adverbial prefix 31T-, as often with verbs 

o f motion, reverses the meaning o f the root V̂ TT 'go', hence STPTrf̂ T ’he 
comes'; the third person plural is 3fPTTf%, whence the strong stem o f the 
present participle is 3rnTP^, the weak stem ^  IM  Id . ]

ppp. (^f%, class II), hit, hurt; afflicted, pained.
m. Airavata, name of Indra's elephant.

n. supremacy, power.
m. the trunk (of an elephant). 

m. epoch, age. -
n. compassion, kindness.

VSPJ class I), forgive, pardon; fut. $11*1
STT, m. ruin, decay, destruction; loss. 
fciH (finfd', class VI), throw, cast, toss.
W , m. an elephant.
3T̂ T?̂ T, gerund  class IX), having seized, grasped or  taken ..
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cRT: 5P|f?r, adv. phrase, from then on, from that time on.
n. heat; deep concentration or  meditation, religious austerity, [from 

(dMfd, class I) ’bum, give out heat; cf. Latin tepidus ’warm', whence 
English ’tepid']

^ K l, /I. brilliance, lustre; splendor; majesty. [Etymologically means 
'sharpness', then 'sharp edge' as o f a knife, then 'tip or point' as o f  a 
flame, whence the meanings given.]

72. the three worlds.
5TFT, 72. the act o f giving, charity.r _
<1 °* I d , 772. Durvasas, a sage famous for his irascible nature and predilection 

for imposing curses for slight offences. [literally 'badly clad, naked'] 
t e n  , 772. Daitya, name o f one o f a class o f demons.

772. enemy. * 4
adj. without or  devoid of splendor, lustre.

5=TOT, ppp. (3f^q%, class IV), cast or thrown down.
conj. but.

, ppp . H <l-Vf^T class I), (having been) overcome or  conquered.
4 (^TRTkf, class IV), wander about, roam.
H f i*rl, p p p . l Ri, class IV), fatigued.

772. grandsire.
^ S ,n .  the back.
d

hO*M, adj. going before, leading, then as m. noun, a leader; a t end of 
appositional bahuvrihi 'having . . .  as leader’, i.e., led by . . .

T«=f, adj. former, preceding [declined according to the pronominal
declension, that is, like except for the nominative/accusative 
neuter, which is purvam , not purvat].

g - . f x r ( M d  Rr, class I), fall down (f̂ T) before (ST) som eone out o f respect.
[f̂ T becom es Pt due to the cerebralizing influence o f the T o f  ̂ .]

ST-V^ (cT?Jd’, class IV), go  forth, go unto, resort to. 
m. pow er, m ight.
(tTl^fd, class I), be pleased o r  glad, be gracious to; hence, causative  

TOT^lfd’ ’causes o r  m akes glad o r  gracious to one, appeases, propitiates’; 
infin. 4<;l Kp-ldH.

adj. having o r  p ossessing  strength (d^T).

Lesson Seventeen: C h angeable  Stem s W ith T w o V ariants:
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m. the god Brahma, regarded as the ’grandsire’ or creator of the 
worlds. [On this stem and its declension, v. Lesson Eighteen]

adj. 'possessing fortune', fortunate; prosperous, glorious; venerable, 
august, holy.

V3*l, n. the world. [A synonym of m^n, but literally 'being' from then a
'living creature, man, mankind'] 

class IV), think.
♦T̂ d, adj. great.
’TRTT, f. a garland. and H MI are synonymous.]
*TvT, m. effort, exertion.

n. an evil being or demon.
f. prosperity; beauty, loveliness; splendor, lustre. [Unlike words of 

the or ^̂ 1* type, vTSFHt adds -h in the nominative: *ifc*Hl:].
*fhT, m. greed, avarice.

n. vital power, energy; brilliance, lustre.
m. Vasava, a name of Indra as chief of the Vasus, a class of gods 

mentioned in the Rgveda, but of vague function and character. 
means literally 'relating to or derived from the Vasus' and used as a noun 
denotes one who is connected with the Vasus in some way, whence the 
specific application to Indra as their chief.] 

ft , f. one of a class o f fairies or supernatural beings, possessed of •
vague magical powers. [ft^feK l is the f. o f ft^  ifcTC, the male 
counterpart, the literal meaning of which is 'bearing or possessing 
knowledge', i.e., some sort of esoteric or magical knowledge.]

foTTSI, m. ruin, destruction, 
for , m. a priest.
p u f ^ T, ppp. f o ^ k f  (T ffo  class I), deprived of, free of, devoid of.
■9TsfT, m. Sakra, a name o f Indra. [Literally the 'powerful one’]
W I, m. a curse.
P<K^, n. the head.

m. truth-speaking.
adj. whole, all.
m. the shoulder. 

f. a garland.
m. an elephant. [Literally the '(beast) having a hand', i.e., a trunk]

Lesson Seventeen: Changeable Stems With Two Variants:
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Translate into Sanskrit:

When ORT) Indra's elephant named Airavata cast1 on the ground the 
garland % f.) which had been given to that king of the gods by the ascetic 
(am n) Durvasas, (then) that great sage, having immediately become 
extremely angry2, said thus (K^T) to the overlord of the three worlds 'O 
Vasava, since OT̂ TT̂ T) you show me disrespect and^ do not think much of me, 
(therefore) I place this mighty curse upon you:^ may the three worlds^ along 
with you and all the other gods go to min!' Due to this mighty curse of 
Durvasas all6 the gods, having lost their strength,7 were worsted in battle by 
various demons (TSrRT, n.). As a result, the gods, led by Agni, went for 
refuge** to the blessed great grandsire of all the worlds.
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Notes

1. U se the imperfect o f  f̂ T-VfsrPT (f^lwfa, class VI). Do not forget the 
augment (which follow s the prefix)!

2. Translate 'having becom e extremely angry' by 'having gone to extreme 
anger (a c c .) \

3. Translate 'the three worlds' by a gen. tatpurusa cpd. ('triad-of-worlds’).

4. Put ('and') after the words 'do not think much o f me'.

5. 'to place a curse upon someone' may be expressed by M  and the 
loc. o f  the person upon whom the curse is placed.

6. Rem em ber that 'all' (srf) is declined pronominally, i.e., like <R, except in 
the nom .-acc. s in g . n ., which is not * t f ^ .

7 Translate Tiaving lost their strength’ by 'having gone to a loss o f  their 
strength’ and cf. note 2 above; 'loss o f their strength' should be expressed by
a cpd.

8. The Sanskrit idiom  for 'to go  to som eone for refuge' is (TSlt, class
IV ) +  !)l<ur ('for refuge') and acc. o f the person with whom refuge is sought.



LESSON EIGHTEEN

Changeable Stems with Three Variants.
Negative Compounds. Dvandva Compounds.

I. Changeable Stems with Three Variants.
In the last lesson we entered upon the fascinating subject of changeable 

consonant stems that exhibit two forms or variants of their stem, a 'strong' 
and a 'weak'. We learned that the terms 'strong' and 'weak' are used here 
with reference to a fuller and weaker form of the stem, originally due to a 
shifting of the accent in the parent language and partially inherited in 
Sanskrit In this lesson we shall take up the class of changeable stems that 
show three variants.

In this class the strong stem occurs in the same cases as in the class with 
two variants. The weak stem, however, is divided into 'weakest' and 
'middle', that is, a third stem is differentiated before the endings beginning 
with a consonant — the so-called 'pada-endings' or 'middle endings' as they 
are sometimes called. Typical of this class are the stems ending in -an, which 
may be masculine or neuter. The strong is made by lengthening the 
preceding -a-, the weakest by dropping the -a-, and the middle by dropping 
the -n. Thus, from rajan ( iM ’l)  'king' we have the three stems rdjdn (TTTFT), 
rdj-n  (THp and raja (TT̂ r). Note that by the much rarer rule of 'progressive 
assimilation', the -n, thus brought into contact with -j- by the dropping of the 
vow el -a-, is replaced by the palatal -n-. Everything about the declension is 
perfectly clear and regular, except that in the nominative singular of 
masculine nouns the -n of the strong stem is dropped, just as the -n of the 
stems in -in like balin Rh ).1

Declension of rajan m. 'king'

Singular Plural

Nom. *raja (TF51T) *rajan-ah
Acc. *rajan-am (Tm TTT) rajd-ah OCRT:)
Instr. rajd-a ( M ) raja-bhih OCT^T:)
Dat. rajd-e w t ) raja-bhyah (TT̂ T̂ T:)

lln Latin too, the -n of correspondingly declined words is lost in the nominative, though 
elsewhere retained; for example, sermo, genitive sermon-is.
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Abl. rajri-ah (W :) raja-bhyah (TFTVTT:)
Gen. rdjH-ah (W :) raj'rt-dm <xnmp
Loc. rdjrt-i 0O%) raja-su OCTiRp
Voc. rajan (TFJPp *rajan-ah «M M :)

(the stem itself!) (same as the nom.)

In the neuter stems, as always when there is a differentiation o f strong 
and weak, only the nominative and the accusative plural are strong. In the 
nominative and accusative singular (which are strong in masculine n-stems) 
the middle stem without ending is used.

Declension of naman OTPPp, n. ’name’

Singular Plural

Nom. ndma (-m o *naman-i (dldlPQ
Acc. ndma 00*0 *naman-i (H IHlPi)
Instr. namn-a Of I'M 1) nama-bhih 0TFT%:)
Dat. namn-e (TTR-) nama-bhyah pTRM:)
Abl. namn-ah OTTM-:) nama-bhyah OTPT̂ T:)
Gen. ndmn-ah (̂ TTR-:) namn-dm (dlMIH)
Loc. - namn-i 0TT%T) ndma-su OTTOT)
Voc. naman (ll**l> *naman-i (-IldlPi)

or ndma orno

Both the masculine and neuter «-stems have an alternative locative 
singular made by adding the locative ending -i to the ordinary dictionary 
stem in -an , thus, rajan-i (<J«ifd) and naman-i Olid Pi) in addition to rajn-i 
(<lfa) and namn-i (diP-d).

Many o f the n-stems end in -man, and when this -man happens to be 
preceded by a consonant, as in atman (<H ic+H) m. 'soul' and janman (sp^PT)
n. ’birth', the weakest cases retain the -a- to avoid the impossible 
accumulation of consonants that would otherwise result. So we say atman-d 
(d k-H*l l) and janman-a (vJir*irii) in the instmmental, not atmn-d and janmn-a.
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It is noteworthy here that there are two words brahman the one
masculine, the other neuter, differentiated also by meaning. Since, like all 
neuters, the neuter brahman differs from the masculine only in the 
nommative and accusative, all the remaining cases can be distinguished only 
by the context.2 The masculine brahman means a 'Brahman priest' or 'the 
personalized god Brahma'. The neuter word has a number of meanings 
ranging from 'prayer, a Vedic hymn, holy life' to 'the Absolute, the substrate 
of the universe', generally called 'Brahman' in books on Indian culture. The 
form Brahma, used above for the personalized creator-god, is simply the 
nominative case of the masculine word employed to distinguish it from the 
neuter Brahman. Otherwise in English we would have two Brahmans, 
distinguishable only by context. This is the convention that is everywhere 
adopted. With this single exception, all Sanskrit nouns are normally quoted 
or referred to in their stem form.3

II. Negative or Privative Compounds.
Sanskrit nouns and adjectives are made negative by putting a- (3r-) 

before them, as a-vidya (sff̂ WT) 'non-knowledge', that is 'ignorance', and 
a-bhdva 'non-existence'. So also before adjectives, as a-drsta OK*>e.)
'not seen, unseen, invisible’. When the word to be made negative begins with 
a vowel, an- (3ET-) is used instead of a- (K-); thus, an-artha OH4) a 'non
object', that is, a 'worthless object', an-ista 'not desired,

4 _ _
undesirable', an-drya OHH)'non-Aryan'.4 These are allkarmadharaya 
compounds, the a-Ian- before a noun (as in a-vidya 'non-knowledge') 
functioning as an adjective, and before an adjective (as in an-ista 'not 
desired') serving as an adverb. The majority of words beginning with a-!an-t 
however, are bahuvrihis based on karmadharayas; as an-anta OHH) having 
a non-end, endless’, a-hetu (3f|^ ) having a non-cause, causeless’. Only in 
exceptional instances is it necessary for the student to resort to the dictionary

2But in the V edic language, where the old tonic accents are marked, also by the accent; so 
brdhm an, n. and brahmdn, m.

3Som e com m on n-s terns, which have com e into English not through learned channels, but 
through popular borrowings from various vernaculars (principally H indi), reflect the 
tendency o f the vernaculars to borrow Sanskrit n-stem s in the nominative case; for 
exam ple, karma, yo g i and raja  (for karman, yogin  and rdjan).

4The sam e use o f  a-1 an- to denote negation is found in numerous English words borrowed 
from Greek where the cognate a-!an- occurs; for exam ple, a-political 'non-political', an
algesia 'not feelin g  pain', etc.
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for words compounded with a-Ian-, if the meaning of the noun or adjective to 
which they are prefixed is known.5

III. Dvandva Compounds.
Two or more nouns connected in sense by 'and' may be made into a 

compound, as in English washer-drier, radio-TV, etc. Compound adjectives 
with similar parallel relationship of their members are much commoner in 
English, as Judaeo-Christian, bittersweet, and especially the compound 
decade numerals, as thirty-five.6 Indian grammarians, however, generally 
look upon adjective pairs as a kind of karmadharaya, as both adjectives would 
be in the same case when the compound is resolved and the parts given their 
appropriate endings. The noun combinations, which are really just lists of 
two or more items connected in thought by 'and' (Sanskrit are called 
'dvandva' ('pair') compounds. Examples occurring in the reading exercise 
in this lesson are: Danyas and Danavas', 'the
coming to be, continuation and destruction (of the universe)’; as part o f a 
longer compound: eri 'the cause of cause and effect',

'the cause of the unborn (3f-̂ r) primal matter (̂ «+*Rt) and 
the soul (M̂ N)' or possibly, by an alternative analysis, 'the unborn cause of 
prim al matter and the soul'.

II. The Churning of the Ocean  

<^11 ul I cl M  ^T T T P T  f k ^ T 1

>***' O Cm

f^M Id P=H I M i - 5 T ' 5 R TIt

5 S o  com m on is this usage o f  a-tan-, that occasionally a word beginning w ith a- is w rongly  
assum ed to be a negative com pound, and by dropping the a- a new  word o f  p o sitive  
m eaning is  created! F or exam p le, asu ra  'demon* w as assum ed to be a  +  sura  a 'non
su ra ’, and h en ce su ra  w as taken to m ean a god as opposed to a d em o n , sim ilarly, 
from  a s ita  (arfiRT) 'black', treated as a  + s ita  'not-w hite’, w as m ade fiRT 'w hite'.

6xh at the tw o m em bers o f  these com pound num erals are in conjunct and not dependent 
relationsh ip  is  apparent from  the now  ob solete m ode o f  saying 'five-and-thirty', 'three-and- 
sixty ', e tc .
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i stPtrw
trw R TFR rm fr "r w  ^ w k 43ptt^  i ^ r N i-«H i 
W lM n .! < gnr: 9T%*TFT dT?T dKFT t :  | *p=Rrr
^ 5^ r :  d ^ k R r i
TffW R; 3<*1cHld7d ^ w t  s3'q4' '̂J|N8̂ i1^^kl I

?Ndr: <Td‘:yiR)4
d>riyF*iMtfi ^tfdT< 3iT( '̂4'f^t,i|f  ̂ I g^TR"y^rrsftwT: # i^ r  
9WT^9T srfe^q-10 R̂T: Tddd< ^  ^  ^TR" 3TT*ftzT '*Pd Id
d"PriT^K^Tmyf+diRM ddfuii <m m  d^rd>kTRrc:di

C \3 C. o  ^

^ fd d F d  di^dl d^ldfsr f̂d"n I 'dddm ?T 
d-ddd^d'l d^dvi dFSl^RiTl^d< W  g’Tfd d p t̂ed12

^  "N N  C N  *V O  / S

dldid  R W  3 H f e 13*TT5R T stsĵ tR ' ^ d W R T t t W T O  
t W t STSFRIT3 T ^ T  I R'ld*R143H*-d$1*1 dITh  *Mdd

vra "*n >a

*d*-dldH *1ddld $T%dr fd*u|dl' yRYfetf dd^RT ?Fdt
^ c d  d ^ d f k ^ :  dT%f3|M'dd I dRTT Sd’kl'SI'  ̂°T 'R^TMdd 

SfnFfK T^^^T: ti'Hs; 3t ^ r f  î-Hd ^
* C. V3 *S C. •

^ h ^ r n ^ ^ K f  i ^ 4 ^ i w $\\
K  H<r\ Rl ^ W R ^ T  I W

^ F W 16̂ T p ^ t
311c^': 5) K I^  Idd I fy W H  3TR^T I tdrfl*\i PlR'd>dddc. _ > v  e\
T^S l<rH< TTRrFTKT dd Id I'd ^  I'd <71 dxdT^dTdT*T SkTt d*-d°l
wdqTff sT w rfe^  i d^<,md dm^rrdi^rrdidi+di 
dd^-d d ^ M 18R K ^ d ^ ^ < c d d M 4 :d W T :Rl^i'

1 o ^ r̂  '"v 0
3 rrW T:19 I *RT dRdq- T^SdT dT5T f^RTT ̂ T W T  *kT ^  W

o  n ^

^TRRT: I
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Notes •

1. The great god Vi§nu is a member of the triad (B*hRT) consisting of
Brahma, Visnu and Siva, who are regarded respectively as creator, sustainer 
and destroyer of the universe in an endless continuum of cycles throughout 
cosmic time. During the quiescent period between each destruction and re
creation of things, Visnu reclines upon the serpent Anantasesa, whose 
services, as will be seen subsequently, were drawn upon in transferring Mt. 
Mandara to the ocean, where it was used as a churning-stick by the gods and 
demons.

,c,c>ui  is the object of ('You should go to Visnu for help'), which
is far separated from it by the long array of epithets extolling his infinite 
greatness. Because of the long separation between the two, the words dT

('that great lord') are put just before as a sort of recapitulation
of what has intervened.

2. There are two ways of interpreting this compound.
We may take the adjective 3R  'unborn' as qualifying + Kui, thus: 'the unborn 
cause o f primal matter and the soul'. Or we may take it as limiting the 
internal dvandva thus: 'the cause of the unborn primal matter and
soul'. The latter possibility is obviously less desirable, as it involves the 
logical dilemma o f Visnu causing what is said not to have been bom.

3. It is not possible to give a specific geographic location for the 'great
ocean' referred to here, still less for its 'northern shore' 03xK
beyond its proximity to Vaikuntha, which is scarcely of any value, as it too, 
has no fixed, clearly definable location.

4. 'asked Visnu for help'. In Sanskrit, verbs of 
requesting take two  accusatives, one the person of whom the request is made 
(here Visnu) and the other the matter requested (here his help). 5

5. 3vf 'your strength'; is the genitive plural o f the second person 
pronoun 'you', said to be a polite form, but often used interchangeably



with sometimes in the same sentence. Except for the nominative 
masculine singular, which is T̂qT̂ f, this peculiar word is declined exactly like 
the present participle of V̂ T, with which, however, it has no connection. It is 
important, by the way, to note that this pronoun , when the subject of the 
sentence, takes the verb in the third, not the second p erso n .^

6. ^ *1 d i 'for the sake of the Amrta' i.e., the drink of immortality. We may 
compare the ambrosia of the Greeks which conferred immortality on the 
gods and upon mortals who tasted of it. On the literal meaning of 3T̂ d and its
application in the sense of this nectar, see the note in the vocabulary under 
this word.

7. 'SCHĉ Md w ill go forth or arise’, third singular future middle o f
(H'etd). As w ill be seen in the following lesson, the future is formed by 
adding to the root the suffix -sya~, as here, or -i s y a as in the following 
r̂f%^rRr, in the next sentence and subsequently.

____ •_______
8. iq ’dative of purpose or end’: literally ’will be for a strengthening 
o f  you’, i.e., w ill serve or conduce to this end. A similar usage is the dative 
q̂ T: y iki  ̂ in the next sentence.
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9. 3rfq:q  ’and besides or moreover’, a frequent conjunctive phrase.

10. Apparently the Amrta is the product resulting not only from the act of 
churning the great ocean, but also from the intermixture of the essences of 
various herbs the gods are here requested to cast into it.

11. There are six gerunds in this long sentence: qfSrFT srpfhT, and
three ^cTTs. Each gerund expresses an action which precedes that of the 
following gerund, and the whole complex of actions precedes the action 
denoted by the main verb ( ^ i W ) .  Again be careful to take the words 
before each gerund as qualifying it. Do not skip around in looking for 
qualifying elements! The construction of the sentence, then, is: ’You should
chum (T O W ) the great ocean (*)$<(£), first ( W )  having gathered

7T h is use o f  the third person for direct address, i.e., for the second person, m ay be 
com pared w ith  the E n glish  use in such phrases as ’A s your honor (or your m ajesty) 
commands?; cf. also  the use o f  the third person in Spanish w ith Usted and in Italian w ith  
Lei. In G erm an the polite second  person pronoun Sie takes the verb in the third plural.



* 2
(<iW ) • • •’ having thrown away 3then m : )  having brought

„ having made (fc^T) . . having made (f^TD. . (and) having
madl 3 T T) . and Ĉ rf̂ TT) TTSTFf are secondary objects of the first
two 1 s which' are used in the sense of ’having made or transformed into’; 
thus having made that mountain ( J M )  into a chuming-stick (^TR-)’ and’
having made the king of serpents (FhtTTTT4M) into a rope ($t)' for 
turning the mountain.

12. <.. . .  3jprf̂ y5̂ T; high above the earth by many yojanas' 
(’instrumental o f measure’).

13. *a m i  h y  so many yojanas; (i.e., by the same amount below  the 
earth as above).

14. The relative clause introduced by is picked up by the
correlative T̂; thus literally: ’On what serpent named Anantasesa the blessed 
one reclines, that one brought the lofty mountain’ etc.

15. locative absolute with the two participles and 
(connected with each other by T̂); thus: ’Then when Mt. Mandara had been 
thus lifted up and brought by Anantasesa’ etc. The gods now tell the great 
ocean (personalized as a god) o f their intention, and the ocean agrees to put 
up with the friction o f the churning if he is given a share of the Amrta !

16. This is, o f course, the tortoise-incarnation of Visnu, one of the 
ten terrestrial forms he is said to assume at one time or another for specific 
purposes. Here w e see that it is in order to keep Mt. Mandara from sinking
into the sea.
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17. ’by means of an instrument for holding’ it in place. This has
nothing to do with his thunderbolt or but is simply some unspecified 
instrument by which Indra kept the mountain in a fixed position while it was 
supported on the back of Visnu (in the form of the tortoise) and vigorously
rotated by the gods and demons.

18 ^TFT secondary object of f^ T  as explained above under note11; thus: 
•having m a d e  Mt. Mandara in to  a chuming-stick ( ^ D -
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19. 3TK5!JT: past passive participle of ( ^ # ,  class I), literally ’take
hold of, get a grip on', then ’begin’ an enterprise. Ordinarily 3 woul d 
be considered a transitive verb, so that the past passive participle would 
require the logical subject to be put in the instrumental, thus: ’By the gods, 
along with the Daityas and Danavas, the churning (was) begun'. But here 3TT- 

has to be taken as an intransitive verb; literally, then: ’The gods, etc. 
(were) having begun to chum’, i.e., ’The gods began to chum’.

Vocabulary

3T?T, m. a portion or part.
3BT, n. a tip, top. •

adj. unmoving, immobile. [3I- ’not’ + ’moving’]
3T̂ vT> m. a mountain. [Literally ’the unmoving one’, see 3T^T, adj. above]
3T5T, adj. unborn. [3f- + ^  ’bom’ from <>iiqd, class IV), ’be bom ’] 

fy »6M, n. a standing-place or base of support.
spPxRTT, m. Anantasesa, name of the great serpent upon which Visnu 

reclines during periods of cosmic absorption.
3pfrf%, adj. ’having no beginning’, beginningless, t3!7!- ’not’ + 3Ti"fe 

’beginning’]
3fjiT-Vqt^ class X), press upon.
3fFR T, n. the nectar or drink of immortality. {Literally ’that which is

immortal’, the thing which produces a certain effect being said to possess 
it’; cf. Shakespeare's 'all the drowsy syrups of the world’, 'insane root’ 
and 'sweet oblivious antidote']

3RTW, adj. unable, f3!- ’not' + 9I'M, ppp. (sinn'i Id, class V) ’be able’]
STT-V̂ T ( W ,  class I), begin. [Literally ’grasp, take hold o f ,  then

’undertake, make an effort to do something’] ^
3fRf, adj. afflicted, distressed, fallen into misfortune, [ppp . (^^TcT,

class VI), literally  ’come to’, but pregnantly with negative implication, 
’com e to misfortune, gotten or fallen into trouble’ etc.]

adv. in view; prefixed to (*tdfd, class I), ’be in v iew ’, become 
manifest, appear.
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adj. northern. [.Literally 'upper, higher'] 
dcsRf, f. arising, birth, origin.

m. the ocean, sea.
(^<.ld, class I), take up, lift up, raise; ppp. infin. gerund

[Note that ^ is replaced by ET, the combination ud-hr 03c{-$|) 
becoming ud-dhr Similarly, initial ^ after 3T, and ^ is changed
respectively to 'ET, ^ and These latter changes, however, are only rarely 
encountered.]

m. help, assistance.
^W rfer, adj. helping, assisting.

n. the act of making strong, invigoration.
K, postp. above (+ gen.).

3fh5RT n. strength, power.
3fN yt, f. an herb or plant.

n. what has to be done. [gerundive of ^  ’do’ used as a noun] 
n. cause (as opposed to ^rpf ’effect’).__r

m. a tortoise.C \

adv. only; * T . .. TRd, not only . . . but also.
TFT, m. a group, crowd, host, 
frfc , m. a mountain, 
d adj. so much, so many.

adj. difficult to bear, intolerable.
(-H^l fd, class I), sink down, submerge. 

f^TRT, m. an abode.
Pl^Fri, f. a ’turning away from’, abstention, cessation.
^r, n. a cord or rope (by which a churning-stick is made to turn). [Literally 

a ’leader or  conductor’, from (d^Ri, class I) ’lead’] 
h^ ,  m. a tail.
T*T:y I f^d, f. re-gaining.
W ,  m. soul or  spirit.

f. primal matter (as opposed to W  ’soul or spirit’).
^rf^T, gerund  ST-VfapF̂  (f̂ PTf̂ T, class VI), having cast or thrown away. 
sNYfef, ppp. of causative of class I), driven or pressed on,

impelled, urged. •



5rfemT’ 8erund S W I % ,  class IX), having promised. 
adv. firstly, first of all.

lofty’ high' tEtymol°gically a present active participle of
^ ld’ class VI) 'be strong or tali', which, like has lost its verbal 
character]

^T^nr, m. a serpent. [Literally 'going in curves or coils Ojpr)'] 
n- turning around, revolution.

or *1^ OT*i Ri, -d, class I), agitate, stir, chum (as a firestick to produce a 
fire, or a rod to make butter); ppp. *rf«ra\ inf in. MfadM.

TF̂ TFT, m. a chuming-stick.
m. Mandara, the name of a sacred mountain.

e -
*T̂ T, n. crushing; grinding; friction.

mi, m. eminent, illustrious; venerable. [Literally 'whose lot or portion 
is great', hence 'fortunate' etc.] 

n. a means or implement for holding, a prop.
V<7T̂  M id, class I), ask someone (acc.) for something (acc.).
1̂ l'°=H l, f. a request.

n. a measure of distance, said to be about nine miles.
3T, adj. choice, excellent; at end of tatpurusa cpd. best of such-and-such, the 

best such-and-such.
cfrafqr, m. Vasuki; the name of the serpent-king used by the gods and demons 

when they churned the ocean.
pHfccT, ppp . fq-_Vw (H ̂  4 Id', class IV), perished, come to naught, 
fddl^r, m. destruction.
q^y'5', rn. Vaikuntha, name of Visnu's heaven.
Î̂ TT, f. a bed or couch.

1 (W , class II), recline, lie, sleep.
, m. a mountain.

gerund of causative of class I, 'wind oneself
about'), 'having caused to wind itself about’, having wound around.

^°tH, adj. all.
#*T̂ T, gerund  ( ^ T kT, class IX), having gathered together.
^ H ppp. VfW class I), raised up, hence high.

tPp', m. the ocean, sea. . .
*TOT, ppp. ^nr-srrW^ class n ), come together with, joine wi .
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‘>/^S class I), bear, endure, tolerate.
r̂r̂ oT, adj. united with or accompanied by (+ instr.). 

m. a god.
T̂ TRT, f. 'standing', hence, staying or remaining in a condition, continued 
^ existence (of the universe, until its absorption). 

adj. firm, steady.
^  i*i» n. a place or spot.
I s .  m. cause.
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Translate into Sanskrit:

As soon as he heard the words of the gods, the grandsire of all the 
worlds said thus: 'Go for refuge unto the great lord, of mighty strength,1 the 
blessed Visnu, the cause of the origin, continuation and destruction2 of all the 
worlds and source o f primal matter and spirit!'3 Thus addressed by the 
blessed BrahmS, the gods went to the abode of Visnu called Vaikuntha.4 
Worsted by demons and having lost their strength6 due to the curse of the 
great sage Durvasas, filled with extreme despair, the gods venerated the great 
lord and requested his help. When he heard their request, Visnu told the gods 
what had to be done by them. 'In order to regain6 your majesty and strength, 
you must chum7 the great ocean for the Amrta. First, having gathered all the 
herbs and cast them in that great ocean, then bring the mighty Mt. Mandara to 
the sea and having made that mountain a churning-stick and having made the 
great serpent called Vasuki a cord, chum the great ocean!' Thus addressed by 
Visnu, when Mt. Mandara had been lifted up with the help of the serpent 
called Anantasesa and brought to that great ocean,8 the gods having made a 
truce with the Daityas and Danavas, after placing the mountain upon the back
of Visnu in the form of a tortoise, began to chum the ocean.

• •

Notes

1. 'of mighty strength': Express by means of a bahuvnhi.

2. 'the cause of the origin, continuation and destruction' is to be rendered by 
a tatpuru§a in explanatory apposition to the blessed Visnu.

3. 'source o f primal matter and spirit1 similarly to be translated by a
compound. U se ^ m ' ôr source •
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4. 'called Vaikuntha', as a bahuvrihi, literally 'having V° as its name' or, as 
viewed from the usual analysis of Indian commentators, 'whose name is V°'.
Use an identical type of compound for 'called Vasuki' and 'called Anantasesa’ 
below.

5. Tiaving lost their strength’: either (in the proper case, of
course!) or iW i.

6. 'In order to regain': Express by a 'dative of purpose'.

7. 'you must chum’: an optative equivalent to a command.

8. 'when Mt. Mandara had been lifted up ... and brought': Use a locative j
absolute constmction for this 'when'-clause.

i
i



L E S S O N  N IN E T E E N

The Future Tense.

In the various reading exercises we have had so far, there have 
occurred a number o f examples o f the future tense. These forms were 
briefly explained in the notes (for example, Lesson 11, note 3 and Lesson 18, 
note 7), but the matter needs now to be taken up formally.

The future tense is much less common in Sanskrit than in English. In 
Sanskrit the present tense is frequently used with future implication, 
provided that an event soon to take place is meant, not what is projected well 
beyond the immediate present. English too, employs the present tense in 
place of a shall/will future, but oddly enough only the progressive present 
forms, made with amlislare in combination with the participle in -ing, are so 
used. These progressive forms may be used to express either immediate or 
even distant futurity; thus, 'I am leaving for home tonight’, 'I am going to 
Paris next year'. Otherwise in English the auxiliary verbs shall/will before 
an infinitive without 'to' are used to express the future; thus 'I shall/will go'.

None o f the Germanic languages, o f which our English is one, has a 
formal future, that is, a single word made by attaching to a root an element 
denoting futurity. In Sanskrit, apart from the use of the present tense to 
express immediate futurity, there are two other means of expressing future 
time, one o f which is a true future made, as just mentioned, by the addition of 
a special suffix to the root; the other is a combination form, peculiar to 
Sanskrit, which, because of its comparative rarity, may be left for 
consideration in a later lesson. The tme Sanskrit future is formed from a 
verb root by the addition of the suffix -sya or -isya. Though some 
complicated rules may be given that help to determine which of these suffixes 
to use, it i s  a waste o f time, at least at this juncture, for the student to learn 
them. The best procedure is quite simply to rely for the correct form on the 
experience gained from reading and to recognize a future from the presence 
o f  the suffixes -sya  or -isya. The personal endings are exactly the same as 
those that were learned for the present active and middle. The only other 
point that need be noted here is that before both of these suffixes the root is 
usually strengthened by the substitution of guna for the root vowel. Thus, 
from 'do* , the guna o f which is kar- OFT), is made the future stem kar- 
isya  C * iW ), from ’lead’, the guna of which is ne (T), the stem is ne-sya 
(ZjbiQ (the change o f  -s- to -s- is required after all vowels except -a- or -a-, cf. 
the locatives ^  and ^FTR[). These are the future active and middle o f ' i f  

'do':
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Singular
Active

Plural

1. kar-isya-mi
2. kar-isya-si
3. kar-isya-ti

C lifts  f t)
1. kar-isya-mah
2. kar-isya-tha
3. kar-isy-anti

1. kar-isy-e
2. kar-isya-se
3. kar-isya-te

Middle

(^rfx^) 1. kar-isya-mahe
2. kar-isya-dhve
3. kar-isy-ante

C^ix^r^)
(^fx^p%)

Note that the same rules apply here for the attachment of the endings as 
for the present: before -m the -a of -isya is lengthened, and when the ending 
begins with a vowel (like -anti, -e, etc.) the vowel of the stem is dropped.

Sentences Illustrating the Future Tense:

1. xnxhT ^  ^  Tixrf^qpRtfd w t
xraT Prefer: i

2. vpg d fw r fd  dXT d  XFTXlixrX: I
3. trfhrx^" dd xrdT stkhk Ri i
4. dTWf d f ld  ->5TRtq i f t  d fedT  Scd f̂t t̂ dFXdfd \
5. ^  dld^dfd dd dld^ddtfd tddrdilddT: 1

III. The Churning of the Ocean

* i5 K W  m  1 e f Im i f h f ^ r m r t r t t : <hmV i w h
^  'O  CN O  >

W : : *1V ^  l-d  M
^  ^  CN N  N

I ^114-iH M ri3 p lR u i l  Pi P i

s i ^ C I r ' f ^ ’ R iT : I ^  ^  f i t :  f ^ R
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f g r r : * p t s ^ t  i r w r

| d  d ~  W T  S ^ F d " :  P i  l- 'M
■n c. n= <f> o o  ^  C' r~*

i v > w  i ^ M f d d ^ 4 Y f ^ r t H ' , i ' a T ' i M i l ^ y T I ' l ^ i ^ i  

N ^ n < ' 3 < R ^ M  • f r f g R T F r i '  s f t w f r r i  

f o f ^ T T ^ T T :  ^ R ^ T T ^ W ? i W T  I 

a «  t r p K ^ n ^ %  a ^ n t  <W  ^ r  ^ r q - d d t  i h n ^  ^

S T W ^ d l d U ^ e d d ' H l ^ d d  I 3 f f R l ^ T ? T T ^ T T 9 r r c * F 5 F d t
C. NO N *S N C ^

t ^ T T  f w f  ■ ST C 'jf > F T : S T F T S F d  I O T « n T m K :^ T O m« -o"v ♦ • ~v ~n ~\ r̂  • * ^
* T = F T  3 ^ ^  | " H ^  < V q  I I  ^ c f T  3 T T O T T  5 F T  < I ' ^ T H T  I 

^ ^ ■ d < u |  * T ^ |  P i R  M I S c ^ d d  I . .

1 r&l = r » = c ^ *1 ■H'KI l 5^ "  q d 1  t i f e d l  ■Hr ‘^ ^ H <1<d

q i x w f w  h ^ t  3 t k s s i t : i c r ^ n x f t  y  m c r d  w k r N r :  * f R r : 5
■o O N N \3

^ m c T ^ r :  i ^ K f r ^ t ^ f t :  q i u ^ < < i i R t 4 1 7 ' q ^ r T ^ ^ r T  i ^ n t r ^
«  ^  ^  Q ^  C *\ <0 N

s r f r 5^  ^  i ^ r W l X  f ^ f t  :R i W :
*\ >3 N

^ f h ^ n t 1 0 ^ w T eF t T I *T5T 31 f d  ^ i d  d W ^ T R T ^ :  4 ^ 4 1 hNO -o \  O \3
^ r r T :  ’s f h  * T C T  d d t  d T ^ T H I ^ © ^  I ^ t W K w n W  I

O NO *\ *\ *\ 'N

R  W t r T R H T  I 3 F d d t y « ( r d R d H I  ^ : l l ’ ^ f  

3 1 d d d H u T + d ' ° ^ ' S ^ F T y  K d d  d d s i K d R s F r :  I 3 ^
C CN ^ >3 s  ̂ *\ ^nO *N ^  c

d ^ d d " R T T T  - H r i l * - d  d T C  * n T ^  W '  d d t r d  l d d d M iJi ct>- Hu ' ^ < d <
C .* \ ' 0 * \ v̂  N 3 C . C N  \r> N

y - d - d < <  ^ g - :  i d R d ^ t t ^ t s t w i % W :  ^ ‘R i q q i d ~ h

^ d F d T d < : i n R ' - ' i - d s i R u i i  d W I V K M
•o C N <3 >3 N

s p f r w w  i ^ t t  3 p ^ w r  w t  ^ s f t w R w r  s g r r a - c r e t

T f f f d W ^ T  I d d l M d U f l  ^ d T ^ 3 p # y M  f t w H i  ^ v q - : 

g H n T d  - ^ q - J f u i 7 ^ r  ^  I d R r  { R d d  S T W  3 i p M d d  I 3 ^  R i d c S T
"S C N C N3'n ~n i-a ~\ r̂  ~\ • • *C

^ P T ' - U r i d W I
C CN

S K S ^ t s w  3 i f H d d  I d ^ T T T f f :  ^ f ^ a n y  | R j  

I d  <& I 'd  I' l ^ d + T - P M ^ T  ^ T U q W T  I
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^FRTPTfsrctfaropTT^ ^ ^   ̂ >o ^
I fSTC: 'jfM lcW  fw ^ T

MlcKr<4i<jd^4 snuq»ti*H<,cet *RT*J I <^qf<4 ^s h '^H

T lf ^ T  WT5̂  t t  sR |^  ^  ̂  3T?ni^ ^
*ra% 151 # f t  xt̂ - s ^ m -.*nfft <* i*r -r t  <4 h  i 
^ t Ri ^^M  W F T : T O :  I ^ " f ^ F T T O T r
W w R i m i ^ - l  =)<7Mdl ^ » m i H I  =^iry^fe|!ifT fa^dl: I 
^KlRddl: %f=K 3TOTT: # R  % f^ T  <T y ft Nil: I cRTf f^ p TN a N\3 ^
3RT^T *P ^R R T w  ̂  %*T W ^ T T  t  ^fen?»RIW3RRT I

Notes

1. present passive participle of ViT̂ T in a locative absolute
construction with thus, ’Now (dp while the great ocean was being
churned'. Note that as the counterpart of the present active participle, the 
time sphere is contemporaneous with the main verb, so that the 'being 
churned’ takes place at the same time as the falling of the rain expressed by

2. *fcrT: to be taken predicatively with W T , thus, ’having become clouds’.

3. present passive participle (as above) from the
causative o f V*PT (TO^T, class I or %TiWKf, class IV), 'cause to move in 
circular fashion', rotate, turn.

4. TO Ci.e., TO:), like TOT: above, to be taken predicatively with *TTO; thus, 
T he water o f  the ocean first having become milk alone (TO), then became 
butter'.

5. Ufa r?T: ^ T :  T he moon whose rays are cool'. In its earliest usage STriT 
means a certain plant, very probably the mushroom Amanita Muscaria L., 
whence was extracted a hallucinogenic drink also called soma, to which 120 
hymns of the Rgveda are devoted. In the post-Rgvedic period soma comes to
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be identified with the moon (the 'lord o f  herbs and plants', the
meaning in this passage. The moon is often said to be 'cool-rayed' in Indian 
literature, and this epithet and other synonymous words are later used
as nouns in the sense o f 'moon'.

6. : Sri is an alternative name of Lak§mi, the goddess o f beauty and 
fortune.

7. i Rt’i'i The final member o f this accusative tatpuru§a compound
means ’wearing’ and is unrelated to the -«h Rh  in ’(creatures)
dwelling in the mountain’, which occurs above; the two I Rh ’s are from  
separate homonymous roots: («KlRi, class I), ’dwell, abide’ and VcRT

class II), ’wear’.

8. ^TT Ordinarily this word means some sort o f spirituous liquor, but here, 
as a product o f  the churning, it is personified as a goddess, the w ife o f 
Vanina, also called Varunani. Though all the many versions o f the churning 
o f the ocean mention Sura as one o f the products, the appropriateness o f her 
appearance is not easily explained.

9. This horse, Uccaihsravas, is said to be the m odel or prototype 
o f all horses. The name, like many proper names, is really an epithet, the 
interpretation o f  which, however, is not without dispute: according to som e 
it m eans long-eared’ (literally ’w hose ears are on high’), according to others 
’sounding o r  neighing loudly’ (literally 'whose sounds are on high'). This 
divarication o f  opinion is due to the fact that may mean ’sound' ('what is 
heard' from Vsj hear') or the ’ear’ ('the hearer').

10. MVwnt A s the text itself tells us, this was Visnu's divine jew el. W e shall 
see subsequently that it becom es an adornment o f his chest.

11. ^T: T h e  god named Dhanvantari'; he was regarded as the 
physician o f  the gods and the founder o f Indian medicine. 12

12. The Tfil indicates that WH ('It's m ine!’) are the exact 
words o f  the roar (T R ) the dem ons emitted, the moment they saw the Amrta 
in the cup held by Dhanvantari.
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13. ^  q locative absolute expressing the circumstance in which the 
demon RShu was able to drink some of the Amrta.

14. a<rq *^6 iRi 5*# locative absolute again! The Amrta drunk 
by Rahu had hardly gotten to his throat, when the Sun and the Moon 
mentioned it to the other gods.

15. In this way are explained the eclipses of the sun and the moon. Rahu thus 
wreaks eternal vengeance upon them.

Vocabulary
n. limb; body.

3Tm"4\ adv. exceedingly, very. 
adj. additional, extra.

3TTTFT, ppp. 3T̂ -gW3TTq; (3TF?frRr, class V), (having) gone up to or reached. 
3FxRT:, adv. in the end, finally.

m. regard, concern; at end of cpd. in instr. with regard to, in 
accordance with.

(4 , class I), rain upon.
n. water. 
n. a flame.■N

4H ppp. ST^T-Vf  ̂(fer% , class VII), (having been) cut off.
ar^Tcq', gerund (sprRr, class I), having conquered.
3Hf^p<r, ppp. a r̂-VftPT (Ri h Ri, class VI), (having been) smeared.

gerund 3pr-V*fhj (<?Tl et>q Ri, class X), having seen or  perceived. 
3f5TFq', gerund  a l̂WarPT (̂ 1 M~l Rl, class V), having attained or gained. 
4iMs4ld', ppp. aTT-Vwr (oqiRl, class II), (having been) told, mentioned. 
3TRTT, m. order, command.
3TRTT, f. hope.
TFtKf, ppp. of desiderative V̂ TFT (3TTc?fVRr, class V), sought after, desired. 
^T, adj. mighty, severe.
'd'iort:55rw , m. Uccaihsravas, the name of a horse, prototype of all horses. 
^rRw, ppp. ^-V^TT (Ri^Rl, class I), 'having stood forth (3^)', arisen. 

(*h R|, class I), rise up.

n. the chest (of the body).
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m. the throat.
ra. a pitcher or water-jar.

n. Kaustubha, the name of a jewel worn by Visnu on his chest. 
ppp. class IV), angered at (+ dat.).
n. the sky, heaven.

41 *iFmc°iI, gerund o f caus. V*FT (<î u>ki, class I), 'having caused to go'; 
having transferred.

ppp. OjfliRi, class IX), taken.
(TOo, class I), swallow. 
iRi^, m. an inhabitant o f a village. 

n. clarified butter, ghee.
n. a wheel; a discus, the circular weapon of Visnu.

m. the moon.
T^xr^TTv ,̂ adj. mind- or heart-captivating, 

ra. 'water-goer', any aquatic animal.
^  £Pd. adv. instantly, at once [one of the very few words beginning with T̂J. 
^T, ra. or n. the surface (of anything); often used redundantly at the end of a 

compound.
<FTT, m. a horse.
cHek1'4‘ii%o, adj. 'having abandoned or given up life', at the risk of life. 
Vc3F3T (c^srfo, class I), give up, abandon. *
Vcl̂ T (^f?T, class I), burn.
<J*T, m. a tree.
Sf *, n. a pair or  couple.
fa^ . ra. an enemy. .

ra. Dhanvantari, the name of the physician of the gods. 

tHT, m. smoke.c\
VtJ (UK aI"kT, class X), hold.

adj. o f various kinds. ^ ^
frf.Vqg (qdfir, class I), fall down; ppp . H hRkv.
Pm far, m. exudation, resin (from trees).
M f e r .  ppp. o f  caus. class II), (having been) mformed.
f ^ r ,  p p p . (?PvT. class II). (having been) struck down or  slam.

'its’, ra. or n. a nest.
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milk.
hXv Tv T, adv. mutually.
m ppp. RTT-Vf̂ T (^RT, class I), (having been) conquered.
hR -V ^  (=R?d\ class I), turn around (intrans. ); caus. nRq^Rld, ’causes to 

turn around’, rotates, chums; infin. MR^jRdH.
H'fdqi Ri^, adj. dwelling in the mountain.
TR^rFd, ppp. t R O H i -̂qld, class IV), become completely OtR) weary, 

fatigued.
M i^ d iR ^ , adj. wearing a white (garment).
VhH m, (Hidqfd, denom. verb from TRT ’protector’, hence literally  ’be a 

protector o f ,  protect), fut. 
adv. previously, before. 

sr-Vm? (SiiHlfcl, class V), attain.
(in plur.) the subjects of a king.
(^viRi, class I), begin to blaze, burst into flames. 

ppp. ST-VRtt )R^iRi, class VI), (having) entered.
9^rT, ppp. (̂ cRT, class I), rolled or moved forward; occurred,

happened or taken place.
vTFq, gerund  T (^ id )  Id, class V), having gotten or obtained.

gerund  (rrRr, class II), literally , ’having gone forth or away W ,
i.e., having died or  after death.

*rRr, m. a gem or  a jewel.
♦T x̂iT, adj. greater (comparative of 
♦ 11 -M i, f. supernatural or magical power.
RtR rT, adj. mixed.
W^TT, gerund  (^^rRf, class VI), having released, emitted or let go. 
^ fe r , ppp. ( ^ t ,  class I), glad, joyful.

class IV), be confused, lose one's senses; caus. +Tl^fd, 'causes 
someone to be confused or lose his senses', hence, deceives, tricks. 

ady- again and again, repeatedly.
^ iR l^ l ,  gerund  a denom. verb), having hunted.
TT3\ m. a cloud.

m. confusion, loss o f one's senses; bewilderment, delusion.
H d , m. effort.
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ppp. (ijnf'rci, class VII), joined or provided with (+ instr.).
W , m. juice or essence. 

n. blood.
T̂T*r, m. getting, acquiring. 

n. beauty.
gerund of caus. V^T (<julPw, class VII), Tiaving turned away from 

or excluded’; excluding, with the exception of (i.e., as a virtual 
postposition). 
n. a year.

^T ^ kT, ppp. ( q c l a s s  VIH), (having been) made sub
m issive, brought under one’s control; controlled, subdued.

-'/«rcr (W fo, class I), abide, stay; fut. °Tĉ T% (with substitution of -̂ T for 
before the future suffix).

=1Id, m. wind. 
f^PT, m. conquest. 

f. lightning.
ppp. (Pprfe, class VII), crushed to bits; (note

change of of to -*T by sandhi; as in 3rf̂ T'T from **if**i<d). 
fafatT, adj. various. 

m. dejection.
(q^Ri, class I), rain, 

t r , m. enmity, hostility.
T̂T5K5Rr, adj.continual, eternal, 

f w ,  n. top, pinnacle.
adj. having cool (STtcT) rays (3T?T)> said of the moon.

*>T*r, m. fatigue, weariness.
«ft, f. light, lustre, splendor; beauty; personified as the name of the goddess 

of beauty and welfare, also called Laksmi. 
adj. white.

WPT, m. battle; war.
^hpfor, n. rubbing together, friction.
T̂r=T, n. a (living) being, creature.

*ioim, m. heat, fire; pain, distress.
ppp. of caus. class VI), given.

adj. ’situated in the vicinity’, nearby.
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^ PPP- (TSRT, class IV), gone forth, arisen; (note change of
o f  ̂  to -̂ T by ’regressive assimilation').
PPP• (Tt%, ciass n ), joined or provided with (+ instr.).

"\,adj. completely full.
PPP• ( m f t ,  class I), having become.
gerund  id, class I, literally 'be together', then 'take form',

become, arise), having become; ppp. W .
class I), flow together.

ST:, adv. by the thousands.
T̂FTC, m. the ocean, sea.

n. Sudarsana, name of Visnu's discus. 
adj- ( ^ ^ 0 ,  f.), beautiful.

^ T , f. spirituous hquor; Sura, name of a goddess, also called Varunanl.-v * *
T̂pq, m. the moon. 

tiPi't', m. a soldier.
"f^rqrrvqr, f. desire for (another’s) welfare.

Translate into Sanskrit:
N ow  while the great ocean was being churned1 by the gods and the 

Asuras, many trees fell down into the water from the top of the mountain. 
Moreover, resins that came from those trees2 were mixed3 with the essences 
o f the herbs previously cast in the sea by the gods. All this, flowing4 in the 
water o f the sea, first became milk, then butter. When the Amrta which was 
desired by the gods and the Daityas and Danavas did not come forth, (then) 
the gods, having gone to despair, giving up hope of getting the Amrta, again 
went to Visnu5 for help6. After receiving additional strength from Visnu, die 
gods with greater effort once again rotated7 Mt. Mandara together with the 
Asuras. Thereupon many things gradually came forth from the sea o f butter. 
Finally, the physician of the gods Dhanvantari, bearing in his hand a pitcher 
full o f the Amrta, stood up from the great ocean. While the gods were 
drinking the Amrta,8 a Danava named Rahu, 9 who had assumed1® the form 
of a god, unseen by the other gods except the sun and the moon, drank the 
Amrta. At that very instant, by Visnu, having been informed11 by the sun and 
the moon regarding the matter,12 Rahu's head was cut off with his discus 
called Sudarsana. But because13 the Amrta actually drunk14 by Rahu had 
reached his throat, (therefore) his head became immortal. As a result due to 
his anger at the sun and the moon Rahu formed eternal hatred with the pair 
and even today swallows the sun and the moon in the sky.
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N otes

1. Use the locative absolute.

2. 'that came from those trees': Use the ppp. o f Pr*T-V*PT and for the sake o f  
variation use the synonym (m.) 'tree' instead of 3̂T.

3. ’m ixed’: in the appropriate form.

4. Note that ’flowing’ is a present participle, to be formed from (tJqfcf, 
class I).

5. 'to Vi§nu': Use T̂+TFPT with the genitive o f Visnu.

6. The purpose (’for') is best expressed by as the terminal member o f a 
compound.

7. ’rotated’: U se (causative o f TfT-V^T) in the imperfect.
Rem em ber that the augment comes before the verb, not before the prefix!

8. *While the gods were drinking the Amrta': What construction is to be used 
here?

9. 'named Rahu': Use a bahuvrihi compound, as also below for ’called 
Sudarsana’.

10. 'who had assumed': D o not use a relative clause, but simply a gerund, 
literally 'having assumed'. 11 12 13 14

11. Tiaving been informed’: Pi3 fed ppp. o f the causative stem pT-̂ Tq<T in the 
instrumental singular to m odify *by Visnu'.

12. 'regarding the matter': either or with as object.

13. 'because': WTT?T 4>Kuiid (etc.) ('therefore').

14. 'actually drunk': U se the ubiquitous emphatic particle after 'drunk'.



LESSON TWENTY

The Dual and the Numeral 5  'two*.
The Declensions of T and ’you'.

I. The Dual and the Numeral sT 'two
In addition to a singular and plural of nouns, adjectives and verbs, 

Sanskrit also has a dual, treatment of which has so far been omitted because it 
is on the whole not very common, and therefore a consideration of it could be 
postponed until commoner and more important features of the language had 
been presented. As the name indicates, die dual is used when two persons or 
things are involved. Thus, 'two kings' and 'two books', also things occurring 
in pairs like the 'eyes, ears' etc. (whether the number 'two' is expressed or 
not!) are expressed by nouns with dual, not plural, endings. Also adjectives 
qualifying these dual nouns must be supplied with appropriate dual endings 
for case and gender, and the verbs of which these nouns are subject must have 
dual endings.

Although the dual is inflected in all eight cases, there are only four 
different endings, which entails considerable ambiguity, the same ending 
having to do duty for more than one case. The endings are:

Masculine & Feminine Neuter

Nom. -au (-sft) -i (-€)
Acc. • 1 «•
Voc. II 11

V
V '

Instr. -bhyam (-Vq i H)
Dat. it
Abl. ii

Gen. -oh (-art:)
Loc. II

These are the invariable endings for all the consonant stems. With a 
few  exceptions, the endings are also the same for the vowel stems. As will be 
pointed out subsequently, some changes take place in the final vowels of 
vow el stems when the endings are added. Because of these irregularities, it 
will be easier to take up the duals o f consonant stems first, where the endings 
are uniformly the same for all the declensional types and are added without 
change in the stem final, except as required by sandhi.
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1. Consonant Stems.
Where distinctions of strong and weak stems are made, the nominative, 

accusative and vocative of masculine and feminine1 stems are strong cases, 
the rest weak. When three distinctions are made (strong, middle and 
weakest), the ending -bhydm, which like -bhih, -bhyah and -su of the plural, 
is a 'middle' ending, is, of course, added to the middle stem. In neuters the 
nominative, accusative and vocative are weak when the twofold distinction is 
made, otherwise weakest. The remaining cases are treated like the masculine 
and feminine stems. Herewith are examples of the dual inflection of 
unchangeable and changeable stems.

i. Unchangeable Stems

vac, f. 'word' dvis, m. 'enemy' yasas, n. 'glory*

Nom. vac-au (<=i Mb dvis-au Cftrsft) yasas-i 0T5Rft)
Acc. ii it «r
Voc. «i ii it
Instr. vdg-bhydm dvid-bhyam yaso-bhydm

w H w i p
Dat. it II it
Abl. u II ii

Gen. vac-oh (cuncT):) dvis-oh yasas-oh (T5RTt:)
Loc. K ft «i

lf iu t fem inine changeable stems hardly exist, and these are declined like the masculine, 
e.g., slman 'border'. Fem inine adjectives o f changeable stems are made by adding
~i to the weak or weakest stem and declining them like *T̂ t.
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ii. Changeable Stems 

a) Two Stems

bhavat, pres. part, y/bhu, 'being' rupavat, adj. 'beautiful'

Masculine Neuter Masculine Neuter

Nom.

Acc.
Voc.

Instr.

Dat.
Abl.
Gen.

Loc.

*bhavant-au
(W xfr)if

bhavat-i
(WTT)

• i
if ii

bhavad-bhyam

bhavat-oh
(*TWT:)

n

*rupavant-au

ii

rupavat-i 
0 ^ 3  <Jt)

it

rupavad-bhyam

rupavat-oh
(^ W t:)

H

Nom.

Acc.
Voc.

Instr.

Dat.
Abl.
Gen.

Loc.

dhanin,2 adj. 

Masculine

dhanin-au
(qfrrV)

'having wealth' 

Neuter

dhanin-i
(VTFv%)

ii

dhani-bhyam

ii
if

dhanin-oh
(srPpft-:)

ii

2dhanin  and other formations o f  this type in -in  do not, strictly speaking, have strong and 
w eak forms; the rule here is sim ply that the -n drops out before consonant endings.
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b) Three Stems

rajan, m. 'king1 brahman, m. 'priest' naman, n. 'name'

Nom. *rajdn-au *brahman-au
a * ndmn-i

-(TNTFTt) ( ^ ttuIt) (*1 IMI)
Acc. it 11 II
Voc. it II 11
Instr. raja-bhyam brahma-bhyam ndma-bhyam

(TNr^rrq;) (q-pRVqTR)
Dat. • 9 ii ii
Abl. 11 ii i*
Gen. rajn-oh brahman-oh nam n-oh

(W t:) OTT r̂t:)
Loc. ii ii ii

2. V ow el Stems.
For nouns o f the deva  (^ 0 , nadi (r1<i), vadhii types the endings 

are the same as those given. When -au is added to deva, the -a is fused with 
-au, yielding devau  (^ 1 ) . The final vow el o f deva is lengthened before 
-bhydm ; thus, deva-bhydm  I ^ i-h), and -a is changed to -ay before -oh; 
thus, devay-oh  (^cltll:). The phala  type requires the neuter termination 
-i in the nominative, accusative and vocative, which contracts with the final -a 
to yield phale  The remaining cases, as always with neuters o f  all
numbers, are the same as the masculine, viz., phald-bhydm  (T^TT^TPT), 
ph alay-oh  (4^41:).

Nouns o f the nadi (*1 <!) and vadhu (31J) types change - i and -u to the 
sem ivow els -y  and -v respectively before -au and -oh; thus, nady-au  OT̂ fV), 
nady-oh  (T^fT:), vadhv-au  (qbqfV), and vadhv-oh  Feminines in -a
have -e in the nominative, accusative and vocative, but are otherwise like 
deva  and phala  (T^T); thus, sen-e  (^FQ, send-bhydm  (^FTn^TFp, senary-
oh (^FFTT:). Finally, m asculine nouns in -i and -u simply lengthen these 
vow els in the nominative, accusative and vocative and change them to sem i
vow els before -oh; thus, agn i (<*i * rD )lbhdnu OTFT), agni-bhydm

\*^^\Tf)/bhdnu-bhyam  i vqI H) ,  agny-oh  (M4rM\:)fbhdnv-oh ir'cTl:)■
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The following tables repeat all these forms for comparative reference:

deva, m. phala, n. send, f.
’god’ 'fruit' 'army'

Nom. devau pkale sen-e
(M ) (W ) .-N

(^T)
Aec. ii ii 11
Voc. ii ii 11
Instr. deva-bhyam phala-bhyam sena-bhyam

(WT«TT*p (%T^T^)
Dat. li ii n
Abl. n li li
Gen. devay-oh

(^TmT:)
phalay-oh senay-oh

OEPTErt:)
Loc. ii li 11

agni, m. bhanu, m. nadi, f. vadhu, f.
’fire' 'sun' 'river' 'woman'

Nom. agni bhanu nady-au vadhv-au
(3fRt) OTPT) (WI-)

Acc. M 11 ii ti
Voc. if 11 li ii •
Instr. agni-bhyam bhanu-bhyam nadi-bhyam vadhu-bhyam

(Sffr^rnT) (-1 osnjwmp
Dat. ii ii ii 11
Abl. ft ii ii 11

Gen. agny-oh bhdnv-oh nady-oh vadhv-oh
(sr^zfT:) Ohi^ i:) prat:)

JLoc. ii ii 11 ii

Although the idea of duality can be expressed by the use of the dual 
number, sometimes the numeral $1 'two' is included to underline the notion. 
The declension of I* conforms entirely to our expectations and is exclusively 
in the dual! Differentiation of gender is seen only in the nom./acc., where it
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conforms to the types % /̂^TTAf̂ T, hence sV, t ,  t  exactly like *FT, 
Thus.

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Nom. i: It
Acc. it it

V J
Instr. STPRFT
Dat. s
Abl. STT̂ TFT
Gen. sFTt:
Loc. CTT:

3. Duals o f Verb Forms.

The dual forms o f the verb are made by adding the dual endings for the 
three persons directly to the tense stem. The usual rules are followed in 
applying the personal terminations to the stem. Thus, before -v the vowel -a 
is lengthened, as in bhava-vah  ’we two are', and before an ending beginning 
with a vow el, the final vow el o f the stem is dropped, as in bhav-ethe ’you two 
are'. The endings are:

Primary
Active Middle

1. -vah  (-^:) -vahe ( - ^ )
2. -thah(-*T:> -ethe {-*$)
3. -tah  (-d":) -ete ( ^ )

Secondary

firi§i•t -vahi
2. -tam  (<Pp -etham
3. -tam  (-d IH) -etam  (r^di*f)
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Below are the dual forms of the present, imperfect and 
and middle o f vZ>hu (bhavati, class I) 'be, become':

optative, active

Present
Active Middle

1 . bhava-vah 0T3M:) bhava-vahe 0PRR$[)
2. bhava-thah C*T̂ PT:) bhav-ethe (WT)
3. bhava-tah 0R<T:) bhav-ete

Imperfect
Active Middle

1 . a-bhava-va (SPRT̂ Q a-bhava-vahi Oi *RRTf )̂
2. a-bhava-tam (3TH<=td*i) a-bhav-ethdm (snT^TPT)
3. a-bhava-tam  (̂ TH ̂  d 1H) a-bhav-etam d 1 *1)

Optative
Active Middle

1. bhave-va ( W )
2. bhave-tam
3. bhave-tam

bhave-vahi 
bhave-y-atham  
bhave-y-atam  (^H^kTHT)

It may be worth noting, as a sort of mnemonic device, that the endings 
o f the second  person tend to have an aspirated dental, whereas the unaspirated 
dental occurs in the third person: -tjxahJ-tah, -ethel-ete, -ethaml-etam; only 
in -tamJ-tdm is this distinction not found. 13

13. Pronouns o f the First and Second Person.
As has been observed before, when a first or second person pronoun 

occurs as the subject o f a verb, it is generally omitted, as the verb endings 
suffice to make the pronominal reference clear. The nominative of these 
pronouns is generally expressed only when there is contrast between the 
persons (I ~  you, you ~  he, etc.) or where special emphasis on the person is 
required; thus, 7  want that fruit’. Often in this latter
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instance, the particle T3[d is added to underline or italicize (so to speak!) the 
foregoing word: d fd d  dd  W  \h .

W hile the nominative is not so much used, then, the other cases occur 
with reasonable frequency. Forms of the singular of df[d and cdd have often 
occurred in the reading lessons. Now the complete declensions o f these 
pronouns in all the three numbers are presented.

1. ^T^d T

Nom.

Singular Dual Plural

dTdTd ddd
Acc. t p t  err) dldTd (rft) (d:)
Instr. w 3rRT^rnr dw rfd:
Dat. (d) dTdTWd (dV) dTd^-dd (d:)
Abl. dd

■N SHdl'^dl'd
•v

dddd
Gen. d d  (d) dTddt: (db dTdTdd (d:)
Loc. H I’M dTddT: dddTd

>a

2. cdd ’You’

Singular Dual Plural

Nom. cdd ddTd
O  *\

W T
C\ N

Acc. cdFT (cdT) ddTd (dTd) d^dld (d:>
Instr. dddT ddH-dFr

O  'N
dWlfd:\=>

Dat. ddFdTd (dFT) d^d^dd (d:)
Abl. rd^ ddFdTd d*dd
Gen. dd (d) dddt: (dTd) d^dTdd (d:)
Loc. cdfd dddb d^RTd

v3 >3

Note that in the accusative, dative and genitive of all numbers of both 
pronouns alternative forms are given in parentheses. These forms in 
parentheses can be substituted for the other forms only if they are not put 
first in the sentence. The reason for this is that they are without accent of 
their own and, unable to stand on their own legs, so to speak, they ’lean on' 
the preceding word for support. Hence, they are called ’enclitic’, a word of



Greek origin meaning literally 'leaning on'. We have already had some 
enclitics, though this technical term has not been applied to them; thus, the 
conjunctions ^  and' and TT 'or' and also the terminal element used after 
the interrogative pronoun fe ?  to form an indefinite, for example", f 
something , er»P̂ ci<̂  someone'. The enclitic forms of the first and second

person pronouns are commoner than the accented forms and therefore need 
especially to be learned.
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I. The Story of Sagara and His Sons

The story of Sagara, King of Ayodhya, and his 60,000 sons, forms part 
of an extensive myth, which, among other things, involves the descent of the 
Ganges (Ganga) from heaven to earth and subsequently also to the nether 
world. The story is told, with variations, in the Mahabharata, the Ramayana 
and some of the Puranas. The condensed version presented below and 
continued in succeeding lessons is based on that contained in the Ramayana.

Indian authors are fond of playing with etymologies, especially of 
proper names, and it is interesting to note that, among the events antecedent 
to the narrative below, there is a story that turns on the etymology of the 
name 'Sagara'. The story is told that, when Sagara's mother was pregnant 
with him, her rival in the king’s affections gave her a poison OR) designed to 
prevent the delivery of her child. The child’s birth was as a result delayed 
for seven years, and when he was bom, he was given the name 'Sagara', 
literally 'with poison' 0T 'with' + *R 'poison'), because he was born 'with the 
poison' or drug that had been administered to his mother.

efiTW '^K 'l I 'K I l i l H I

t t cT<iuiM'tdi I d<rM s i I  I l u l l ' l l

I d d ’: ^ r r s f  'J d 'l2

■*lcen t l d  dTT3H'd<dl

d M r  ? r f t 3 dd- dMt)
c H F T  i d  i t  s d d d ;  i
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I srfqr-^iyfd^ wr:>R+id *tt%

*s >0
^ cMKIai^ R ) I 9 T ^ T W T W :

r-v . ^  c. *n • >o
arfamRi i ^ s s F tt  i

<r<4î  w  i ^ n r t g ; ^ ’srmr?r w \:  i ^ t t t

s^ttld I < M W ^ R T 6 I ^ ^  Vfw^ratf%" I
\  *\

^ g o T T  %TSTmT W l r W l '  <t?Pfr?:: W T ’T ^ f t  
T ^ T T  y i R ^ T T q ^ y ^ l f u i  ^ d l P l  I 9"^Ffw^ 7
r^Ktil *T*HI<I m ^fvili ^ ^ c H J| < y CAi|j|-=t94 I 3m

^  %1%mt T ^ :  ^  smm3f ^TKTt S^R^T I 
M M c T m f e m t 853TRRT I d W K  m % m p T9"fM ^rra"N fe :O >0 O N o \  "S
HtH ^ M i IuI f ^ r ^ d l P l  I =f> Md ^l-ted I ^rffe: ^■H^STIP^T 
^ haTI'M yc^H^d i ^ w r f ^ s m m s f r ^ T r m T

O *n >a
?r^TuTTfersm  ^  m m rr: qwrw y<m r ̂ rerr

\T5 v  -\ VO >a %

5rfem ^^'^l<TO'^FTM 9AH yifi-Hd I *RTT
N *\ ~\ '-* > -O O

mfffznxr111 w r r ?  sm cftnwr arm
s d M  w r a a w i 5 ^ w 12i ^ f f w :  iV. o  \  *\ 'O '

Lesson Twenty: The D ual and the N um eral S’'two'.
The D eclensions of zfipT T  and  cWW 'you '.

Notes

1. It is ubiquitous in Sanskrit literature that a virtuous king, like Sagara in 
this context, is without progeny. Since a son is needed to continue the family 
line and furnish a successor in the kingship as well as to perform the funeral 
ceremony, a childless king is bound to expend whatever efforts may be 
required to obtain a son. These efforts may entail the performance of 
various religious ceremonies and also austerities of frequently severe and 
prolonged character, usually culminating in the granting of a boon, as here 
by the sage Bhrgu. Note here that TT̂ TTWtis a coalescence of <MT <nU&:.
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2. The present third plural active of V f ( W kT, class VEI) is Hence,
by dropping the final vowel we obtain the strong stem of the present 
active participle, the weak being obtained by dropping the nasal; so ^k=P<̂.
The form 4^*1 here is nominative masculine singular from the cf and

of which have to be dropped because of the rule that a Sanskrit word may 
not (usually!) end in more than one consonant.

3. is locative singular neuter of the present participle of V3T?I
he , class II), the third plural of which being ^ Pxt, the weak stem is
(without the nasal). The construction here is locative absolute, and <dfd,
which could have been omitted as is itself a participle, is included to
throw more clearly into a predicate relationship; thus, literally ’A
hundred years being (^ Id) fulfilled' and freely 'When a hundred years were
completed’. The numeral ‘5RT 'a hundred’ and the higher numbers like 'a
thousand' are neuter nouns which take the thing numbered in the same case as__ •
the numeral or in the genitive plural. Thus, 'a hundred years' may be ‘STd
TTT: or "9RT ̂ THTPr. In this passage a genitive tatpurusa compound has been
made of the second alternative: cf. below.

4. I 41 < The sandhi is tricky here: the interrogative 4T has been 
contracted with ^ genitive dual of

5. TT TT TT TT Notice the doubling of interrogatives, which may be
marginally tolerable in English, but surely not the usual idiom; literally 
'Who of you two (TT) wishes what boon’, i.e., 'Who wishes the one boon and 
who the other?'

.6. ST 'Your own wish turns («ldd) in this', i.e., 'it is dependent
on what you want', freely 'It's up to you!' 7

7. STTTSE'f d T kTT 'having performed a pradaksina around that seer’, 
i.e., walking about him and keeping him to the right. STTf̂ PT is an adjective 
meaning 'standing or placed on the right'; it is used here in the accusative 
neuter singular as an adverb with Vtt 'make so-and-so standing on the right', 
hence, 'keep so-and-so on the right’.
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8. Literally  'An embryo like a gourd', i.e., in the form o f  a gourd;
to be analyzed TPT: dH : as a karmadharaya with the limiting or defining
elem ent (cp^) last; cf. W m TY 'a man like a tiger" (fTW: 1&).

9. <i5H d^Nv, i.e., Tnf^p37cf, the final -c[ having become -̂ T by total regressive
assimilation; it would have been possible to turn -cT into i.e., merely
making it into a voiced sound, but the completely assimilated form is 
commoner.

10. see note under 3 above.

11. by sandhi for ;T 3Tf^PxT. The verb is imperfect third person 
plural o f 'die'.

12. On the final for -cf see note under 9 above.

Vocabulary

3P=2T, adj. other. 
sThvm, n. offspring, child.
3TR, adj. other.
3TVT3T, adj. literally 'having non-offspring’, i.e., not having offspring, without 

offspring.
5TTkPT, adj. 'having no match', unmatched [formed like above].

f. Ayodhya, an ancient city o f India, nowadays usually written Oudh
by imitative spelling, located on the Sarayu PH7T) River. It was the 
capital o f  Rama, hero o f  the Ramayana. The name means literally 'the 
unfightable or  irresistible one' (the f. o f the negatived gerundive o f Vto

’f ig h t’). x
m. Asamahja, the son o f Sagara by Kesini. The name means

'unbecom ing, good-for-nothing'(I) 
srffRT, n. 'non-welfare', harm.
STT-V^C^TOT^T, cans, o f  TTW, class I), propitiate; honor; ppp. 3TKlfERT, 

(having been) propitiated, honored.



W d  class IV), go forth, arise, come into existence, be produced;
caus. ^cTT^qKT, ’causes to go forth’, causes to come into existence, 
produces.

%f^ ’ Kesini, a wife of King Sagara of Ayodhya, daughter of the king of
Vidarbha and mother of the wicked Asamahja. The name means ’she who 
has (fine) hair’. _

^TTcT, ppp . V^TT (teq 1 Ri, class II, ’be known, be named’), named, called.
*nf, m. embryo, child, offspring.
T̂̂ RT, ppp. -sfaf Ol^lfd, class IX), (having been) gotten. 

m. pleasure, desire, will.
iqd, class TV), be bom; the active forms of this verb, like the future 

^ H  <>q ki , are transitive, hence ’beget, bring forth, produce’.
V*IT 0*iMiRt, class IX), know; inf in.
^ q ^ , adj. best, principal; oldest. 

m. a gourd.
^ ic q n ,  adj. ill-natured.
IfiLdl̂ T, adj. second.
fr f^ T , ppp. (f̂ Prf%T, class VTI), split open;

ppp . o f caus. (qtTKf, class I), caused to stay abroad’,
expelled.

Roff, f. a w ife.
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TT, n. a city.
tffa, m. a townsman, citizen.
ST-VsTTC' (<*1 IMTRr, class V), gain, obtain.
5T-Vfe^ (1mf?r, class VI), throw or cast out or away <*).

(M-°yRr, class VI), ask.
class IV), step toward, attain, get.

(W ?r, class I), bow before, make obeisance before (+ acc.)
class I), laugh aloud 00-

m. Bhrgu, a great sage.
(H ^ R f, class I), sink, submerge.

TTirR̂ PT, adj. possessing glory, glorious.
j W m f S u r .  d a .  VII, ’jo in , = « « « -> , "P“  <*
- 5  A f t .  a - 1 ) ,  '« ■ » » » *  a' “ "1 01
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«. beauty and youth.
T̂*T, m. the act o f getting, acquisition.

ad’- makin8 a family, propagating a family or  dynastic line
n. speech; words.

 ̂ tn. 3 gift or  boon.
m■ (sometimes n .) a year.

^ T ,  postp . without (+ instr.).

* * * ? *  class HI), gone forth (f^O hither and
thither (FT).

m. delay.
Cclaa, class I), turn, move, take place [v. note 6].

"5RT, n. a hundred.
n. the head.

T f e ,  f. sixty.
T̂ĉ T, adj. true; as rt. the truth.

f. Sarayu, the river beside which is situated the city of snfh^TT. 
n. a thousand.

*kii, f. a daughter.
^♦TkT, f. Sumati, a wife o f Sagara, daughter of Aristanemi and sister of 

Suparna. The name means 'She who has good intelligence (*!%), wise'. 
tPTi|d\ adj. very great.

adj. filled, fulfilled, [strictly ppp. (IhhRf, class in 'fill')] 
m. Himavat or the Himalaya mountain; the name means ’having snow 

(f^T)', i.e., 'snowy'.

Translate into Sanskrit, using the past passive participle in lieu of the main 
verb wherever possible:

Formerly1 there was a king of Ayodhya named Sagara. He had all the 
qualities o f  a lord2 and was virtuous by nature. He had3 two wives, one 
named Kesini 4 the other named Sumati.4 Sagara was desirous of offspring, 
but he was without offspring. On this account,5 in order to make a supreme 
effort for the sake o f offspring the king went to a region of the Himavat along 
with his w ives and performed great austerities there.^ Finally, a great sage 
named Bhrgu, having been favored by the austerities he had performed there 
for a hundred years, gave that Sagara a boon. According to the words of the



fttige one of the two wives would give birth to a glorious son who would 
propagate the family line, the other 60,000 sons. 'What you both wish, that 
will be! said the sage. By Kesini one son was chosen, by Sumati 60,000 
chosen, hi the course of time, of Kesini one son named Asamafija was bom. 
But of Sumati a gourd-like embryo (was) bom. When this gourd-like 
embryo was split open, 60,000 sons came forth. Now? Kesinl's son named 
AsamalTja was extremely eviJ-natured. For8 he cast all Sumati’s sons into the 
Sarayii River. However, by a miracle the sons of Sagara did not die. For this 
reason^ Asamaffja was banished from the city by Sagara.

268 le sso n  Twenty: The Dual and the Numeral Z ’two'.
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Notes

1. 'Formerly': ^T.

2. '1 le had all the qualities of a lord': say 'He was provided with all the 
qualities of a lord' (/.<?,, as an instrumental tatpuru§a compound).

i

3. Express the notion of possession by the genitive of the personal pronoun 
and the appropriate form of VvT; literally thus: 'Of him two wives were’.

4. The two expressions 'named Kesini' and 'named Sumati* are to be
expressed by appositional bahuvrihis. At the end of a feminine bahuvrihi, 
cither the appropriate case of may be used or the specifically feminine
derivative -HIMl.

5. 'On this account': use 3^: (etymologically 'from that') or
■ *

6. 'the king went... and performed great austerities': say hy the king having 
gone (%erund)... great austerities (were) performed (ppp.)\ Similarly in the 
next sentence: 'by a great sage... favored (ppp.) by the austerities performed 
(ppp.) there... a boon (was) given',

7. 'Now': use 3T*T in its continuative sense.

8. 'Fori: use coordinating causal conjunction, as is English 'for' in this 
sentence. Nowadays, it may be noted, 'for* is generally used as a 
subordinating conjunction, synonymous with 'since, because' and also 'as*. 9

9. 'For this reason': 53T.
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The Perfect Tense. The Imperative.

I. The Perfect Tense.
There are four different ways of expressing past time in Sanskrit. Of 

these we have taken up two: the imperfect tense and the idiomatic use of the 
past passive participle (with the agent in the instrumental). The other two are 
the perfect tense and the aorist tense. There is no difference in meaning 
among these four ways of indicating past tense: they are interchangeable, so 
that it is purely a matter o f style or an author's predilection which method is 
used.1 The period when a particular work was written also has a good deal to 
do with the degree of frequency in the use of this or that method. Thus, the 
use o f the past passive participle is much more prevalent in later Sanskrit 
works than any of the three past tenses. In this lesson we shall take up the 
perfect tense, which is commoner than the aorist in the epics and generally in 
the classical language.

There are two different forms of the perfect tense, the one a particular 
inflection o f a verbal root, the other a combination of an auxiliary or 
’helping' verb and a specially formed noun, the so-called 'periphrastic 
perfect'. Only the former w ill be dealt with here.

The perfect tense has several peculiar characteristics which, taken 
together, distinguish it from all other verb forms. First of all, the root is 
reduplicated, that is, a portion of it is repeated; thus, from ^Jbudh (bodhati) 
h e  awake' is made the reduplicated stem bu-budh. The personal endings are 
also somewhat different from those so far learned, and the three persons of 
the singular exhibit a stronger form of the stem than elsewhere in the perfect. 
This variation o f the stem, like that in the changeable noun stems we have just 
studied, is due to a shifting o f the old tonic accent, no longer extant in 
classical Sanskrit, from stem to ending.

A ll o f  this undoubtedly sounds very complicated, but it is really not 
difficult. Moreover, only a few  forms of the perfect are in common use, 
viz., the third persons o f the active and, slightly less so, those of the middle 
also. In explaining the formation of the perfect, it will be easier and clearer 
first to give the perfect o f a typical verb root in all its forms and then show
how  these forms are made.

i ln  the o ld er  language, the language o f  the V eda, how ever, the three past tenses (imperfect, 
perfect mid aorist) had clearly differentiated m eanings, depending upon the way the past act 
w as v ie w e d  and its relationship to the present.
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Perfect Tense of ~̂ budh 

Active

S in g u la r
1 .*  b u -b o d h -a

2 .*  b u -b o d h - i- th a
3 .*  b u -b o d h -a

D u a l
1 . b u -b u d h - i-v a

<0 Nd

2 .  b u -b u d h -a th u h•
3 .  b u -b u d h -a tu h  •

P lu r a l
1 . b u -b u d h - i-m a

va va

2 . b u -b u d h -a
va va

3 .  b u -b u d h -u h
va o  o

(b o d h a ti)  'be aw ake'

M iddle

S in g u la r
1 . b u -b u d h -e
2. bu-budh-i-se
3. b u -b u d h -e

D u a l
1 . b u -b u d h -i-va h e
2. b u -b u d h -a th e >o va

3. b u -b u d h -d te

P lu ra l
1. b u -b u d h -i-m a h e
2. b u -b u d h -i-d h v e va va

3. b u -b u d h -i-re
>a o

N o te  that the stron g  fo rm s, w h ic h  are m arked w ith  an asterisk  (* ) as 
w a s  d o n e  w ith  th e  stron g  fo rm s o f  n ou n  stem s, h a v e  the guna substitu te  'o’ 
fo r  'u' o f  Vb u d h . A l l  the o th er  form s retain  'u'. T h e p erso n a l en d in g s are, 
fo r  th e  m o s t  part, th e  prim ary en d in g s  w e  h a v e  already had: -se , -va h e ,
-a th e , -a te ,  -m a h e  and -d h v e .  T h ere  are tw o  secon d ary  en d in g s, -v a  and -m a , 
w h ic h  w e  h a v e  had  fo r  th e  im p erfect. T h e -a th u h  and -a tu h  o f  the se co n d  and  
th ird  d u a l a c t iv e  se e m  to  b e  am algam ation s o f  the prim ary en d in g s - th a h  and  
- ta h ,  w ith  -u h  o f  th e  p lu ra l su b stitu ted  fo r  the -a h ;  the orig in  o f  th e  p reced in g  
a -  is  o b sc u r e . F in a lly , th e  -i-  b e fo re  the en d in g s b eg in n in g  w ith  a con son an t  
i s  n o t  o r ig in a lly  part o f  th e  e n d in g s and so m e  verb s do  not take it.

A l l  ro o ts  c o n ta in in g  a sh ort v o w e l (ex cep t -a -)  fo llo w e d  b y  a con son an t  
b e h a v e  lik e  Vb u d h ; that is , the root v o w e l is  rep laced  b y  its guna substitu te  in  
th e  stro n g  fo r m s , b u t rem ain s u n ch a n g ed  e lsew h ere . T h u s, from  Vdrs 'see' is  
m a d e  d a -d a r s -a  (rem em b er  that a r  is  the guna substitu te o f  r), from  Vv/i 
'enter' is  fo r m e d  v i- v e s -a  (e  is  th e  gu n a  o f  i and i). B u t w h en  the root v o w e l  
is  -a -  b e fo r e  a co n so n a n t, -a -  (th e  vrddhi o f  -a -)  rep laces -a -  in  the third  
p e r so n ; th u s, ta - td n -a  fro m  Vtan  'stretch'. T h is  vrddhi form  is a lso  o p tio n a lly  
a l lo w e d  in  th e  first p erso n , w h ic h  h as e ith er  ta - ta n -a  or  ta -td n -a . T h is sam e  
ru le  th a t c o n c e r n s  m e d ia l -a -  is  a lso  true o f  roots en d in g  in  v o w e ls ;  thus, 
fr o m  Vni 'lead' are m a d e  1. n i-n a y -a /n i-n a y -a ,  2 . n i-n a y -i- th a  and 3. n i-n dy-
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a. (Remember: -e- > -ay- and -ai- > -ay- before vowels in internal sandhi!) 
Roots in final -a, like y/da 'give', V'dhd 'place', 'Jpa 'drink', replace -a. by -au 
in the first and third persons; thus, da-dau *1, he, she, it gave.'

Before the peculiarities of the weak stem are discussed, a few words 
must be said about the reduplication. In its simplest form reduplication 
involves the repetition of the first part of a root, i.e., the consonant and 
vowel, as in bu-budh and ta-tan ( vtan 'stretch'). The vowel in the repeated or 
reduplicative syllable must be short; thus, da-da (*\Jda ’give), pa-pa (’'Jpa 
drink1), and r is replaced by a; thus, ma-rnr (Vmr 'die'). An aspirated 
consonant is repeated without aspiration; thus, da-dhd ( Jdha 'place'), and a 
guttural by the corresponding palatal. Accordingly, k- and kh- are replaced 
by c-, as in ca-kr (Vkr 'do'), ca-khan ( Ikhan 'dig'); g- and gh- by j-, as in ja- 
gam (Vgam), ja-ghra (Vghra 'smell'). Most roots beginning with va- 
reduplicate with u-, as u-vas ( Ĵvas 'stay'), u-vad (Vvad ’speak') and u-vac 
( t/vac 'speak'); similarly, ^/yaj 'sacrifice' reduplicates with i-; thus, i-yaj.
This interchange between va and u and ya and i is called samprasarana; it is 
also applied to the interchange of ra and r, seen, for example, in various 
forms of Vgrah 'grasp'.

Verb roots that reduplicate with samprasarana (i.e., with the 
reduplicative syllable u- or i- instead of va- or ya-) make this same 
substitution also in the root itself in the weak forms and contract into a simple 
long vowel the two identical vowels (u- + u- > u- and i- + i- > I). Thus, from 
Yvah (vahati) 'carry' are made the strong stem u-vdh lu-vah and the weak 
stem uh (for u- + uh). To make the matter clearer here is the entire active

A few very common roots lose their vowel in the weak forms, causing 
their initial and final consonants to come together, thus, Vgam (gacchati)
'go', which has the strong stem ja-gamfja-gam, makes the weak stem ja-gm. 
The* third persons o f the active, then, are: ja-gam-a, ja-gm-atuh and ja-gm- 
uh. The juxtaposition o f the two consonants resulting from the loss of the 
root vowel occasionally produces rather startling changes due to the 
requirements o f internal sandhi; as, for example, in vghas (ghasati) ea t, 
which has the easily identifiable third singular jaghasa, but the remarkable 
third plural o f  jaksuh (from ja-ghs-uh, in which the combination -ghs- 
becomes -ks- due to the de-aspirating and de-voicing of gh- before -s and the 
conversion o f -s to -s after k-)\

Many roots, mostly containing the vowel a followed by a single 
consonant, form their weak stem by a sort of telescoping of the

inflection of Vvah:

1. *u-vah-alu-vah-a
2. *u-vah-i-tha
3. * u-vdh-a

uh-i-va
uh-athuh
uh-atuh

uh-i-ma
iih-a
uh-uh
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reduplicative syllable and the root, resulting in a monosyllabic stem that 
shows no evidence of reduplication. These telescoped stems always consist of 
the unchanged initial and final consonants of the root connected by -e-. Thus, 
pet, meth, pec, ten are the weak stems of y/pat ’fly', ylmath ’agitate', y/pac ’ 
cook and ytan 'stretch'. The full perfect active of yJtan is:

1. *ta-tan-a!ta-tan-a ten-i-va ten-i-ma
2. *ta-tan-tha ten-athuh ten-a
3. *ta-tan-a ten-atuh ten-uh

Many more details concerning the formation of the perfect might be 
given, but the purpose of this lesson is more expeditiously achieved by 
presenting only such details as are required to gain an overall view of this 
important tense, so that forms of it may be readily recognized as they occur 
in the course of reading. Once the salient features of the formation are clear, 
it is practically necessary for the beginning student only to bear in mind a 
general impression of them, and for the time being to leam only the endings 
of the third person throughout.

II. The Imperative M ood .
There is another group of verb forms made from the present stem — 

the same stem from which is formed the present third singular which we 
leam  along with the root. This group of forms is called the Imperative 
M ood. As the name implies, these verb forms are used when requesting or 
ordering a person to do something, as in English 'Go!' or 'Do this!’ Usually 
the pronoun you is omitted in the imperative, but it is used for emphatic 
requests: 'You do this!' The same rule holds also for Sanskrit. Logically, 
we expect this mood of the verb to be used only in the second person 
(singular, dual or plural!), as it involves direct address. Oddly enough, 
however, in Sanskrit it is possible to have an imperative in the first and also 
the third person! Here neither a request nor an order is involved, but rather 
an exhortation or suggestion to do this or that, as, for example, when we say 
'Let’s go!', 'Let's do this!', 'Let him go!’ etc. As we may see from these 
examples, English has no special verb form for this, but uses the helping verb 
'let' to express the idea. This can, of course, lead to ambiguity, since 'Let 
him go!' might mean either 'I exhort him to go' or 'permit him to go’. 
Obviously, only the context can determine which idea is intended.

The formation of the imperative in Sanskrit is simple. Only a few  
additional endings need to be learned, as some of them are identical to those 
of the imperfect. It will be easier if we first present a verb in the imperative 
in both the active and middle and then take up the special points that have to 
be observed.
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Imperative Mood of Vf r̂ ( ^ t d )  'conquer*

Active

Singular Dual Plural
1. jaya-ni iava-va iava-ma

OSRThT) H ^ N )
2. jaya jaya-tam iava-ta

H^id)
3. jaya-tu iava-tam jay-antu

( W ) C«Rd 1H) ( w )

Middle

1. jay-ai jaya-vahai jayd-mahai
CSR) c m T ^ )

2. jaya-sva iav-etham iava-dhvam
(WT^O (^EPfl'-H) O T ^ T )

3. jaya-tam iav-etam jay-antam
orqrTPT) (urzpxrPT)

Note that the underlined forms are identical to the imperfect, except 
that there is no augment. The second singular active is identical to the stem. 
As usual elsewhere in the verbal system, the thematic vow el is lengthened 
before v- and m- as w ell as before n- o f -ni (first singular active). In 
translating the imperative, w e may use the locutions 'let me, let us' for the 
first person and 'let him/her/it/them’ for the third person, and the simple 
verb with (or without 'you') for the second, as exem plified above. 
Exam ples: ftTWET ^  I Id MvdiPi R  3rpfEKT I "The
teacher said to his pupils: 'Go to the woods and bring hither roots and 
fruits!"' (literally having gone . . . bring')' 3TEPTT 1 "Let’s both
(dual!) go hom e now!"; "Let the king (or May the king) be
victorious!"
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II. The Story of Sagara and His Sons

d<.lc*ldY q fT ’TIHI^I'HM fYsRTT S*RRT I_________  ̂ ^ ^ 'O, O N  ;0 -\
3T*T»k ^  Tr^: tHsrnctx-i, ^ tRT: | ^Rf:
^ T F ^ R R i i t  S ^ T T J ^ ^ T 3 3Tf%RTW cRT f^TW T4
■ f ^ ^ R ^ I W 5 =*f TRST m F r p r 6 st^pRfWT^TFT^RT7 ̂  FTf

W 8*THH-d*i} I 3 R !l^T *R K ftdW ^ld  W f t

3r r ? « n ^ I0^ ^ T f lr4 3 T ^ 3 T q ^ n : i
F F T t ^ :  I SR-if-fadl S ^T T S idd lM ^d : I
^TT3TRrir I <T w f^^ g^vzh" sRlW I d^TT^RWT
d>d°d ^ « K f e  Id^-K^d T W  |«K*i^ $Rr | d ^ d -d : ’Mrdd
* r f ^ M d ^ F n ud TRT?dTd^3dTd I |T O T :  ^ t e d  FTdf
M^Tdi IdPdd&dXi | xT feqfM td^T f^T : <dfdd°dl ^R T d tc >o > c. o
X^RT I *TRRrdT*T *T sT^iRTdldY1 3 P<dl Wdd I ^ K l  dT*T*\ >0 N  ̂ «  >3 0
d<JldFd><=d‘ ^ H I^ I |j |^ 3 { ^  ^ ^ iy id d 'ld lf e d ld ^ d '^  
FS-HFdHplId I < M d d l : ^ V
d ’FHdFd^' q K Fd^ldd>Fdl?ldrTf^HiPT: I ^ ^ I d 'd  
w ,̂ \j|o)^i;T'9MJk'dlfH S^"5̂  f d f ^ a  dd" vi fd fd s i: I d d T d  
^ H k ’H^rr w e it t  ^ t *tt

pH<i I %*T Vi^K^i 
W^T’xf: H I’n  W RRT f̂T'SfTJf: I

Notes

1. <<ic ^  It w ill be recalled from the previous episode that Kesini's son 
AsamaSja was extremely evil and vicious by nature, as exemplified by his 
attempt to drown his 60,000 step-brothers, the sons of Sagara by Sumati. It is
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remarkable indeed that so innately wicked a person could have fathered a son 
o f quite the reverse disposition.

2. 1*1*1 *1^511 ’After much time', 'instrumentals of time at the end of which'
are common.

3. The instrumental is regularly used with (w fd > to  express
the means whereby a sacrifice is offered. This may be, as here, the particular 
offering itself or the thing offered, for example, rice, ghee, etc. The god to 
whom the sacrifice is^made, if expressed, is in the accusative; thus, for 
example: Mm l ^ R t  I 'The priest sacrifices to Visnu with ghee'.

The asyamedha or horse sacrifice', which in one form or another 
reaches back in antiquity to the Rgveda, is mentioned with great frequency in 
Sanskrit literature. Its performance lasted in its many phases for more than a 
year and required the services o f a large number of Brahman priests. The 
purpose o f this long, intricate and costly sacrifice was to confirm a powerful 
king in his sovereignty and even to extend it to include all the land traversed 
by the sacrificial horse in the course of its unfettered wanderings, a feature 
w hich, o f course, might involve warfare with a neighboring monarch who 
was disinclined to see all or even a part o f his kingdom annexed in this way.
A  number o f famous Indian kings are alleged to have performed this 
elaborate sacrifice, perhaps the best known being Samudragupta of the fourth 
century A .D ., who issued several gold medallions to mark the event.

4. ftpTWf Himavat (literally 'possessing snow’, snow-clad, snowy) and 
Him alaya (literally 'abode o f snow’) are synonyms. Personified, 
Him avat/Himalaya is regarded as the father of Parvatl (wife of Siva) and 
Ganga, the great river.

5. The Vindhya Mountains are a comparatively low  range of 
m ountains extending across central India, thus dividing the country into a 
northern half, often called Hindusthan, and a southern, called the Dekkhan or 
D eccan in Anglo-Indian spelling.

6. fotlHFT accusative masculine singular of the present passive participle of 
( f e t ,  class VI) 'find', hence literally '(the region) being found', i.e.,

located (between the Himavat and Vindhya Mountains). This use of to
express location or simple existence is exactly parallel to the >d>°m m ihe
Romance languages; thus, French trouver hn  in i hotteea si
table  The book is on the table' and similarly Italian trovare in La bottega si
trova in questa  cittd. The store is (located) in this city.

*
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7. From what has been said above about the asvamedha, it is
apparent why Sagara was accompanied b y  a host o f preceptors'.

^ 5  r̂ e ^^finitive o f (M^ki, class I) ’sacrifice'; as also in the past 
passive participle (in which the T- is changed to by samprasdrana), 
when ^  is follow ed by it is replaced by the cerebral ^  and then by 
’progressive assim ilation' the ^  is changed to so ^ b e c o m e s  *TT-TR\ 
then (written *Ts<pT).

9. mkTTT 'Vasava, lord o f the gods’ is Indra, who from the time of 
the Rgveda held this exalted position, although in the course o f time he was 
relegated to the background due to the rising prominence o f Siva and Visnu. 
Indra is called V asava’ (literally ’one who is connected with the V asus’) as 
ch ief o f  the V asus, a rather vague group o f deities often mentioned in the 
Rgveda, but o f unspecified function.

10. Sl-Cl< M it-H IM Indra is often said to assume various bodily forms 
for one purpose or another. The Ramayana does not state the reason for 
Indra’s theft o f  the horse, but it may be noted that Indra frequently engages in 
trickery to deflect anyone engaged in severe austerities or a powerful 
sacrifice out o f  fear o f a diminution o f his powers through their efficacy.

11. cil^T N ote the change o f ^ to T here by ’regressive assim ilation’. The 
o f d Md m ight have been changed to but the further change to the nasal o f 
the sam e class is usual.

12. fp^PTFTRT A s f^PTFT above (note 6), this is a present passive 
participle, from  Vfpf (f[f%, class II) Trill’, form ed by adding the passive 
su ffix  -*T- to the root and, in turn, the participial suffix - m m . 13

13. Jambudvlpa is one o f the seven continents which, according to 
Indian tradition, constitute the world. Jambudvlpa is in the center and the 
other six  continents, w hich are all circular in shape, are each separated from  
the other by an ocean, thus form ing with their intervening oceans a series o f 
concentric rings. In the center o f Jambudvipa is Mt. M em , to the south o f 
w hich is Bharata(varsa) or India. Jambudvlpa is, however, often loosely  
used as a synonym  for India, as is the case in this context
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Vocabulary

m. Amsumat, grandson of King Sagara.
3T*=3lsrnr, n. looking for, searching after.
3TTT-V  ̂(^xRl, class I), take away, steal; perf.
3Th h ', adj. unkind; unfriendly; inauspicious.
3p^%T, m. the horse-sacrifice (on which v. note 3 above).
VsTT^rq- (3n=jTufqi%", denom. verb from the bahuvrihi SfT-^F 'having the ear 

to', i.e.y lending an ear to), listen, hear.
3iWT, f. order, command.

m. son.
3TT->Mt OT̂ rfd', class I), bring to.
3TT-"V̂ rr (Ri^-oRi, class I), stand on (STT); mount, ascend; resort to; gerund

srrprnr.
^rn>iTRT, m. a teacher or preceptor.
et»doil, gerundive of  'do', to be done, having or needing to be done.

(<3 «i id, class I), dig, dig up.
<3 Pidott, gerundive of to be dug, having or needing to be dug.
^ r f , f. occupation with or concern for a thing.
Vf^xT (F^Tl^fd, class X ), think.

m. a thief, 
f e s -, n. hole; gap. 

m. father.
^ ̂  sfi h, m. Jambudvipa, name o f one of the seven continents of Indian 

tradition; India (v. note 13). 
m. a thief. 

m. a horse.o
3̂T, m. region, country, area.

class I), sound; perf .
m . a sound, noise. ^ ^ ^

(ftR-ftl, class v n ), split open OR:); gerund HT^T.
qft-ViffR, (sh I q Rr, class I), Step or  walk around; gerund mkso-R. 
qft.VRR class IV), roam around; perf. qftRRTR (plur. “̂ VRO-

m. grandfather. 
rfsRT, m . little son o r  dear son.
*c>
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m. grandson.
vnfTK, m. kind, sort; way, manner.

(P isita , class V I), enter; perf. (plur. °i%f%3T:).
PPP- class I), devoted to.

adj. causing or  inspiring fear, fearful, 
m. the arm.

♦T̂ RT̂ T, n. the surface o f the earth.
V-H «f, (H , class I), seek after, look for; present middle participle  lut 

'seeking after, looking for'.
^ r iw , f. the earth.

adj. connected with a sacrifice, sacrificial.
correl. conj. as long . . .  so long, until. 

n. Rasatala, name o f one of the seven hells beneath the earth.
<T5TtT, m. a demon.

m. a king's son, a prince.
(^f% , class II), say, speak to; perf. (plur. 35^:)-
n. speech; words.

^ftTO', f. the earth.
■o

qT^T, n. speech; words.
«TRR, m. Vasava, a name o f Indra as chief of the Vasus (v. note 9).

dM Y Rr, fT O , class V ), investigate, explore; scour. 
fspOT, m. VindhyaTname o f a low  range of mountains running across central

India (on which v. note 5).
split apart (fa); perf. ° f a ^  (plur.

(O ffa, class I), cease.
m. delay.

S S ’ppp. Class V), literally^heard of far and wide (Ptf.
fence 'famous, well-known, known, called.

n. the body.
■9RT, m. a stake; pike, spear. 

f. sixty.
*T̂ T, n. being, living being, creature.
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*PT -3qW ^ class I), go up to, approach; begin; perfect middle
>a

***** PPP• class IV), lit. ’thought together (SHp, being of the
rsame opinion', hence 'agreed, approved, highly honored'. 

adv. everywhere.
n. thousand.

^T, m. a plow .
m. the Himalaya mountain (v. note 4).

Translate into Sanskrit:

That King Sagara had1 a grandson named Amsumat. Although he was 
the son o f the evil-m inded AsamafTja, nevertheless Amsumat was virtuous 
and respected by all the people.2 In the course of time, Sagara decided that he 
w ould perform an Asvamedha^ and, having gone to the region selected for 
the sacrifice by his preceptors, he began to perform the Asvamedha. But in 
the m iddle o f the sacrifice, the king o f the gods, assuming^ the form of a 
dem on, stole the sacrificial horse. Thereupon the preceptors said to Sagara 
that the th ief must be slain and the horse brought back.5 As soon as he heard 
these words o f theirs, Sagara said to his 60,000 sons: 'Go everywhere in your 
search for the horse! D ig up the earth, if  you have to! Find the horse and 
bring him  back here!' W hen they heard this command o f their father, they 
im m ediately began searching for6 the horse. They roamed everywhere and, 
w hen they did not find the horse, they dug up the earth. After splitting open 
the surface o f the earth with pikes and plows, they entered it.

Notes

1. T hat K ing Sagara had': Say 'of that King Sagara was ... '.

2. 'by all the people': U se the gen.

3. 'that he would perform an Asvamedha': Turn into the direct form ('I
w i l l . . .  ’) and add at the end o f the quoted words.

4. 'assuming': U se the gerund , not the present participle, as Indra’s 
assum ption o f the form o f a demon preceded his theft.

5 .  'that the th ief m ust be slain' etc.: Again t o  be expressed in direct form

follow ed  by

6. 'began searching for': Say *began to search for (+ acc.).



LESSON TWENTY-TWO

Adjectives in -a n c /-a c  (English -w a r d ) .

There is a small group of quite commonly used adjectives in Sanskrit, 
numbering perhaps a dozen or more, which are formed with one of the 
verbal prefixes (a v a , ud, p r a t i ,  p ra , sa m , etc.) and the element -a ilc /-a c  
'turned o r  bent'. All these adjectives mean 'turned o r  bent' in the direction 
indicated by the adverb with which they begin. Thus, avaH c  (3fTP^), that is 
a v a  +  -aH c, means l i t e r a l ly  'turned or bent down (a va )', hence, 'down-ward'; 
p r a t y - a n c  (TcT̂ T) means l i t e r a l ly  'turned o r  directed back (p r a t i ) ' ,  hence, 
'back-ward'; and so on. The terminal or formative element is really just 
Va ( h ) c  (a h c a t i  or a c a ti ,  class I) 'bend', used like a suffix. These adjectives 
present the beginner with a little difficulty because some are declined from 
tw o  stems, others from th ree , that is, some distinguish a strong and a weak 
stem, others a strong, middle and weakest. The two-stem adjectives retain 
the nasal in the strong stem and drop it in the weak; thus p r a n c -  ( p r a  +  -a n c )  
and p r a c - .  The declension of p ra H c  'turned o r  bent forth, for-ward' is as
follows:

S in g u la r D u a l P lu r a l

Nom . * p r a h * p ra n c -a u * p r a n c - a h
(TTF) (TPSft) (TT3T:)

Acc. * p r a h c -a m p ra n c -a u p r a c - a h

(STPSHT) (TPgfV) (TFL)
Instr. p r a c - d p r a g - b h y a m p r a g - b h i h

(TPTT) (TFVTPT) (TTl̂ T:)
Dat. p r a c - e p r a g - b h y a m p r a g - b h y a h

(TT%) (TFWPT) GfF^T:)
Abl. p r a c - a h p r a g - b h y a m p r a g - b h y a h

(TPT:) (TF^TFT) (TTTOT:)
Gen. p r a c - a h p r a c - o h p r a c - d m

(TT̂ T:)
Loc. p r a c - i p r a c - o h prak-$u

(TffT) (TPTt:) Ĉ TEJ)
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Note that, as with all stems ending in a consonant, there are no 
deviations in the endings from one declensional type to the other. As always 
in internal sandhi, no change is made in a final consonant before an ending 
that begins with a vowel. Before endings with initial bh- 0T-), final -c (-^) o f 
these adjectives is replaced by -g (-*p; before -su (locative plural) -c (-^) is 
changed to -k (-^), because s (^), unlike bh (*p is voiceless. In the 
nominative singular we should theoretically start with praTfc-s, but, as we 
noted when first discussing stems ending in a consonant, the nominative -s 
(-*P always drops out because o f the mle that a Sanskrit word cannot end in 
more than a single consonant. For the same reason here we must also drop 
the -c (-^). This leaves prarl (M l°i), but -71 (-ST) must be replaced by the 
guttural nasal in accordance with the mle that a final palatal is usually 
replaced by a guttural. In this way we arrive at prah (51W), and so also with 
all these adjectives in -aHc (or -arte) in the nominative masculine singular.

So much, then, for the masculine. In the neuter only the nominative 
and accusative plural are strong, all the rest weak:

Neuter

Singular Dual Plural

N om . prak prac-i *praric-i
m w ) (*H t) (TT%)

A cc. prak prac-i *prahc-i
OIT )̂ (t NY) (TT^T)

A ll the other cases are identical to the masculine.

A djectives that differentiate three stems differ from the stem just 
exem plified only in the so-called 'weakest' cases, otherwise they are treated 
alike. First, let us look at the com plete declension o f pratyanc 'back-ward', a 
stem o f three degrees, and see how the variations in the stem are disposed. 
The three stems are: strong pratyaric- (S c ^ -) , m iddle pratyag-lk- 

weakest pratlc- (yaH -).
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Masculine

Singular Dual Plural

N om . *pratyah *pratyartc-au *pratyaHc-ah

A cc.
(y ? ^ :)

*pratyaHc-am *pratyartc-au pradc-ah

Instr.
CR*rer*T) (srttsrV)
pradc-a pratyag-bhyam pratyag-bhih

Dat.
(y<nNl) (S ^ v q r ip (^rf^T:)
pratic-e

rv pratyag-bhyam pratyag-bhyah

A bl.
OkTN) ( W ^ : )
pradc-ah pratyag-bhyam pratyag-bhyah

/—
s £ a 1 • 

■

Gen. pradc-ah pratic-oh pradc-am
(5RTH-;) (yq|-q):) (y^Nrnr)

L oc. pradc-i
(WTfk)

pratic-oh
(SRTHt:)

pratyak-su

Neuter

N om . pratyak pradc-i *pratyaflc-i
(y^ 'h ) (srat^V)

A cc. pratyak pradc-i *pratya?tc-i
OsraHt) (T̂ Tf̂ T)

It w ill be remembered that the differentiation o f strong and weak 
stems (as also into weakest and middle) was originally the product o f a shift 
in the position o f the old accentuation in Indo-European: where the old tonic 
accent fell on the stem or the suffix, a stronger form of the stem (or the 
suffix!) developed, but when the accent moved forward to the case-ending, 
the weaker (middle) or even the weakest form resulted. The stem with the 
nasal (pratyaric-) is the fullest or strong, that without the nasal (pratyag-fk-) 
is in between or middle, and that with loss o f the -a- o f pratyaftc- or pratyag- 
!k- and conversion o f -y- to -i- is the weakest. So, theoretically, we go in the 
follow ing progression from strong to weakest: praty-a'nc-, praty-ac-, 
praty-c- (with the loss of -a-) and finally prati-c-. Exactly the same 
progression occurs with other adjectives in -anc having three degrees; thus,
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ny-aHc (that is, ni + aHc) 'turned or  bent down downwards’, o f  w hich  
the middle and weakest stems are ny-ag-/k- and me- respectively.

W e have taken up the masculine and neuter o f these curious stem s, but 
how is the fem inine formed? As with the other changeable consonant stem s, 
the fem inine is made from the weak stem or weakest where the threefold  
distinction exists. To this weak or weakest stem is added the 
characteristically fem inine suffix -i, and the resultant product is declined  
exactly like any i-stem such as devi or nadi (deff). Thus, from pranc  
(TP̂ T), o f which the weak stem is prac- (y M), is formed the fem inine prdc-i 
(TlrTr); from  pratyanc  (vk̂ T )̂, where, as w e have seen, there are three stem s, 
is formed the fem inine pratic-i (W N l) from the weakest stem pratic-

It m ay have been noticed that the -anc/-ac stems exem plified so far, 
w hile litera lly  translated 'turned or  bent in such-and-such a direction’, m ay 
also be rendered with an adjective ending in the English suffix -ward ('for
ward, back-ward, down-ward', etc.). It is remarkable that this su ffix  -ward 
descends genetically from the proto-Indo-European V*w ert/w ort/w rt ;'tum \ 
akin to Sanskrit Ĵvrt (yarta te , class I), originally also 'turn' (though with a 
long sem antic train o f m eanings) and to Latin vert-ere with the same 
m eaning. Thus, then, the terminal elem ent -ward in these English directional 
adjectives corresponds precisely in meaning to the terminal elem ent -anc/-ac, 
which w e saw is sim ply a suffixal use o f Ĵanc (ac) 'turn, bend'.

Four o f these adjectives in -anc/-ac, are used also to denote the cardinal 
directions; viz., pranc  (TT^) 'eastern' (literally  'for-ward’), avdfLc ( M f )  
'southern' {litera lly  'downward'), pratyaTic (yc-M )̂ 'western' {litera lly  ’back
ward’) and udanc  (3^3() 'northern' {literally  'turned up or  out, up-ward’). 
Their fem inines prac'i (TNY), avaci, (3p=TRt), p ra tic i(ydM l) and udici 
(^ H t ) are used for East, South, W est and North, either with o r  w ithout the 
word dis  ( f e l )  or disa  (fe lT ) 'direction' expressed. In naming the cardinal
points, Indians begin with the East, the direction which they face in prayer 
and sacrifice, whereas in western nations the general tendency is to start with  
the North. From this habitual orientation the words praflc CTPST) 'turned 
before, for-ward' and purva  (^4) b eing or  situated in front com e also to 
mean 'eastern'. D aksina  (^ftPT), literally  'right', in this way m eans also  
'southern', and pratyaTic (Sc^RT) 'turned back, back-ward’ can also mean 
'western'. H ow ever, this orientation to the East has nothing to do with the 
use o f udanc  ( 3 ^ 0  'up-ward' for 'northern' and o f avaHc OH'Tra) ’dow n-
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ward for ’southern’. These usages are based on the relative elevation of the 
region north o f the Vindhya Mts. as compared to the lowlands of the Deccan.

III. The Story of Sagara and H is Sons

r r̂l^ 2?r̂ 3rr5 : I dddIId: d d f H f ddl M f t* *  I -d I I
d  Sifted d d < J |d ^ < d d d P td d fd -H  I

^   ̂ ^  VD -O C.

d ld d 'd l^ ^ d « M d < l^ ftid M M ~ P II ^rr: I f t  *ftwPH  
Tf% I ddt dd d d d  spdT dd<d dPT ̂ oMd INd I dd:*ddddT^  «  N N C\
prcdsdd i ddddTd^MAid i apddd??
fd^TdT fdddW d I d^ted d d  d ?fd I «Rdd■N *\ O
*1HIc-H'dI: 'Tfddl'ddd =d*sd: I ddtd^T ^d^'l Mold'd 
fd<?HI5HdHM fe d * ftui4ddd: I ddlTPFd: M 1̂ -11 fdd: 
H H +: Hdd^d^l: ftl-ftid *iPlftddi5+<Rdi qfddtddTT I ddTe. c  c

ddT6d f t 5ddTd'9frd*=kM dMiJd ddTddT^dr-HdWl d d d  I-\ > c\ >•• • « r' * *\ ■*% • 'n •
dftdH M  d d f^ fd T rd d H k H 'd l H K ^I:dm dST
^  Pld ddTdTCfdT I d d d d d  y + Kul d l f d d d f f d d t  fd ftfd  
d^ -T d ^ fl d d m m H I d l f ^ f d W d d + ^ l i K H W d  
fc^M  <<id: I spt sfd d ^ ^ d V lM d :7dddfddi'
f^ T W r^ n r I d  <H ddl dd d  *PK<rd ddT: dddftPFdd s p d : i d  
^f%dd s f f t  STdfffPd d>cdT dTdfdcdT d  Scdd d d  fdfdd: I dd  
d ^ td d  ^ft^d O T W d dtddddPTTd ddWlMd 3Tfd fd W F d  
f^ddTdddfSTdf?dT fa< m 4 H^dl I
d d  d d  dTd (gPHIud<9 d^Tdd d d d td d  ddTdftd 'TdftpdT 
d^T ddrfd fdvdT ddd W d F d  dPTdd d d  ddTT d d  dl'ddt 
=ep§d: I dc^dTd d^ ftf d fd d  dfdddd5̂  d fd d  3F d  d d d f
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^  • __________ ■ i n '°.v ^  _ c\vo
'tilH'?! ? r ^ S J W T ^ I ^ R T : 1

I % s s % s g 13^ | ^ | ct, s W  sq fc f: ,~ W
M IH : I tivi i K11 ■i *T: ^ n K H i k<-M M ^=5^<-

<n̂ -M l m H |  ^ l t  ^  W*FT ’STc^T 
■H^-snlfci i r*«ni l 1 W T C P ffW T :15 I

c.

Notes

1. A dvandva compound ’the thief and the horse’, in the dual 
because two objects are denoted; if the compound meant more than one thief 
and one horse, the plural would have been required.

2 . <rĉ Ti cT)<r̂  ^41h ’to their father’, literally ’to tlie presence of their father’.
With verbs o f motion like V*PT 'go' the 'accusative of the place to
which' is used, but when a person is involved, a locution such as 'to the 
presence or  vicinity o f with the genitive of the person is used. Thus,

'I am going to the city', but tPTtT 1  am going to my
friend'. For another example, ct. tFThT sfFFRT further on in the text.

3 ylwT Id) is one of several commonly used verbs with medial -a-
(like V*1"*T), which drop or 'zero-out' this vowel in the weak forms of the 
perfect; so, ca-khan- becomes ca-kh-n-. 4

4. fc*HiP<pT According to the traditional Indian belief, the four quarters of 
the world (East, South, W est and North) and the intermediate compass points 
(Southeast, Southwest, Northwest and Northeast) are in the care or 
guardianship o f certain of the gods (Indra, Yama, Varuna and Kubera; Agni, 
Surya, Vayu and Soma) who in this capacity are called lokapalas 'world 
guardians' or by a synonymous word. Each deity has an elephant, also 
termed a lokapala (or similarly), which is said to hold up or support the 
particular sector o f the earth over which the god has his jurisdiction. The 
elephants are all named, as may be seen in the episode here, but there is, m
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fact, considerable variation in the names given in the many Sanskrit texts 
which mention these elephants. Thus, here the elephant guarding the eastern 
quarter is called Virupaksa, but elsewhere other names are given, for 
example, Airavata, Abhramatanga, Arkasodara, etc.

5. tTRlK̂ FTT 'along with the mountains and woods', abahuviihi compound 
of a very common type, formed with the inseparable prefix 3T- 'with' used 
like an adjective meaning 'accompanying', hence, literally '(the earth) having 
accompanying mountains and woods’, but briefly '(the earth) along with the 
mountains and woods'. Since is used as a virtual adjective in this type of
compound, we have to say that it is a bahuvrihi based on a karmadharaya 
(adjective + noun).

6. d<tl 'Whenever . . . then'. Note the repetition of the 
relative with the correlative demonstrative adverb to denote repetition.

O -N
7. imh: literally 'having a likeness with a very 0T-) large 
mountain', that is, 'like a very large mountain'. This use of 3TRT at the end 
o f a bahuvrihi is very common.

*\ r \  rr  , f \  rr
8. î k h i , that is ^ H l .

9. 'white as snow', a variety of karmadharaya in which the first 
member dtpT-) is an object of comparison.

10. cTvKTt̂ iT 'feeling certain that Kapila was the thief o f the
horse', literally  'determining Kapila (as) the thief of the horse'. A 'that'- 
clause follow ing a word o f mental action (like here) is normally
expressed idiomatically in this way, that is, with the subject of the mental 
formulation made into a direct object of the verb and the predicate into an 
adjective or appositional noun. 11

11. That this compound is a bahuvrihi and not a 
karmadharaya may be determined externally or mechanically, so to speak, by 
the form o f the final member -̂ TPT*TT:, which would be -<?i Hvi I Pi if  the 
compound had not been adapted to the masculine gender to agree with d" 
('they'). When a compound thus ends in a noun, but is used as an adjective, 
which, apart from the help afforded by the sense of the sentence, may be 
ascertained by a change of gender in the final member, the compound must
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be a bahuvrihi. So, the compound *7fTPT5iT: must be a bahuvrihi ('having 
great glory'), not a karmadharaya ('great glory'), simply because <r*RT 
('glory') is a neuter 5-stem which would only lengthen the final vowel when 
treated as a masculine — that is, at the end of a compound used as an adjective.

12. <g Ri?i?i ifj-?i Pi This is also a bahuvrihi compound of a frequently 
recurring variety, in which the noun STTfe ('beginning') has virtually the 
value o f 'and so forth' or 'etc.'. The compound here modifies I £11 Pi 
'implements', and so literally the meaning is 'implements having shovels and 
plows as the beginning', that is, 'implements beginning with shovels and 
plows' or, more idiomatically, 'implements (such as) shovels and plows, 
etc.’. So common is this usage that 3TTf̂ r has been borrowed into the 
vernaculars o f northern India in the meaning 'and so forth, etc.'. So far has 
the origin o f this meaning been forgotten, that is written not as the final
member o f a compound with the items that are enumerated, but as a separate 
word!

13. Rl^6 R l^  to be translated idiomatically: 'Hold on, hold on!'

14. ^cstT|£nfi»iTii 'By the fire o f his mighty wrath', that is, 'the fire 
consisting o f his mighty wrath', an appositional karmadharaya compound.

15. The roots and are often used as the final member of ac. c\ e
compound to mean 'become OJJ or  make into OfO' whatever is denoted by the 
prior member, the resultant condition being the opposite of the previous 
condition. In these compounds the final o f the prior member, if  -a or -i, is 
replaced by -i, as T̂FRTTSTf- here.

Vocabulary

3T̂ vT, m. a mountain.
STT-Vf (^ % , class I), take away (3TTT); ppp. SN ftf. 

conj. phrase, moreover.
3ffaWETPI (fcl l«rRr, class I), run unto or against; inf in.

q <s|H, adv. towards, against (+ gen.). 
araWTBT class I), understand, know.
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Rl), see. [strictly a causative, but without causative
meaning/]

3T̂ T ,̂ adj. turned or bent down (3T̂ ), downward; southern.
3rfŵ Xd":, adj. not far away.

negative gerund o f  (*i iH lfd, class V), not having gotten.
3TTcTT̂T, adj. 'bom of oneself, as m. a son.
3rrf̂ T, m. a beginning; used at the end of bahuvrihi compounds Tiaving . . .  as 

the beginning, beginning with . . hence 'so-and-so, etc.'.
STT-Vqt (i m n , class I), bring.
STHTET, n. weapon; implement.
3rrWw (T̂ TcT, class I), take hold of, undertake, hence begin; peri. °3'*T, 

iplur.
3-°^:, adv. aloud.

T  *  Q >'3^'^, adj. turned or bent up 03^), upward; northern, [weakest stem 3c^M-, 
middle

i, f. comparison; likeness; at end of a bahuvrihi compound ’having a 
. likeness with ... ’, like....

cr>ft?i, m. Kapila, name of a great sage, identified here with Visnu. 
m. trembling, shaking, quaking.

m. an elephant [literally ’having a hand’ with reference to its trunk; 
exactly equivalent to 

^3vT, adj. whole, entire, all.
^t£T, m. anger, wrath.
d w *T (<sM fd, class I), dig; perf. *̂ <3 t«i {plur.
WFTW, n. a digging implement, a spade or shovel.
WZ, m. fatigue. *

class IX), seize, take, grasp; gerund  I.
C^Rr, class I), m ove, go; wander; graze.

class I), move; caus. causes to m ove, m oves (trans.).
m. a thief. 
m. a father. 
m. a thief. 

d<Jl, m. a horse.
f^9T, f. cardinal point or direction.
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R^Il, f. cardinal point or  compass direction, [an extension o f f^Tj 
(no present, Vm is used), see; pert. {plur.

m. place; region.
(staid, class I), run; pert. {plur. ^sta:).
(9T̂ 7Tf̂ r), hold up, support. [This root does not have a regular present. 

Id being a causative without causative meaning/] 
pK l* *ta, m. 'freedom from illness (̂ TFPT)’. health, welfare, 

tadd, class I), return.
(f^nftid", class V), decide, settle, conclude as certain. 

fdqWfsRT (fMdRl, class VII), split open (Rl:); gerund Rffafe. 
a serpent or  serpent demon. 

adj. farthest; extreme.
t RW ŝ -h (sfi-nld, class I), step or  go around; ppp. hR sm^j.r
TTT^T, adj. agitated.
Tr^sT, adj. white.
TTvT, m. protector.
fn l̂ I'd, m. a kind of demon or goblin, often mentioned with raksasas and 

other demons.
m. sort, kind; manner, way.

Vy w (H'°tt>fd, class VI), ask about (+ acc.); gerund H^TT.
p c^ R i, class I), go back, return; pert. °'*14Iih {plur. °'3Tr^:). 

yid’-V̂ TPT OTTW, class I), answer.
vrc5!^ , adj. turned or  bent backward; backward; western. 
y<Rpji'-V^ («f<VRf, class VIII), m ove around (an object to be venerated), 

keeping it to the right.
(fa** I(%, class V I), enter.
adj. northeastern.

9TT̂ , adj. turned or  bent forward, forward; eastern.
m. Bhadra, name o f the elephant guardian o f the northern quarter. 
adj. blessed, fortunate; as n. happiness, good fortune; d:, if you 

please (used parenthetically).
adj. made into o r  reduced to a heap o f ashes.

(f«R % , class VII), split; gerund  far^T.
*rf*T, t  the earth.
c \
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adv. again.
m. Mahapadma, name of the elephant that supports the southern 

quarter of the earth. 
f. the earth.

♦i^icw, n. the surface of the earth.
’TT, adv. not (used with the imperative to express a prohibition).
V̂ TFPT o r m f e ,  honor [a denominative stem from +uri, m. honor].
^rfcfr, f. the earth.
T̂flPT, adj. belonging to or connected with the sacrifice, sacrificial.

î -i adv. suitably, properly. 
vfT^vr, n. a plow. 
vfh^T, n. the eye.
«T^T, n. speech; words.
fk-'lT* *  (T̂ rf̂ T, °d\ class I), stop, cease.
f^ w rer, m. Virupaksa, name of the great elephant that holds up the eastern 

quarter o f the earth, [literally 'having variegated or deformed eyes'] 
adv. especially. 

f^pspT, m. rest, repose.
m. astonishment, amazement. 

f9R^,zz. the head.
*fNF,/i. the head.
tT^T, adj. o f like appearance, similar to. ___

class IV), be satisfied, be pleased, ppp- 
^nj-V3TTJ class V ), reach, get; find.

n. nearness; presence. ____ ?l. . .
(SPmfa, class I), step up to; begin; perf. * * £ * * *  (plur.

ij-.cr-Vafm (chî TikT, class V ), arrive, come, ppp- ,KT‘
m. Saumanasa, name of the guardian elephant o f the western

quarter. _ _
(fPvT, class H), strike, strike down; slay; ??•

ftfepT, m. an elephant; v. under ‘fft-'t above.
m. cold; winter, snow.
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Translate into Sanskrit:

After entering the earth, the sons of the king, having found neither the 
horse nor the thief, returned to their father and informed him of all that had 
happened. Extremely disturbed, King Sagara addressed those sons: ’Go 
again, dig up the earth again; until you have seen the horse and the thief do 
not return! and so saying he sent them to dig up the earth again. 
Thereupon, while digging up3 the earth again, they saw the direction- 
elephant named Virupaksa, guardian of the eastern region. This mighty 
elephant supports the entire surface of the earth only with his head (which is) 
like a mountain;^ whenever he moves his head in order to rest  ̂due to 
fatigue, then there is an earthquake. After making a pradaksina around this 
elephant6 and inquiring about 7 his health and in the same way seeing and 
worshipping the other elephants, guardians of the directions, finally they 
came to the northeastern region. Having dug up the earth there and split it 
open, they saw the great sage Kapila and not far away the sacrificial horse 
grazing happily. Assuming** this was the thief, the sons of Sagara, their eyes 
agitated with anger,9 holding in their hands weapons such as spears and 
pikes,1® while saying aloud: ’You took away our horse—we'll seize you!', 
ran toward him. As soon as he saw them, with the fire of his wrath11 he 
reduced them to a heap o f ashes.

Notes

1 'of all that had happened’: This phrase^should be treated as a noun, object
o f ’inform ed’ (caus. o ffc -V f^ ); thus, literally 'everything as
happened’ q q m xi +T may be regarded either as an avyayibhava compound 
or as a neuter noun abstracted from it; 'him', the other object can be 
expressed in Sanskrit by the acc., dat. or even the loc. ( . Nala story, 1.6
and note thereon).

2 'until you have seen ... do not return': With the correlative conjunction 
W  ('as long as’) .. .  ^  ('so long'), Sanskrit idiom reqmres a negative in 
fee ^ - c l a u s e ;  thus, 'as long as the horse and the thief have not been seen by

you, so long do not return .
,  , . . .  uty. he expressed by a present participle, n o ta gerund,
because the a c tio n ^  digging up is contemporaneous with that of die main
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verb ’they saw ’. The gerund, it should be remembered, expresses an action 
that p reced es  that o f the main verb.

4 . 'with his head (w hich is) like a mountain': Express this by a
karm adharaya com pound in the instr. Part A  w ill be R R  (or an
instr. tatpurusa ('sim ilar with  a mountain').

5. 'in order to rest': a com pound ending in -SET*? or a 'dative o f purpose', as 
often  an equivalent o f a phrase introduced by 'in order to'.

6 . 'After m aking a pradaksina  around this elephant': (or another one
o f  the m any w ords for 'elephant') in this usage is really
an acc. n . sing, used as an adverb and *w\ is the direct object o f .

7 . 'inquiring about': U se V9U which takes a direct object o f the thing 
inquired about.

8. 'A ssum ing': v. note 3 above; sim ilarly 'while saying aloud' b elow .
'

9. 'their ey es agitated w ith anger': U se a bahuvrihi com pound for this 
absolu te expression .

10. 'w eapons such as spears and pikes': Phrases like this, w here there are 
m entioned several item s o f the same class with the im plication o f additional- 
on es (not m entioned) are expressed by a bahuvrihi ending in -̂ TTfe 
'beginning', lite ra lly , 'having such-and-such as the beginning’, but including  
m ore o f  the sam e. 11

11. 'w ith the fire o f  h is wrath’: Express by m eans o f an ^ p o sitio n a l 
karm adharaya: ’w ith the fire (w hich is) his wrath’ (sM tuP-H I).



LESSO N  TW EN TY -TH R EE

Noun Stems in -r.

In our treatment of the noun, we have seen that noun stems may end in 
a vowel or a consonant, thus forming the two great classes into which the 
Sanskrit noun may be conveniently arranged. In addition to the vowel stems 
we have studied thus far, there is a large and important group ending in the 
vowel -r. There are also nouns ending-in a diphthong (except -e); they are 
few in number and w ill be taken up later.

There are two groups of nouns that end in the vowel -r: the one 
consists o f most of the common words for familial relationships (that is, 
words for 'mother, brother, sister', etc.), numbering hardly more than nine 
or ten, most of which end in -tr, a few in -r; the other, which is a very large 
group and ends exclusively in -tr or -i-tr, cbnsists of nouns that denote 'one 
who does this or that', (for example, 'giver, doer, slayer, winner’, etc.).1 
Theoretically, these agent nouns can be made from any root, though in 
practice, o f course, not every root has an agent noun. The suffix -tr is added 
to the gunated root, sometimes with, sometimes without an interposed -i-. 
Thus, je -tr  (^d) 'conqueror' from Vf̂ T 'conquer', kar-tr (*bd) 'doer' from  

'do', but from VTSt 'protect' is formed raks-i-tr (TfSrRr).
In the declension of these agent nouns in -tr/-itr a differentiation 

between strong and weak forms is made: the usual strong cases (nominative- 
accusative singular and dual, and nominative, but not accusative plural) 
change -r- to -ar-, that is, they replace -r- by its vrddhi substitute -ar-. The 
endings are the usual endings seen in the declension of consonant stems, 
except that in the ablative and genitive singular -uh (for -ur\) replaces -ah, 
before which -r of the stem is lost. There are a few other peculiarities, but it 
is best first to see the declension, then remark on the deviations. Here is the 
declension of the agent noun da-tr (^Td) 'giver':

Singular Dual Plural

Nom . * delta *dUtar-au& *datar-ah■
(dTdT) (d 1 d 10 ) (*k ik :)

Acc. *datar-am *dUtUr-au
■ iV

datrn
(did K*p (didiO)

Instr. datr-U datr-bhyam dU.tr-bhih • ■
( -̂RFq-pr) (^fvT :)

lT he suffix -tr in the nouns o f relationship seem s to be only fortuitously identical to the -tr 
used to form  agent nouns.
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Dat. datr-e ddtr-bhyam  
CTTWTTTp 
dS.tr-bhydm

ddtr-oh

ddtr-bhyah
O^T^T:)(^m)

A bl. ddt-uh
«1S:)

Gen. ddt-uh
OT?:) (^ T :)

ddtr-oh
(T i^rnp
datf-n-dm

ddtr-bhyah

Loc. ' ddtar-i ddtr-su • •
OTRrft) (4T^t:) (qid*0c. o

ddtdr-ahV oc. ddtar ddtdr-au
(^idiO) (^RTR-:)

Note that the nominative singular is data (41 d I) instead of the expected 
ddtdh (for ddtar[-sj). The loss of the final -r here is parallel to the loss o f the 
final -n o f stems, as in raja (<MI) for rdjan2  Where an ending begins with 
a vow el, as in the weak cases o f the singular and the genitive-locative dual, 
the vow el -r is replaced by its cognate semivowel -r; thus, instrumental 
dd.tr-a. (4 i4() for datr-a. The locative singular ddtar-i <̂ ld R) is peculiar in 
replacing the -r by its guna substitute (-ar-) before the ending -i. Finally, the 
accusative and genitive plural are ’analogical’ forms, that is to say they 
replace the expected datr-ah and datr-dm by datfn (4T|Fr) and ddtr-ndm 
(^id°i I h) which are patterned after these cases in the vowel-stems: 
devdnldevanam  (44M/4^ in-H), agnin/agninam **iid/^i**iiu  
bhanunlbhanunam (^iddAfiddi+O.C\ • CN ^

The feminine of an agent noun in -tr is made by adding the suffix -i to 
the stem. Thus, from datr (cild) is made datr-i, from kartr ’doer’ is 
formed kartr-l ( ^ f ) .  The feminine is declined exactly like d4t or

The noims o f relationship, the other class of stems in -r, differ from 
the agent nouns only in the strong forms and, in the case of feminine nouns, 
in the accusative plural. In the strong forms the final -r is replaced by -ar-, 
the guna substitute o f -r, not by -ar-. In the accusative plural of feminine 
nouns, die ending -fh replaces -fn of the masculine nouns. The declensions 
of pitr  (f*Tp ’father’ and mdtr (TRp ’mother’ are:

^Apparently in the parent Indo-European language there were two forms o f the nominative 
o f  r- and n-stem s, the one with -rl-n, the other without -r/-n. Som e languages generalized  
the one form , others the other. Thus, Sanskrit, Old Persian and Avestan generalized the 
form without -rl-n; G reek and Latin both keep the -r (as in Greek d&tOr, Latin ddtor) but, 
whereas Greek retains the final -n (cf. hSgemhn, poim&ri), Latin drops it, as in serm o  
(genitive serm on-is), homo (genitive homin-is).
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Nom . *pita '

Singular

CftRTT) *matd (W O
Acc. *pitar-am d w r ip *matar-am (W T*p
Instr. pitr-a (fw r) matr-d (W T)
Dat. pitr-e (ftt> matr-e (*n%)
Abl. pit-uh (ftf:) mat-uh
Gen. pit-uh (ftf:) mat-uh (W :)
Loc. pitar-i (fq^it) matar-i ( w i t )
Voc. pitar .(PRTQ matar (T O P

“
Dual

N om .-A cc.-V oc. *pitar-au
-

*matar-au
(fq otb (W n t)

Instr.-Dat.-Abl. pitr-bhyam mdtr-bhydm
(fq^ rr*p

Gen.-Loc. p itr-oh matr-oh
- - : (*11* 1:)

Plural

N om .-V oc. * pitar-ah. (ft^T:) * matar-ah W : )
Acc. pitrn * ( iw f ) mdtrh TOfO
Instr. pitr-bhih (fwf^T:) matr-bhih (W fo :)
Dat.-Abl. pitr-bhyah (fq^T :) mdtr-bhyah (q i^ R :)
Gen. pitf-n-am (fq w n r) matr-n-am (W W PD
Loc. pitr-su ( fq fp matr-su < *m >

Two words of relationship, naptr (d1̂ ) 'grandson' and svasr 
'sister', replace -r by -ar- in the strong stems, as in the agent nouns. Thus, 
naptd OTRTT), naptar-am  OlKlK^H), naptar-au (HkllO), naptar-ah (iTcdTT:), 
naptrn svasd ORSTT), svasar-am  (w tiK ^), svasar-au I <1),
svasrh (RTCJ:). The word bhartr (̂ Td) husband', though classed as a noun of 
relationship because o f its meaning, is in origin an agent noun and is so
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declined. It is derived from V*[ 'bear, hence support, maintain* and literally 
means ’one who supports or maintains.' Derived from the same root is 
bhdrya OTPtF) ’wife’, literally 'she who is to be supported or maintained'.

IV. The Story of Sagara and His Sons

CRT5T = n i  t v K T <=»i ^  r i Ki KN 'S N '' ^
^  M  I f a I: I I

< ^ V P td d V l I ^TT5T«TTl*^di W  ^dp^cssi 31 R<l<^ 
i f y * i 4 f 4 ^ra‘% ld<f<ffad' ^ k ± H :

fy<j[Hd < SR̂ TT I' 3 i 1^^T5K6
st̂ P T 7 *Jc*rt spiTR1 dcf: *T fa : I w f a :  WT3

^TTif 5R% I S l'K lP t: q^PTPT8
^l«-d" I d ^ n K  ^$ j$R dd  y^ is iu i
pKI+fa ^M ^ddl fad*! d lfa ^ d K  ^  MP<My-°to I H£IHfd*T ^  
R iil t  y<rdd M  I

5RT: Ud RdPFd Id-^TaTT^nt WMFTtfa ^ I
"C" N * ^  *\ ^  VO

^  Ml Kt I

r i I  fa ^ l  K d l *M ffa ri ^TMT10 fnd<: ^TRTT:
^ rfW T  ̂ TCWSftWT cRT V%T^10 * ft s f^ T R ’ I cRT:

c c\*o X

■ fw r ^ W IS ll+ d M  ^ ^ I 'W ' i i iH H
^  *\ c *s >a *\ 'O

^fcTP^ w fa lffa d ^ l ^shfa I d<l dd l s f k ^ X ^ R T <4 fifa
' ' o  "n «  ^  c\ *\ I ' j C

| ^H ^K r6q |yy12̂ | t< N 4 d l« l i  dRPFFfro  > >a a
s f^14̂ rRPTcT5r;rm ^ ra ' i PtM°ii f a w r

r  *\ >o^ c.

y y uM H M  fyd uii d i<^i i ^rt: ^ R rw id i
ddd'Ml d^TP fH  d ^ ld d d  s fad -d  I *TT
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i ■•hf T a + i q u i 16^fM^hr
f^ raxg; % i ^  <h R m  fa d ^ r t  ^  w ^ T T r w n f  

q" ^nFfrfq" i 18 ^  t»cbi <j f ^ r r i

^ f ^ r t w r ^ r f  f q ^ r i  * r # r ? r i  p̂€  st^ % 19 i » i k -h d

'Ht-nfa cnrTTi  ̂'Mi f^?r^'20^ ^ ‘ <MMiHi: i
3T^3TK|A| I fMd W  ld4dT*)d 3T̂ etf%~ i

^ t^ T r^ R T T T 3i^ |^ ^ ij ^PTvPT TT?T: d-Hln
^ r f c r  y c <Hi'Jt'‘ i i H  i r r e q '^ r 4 ii,|t y r A H ’'i* -M  ^ r r ^ r i ' ^ r r #

i J i r o f t t o it ?r w ^ t ^ *̂1 mf d p̂mi'+xh 
1̂ =1 fdd: i W '^ ĥ 21^tt1 ^ :  ^TT^rirnT i f e r w M^   ̂ ^  'O "
itl'MH PrJ^T^lfilJlcil TTSTT:R^dT^rr^T22 * 1

^|vrij ^ T f ^ - I R T :  |

Notes

1. I^ T kTPT tTR̂TT ’having realized that his son s w ere gone for a long
time’. N ote once again this typical, idiomatic construction with a verb of 
mental action (here ?TT̂ T), whereby the thought is  expressed  by an accusative 
and predicate adjective (’having realized his sons as gon e for a very long 
time’), whereas in English a ’that’-clause is used ('having known that’ etc.);
v. note 10 in Lesson 22.

2. 'with the horse', equivalent to fpFT tl|>, a b ah u viih i compound in 
which the inseparable prefix ?T functions as an adjective: ’having an 
accom panying 0ET-) horse'.

3. d l̂T Hn^ol *4*4* . .  . f^T^T Literally 'Let it be d on e in  that way (d̂ TT), in 
which way (̂ T̂ TO this . . . might come to ah end', i.e ., 'S ee to it that this 
com es to an end'. fsn^Kii is the third person singular p a ss iv e  imperative of 
V f m ~ )fd , class VDI) 'do'.
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4. ki I a bahuvrihi compound, literally 'having an attained object', but 
here virtually equivalent to a temporal clause: ’When you have attained your 
object. It may be noted that Gautama Buddha was also called 'Siddhartha' in 
a slightly extended sense: 'He who has fulfilled the object (of his coming)',

5. '3erccu 'Having said "So [be it]!"’, an extremely common formula of
assent or acquiescence. Occasionally the fuller form with the
imperative o f V̂ T expressed, is used.

6. equivalent to 5R: v. note 2 above on this type of compound.

7. gerund of STT-V̂ T 'take', hence, literally Tiaving taken', but 
practically equivalent to 'with, along with'; v. ^ below.

- 8. 'being honored or worshipped', present passive participle of
m, class X).

9. 'ja identical in meaning to above and also used in the same way
as equivalent to a temporal clause.

10. w i i  . . .  dRf M Remember the predilection of Sanskrit for 
putting the relative clause first and picking up the noun to which it refers 
(here w i i  incorporated into the relative clause) by a demonstrative later, 
with or without the same noun repeated (in the appropriate case, of course): 
'In which place  (his forefathers had been reduced to a heap of ashes), that 
place  (he found without delay)', that is, 'He found the place without delay 
where his forefathers had been reduced to a heap of ashes'.

11. fHd*T îFHTRfrjKTM 'Seeing that his fathers had been reduced to
a heap o f ashes', v. note 1 above.

12. MWczrrsry Literally a 'man-tiger', either in the sense of a 'man like a 
t ig e /o r  a 'tiger (in the form) of a man’, but in either case a way of saying a 
'distinguished or heroic man'. Words for 'bull' (Ŵ HT, M̂ ,c(), tiger (ĉ TTST as 
here, or 'SH<&0 and 'lion' (f^T) are thus compounded with W T or a 
synonymous word with the greatest frequency.
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13. isr»<4i a ‘water-ceremony* to purify the dead, but, as we shall see 
subsequently, ordinary water o f this world Oi i icreT^ Ri^i) is not able to 
produce this result. Hence the necessity of bringing down the Ganges 
(Gariga). at this time only a heavenly river, to bathe and purify the ashes.

14. 'although desirous o f performing' (the water-ceremony); 
cf»<ncM*i literally having a desire to perform' is a bahuvrihi compound whose 
first member is the infinitive ^<1 h with its dropped. Compounds of 
this type are thus often made with W  'desire'.

15. TfT ^  'Do not grieve!' Prohibitions (i.e., negative commands) are 
made in Sanskrit with the negative particle *TT (not *T !) either with the 
imperative (as here) or with the imperfect minus -the augment; thus T̂T ?fW:.

16. Sages or holy men are often called 'immeasurable' or by an 
equivalent word or by an expanded epithet of more elaborate but similar 
import to denote the inexpressible character of their wisdom and the 
immense power inherent in it.

17. B e careful o f the sandhi here!

18. f^RTT a predicate possessive genitive:' ’(On the part) of Himavat (is) an 
eldest daughter’, Le„ ’Himavat has an eldest daughter'.

19. 3fiff^TThe V3H? have the right to' is often used to express necessity; so 
here 'you should perform* etc.; so also in n W IM  SftTKr below.

20. 3tT%+PT a locative absolute.

21. ^ 2^  genmd o f V ^ ( ^ T kT, class I). As in the past participle TO, the *T- 
is replaced by by s a m p r a s a r a n a . It may be noted here that in general a 
gerund shows the same form of the root that is seen in the past passive 
participle. Thus, the gerund may be formed by changing the final -3T (-a) o f a
ppp. to -4T, so TO*T on TO  (Le., drst + vd), on TO.

22. q^df  'after much tim e’, an 'instrumental of time at the end o f (
which'.
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Vocabulary

adv. soon.
class I), go to, attain, arrive at.

3rfEFT, m. overlord, lord; ruler.
(trfd-, class II), go along or after, accompany; ppp. 3TF ĉf 
accompanied by, filled with.

class VI), seek after, search after.
ĥ̂ I'hTh, adj. being in the interior of the earth, subterranean. 
sftPFT, adj. immeasurable.

(T=T|qla, class I), drive on, impel; caus. same mg.; ppp. of caus.
ri) Rd.

V 3 n f c l a s s  I), deserve, be worthy to, be obliged to, have to ..
r>>

adv. not very far away. 
dTT̂ r̂ ST̂ , adv. without delay.
SU^FT, denom. stem from *3rict>uJ 'having the ear to', i.e., listening, a 

bahuvrihi cpd; gerund 3fT^nf.
3TFFT, m. coming, approaching..

m. a serpent. [,literally 'breast-goer'] 
adj. desiring to do or perform. 

conj. but.
W P f, adj. having one's object or goal made, having attained one's object. 
V?pT (shield, class I), cry; lament, weep; perf.
Vf^Tq (Ptvl^Rl, class IV), be or become wet; ppp. 'FFFT, moistened. 
WFR", m. a bird, [literally 'sky-goer']

(<sMfd, class I), dig, dig up; ppp. Wffi.
*1%, f. way, path.

( ^ l iR i ,  class IX), seize, grasp, take; gerund 
Fd< îd, adj. gone for a long time, 
f w ,  n. hole; gap.

fsnqi, f. a water ceremony offered to the dead.
;5MTiiRT, m. a pond, a lake.
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VsTT H  MI Rr, class IX), know; come to know, leam; notice; gerund *TTcdT. 
<̂5 *6, superlative adj. eldest.
R̂f:, adv. from that or there, from that place.

ddT, adv. in that manner, so, thus; as a particle of assent or agreement, yes, 
so be it. 
f. thirty.

c®iRsi*b adv. quickly.
Ri, class I), bum; ppp.

n. heaven. 
f. a daughter. 

n. pain, sorrow.
<1^, f. seeing; sight; glance.
EHd, n. a bow. 
d1̂ , m. grandson.
fd^ul, adj. clever; skilful, sharp, acute, keen. 
fdXTR̂ T, m. 'freedom from illness', health, welfare.
Rr-VRl^ fxl, class II), know; caus. fddddfd, 'causes to know’, informs.

(d<Jd, class I), turn back, return. 
fd~̂ ~d d, m. determination, resolve.

(ddd, class I), turn or roll out, evolve, develop; be effected or  
accomplished; caus. fddddid", causes to be accomplished, 
accom plishes, finishes; infin. of caus. m«RfRd^; ppp. Ri4Tdd. 

dfr-Vsr^ (m̂ cQki, class VI), ask about, inquire about; perf. 
tfRd", m. cleansing, purification, 
ftd id ^ , m. a grandfather.
Prj, m. father; in plural forefathers, ancestors, 
ft'd lw , m. 'father o f one's father’, i.e., grandfather.
5?:, n. a city.

m. a man-tiger, i.e., a man like a tiger, a man o f courage.
OMdftr, class X), honor; worship; pres. pass. part, being

worshipped.
VTO (M-®t9"Rr, class VI), ask; ppp. TJ^; infin. m̂ T .

( d ^ ld , class I), com e back, return.
class IV ), step forth, set out for; reach, enter, perf. mhi<,
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f'K l, class VII), use; in fin.
VTFH, zz. ashes.
*TTf, m. a brother.

adj. having a great soul, noble.
*i^t-hId, adj. having great understanding, wise.
W W , m. a maternal uncle.

adv. in conformity with the ritual ( W .  
m i sr> *i adv. according to order, in succession. * 2

adv. according to propriety, properly, suitably.
^TT^nj, adv. as happened, i.e., as it happened or took place.

n. harm; one who harms, a harmer, a demon, 
vfi Ph«h, adj. belonging to the world (sffar), worldly; hence, not sacred.

(«lPtd, class II), say, speak to; perf. (plur. 3^ :).
^T, m. slaying, slaughter.

m. controlling power, influence.
M’i ,  m. a horse.

2Vf<=K class VI), find; perf.
(<*TRT, class I), stop, cease.

f%^T, ppp. f̂ T-V̂ T (W % , class V), literally 'heard far and wide, w ell- 
known', then attenuated to *known, called’. 

f̂ T-V̂ f (KRff^F, class HI), go in various directions cans.
causes to go or move in various directions, directs here and there; 
gerund of caus. T t̂TPf.
m. the son o f Vinata, metronymic for Suparna (or Garuda), the chief 
o f birds.

(HI«H I fir, class V), can, be able.
■?R, m. an arrow.
Jill M adv. quickly.

(tTNtRt, class I), grieve, sorrow.
?fhpr, m. pain, grief. .
tR ^ v T , adv. quickly, right away.
^PRxRT:, adv. on all sides, everywhere.
*nT-3qW?FT*! Cshlfrfe, sFW, class I), 'step up to', approach; begin; perf. 

T O
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*TTW, n. water.
*T̂ T. n. a thousand.
tTPR, m. in plur. the sons o f King Sagara.
falTPf, adj. having one's goal or end achieved, whose goal has been

achieved. [f^T, ppp. Vf̂ TET (fewf?T, class IV, be accomplished or 
realized)]

*prfd\ f. Sumati, name of a wife of Sagara, sister of Suparna, the overlord of 
birds. She bore Sagara 60,000 sons.

*H«r. m. Suparna, name of the bird also called Garuda, son of Kasyapa and 
Vinata (hence, known by the metronymic Vainateya); Suparna was the 
brother of Sumati, a wife of King Sagara.
n. place, spot.

g  *s
m i , m. the heavenly world, heaven.

fpl, m. a horse. ,
m. one who takes away, a thief, a robber.

m. Himavat, the H malaya personified as father of Parvati (Siva's 
wife, also called 'daughter o f the mountain') and Ganga, the Ganges 
River.

Translate into Sanskrit: .

After waiting for a long time for the return of his sons, disturbed in 
mind,1 King Sagara summoned his grandson Amsumat and said to him: 'My 
sons have not yet returned. Quickly go to where the earth has been dug up by 
them.2 Search after them! Bring back the sacrificial horse with them!’ 
Having entered the place in the earth which had been dug up and split open3 
by his ancestors, he performed a pradaki na around all the mighty direction- 
elephants, venerated them and inquired after their health. Told by all these 
elephants that he would return with the horse, impelled by their words, he 
came without delay to the place where Sagara's sons had been reduced to a 
heap o f ashes by the great sage Kapila. When he saw the heap of ashes, he was 
deeply sorrowed and wept for a long time. Then, when he saw the sacrificial 
horse grazing not far away, he was joyful at heart.4 Although desirous o f 
performing^ the water-ceremony to purify6 the ashes of his ancestors, he did 
not see water there. Thereupon, Vainateya, Sumati's brother, named 
Suparna, came up and informed Amsumat: 'In order to purify the ashes of 
your ancestors you must7 not use water of this world,8 but when the ashes 
have been moistened9 only in the river Ganga w ill these princes go to the 
world o f heaven. Therefore, Ganga, Himavat's eldest daughter, must be
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brought down10 11 from heaven to purify their ashes. When he heard these
words o f Supama, he took the sacrificial horse and, having returned to his
grandsire Sagara, he told him all that had happened.11 Then they began to
comp] 5te the asvamedha duly.

*. •■ - »
"te.. . .

*■

* Notes

1. ’disturbed in mind’: Express with a bahuvrihi cpd., ’having a disturbed 
m ind’.

2. ’go to where the earth has been dug up by them’: Render idiomatically: 
’where the earth has been ... there go’.

3. ’which had been dug up and split open’: Do not use a relative clause, but 
participles: Tiaving been dug up and split open’.

4. Tie was joyful at heart’: Express with a bahuvrihi cpd. sim ilarly 
constructed to that under note 1 above.

5. ’A lthough desirous o f performing’: et«<JeTiI +11 sfa, the particle 3Tpf w ith an 
adjectival word being sufficient to express the concessive sense.

6. ’to purify’: with an objective gen. IH); sim ilarly ’in order
to purify’ in the next sentence.

7. ’you m ust’: with an infinitive.

8. ’water o f  this world’: *TiPn«n rather than literally vfpTTvT

•

9. ’when the ashes have been m oistened’: Make this temporal or 
circum stantial clause into a locative absolute.

10. 'must be brought dow n’: U se the gerundive o f the causative o f
i.e ., <*HdKfad5*T.

11. ’all that had happened’: v. note 1 on English exercise in L esson 22.



LESSON TW ENTY-FOUR

Combined Devanagari Writing. Sandhi Again.

When Sanskrit books were first printed toward the end of the 
eighteenth century,! they were printed without a space between the words, 
reflecting the practice traditionally followed in MSS. In the course o f time, 
however, as more and more Sanskrit works appeared in print, limited 
spacing of words was introduced. According to this latter practice, which 
has since become universal in printed texts, when there is no vowel 
contraction or change of consonants between words (sandhi), the words are 
spaced apart. Otherwise they are joined together to form an uninterrupted 
series of syllables to the end of the sentence. Since no change takes place in 
sentence sandhi when a word that ends in a vowel, anus vara or visarga comes 
before a word beginning with a consonant, it is only natural that the 
unaffected words should remain apart. So, we write VJH cf  • i
*r5WTd‘ (’The father gives a fmit to his son') not with
all the words joined together. But when two words are fused together by 
vowel contraction or when there are consonant changes at word junctures 
due to sandhi, separation is not allowed between the words. Consequently, a 
consonant ending one word is made into a conjunct with the consonant 
beginning the next word. Anusvara at the end of a word is retained, except 
when a vow el follows; it is then changed into the *T for which the anusvara 
stands, and this T  is vocalized with the vowel that begins the next word. The 
use o f the virama symbol is avoided, except, of course, when the final letter 
of a sentence is a consonant, in which case the virama is needed to indicate the 
absence o f a vowel. To illustrate these various points, let us take the sentence 
atha prabhdte sa ksetrapatir lagudahastas tam pradesam agacchan 
kakenavalokitah ('Then at daybreak, the owner of the field, approaching that 
spot with a cudgel in his hand, was seen by the crow'). The first three words 
(atha prabhdte sa) w ill be spaced apart from one another and from the fourth 
word (ksetrapatir) because at each juncture the sequence is vowel and 
consonant (V+C). The final -r o f the fourth word (ksetrapatir) is a substitute 
for visarga due to the voiced consonant (semivowel 1-) that begins the next 
word (lagudahastas). The two consonants (C+C) are to be written as a 
conjunct: -*f-. The same is true o f the -s and t- between lagudahastas and

I fh e  first printed Sanskrit work w as the Rtusam hara  (T he C ycle o f the Seasons') by  
K&lid£sa. It w as edited  by Sir W illiam  Jones, the fam ous British orientalist, and printed in  
Bengali letters in 1792. The first book to be printed in Devanagari was the HitopadeSa, 
edited by W illiam  Carey, in 1803.
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tam, so that they w ill be written with the conjunct The anusvara of tam 
remains, as it is followed by a consonant ip- of pradesam). The -m of 
pradesam  replaces -m because a vow el follows. The -m Op w ill be vocalized 
with the vow el a- which begins dgacchan. The -n o f agacchan and the k of the 
next word w ill fall together into a conjunct. If the -n and k- were not thus 
joined, a virama would have to be used, and, as we have seen, this is to be 
avoided, except at the end of a sentence. Kakendvalokitah, i.e. Kakena + 
avalokitah, must be kept joined as the two have been fused by vow el 
contraction. The sentence w ill now appear as follows in Devanagari 3PT 
SHTRr Perhaps w e might
summarize the m le for spacing thus: when a word ends in a vowel, anusvara 
or visarga, and the next word begins with a consonant, the words are spaced 
apart. Otherwise all words are written together without a space .

Finally, we should note that the joining of words together in writing 
(or printing!) or spacing them apart has nothing to do with the syntactical 
relationship o f one word to another in a sentence, except, o f course, as may 
result fortuitously. Nor has it anything to do with a pause or lack o f pause in 
reading, as does a comma in English and other languages that make use o f a 
system  o f punctuation. It is entirely based on a mechanical application o f the 
rules o f spacing we have just explained, and these are, in turn, based, in part 
at least, on the rules o f sandhi and the syllabic character o f the writing 
system , in which is inherent the notion o f the syllable as the fundamental unit 
in a sequence o f words. The limited spacing o f words that was introduced 
shortly after the first printed Sanskrit works was undoubtedly due to the 
influence o f the use o f spacing in English, but the predilection o f the Indian 
system  o f writing syllabically retains its preponderant influence in the 
join ing o f words.

This peculiar habit o f writing words together, w hich, from the point 
o f view  o f English, ought not to be combined, is undoubtedly the cause o f 
m uch difficulty to early students o f Sanskrit. For this reason, therefore, we 
have deferred introducing it, until considerable fam iliarity has been attained 
in reading Devanagari and coping with the basic grammatical forms and 
constructions o f Sanskrit. A s this familiarity is developed and as the initial 
strangeness o f the vocabulary recedes with more and more reading, there 
w ill follow  a commensurate accommodation with the lack o f spacing and the 
use o f conjunct consonants between word junctures.

The Insertion o f -sl-s after -n before c-/ch- and t-!th- a t W ord Junctures
There is a peculiar rule o f sandhi which requires the interposition o f a

sibilant i  or s C9T or ^0 betw een a final dental -n (-*p and an initial c-lch- C -̂ 
/^ -) or t-/th  - W hich o f these two sibilants is inserted depends on the
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class to which the following consonant belongs.2 The dental -n (-̂ T) is 
changed to anusvSra before the inserted sibilant; thus -nis/c-lch- 
as in tarns cauran anvicchami a i m i  m ('I am looking for the
thieves’) for dM <1*1 And with the dental sibilant: alpdms
tarun avdkrntat ('He cut down the small trees') for 5f̂ rFT
a ^ f  3 *f^T^Kf.

^ s  seem ingly arbitrary rule is really a relic of the past history of 
Sanskrit. In most instances o f the insertion of -s, the -s was originally part of 
the preceding word. Thus, the accusative plural of masculine nouns of the 
deva-type  originally ended in -s (̂ Q, so devams (̂ TRT);3 similarly, the 
accusative plural masculine of tad ($%) was tarns (dt̂ T), not tan (dTT). The 
’insertion o f the sibilant is, then, but a reappearance (under certain 
conditions!) o f this lost sibilant. There are, however, instances of the 
insertion o f a sibilant where it is not historically justified, as, for example, 
when s/s  is interposed after a third plural imperfect -n (-’T), as in agacchams 
te devah  <^i: (T he gods went’) for *i*r°*2)*i d" <*°( l:. The imperfect
third plural originally ended in -n, not -ns, -so that the insertion here is  due to 
a levelling out or generalizing tendency. /

. t .

V. The Story of Sagara and His Sons

^TTfin-1 f̂tt: mi i ['4**4 <m  h  •
•C H 'M H ra':3 I W t  f e f F T T R T I

j i'°tedr^ri n i  kc-Tn i -m < 1^  <1^1
I d S lR l d ^ l  ^ ft5

a m  i ^ 4 Y £ p r;6 ^ f  1 f p ^ n i

2T he in terposition  o f  the cerebral sib ilant s  Of) takes place before t-lth- (^ -/^ -) , but since

very few  w ords begin  w ith  t-lth- (<~-A^- )» the case is extrem ely rare.

^cf. G oth ic dagans, accu sative  plural o f  dags, a noun o f  the sam e type as Sanskrit deva,
andpans, accu sative  plural o f  G othic sa (=  Sanskrit sa !).
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^  d iw irw R rfd '7 f ^ r m r r 8 s^^ra; i cRdd  
1^xrq^:9^% rifh^fr?T W v[t i fe dW l ^ i ^ i r°T R r

^ fr ^ d d d ’
TR irsRR-°-M °-4iftH i trt: i w rr« rr s^ t^ t: 
^RWRrrfT133n^frg; i sR rrw fr d jjd d d ^ f 
"frR^TOTq- dTRFT W  ddt£ddT1[: T^PTT
’T R T T ^R t R f % R ^ 14< H : c P T 3 fr ^ T X  | ^ H l U ^ d d l f d  

^ < l R l  d’MT'HIMid’) ^ d l ^ d l d l f d  I dd":
d d d H f a d M ^ I  W T R ft^ d T T  d^JT  d R d  ^TSRRd': ^ R W T : 15 

d ^ lc ^ M  vnTkddTTaiM<-d^dTid I W R d  
^ K M  dyd'-d-W 5 f ddTfaTT’HdLdd dW T d  dT dTd 1^  >D v  >D >3

d d d ld f'd 17 ■•HflddT 'ddRsT: ^  T^di%: 
R d d ^ d d d d T d  I d T d ^ y y ld 't^ ^ ^ ’-'MK.^'d’Td': ’W^Tdfd' 
ddT dfjd ^rrd^fddl'-Hdd<d/ I d d t^ ^ lc^ d i

P'M’-d ^ ^ f d 2° d ^ ^
!» lfH d m ^ l:2 1 ^ f 'M - ° t9 d :  I 3 H t  =d d d  l<rdR>? 2 * id < : d d W  

dTd" I ^$'dlcT>uli d>5TdT dldtTRq I ^ T d  d<l “d d d  I $fd dRd 
dsTdd ’Hcdd dd^frdiftdT'T^r vnftXd^TOTT d I'd : ddddTd I Xt^- 
V T dd dl|T dd^ d)< dt'd 'fK d H £ R'«T I H fd d tf|[
T d d " d d i^ T d  I d T d K ^ d  sflddd’-d d l 23dI'-■4 d w r fd  I
^  ^ fK d W d T  xr^TW: ^  W T ’fdddcdT
fs^ d d l dr^di 'd ff ld ldd ld  I
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Notes

1. *̂1 l fen . . .  a locative absolute.

2. This is a graphic joining of I Pf*' and anFFcT. The
anusvara o f is replaced by thus which is then vocalized
with the initial vow el (+ anusvara) o f R̂TR̂ T; hence, t i q i T h e  
inseparable prefix 3J-, literally 'well', is often prefixed to an adjective, as to 
9Tm F here, in the sense o f 'very'. So also in 'very hard', ŜPEPFr
'very favorably disposed', tKTKT 'very hot' and 'very pleased' below.

3. This is a so-called 'periphrastic' perfect. Verbs o f the tenth
class and causatives, whose stems both end in -aya, do not form a reduplicated 
perfect such as w e have studied. Instead they make a compound 
('periphrastic') perfect, consisting of a noun in the accusative feminine 
singular (derived from the stem in -aya) and the perfect o f (SffeT) 'be', 
very rarely o f V*T he' or V̂ r 'make'. So here from <1^^, the causative stem  
o f M  (fNRD, is derived a fem inine a-stem by lengthening the final -a. This 
is inflected in the accusative and to it is annexed the perfect of A/3FT, which, in 
the third plural required by the context, is 3TFT:. On the writing as one word, 
see the notes on + sfgppxf above. The periphrastic perfect is to be
translated like the reduplicated perfect, i.e., as a simple past tense. The use of 
the accusative  o f the derivative noun is due to the fact that the periphrasis was 
originally form ed with the perfect o f ^  'make', the noun being the object o f 
this and hence accusative. So, for exam ple, meant literally h e
m ade a stealing' i.e., he stole. In the later history o f this construction or 
V3F1 w ere substituted for the perfect o f thus, strictly speaking, 
invalidating the use o f the accusative.

4. d T ^ T d W  and dT are com bined in writing in order to avoid the use of 
the virama sign  on the o f dT^. dT, as also dX  in the next sentence, is an 
exam ple o f  a 'telescoped' perfect, in which (in the weak forms only) the 
reduplication is  lost and the root vow el replaced by -e-. Incidentally, when 
the object o f  a verb is made from the same root as the verb, it is called a 
'cognate' object. So, dTEJ here, w hich is formed from VdT, and similarly
dRiftf in dHi1% d^TT in the next sentence.
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5. The anusvSra on F t is due to its having been taken from the first syllable 
o f the next word FSJFT^. So, whenever a short a - is elided after -o (as here 
after so  for sas), if die elided a- has an anusvara, the anus vara has to be 
retracted to the -o.

6. SFFTFTftFF: Note the inserted sibilant between M and
F"TlW:. Sim ilarly, below in FlFnT^PT for FFJ

7. A ll the words from the first through form the thought
(f^FTT) in which Dilipa was absorbed.

8. TFFTRTT *having concerned thought (f^PFT) as the chief or principal 
thing’, an important kind of bahuvrihi compound based on an appositional 
karmadharaya. TT and TTF (both highest or chief [thing]') are thus used 
interchangeably after any noun to indicate complete attention to or devotion 
to what is denoted by the noun; cf. also ExTFTmT having contemplation as the 
ch ief thing or  object’, i.e., engrossed in contemplation; also in:
having sighing as chief thing’, i.e., addicted to sighing.

9. These words may be taken either as a genitive absolute 
(the same as a locative absolute, but much less common): ’W hile he was 
thinking thus', or alternatively as a sort of predicate possessive genitive '(on 
the part) o f him thinking thus, a son was bom'.

10. ♦T ÎFFT This is a very frequent epithet of a great, important or noble
personage. As explained in the vocabulary, the oldest meaning of is a 
’point’ or 'tip' o f something, then specifically the 'tip o f a flame', then the 
'flame' itself and finally, by a natural transfer, 'splendor, majesty'. W e 
might, then, translate by 'majestic' (literally 'having great majesty'). 11

11. combined writing for literally
Tiaving sacrificed or worshipped with many sacrifices', i.e., having 
performed many sacrifices. The F- of is changed to ^ by samprasarana 
when the -F of the past passive participle is added; ij-ta then becomes ista.
The stem of the gerund is always the same as that o f the past passive 
participle, hence vd.
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12. ’although having reigned’. In this idiom  with y  the 
causative is often used, though without causative value; i might have 
been used with no difference in meaning. Note the use o f ̂ TFT to impart the 
sense o f ’although’, as regularly after participles or adjectives.

13. tv^TRTPT. the present participle, nominative masculine singular o f
’be’, has nothing to do with to which it is joined merely due to

the Devanagari mode o f writing consonants together at word junctures. 
Syntactically belongs with the previous word :).

14. A ll these adjectives are descriptive o f standard 
ascetic practices.

15. See the note at 13 above.

16. Be careful to disjoin these words correctly! Four words 
are involved.

17. An accusative tatpurusa compound, of which is 
accusative masculine singular o f -'Jd, a verbal formed from + a 
meaningless suffixal (to render W a more easily declinable stem). It is anC n *»■*
accusative tatpurusa because i ct|- is object of 'making all the 
worlds'.

18. R^d: The past passive participle o f an intransitive verb such as V^TT
'stand, be' has an active sense, so that ftdMd: means literally ’having stood or 
been’. As explained briefly in the vocabulary, however, R*4d usually has a 
very attenuated meaning, hardly more than ('being’) above (see notes 13 
and 15). Here in combination with it underlines the reverential
attitude o f Bhaglratha while replying to Brahma, unlike 4i$jd'dl which is 
simply a descriptive adjective.

19. an optative o f wish: ’May Gariga descend!' So also and
farther on.

20. a locative absolute: 'When the ashes o f those sons ... have 
been moistened by ...'.
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21. The adverb ST is prefixed to words of relationship in the sense 
of great-'. So is a 'grandson', vrfo" is a 'great grandson'.

22. i i Here again the combining of words in Devanagarl brings
together syntactically unrelated words: is vocative and the genitive
3TFRW goes with

23. ablative singular with 3P 2T. In English we say 'other than', in 
Sanskrit 'other from', an extension of the 'ablative of separation'.

Vocabulary

m. the open hands placed side by side and raised to the forehead in 
salutation.

3kTkT, ppp. VlT class II), gone beyond, past (as of time).
3rfif-V*T*T, go to, arrive at; gerund *iffcHI**!.
3ffyr, m. 'over-keeper', lord. [3lf̂ r + verbal of Vtt (hiid, class II), protect, 

keep)]
shhch, adj. childless.
3rTT conjunctive adv. 'and another (thing)', moreover. 
arfwW fa^ CfwRr, class VI), pour upon; consecrate; gerund 3mrW=T.
<Hdd<tJT, n. descending, descent.

(d^%, class I), descend, come down (to earth); in caus ^
^causes to descend, brings down; fut. of caus.

(# 5 % , class I), settle or sink down; come to naught. 
C^rfd', class I), go to, set about, practice.

| A72- 3. SOU- i qjryrnT
WOT f f S l f e  class ffl), place or put on (+ loc.), entrust to; gerund OTOTT.

31T
aTT-V̂ TPT class I), call on, invite; perf. sRTR̂ rr̂ .

"Cr^T, n. 
m.

a sense organ, 
lord.
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ad], upright; elevated. . . ,
m. law of time; with («r®wfcl, class I, go), die (literally go  to

the law of time').
^T , n. family.

, ppp. class IV), be or become wet.
<u^r, m. Gokama, name of a place o f pilgrimage sacred to Siva on the 

Malabar coast.
*TK, adj. awful, dreadful.

(T^xPTkT, class X), think, reflect. 
f^xTT, f. thought; anxious thought, concern.

0*11 dd, class IV), be bom; perf.
'jpT, m. person; in plur. people.
^  PMJI, f. water-ceremony. 

adj. eldest.
dTpfd, adj. rich in austerities (cPT )̂.

(d<Id, class I), cross over, get across, hence escape; cans. dK dld, causes 
to get across, escape; liberates. 

d^RI, n. tip or  point; tip o f flame; flame; splendor, majesty.
V̂ T Id, class HI), give; entrust; gerund ^vcl I.
fefrT , m. Dillpa, name of the son of Amsumat and father of Bhagiratha. 
fk?  , n. heaven. 
kft£,adj. long.
<|f^d, f. a daughter.
Vet (btK^Id, caus. without caus. meaning), hold in check, withstand, bear; 

infin. EtKpt^J.
m. determination, fixed opinion or firm resolve, decision.

^ d M ^ , adj. having five fires', i.e., o f an ascetic who sits amid four 
fires arranged at the cardinal points, with the sun overhead.

Hdd\ n. the act o f falling, a fall.
CK, adj. highest, chief; at end of bahuvrihi having . . .  as chief thing, wholly 

devoted to or absorbed in . .  .'). 
adj. highest.

Sf̂ TT, f. offspring, children.
SlPtdld^, m. great-grandfather, 

m. the forearm, arm.
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m- BrahmS, name of the universal impersonal spirit Brahman 
manifested as the creator of the world and member of the f^TRf or 
triad, the other members of which are Siva and Vi§nu. 

vi4î 4’ odh fortunate; blessed; august, lordly.
m. Bhagiratha, son of Dilipa and great grandson of Sagara. 

n. ashes.
adj. honeyed, sweet. 

m. wish.
m. a counsellor or minister. 
m. a great warrior.

♦mn^TT, adj. Slaving (i.e., taking) food [once] a month', eating but once a 
month.

(tjvJi ki, class I), sacrifice, worship; gerund 
W , m. a sacrifice.

(q I'dd, class I), ask (a person) for (something). 
ixT, ppp. (<Hd, class I 'take pleasure in’), taking pleasure in, devoted to. 
<1^, n. kingdom; + ^  'rule'.

(CN^l, class I), shine, be bright; appear beautiful, hence please; in caus. 
O ^nfd, chooses someone as (with two acc.); perf.

yĴ TR (5T*1%,"class I), receive, get; with attain heaven, go to heaven; perf.
*

3T, m. choice, wish, boon.
2V^[(q^no, class IX), choose; in caus. same meaning,

n. a year.
f^^T, ppp. ( ^ P d , class V), *heard far and wide (1%-)’, hence known

as, named.
oqim, m. disease, sickness.

adj. possessing a trident, epithet of Siva, 
f. continuation (of one's family), hence offspring.

m. 'making the whole world' i.e., maker or creator o f the whole 
world.

r̂ferer, n. water.
(ST̂ st’, class I), withstand; fut.

■fld’, m. a son, properly ppp. (<3ji\ class II), produce, bear, generate, hence
literally 'generated, bom' and as m. a son.
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adj. very hot (^ T , ppp. ’bum*), hence very severe (said o f  
austerities).

adj. very hard or  severe.
*raTf%, adj. very virtuous.

adj. very favorably disposed. pj, adv. very + ppp- (<h)^ (d ,
class I), be favorable, be kindly disposed]  ̂  ̂ ^

ytrRT:, adj. very pleased or well-disposed. 'very' + ppp. VtfV class
IV, be pleased, be favorably inclined to)] 

m. a god.
FWct, adj. having a good vow  or  good vows', hence strict in observing vow s, 

very religious.
fOMd: ppp. o f V̂ TT (fd^bRl, class I), stand, but with veiy  attenuated m eaning, 

not having stood', but simply 'being'.
^pf, m. heaven. .

m. Himavat, a name o f the Himalaya mountains, regarded as the 
father o f Ganga (the Ganges River).

Translate into Sanskrit:

When the great King Sagara died,1 the people made Amsumat king. In 
the course o f time, after giving the kingdom to his son named Dilipa, 
Amsumat went to Himavat and when he had performed very intense 
austerities there for many thousands of years, died and attained heaven. 
Dilipa, though concerned as to how he would bring down2 the river Gangs to 
purify the ashes o f his ancestors with her purifying water, performed many 
sacrifices and very severe austerities and, after ruling for thousands o f years, 
died o f some disease. In the meantime, Bhagiratha, who had been 
consecrated3 in the kingdom by his father Dilipa, being without offspring 
and therefore desirous o f offspring, after entrusting the kingdom to various 
ministers, went to a penance-grove and with arms upraised, surrounded by 
the five fires, taking food but once a month and with sense organs controlled, 
engaged in extremely dreadful austerities. Thousands o f years having gone 
by,4 the grandsire o f all the worlds, very kindly disposed to him because o f 
his austerities, accompanied by hosts of the gods, approached him and 
offered him a boon. In an attitude of an affjali Bhagiratha replied: 'May 
Himavat's eldest daughter, the river Ganga, come down5 from heaven to 
earth to purify the ashes o f my ancestors! Moreover, if  there is fm it to my 
austerities, may our family o f the Iksvakus not decline!' After replying 'So 
be it!’ the Blessed Lord went to the highest heaven with the gods and
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summoned Himavat's daughter the river Ganga. But he pondered as to how  
the earth w ould withstand6 Ganga's fall; for none other than Siva, possessor 
o f the trident, is able to bear Ganga. -

N otes

1. W hen . . .  Sagara died': Render with a loc. absolute.
• r\

2. ’though concerned as to how  he would bring down':
sr^nrnT^rrnT .

3. 'who had been consecrated': Express by a p p p .

4 . T housands o f years having gone by': Loc. absolute!

5 . 'May Him avat’s eldest daughter ... com e down': optative o f w ish , 
lik ew ise b elow  'may our fam ily ... not decline’.

6. 'he pondered as to how  the earth w ould withstand': ...
fo llow ed  by $fd; cf. note 2 above.



LESSON TWENTY-FIVE

Non-thematic Verbs.

In our reading exercises we have had many verbs, most of them 
belonging to the first, fourth, sixth and tenth classes of roots, the so-called T̂, 
f^T, ^  and classes o f the Indian grammarians, so named because these 
particular roots happen to occur first in their lists of roots of these classes. In 
these four classes the present stem, i.e., the stem from which are made the 
present, imperfect, imperative and optative, ends in -a , -ya or -aya, attached 
to the root, which often undergoes a modification of its vowel. These four 
classes are called 'thematic' because the thematic vowel -a or a suffix ending 
in the thematic vowel (-ya, -aya) is added to make the present stem. The 
remaining six classes do not add to the root the thematic vowel or a suffix 
ending in the thematic vowel. Therefore, they are known as 'non-thematic' 
or 'athematic' roots. Although the non-thematic roots are far less common 
than the thematic, many of the non-thematic roots are of extremely common 
occurrence. It behooves us now to treat them systematically and in some 
detail.

Like the thematic classes, the non-thematic are named after the root 
that heads each class in the old lists of the Indian grammarians. We speak of 
an (n), f  (m), ̂  (V), W  (VII), (VIII) and sfit (IX) class. Each o f 
these six classes forms its present stem in a different way: for example, by 
adding the endings directly to the root, by reduplication and vow el 
modification, by the addition of certain suffixes, etc. Generally speaking, the 
personal terminations are the same as for the thematic roots, though there are 
a few  deviations that are easily learned. A major difference between the two 
great classes o f roots is that, whereas the thematic have a single, invariable 
stem throughout the inflection of the present, imperfect, imperative and 
optative (active and middle), the non-thematic roots exhibit strong and weak 
forms that are disposed in an unvarying pattern throughout the conjugation 
of the present system .1 As in the nouns that differentiate a strong and weak 
stem, this variation originated in a shifting of the old musical accent from the 
stem to the ending. The difference between strong and weak stems shows up 
strikingly in the present tense o f *be' which belongs to the second or 
root class, called the class. The strong stem is 3RI (the whole root) and the 
weak is simply ^  (!), the vow el 3T- being altogether lost or 'zeroed out' due to *

iT he term 'present system ' m eans the form s that are derived from  the p resen t stem , viz., 
the present, im perfect, im perative and optative, active and m iddle. A ll the other form s o f  
the verb, such as the future, aorist, perfect, etc., are m ade directly from  the root, w hich is 
variously treated.
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the shift o f the musical tone on to the following syllable. The old musical 
tone which was the root cause (no pun intended!) of this phenomenon still 
exists m the language of the Rgveda, in the MSS and printed editions of which 
it is indicated by special signs. It will be instructive and in the interests of 
greater lucidity to give the present tense of 3R( in transliteration with the 
principal Vedic accent or musical tone marked with an acute accent (').

Present Tense of V3TCT 'be'

Strong Weak

Singular Dual Plural

ds-mi s-vdh FT: s-mah
ds-i 2 arftr s-thah ^T: s-tha
ds-ti srfer s-tah T̂: * • s-anti

Note that in the singular forms the tone is on the root itself, which 
therefore has its full form. Throughout the dual and plural, however, the tone 
m oves on to the endings and hence the vowel of the root is lost. Hardly any 
other root reflects the strengthening and weakening processes in so spectacular 
a fashion, but the changes from strong to weak are reflected in a weaker form 
o f the vow el o f the root or the suffix, as we shall see. In the conjugation of the 
non-thematic roots the strong forms are found only in the first, second and . 
third singular of the present and imperfect active, and in all the first persons of 
the imperative, both active and middle, and finally in the third person singular 
o f the imperative active. All the rest of the forms are made on the weak stem. 
In learning to conjugate the non-thematic classes, it is best, from a pedagogical 
point o f view , not to start with Class II, the ^  class, since, the endings being 
added directly to the root, there are quite a few internal sandhi changes that 
occur as two or more consonants are brought together. These phonetic 
changes are not difficult, but remember! one of our basic principles is to ’swim  
in shallow water, before swimming in deep water'.

Perhaps the least troublesome of these six classes and hence the best
one to begin with is Class V, typified by (*pTlfd) 'press . To form the 
present stem the suffix -no- is added to the unchanged root in the 
strong forms (as enumerated above), elsewhere -nu- (-̂ T-)« The personal

2W e should expect ds-si, but apparcndy even in Proto-Indo-European the tw o form s &s-si 
and *£s-i existed  side by side. Sanskrit has kept only the sim plified version.
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endings are the same as in the thematic classes, except that the -n- (-■T-) o f the 
third person plural middle drops out, so that those endings are -ate (present), 
-ata (imperfect) and -atdm (imperative) instead of -ante, -anta and -antdm. 
One or two other matters that need to be discussed concerning some o f the 
forms will be more expeditiously treated after the full conjugation has been 
presented.

Present

Active

Singular Dual

1. *su-no-mi su-nu-vahm

2. *su-no-si su-nu-thah
(W lfa) cstto

3. *su-no-ti 
.. rso.

su-nu-tah
(W r:>

Middle

1. su-nv-e su-nu-vahe
(1 * 0 CfP®

2. su-nu-se
,

su-nv-ather\(*FTPh)
3. su-nu-te_ r\_' su-nv-ate

(^^  10 )

Plural

su-nu-mah
OETTO)
su-nu-tha

su-nv-anti
O^rfcr)

su-nu-mahe

su-nu-dhve

su-nv-ate
( ^ t )

Imperfect

Active

1. *a-su-nav-am a-su-nu-va a-su-nu-ma
(3 IW ) (3TF^T)

2. *a-su-no-h a-su-nu-tam a-su-nu-ta
0*nfTT:) (3fddd)

3. *a-su-no-t a-su-nu-tam a-su-nv-an
<^W id)
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Middle

Singular Dual Plural

1 . a-su-nv-i
-

a-su-nu-vahi a-su-nu-mahi
(3* IT n5> (01 -̂1*11 )̂

2. a-su-nu-thah a-su-nv-atham a-su-nu-dhvam
NS O ' (3Ri«l|VM|̂ )

3. a-su-nu-ta a-su-nv-atam a-su-nv-ata
( 3 r^ D (^T^^kTPT) (3TO~FT)

Imperative

Active

1 . *su-nav-ani *su-nav-ava *su-nav-ama
(^R T F)

2. su-nu su-nu-tam su-nu-ta
m )o  o ' (^W*T)o  o  S' ( W )

3. *su-no-tu su-nu-tam su-nv-antu
"3 .)

X^F^xT)v \a

Middle

1. *su-nav-aiA. *su-nav-avahai *su-nav-amahai

0 ^ ) (^FRRs[)
2. su-nu-sva su-nv-atham su-nu-dhvam

m ^ )N >D O (XfRT̂ TPT)
3. *su-nu-tam su-nv-atam su-nv-atam

c a w w )X O O V Id Ml)o > OSRRTPT)
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Optative

Active

Singular Dual Plural

1. su-nu-yam su-nu-ya-va su-nu-ya-ma

2.
< W K ) (^TTFO

su-nu-yd-h su-nu-ya-tam su-nu-ya-ta

3. su-nu-va-t su-nu-ya-tam su-nu-y-uh
('U’l^ua)

Middle

1. su-nv-i-ya su-nv-i-vahi
O. « (7.

su-nv-i-mahi
(^ ^ iq i^ )

2. su-nv-l-thdhm su-nv-l-y-dthdm su-nv-i-dhvam  - ^( W ’Hi:) (*p f̂iTFTT*p (tpTTfcq M)
3. su-nv-i-tar\ su-nv-i-y-atam su-nv-l-ran

(y^TiW) (^TFTkTPT) (^rNtvT)
‘■O Ni

The follow ing points should be noticed: In the present second singular 
active the ending -si ( - f ir )  becomes -si (-f ir ), just as agni-su (locative plural o f 
agni) becom es agni-su (3 ffi^ ); cf. also su-nu-sva ( ^ l^ ) .  The -u o f the 
suffix -nu may be optionally dropped before -v or -m; thus, w e may write su- 
n-vah  0SjF3":), su-n-mah (*KH:), su-n-vahe (^ fi^ ), su-n-mahe (^p*l%), etc. 
Before vow el endings the -u o f -nu is changed to -v; thus, su-nv-anti 
(<̂ =1 fid ), su-nv-ate ( ^ id ) ,  su-nv-athe (^ H l^ ), etc.3 In the non-thematic 
classes the optative sign is -yd- (-̂ TT-) in the active, and -l- (-"f-) in the middle; 
hence, su-nu-yd-t ia). In the plural the -a o f -yd- disappears before the 
ending -uh (-^:); thus, su-nu-y-uh (tH ^:). In the second and third dual 
m iddle there is an interposed -y- (-̂ T-) between the optative sign -I- (-€-) and

3But if a root ends in a consonant, as does the common V3TF[ 'reach', this change of -nu- to 
-nv- when a vowel follows would yield an unpronounceable assemblage of consonants, 
and therefore a -v- is interposed between -nu- and the following vowel; thus, instead of 
dp-nv-anti, we have dp-nu-v-anti.
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the endings -atham (-<*1 h ih ) and -atom (*i Idl H). The purpose of this is to 
keep the optative sign intact. If the -y- were not inserted, these verb forms 
would lose their optative character, becoming su-nv-y-atham and su-nv-y- 
dtdm.

All the roots of the eighth or ̂  class end in -n (-«T), except ’do’. 
Since this class adds the suffix -o-/-u- to make the present stem, the
resultant stem ends in -no-l-nu- which is not different from a stem
of Class V, which we have just exemplified. It will not be necessary, 
therefore, to present the conjugation of Vd*T (ai'lRi) ’stretch’.

the only root of the class that does not end in -n (-*T), adds the 
regular class suffix -o (-aft) in the strong forms, before which -r (-?&) is 
replaced by its guna substitute -ar (-3R); thus, kar-o-ti fcl), a-kar-o-t 
(ar̂ rftq )̂, etc. However, before the suffix -u (-̂ 3) in the weak forms, the root 
assumes the form kur- (^ - ) , as in kur-u-thah C^W:), a-kur-u-tam 
etc. The weak form kur- (WT̂ -) without the suffix -u (-̂ 3) appears throughout 
all the active forms of the optative; so, kur-ya-t kur-ya-va
etc. It also appears before the personal endings beginning with v- (^-) and 
m- 0J-), as kur-vah (+CT:), kur-mah (V5?:), etc.4 This is really not as 
complicated as it seems, as a glance at the complete conjugation made from 
these present stems will show:

Present

- Active

Singular Dual Plural

1 . *kar-o-mi kur-vah kur-mah
(+ 0 P 0 (f* > Cff:)

2. *kar-o-si kur-u-thah kur-u-tha
(fW :) (f^ O

3. * kar-o-ti kur-u-tah kur-v-anti

4The dropping of the -u should be compared with the optional dropping of the -u of the 
suffix -nu of the ^ class. .
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Middle

Singular Dual Plural

1. kur-y-e kur-vahe kur-mahe
C f^t) ( f ^

2. kur-u-se kur-v-athe kur-u-dhve
CfW ) (W ^ )

3. kur-u-te kur-v-ate kur-v-ate
(W ^ ) (^p&O

Im perfect

Active

1. *a-kar-av-am a-kur-va a-kur-ma
( w f )

2. *a-kar-o-h• a-kur-u-tam a-kur-u-ta
(a rj^ n p (3TJ^T)

3. *a-kar-o-t a-kur-u-tam a-kur-v-an
(*i et> Cl d )

M iddle

1. a-kur-v-i a-kur-vahi a-kur-mahi

2. a-kur-u-thah a-kur-v-atham a-kur-u-dhvam
(3T ^W :) (SiW^TPT)

3. a-kur-u-ta a-kur-v-atam a-kur-v-ata
(3TfW ) (S^TKTFT)
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Im perative

Active

Middle

1. *kar-av-ai *kar-av-dvahai
( ^ • )

2. kur-u-sva kur-v-atham

3. kur-u-tam kur-v-atam
(fW HT) (w ftr n p

Singular Dual Plural

l . *kar-av-ani *kar-av-ava *kar-av-ama
0<>«uP»0 (ctKcl 1=0 («*»<«l*0

2. kur-u kur-u-tam kur-u- ta
( f ^ n p

3. *kar-o-tu kur-u-tam kur-v-antu
(^cTRT) ( W ^ )

*kar-av-am ahai

kur-u-dhvam
( f W p
kur-v-atam

O ptative

A ctive

1. k u r-ja m kur-ya-va ku r-ya-m a
( 5 ^ C fW j (W T h)

2. kur-ya-h kur-ga-tam kur-^a-ta
(f^TO 0p4KTR} (^ T kT)

3. ku r-ya-t kur-^a-tam k u r-y -u h
(^ f : )•o '^pTRT) (w r t t r ;)
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2.

3.

1 .

Singular

kur-v-i-ya

kur-v-l-thdh 
(f'ff'MT:) ’ 
kur-v-i-ta

Middle

Dual Plural

kur-v-i-vahi

kur-v-i-y-dthdm
(f^T FT Pp
kur-v-l-y-dtdm
(^fqToPT)

kur-v-i-mahi

kur-v-i-dhvam

kur-v-l-ran

V I. T he Story o f Sagara and H is Sons

im 1 wfr^fr sfMM ttRp :
r̂ lcl<rA) I 3PT3 ‘■d^TC dddl +ddd+d
dd iH«dl4 <m  m  i dW^Sd^rfiPT ̂ o  -o ^
+ R ^ |P h I I y K R ^ lR l7 I
3cd‘+r3Td<d'-d< Rd^'d:
Ti^rrmn^q" qRNT RddcdfecdT8 <dfddRi9
yci|H|M3d I d | ^ < ^  d&dd ^ 6 1  dRidl
^ d d f ^ d lRldgsTC dd =d ̂ T 10 W ^ 11 d fe f
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i BwsRnwRTRm r
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N otes

1. d w  locative absolute. W ho is meant by 5°)^^ ('the god o f
gods')?

2. objective genitive with the verbal noun Instead o f this
construction (genitive + verbal noun +  V̂ fT), the imperfect with a dire
object m ight have been used. But these periphrases with are very commo 
and, incidentally, continue to be so in the modem Indo-Aryan vernaculars.

3. 3TYT used not in a consecutive or temporal sense, but merely as continuing 
the narrative, quite like English 'now'.

4. 'dh lHd) a sandhi form for IH f d W e  should naturally expect the 
visarga to be replaced by -r  (-p , but two r's are not allowed in sequence 
betw een word junctures in Sanskrit: the first is dropped, and the previous 
vow el is lengthened to com pensate for the unfortunate loss. Thus, -ih + r- 
becom es -ir  +  r- (which is not allowed), then -I + r-.

5. cRT ft 4 W e may render 'I shall do what is pleasing (ftPT) to
you’ or 'I shall do you a favor (ft<t)\ depending upon whether (literally 
'dear* or 'pleasing') is treated as an adjective or a noun. In either case, the 
genitive RR is used as a dative, a ubiquitous usage which we term a 'genitive 
quasi-dative’. It may be o f interest to note that in the Prakrit languages 
(which represent a later, more precisely a 'middle', stage o f Old Indie), the 
dative is alm ost entirely replaced by the genitive due to the spread o f this 
'genitive quasi-dative' usage.

6. The 'king o f mountains' is, o f course, Himalaya or Himavat,
who w as the father of^RT  (variously called Hi4dl, or simply
'the goddess’), S iva’s w ife, and o f *T̂ T-

7. *T|fi HiK^T It must be borne in mind that, without Siva's
intervention, the descent o f the mighty Ganga would have been a catastrophic 
disaster for the earth.

8. The words to which refers are f f w  f%W 'fall to earth!' -  a
laconic command, to be sure, but, as w e shall see, sufficiently clear to to
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arouse her anger. After all, she was a heavenly river (<HleT»i*i«u n^T); why 
should she not object to becoming a terrestrial stream, however mighty?

9. W SRW  Kailasa, one of the high peaks of the Himalayas, is often 
referred to as the abode or heaven of Siva, while that o f Vi§nu is called 
’Vaiku^tha’, whose location, however, is variously given.

10. ^  ‘Jcq i Because 7i^rT was furious upon being ordered
to ’fall to earth', she manifested her displeasure by assuming an 'excessively  
great form' F̂T) and 'unbearable impetuosity' ^*0, petulant
arrogance which Siva alone was capable of thwarting.

11. 'Samkara' is one of Siva's numerous epithets used as a name. It 
means literally 'effecting or conferring a blessing (SPp' and like the name 
’Siva’ (really an adjective meaning 'kind' or 'gracious') is just a euphem istic 
appellation conferred upon him thereby to avoid incurring the displeasure or 
wrath o f which the malevolent and irascible side o f his disposition was 
capable. Kama (^PT), the god of love and a prime example o f his wrath, was 
once incinerated by a mere glance of Siva’s third eye, when the god’s 
meditation was interrupted by him, as a result of which Kama was devoid o f a 
body and thenceforth called 'the bodiless one' 0*i*ifj). Siva's original name 
was 'Rudra', under which, incidentally, there are three hymns addressed to 
him in the Rgveda.

12. an adjective to TOfPf; thus, 'on the head (o f Rudra)
impenetrable (TI ^ )  due to his knot ( W 1  of twisted hair (^T )'. Siva is 
regarded, among other things, as the supreme ascetic and is accordingly 
depicted wearing a coil o f twisted hair such as is typically worn by ascetics. 
Because o f this thick braid of hair, his head is here said to be m 3 lik e
a forest o f the Himalaya', impenetrable even to the swift-m oving waters o f

13. nRml Since 'fall' is an intransitive verb, the past passive participle 
is passive only in form, but active in meaning: Tiaving fallen'. It w ould have 
been possible, therefore, to use the gerund hRiĉ i here instead o f iR td l, as 
the gerund, as we know, has the value of a past active participle.

14. Mtdd infinitive expressing the purpose o f 'to go out in order to
fall . .'. *
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15. TW ^T^T^frcTT?IM i ’having realized her as being unable to go out',
i.e., ’realizing that she was not able to get out'. Note again the use of an 
accusative with modifying adjective as object o f a verb of mental action (here

'know'), where in English a 'that-clause' is used.

16. With the exception of fang, all these rivers which are supposed to have 
arisen from <i#ji are mythical. fâ ET is, o f course, the mighty river 
Sindhu, called 'Indus' in English.

17. and tR^Tfa are both 'accusative o f the place to which'; thus, 'Ganga 
came from the heaven to Samkara's head, then to the earth*.

18. Be careful of the sandhi here!

19. icKKui 'desirous of seeing the descent o f Ganga’.
is object o f the verbal idea contained in the adjective. is an adjective (of
a fairly common type) made from what is called the 'desiderative' of
'see'. 'Desiderative' means 'expressing or denoting a wish'. The idea of
desiring to do this or that may, o f course, be expressed by any one o f several
verbs meaning 'desire, wish' in combination with the infinitive o f the root

__ •
which expresses what one wishes to do; thus, 'I wish to write a letter' TT 
m  From many verb roots, however, may be formed a special
derivative which imparts the notion of desire to the basic sense o f the root.
So, in the sentence above we may convey the sense o f 'I wish to write' by 
m eans o f a single verb form made from Vf̂ FTW by reduplication with li- and 
the addition o f -isa; the new stem li-likh-isa (RiRiRsj^) is conjugated like any 
thematic root in the present, imperfect, imperative and optative. An 
alternative way o f saying m  fiaa then, is to use the desiderative o f

thus: Ri fri Rsi Nl fa  (li-likh-isd-mi). In the repeated or reduplicated 
syllable the initial consonant o f the root is repeated exactly as in the perfect, 
which w e studied in Lesson Twenty-One. The vow el of the reduplicative 
syllable is unless the root contains -u-, in which instance the vow el of the 
reduplicative syllable is also -u-. The suffix is -isa or simply -sa . Which is to 
be used with a particular root is best learned from experience.

From the desiderative stem o f any verb may be made with mechanical 
regularity an adjective meaning 'desirous o f doing so-and-so'. This is done 
by changing the final -a to -u. The resultant adjective is, o f course, declined 
like any w-stem. A desiderative adjective is equivalent in meaning to the
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present participle o f a desiderative root and accordingly may take a direct 
object (if the root is transitive!), as does fee^fT  here. Furthermore, by 
substituting -a for the final -a of a desiderative stem is made a noun with the 
meaning a desire to do so-and-so'. So, from 'go' we derive first of all 
ji-gcun-isci (fcnrfa*T), the verb stem meaning 'desire to go', ji-gam-isu
(Rriif+i^), the adjective 'desirous of going' and finally ji-gam-isa i),
'a desire to go'.5

V  t

20. A vimana is a chariot or car used by gods or other praeter-
natural beings for aerial travel. These sky-chariots seem to have been self- 
propelled and are often of elaborate, even palatial character. The word 
vimana is derived from f%-V*rr literally 'measure across', then 'traverse', so 
that it is inherently a means for traversing the sky. Sometimes a vimana is 
given a name, as Pu§paka of the demon Ravana who kidnapped
Rama's w ife Sits in the Ramayana. -

21. P*i i i [k fa r  This is a bahuvrihi of a special, but prevalent type;
literally '(with water-creatures) having tortoises and dolphins as their 
beginning’, i.e., tortoises and dolphins, and so forth. In compounds o f this 
type 3TTfe 'beginning' is meant to suggest an unspecified number of things 
beginning with those mentioned in the forepart of the compound, i.e., those 
mentioned and the rest o f the same sort. Thus, ^fT: 'the gods
beginning with Indra' (literally ’having Indra as their beginning’), i.e., Indra 
and all the other gods, or ’the gods Indra, etc.’ In these compounds, then,

i K m ay generally be rendered by ’etc.' or 'and so forth’ or some equivalent 
expression.

22. The ^  ’and’ connects 'STvFRFT and Pk ®!: which is explained by
thus, 'the falling of the water and the clamor o f . .

23. (by sandhi for R W ) is the present participle o f (<*<=* Ri), 
m odifying ('water flow ing forth . .’). Similarly, in the next 
sentence.

5Occasionally a desiderative has an extended and specialized meaning as (from 
'release') 'desire to be released (from the cycle of birth and rebirth), and so a desire 
for salvation' and 'desirous Of or striving after salvation'.<o <6



24. perfect third plural of V̂ TST 'touch'. When a root begins
with a sibilant followed by a voiceless consonant, only the latter is repeated in 
the reduplicative syllable; so here pa-sprs-; cf. also ta-stha- (V^TT) and ta- 
stambh- (V^n^T).

25. ,H'*i icî i WTWrRRTW 'And those who had fallen to earth
from heaven due to a curse . .'. It is commonplace in Sanskrit literature to 
read o f some celestial being who is compelled to assume a terrestrial 
existence for a stipulated time as a result of a curse. Those referred to in this 
passage are exceptionally fortunate as their wrongs are removed by
being laved in Gariga's waters. Gariga's ability to remove sins is alluded to 
also in the epithet '^qHiwf«HlPilril farther on.

26. I ̂ Tl I for 'H M f̂t̂ hPT. When is followed by an initial <?T-, it is
changed to a nasalized vT by regressive assimilation, and the nasalization (left 
over from the -*T) is indicated by the sy m b o l which is called ’a dot
(f^F^) in the moon'.

27. ovT ^  4̂ 1-H Mt-'M may be taken either as a genitive absolute
('and w hile that noble one was thus sacrificing') or as a sort of possessive 
genitive with 4?ici 14 ('the place of sacrifice of him . .'). The construction 
here is a good illustration o f how the genitive absolute originated: as a 
genitive (with participle) rather loosely attached to a noun, then a more 
independent construction as the connection with the noun becomes less 
clearly definable and more tenuous.

28. T O W T O  a periphrastic perfect o f the causative of C^FrRf);
see note 3 on in Lesson Twenty-four. Remember that causatives
and roots o f Class X  (which are conjugated identically) make their perfect 
periphrastically.

29. f̂tcTT 'and by them (i.e., all the gods and
denizens o f heaven) G ang! was made a daughter o f the sage whose austerities 
were great' (literally  'was led  into the condition of  a daughter o f the sage’). 
This use o f "'Mt with an abstract in the accusative is parallel to that
o f the abstract with M  as in ST W : 'He went to five-ness', i.e., died.
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Vocabulary

fddl 3, adj. extremely severe.
3fRnpP^, adv. extremely quickly.
3TKfq^, adj. extremely great.
^T^T, adj. wonderful, remarkable.

Oi*°u>ki, class I), go after, follow.
3TFxRT:, adv. finally.

» __
conjunctive adv. moreover.
f. Apsaras, name of one of a class of semi-divine beings, the wives of 

the Gandharvas.
class I), climb up, ascend; gerund 3rf^T^T.

< H m .  sprinkling; consecration.
3rf̂ RT, adj. unmeasured, boundless, infinite.

n. the act of descending, descent.
3f ^ TR", n. proud behavior, arrogance.
3TRrr9T, n. sky, heaven.
3fRTRnr, adj. going or moving in the heaven. [>>i I •+» l + *T, verbal of 
STT-V̂  (Rn^Rl, class VI), scatter, bestrew; ppp. STT̂ t0?.
STTsFTPxr, ppp. VsTT-V̂ T̂ ' (shield, class I), literally come to, approached, then, 

attacked, overcome, seized with (+ instr. or in cpd.).
m. a son. -

3TT-V̂ rnT (?TTW, class I), call upon; gerund STHIT̂ T.
3TT-V1%̂  (fw R f, class VI), enter; perf. R5*ti; gerund ° m ^ . 
arr-V^TT (R l^R l, class I), stand on, ascend, mount; ppp.
^TT, f. Uma, name o f the daughter o f Himavat, also called Parvati, Durga, 

etc., w ife o f Siva and sister o f Ganga.
^7T, m. a serpent.

adv. upwards.
3fMxr n. strength, power.

, m. a tortoise.
•  •  *  .n. spot, stam; im punty.

m. a kind o f heavenly musician, often associated with the 
Gandharvas.

adv. crookedly, in a meandering fashion.
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adj, being or situated on Kailasa, a mountain peak of the Himalaya. 
Q f^ fd , class IV), become angry; ppp. 

shlfci, m. anger.
adv. in one place . . in another place. 

ji«m , n. the sky, heaven.
dSjitlT, m. Gangadhara, epithet and name of Siva as 'Upholder of Gariga'. 
1Pfc4<f, m. Gandharva, name of one of a class of heavenly musicians. 

adj. thick, impenetrable.
(*TSTRr, class I), m ove, m ove about.

'5RT, f. a twist or coil o f matted hair (such as worn by ascetics).
V̂ pt OTPRT, class IV), be bom, arise; perf. 'dd. 

m. a man; person; in plur. people.
m. ’water-goer’, any aquatic creature.

m. Jahnu, name of a sage.
f. Jahnavl, name o f the Ganges or Ganga as the daughter o f the sage 

Jahnu.
superlative adj. eldest. 

ac5iul, adv. instantly.
n. surface; often meaningless in part B of a cpd.

fdT:-V^T in caus. ’causes to disappear’, conceals; inf in.
fd<>H MpkPR\ 

dl"*!, n. water.
^ f, m. im pm dence, pride, 
f 2 J ,  desiderative adj. desirous o f seeing, 
f  adj. d ifficult to bear, unbearable.

<°f), f. the earth.
VtT(£prtfd\ class V), shake, cause to shake; ppp. EkT-
^ ( n o  presen t, caus. UTGffd without caus. meaning), hold, bear, support; 

fut. o f  caus. £TRpT^Tfir.
do hom age to, worship; ppp. d d w i .

dR, m. a man.
d fri-fl, f. N alini, name o f a m ythical river, The Reedy One .
f-ld K , m. sound, noise.
fdW q^ 0Rrf?T, class I), fa ll down.
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fa 4W, adj. without impurity, pure.
■pTsT̂ T, m. a dwelling-place or abode. 

m. an inhabitant.
m. any flying thing, a bird.

MdH, n. the act of falling, fall.
m. a husband.

T m , adj. extreme, supreme.
Vt T (fad fa, class I), drink.
TFT, n. evil deed, sin.
Hldrit, f. Pavani, name of a mythical river, ’The Purifier'.

(MM M fa , class X ), worship; inf in. hmimom.
n. the act o f worshipping, worship.

SrfaWqn ( W ,  class IV), step toward, attain; get back, return to; perf.
yfanwK, °y t.

yfaqT, f. a likeness; at end of bahuvrihi cpd. having a likeness w ith , like. 
(|[f%, class II), strike back, impede; ppp. «fa^d.

(y^rfir, class I), fall forward (SO or down.
05prf?r, class I), flow  forth, flow, 

fan , adj. dear, pleasing; as n. a favor, 
n fe , f. mind; Vy, make up one’s mind. 
vpTRn, adj. fortunate or  blessed.
*PT, n. fear.

adj. causing fear, fearsome.
Vsp* (%mnfn, class IV ), wander, roam about aim lessly; gerund nF ^T .

P P P . Vn5T ( w r f a , class IV), fallen. 
n. a bunch or  quantity o f anything (as of the hair).

♦ictd, m. a fish .
n tfn , m. the head. „ , * ,
TO. m.Yak5a, name o f one o f a class o f semi-divine beings, usually, but not

invariably, o f a benevolent nature.
dril, m. effort.

adj. celebrated, fam ous, splendid, beautiful.

WTcffiT, n. the low er world or hell.
^5, m. Rudra, an early epithet and name o f Siva.
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F̂T, n. form.
<yl'lcti, m. the world.

(el<Ri, class I), say, speak or say to; gerund 'cjfccqi. 
f. the earth.

m. an enclosure. 
fâ TTfsT*̂ , adj. destroying.
(®i*iiri, n. an aerial chariot. 
f k ^ ,  m. crying, clamor, noise.
fkfkv, adj. having different kinds', of various sorts, different. 
fk-dtV^ (^ R t, class VI), let go, release; perf. T̂ -RT̂ T; ppp.
Ric+ih, m. astonishment.
^T, m. msh, onset, impetus; vehemence.

, ppp. ('W ild, class V), busied with or engaged in (+ loc.').
V'SRTr (*neHl Rl, class V), be able, can.

=+» <, m. Samkara, epithet and name of Siva.
■?m, m. a curse.
P*i<sK, n. a top or peak. 
finR3J\ n. the head.
P*|j*i*iK, m. a dolphin.

n. the head.
adj. possessing a spear (i.e., a trident); epithet of Siva. 

siW r, n. the act o f purifying, purification.
7P?T, m. a mountain.

superlative adj. most excellent, best. 
n. the ear. 

m. a year.
adj. best {superlative of good).
(^prfir, class IV), be satisfied; ppp.

<hki, numeral adj. seven.
^Mn+i, f. ordinal numeral adj. seventh.

OHIHlRr, class V ), com e to, attain, reach.
(sFPtRt, class I), begin; perf. 

adj. filled , fulfilled; completed.
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IX-'H  class I), flow  together; be heaped together; caus.
causes to flow  or be heaped together, submerges, inundates; 
periphrastic perf. o f caus. tFmqPTTmtf. 

tRR", adv. everywhere. 
n. water.

^ T T , adv. suddenly, immediately.
1%^, m. Sindhu, name of the great river Indus.

f. Sita, name of a mythical river. [Possibly named after the goddess 
Sita, who presided over agriculture and the fruits of the earth] 

f. Sucak§us, name of a mythical river, "The Fair-eyed'. 
adj. w ell (^p-disposed, favorably disposed.

^  C r̂f r̂, class I), run, flow , move.
(̂ prf?T, class VI), let go, release.
(FT̂ rfd", class VI), touch; perf. CT̂ T9T.

n. a chariot.
tTlcitf, n. a stream, river.

intensive pron. oneself, herself, itself (all genders and numbers). 
ITRFfr, f. Hladini, name o f a mythical river, 'The Gladdener'.

Translate into Sanskrit:

Making a supreme effort to propitiate the great god Siva, possessor o f 
the trident, for help in bringing down the river Gariga, Bhagiratha 
worshipped him for a year, performing additional, very severe austerities. 
N ow l at the end o f the year, the husband of Uma said to Bhagiratha: 'O best 
o f m en, true to your vow s, majestic one, I am very kindly disposed to you on 
account o f your very severe austerities. Therefore, I shall hold up the 
daughter o f the king o f the mountain with my head.' Thereupon he climbed 
to the peak o f Himavat and, having said to the celestial river 'Fall down to 
earth!' he returned to his abode in Mt. Kailasa.2 But because descending to 
earth  from heaven was not at all pleasing to that goddess, she became 
extrem ely angry and fell upon Siva's head with a mighty impact. The great 
god too, having becom e angiy because o f her excessive arrogance, 
determined to conceal her in the coil o f his matted hair (which was) difficult 
to traverse like the forest o f Himavat. When he realized that that goddess, 
though she made a supreme effort, was unable to go out o f it, being satisfied, 
he released her. Finally, flow ing forth with a mighty sound from Siva's
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head, Ganga, having descended to earth, followed after Bhagiratha (who 
was) mounted on a chariot. A ll the inhabitants o f the earth, seeing the descent 
of Ganga, realized that her water was pure and purifying and after touching 
it immediately were relieved of their sins.3 As soon as they saw Ganga 
flowing forth, gods too, who had descended4 to earth due to a curse, were 
freed o f their sins5 and returned to the world o f heaven. W hile follow ing the 
chariot o f the majestic Bhagiratha, Ganga inundated the sacrificial enclosure 
of the great ascetic and great seer Jahnu (who was) engaged^ in a sacrifice. 
Extremely angered at that, he swallowed all Ganga's water. As soon as they 
saw that miracle, all the gods and other denizens o f the sky, Apsarases, 
Gandharvas, etc.,7 filled with great astonishment, began to worship that great 
seer whose austerities were great. 8 Thereupon they made Ganga a daughter 
o f that sage. Pleased by this, Jahnu released Ganga from his ears. For this 
reason that Ganga is known as 'JShnavI'. Now, having reached the ocean, 
Ganga entered Rasatala to purify the ashes o f Sagara’s noble sons.

Notes

1. ’Now': Use 3PT in its continuative sense.

2. 'to his abode in Mt. Kailasa’: Instead o f rendering literally 'to his abode in 
Mt. Kailasa', it is more idiomatic to say 'to his abode situated in (Mt.)
Kailasa' (%̂ TFER̂ T — note 'acc. o f place to which').

3. 'relieved o f their sins': Express with a bahuvrihi, tRPTRT:, literally 
'whose sins have been shaken o ff.

4. 'who had descended': It is not necessary to use a relative clause here, the 
p p p . o f 3TT-V̂ f suffices.

5. 'freed o f their sins': U se a bahuvrfhi as in note 3.

6. '(who was) engaged': v. note 4.

7. 'Apsarases, Gandharvas, etc.': Remember to express the notion o f 'etc.' 
by -3frfe at the end o f a bahuvrihi compound; literally, '(denizens . . . )  having
Apsarases, Gandharvas, as the beginning'. As an adjective, this compound 
w ill agree with 'denizens'. 8

8. 'whose austerities were great’: Express by a bahuvrihi.



LESSON TWENTY-SIX

Non-thematic Verbs Continued.

In the preceding lesson we began our discussion of non-thematic verbs 
with roots o f the Vth and Vmth classes, viz., the and classes. There>E> S
remain to be discussed the 3T ,̂ |[, and SFft classes. The easiest of these is the 
or IXth class. The strong form of the present stem is made by adding the suffix 
-nd- (-"TT-) to the root, the weak stem by adding -nl- (-'Tt-) which becomes -n- 
(-*![-) before vow els. Thus, 'make firm' has the strong stem stabh-na 
C^T^TT), the weak stein stabh-ru (*3'&it)/stabh-n A commoner root than

is *bind', which drops its radical throughout the present system, 
so that the strong and weak stems are badh-nd (3^TT) and badh-ni ($&%t)lbadh-n 
(®T̂ T) respectively. Although all the forms of the present system are made with 
perfect regularity from these stems, for the sake of clarity and perhaps also 
system aticity the entire present system is presented below.

'bind'
Present

. Active

Singular Dual
1. : *badh-nd-mi badh-ni-vah

(sj^i i i*o (STî TR-:)
2 . *badh-na-si badh-ni-thah

(o(b»1 1 Id)
3 . *badh-nd-ti badh-ni-tah

(5TS*TT%) .

_s Middle

1. badh-n-e badh-ni-vahe

(sn^T)
2 . badh-ni-se badh-n-dthe

-s

3. badh-nl-te badh-n-ate
"N

(spRTcf)

Plural
badh-ni-mah

badh-ni-tha

badh-n-anti

badh-ni-mahe
■h T̂)

badh-ni-dhve

badh-n-ate
(^Vld)
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Singular

*a-badh-na-m
(3rsre?rpp
*a-badh-na-h
(3T^TT:)
*a-badh-na-t

a-badh-n-i

a-badh-ni-thah
(ST^f^TT:)
a-badh-ni-ta

*badh-nd-ni

badh-ana
(^TFT)
*badh-na-tu
h w irep

Imperfect

Active

Dual

a-badh-ru-va

a-badh-ni-tam

a-badh-ni-tam

Middle

a-badh-ni-vahi

a-badh-n-dtham

a-badh-n-dtdm
(ST^TRTPp

Im perative

A ctive

*badh-nd-va
(dfc'iPT)
badh-ni-tam

badh-ni-tam
(d td ld H )

Plural

a-badh-rd-ma
(3f5*fcdhO
a-badh-ni-ta
Ĉ idbrTra)
a-badh-n-an

a-badh-ni-mahi

a-badh-ni-dhvam

a-badh-n-ata

*badh-na-ma
(WTHT)
badh-ni-ta

badh-n-antu
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Middle

Singular Dual Plural

1. *badh-n-aiat *badh-na-vahai *badh-na-mahai
(^ T R ^ )

2. badh-ni-sva badh-n-atham badh-ni-dhvam

3. badh-ni-tdm badh-n-atam badh-n-atam
(̂ rê TfcrPT) (^^RTHT)

1. badh-ni-ya-m
(sr&ftaup

2. badh-ni-ya-h 
(̂ Ê fhTT:)

3. badh-ni-ya-t 
(̂ TŜ ffaTRT)

Optative

Active

badh-ni-ya-va

badh-ni-ya-tam

badh-ni-ya-tam

Middle

badh-ni-ya-truk
(^ThTTR-)
badh-ni-ya-ta
(STEsffarRT)
badh-ni-y-uh

1.

2 .

3.

badh-n-i-y-a
(^ fh T )
badh-n-l-thdh

badh-n-l-ta

badh-n-i-vahi
3 l$)

badh-n-i-y-atham

badh-n-i-y-atam
(^^fhTRTPp

badh-n-i-mahi
(sns^ rf©
badh-n-i-dhvam  
(^Vf| bc\ *i) 
badh-n-i-ran

The only point that needs to be noted is that the imperative, second  
singular active, is made with the termination -hi (-f|[) only when the root 
ends in a vow el, like 'buy', the imperative o f which is kri-ni-hi (st^n ffT). 
If, how ever, the root ends in a consonant, the peculiar ending -ana (-̂ TFO is 
added; hence, not badh-ni-hi but badh-ana (3^1R )• The form o f the
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root to which -ana is added is not the weak stem, as would be expected, as that 
would yield badh-n-ana, but to the root entirely devoid o f the class suffix.

There are not many roots in this class, perhaps the commonest, apart 
from Vsft 'buy' and 'bind', are VtTg 'seize', for which grh (’Tg) is 
substituted throughout the present system , 'make firm, support', Vtft 
'gladden, propitiate', 'cut' and 'choose' (only in the m iddle voice).

The Bird or ^ class makes its present stem by reduplication, as in the 
perfect tense. The usual rules for the reduplication o f the consonant are 
follow ed. In the strong forms the root vow el is replaced by its guna 
substitute, but in the weak forms it remains unchanged.

'offer, make an oblation’

Present

Active

Singular Dual Plural

1. *ju-ho-mi ju-hu-vah ju-hu-mah
0 ^ : ) c g s’To

2. _ *ju-ho-si ju-hu-thah ju-hu-tha
03S«r:) (y & o

3. *ju-ho-ti ju^hu-tah ju-hv-ati
O SP’O c ^ o

- Middle

1. ju-hv-e ju-hu-vahe ju-hu-mahe

03i> c ^ l ) ( W D
2. ju-hu-se ju-hv-dthe ju-hu-dhve

3. ju-hu-te ju-hv-ate ju-hv-ate
0 3 ir a ) ( l i^ o
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Im p e rfe c t

Active

S in gu lar D ual P lu ra l

1. *a-ju -h av-am a-ju -hu-va a-ju -hu-m a

2.
( 3 f ^ 0

* a -ju -h o -h a-ju -hu-tam a-ju -hu-ta
(3T^T:) (sr^ cn p (3T5p-)

3 . *a -ju -h o -t a-ju -hu-tam a -ju -h a v -u h

Middle

(3 T p f:)

1. a -ju -h v -i a-ju -hu-vah i a -ju -h u -m ah i
.

(3 T 5 p f|) r-, _ -(3 r ^ tr ^ )
2 . a -ju -h u -th d h a- ju -h v-a th dm a -ju -h u -d h va m

(3t^*TT:)
3 . a-ju -h u -ta a-ju -h v-a tam a -ju -h v-a ta

-

(3M |cO (3T ^ R m p

Im p e ra tiv e

A ctive

( W )

1. * ju -h a v -a n i * ju -h av-ava * ju -h a v-a m a
(^ q T q ) (^ 4 1 * 0

2 . ju -h u -d h i ju -h u -ta m ju -h u -ta
( ^ f e ) ( W * ) CWO

3. * ju -h o -tu ju -h u -ta m ju -h v -a tu
(W^fFT)
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Middle

Singular Dual Plural

1. *ju-hav-ai *ju-hav-dvahai *ju-hav-c mahai

2. ju-hu-yva ju-hv-atham ju-hu-dhvam
(H^T) ( W ’TT’P 0 3 1 ^ 0

3. ju-hu-tam ju-hv-atam ju-hv-atam
(W ^ T ) ( 3 P 3 >

- Optative

Active

1. ju-hu-ya-m ju-hu-ya-va ju-hu-yd-ma
C^ncT) : ( 3 1 ^

2. ju-hu-ya-h " ju-hu-ya-tam ju-hu-ya-ia
< 3 1 ^ )

3. ju-hu-yd-t ju-hu-ya-tam ju-hu-y-uh
( w 1̂ )

■ - •. ■ Middle - -

1. ju-hv-i-y-a ju-hv-l-vahi ju-hv-i-mahi

2. ju-hv-l-thdh ju-hv- i-y-dtham ju-hv-i -dhvam

3. ju-hv-i-ta ju-hv-i-y-dtam ju-hv-i-ran

It is important to note that, in addition to dropping the nasal (-n-) o f 
the third person plural endings o f the middle (as do all the non-thematic 
verbs), verbs o f the reduplicating class also drop the nasal in the third plural 
active o f the present and imperative. These endings, therefore, are -ati 
(-31%) and -atu  (-W ) respectively, not -anti (-3fPxO and -antu C-5̂ ) -  
Another peculiarity is that the ending o f third plural imperfect active is not 
-an (-3pp, but -uh (-<?:), before which the root vow el takes its guna
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substitute; thus, a-ju-hav-uh (*1^ ^ :). Remember that before a vow el within 
a word -o- becomes -av-, as does the -o- of bho- OTt), the guna form of 
which, throughout the present system, becomes bhav- (y^) before the 
thematic vow el -a-, as in bhav-a-ti O ^fa). Hence, here ju-ho- O’pft'-) 
becom es ju-hav- (^ ^ - ) before -uh

Two of the most important Sanskrit roots, dha (ETT) 'put, place' and da 
(^D 'give', belong to this class. Like the spectacular 'be', they also lose 
their vowel in the weak stem; thus, dadha-idadh- (^nV^ET-) and dada-tdad- 

Now the question arises, what happens when consonant-initial 
endings (like -thah, -tahT -se, etc.) are added to dadh-1 We w ill recall that no 
sandhi change takes place within a word when endings beginning with a 
vow el, nasal or a semivowel are added to a root ending in a consonant. We 
cannot have a form like dadh-thah, dadh-tah or dadh-tha. By the rule of 
regressive assimilation the -dh (-ET) is made voiceless due to the regressive 
influence o f the voiceless t-lth- (dV̂ T) of the endings. This gives us dath-thah, 
dath-Xah and dath-tha. Now a curious thing happens: the aspiration or -h of 
the root final -th rebounds to the initial d-, so that the root now becomes 
dhat- ! The three forms in their final shape are dhat-thah ( E l :), dhat-tah 
(Elrf:) and dhat-tha (Ek*0 . The weak stem with transposed aspiration also 
occurs before the middle endings -dhve (-£%) and -dhvam (-S^T); thus, dhad- 
dhve and a-dhad-dhvam  Note that the -d  o f dhad-
remains unchanged before the voiced dh- o f the endings.

'give' does not involve any of these interesting complications:
since the weak stem dad- ( ^ - )  has no aspiration we have only to keep in 
mind that the final -d  (-^) must be changed to -t (-<T) before t-lth- o f
the endings, otherwise remaining unchanged. The follow ing paradigm w ill 
show the changes we have exemplified and others based on the same 
principles.
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Singular

VEIT ’put, place’ 
Present

Active

Dual Plural

1. *da-dha-mi dadh-vah dadh-m ah
(^TTftr) (?W:)

2. *da-dha-si dhat-thah dhat-tha
(9c«r:) (Elc*0

3. *da-dha-ti dhat-tah dadh-ati
(OTTf%) (SJrT:) *

1. dadh-e

Middle

dadh-vahe dadh-mahe
< st) ( ^ t ) caaat)

2. dhat-se dadh-athe dhad-dhve
(a c t) (^ T R )

. -\, 
( a ^ o

3. dhat-te dadh-dte dadh-ate
(tr t) (^ n t )

Im perfect

A ctive

1. *a-dadha-m a-dadh-va a-dadh-ma
(<*KaH) (3 R ^ )

2. *a-dadha-h a-dhat-tam a-dhat-ta
(3T^TT:) (SRxFT) (SfarT)

3. *a-dadha-t a-dhat-tam a-dadh-uh
W w m ) (srarm p (3^a:>
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Singular

M iddle

Dual Plural

1 . a-dadh-i a-dadh-vahi a-dadh-mahi
(3T<E5fff) (ST^rffT)

2 . a-dhat-thah
•

a-dadh-atham a-dhad-dhvam
(3rac*TT:)

3 . a-dhat-ta a-dadh-atam a-dadh-ata
(srarT) (sreW )

Im pera tive

A ctive

1. *dadha-ni *dadha-va *dadha-m a
(^srrf%) O^STPT)

2 . dheh i dhat-tam dhat-ta
(§r^> (E R P p ( 9 t 0

3 . *dadha-tu dhat-tam dadh-atu
(sra n p o r a j)

M iddle

1. *dadh -a fi *dadha-vahai *dadha-m ahai
Ora)

2 . dh a t-sva dadh-atham dh ad-dh vam
(E P ^ P p

3 . dh a t-td m dadh-atdm dadh-atdm
(ETcTTRp ( w r a m )
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Optative

Active

Singular Dual Plural

1. dadh-yd-m dadh-ya-va dadh-ya-ma
(^T*T) 0JE2TF0

2. dadh-yd-h dadh-ya-tam dadh-ya-ta
(^TT:) (̂ EZTRPT) (^TRO

3. dadh-ya-t dadh-ya-tam dadh-y-uh
Ĉ -qrRT) (^TRTRp

Middle

1. dadh-i-y-a dadh-i-vahi dadh-i-mahi

2. dadh-l-thdh dadh-i-y-dthdm dadh-I-dhvam
(^Jhqrr:) (^ fhrrw r)

3. dadh-i-ta dadh-i-y-atam dadh-i-ran

The conjugation o f V̂ T is identical to that of VeTT, except, o f course, 
that the stems o f (both strong and weak) have d- (^-) instead o f dh- (ET-). 
The imperative dhehi (ETffT) is irregular, as is also its counterpart dehi (%f̂ > 
of V̂ T.

In the previous lesson we gave the present tense o f 'be' as a quite 
spectacular illustration o f the differentiation between strong and weak stems 
due to a shifting o f the old tonic accent of the earlier language as reflected in 
the Rgveda, In V3RT, we w ill recall, the vowel a- C3!-) drops out, leaving only 
the -s (-̂ T) as the weak stem, to which the personal terminations are added. 
Although the roots EJT and also lose their vow el in forming the weak stem , 
they are not reduced to a single consonant, as they retain their reduplicative 
syllable da- (^-). W ith the exception o f VsRT, no weak verb o f the Ilnd or ^  
class shows so drastic a reduction in the formation o f the weak stem. In fact, 
some roots, as, for exam ple, those ending in -a (-3TT), make no distinction o f 
strong and weak stems, except for the accentual distinction found in the V edic 
texts, but not surviving in classical Sanskrit. In discussing roots o f the 3f^
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c la ss  it w il l  b e  m o re  c o n d u c iv e  to s im p lic ity  and e a se  o f  learn in g  to  b e g in  
w ith  th ese  roo ts that en d  in  -a (-^TT) and sh o w  no v a r ia tio n  in  th eir  p resen t
stem . »

i V*TT 'g o '

Present

Singular Dual Plural

1 . ya-mi ya-vah ya-mah
0Trf*0 (*TT :̂) OTFT:)

2 . ya-si ya-thah yd-tha
(htRd (him:) otfd

3 . yd-ti ya-tah ya-nti
(̂ tRq OTRT:) (MlPri)

Imperfect

1 . a-yd-m a-ya-va a-ya-ma
(3m r«p ( 3 R R ) (3TETPD

2 . a-ya-h e tc .
(3FIT:)

3 . a-ya-t a-ya-n
(3TTRT) Ĉ r̂ rnr)

or a-y-uh
(3T50

More than these forms need not be given however, as the whole 
present system is formed with perfect regularity. The middle voice does not 
occur. Only a few roots of this type are found in common use: VFiT (HlRt) 
'bathe', (MiRt) 'blow', VtT (31 Id) 'rescue', V*TT iRl) 'shine' and VtF 
(hi Rl) 'protect'.

Generally, however, a differentiation of strong and weak stems is 
made in verbs of the class by a modification of the root vowel. In the 
strong stem the guna substitute replaces the root vowel, which remains 
unchanged in the weak stem. A simple example is 'It  'go', found only in the 
active voice.
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Present

Singular Dual Plural

1. *e-mi i-vah i-m ah
w o OHT:)

2. *e-si i-thah i-tha
OTO

3. *e-ti i-tah y-anti
(W :)

Im perfect

1. *ay-am ai-va ai-ma
(STTETH) C^O c ^ o

2. *ai-h ai-tam ai-ta
C^np (^ 0

3. *ai-t ai-tam dy-an
( w p

1. *ay-ani

Im perative

*ay-ava *ay-ama
(dlHlPo (3T*TR) (anrno

2. i-h i i-tam i-ta
(w >

3. *e-tu i-tam y-antu
<m> (W P p

1. i-ya -m

O ptative

i-ya-va i-ya-m a
(W P p (TETPO ( w n 0

etc.
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Note that in the imperfect the augment a- (3T-) coalesces with the - /- 
(-^-) to form the diphthong ai- (t£-) which becomes ay- (3TPT-) before a vowel, 
hence, ay-am (^UMMy/ay-an (̂ TT̂ nT), but ai-t  ̂ ) ,  ai-va (t^D, etc 2 Note also 
that i- 0 0  before a vow el becomes y- 0T-), as in y-anti and y-antu

Roots o f the class that end in a consonant, however, involve some 
difficulty due to the sandhi changes that may take place when endings 
beginning with a consonant are added. It is important to remember here that 
no change is made in the final consonant of a root when the ending to be added 
begins with a nasal, i.e., m- (*[-), the only one that occurs, or a semivowel, i.e.; 
v- (^-) and y- 0T-). The consonants with which some endings begin and which, 
therefore, can produce sandhi changes are: s- (^f-) of the endings -si (-1%),-.se 
(-^0 and -sva (-^ ), the t- (c[-> and th- (*T-) of -tah -thah (-*!:), -tha (-*0, 
-ta  (-d-), -tam  (-̂ PT) and -tarn (-dT*I), the dh- (ET-) of -dhve (-£*0, -dhvam  

and -dhi and finally the h- (|T-) o f -hi.
A common root of the ^  class that illustrates the kinds o f changes that 

typically occur is 'know'. A glance at the conjugation of it presented 
below w ill show that the law of regressive assimilation, by now so familiar to 
us, is everywhere at work when the -d (-^) of Vfacj comes into contact with 
the consonants just enumerated.

V f e  ’know'3. s »
Present

Singular Dual Plural
1. *ved-m i vid-vah vid-m ah

c tfc ) ( f e )
2. * vet-si vit-thah vit-tha

( ^ T ) (foc*T:)
3. *vet-ti vit-tah vid-anti

(ftrro

2xhe combination of augment with an initial vowel always yields the vrddhi substitute of 
■ the vowel; thus, the imperfect of ̂  'desire' is aiccham  OT5®*!)* nicchah
etc.
3There is another belonging to class VI, whose present is vindati meaning
'find'. The two are usually differentiated by a superscript number above the root-sign, 

'know', 'find'.
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Im perfect

Singular Dual Plural

1. *a-ved-am- ■ a-vid-va a-vid-ma
(3 lf^ 0

2. * a-vet a-vit-tam a-vit-ta
.(3TW) (STRvD

3. *a-vet a-vit-tam a-vid-an
C3̂ ) (s tfw n p

or a-vid-uh

I Imperative

1. *ved-ani *ved-ava *ved-ama
(=RTM) (^TH)

2. vid-dh i vit-tam vit-ta
(m vT ) (fe r )

3. *vet-tu vit-tam vid-antu
(^ 5) Cf̂ xTHT) (f% w>

Optative

1. vid -ya-m vid-ya-va
(fci^rnr) (P l^ N )

2. v id -ya -h
( fe r n )

etc.

3. vid -ya -t
(fWlcT)

The only matter requiring notice is the form a-vet 0*Hd), the second and 
third singular im perfect, which stands for both a-vet-s and a-vet-t. The -s 
(-^p and -t (-^p have to be om itted in accordance with the rule which disallows 
two consonants at the end o f a word. With the loss o f these characteristic 
endings o f the second and third persons, a single form a-vet ambiguous
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as to person, is left. For the sake of clarity the second person is sometimes 
altered to a-ves

Another root of the class which has the same vowel variation as V"? 
and is but the sandhi changes are somewhat more
complicated. A sampling of the significant forms w ill suffice.

Vfeq; 'hate'

Present

Singular
1. *dves-mi

dtr^o
2. *dvek-si

( i f i s n
3. *dves-ti

( t f e )

1. dvis-e

2. dvik-se
(ftw i

3. dvis-te

1. *a-dves-am
(3it*np

2. *a-dvet
(3 tt9

3. *a-dvet

Active

Dual
dvis-vah

dvis-thah

dvis-tah

Middle

dvis-vahe

dvis-athe

dvis-ate

Imperfect

Active

a-dvis-va
(srfi^O
a-dvis-tam
(«H Isl0̂ )
a-dvis-tdm

Plural
dvis-mah

dvis-tha

dvis-anti
(fsWfcD

dvis-mahe

dvid-dhve
( isl-sg^)
dvis-ate

a-dvis-ma

a-dvis-ta
(̂ i
a-dvis-an
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Singular

1. a-dvis-i
(srflrfto

2. a-dvis-thah
(3d tW :)

3. a-dvis-ta

Middle

Dual

a-dvis-vahi

a-dvis-atham

a-dvis-atdm
(srfCTRmr)

Plural

a-dvis-mahi
(3rflr^rf|)
a-dvid-dhvam

a-dvis-ata

1. *dves-ani 
C^niiT)

2. dvid-dhi

3. *dves-tu
< t e '

Imperative

Active

*dves-ava
(§^W)
dvis-pm
c flr ^ p
dvis-tam
(f^TPT)

*dves-ama

dvis-p

dvis-antu

Middle

1. dves-ai dves-avahai dves-amahai
&*>

2. dvik-sva dvis-dthdm dvid-dhvam
CfOTO (fCTFTHp

3. dvis-tam dvis-dtam dvis-atdm
cfir^np C feW R p ( f s w n p

Optative

A ctive

1. dvis-yd-m dvis-ya-va

2. dvis-ya-h etc.
(flW T:)

353
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Middle

Singular Dual

1. dvis-i-y-a dvis-i-vahi
(fstffrr) cfinftaftr)

2. dvis-i-thah dvi$-i-y-dxham
(TOTfaT:)

3. dvis-l-ta
(flT^T)

etc.

M ost o f the sandhi changes in the conjugation o f V fsi'H are due to 
progressive  assimilation, the reverse o f the sort o f the assimilation w e have 
just observed in the paradigm of Whenever the dentals t- (c[-) and th- 
(*£-) follow  the cerebral -s (-’T), they are assimilated to cerebrals, i.e., they 
become t- (^-) and th- (3-), as, for example, dves-ti from dves + -ti 
and a-dvis-tam  (adl^S^pfrom a-dvis + tam. When the dental dh- (ET-) in the 
endings -dhve ( -^ ) , -dhvam (-E°PT) and -dhi (-fST) follow s -s (-^), the dh- 
<*-> is changed to the cerebral dh- (3T-) and the preceding -s (-3p is replaced 
by the cerebral -d  (-^); thus, dvid-dhve ( f e s ^ j  from dvis +  dhve, and 
sim ilarly a-dvid-dhvam  Oi Isi-s<s«i H) and dvid-dhi (fe-sjcs).

One o f the commonest roots o f the ^  class is ’say'. It is peculiar-in 
inteiposing -l- (-f~) between the root and the ending in the strong forms (but 
only before an ending beginning with a consonant). In the strong form the 
root vow el is replaced by its guna substitute, so that bru (5T) becom es bro 
(3t), then brav- (3^-) before a vow el, just as bho OTf), the guna form of 
'be', becom es bhav- (*T -̂) before the thematic vow el -a - (-3T-). The present, 
imperfect and a few  scattered forms of the imperative and optative, which 
are sufficient for illustration, are as follows:
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VsT 'say' 

Present

Singular Dual Plural
1. *brav-i-mi bru-vah bru-mah

OhIF h) <3 * 9
2. *brav-i-si bru-thah bru-tha

<35>
3. *brav-i-ti bru-tah bruv-anti

(«t41 Ri) (3 ? :> '

Im perfect

1. *a-brav-am a-bru-va a-bru-ma
(*\M**i) (3̂ 5 ) (3T5m")

2. *a-brav-i-h.... . »\ . * a-bru-tam a-bru-ta
(3t^T:) (ST^nT) (3IW)

3. *a-brav-i-t a-bru-tam a-bruv-an
(srw n p (*1^ 1)

Im perative

1 . *brav-an i *brav-ava *brav-ama
(^rnr)

2. bru-hi etc.

3. *brav-i-tu bruv-antu

O ptative

1 . bru-ya-m
(3 5 ^

2. bru-ya-h
(3PTT:)

etc.

3. bru-ya-t
(^TRf)
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Note that in the third plural forms the -u (-3?) becomes -wv ( -^ )  
before the following vowel; hence, bruv-anti (5R"f%), a-bruv-an 
bruv-antu The middle of V«Tis fairly rare.

There are a few roots that interpose a short -i- (-^-) before consonant- 
initial endings, except y- 0T-). The most important of these are 'cry',

’breathe' and 'sleep'. In the imperfect second and third singular 
the inserted vow el is lengthened, rendering these forms parallel to abravih 

:) and abravlt 08 <41 <̂ ) of VsT. Here are a few sample forms from these
roots:

^  'cry’
Present

Singular Dual Plural

1. *rod-i-m i rud-i-vah etc.
^U<TH)

2. *rod-i-si rud-i-thah
(O tkrD (W &:)

3. *rod-i-ti rud-anti
cOfefsr) C^TFo)

Imperfect

1. *a-rod-am a-rud-i-va etc.
(3R f^ )

2. *a-rod-i-h
(3RT^:)

3. *a-rod-i-t a-rud-an
(^0<K p

Imperative

1. *rod-ani etc.
( •C k iR )

2. rud-i-hi 3

3. *rod-i~tu rud-antu
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Optative

Singular Dual
1. rud-yd-m etc.

C^fT»p

'breathe'

Present

Singular Dual Plural

1. *svas-i-mi svas-i-vah etc.

2. *svas-i-si svas-i-thah
(^ 'R i Pn)

3. *svas-i-ti svas-anti
(^ ^ T kT)

Im perfect

1. *a-svas-am a-svas-i-va etc.
(3P;W*T) (3T*«i Rh )

2. *a-svas-i-h
(3P=TOt:)

3. *a-svas-l-t a-svas-an
(3T«Wl^) (3T«^FT)

Im perative

1. *svas-ani etc.

2 . svas-i-hi

3. *svas-i-tu ■Smy-attfU
(>^rfw )
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Optative

1 .
Singular Dual

svas-ya-m etc.

'sleep'
Present

Singular Dual

1 . *svap-i-m i svap-i-vah
W fiP O

2. *svap-i-si svap-i-thah
(H  ft fa)

3. *svap-i-ti

Plural

etc.

svap-anti
(HMPxl)

Imperfect

1. *a-svap-am a-svap-i-va
(3R^1W)

2. *a-svap-i-h

3. *a-svap-i-t

etc.

a-svap-an 
(3R # T )

Imperative

1. *svap-ani etc.

2. svap-i-hi
(*VftPp

3. *svap-i-tu
(•h  rMd)

svap-antu
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Optative

Singular Dual
1. svap-ya-m  etc.

0FF3T*p

Note that the -i- (-1T-) is not inserted before the -yd- (-*TT-) o f the 
optative. Instead of the imperfect forms in -Ih (-"€:) and -it alternatives 
in -ah G-3!:) and -at -(-^d) are often found; thus, arodah asvasat
(3T«PT3;), etc.

As might well have been guessed, the class contains many 
interesting roots that do not fit into a single category. It is indeed the least 
homogeneous of all the classes because of the number and diversity o f its 
types. A ll beginning students o f Sanskrit take especial delight in the roots 
'milk' and 'smear' because o f the intriguing way in which the aspiration 
-h (-§) behaves. Obviously it cannot remain intact before consonant-initial 
endings. It is, in fact, treated as though it were -gh (-^), which, in contact 
with t- (<̂ -) and th- (*T-), forms the combination -gdh- C-7̂ -). This results in 
such forms as dogdhi (<l P̂ T), degdhi (̂ f̂ ET), dugdhah digdhah
(f^ST:), adogdham  (ST^tPp, adigdham  (srfepPT), etc.4 * Incidentally, this 
same change occurs also in the past passive participle, where the same 
combination o f sounds occurs (duh + ta); thus, dugdha (^PT). However, 
before s- (P-) and dh- (ST-) o f -dhve (-E3T) and -dhvam  (-E^T), but not o f -dhi 
(-fir), the imperative second singular ending, the aspiration of the -gh (as 
which we treated -h) is lost, but rebounds to the d- (c[-) which begins both 
roots! This phenomenon yields, for example: dhoksi (EftfST) for doh + -si, 
dheksi (Erfer), dhugdhve dhigdhve (ftPE^T), adhugdhvam  ( 3 1 ^ ^ ) ,
but dugdhi (^f7^) and digdhi in which the lost aspiration is not
assumed by the d- (cT-)-

Equally intriguing, but much more perplexing, is VRtg 'lick', the 
present o f which w ill give some idea of the metamorphoses through which it 
goes: leh-mi Ĉ rftvD, lek-si fifT), ledhi (vrfs), lih-vah lidhah
lidhah lih-mah (R i^ :), lldha (^W), lih-anti (Rl̂ P-<n).

4The forms dugdhah  (^U .) and digdhah  (f^U:) may be e ith er  second or third dual because
the -h (or rather -gh !) o f  these roots causes the conversion o f  both t- and th- to dh-.
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A  curious root is V'snt 'lie down, sleep', found only in the middle voice, 
which takes guna throughout the present system, that is, shows no variation 
between strong and weak stem, and has the unique anomaly of inserting -r- 
(-T-) before the endings o f all the third persons plural. It w ill suffice to 
illustrate only the present: say-e, CSpfr), se-se C ^ ), se-te ( ^ ) ,  se-vahe

say-athe CST̂ T̂ "), say-ate l3), se-mahe se-dhve CST )̂,
se-r-ate  CSTCd')-

N o introduction to Sanskrit can do without some reference to the 
common 'strike', which has the peculiarity o f losing its -n (-’T) in the 
weak forms before t- (d;-) and th- (^~) and substituting ghn- CÊ -> for han- 
( ^ - )  before the endings o f the third person plural. Herewith are the present 
and imperfect o f this important verb:

Present

Singular Dual Plural

1. *han-mi han-vah han-mah
(fpro (^ T :)

2. *ham -si ha-thah ha-tha
(^TO ( ^ )

3. *han-ti ha-tah ghn-anti
CE-rfkr)

Im perfect

1. *a-han-am a-han-va a-han-ma
(3T^T)

2. *a-han a-ha-tam a-ha-ta
(3T̂ 5PT) (3fl50

3. *a-han a-ha-tam a-ghn-an

( 3 ^

Note that in the present second singular the -n (-*p is replaced by 
anusvara before the sibilant. In the second and third singular o f the 
im perfect the endings -s (-ST) and -t (-cp disappear because o f the rule that
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there can be only one consonant at the end of a word. The imperative second 
singular jahi 0*1%) is strangely irregular and needs especially to be noticed.

Before leaving the ^  class we must return to the spectacular "be' 
of which we gave only the present tense. In view  o f the importance of this 
root per se, but also because o f its function as an auxiliary verb, it is 
necessary to leam the whole o f the present. This is not at all a difficult matter 
if  we bear in mind that the strong stem is as- the full root, and the
weak stem is s- (̂ T->. For the purpose o f clarity the present is here repeated.

V3RT 'be'

Present

Singular Dual Plural
1 . *as-mi s-vah s-m ah

(3ffcT) m o m o  ’
2. *asi s-thah s-tha

(srRr) m o q&d
3. *as-ti s-tah s-anti

(3ffer) m o OETfRf)

Im perfect

1 . *as-am as-va as-ma
(3fRRp (STT̂ T) (srrc^D

2. *as-i-h as-tam ds-ta
(3TRfh) (3fR<FT) (3TTC5D

3. *as-i-t as-tam as-an
(3TTWRT)

1. *as-ani 
(SRTiH)

2. e-dhi
w fio

3. *as-tu

Im perative

*as-ava *as-ama
(3RnW) (3RTFT)
s-tam s-ta

mr>
s-tam s-antu
(S^Fp
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Optative

1.
Singular Dual Plural

s-ya-m s-ya-va s-ya-ma

2.
(?*rpp (S*TR) (?*rre)
s-ya -h
(WT:)'

s-yd-tam ■ s-va-ta *
(^TRFT) (^TRO

3. s-ya-t s-yd-tam s-y-uh
(̂ TRTFT) <*$)

The unexpected form asi (*hRi) was explained in footnote 2 o f Lesson
Tw enty-five. The imperfect as-am  (STittW) is from a- (the augment!) and as- 
(the strong stem) + -am  (the secondary ending). In the dual and plural we 
w ould expect a-s-va, a-s-tam, etc., but as- (SfRT-), the strong stem contracted 
with the augment, has been extended throughout. The forms as-i-h  (STRfh) 
and as-i-t (3TRfta) are substitutions for the older ah (3fT:) which stood for 
both  the second and third persons, the endings -s (-̂ T) and -t (-d[) o f as-s and 
ds-t having been lost according to the rule o f two (or more) final consonants. 
Since ah (311:) is not a distinctive form and also is ambiguous as to person, it 
was early replaced by dsih (<*n*Tl:) and asit OHitTtd) which are patterned after 
forms like abravih  (3 f^ t:) and abravit (3R^tc[). Finally, note the imperative 
edhi (x̂ ftT) 5 ^

In some ways the V llth or W  class, the last we have to take up to 
com plete our consideration o f the ten classes, is even more interesting than 
the 3T̂  class, although there are relatively few  roots in this class, and it is 
devoid o f the peculiarities we have just seen in the class. In the strong
stem  the syllable -na- (-•!-) is inserted before the final consonant o f the root 
(all roots in this class end in a consonant), which in the weak stem is reduced 
to -n- (-^-), -n- (-3T-), (-:5r-) or anusvara, depending on the class o f the
consonant with which the nasal comes in contact. There is nothing difficult 
about determining the nasal: it is just a question of regressive assimilation. 
Thus, 'cut' has the strong stem chi-na-d (Ri>,i^), the weak chi-n-d 
(fto*-̂ .) with a dental nasal to conform to the -d (-^), which is a dental;

5e-dh i is  from older *az-dhi (for *as-dhi by regressive assimilation!)^ The strong stem as- 
w as substituted for the w eak in order to give a clearer form, as *z-dhi (from *s-dhi) would  
have yielded *dhi (!) in historical Sanskrit. Incidentally, zd l  (with a long vow el) is attested 
in the A vesta.
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'join' has the stems yu-na-j and yu-H-j (*p=^) with palatal (-3 [->
because the follow ing -j (-«p is a palatal; V fw  'grind' forms pi-na-s  ( f w p  
and pirns ( f ^ ) ,  with anusvara because o f the follow ing sibilant. Here follow s 
the com plete present system  o f the important 'join':

Singular

'join'

Present

A ctive

Dual Plural
1. *yu-na-j-m i yu-fl-j-vah yu-H -j-m ah

2. *yu-na-k-si yu -h -k -th a h yu -h -k -th a
( w w )

3. *yu-na-k-ti yu -h -k -ta h yu-rl-j-anti
(^TfrcD OM^lPd)

1. yu-rt-j-e

M iddle

yu-rt-j-vahe yu-H-j-mahe

2. yu-h-k-se yu-H-j-athe yu -h -g -d h v e
(w ^ > (gs=5n^o

3. y u -h -k -te yu-Ti-j-dte yu-H-j-ate
( ^ n w ) (g s ^ r )

1. *a-yu-na-j-am

Im perfect

A ctive

a-yu-ri-j-va a-yu-H-j-ma

2. *a-yu-na-k a-yu -h -k -tam a-yu -h -k -ta

3.
(3R^T*T)

*a-yu-na-k a-yu -h -k-tam a-yu-h-j-an
(3T^Spp
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Im perfect

M iddle

Singular Dual P lural

1. a-yu-rl-j-i a-yu-ri-j-vahi a-yu-H -j-m ahi
(^ q  |o-vjQ (cH f^)

2 . a -y u -h -k -th a h a-yu-H-j-atham a -yu -h -g -d h va m. r' .(<Hq<3-̂ *4 |:) (sfgs^rr^fnp (Sfiq^TE^iT)
3 . a -y u -h -k -ta a-yu-rt-j-atam a-yu-rt-j-ata

(3fW ^T ) (3^3^fidT+T) (3fq^5f^D

Im perative

A ctive

1. -j- • _ •*yu-na-j-am *yu-na-j-ava *yu-na-j-am a
(^1^1 Pi) (^T3TW) C^TSTRT)

2 . y u -h -g -d h i yu -h -k -ta m y u -h -k - ta
(Yf'-M )

3 . *yu-na-k-tu yu -h -k -ta m yu-H -j-antu
(^ ^ 1  *-d)

M iddle

1. *yu-na-j-ai *yu-na-j-avahai *yu-na-j-am ahai
(^ 3 fP T ©

2. yu -h -k-sva yu-rl-j-dtham y u -h -g -d h v a m
(qs^rPTHT)

3. y u -h -k - ta m yu-H-j-dtam yu-ri-j-atam
( I f ^ r n p
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Optative

Active

Singular Dual Plural

1. yu-rt-j-ya-m yu-H-j-ya-va yu-Ti-j-yd-ma

2. yu-rt-j-ya-h yu-H-j-yd-tam yu-K-j-ya-ta
( ^  i :)

3. yu-H -j-ya-t yu-rt-j-yd-tam yu-H -j-y-uh
C-q^rqid) (*p^R T Fp (Zf3^T:)N >» O '

Middle

1. yu-rl-j-l-y-a yu-rt-j-i-vahi yu-Ti-j-i-mahi
( l ^ k ) 1̂ )

2. yu-rt-j-i-thah. yu-H-j-l-y-dthdm yu-rt-j-i-dhvam

3. yu-H-j-i-ta yu-H-j-i-y-atam yu-ti-j-i-ran
C ^ fR O (*p^fpTT?TPp (■•4 <i,)

B efore s- 0^-), t- (̂ T-) and th - (*T-), the -j (-'Sp o f yu-na-j (̂ *1 and 
yu-H-j ( ^ > p  is replaced by the voiceless guttural -k (-^J) (after w hich s- 
becom es cerebralized to s- ). Thus, yu-na-k-si (h i i s i ), yu-na-k-ti (h i Ptci), 
yu-n-k-tah  (^'S-etd:), yu-n-k-tha  B efore the dh- o f -dhve  (-E3"),
-dhvam  (-E ^ p  and -dhi (-ftp  -j  (-«p is replaced by the voiced  guttural -g 
(-*p; thus, yu-ii-g -dhve  (<£«•« a-yu-h-g-dhvam  (<H *p and
yu -n -g-dh i
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Sentences Illustrating Non-thematic Verba:

A . 1. ^  I I

2 . w t- . T fsT T r f a 1 i

3. '<|pSdI < d 4 - d l  d " P T d W q f a c d  d 7 |
4. *Tt i'-iWrH < i < l f a  ^ I c H d  < - d 3 I

5. llr'»riTlH l4 ^5t^<*-'H<=lRl f^TSff Id d fa u fi sHl Id I

6. ¥ d j  c F ^ W r W r T T W ^  5TdT STFd-
CN >=»

•TTST^T^T IO *\
7. ^ F R if^ n r  w t t t  ^ P e r«  0O >

^ H ^ d d k d d R d l f a  ^ r f ^ d c + l ^ l f a  f@dT%>a cn

drf’^ P d  T T ^  I ^ ^ c r W  ^ T ^ r ' I l H I  ^ c d - -^  ^ V3 C. O g 'ONTl

C \  O N  «

1 w f %  I

8. 4  h i «i =-4 i y w r a w q r F d ^ re. «  * c
Id I

C.  N

9. ^^TR tH (6^ll R ll^l ^H^d%3TOTTPR[ I
10. T̂: k ' H |  ^ W r a T f P ^ r

3 f K ^ T W ^ i ^ f  Ic O
i l  x ^ w r  ^ c w f e r  e r g s ^ r f a w n ^ d i w  i c i H R f r  

t\ia)nr■■H if^ri^drPr<?q[fard'R *} 1% i d d + i f a

I F B R F T W ^ fa d d 'M lfa ld l  

q f a ^ d  ^ R d d l  ^ P ^ ^ n d d l f a d : f a f ^ % W  
< ^ ^ 4 - * H ^ i f a ^ 4 ^ P ^ d d ^ i d ^ # T d i d i ^ f a a l  

^ T  ̂ T  tf%  pF^T ̂ FT^Tf^FT *T?4
Id I fa I

i2.  d ^ t i - n f ^ d  faP i*T ld  a <~h i fsi-H i*i f*i Id I
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13. Td T7 d T <={ IRdlid ddl dd??e?PTfRtRr W p ?
5^rrfw K Fft%  i .

14. *RT Hdd+^'R SW dd?dfspfr
%V?<?{|,d R ’fc5Hd I

15. ^ P k i  ^ R « d l  <.!*) R q*lddclucld Id S
16. ^ = d R t  S<=dI Rl *d I Rd") df?S[f%%5Td?^

cl ‘crT ^ 1 i m I W u u H S * d P ld l^  I
17. H<PRd>-‘t>M ^pfdT: 7 9 d d R d d l s ild kld 5̂ d

W R T R  M-MHdd I ddd 'jf M t  R lR d  KftxHrH I fd«-$i: 
7dd*d: 'Teridktsd-d51̂ 'R d d ? d d tt?Rldld*d'M Id IC t  "v
d- ^ t w r  3 f q ^  I 7Mddl*dRi 7 9 W T
dl R  < I d *d I d H R  d  sffadT: d^d? ^fcd12 I

18. <d Id i H idR-sfl Wfdl?Frt ?T9dldi Tdd^r5MR<l Rl
T ^ d T  d'3ul I R d d 13 I

19. ^ Id W l R k d d : 14d  fd=M ■M-S ^ d  d d  !*l'Mclr’d l fd>o >a o  «
^ Id ^ f d d ^ IK d + lf d d l  ^Fd Td M d d d ld l 
fdddRd' I*o

20. f S' ‘t H H cn7xT ^T ^RT Wt :R T I
V  VO *\ O

d d d ^ d  It!ck T) d td T : d" RTdT ^ l lR d d R d ^ d id
V|dRd f^TdWRcd'^ft'Sdd'^fd'yl?1l ddRd I

o  o  N3 ^
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B. VII. The Story of Sagara and His Sons

i^qh->t^*ri>Kil K H d H ^M ylui Id I 3 ^  
^ n iW T i^ F lX ^  ^RfT klVTT ^PT <d MIM <=H I

i  . r - r ^ .  c. ' = >  ^

H d i M<£w i-dd I'-’a^  i dfOT d^iy*Kddui : ^  
d d U d l+ K  ddd^ddld I *pftTd d^K M  d O IK d  

W ^ r a T f e r r 1 d ^ k -H d :  d f e  Hdd$<y ifrl dddH* d 2
w i m  i d id cd H iu d 3 ^rni^r w i f e  dTfsfd 
d Idcdd dd '«:d  k-Hd I dddP^ld ^  kd Pd I Riddd^d^d<*M  
d% dT dd4'dfd^kd Rrd*^r <?fj% bd^'m<=ddd~fd d r^rr 
^ I JFl<dl fd f t W T ^ d ^ f d 5 I 
yR-Mfs^di dk^d <MH<fddidMd'dd =dr i fTd ftd Td

O  C.• • r"'* r'C • C* r̂  r\« r-' •
<M - i  yI^ M I 1T mA^n SRT: ^TTI^q m i  W I'-H^dKPM'O  ̂ C I -o
dididdld' i d^d" dd f w r  t f t w t  T T w fw r ddfrodd^raT~\ -o ^
d T k d d d d i^ a d f ^ d d d f d d lM d  TTdT W T  dlddf dd  
dTd d d lfd d d l ^ dlMdfdd: I dddd" dT dfd'dT ddidsfrl*-dl 
q^dd d  I ^d^dTi%WdWdW^Td": dFdf: I eddd\̂> *N ^
djjddd<uHd><T:7 I ■M̂ i y M d l 1** dO-dd I ddt 
dddTfddT’T^TdT dR id fst>d 1 did̂ d" I ddRd8d itd  I 3Tdf dd 
v f^ d frF d T fd  I ^cddvdl <d<d:d'kTl'flM dm d' -H^i>4mii 
d d F Id  ddT d W f d J W ^ d  I STf^R^d^dX ^TdlXd": d dd i 
dld<TuITd d [^d Td ^k d ld d d i< ld ' I dd: W fddfddT:9 
d d ^ T d f  TTdT d TJsrs<5': ?ddT dfdTd d d r i ^  ddRTPd I dtd^d 
dd dfddT^T d^ddftdt f d d d ^ d T ^  ̂ dddT y W td  I
c. *
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Notes

Excercise A.

1. 'hear', which belongs to class V, substitutes for in 
forming the present stem; thus, + ending. The dental changes to 
the cerebral due to the cerebralizing influence of -r-, so that we have
A similar conversion takes place in the following mIuH9 and

2. M i4 uF!d Literally ’chose in husband-ness', i.e., chose as her husband.
The suffix as we have noted before in discussing the idiom T
'go to five-ness’, i.e., die, may be added to almost any word to make an 
abstract of it. This suffix corresponds most closely to the English -ness, 
although the applicability of -ness is much more limited than that o f -c*T. The 
particular idiom we see here, 'choose as husband or  choose in
wedlock', is very common. It occurs, for example, in the story o f Nala and 
Damayantl: fd -: d n ^  'as the King of
Nisadha was chosen by me as (my) husband, by this truth let the gods point 
him out to me'.

3. Here the middle voice has its tme'Value o f being 'a word for oneself
(3fT?WK). v-

4. rstalvi+il 'The highest o f the twice-born' is, o f course, a Brahman, and it 
is interesting to note that, according to the Manavadharmasastra or 'Lawbook 
of Manu' (II. 49), the vocative *TTRT occupies a different place in this begging 
formula according to the caste o f the one begging: for the Brahman
comes first (as here), for the Ksatriya it comes in the middle (f^^TT^Rl 
%ft[) and for the Vaisya it is last (fsTSrlT *R~%)- WRT is the vocative 
singular o f which is the feminine counterpart of the honorific pronoun 

'you'. The reason for the fem inine may be seen in the word ĵf^TT 
'mistress o f the house' who is addressed by the one begging alms. 5

5. h i i Be careful o f the sandhi that couples these words together!
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6. Strictly speaking is the past passive participle o f (fattRf, class 
HI) 'sprinkle', and so it means literally 'what is sprinkled'. Almost any past 
passive participle may be used as a neuter noun in an abstract sense or, as 
here, concretely. may be translated 'clarified butter' or 'ghee', an Anglo- 
Indian word borrowed from one o f the modem vernaculars. 'Ghee' is the 
lineal descendant o f Sanskrit through the intermediate Prakrit stages 
ghida (Fh^), ghia (f^T), ghiu (f^T3); the vernacular ghi (^ft) is a contraction 
of the vow els i and u in ghiu. Similarly used is the following word
'milk', the past passive participle o f class II), 'milk'.

7. Instead of this roundabout expression (literally 
'make a recitation of Vedic hymns'), we might have said simply ^rciiPt 
H6p-d. These periphrases formed with and an abstract o f the verbal idea 
being expressed + a genitive ('make a doing o f such-and-such') are, however, 
extremely common as substitutes for particular verb forms. This same 
construction has come down into the modem Indo-Aryan vernaculars.

8. *1 H<r*H <H f\d) An 'ablative of source' ('from a nearby river'), a natural 
extension of the 'ablative o f separation'.

9. The initial 3f o f  SftlxTPT is not elided because the preceding (-e) o f
is one o f three dual endings, viz., -e and also -i and -u, which, whether ending 
noun forms or verb forms, do not permit sandhi combination. Thus, •
according to this rule, a- after a dual -e is not dropped, and -i and -u are not 
changed to the sem ivowels -y and -v. These three uncombinable vow els are 
technically known as pragrhya vowels, pragrhya being the gerundive of pra- 
Vgrht literally 'to be restrained', i.e., from combination. 10

10. It is best to translate here by 'reality' rather than 'truth', unless, o f  
course, 'truth' is conceived in this larger sense. The doctrine expounded in 
this short passage is the Vedantic view, which regards the phenomenal world 
as unreal, i.e., not finally or ultimately real, but a product o f  illusion OTFTT), 
based on imperfect knowledge or ignorance that is projected upon the one 
absolute reality called 'Brahman'. The idea o f the sim ile is that all the blind 
men who touched the elephant had a different concept o f what an elephant is. 
Each was correct in a limited way (a part o f the elephant is like a rope, a 
column, etc.), but none had the whole or true picture o f what an elephant is. 
In the same way those who take the objects o f everyday life as real have only
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a limited conception of the final reality or substrate o f all things, which is 
Brahman.

11. The elephant-ness o f the elephant’, i.e., the true nature 
of the elephant, what it is really like.

12. The idea of this little myth, which is often alluded to in Sanskrit 
literature, is that eons ago when the earth was still unsteady and not fastened 
down, Indra used the mountains, which had been flying about like birds, as 
weights to hold the earth in place. Their wings which he cut o ff became the 
clouds which still nest on the mountains whence they came. This story is told 
in the Maitrayanlya Samhita 1.10.13 and perhaps implied at Rgveda EL 12.2, 
in a eulogy o f  Indra where it is somewhat laconically said that he 'brought to 
rest the unquiet mountains'.

13. The thunderbolt or vajra  (3^0, whose shape is supposed to be discus-like, 
is the chief weapon employed by Indra in his endless battles with various 
demons. It is said to have been fashioned by Tva§tr, the artificer o f  the gods, 
from the bones o f  the sage Dadhyaffc.

14. SNVifl fa'SSRT: It w ill be remembered that the present active participle
can be ’m echanically’ formed from the present third person plural active by 
dropping the final Thus, by this process, from yields the
strong stem 7Tu^xT; the weak stem is gotten by dropping the nasal %  thus, 
<1- ° ^ .  From these two stems the whole declension is made, the strong and 
weak stems being disposed in the usual way of stems in two variants (v. 
Lesson Seventeen). In the case o f  roots o f the g  class (class HI), however, in 
which the third person plural has no nasal, the ending being -ati, not -anti, 
there is no strong stem, only the weak stem in -at. The nominative/accusative 
singular, dual and plural (masculine) o f Vg, made from juhvat, the only 
participial stem, is:

Singular Dual Plural
Nom . juhvat (for juhvat-s) juhvat-au juhvat-ah
Acc. juhvat-am juhvat-au juhvat-ah

In v iew  o f this, what is the form here? The ablative is due to
the fact that verbs o f  fearing in Sanskrit are construed with the ’ablative of 
the thing feared’ (really an ’ablative o f separation’!).
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Excercise B.

1. cTrfcrr Although a i Ra i, which is nominative feminine singular, is in
grammatical agreement with 'sixty', its coverage extends to the whole 
numeral 60,000; thus, 'the 60,000 sons of the noble Sagara have been saved'.

2. an 'accusative of the place to which' with *iidi: (’gone to heaven').

3. T̂mk^T Be careful to note that this is sagarasya 'of the ocean’, not 
sagarasya 'of Sagara’!

4. cR" 'of you' or 'yours', a predicate possessive genitive with M P=i Ri; 
thus, 'And this eldest daughter of Himavat shall be yours', i.e., your wife.

5. cci*-'i ki f ^ ^ R T T ' s h a l l  be known as
"Bhagirathi" by a name derived from your name'. T̂BTtT5ft' is the feminine of 
an adjective WPTlX̂ r 'relating to Bhaglratha', a derivation made from *bTK*T 
by vrddhi substitution of the initial vowel. In this world (3ffe*Ff vft%), then, 
Ganga is known also by a name which connects her with Bhagiratha, through 
whose prolonged austerities her descent from heaven was effected. 6 7

6. 0^=1 sR"fWT . . . The sentence in its simplest form is 3R Ph i  . . .
î Td: 'by your father . . . the wish (was) not fulfilled'. The 

various instrumentals are in descriptive apposition to ft^T; STT^WT is a 
participle modifying TRTT and is given a concessive value by the
addition o f 3fPr ('although desiring'). The infinitive amplifies both 
srH w r srft* ('although desiring to bring Ganga to earth’) and the noun

('the wish to bring Ganga down’). When a word thus performs a 
double function, it is said to behave ’like the (single) eye of the crow 
(W r̂rffi?f°Rr), which the crow moves from one socket to the other according
to his visual requirements.

7. On this periphrasis with v. note on A .7 above. We 
could equally have said ^ It
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8. From this noun Kd ’well-being, welfare, prosperity' comes the
derivative noun which has come into English in the spelling
'swastika'. In Sanskrit this word denotes an auspicious sign made of two bars 
crossed at right angles with fragments of the periphery of a circle attached to 
each bar. The svastika -symbol is found to pervade most of the civilizations 
of the ancient world and is believed by many to be of solar origin.

9. K^ i 5ti ̂ : That this compound is a bahuvrihi is immediately apparent 
from the alteration in the form of the final member, which would ordinarily 
be Ruhi. The change to 1%T: here shows that the compound which it 
terminates is used as an adjective requiring a masculine ending. Any 
adjective compound whose final member is a noun must be a bahuvrihi. Its 
adjectival quality is all the more apparent when the final member exhibits the 
sort o f alteration seen here.

Vocabulary

3HT, n. front; tip, end.
31%, adv. beyond; as a prefix in compounds, surpassing, extreme, (z.e., as a 

quasi-adj.).
arRr-Vw (XT-f%\ class II), go beyond.
3T̂ S’, adj. unfilm, unsteady.
3TW, adv. now.
31^17^, adv. below; as a postp. with the gen. under.

m. a lesson.
3FTn?r, ppp. 3FT-V*r*T O i'^id, class I), followed.
3FXTC, n. occasion, juncture.
spEFF, adj. blind.
s p q . . .  some . . .  others.
smf^KT, ppp. o f caus. of (cprfw, class VII), fulfilled.
3fq-_Vcpf («|u| PkI, class VII), turn away; caus. 3TT^V rt, gets rid of; fulfils.
3nFT, n. non-fear, lack o f  fear.
arfvrWtlT (^Trrfo, class n i) ,  call, designate.
3T1W r, n. water.

(F=j»flld, class V ), gather.
n. the act o f descending, descent.

class I), descend; caus. ^MdK^fd, causes to descend.
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3nrf%, m. beginning.
sTT-Veit EJrT, class HI), take on, assume.
STTOW, ppp. a rrW ^ ; or ^  (^f% , Class I), attached to (+ loc.). 
3TT̂ TX, m. food.

adv. here; in this world.
'dTt*i,adj. highest, best. 

n. water.
^ r ft , adv. above, over; as postp. with the gen. above. 

m. a mat. 
n. a cave.

indef. pron. one . . . another.
“1*1*1. m. desire.
“hM, m. time.
“t*!®**. n. a piece o f wood, a stick or log. 
ft*- Hd<., how much more?
WXK, m. the hair; a mane.
f^TT, f. action, performance; rite, ceremony.
EFTX, n. the second or princely caste, called the 'Ksatriya caste'.
^IcT, ppp. (<3i ki, class I), dug, dug up. 
iPT, m. a host, troop, crowd.
^uH a, adj. ’possessing excellent qualities', virtuous. 

fm the mistress o f the house. 
m. a clay pot or  jar.

WcT, n. clarified butter or  ghee. 
ŝ k ,  m. a thief.

(R si Ri, class VII), cut, hew. 
m. a cloud.c\

V̂ rr (STFIlfd, class IX), know, perceive.
'5mX, m. fever; pain; grief. 
cFTR^T, m. an ascetic.
d i Rd, ppp. o f caus. of (d <Rl, class I), rescued, saved, liberated. 
d^M, adj. like or equal to.
^ lu'Sri, adj. 'staff-possessing'; as m. a guard or warden.
^T^Fdt, f. Damayanti, the daughter of King Bhlma of Vidarbha.
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(« lR r, class HI), give.
Dillpa, the name of Bhagiratha's father. 

f ^ \  n. the heaven, sky. 
adj. divine.
Ĉrf̂ ET, class II), smear, besmear.

^ET, n. milk.
Tcŝ T, adv. firmly.

adv. like gods.
5® ,̂ n. a thing, object.
fs^r, m. 'twice-born', a member o f the upper three castes (Brahman, 

Ksatriya and Vaisya).
( t f ^ ,  class II), hate.

-SIT, adj. holding, bearing; wearing {at end of tatpurusa cpd.j.
U Rid, adj. virtuous.
Vsr (SJTTRt, class V), shake.
dTT, m. Nala, name o f a king o f Nisadha; chosen by Damayand to becom e her 

husband.
p p p . ^  (*i« H fd, class IV), vanished, perished; as prior m em ber of

cpd. without, devoid of.
■pT-V^r (MM Rki, class VH), enjoin something (acc.) upon som eone (loc.). 
PlMSM, n. a dwelling.
TO", m. a wing. 

m. a bird.
tT<5d\ n. the act o f reciting, recitation.
RfcdT, gerund  (hgRt, class I), having recited.
CTTH\ adj. extreme; highest, supreme. 
trfT-VcRT (HaRf, class I), fly  around.
Tfr-V^W class VI), touch; gerund  T fT ^nr.
M i f”l, m. the hand.
MTTMq, m. a king.
Hl*ti, m. a trap or  snare.
’JT, n. a city.
V1? (Mi i Rt, class IX), cleanse, purify. 

adj. former, previous.
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ST-V«M 44  (3r44fd\ denom. verb from sHP 'object', literally 'make an object of 
^ something', objectify), desire, wish.

Vi Ri î i , f. a promise.
flfd-V?PT (T O , class I), get back, regain. 

m- a master, lord.
(-HRd, class I), become joyful, rejoice greatly.

MCK, adj. most excellent, chief, best.
ST-Vf̂ TiT (IqsiRi, class VI), enter; gerund 

(Wf^T, class II), rule, govern, 
y I fjui, n. a forecourt, courtyard.
9W, adj. wise; as m. a wise man.
Vtft (?TfDfkr, class IX), be glad or content.
Vyt (y)ul I Rt, class IX), propitiate.
f e l ,  gerund (uj Rt, class II), literally 'having gone forth' (z. e., out of 

this world), having died, hence freely, in the next world (opposed to ^  
'in this world').

^niRd, ppp. of caus. of Ô rldd, class I), submerged, inundated.
(m^Tiid", class IX), bind, fasten; catch.

«[Er, adj. wise; asm . a wise man, a sage.
VsT (<*41 Rf, class II), say. 

n. ashes.
STWhjRT, ppp. Wvfr-V^T (*idRl, class I), became or turned to ashes, 
t e f ,  f. alms.

( f t e t e ,  class vn), spht, break in two.
Vsfr, (f^r^Rr, class m ), fear, with abl. of thing feared.
*ThH\ m. Bhima, name of a king of Vidarbha and father of Damay anti, 
t e  (̂ Hd Rtd, class VII), enjoy; fut. ^ft^d.
SNj (fe^Rf, class HI), bear, carry. 
vfNrT, 7i. food.
5̂rT, 7i. asking alms, begging; with Cd<Rf, class I), go about begging. 

or ('•HwRr, class IX), stir or whirl; with *iRdd produce fire by 
whirling a wooden stick in a piece of wood.

♦h'V'OM, 77i. a wish, desire.
*IT, adv. not (with imperative ).
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m. a cat.
*TPTT, f. illusion. .

f. form, shape. 
n. a root.c\

m. a mouse.CN

Tfrf^r , ppp. of caus. (^rf?T, class IV), deluded, deceived, befuddled.
*n?r, ppp. V̂TT I Rl, class II), gone.

adj. according to one’s pleasure, at will. 
adv. 'as come', by the way one came.

^ i  *"M i *4 *1 , adv. according to rule, rightly, fittingly.
■ ■ ■ dM^, correl. conj. as long as . . .  so long.

(*pTfw, class VII), join; set (said of a trap or snare). 
n. a battle.

m I m , f. a source or origin.
m. a rope or cord.

< I iti <rl, m. a demon.
Pf, m. a royal sage.

TT^T, n. a kingdom.
( w f e ,  class VH), hold back, obstruct; lay siege to, besiege.

m. the thunderbolt or  weapon of Indra.
adj. forest-dwelling.

WtlT, f. the earth.'O
n. a garment or  p iece o f clothing.

(«iifd, class II), blow .
m. the wind.

f%W, ppp . (’•i-ofepfd, class I), gone away (f̂ T).
( ^ f ,  class II), know; infin. 5 Rd H.
(P f’Hld, class IX ), measure across, traverse.

IdH l*i, n. a sky-chariot.
Wc[ Rf, class V ), cover; surround; guard.
2V f (^uHd, class IX ), choose, select. 

m. a hunter.
p p p . (M^d, class IV), originated or derived.

Vspfi, (itict^ilfd, class V ), be able, can.
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m. an enemy.
"SRfa:, n. the body.

îi bn, f. peace. 
m. a tiger.

*1 itn, n. science, or art.
ViJ C*JuM il. class V), hear, 
f t r f w , adj. loose, unsteady.
Vsit C5T%, class II), lie, lie down.
* iK  m. sorrow. 

f. sixty.
^nf^T, n. a song, singing.
’EFT, adj. like, similar or equal to.
ti-H Rl5M»n, ppp. (sthrRi, class I), fulfilled; literally 'gone

completely OEPp beyond Ol Rl)'.
*1*1Pna, ppp. (t* (a, class II), accompanied by, endowed with.

(«n iH) id, class V), reach, attain.
ppp. class V), accomplished, succeeded, fulfilled.

tfR q, f. a stream or  river.
« 4 < l, adv. always.
^Tfw, n. water.

m. a lion.
*Kf, m. a son.o
d id , n. a Vedic hymn. 
d fd + , m. a soldier.

or  ( T O & ,  class IX), make firm.
^P^T, m. a post o r  pillar. 

adj. fiim , sturdy.
(^ifnld, class II), sleep.

’R7?, m. heaven.
RTfer, n. welfare, blessing, 
t i l  Rid,. m- a lord or master.
V|[ (^$1 Id, class m ), offer, make an oblation.

($<ki, class I), take, take away, steal; infin.
n. the heart.
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Translate into Sanskrit:

Having entered Rasatala, Bhaglratha, standing in his chariot (which 
was) followed by Ganga, went to the area (that had been) dug up by those 
noble ancestors. Immediately the heap of ashes of Sagara's sons was 
inundated by the purifying water of Ganga. Then, the water-ceremony, 
having been performed1 by Bhaglratha according to rule, Sagara's sons 
assumed a divine form and attained heaven. According to a promise by the 
god o f gods, Ganga became Bhaglratha's wife2 and thereafter she was known 
in this world also as Bhaglrathl. Now that he had performed the water- 
ceremony and attained his goal,3 Bhaglratha, his austerities and glory great, 
the best of men, returned to his own city and ruled his kingdom. The people, 
having gotten their king back, were very happy.

Notes

1. 'the water-ceremony, having been performed’: locative absolute.

2. 'Ganga became Bhaglratha's wife': Say 'Ganga went to a condition of a 
w ife (wife-ness) o f  Bhaglratha'.

3. The two causal clauses 'Now that he had performed the water-ceremony 
and attained his goal' may be expressed by bahuvrihi compounds, as in the 
Sanskrit text ( W l^ f ^ T :  tTn^rnf:), or, alternatively, by two locatives 
absolute (‘Jd I  ̂R '^"(or 5I?T)fsfcqlH'RT and ^  *PT^) or better by the absolute 
construction for the first and a bahuvrihi (tTR âFT:) in place of the second 
clause. However, since the subject o f  the main assertion ('Bhaglratha . . .  
returned') and the causal clauses (’he had performed' and 'attained') is the 
same, viz., he/Bhaglratha, it may not be expressed in the locative absolute,
i.e., w e cannot say drf (or ‘joiH i+i, etc.



L E S S O N  T W E N T Y -SE V E N

1. The Sloka Metre. 2. The Passive System.

I. P oetry in Sanskrit and the Sloka M etre.
It may com e as a surprise that the greater part o f Sanskrit literature is 

composed not in prose but in verse. Even dictionaries and the most technical 
o f treatises are almost always cast in metrical form. While the metres 
em ployed in classical Sanskrit are extremely numerous, one particular 
metre, popularly called the 'sloka metre' or simply ’sloka’, is by far the 
commonest. W ith occasional exceptions, the entire Mahabharata and 
Ramayana are com posed in the sloka metre. In treating o f  Sanskrit poetry it 
is logical, then, that w e should begin with this dominant o f all metres.

The sloka metre evolved from the anustubh metre o f the Rgveda, a 
term by which the former is also sometimes called. The sloka consists of 
four quarter-verses or padas  o f eight syllables each, arranged into stanzas of 
two lines (or verses), each, therefore, containing two padas. The end o f the 
first line is marked by a single vertical stroke or danda ( I), the second line by
a double danda  (II).

Unlike traditional English metre, which is based not only on the 
number o f  syllables per line, as is Sanskrit metre, but also on the position of  
the stress accent o f  the metrical feet that make up a line, Sanskrit metre is 
based not on the position o f the stress accent, but on the length o f the 
syllables, i.e., the length o f the vowels. Thus, the commonest metrical foot in 
English is the iambus, which consists o f two syllables with the stress accent 
falling on the second, as may be illustrated by the following stanza from  
Thomas Gray's E legy W ritten in a Country Churchyard. The stressed 
syllables are marked here with a superscript acute accent.

Full many a flow er is bom  to blush unseen
And waste its sweetness 6n the desert air,
Full many a gem  o f purest ray serene
The dark unfathomed caves o f  ocean bear.

This particular metrical line, called the 'iambic pentameter', because it 
is measured in five (penta-) iambi is the characteristic and dominant verse of 
English poetry, as is the sloka o f Sanskrit.

As we have said, however, in Sanskrit metre it is the length o f  the 
syllables, i.e., whether long or short, not the position o f the accent, that 
determines the particular kind o f metrical foot. An iambus in Sanskrit, then, 
consists o f a short syllable follow ed by a long, corresponding to the 
unaccented syllable follow ed by the accented in English. W hile all other
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Sanskrit metres have a fixed pattern o f longs and shorts, i.e., specific and 
unvarying combinations o f metrical feet, the sloka metre allows many 
substitutions or permutations, although the iambic cadence predominates. 
Perhaps the commonest pattern is:

___ I .1 1 ____ I w ~ w. II
In this scheme the dot (.) represents a syllable o f indeterminate length, the 
breve (“) represents a short syllable, the horizontal line (') a long syllable, the 
double line (II) marks the end of a pdda  (which corresponds also to a pause or 
caesura), the single line ( I) follows the metric foot, which, in the sloka metre, 
consists o f four syllables, i.e., two iambi (= a diiambus) taken together or 
other combination. The first two lines of the Bhagavadgita may be 
schematized as follows:

dharmaksetre i kuruksetre II samaveta l vuvutsavah II• • «/ «/ •

-  -  _  -  , ~  „

mamakah pan \davds caiva II kimakurva \ta  samjaya II
— v  — — j v  — -  W | | W W - W  | W  •  W V ||

The last syllable o f  a line may always be taken as long or short, regardless of  
its actual quantity. A syllable is long if  it contains a long vow el or diphthong 
or a short vow el follow ed by two or more consonants. The consonants that 
determine the vow el quantity need not be in the same word. Anusvara and 
visarga are to be treated as ordinary consonants.

Sanskrit poetry is almost always chanted when read or recited in India. 
The different metres are, o f  course, chanted differently because of their 
varying long and short syllables and the number o f syllables in a line. 
Although chanting cannot be taught by a description, no matter how detailed, 
an approximation to it may be attained by exaggeratedly prolonging the long 
vow els in reading aloud, w hile pronouncing the short vow els with especial 
brevity, but without slurring.

It should not be expected that the order o f w ords in Sanskrit poetry 
should be the same as in prose, any more than is the case with poetry in other 
languages. One o f the elem ents o f poetry is precisely a fresh, unusual 
arrangement o f words. It is certainly more poetical to say Into the valley o f  
death rode the six  hundred’ than to say 'The six hundred rode into the valley  
o f death'. A  poet much prefers to say 'Of arms and the man I sing' to the 
prosaic 'I sing o f  arms and the man'. A  much greater deviation o f poetic 
word order from that o f  prose m ay be seen in these lines from Milton's 
Paradise Lost:



Now came still evening on, and twilight grey 
Had in her sober livery all things clad.

Rules cannot be given for the altered word order of poetry, simply because it 
is not governed by rules, but by the poet's fancy. Often, to be sure, the order 
of words may not differ notably from the prose order, the essence of the 
poetry residing in the metre and elevated mode of expression, as for 
example, in Wordsworth's

There was a roaring in the wind all night;
The rain came heavily and in floods;
But now the sun is rising calm and bright;
The birds are singing in the distant woods . . .

One of the differences between the word order of prose and that of 
poetry in Sanskrit is especially the position of adjectives and other qualifiers, 
which may follow  the noun they modify, often in considerable profusion. In 
prose, qualifying elements normally precede, although when the number of 
qualifying elements is large, some or all of them may be placed after the 
noun. One or more adjectives that qualify the subject (which usually stands 
in the first peufa) arc often added in the last pdda, almost as though they had 
occurred to the author as an afterthought to what he has already said in the 
prior three padax. A simple example of this common phenomenon may be 
seen in the following stanza from the episode of Nala and Damayanti in the 
Mahflbharata:

^ n̂PTT WTT fcPTT I 
Tftvprrrft W *W: TTT II
'Now Darnayanti by her shapeliness, majesty, beauty and charrn 
attained fame in the world ~  the fair-waisted.’

Here 'fair-waisted', though qualifying in the first pdcla, is
subjoined to an already completed thought as a sort o f pendant. In reading 
Sanskrit poetry, then, even greater attention has to be given to grammatical 
endings because of this sort o f dislocation and yet other deviations from the 
order wc have become accustomed to in prose. II.

II. The. Passive. System.
In past lessons wc have had numerous instances of the past passive 

participle of a verb roof used as a past tense with the imperfect 
(wnh/wctc) implied, in place of an irnfxzrfcct or perfect active, in conformity 
with the Sanskrit predilection for the passive voice. 'Hius, as wc know,

3H2 le s so n  Twenty-Seven: 1. The Sloka M etre. 2. The Passive System.
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Sanskrit authors prefer to say 'By him that [was] done’
rather than or 33 'He did that' {i.e ., the active
construction). The passive construction instead o f the active is also used in 
the present, imperfect, imperative and optative o f the verb. The passive of 
these tenses and moods is made not from a participle, but from a special 
passive stem formed directly from a verb root by the addition o f  the suffix 
-ya- without regard to the class to which the root belongs. To this 
passive stem {i.e ., root +  -ya -) are added the m iddle  endings which w e have 
already learned. The root is subject to various weakening processes among 
which the most important are:

1. final -a is replaced by -i; thus, ^dha — dfu + -ya- -> dhiya-.
2. a nasal before a consonant drops out; thus, ^Jbandh -* badh  + -ya-

badh ya; Vsams -* sa s + -ya- sasya-.
3. final -i and -u are lengthened; thus, Vci -* ci + -ya- -* c iya -; Vstu.

-* stu  + -ya- -» stuya-.

4. final -r is replaced by -ri; thus, vfer -* kri + -ya- kriya-.
5. roots containing -ya-, -va-, or -ra- substitute respectively -i-, -u-, 

and -r-; thus, ^/yaj -* ij +  -ya- -  ijya-; Vsvap -  sup +  -ya- -  
supya-; y'prach -* prch  +  -ya- -* prcchya-.

6. verbs o f  the Xth class and causatives make their passive stem from 
the p re s e n t s tem  by dropping the syllables -aya -; thus Vcwr -  
co ra y a -  + -ya - co r-ya - -> corya .

To the stems exem plified, viz., dh iya -, badh ya-, sasya -, c iya -, s tu ya-, kriya-, 
ijya -, su p ya -, p r c c h y a - , c o ry a -  , are added the appropriate middle endings  ̂
for person, number, tense or m ood. It seems superfluous to mention that it is 
naturally the th ird  person that is in m ost frequent use. The co m p le te  passive 
conjugation o f  'do' is presented below  only for the sake o f illustration and
reference.
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Singular

1 . kri-y-e

2. kri-ya-se
(UtiHd)

3. kri-ya-te

1 . a-kri-y-e
(arf̂ rq-)

2. a-kri-ya-thah

3. a-kri-ya-ta
(arf^ d )

1. kri-y-ai
(fŵ T)

2. kri-ya-sva
(f^T^D

3. kri-ya-tam  
(fo W P p

1. kri-ye-y-a
( f M o

2. kri-ye-thah
(ftr^TT:)

3. kri-ye-ta  
( f ^ d )

Present

Dual

kri-ya-vahe
(f^rqiqt)
kri-y-ethe

kri-y-ete

Imperfect

a-kri-ya-vahi
(STfsh^N^)
a-kri-y-ethdm

a-kri-y-etam
(^fnkrnp

Imperative

kri-y-avahai

kri-y-etham
(fih*qnp
kri-y-etam
(fsĥ kl-RT)

Optative

kri-ye-vahi

kri-ye-y-atham
(fst>̂ 4i“rnp
kri-ye-y-atam
(f^ T R m p

. 77ie Passive System.

Plural

kri-ya-mahe

kri-ya-dhve

kri-y-ante

a-kri-ya-mahi
(3rfWrR%
a-kri-ya-dhvam

a-kri-y-anta

kri-y-amahai
( f e | )
kri-ya-dhvam

kri-y-antam

kri-ye-mahi
( r * ^ r ©
kri-ye-dhvam

kri-ye-ran
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, always the conjugation of verbs, -a is lengthened before -v and 
-m, hence, kriya-vahe (Isnqiq^), a-kriya-mahi (^iWiiHRs). The -a o f -ya-
is lost before an ending beginning with a vowel; thus, kriy-ante (f^F%), 
kriy-etdm  (finHfl IH). The optative suffix -i- coalesces with -ya- to form -ye-; 
in die second and third dual a -y - is interposed between -ye- and the endings 
-atham  and -atam  in order to preserve the optative character o f -ye-, which 
would otherwise become -yay- by internal sandhi (els ne from Vni becomes 
nay- before the thematic vowel to yield the present stem nay-a)\ hence, 
kriye-y-atham  (f^ R m rn p  and kriye-y-atam  (fsfrqqioi+i). The present 
passive participle is formed by adding the suffix -mana (-*rpT) to the passive
stem, thus, kriya-mana (fsfrq+i iui) 'being done', badhya-mana Oqt>q+n«i) 
'being bound'.

There is no separate passive formation for the future tense; the middle 
forms are used instead, and it must be gleaned from the context whether a 
passive sense is involved. This usage is fairly rare, however, being usually 
replaced by the future passive participle, called the 'gerundive'. Of course, 
just as with the past passive participle when employed in lieu o f the past tense, 
the appropriate form o f V*T, in this instance (is/are), is implied.
Thus, W f r  M*hi <uf: ’Hcqq i Pi [>wPd] 'These flowers w ill be
gathered tomorrow by the king's servant'. Since English does not have 
a future passive participle or gerundive, it is not possible to give a literal 
translation o f  this Sanskrit form. If, continuing with the above example, we 
say 'going to be gathered', using 'going' to carry the future sense, the 
in fin itive 'to be gathered' in complement to it is confusing. Obviously, the 
passive infinitive ('to be gathered' or 'about to be gathered') used in many 
Sanskrit grammars is even less desirable, as it doesn't suggest a participle at
all.

Apart from  being used to express simple futurity in this way, the 
gerundive has another usage, which is, in fact, much commoner and really 
m ore important. This other usage is to express what needs to be done m the 
future, an inevitable outgrowth o f  the simple future, which may imply 
necessity . 'Going to be gathered’ (to continue with this awkward rendition 
p a r  fam e de mieux  !) readily suggests 'having to be gathered and so our 
illustrative sentence m ight as w ell mean "These flowers w ill have to (nr must) 
be gathered. . .', i f  the surrounding context requires this meaning.

In addition to sim ple futurity or necessity, a gerundive often imp
the sense o f  'fit to be . . .  or worthy to be . . . '  Thus,
gerundive o f  Vdrs 'see', often means 'fit or  worthy to be seen , and similarly
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ramaniya (<’H ) from Vram 'find pleasure in' regularly means 'enjoyable,
pleasant, charming'. 1

The formation o f the gerundive is essentially simple and need not long 
detain us. There are three suffixes in use in the classical language, viz.,
-tavya* 2 (as in ce-tavya above), -ya (as in kdr-ya from vfcr) and, perhaps the 
least common, -aniya (as in dars-aniya and ram-aniya !). These examples 
show the kind of change to which the root vowel is generally subjected when 
a particular one of the three suffixes is added: guna before -tavya and -aniya, 
but vrddhi before -ya. But there are, of course, various exceptions, which 
are best learned by encountering them in use. An important one is the change 
of -a to -e, as in jHe-ya from Vjria 'know' and in de-ya from ^da 'give'.

Just as the past passive participle, as we have plentifully seen, so also 
the passive forms in general, including the gerundive, are frequently used 
impersonally, i.e., without an expressed grammatical subject. In order to 
understand this clearly, we must recall that, when an active sentence is to be 
converted into the passive, the subject (nominative) is replaced by the 
instrumental and an object, if  expressed, becomes the subject. Thus, T he  
king worships Visnu' (<M I q^a) is changed into 'Visnu is worshipped 
by the king' (f%^[: ^i?ii $ ^ 3 ) . If 'Visnu' is omitted in the active, then the 
passive version is simply 'It is worshipped by the king’ i.e., there is worship 
being performed by the king (< i*il The 'it' in this literal English
version is a sort o f 'dummy' subject, inserted only because English requires 
every verb to have a subject Since no subject is expressed here, w e must use 
this impersonal and meaningless 'it'. Even an intransitive verb may be put 
into the passive in Sanskrit and then, there being no object by the nature o f  
the case, the passive construction has to be impersonal. For example, the 
sentence 'The citizens are coming together' (»ii<iRew: ^*iMi-®*9pxi), when  
changed into the passive in conformity with the Sanskrit predilection, 
becomes 'It is come together by the citizens' (•n«iRen: O f course,
this is bad  English, because we cannot use an intransitive verb passively in 
English; the bad English has only a pedagogical purpose here. Similarly, we 
may say 'Let it be stayed here!' ( 3 T T T h e  gerundive, being a 
passive form, is similarly used with reference to future actions, especially if

The English word 'reverend', which literally m eans 'fit or worthy to be respected' (and 
then as a virtual noun meaning a man o f the cloth), is from the Latin reyerendus, used with  
precisely the same nuance o f meaning as Sanskrit darsaniya and ramaniya.
2 • * . or -i-tavya, just as -ta, the suffix o f the past passive participle, is  often attached with an
interposed as in pat-i-ta  (trf̂ RT) from ^jpat 'fly'. W henever a root forms its infinitive
with -i-tum, the gerundive is formed with -i-tavya, not -tavya.
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the notion of necessity is implied; thus 'I shall go' or 'I must go',
literally 'It is going to be gone by me'.

Sentences illustrating various uses of the passive:

1. J}N cTl <.1511 STPTTf^fRr1 F I I

2. 3TW  f f r w m w w  I^ c  ^ >a >o ^
3. ^ S ^ R l ^ t o i r H  TFT T*T: 3*1

^ P M d l R l d H ' ^ d :  3RT I

4. aTft- 3TT̂ TWTTTRr TTfl" RsffW T ^^  >o
“fit I pH fd d < Î Tl ̂  H I

^ ^ N r< ^  CN *\

5. d ’̂ ^ K ^ T K d  S r f^ f l  SFT fS T ^ I  I

6. « r r e 2 ^ i ^ ’H i ^ M i  d i ^ P l  ^ r t
Î*Tl0<HH’" ' M ^ T T T s ^ i i i  i i ^ i ^ d l l d  f^rT pr^ T T

7 . w h t : ^ r a w r ^ R r  I

8 U d l f d ' ^  *PTT ^T: H f e d ^  id ) fd W I T  f i l  ^ V ^ U
’  C \ 'O

I

9 . d H d k d M d '  f ^ P T T ^  y i ^ d  $ f d  I

10. TRT w r  P ( 4 < d  I ^RTFTRT3 1̂-M1^ cRT
^  yf

T T R ^ t I '<T ^R-h ^  ^ m R 'IC ^'K ^I

Notes

1. Remember that a final preceded by a short vowel and
followed by any vowel beginmng the next word is doubled.

2. On the sraddha ceremony, v. note 1 in Lesson Six.
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3. On the semi-mythic hamsas, v. note 9 in Lesson Three.

4. ^  genitive used as an instrumental with the gerundive fpxT°*fr; cf. English
'beloved of him' for 'beloved by him', as noted in note 19 in the following 
extract.

Vocabulary

adv. otherwise.
3Tf5Y, interjection Ah, oh! What a!
STT̂ PT, n. an invitation.

(mclRi,’class I), fly up.
ppp. class VI), (having been) released, let go.

m. a cobra.
m. a hollow (of a tree), 

fe r r , f. a ceremony. 
n. a field.
OM̂ lRr, class IX), get, grasp, take hold of; fut. *£i«*tKi; peri.

gerund  I.
m. a thief.

(<Sm Rt, class I), leave.
(^srRr, class I), bite. -

EPT, n. wealth.
etRft, adj. ’possessing wealth', wealthy.
KTPT, n. meditation.

m. an inhabitant o f a city or town (̂ TTO, a citizen. 
in caus. informs (+ dat.).

VT5, (MbRt, class I), recite. 
vtc^T, m. the daybreak, dawn. 
vimK, m. a palace.
■TET, m. a sage.
♦iin'H, adj. ( t  human.
hPkI, f. release, salvation.
TT%t, f. the night.
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n. a plow; with caus. o f ^ c l a s s  I), plow (a field).
Ĉk Ri, class I), move hither and thither, move about.

"9TW, m. an enemy.
VsTT̂  (WRTRt, class I), teach. 

adv. tomorrow.
instr. as adv. pleasantly, in comfort.

n. a Vedic hymn.
(^RxT, class II), slay, kill.

The Bhagavadglta

The Bhagavadglta ('Song of the Blessed One') or simply the Gita, as it 
is oftener called, is a colloquy or dialogue in 18 chapters, mostly in the sloka 
metre, between the warrior Aijuna and Krsna, his charioteer, who is an 
incarnation o f the god Visnu. It is not, strictly speaking, an independent 
work, but is one o f the numerous smaller works embedded in the 
Mahabharata, where it forms the third episode of the Bhismaparvan, the sixth 
of the 18 books that make up the great epic. Though an integral part o f the 
Mahabharata, it has come to be looked upon as a separate creation that 
embodies in essence the Hindu view of life and accordingly has attained the 
status o f  holy scripture.

The dialogue between Aijuna and Krsna takes place on the battlefield 
in Kuruksetra just as the great armies of the Pandavas and Kauravas are about 
to join in mortal combat in the catastrophic war which is the subject o f the 
Mahabharata. Arjuna has requested Krsna to halt his chariot between the two 
opposing armies that he may view those who stand ready to do battle with 
him. As he sees arrayed before him a host of his kinsmen and friends, he is 
stricken at once with extreme compassion and despair. He recoils from 
participating in the impending slaughter at the thought of its horrifying 
consequences to all those who are concerned. His bow slips from his hand, 
and he sits down in his chariot sick at heart.

This dramatic and powerful incident, which brings to an end the first 
chapter o f the Gita, leads into a series of long and complex discussions 
commencing with a discourse on the imperishability and indestructibility of 
the soul, the duty (dharma) o f a warrior (ksatriya) to fight in a righteous 
cause, and, in the progress o f Krsna's responses to Aijuna's questions, 
covering a bewildering array of theological and philosophical matters.

The Gita is written in a simple and straightforward style, with 
remarkable clarity o f presentation. There are, to be sure, difficulties, but 
they are not grammatical or stylistic: they are due to the interpretation of 
certain frequently recurring words (such as yoga), quite familiar from their
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usage in various Sanskrit technical treatises, where, however, their meaning 
is often alien to that in the Gita.

Neither the name of the author of the Gita nor the date of its 
composition is known. As to the latter, there has, of course, been endless 
speculation, but perhaps we may not be far amiss in postulating the date at 
c.200 B.C. In the course of the centuries the Gita has been subject to many 
scholastic interpretations, and commentaries, both old and new, have always 
been plentiful, nor are they confined to India. Translations into non-Indian 
languages run into the hundreds, possibly even the thousands, and new ones 
are ever appearing, with hardly anything new to say, for it has all been said 
many times long before.

I. Arjuna's Despair

I
cj j ^ |  ̂  | ^  I U |

IRoll

ir sii

I 'd lfH 'O S T  S f  4 1 4 + W R 5 d d R - d d ld  I 

%r6 w  4) ̂ °q'ir7 RtM 4u i y w q '  irr.ii
i d r F q r i T F r R t ^ - s # q ' i

t i i i fcctvpT9 i r\ ii>D ND
i< =i•h 'k TI f q W r  ieti^irt srrcd'1 0 1

-h-h IRVII
t f ]  sTl u l y  qvsRT: d d d l  R  ■’T f r f s r a T ^ 11 I 

^ q T ^ T P f H ^ q d k d q d d  IIRMI
d d I H f ^ M d l * M r * f :  f a c F lV 3 f n d l ^ i i ,  I

IIR&II
^ d 4 1 ^ q l < r £f14J

5 T F 9 r q l )' d ^ : ^ H f-d '-y d d n ^ d lfr  IRPIIC\ ^
w r r  q r q r i % ^  ic ^
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IR<II^  ' _  c  nD >d c \ S

d k l ’Tl I
S fF ll' I R^l I

*i i « « k  15jsra %  p w w  T f e f i %  i 

^ I ' r T l ^ q ^ i d  ^ f w k  ^  % TFT: ||%o|| 

P lf+ iT llP l ^ rq^q i rH  f t y < )d l fd  I 
^ ^ = ^ ^ s ^ q w l T T 16^ T 17^ 3 F n T tf %  im n  

k 's iij ^so r ?f ̂  g w rf^ r ==r i
f % T f  < 1 ^ 1 18*fl k«-c( R> V lV M 'T k d d  m  Ift5.ll

w p r t  ^ r r ^ f ^ r  *rt pt^ t 19 *fm T: p w if ^ r  w  i 
g - r i^ 20^ : 5n«l l ^ « M  I Ift3.ll
S T T ^ r f :  f^RTC: 'R T T R T ^  i w r ^ j T T  

■HId  d 1: 5tW R :  'fk T : PTMT: ^prf^PRPTT lft»ll
i^d i h  f ^ s r f t r  ^ r a t  sk r 21 w w  i

3 # r W h R R R zp Fr22 |dt: f% *T23 Tffhfit II3MI 
f k Z r Q  f c t l d < l ^ l " i :  ^ T  ^ I fd :  I

HIH'HdT^Hi K't'H l ^ r d d l d  I d d l k d :  Ift^ll

^ 5 p r = p q - ^ c d  i y  fe'd: RTFr^rra^- iftwii 
^  T R rfR T  d 'l> i lH ^ a -^ 0 ^ :26 I 

■M did'^kr f-H^sTl?! ^ n id ^ - H . ir < u ^  

^ j -  ?r ai -h <r-H r fv r 27 h i h i <5<rH i f c p f  Isa + J 2 8 1 

^rsPRfRr 5 i w r f ^ ^  ̂ pTT^r iftsn 
^ f¥ rq 3<̂ y d !i'Mpd ^fc)*lf:31d rtloni: I 
EP^?f^:32sfRt^RPPTEPTfsf^dc^d ll^oll

"O c
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^CxtKI m ^ | i |  M ul ■y =ti<: liv^ll>o >o
5d=h<l ' i< + N c|33 Mi W f  ^  Io  >a
4<dK I f t d < )  ^ k lfH 'J ^ 'l< + r * ^ l:34 Iltf3.ll 

"<i<Hd: W S T R t  T O t W W :  I 

3 <rd I ^  ^  I fd U ^ f:35 WP^^RTT: lltf\ll

•m ^iuii spi'i ̂  i•O \3
^ T E ft^ ^ d lc^ H iil^ n T  lltftfll

®v • *0 ^  vs vj >a

=1d W ^ jd 'd T ^ P T  I
^ 7 T H W t ^ r  f^ T  FFPTJT^RiT: lltfMI

"\ >0 ^' - VD V=J

q f*C *rH yd l +  K ^ I * d  i i l^ M luN : I
yiJ<|tei <ui iitf̂ u

*M *I 3 d M '  I

xt^ J ^ T ^ T :  ^ r r f k w  I

f W W ^ R R ^ r t  S l H y f d H M M d : 3 9  l l t f t f l le.

(Bhagavadgita I. 20-47).

Notes

1. ^Pn^T : ’monkey-bannered', an epithet o f the warrior Aijuna, whose  
chariot was distinguished by a banner or pennant (K^T) on which a monkey 
Ĉ f̂ O was depicted. The compound is modelled after compounds like 
^ T htPt  'having a sword in the hand' and 'having a cudgel in the
hand’, the members o f which are in reversed order, as MI Pi and f[^T are 
strictly in subordinate or dependant relation to and ^TJs and hence 
should precede.
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2. a locative absolute expressing the time or circumstance 
when Aijuna raised his bow (EFTOT̂ T): 'when the clash of arms had begun', 
a somewhat incongruous assertion, however, since from the following lines it 
is clear that the battle had not yet started.

3. This vocative, like WRcT below, is addressed to the blind king
Dhrtarastxa, to whom the Gita was communicated by the bard Samjaya. Such
vocatives are commonplace in the Mahabharata, as it contains so many long
narratives that are related to others and so conducive to these apostrophes. In
reading one has to be careful not to confuse these vocatives with others that
are embedded in words spoken by persons who are part of the narrative. An
example of this is 3T5^T in the next line, which is addressed by Arjuna to his
charioteer Krsna.• • •

4. There are two possible ways of interpreting here. It may be 
used as an adverb with the present indicative Pi<l3T to denote an intended 
action: 'I want to see . . or it may be taken as a conjunction meaning 'while' 
(but 'while I see' would be practically equivalent to 'in order that I may see'). 
In whichever sense it is taken, its effect continues on to , with which it 
must accordingly be supplied.

5. T̂T̂ fT+TTn 'desirous to fight', a bahuvrihi compound literally 'having a 
desire to fight (4 1 ^ ) ' ,  part A being an apocopated or abbreviated infinitive 
due to the loss o f its final -*T.

6. This interrogative pronoun does not here introduce an independent
question, but an indirect question to be taken with M thus, 'while I
see (or 'I want to see') . . by whom (%p it shall be fought with me', i.e., who 
shall fight with me. The words strictly belong in the
indirect question. If occurring there, they would, o f course, be in the 
instrumental in agreement with ctK which they define, thus: * 7

. . ('while I see what ones drawn up, eager to fight, shall 
fight with me'). This sort o f retraction of words from a subordinate clause 
into the main clause is also seen in the biblical 'Consider the lilies of the field 
how they grow' (for 'Consider how the lilies of the field grow').

7. Instead o f saying % ('Who w ill fight
with me?'), the passive construction is used here in consonance with the
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proclivity of Sanskrit for the passive; thus: 'by whom will it be fought with 
me?' As has been explained in this lesson, the future passive is normally 
expressed by means of the gerundive, although occasionally the future 
middle is used in a passive sense. The gerundive q | * T i s  in the neuter 
nominative singular because there is no grammatical subject with which it 
can agree, and so the usage becomes impersonal. In English, which requires 
a subject (whether a noun or a pronoun) to be expressed, a meaningless 'it' 
serves as the subject of impersonal verbs, e.g., 'it rains', where 'it' has no 
meaning, but only a grammatical function.

8. Logically, this demonstrative belongs with the antecedent m
so as to delimit it more pointedly, thus: 'these (men) ready to fight, who are 
com e together here’, but it has been drawn into the relative clause rather to 
throw its pointed reference there, as though to say: 'the ones ready to fight, 
who — these very ones -  have come together here'.

9. a 'genitive quasi-dative', i.e., a genitive used in the sense o f a 
dative, an extremely prevalent usage in the classical language; cf. the same 
usage o f the genitive in ^T^TFtT and below (v. note 33). As has been 
noted before, in the spoken dialects or Prakrits the genitive almost entirely 
replaces the dative in all the latter's uses. The 'son of Dhrtarastra' meant 
here is Duryodhana, who is called 'ill-natured or malignant* (^ f fe )  because 
of his treatment of the Pandavas.

10. HTCT another vocative addressed to King Dhrtarastra by Samjaya, as 
noted under 3 above; in Gita H I 4, Aijuna is addressed as

11. ^ T t  fed  ’and (in front) of all the kings'. The sense of
although the final member of the tatpurusa is carried over to
govern TTftfWPT with its adjective ^ T t ,  as though were a separate
and independent word capable of being thus construed with other words in 
the verse.

12. 'He saw in them', being a substitute for^ETt: ^PTT: 'in 
both armies'. The full expression occurs in 27b. 13

13. 3PT here a synonym for S5T, as often.
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14. srfq- This particle is often subjoined to numerals or numerical words, as
to here, to throw a degree of emphasis on them, much as we do in
English by using 'all', as in ’all three'.

15. TTnj^RT Weapons were often given names, as Aijuna's bow 'GandJva' 
here. It will be remembered from the passage in Lesson Nineteen that 
Visnu s discus is called 'Sudarsana'. Similarly, King Arthur's sword was 
called Excalibur and the hammer o f the god Thor of Norse mythology was 
named ’Mjolnir' ('The Crusher').

16. *1 H l P h There appears to be no perceptible difference in meaning
between and the prefix spr- serving only for variation of
expression.

17. A gerund does not always have the value o f a past active participle, 
simply denoting prior action, but not infrequently it expresses an action by 
which something is achieved, as though it had an instrumental or locative 
relation with the main verb. So here, the meaning is not 'I see no good (after) 
having slain  my own people in battle', but 'I see no good in having slain' etc. 
The same use o f the gerund occurs below with two more occurrences of
(v. note 24). In this usage we may discern an element of the origin of the 
gerund as an instrumental o f a noun of action; thus, hatv-a 'by a slaying’ is 
from hatu 'a slaying' +  -a (the instrumental ending).

18. vxqti 'of what use to us is a kingdom?', literally 'what (is) with a 
kingdom for us', i.e., what need have we o f a kingdom. This use of f%?T with 
the instrumental is extremely common.

19. 44^-ffrKf Tt TF&t 'for the sake o f whom  a kingdom (is) desired
by us'; Tt (= T̂:) is the genitive used for the instrumental with the past passive 
participle just as w e may say in somewhat antiquated English
'beloved of him ’ for 'beloved by  him'. Though the following words M\*U:
and are also to be taken with it is put in the neuter singular to

« .

agree with the nearest word (<.rjr4). 20 *

20. (for ^  T£«Q correlative o f in the preceding line: for the sake
o f  w hom  . . . those very (^4 ) ones are standing . ..
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21. sfr present participle accusative plural of ’slay' modifying 
3fPr imparts to the participle a concessive force, implying that even

granting that the enemy (consisting of kinsmen and friends) may engage in 
killing, he (Aijuna) does not wish to do so.

22. v̂»i«rq<jNT<4*c| The three worlds are heaven, earth and either the 
atmosphere or nether world.

23. f ' t o  say the least o f, the meaning given in the vocabulary, is just the 
English idiomatic equivalent; the literal meaning is 'why, then’ and with the 
following compound with which it goes: 'why, then, for the sake of the 
earth', idiomatically 'to say the least of for the sake of the earth!'. is the 
accusative neuter singular used adverbally ('why').

24. 'Only sin would accrue to us in slaying 
these who have their bows extended'. Note the force o f the all-important 
particle ('only' here). Observe also the same use of the gerund f^TT as 
discussed under note 17 above: the sin would not accrue after the slaying, but 
on account of it; similarly fScTT in the next stanza.

25. ’THlf 'we should not {or ought not) slay’; the adjective ^ i s
frequently used with an infinitive in the meaning 'should or  ought’.

26. vfh ff^d^R T : Bahuvrihi adjectives, especially those containing a past
passive participle, are often equivalent to clauses expressing various 
relationships (causal, temporal, conditional) to the sentence in which they 
stand. This compound has causal value: 'Although these do not perceive . . 
because their minds are stricken with greed. Similarly used are the . 
compounds and for which v. under
notes 34 and 39. Only*the context, o f course, will determine the relationship 
in each instance. Hence, it is best to start with a literal translation ('having 
minds stricken with greed' or 'whose minds . .')  to see what relationship may 
be inferred. 27 * *

27. This question forms the conclusion to the concessive
clause beginning with 'Even though these do not perceive . . , how
should we not know?'
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28. kkhi This infinitive is subject of the neuter gerundive thus, 
literally 'how (is) to turn away (Pi^RiaH) not to be known?', i.e., 'how 
should we not know . . . ?'

29. present participle modifying sfPRTpRT: in the prior verse, and
virtually equivalent to a causal clause: 'inasmuch as w e see the harm caused 
by destroying the family'.

30. a 'locative of time' and hence equivalent to a temporal clause: 
'When the family is destroyed'.

31. ^TtPRrf: By this is meant all the ceremonies, such as the elementary 
sacraments, wedding and funeral rites, and the many customs and 
observances that are part o f the daily routine of a family. They are, 
therefore, called ^ n to rii: 'everlasting', being followed as long as the famil 
survives.

32. ^  locative absolute; so also below. The singular i
used in a collective sense.

33. i < etil4cl an extension o f the 'dative o f purpose', expressing 'the end to
which'; w e may translate: 'The intermixture (of castes through 
intermarriage) leads only O^-!) to hell for the ones who slay the fam ily an< 
for the family'. The reason why caste-mixture leads to hell is explained in 
the fo llow ing half-sloka. N ote the 'genitives quasi-dative’ in and

'O

34. to be taken causally as discussed
under note 26 above. The offering o f rice ([mu'S) and water to the
deceased ancestors or Fathers ( f t a c ) i s  absolutely essential lest their soul: 
abiding in subtle bodies follow ing cremation, be unable to enter heaven, b 
be obliged to wander about as 'departed spirits' (pretas).

35. ^ i RifcJqT: Often, but by no m eans always, the terms 4 uf  and WTRr are 
interchanged, as in Rifct+ii: and cHui^tebv. (41) and q uitictK,ct»Kcti: (43). 36

36. best taken as a neuter noun corresponding to E nglish  'a sure 
th ing’; thus, 'abiding in hell (is) a sure thing', or w e m ay say ’a certainty
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37. *Rf here a conjunction meaning 'because' or 'in that': 'because {or in 
that) we are prepared to slay our own people'. The clause introduced by 
taken in either sense, explains or amplifies ih.

38. 'having sword in hand'. On this reversed bahuvrihi, cf. note 
under 1 above.

39. This bahuvrihi may also be taken with causal value as
and on which v. notes under 26 and 34.

Vocabulary

3T5̂ T, adj. 'not fallen, firm, steadfast', epithet of Krsna. But the meaning is 
somewhat doubtful, as class I), of which ^  is the ppp.,
may mean 'fall, waver' and also 'perish'; hence, might equally
mean 'unwavering, i.e., steadfast’ or 'imperishable, immortal'.

3TEpf, m. unrighteousness. 
snj-Vrsr (TTzrfdT, class I), discern, see.
3TJ-V*iJ Orpft%, class V), hear repeatedly (3Rp; perf. "‘SRTra* (plur. 
<*Wdl+'R‘, 'not having any counteraction or retaliation', hence defenseless. 
srfilW , m. an overpowering.
3rpT-V̂ T (SRTra\ class I), Tie against', overpower, control.
3Tf, adj. deserving, worthy; fit (+ infin. 'fit to', i.e., 'should').
3R rW ^ class I), look upon, see.
aRT-V̂ TT class I), stand, stand up; infin. * 3

ppp. 3^W^qr class I), arrayed.
3T9IW, 'not having a sword', without a sword, unarmed.
Vsr? {only used in some forms of the p erfec t), said.
STiff ^T, compound interj. alas! 
siT^Tzf, m. a teacher, preceptor.
3TRRTTf̂ nT, adj. 'having or  holding a drawn (bow)', hence as m., a warrior. 
SRTfafcd, ppp. 3TT-VfT9T ( f w f o ,  class VI), entered into or upon; entered by, 

filled with (+ instr.).
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an-Vffcr OimRi , class I), lean or rest on; happen to, befall, come to, accrue to. 
3TTf[3\ n. a challenge; war, battle. 

particle, and, also; even.
’3vTrr, adj. highest, best; at the end of a tatpurusa most excellent.

PPP- (*F k R i, class I), decayed, ruined.
^ cr>, n. water.
^RT, ppp. (<T̂ WRT, class I), prepared, intent on (+ infin.).

class I), hold up, raise; gerund
'3̂ -V̂ T̂  (til5* Id, class I), sink, settle down; go to min, decay; caus.

^cdiq^id, brings to min, destroys.
(fasild, class VI), sit down.

:3̂ TZT, adj. both.
^M§d, ppp. (^Pd, class II), stricken; cormpted.

m. a monkey.
V'hl'S-^ i<tn<S‘ma, class I), desire.
cr I <.ct>, adj. making or causing.
f% *T interr. phrase  to say the least of.
PfTJR[, interr. pron. what; +  instr. ’what’s the use of . . . ’.

m. the Kurus, name o f a people of northwest India, descended from their 
eponymous ancestor Kum. They are also called by the patronymic 
Kauravas.

°jRT, n. the family.
adj. slaying or  destroying a family.

^ , postp . for the sake of, for (+ gen. or in compound ).
^oFT, adj. w hole, entire.
p̂TT, f. pity, com passion. ^

m. ’long-haired1, Kesava, epithet and name of Krsna; cf. in 24.
m. a son o f Kuntl, mother o f Yudhisthira, Bhimasena and Aijuna.

HfnTT, f. a cerem ony.
SPT, m. destruction. ^___
STR\ n. peace, tranquillity; happiness; a state o f comfort; SvkTC, n. a greater

peace (etc.).
Trprgfa-, n. Gandlva, the nam e o f  Arjuna s bow.

*TR, n. a limb.
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m thick-haired', an epithet of Arjuna.
«flPi»-*, m. Govinda, a name; of Krsna |possibly 'cow-finder' from ’ft ’cow' +

verbal o f 'find' or a borrowing of Prakrit ’TtfaF  ̂which may
represent either 'lord of cow-herds' (from ’TPT 'cow-protector' 
f r o m jt  + verbal of VqT 'prolcct' + ^  ’lord, chief1) or, less probably, 

lord o f cowherdesses' (’fbfT'cowherdcss', feminine of TftcT,
+ ^ T ).]

ih, m. or n. a bow.
adj. desiring to do, ready to do [desiderative adj. from ].

^cRT, n. the mind, heart.
m. Janardana, a name of ICr.̂ na. [The name seems literally to mean

'agitator or  tormentor of people', but if so, the application to Krsna is 
obscure.]

SfrRl, f. caste.
r̂rf̂ KT, n. life.

iNr, gerundive of V*TT (*iiri iRi, class IX), to be known, having to be known, 
to, abl. of ^  'on account of this', therefore.

(c^*iRi, class I), leave, leave off, abandon; risk; geru n ds1T ^ T .
^Tvft^T, n. the three worlds. 

f. the skin.■N
m. ill-natured, malignant. 

ppp. VcfiT (^TWfd\ class IV), defiled.
^ T , m. a fault, defect; sin; harm; evil.
Sfaf, m. Drona, the name o f the preceptor of the Pandavas and Kauravas. 
sTffjT, m. injury, treachery.
EPTCT, n. a bow.
Enl", m. usage, custom, practice, observance, duty, 
y l<J<T5£, m. a son o f Dhrtarastra. 
t^T , m. a banner or  standard. 

m. or n. hell.
TfGg:, p p p . (d w % , class IV), having perished or  died away.

PiP-rd, n. a sign, indication.
■frfq̂ r, ppp. class 1), held down, checked, controlled; fixed,

certain, sure.
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class I), look upon, survey.
(=RiW, class I), turn away or desist from (+ abl. ); in fin. °i 

(HdRt, class I), fall; go to ruin. 
tfT, adj. highest, extreme.

(<^Ri, class I), bum thoroughly, scorch; in passive  be on fire.
MR-V*^ P|TR%, class IV), become dry or parched.
Hi Pi, m. the hand.
hiu'S°i, m. a son o f Pandu (there were five sons o f Pandu, here Arjuna is 

meant).
H IdHh, n. a sin, crime.
MIH, n. evil; sin.
tlTsf, m. a son o f Prtha, a metronymic o f Arjuna.
P U'S, m. a ball; a ball o f  rice. 
qV̂ T, m. a grandson.

(<bi<Rl, class IV), decay or  spoil completely (ST), deteriorate, be 
defiled o r  corrupted.

ST-Vd m (H 3 4 Ri, class IV), die away, perish.
5T-VT5T (tpniRr, class IV), see or  look ahead, discern, perceive.
5T*P^T:, postp . in front of, before (+ gen.).
ST-V̂ f Jd, class I), litera lly  turn or  move forward, then start, take place. 
T̂P7!, m. breath; in plur. life.

f. pleasure, joy. .
m. a relative, kinsman.

m. a relative. •
, m . a descendant from Bharata.
m. Bhisma, the name of a famous warrior in the great war between the 

Pandavas and Kauravas, who fought on the side of the latter.
m . enjoyment, joy.

V*R (VffRr, class I), move about, roam; wander, be in a whirl; be agitated or 
confused.

TO, m. a brother.
m. ’slayer of Madhu’, a name of Krsna.

n. the middle.
P̂T̂ T, m. a man.o
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*1̂ 1 m. 'earth-ruler', a king or prince.
m. 'lord o f the earth', a king.

WRf̂ T, m. a maternal uncle.sis

HI m. Madhava, a name of Krsna.*  » ♦ »

*TFk T, n. the mind, heart. 
n.(!) a friend.

Nd, conj. while.
VTO class IV), fight; future <fic^Td; inf in. 41 ̂ *1; gerundive

4W°^; desiderative adj.;
odj- desirous or about to fight (desiderative adj. from  V*TE[). 

41^°nM, adj. desirous to fight.
W , n. battle.

m. the seat o f a chariot.
Tt+Tfpf, m. the bristling of the hair of the body, horripilation.

ppp. class VI), broken, broken off; interrupted.
vfhT, 77z. strong desire; greed.
^Pf, m. cover, coat; color; class, caste.
dî T*T,77z. Varsneya, a name of Krsna as a descendant of Vrsni in the fifth 

degree.
gTRT, t?2. dwelling, abiding. 

t?2. victory. .
RH<)d, ppp. fd-HiT-Vw class II), turned around, reversed; perverse, 

contrary to rule, wrong; adverse, inauspicious. 
fd-Vdd O fkfa , class I), sink down, be depressed or  dejected. 
fd-Vd^T (^dfd, class VI), let go, release. 
dW , 772. a quivering, trembling.
^ K i d ,  ppp. ft--3R--V€r (FTfd, class IV), determined, resolved. * 72

R^ld, ppp. fd-3fd-V^TT (Ri^Ri, class I), standing here and there, 
arranged, arrayed.

3TC, 772. an arrow.
72. the body.

72. a weapon [not to be confused with *11*  ̂ !].
STT5̂ ,  adj. eternal, everlasting.
WNi, 772. sorrow, anguish.
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n. welfare, benefit. 
m. a father-in-law.
PPP- (f^Rr, class VI), agitated, disturbed.

m. a companion, comrade. 
m. a m ixing together, intermixture.

W  n. conflict, battle; field o f battle.
m. Samjaya, name o f the bard of the blind king Dhrtarastra who 

reports to him the happenings on the battlefield in the war between the 
Pandavas and the Kauravas. The whole of the Bhagavadgita is, then, 
related by Samjaya.

Ctikfa, class I), sink, sink down; give way, weaken, falter. 
thTTcnr, adj. everlasting, eternal.

ppp. ^T-3f^W^rr (Id ̂ Id , class I), fully (<i-H) arrayed, in full
array.

ppp. P̂T-̂ TW-Vw (.^fd, class II), having come together, assembled. 
tt* *tiJld, ppp. +t-3T T - O î ki, class 1), having come together, gathered.

class 1), look upon, behold. 
m. a lifting or  raising up, effort, exertion, enterprise.

*imd, m. 'a falling together', collision, clash.
m. having a connection', as m. a relative, kinsman. 
adj. very difficult to abandon or risk. 

m. a friend. •
fd l, f. a woman.
V^TT(k l^ fd ', class 1), stand; caus. ^hihhIo 'causes to stand', stops, brings to 

rest.
FtTvT, m. a brother-in-law.

class 1), fall, fall down, slip.
m. one's own people, kinsmen. __

(^f%, class H), smite, smite or strike down; slay, kill; gerund ^TT.
m. 'lord of the senses', an epithet of Krsna.

M .m .  cause; gen. fcfc  a , a quasi-postp. 'for the sake of, for' (+ gen. )■



LESSO N  TW ENTY-EIG H T

Causative and Denominative Verbs. 
The Anaphoric Pronoun

I. Causative Verbs.
t ^  many of the foregoing lessons we have had examples of so-called 
causative' verbs, but while the term 'causativ e' has been used in the notes and 
vocabularies, hardly anything has been said as to their character and 
formation.

A causative verb is a particular form of verb in which the subject does 
not perform the action himself, but causes someone else to perform it. So, 
whereas T̂: ‘h i eb<) Rl means 'He makes a mat', the causative 'bK-Mfct
means 'He causes (someone not here mentioned) to make a mat'. Modem  
English has only a half dozen or so causative verbs inherited from Old 
English 1 and therefore, has to employ various roundabout means to express 
the idea of causing someone to perform an action. One method, as in the 
above example, is, of course, literally to say 'cause someone to do' such-and- 
such. Perhaps, however, it is much commoner to say 'have someone do', as, 
to use the same example, 'He has a mat made'. But often English, due to the 
absence of causative verbs in its grammatical framework, is indifferent to 
specifying that a particular action is not actually performed by the 
grammatical subject, but only promoted or initiated by that subject. For 
example, we may say: The Pharaoh Cheops built the Great Pyramid', 
although he most certainly did not do so himself, but 'had or  caused it to be 
built (by others)’. In Sanskrit, however, which can readily form a causative 
verb from a root by the application of perfectly simple m les, a causative is 
always employed when an action is not actually performed by the subject. •

Logically, then, a causative verb has two subjects or agents: the 
promoter of the action and the one who performs it. As w e have seen, the 
'instigator' is put in the nominative case. The actual performer, i f  expressed, 
is generally put in the instrumental, although there are many exceptions to 
this rule. If we expand our example to 'He causes or has Devadatta make a 
mat' (using Devadatta in the sense of the indefinite 'so-and-so' o f English), 
w e w ill have to say 'ST: ^"^xvT “h i et» I id, i.e., he causes the making o f a mat 
through the instrumentality o f Devadatta. Indian grammarians list various 
categories o f verbs that require the immediate agent (here Devadatta) to be 
put into the accusative. It is better, however, to enter upon these exceptions 
when they are seen in a context. The single exception that ought to be *

iF o r  exam ple, lay  (cause to lie), se t  (cause to sit), fell (cause to fall), ra ise  (cause to rise), 
drench  (cause to drink, but now  with the specialized meaning to 'wet1), b a it  (cause to bite).



mentioned here is that intransitive verbs, such as 'go', when made into 
causatives, take their immediate agent in the accusative; thus, P̂TTCW:
3 ^ i n WPTHW ’The general caused the soldiers to go forward to
fight’.

The formation of the causative stem from a root is a fairly simple 
procedure. The suffix -ay- with the thematic vowel -a-, viz., -ay-a~, is added 
to the root, the vowel o f which is usually 'strengthened' by the substitution of  
its guna or vrddhi counterpart. If the root ends in a consonant, guna is 
usually substituted, otherwise vrddhi. Thus, from Vvid know' is made the 
causative stem ved-ay-a- {vedaya-) 'cause to know', i.e., inform; from Vtus 
"be pleased', comes tos-ay-a- (jtosaya-) 'cause to be pleased', i.e., satisfy;2 but 
from Vkr 'do' (which ends in a vowel) comes kar-ay-a- (kdraya-) with vrddhi 
of the vowel because it is final; and from Vnl 'lead' comes ndy-ay-a- 
{nayaya-) 'cause to lead'. Roots ending in -a., as Vdha 'put', Vda 'give', Vstha 
'stand', interpose a -p- between the unchanged root and the suffix -ay-a, the 
causative suffix, then, being in effect -p tya. So, dha-paya-, da-paya-, sthd- 
paya. There are, o f course, additional and exceptional formations, but it is 
the better part o f valor to learn thes$ details in the course of reading.

Causative stems are conjugated precisely like stems from roots of class 
X, the cur class, and no paradigm, therefore needs to be given.

Causative verbs constitute a derivative conjugation or verbal system, 
as they express a modification {i.e., causation!) o f the original sense o f  a root. 
In this respect they are like the desideraLive stems, which express the sense of 
desiring whatever is meant by the root. Several examples of desideratives 
have been encountered in our readings, and, it w ill be recalled, their 
formation has been discussed. Derivative stems, imlike the simple stems of 
the 10 classes, extend their stem beyond the so-called 'present system' {i.e., 
the present, imperfect, imperative and optative) into the future, the 
periphrastic perfect, the itifinitive, gerund, gerundive in -i-tavya, and, with 
loss o f the suffix -aya- but retention of the vow el modification o f the root 
(and the -p- i f  present), also into the past passive participle and gerund in -ya. 
Thus, if  we use Vstha as an example, in addition to the forms sthd-pay-a-ti 

ihhla), a-stha-pay-a-t 0*t**OM4d), stha-pay-a-tu  iMHd) and 
sthd-pay-e-i, Le., -pay-a+ i+ t (*HlM^d), all o f the 'present system', there can 
be formed from the full stem the future sthd-pay-i-sya-ti (WTTPw tRt); the 
periphrastic perfect stha-payam -dsa  (^TN^TFTW); the infinitive sthd-pay-i-
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2It should  be noted that very often a Sanskrit causative is  not to be rendered into English by 
'cause or have som eone do', but by a different verb, as here with the causative stem s 
vedaya- and tosaya-. Sim ilarly, the causative darsaya- from  Vdrs 'see' is usually to be  
rendered 'show', though literally  'cause to see'.
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turn gerund in -i-tva, stha-pCTIMtVfD; the gerundive
in -t-tavya, siha-pay-i-tavya('W K feK ). The truncated stem {i.e., without 
the^M uc) is seen m the compound gerund in -ya, e.g., ava-sthd-p-ya
(3 R W R )' ^  Past passive participle stha-p-i-ta OCTTfHd), and the so-caUed 
present passive system, thus: stha-p-ya-te ffsncqt), a-stha-p-ya-ta 
( ■ ^ H I ), sthd-p-ya-tdm  stha-p-ye-ta (^ i l^ d) .

L esson  Twenty-Eight: Causative and Denom inative Verbs.
The Anaphoric Pronoun

II. Denominative Verbs.
Another class o f derivative verbs, hence formed not from the root, but 

from nouns, adjectives and very rarely from other parts of speech, is that of 
the denominative verbs. The name 'denominative' is borrowed from the 
Latin word denominativus, which is based on the phrase de nomine 'from a 
noun or adjective' (as Latin nomen, literally 'name', is used for both!). 
Denominativus, then, means 'coming or derived from a noun or an 
adjective', and, as applied to the class of verbs we are about to consider, 
means 'verbs that are derived from nouns or adjectives'.

Denominative verbs are omnipresent in modem English, although 
those who have not studied Sanskrit and therefore do not know what a 
denominative verb is, are, o f course, unaware of their existence. When we 
speak o f  'salting' or 'peppering' our food, we are using the denominative 
verbs 'to salt' and 'to pepper', which are just the nouns 'salt' and 'pepper' 
em ployed (unchanged!) as verbs. Similarly, when we say 'to winter an 
army', 'to number the guests’, 'to document a reference', and so on, we are 
using the nouns winter, number and document as verbs. ,

In Sanskrit, however, which uses suffixes to form new stems with a 
different function and meaning, we cannot simply use a noun as a verb, as we 
can so easily do in English. The suffix -ya- has to be added to a noun stem to 
make a denominative stem, to which, in turn are added the personal endings. 
This suffix -ya- is oftenest added to an unchanged noun stem, as to namas 
OT1!^) 'obeisance', yielding namas-ya (i*ic<4) -  namasya-ti Oi *i*mRq ’makes 
or  pays obeisance’, and likewise gopa-ya-ti OHm i h Ri ) from gopa  cowherd, 
hence literally h e  is or  acts like a cowherd’, then generalized to ’watches 
over, protects'. As might be imagined, there are many special rules 
according to the final vow el or consonant of the stem. The only alteration 
that is sufficiently common to merit notice here is the lengthening of final -a 
o f a noun or adjective stem, when the denominative is intransitive, whereas it
is kept short for transitives. Thus, from the adjective sithila (Hu P4ri) loose 
is made the intransitive stem sithild-ya ( R l 14) thus, sithild-ya-te *

'becomes loose', but sithila-ya (ftlft^ T ) with retained short -a 
o f the stem, whence sithila-ya-ti (P*iP-i?iHfd) in the active, means makes



loose, loosens’. Denominative formations like this can be made almost 
according to an author's need or desire. I am reminded of a small incident 
that took place many years ago in Washington, D.C. In the first snow of 
autumn I chanced to be walking along with a young Indian Sanskrit scholar 
who had just arrived in the United States. He was so struck by the sight of 
everything clothed in white, that he said quite instinctively: 3

'Washington is like the Himalaya!' Note here that the final -a of 
Himalaya is lengthened, and the verb is in the middle because it is 
intransitive, in conformity with this rule we have just given concerning the ,  
polarity o f meaning between stems in -ava- (inflected in the active) and -dya- 
(in the middle).

The meanings that may attach to a noun or adjective that is converted 
into a denominative stem are quite varied, as is true also of English 
denominatives. Among the commonest meanings associated with the 
denominative noun stem are: be like or act like X  (<m  'acts like a king'), 
use, make or  perform X  C^FTRlfd" 'fights’ from *pFTT 'a fight’), desire X  

'desires a horse or  horses' from 3 *P'5I"), regard as or treat as X  
'regards as a lord or master' from ^rrf^FT). In determining the 

sense o f a particular denominative the context and dictionary must be the 
guide.

Finally, it must be added, in case it has not already been assumed, that 
all denominative stems are conjugated precisely like verb stems belonging to 
the cur class, as also are the causatives. All three types, viz., verbs of the cur 
class, causatives and denominatives, have stems ending in -ya- and are 
conjugated alike.3 It is only by the origin of the stem in each particular case 
that it can be known to which category a verb belongs.

HI. The Anaphoric Pronoun
is a pronoun o f the third person, only used 'anaphorically', i.e., 

with reference to som eone or something that has been mentioned previously, 
and hence it is unemphatic and cannot stand first in a sentence. Its declension 
is very incomplete or defective, forms occurring only in the accusative of all 
numbers, the instrumental singular, and the genitive and locative dual; thus:
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^Perhaps it m ay b e  o f  som e interest that in the V eda the m usical tone o f X th  class verbs and 
causatives is on the first v o w e l o f  the su ffix , i.e., -dya-, whereas that o f the denom inatives 
rests on the -ya-. T o  m ake the matter o f  the V edic accent som ewhat com plicated, however,
so m e denom inatives have cau sa tive  accent, i.e., -aya-, as m antrayate  takes
counsel', from  m an tra  FF^).
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Singular

Dual

Masculine Neuter Feminine

R ^ W T
. R *i R R

R ft
i

Gen.
Loc.

Plural

RRl":
XT'RT:

Acc. R R  R T pf tr j:

As an example of the use of this common pronoun, we may take 
Bhagavadglta 11.23 which, with reference to the 'embodied one' or the 
individual soul, says:

’R  Pw^Pn 1̂ I Pi W : I
*T ^  q% mTw : II

‘* 'Swords cut him OR) not, fire does not bum him OR),
Nor does water render h im OR) moist, the wind dries him not'.

Examples of sentences with causative and denominative verbs:

1. d bul I'J^M

h i ̂  i ki  i : i
2. ^ ^ - ¥ 4  1

.tffcufl' < ^ f d  ljj l<,:4 ?rrar: 'J i^ l I'm5 5 'tK.H II

3. T̂5T fa  i f M  l l w  I

fa k 3 ' s f a i i  ^
4. | c i w ^ i T i y h i « 4fa

cj-cH^| i + i n f 7 ^ n r f t ^ T T f T r P T l^ 8 ^  I

<3•\
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5. *KI W :  SpR FtfW W T p'T  <KIc  >o

f i i r ^ iH d  i
6. T r iT ^ T 3 H fy j|d ^ ii^ i sr

q’Pu^d-H'Mm^
f¥ % T : 71 ^ ^  I'd' I

7. ^ +<1  +  R i n a l d i : I W * ! H l c 4 ' l ef t H< : Hi l ^ R^ i
< | R  y i d : ^  STd-H<r^M I I
53m R fTR fozrr srN" q ^ r  %• fe d ^ i^ 'd fd  i9

8. d f e s r 3 n s w t d c r ^ r w f f  i
9. ^R t'h -'n m  4 I^ m  i h4 Tid d rw d rtfR d 10t n Md d

R ld f'd -d  ^r Pl=( r>J| Ph< •M-°dd I
io. w rrc ^ rrw rx fP T  d d fa w r  • rtdddddTd ^ s ^ r m T r r

L esson  Tw enty-E ight: C ausative and  D enom inative V erbs.
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Not zs

1. JJIJJI +  K^^T qualifying ’tin\ creatures having hares as the
beginning1, i.e., tiny creatures, such as iares, etc.

2. %fl'Pr hardly ’and a lso’ but merely 'a id'; note that sfrf?T is practically a 
synonym  o f  ̂ f^ there. Sanskrit writer: are fond of accumulating 
synonym ous or nearly synonymous wo is in the same sentence.

3. W W  used here without causative > meaning, which is not uncommon 
with Vy. Note that the subject is indefinite ('one should not make'). 4 *

4. -41^-K: The is considerably out of its usual position: it connects the two
verbs, and f W R t ,  and should st’ ictly follow  the latter.



5. f W R t  Theoretically we should expect in accordance with the
general law of polarity for denominatives in -ayati and -ayate (transitive and 
intransitive). The correct usage is seen in sPTPRT in the stanza given under
3.

6. i e., in the absence of trees one would have to make do with a mere 
castor-oil plant.

7. This denominative is made not from a noun, as are almost all the 
denominatives, but from an wrnised bahuvrihi d-karna having the ear to 
(something or someone)' or (as a noun) 'one who has the ear to . .  so 
literally the verb means he or behave like one who has his ear to (something 
or someone)', i.e., listen.

8. causative of STT-V̂ T 'attend to'; the transition of meaning from 
that o f the simple verb to the causative is not entirely clear. Perhaps, 
however, the etymological sense of 'cause (someone) to attend to 
(something)' is sufficient to suggest the notion of ordering or commanding.

9. The basic construction of sentence 7 is: 'by some fishermen . . .  it was
said', i.e., some fishermen said; all the words starting with *HrHl far  and 
ending with V I are what they said. All the gemnds in the quoted
words qualify l Perhaps the construction will become clearer if  we 
supply dPT, i.e., before and TekTT. Are the two gerundives
simply future passives here, or is the sense of necessity ('should be’ or 'must 
be') implied, as is so often the case with gerundives? 10 11

10. The plural is used to denote many acts of dTO over a period of 
time.

11. spTRPRf Note that this causative can be translated by a true English 
causative: 'felled'.
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Vocabulary

m. a coal.
apTftPRT, not approached, unapproached. PPf- + PPP- 3r̂ r'^TT15

class VI), look for, search after.



3T*rr3\ m. 'non-existence', absence.
n .  a flame.

-1.-1.^  denom. verb), 'have the ear (^uf) to (̂ TT-)', listen to,
hear.

srr-V̂ rr («rRT%, class IX), notice; caus. ^ 151(4̂ 1 id, orders, commands.
■=4 i^(d, f. a blow or stroke.

P P P . ( f ^ t ,  class VI), distressed.
'3̂ RTIf, m. a by-way, evil way.
<s^[,adj. hot.

m - t̂ ie castor-oil plant, Ricinus Communis or Palma Christi.
4iRi4«lI, adj. some, a few.
4K, m. the hand, 
difd, m. a worm.
c.

*£4) 4 <4, m. a peasant or  farmer.
( $ buUHd, denom. verb), 'make black (fWQ’, blacken, 

figs', adj. small, tiny.
VWTcT (<sn 4 fd, class I), chew, eat.
■Mlldd, adj. going, going upon.
"4̂ul4 ( ^ v m ,  denom. verb), 'turn or reduce to powder ('4ul)', crush, 
sprl, m. a living being, creature.
T̂PT, n. a net.

crfff, adv. then; correlative to in conditional sentence. 
d ^ ii, f. thirst.

« ud4'Rr, denom. verb), 'apply a stick or  punishment (^Tr̂ )', punish; 
gerundive  ^u'sf4dCiil.

(d$fd, class I), bum . 
m. an evil person, scoundrel.

%H\M (^ T P # , denom. verb), ’pass for or  be regarded as a tree (sPO*. 
m. hatred (as opposed to *TPT). 

f. intelligence. 
fcTi 4 <, m. a fisherman.

, ppp . ■Rr T-2V^T (SfPrRr, class IV), thrown out, rooted out.
P14 Fui, n. a blow ing out, being extinguished; cessation o f worldly 

attachments, passions, etc.

Lesson Twenty-Eight: Causative and D enom inative Verbs. 4 1 J
The A naphoric Pronoun  ipff.
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Rpf-VqT (4iRi, class II), blow out, go out, be extinguished; caus. Rimimm ki, 
'causes to blow out', extinguishes.

’ftfd', f. conduct, esp. right and w ise conduct.
(R-^Ri, class I), cook.

R"̂ , n. a leaf or  page (of a book), [often wrongly written RT]
RTC, m. the foot.
RKR, m. 'drinking with its feet', a tree.

(Rdla, class I), fall; caus. MldRfd, 'causes to fall', fells.
TTOT, m. an axe.
HMM (RT̂ PtRt, denom. verb), 'be a protector (MM")', protect, watch over.
R̂ TT, f. subject (o f a prince or king). 

f. friendship.
( t̂^TTfd', class IX), bind; catch; gerund
n. the act o f  binding, then concretely something bound, the binding (of 
a book).

( w R f ,  class I), eat; gerundive r̂f̂ Kf55!.
*TR\ m. (a w ay of) being, a condition or state.
*K<rR, m. a fish.

m. infatuation.
W ,  conj. in order that (+  opt.).

n. a herd.c\
TUI, m. affection, passion.
f^_3nWR^ class IV), fall away, perish; caus. IMKr Rv ’causes to 

perish’, kills; gerundive  s r r m d ^ T .
m. a w ise man.

■9T9TRT, m. a hare. ^ ^
ftrfspTFI ( f i l P W P # ,  denom. verb), 'become loose ( f m ^ O .

adj. cold.
gerundive o f  (iW q t ,  class ), ’(going) to be praised', worthy

o f  praise.
adv. equally with, along with, with (+  instr.). 
n. com panionship.

*PTT, f. an assem bly. •
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II. Krsna's Reply

<~ v r > C'r^ 'OCS «
M W T ^ x T T ^  TTERf^": II \  II'a « c\

<i3 ^TT*+>4t-h î f+i<=j. fa^+}4 y-HMRjqd'H I 
®w 1 3 T w w f i f f f e c w r  ii 3. ii 

cM®,Li ^TT^T^PT^TPf I
f ^ T ^ T ^ T I U I I

'del M  I>3
s f M m t  w m  ^  i^ O c\

^ f ^ T :  y R i41 ifn  w ^ h R ^ ' I  ii n

J I^ P lS ^  M l ^ l N l y < y f < ^ M  IIMl^  O NO ^  O >a N
5T ^ d f e ' tt l:9 I

M f^M dh^rtTW  y  I d i l ^ l :  I K  II 

+  ltTu 'M <iM M ^O'W >ll^:11 M ’t s i f d  c ^ T y d d d a ^ d l : 11 I 
ii-o<^q ;12 ^-q i (s( r ^ r a -  d R s u r *i s t  lifer13 ^rt ^  i

W j ’4 II w II
^ % 15y M^ i f H - H ^ I M’i ' i l K t e l M ul \M P s i q w r V 7 I
3T ^T ^ ^ r o ^ r n T n  ^ T r a ^ r ? ^  i u  ii

M M j.'k'll JK I^9T : 'KcFT: I
IK  IIO C\ CN ^
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5f^ rHR-19¥rTOT I
^ n  <4*1 ^  4 1 4 e ^  fd^ fi < -d  f t  < ii ii

^ t t t r t 5̂ 20v r r w  i 

d d ro ^ d ra ^ r ̂ rn r? fH f%  'rP 'w n  ii %\ u 
d  d N rrji ̂ nd d w 21 d ^dd- dd rftrqT: i 
d  ̂  d  d ld W id -:22 dd dddd:Tdd II U ll 
d f| [^ 3 sfW d d T  ̂  d>VdTC d W t d TT I 
d d T < y  i f k i y T < d 2 4 g w 25d  n  4 1  fd  n u n  

dTdTdddT^d^d^dd ,sffd t'sddnid:drdT:27 I>o o  o
d l d d N l f a d V  i l d c ^ l ^ i i ^ f d S T d d d T d d  II U  II 

^ % ^ 5 T O ^ T O 29W ^ T  I^ o  >a
d d d :W # sfttd Y ^ d rd | i|  +*dd IK M I«  o  c.
dTddt fd ^ d  d ld t dTdTdr fd^d dd: I
^ 4 l < l H  d ^ i - d ^ d 4 l ' W T d < n i r p T : 30 II U  || .

cH fad I far d d < f1 fd fe  dd d d fifa 32 ddd I
fad l 9 ld 33^ °d d ^ K d d d fN c ^ d ^ 33d f f ^  II W II 
SFd d d  ^d dlTT facd^dlddT: K K lR ul: 35 I 
ddTfa ldT Sddddd" f lT O E W  d K d  II V II 
d '^ 36d % ^ d K ^ 5C# t :̂ =̂ ^ rR ; I 
d d td V ^ d  fa ^ M ld Y 8dTd?[fadd|p:dd II U  II 
d  d ld d  f iR d  dT 'td lFd d  dTd dcdT d fa d l dT d  d d Y  > 
3T3ft tdcd-: d P d d t Sd dCPTf d ! p d d S I  <1<4° II3P  ||■o ^
d d lfa d lfa ld '41 fdddd Hd+M ^ddH I
W ¥ W :  d id  d  d I d d fd ffa d  dd42 IIJtt 11̂  ^
d ld i ld  'dfalffa ¥ IT  fasJTdddlfa d® lfa d d T:m ifa l I



p̂rt !*i<kirui f̂ p^^ViPM*-MTpT rrcPt mmiPi 11 %
fê PcT ■ ?IWpT RTCR>: i

»t =w<^^43 snrt -r wtvriw43rt*kT: ii %  11
m ^ \  smr̂ î Ti v-ircm "̂! wI&ai44̂ ^  i
Pi cm: R«Pici: 'PTFTvRcft SR- *MlcH: II II>D
R0M=K11 Pm'ttmI R̂MPi+ImT I
cH:*umm PPccmm R'MiinpMdRriPl II II 

TRcM'JlIcr ■R̂RT WT I
cimPcR' R̂ NÎ I RM ÛNdR̂ Pl 11°% ||
'Micic-M ^c^§ ;̂sprr =R" I
cl*R KH R l̂ ^ R- cR" «n fadR̂ Pl IRtf II
°1°M'K1IM)Pi48 VfcTrpT ̂ MMctMbMlPl T̂TCcT I

CX

31°McKtPlfcJ«1l^icl h R ^ « 1 I  II ^  II

Ri d̂ î r \ * ~ m  I
STP^'^^d^: SFTt'fa ̂ Tĉ F̂ t ̂ ^  II ^C.  ̂ v= >
t f r  P i  cM R ^ rs^ ft O T  * T W  ^ T K cT  I

cUrHIctHfPl WrpT R’ ĉ  ilH pRcl'R̂ Pl II II
W y R H Pn I tW 19 *T Pi M>'pRc1R £Pl I
g-4-i||f̂  M̂ I-toMl Ŝ TcyPlM̂ 50R'f̂ ra' II«  II

R̂̂ KRMNdR I
r̂feR-: SffW: RT̂ cTR^M^Rl̂ lR52 IIV L II\a Na c >

(Bhagavadgita IL 1-32).

Lesson Twenty-Eight: Causative and Denom inative Verbs.
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Notes

1. ’whose eyes were full of tears and (therefore) agitated’.
The compound as a whole is a bahuvrihi (as it is adjectival and ends in a
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noun!). The first part is a karmadharaya consisting of and aTRivT, of
which the latter expresses the consequence of the former, Le., full of tears 
and, as a consequence, agitated. An alternative possibility is to bisect the 
compound between apjytf and in this way taking 3TTf*r not as a
consequence of but as a consequence of the agitating or tro u b lin g
sight that confronted Arjuna as he saw all his relatives in both armies. 
According to this view we may translate: 'whose eyes troubled (at the sight) 
were full of tears'.

2. m The noun >̂ft 'lustre, splendor, grace' is very often employed as 
a sort of honorific prefix to the names or epithets of gods, as before ,*PTdPT 
'The Blessed One' here, also before the titles of books as
^rnr^nrn^r. This usage is probably just an abbreviation for the adjective 
^ 'possessing lustre, splendor', Le., illustrious, which is, in fact, 
frequently used in place of in such an expression.

3. hkkT It should be borne in mind that the suffix -d-̂  in various words like 
^kRT here and doTT imparts an ablatival value to the pronoun roots to 
which it is attached. Thus, means 'from what' etymologically. In this 
passage, then, Krsna is asking Aijuna, in effect, what the source of his 
faintheartedness is.

4. 'in (a time of) distress'.

5 Remember that the branch of the Indo-Europeans that became' S3 *\
the Persians on the one hand and the Indians on the other in the course of 
their settling down called themselves Aryans'. This compound might be 
construed to mean 'acceptable to non-Aryans' or 'not acceptable to Aryans', 
depending on whether the negative prefix is taken only with T̂PT ( non- 
Aryans') or with ('acceptable to Aryans') which it negates ('un
acceptable to Aryans'). Alternatively it is possible to take ^ 14 in the sense of 
'noble', i.e., not as a proper name, a sense which is common enough in the 
later literature. 6

6. 4^=4 'HT T1!̂ PT: In Sanskrit a prohibition, i.e., a command not to do this 
or that, is expressed by the negative adverb *P either with the imperative or 
with the imperfect or aorist without the augment. TPT: is the aorist of VtPT

Lesson Twenty-Eight: Causative and Denominative Verbs.
The Anaphoric Pronoun ip jj.



’go’ devoid o f augment. The unaugmented imperfect or the imperative 
could equally have been used. The meaningless particle is frequently 

used with the augmentless tenses in this construction. 'Go not to impotence!’ 
is, o f course, tantamount to saying T)o not behave like a eunuch!'

7. hToh 'scorcher o f the foe’, a frequent epithet in the Gita; TT, literally
'other' also means the 'other one' in the sense o f the one on the other side, 
hence, one’s foe. In this compound is put in the accusative (as indicated by 
the anusvara!) in spite of the general rule that all members o f a compound 
except the last are in their stem form, i.e., without case ending. There are 
occasional exceptions to this, and some common compounds are found with 
either form o f the prior member, as or 'moving in the w oods’.
Which is used in a given instance is probably largely a matter of metre or the 
rhythm of the sentence (the latter a very important consideration o f Indian 
authors). HTdT is not exclusively an epithet o f Aijuna, but is applied to other 
heroes also.

8. Note that putting the negative adverb 3f- before a gerund does not 
cause the suffix I to be replaced by -̂ T, as is the case with other adverbial 
prefixes, e.g., Pi^sc .̂

The four stanzas 5-8 are composed in the tristubh metre, each pada o f  
which has eleven syllables in contrast to the eight syllables o f the sloka or 
anustubh metre which we have had so far. Padas a and b of stanza 6 have each 
an extra syllable which changes them to jagati. The shift to the tristubh 
occurs in the Gita when the poet wishes to impart greater elevation to his 
thought, as here, when Aijuna relates the consequences o f fighting and not 
fighting, and also in Chapter XI which contains the mystic vision o f  God.

9. f̂ RT: present first plural o f (%f%, class II) know ’; v. Lesson
Twenty-Six, p. 350.

10. 'which (of the two) is better for us'; the interrogative 
pronoun W vT  (for by sandhi) is explained by the two i7-clauses in the 
follow ing pada  ('if w e should conquer or if  . . .'). The words W isTl tttNY
are in apposition to ^d^ 'this'; thus, ’And w e do not know this, viz.., which  
(of the two) is better for us: if  w e should conquer or if . . .'.

It ought to be noted that the pronoun is declined like d^, hence the 
nominative neuter singular not ^d <H, as would be so if  it were a

Lesson Twenty-Eight: Causative an d  D enom inative Verbs. 4 17
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neuter a-stem. In many printed additions of the Gita, however, W T is 
wrongly given here for W vT. The change of the of to is due to 
the nasalizing influence of the of the following Tt.

11. Both compounds and y4*iq<-4dl:) are
bahuvrihis with implicit causal value; cf. notes 26, 34 and 39 in Lesson 
Twenty-seven.

12. by sandhi for ^  ^ r:, with regressive assimilation of to 
and progressive assimilation of 7T- to Jo~.

13. si1IV imperative second singular active of VWRT (sfiiRd, class II), for 
WRTftf, the -3T- o f which drops out before the following voiced sound.

14. *it cd l TT3PT '(teach) me (who have) come to you'; is often used of
a pupil approaching a teacher for instruction.

15. 'for',4 a mildly causal conjunction which introduces the reason for 
Arjuna's declaring himself Krsna’s pupil and in need of his instruction.

16. subject o f and is referent to an understood thus, 'I

foresee not [that cfcT] which (^T) would dispel the sorrow . . .'. 3PTT5TR?, by.
sandhi for °d€j i^, is a so-called 'precative', a name applied to an optative of 
the j-aorist, usually expressing a wish, but here a contingency ('would 
dispel'). It is formed by adding the optative suffix -*TT + the original aorist 
sign -̂ T to the root. Thus, from the first person is "VH\*d*\ i.e., nud-ya-s- 
am )y second person o r ’TcTT: (for nud-ya-s-s, with loss o f final -s by the
law requiring only one final consonant) and third person «vej ia, the form 
here, (for nud-ya-s-t, with loss o f -5- and retention of -t to suggest the third 
person, which in secondary forms ends in -t).

17. 3f*"St4!ui i*f a sort o f 'objective' genitive with 'making dry',
somewhat on the order o f the English genitive in 'His behavior was indicative

^The conjunction 'for' in English (like in Sanskrit) used to be a mildly subordinating 
conjunction, introducing a cause expressed independently of the main assertion. In recent 
years, however, it has often come to be used as an equivalent of the subordinating 
conjunctions 'since, because, as'.



of the way the matter should be handled'. On this model we might translate 
i wi i by 'desiccative o f the senses', except that it savors of 

ponderosity. The adjective is formed from the causative stem
(with loss o f the causative suffix -aya- ) + die suffix -ana. V'STT 
class IV) is an intransitive verb meaning 'be dry'; the causative 

TrTtwRr 'causes to be dry', i.e., makes dry, is the transitive counterpart.
Grief (J*rieti) is here said to 'dry up' the senses because in times of grief 

the senses are retracted from the objects toward which they normally 
gravitate and become inert or inactive: sounds, sights, tastes, etc. are simply 
not consciously attended to.

18. ^ i ui i*i n  It is not to be supposed that by 'overlordship of the
gods' is meant control over them. Rather is the sense the 'overlordship that 
the gods have'; tK! ul l H is, then, a sort o f subjective genitive.

19. 'almost bursting into laughter', the idea being not that Krsna is 
ridiculing or in any way mocking Arjuna's dilemma, but rather mitigating it, 
with a lighthearted shrug, so to speak, so as to allay Arjuna's distress. The 
particle is frequently used to tone down an expression or soften its effect.

20. ^  here with a slightly adversative force, a mild 'yet' or 'but': 'yet (or
but) you speak words o f wisdom'; or perhaps better as a question: ’but do 
you speak words o f wisdom?' -

21. 3TRT TRT 'But surely O^f) never 0T. . .  T̂kT) have I not existed (*T 
aiW)', an assertion which is then extended to Aijuna (?^ 'you') and all the 
others who are present (W  v̂TrfifMT:).

22. * T ^ ' n o r  surely 0 ^ )  shall we not be' with the adverbial 
phrase *RT: TTT added to emphasize the futurity.

23. This may be taken as a predicate 'genitive o f possession' or a 
'genitive, quasi-dative', in either case with the appropriate form o f 'be'
understood in both the ^TT- and clauses: 'Just as (on the part) o f the 
individud (or for the individual) [there are] childhood . . .  in this [same] 
body, so [there is] the acquisition o f another body [of the individual]' or 
freely 'Just as the individual has (i.e., experiences) childhood, youth and old
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age i. atne body, so he gets another body [and has _ same
experic. I', ^  means literally having or per .jing a bo ’ uence 'an
individual' or 'the soul (as the possessor of th ,dy)'.

24. There are two homonym^ . ds tftT, the on< derived from Vsff
( t̂q*R0 'think', meaning 'thov vise', the otlv ,4 >/tj (tn<qfa)
'hold', meaning 'firm, st  ̂ , icsolute'. They nstinguished only by
their use in corn  ̂ me first dt< 'wise .early meant, whereas in
sloka 15 lii .vjud is the more probable. ,

25. 'in this’, with reference to what has just been said about the 
individual soul experiencing childhood, etc. and then acquiring another body 
in order to undergo the same states again.

26. H131 tn Among the many meanings of H131 (etymologically 
'measure' from V̂TT 'measure') is 'an element', i.e., a basic constituent of the 
material world, then 'matter' and 'the material world’ generally. Here, then,

means 'contacts with the material world'.
\

27. : an accusative tatpurusa compound formed with the 
verbal o f V̂ T 'give' and the fourfold dvandva compound (*71 a l i  ̂ <3 as 
its object: 'giving (the sensations of) cold, hot, pleasure and pain'.

28. m i h i h i literally 'having a coming and a going away', i.e., 
transitory, evanescent, a dvandva compound (^HIM 'coming' + ^mim ’going 
away') to which the possessive suffix -in has been added.

29. J W This is the noun to which 7t ('whom') refers, incorporated into the
relative clause and later picked up by the correlative ̂ ft. The construction, 
then, is 'For what man (*T.. .W ) these [contacts with the material world] do 
not disturb,. . .  he is fit for immortality'. j

30. Two principles of reality are separately stated in stanza id  viz., 1. what 
does not (already) exist does not come into being, i.e., does nojt, indeed 
cannot, evolve into anything, and 2. what (already) exists does not cease to 
exist. These principles do not concern the transitory world of material 
objects referred to in the previous stanza, but the higher, etejnal reality of 
the individual soul and the Absolute or substrate of all things) which are
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usually interpreted to mean the 'boundary' or 'dividing-line', but it is not 
clear why we should speak of a 'boundary' or 'dividing-line' with regard to 
the two principles: rather it is their finality (3FxT) as inescapable truths that is 
perceived 'by those who see the true nature of things (d^^WftT:)'.
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31. ^  'that', defined by the following relative clause ('by
which all this world is diffused'), with reference to the Absolute (Brahman), 
which runs like a thread through all material things. In this stanza the 
Absolute and the individual soul are treated as an identical spiritual entity, 
but the focus shifts thereafter (starting with stanza 18) to the individual soul, 
the embodied one C?TTll77T).

32. 'all this', a standard expression for 'this world', along with the
reversed ('this all') and simply ('this'); cf. note 4 (end) in
Lesson Fourteen.

33. Note the periphrasis 'to make ... a destruction of 
(+ gen .y  for the simple 'to destroy' (f^TTRlfenT). These compound 
expressions consisting o f  a noun + are very common, as is also their 
counterpart in som e m odem  Indian vernaculars.

34. here equivalent to si'filRi 'can', but in most contexts it expresses 
necessity.

35. JJI-QRtT: genitive m asculine singular o f 'having a body (3TTK)',
i.e .9 the soul; cf. S iV id  in 13. It is qualified by the three adjectives

and (3f)WFFT.

36. ^  referring to in stanza 18: 'One who knows him (the
em bodied one) as the slayer ...'. It is used thus anaphorically repeatedly in 
the follow ing lines.

37. correlative to the two relatives and in the preceding line.

38. B e  particularly careful about the analysis o f this verb form!
Start out by assuming that the final (-o ) stands for 3r: (-ah) by sandhi, an
assumption, by the way, which is true of most instances o f final -o.
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39. *T 'jiimo, etc. The negative preceding is carried over to fv̂ TcT (’He 
(die embodied one, i.e., the soul) is not bom [n]or does he ever die’.
Similarly in the next pada it is necessary to treat 3T as FT] «fT with continued 
carryover of the negation and translate: ’[n]or, not having come to be (*T . . .  
^ T ) ,  w ill he not be again (apt... *rfwr ̂  P̂T:)'. Otherwise there w ill be 
one negative too few. For we cannot say: 'or, not having come to be, w ill he 
not be again', still less '[n]or, having come to be, w ill he not be again', as this 
quite definitely postulates that the soul born ('having come to be'!) , which 
counteracts the initial words of *T

vrf̂ cTT is an example of what is called the 'periphrastic future', which 
was mentioned in Lesson Nineteen. The form here is the third person 
singular, and its subject is ant. In the third person this future consists only o f 
an agent noun in -trl-itr formed from the root whose future is being 
expressed. The agent noun is always in the nominative case and inflected in 
the three numbers according to the mles given in Lesson Twenty-three. The 
third persons, singular, dual and plural, of Vfpf ($Pn) 'kill' (w hose agent 
noun occurs in the accusative in stanza 19) are:

fpdT 'he (she, it) w ill slay',
they two o r  both w ill slay', and 

I they (plural) w ill slay'.
From this it may be seen that is the third singular 'will be’ o f V̂ T, the
agent noun o f which is *rfw . The other persons o f the periphrastic future, 
though not relevant here, are made exclusively from the nominative singular 
of the agent noun in combination with the appropriate form o f the present (!) 
of VapEt (3ffr<0 he'. Thus, from VfFJ

1. hantasmi hantasvah hantasmah
(hanta-asm i)( hanta-svah) ( )

2. hantasi hantasthah hantastha
(hantd-asi) (hanta-sthah) ( ) 

Note that the nominative singular is used throughout as a sort o f 'frozen' 
form without regard to number.

40. ^PTPT9r6T locative absolute.



41. qqim u r M to be resolved into ^ i n f i i ;  is anon-reduplicated 
perfect of W f^  (%%) ’know' and, curiously, has present meaning.5 Its 
subject is the relative pronoun which is displaced to the middle of its clause, 
thus: W ho knows him as indestructible, unborn, imperishable, how can that 
man ... ?'
42. tTW: etc. literally 'How does that man (who knows him as 
indestructible, etc.) have whom killed, [how] does he kill whom ?' In English 
we cannot usually accumulate interrogatives in this way, although in 
conversation it is sometimes done for effect, as: What do you want me to say 
to whom?' In translating this passage it is better to substitute 'anyone' for the 
second interrogative (^  'whom'). Note, finally, that qidqftf, though a 
denominative in formation (from the noun mkT 'a slaying'), has causative 
meaning. For a denominative thus to have causative meaning is not as 
contradictory as it may at first seem, as the literal sense of a denominative can 
be Tiring about such-and-such' with the implication that the actual agent is 
other than the grammatical agent.

43. and vmhhRi are the causatives of and Vspr respectively,
which are intransitive verbs, and so these causatives are in effect just their 
transitive counterparts ('cause to be moist' = moisten something; 'cause to be 
dry' = dry something).

44. 5T^WT, All these are negated gerundives that
have the secondary sense of 'not being able to be ...': 'cannot be cut, cannot

. be burned' etc. The first two are from the simple roots (fw< and the last 
two are from the causative. The frequent repetition of 3FT*T in this and the 
following sloka serves to keep the subject of discussion continually before us. 
Similarly, the various repetitions of the pronoun ^*1 ;̂ e.g., in slokas 26 and 
29.

45. 'But i f ,  answered by cRTfa 'even so' in the second line; here has 
a slightly adversative force, and serves as a conditional conjunction, 
equivalent to
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5It is interesting to note that the precise cognates of the Sanskrit perfect veda  (^O 'knows' 
in various Indo-European languages also have present meaning; thus, for example, Greek 
(w)olde, Gothic wait, Old English wat (as in the now obsolete descendant ’I wot'), Old 
High German weiz. (whence Modem German weiss).



46. iu ’constantly [re-]bom’, modifying T̂*T; in its counterpart 
Pk h ...*^H ’constantly dead’, i.e., constantly dying, the parts are expressed 
analytically, whether for variety of expression or metri causa.

47. (sQh 5? locative absolute.

48. The three adjectives and I Pi are
bahuvnhis modifying *JdiH, literally ’beings have unmanifest beginnings, 
manifest middles, and unmanifest ends’, or freely ’the beginnings of beings 
are unmanifest, their middles are manifest and their ends are unmanifest’. 
The import o f this seems to be that material things, i.e., the phenomenal 
world, are constantly evolving out of undifferentiated matter and returning 
to it, whereas the soul is eternally the same.

49. 'Moreover (3fft), having looked to your own law, i.e., 
having taken it under consideration.

50. d  Rih<t4 probably best taken as a ’genitive quasi-dative’.

51. i There are two ways of construing these words, neither
o f which affects the sense o f the stanza. Padas a and b may be taken as 
forming a sentence: ’And [a righteous battle] which has come up by chance 
(is) an open door to heaven’; or, alternatively, may be taken with

in pada d, thus: ’(And happy are the ksatriyas who get) such a 
battle as this befallen by chance, an open door to heaven’.

52. flPsM: fcifWT: (etc.) The emphatic word, as beginning the pada, is 
PsH:, and this emphasis may perhaps be best conveyed in English by

translating Pad: as though it were predicate 3 to and as though
were in a relative clause explanatory of t; thus: ’Happy (are) the 

warriors (who) get such a battle!’

Vocabulary

adj. causing disgrace (3T^tid).
3 H ^ r, negative gerundive of caus. (ftvi^Ri-, class IV), not

able to be made w et or  moistened.
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3 f^ r , adj. ’not m oving’, immobile.
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3ff^x<T. negative gerundive of V"f̂ PxT (R=i«-d f̂o), not able to be thought of, 
unthinkable, incomprehensible.
negative gerundive of (Tto’i Pd, class VII), not able to be cut.

3Î r, adj. unborn.
3TcT: adv. phrase from now on, hereafter.
3T̂ HI|T, negative gerundive of class I), not able to be burned.
<*i RjhcM, n. overlordship, sovereignty.

i H<m , adj. imperishable.
3H^TR‘, m. dignity, authority.

class I), grieve for, lament, be sorry for (+ acc.').
3Pd', m. end, boundary; limit, dividing-line; finality.
3TvxTT, n. interval, distance between two tilings; difference; at end of a cpd.

another (literally , 'having such-and-such as a difference').
*i«-d«i ,̂ adj. having or  possessing an end', perishable.
3TTT, plurale tantum ,6 water.

class VI), push or drive away, dispel, remove.
3TCT. adj. other.

negative gerundive of class I), 'not able to be gotten
around', unavoidable.
ppp. 3n-W ^ («j uDRi, class V), uncovered, opened up.

*1, negative gerundive of 5T-V*ITT (fa«Hld, class HI), not able to be 
measured, immeasurable, unlimited.

STHT̂ , m. non-being, not coming to be.
3PpT^\ n. immortality.
STRti^T, m. a destroyer o f the foe; [cf. M̂ dH above].

c ^
sr̂ T, m. a thing.

(3T^Rr, class I), be able, can.
Q

3f§, adj. deserving, worthy.
ZFf-'Izm  (3TMYRt, class V ), attain, obtain.

negative gerundive of (^uRi, class I), not able to be slain. 
STqfcw, ppp. 31^-V^rr (fd^R r, class I), arrayed.
3fi%^rnf, negative gerundive of (“hCl Rt, class VIII), not able to be

changed, unchangeable.
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6plurale tantum 'only plural', i.e., declined only in the plural.



i i  adj. imperishable.
gerund cfsfcT, class I), having looked after, regarded,

a ™ ,  adj. unmanifest. 
adj. imperishable.

3T9fh52T, negative gerundive of ^ N mRi, caus. (iflNfd, class I), not to be 
lamented.

negative gerundive of 3ilqqfct, caus. On̂ rfd", class IV), not able 
to be dried.

3T̂ T, n. a tear.
SHERI, negative part. (3ffer, class II), not being or existing; as n. that 

which is not or does not exist; die non-existent. 
aT̂ Rc'T, adj. without a rival or adversary.

m. the spirit or soul.
3 R ^ f , adj. not leading to heaven. 

adj. agitated.
Mi HIHI Pm , adj. coming and going, transitory.

< s \ 4=ld, adv. like a miracle', by a miracle, by a lucky chance.
$Pr ^, n. a sense organ.

m. an arrow.
H[, adv. here.
& M , n. the eye.

si, adj. o f this sort, such.
adj. causing to dry up (3^), drying up, desiccating.

3qW* *T̂  class IV), be fit for (+ loc.).
dHMsT, ppp. ( W  class IV), having come to, approached.

ppp. sqW ^r class II), afflicted, affected, distressed. 
adj. both.
ppp. V w  class V), prosperous.
interr. adj. which (of the two)?

*6̂ 1 indef. adv. at any time, ever.
n. consternation, faint-heartedness, pusillanimity, 

w f a r . n .  compassion, pity. 
qtcT:, interr. adv. from where, whence? why?
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class I), be in order, be well ordered or regulated, be fit or 
suitable for (+ dat.).

*TTT, n. childhood.
VPtvi^ (Ptvt^fd, class IV), be wet; caus. 'causes to be wet', makes

wet, moistens. 
n. impotence, unmanliness.

STS’, adj. small; trifling, petty.
*RhT^, com parative of ('heavy'), heavier; greater; dearer, more 

precious, better.
ÊTRPT, (denom. verb), 'bring about or cause a slaying’, from  *TkI 'a slaying', 

[iused as caus. of VfPT] .
n. the mind.
(PwiRi, class VII), split, cut.

V̂ PT class IV), be bom.
'jpfTfferr, m. 'lord o f the people', a king. 

n. birth.
'SRT, f. old age.
^Id, adv. at all, ever.

p p p . 0^145), grown old; worn out.
V̂ rt̂ T (41* id, class I), live; desid. f^RTfWKf, wishes to live.
^ 2:, adj. acceptable [strictly, ppp. (^pTd\ class VI), 'taste, relish; accept 

with pleasure'].
d?f, ppp. V̂ PT (d4) id , class VIE), extended, spread, diffused.
cTr^rfifo, adj. seeing the truth; as m. one who sees the truth (i.e ., the true 

nature o f reality).
d ^ ifs ,  conj. adv. even so, nevertheless.
Vfd*T (3'*i3, class I), be or  becom e sharp; desiderative  idRisitf, 'desires to 

becom e sharp or  firm', then bears with firmness, suffers o r  endures 
patiently.

dWRT, adv. in silence; with  V*T becom e silent. 
m. the body.

adj. having or  possessing a body’; as m. the spirit or  soul (as 
enveloped in the body); an individual (as possessing a spirit or  soul). 

m. fault, defect.
<i , n. weakness.



£K, n. a door.
U'-'T. adj. righteous.
tflr, adj. wise; adj. steadfast, resolute, [v. note 24 on these 

homonymous words] 
adj. certain, sure. 
adj. new.

adj. constant, eternal, everlasting.
Pick'd Id, adj. always bom, constantly bom.
PitH, m. or n. end, death.
Pi P-dd adv. positively, tmly.

m. scorcher of the foe. [v. note 7 on meaning and form] 
Tfr^FTT, f. lamentation, grief, sorrow; concern.
MM*. m. Tire. 
q<Jui, adj. old, ancient.
MWT, f. honor, respect, worship. 
q̂ F, adj. filled with or full of (+ instr.).
W71 id K, m. a word o f wisdom.

class IV), fight against (mPi) (+ acc .); fut.
(active!).

Upi t̂T, ppp. (^pTT), smeared, besmeared.
9W , ppp. 3qWq^ (W%, class IV), having come to, approached.
SPT#, adv. opposite, in front.
y-Vf[SI (^rPr. class I), burst into laughter.
STfer, f. the act o f gaining, getting, obtaining, attaining, acquisition. 
^FTW, adj. ’possessing (good) fortune', blessed, heavenly, august. 
*TR\ m. being, coming to be.
Vvnsf (vprpRT, class VII), enjoy; infin.
W , n. a being, creature.
TRfT:, adv. again.
*I5T, n. asking alms, begging. 
vfriT, m. joy.

m. or n. the middle.
V*PT class IV), think.
^TSTfFrrf, m. material contact, contact with material objects.
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*TT̂ T, m. the wind.
OH 43 Rr, class IV), be confused or bewildered, 

prob. in origin a passive), die.
JTd\ ppp. (ftR t), dead.
Pc*T, m. death.

CL O

adv. by chance, perchance.
3T, alternative conditional conj. if ... or if, whether ... or. 

n. youth. 
n. a kingdom.
n. blood.

H Idd, n. a garment.
Ĉ rpq̂ ", class I), tremble, waver. 

frV?TT (Sf Ml lid, class IX), understand, know.
WIq<  ̂(^ffT, class II), know; perf. ’knows' (i.e., with present meaning!);

gerund  Th R chi, having known.
"f̂ TRT, m. destruction.
Pm -H, adj. uneven, mgged, rough; as n. difficulty, distress.

Id, class HI), leave apart or aside, discard. 
adj. manifest.

VsipT class I), be disturbed or agitated; caus. “W if e ,  ’causes to be
disturbed or  agitated; disturbs, agitates.

WRIT, n. the body.
* l0  R*1, adj. ’having or  possessing a body’, embodied; as m. the soul.

n. a cutting implement, a knife or sword. 
adj. eternal, everlasting.

V̂ TRT Confer, class II), teach, instruct.
class IV), be dry; caus. Wm T̂kT, ’causes to be dry’. 

com parative adj. more beautiful, better 
d<sq, n. conflict, battle; field  o f  battle.
W , presen t partic ip le  ’be’, being or existing; as n. that which is or  

exists; the existent, 
idd, adj. everlasting, eternal.

T̂*T, adj. even, like, equal, the same.
d'HH f<r^d, ppp . ^nr-^rW^IT (Ri^ifd, class I), approached, com e to; befallen.



class IV), perplexed, bewildered. 
T̂»T-V̂ rT OTrf̂ T, class II), go together, join.

^4*id', ad), 'gone to all', omnipresent.
^TTW, ad), firm.

adj. ’having or possessing pleasure', happy. 
tK, m. a god.

m. 'one's being', inherent nature. 
f[, enclitic particle, indeed, to be sure, but often a verse-filler and 

meaningless, esp. a t the end of a verse.
m. one who slays, a slayer.
n. the heart.
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L E SSO N  TW EN TY -N IN E

Comparison of Adjectives. Verbal Prefixes.

I. Comparison of Adjectives.
Apart from expressing a neutral or positive sense, adjectives in 

English can express higher degrees of their meaning by the addition of the 
suffixes -er and -est, as in quick, quick-er, quick-est and long, long-er, long
est, or by putting before them the adverbs more and most, as in clever, more 
clever, most clever instead of clever-er, clever-est. With some adjectives 
only one o f these methods is allowable; thus, we cannot say more long, most 
long or {good), more good, most good, but we must say {good), better, best. 
What is allowable is a matter o f usage, partly a heritage from Old English 
through Middle English and partly the product o f analogical formations (as 
in the case o f clever). In general it may be said that the old monosyllabic 
words take -erl-est, the longer words more/most.

The forms made with the suffix -er and the adverb more are said to be 
in the 'comparative degree', because, when they are used, a comparison with 
something or someone else is involved explicitly or implicitly. For example, 
'King Nala was more skillful in horses than other kings'. Here Nala’s skill is 
compared with that o f other kings. When the 'than’-phrase is omitted, a 
comparison is implied from the context: 'This book is long, but that one is 
longer'.

The forms in -est and those preceded by most are in the ‘superlative 
degree'. Here too, a comparison is expressed or implied. If, for example, we 
say 'He is the oldest king', the idea is that he is older than all the other kings. 
Sometimes genitive or locative phrases accompany the superlative: 'Menaka 
was the most beautiful o f {or among) the Apsarases'. Very often, however, 
the superlative is used absolutely, i.e., merely to express a very high degree 
o f some quality without reference to anything or anyone else, as in 'He was 
most kind to do this'.

In Sanskrit too, the comparative and superlative of adjectives are 
formed by suffixes, but there are two pairs o f suffixes, whereas English has 
only the one {-erl-est).1 The Sanskrit pairs are: {-i-)yas/-istha and -taral-tama. 
W e shall now discuss each pair separately.

l i t  m ay be o f  interest to note in  passing, that in O ld E nglish the comparison o f  som e 
adjectives w as accom panied  a lso  by m utation o f  the root vow el, as long  ( l o n g ), leng-ra, 
len 2-est, e a ld  ('old'), ie ld -ra , ie ld -es t. T he latter has com e into M odem  E nglish  as old, 
elder, e ld e s t  w ith the m utation preserved, but e ld er  and e ld est have becom e som ewhat 
ob so lescen t and restricted in  usage, o ld e r  and o ld es t  having largely taken their place. W e  
w ou ld  not say , for  exam p le, H e  is  e ld e r  than I .
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1. Comparatives and Superlatives in (-l-)yas and -istha.

This method is less common than the pair -tara/-tama, but is the regular 
and only method for some of the commonest adjectives and so logically should 
be taken up first. N o rule, unft >rtunately, can be given for determining what 
adjectives take (-i-)yas/-istha instead of -turaZ-tama. They are relatively few  
and easily learned in the course of reading . A very few adjectives take the 
shorter suffix -yas, and some of these, liJ c 'new', take either or

Herewith are the most important adjectives that take (-i-)yasZ-istha:

1. -yasListha

Positive Comparative Superlative
T9PT dear STTO•\
[̂ fT] 'beautiful'

'firm'
^  'new' H°TO
[ŝ TT] 'strong'

or 'old'

2. -iyas/-isiha

Positive Comparative Superlative
'heavy' W T O

-r O.....
vTf 'light'

'choice'rN r
4<lTO

r \

'long' 5TOTTO
'far' W T O

’o ld ’ toFto

[Sf̂ T] 'small'
FJTO] 'young' It ft

Note that some of the comparatives nd superlatives above are from a 
different root than the positive, e.g., rAtiPi0̂  'smaller/smallest' and
'younger/youngest' have obviously no gen tic connection with 'small 
and ^*1 'young' (cf. English better/best, tl * comparative and superlative o f  
good, with which better/best have no conn* tion except a semantic one).
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are from a theoretical positive 'beautiful', but occurs only 
as a noun in Sanskrit.

Comparatives in -yas and -iyas have a special declension consisting of 
two stems, a strong in -(-i-)yams and a weak in -yas.

Declension of 7^  'older; stronger' 

Singular Dual Plural

masc. new.
Nom. *'RT-41H 'RT mN *>
Acc.
Instr. 'RTWT
Dat.
Abl. ^TTW:
Gen. 'RTW:
Loc.

masc. neut.

*̂ TT' ;Rft" ^TWr 
^  iTh-^rnr

m rftWPT 
iW t:

Voc. T̂TEFT% *'»'11 M i

masc. neut. 
*5rrrqW: *^TPTf% 
^rrro:

^TRfrfvr:
^rnfh^T:

'RT*T3T
or 'O

*^rnm r:

The feminine is mai from the we 
declined like Note tha the declensic 
and is perfectly regular in i 1 respects. L 
the o f  the strong stem is lost because c 
end in but one consonant. r he anus vara' 
dental -»J. Before the *T-en ings, -3R[ bee 
becom e -3f: or o 1 ionally rema

The superlative in -/ ha is declinet
so, 5 ^ 5 : , «^*5Tf e

k stem by the addition o f and is 
- is a consonant stem o f two degrees 
the nominative masculine singular 
the rule that a Sanskrit word can 
liich precedes it is then replaced by 
>mes -3ft and before -31 it may 
n ORTTOT).
precisely like the UAt^T type;
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2. Comparatives and Superlatives in -tara and -tama.

These suffixes -tara and -tama are the ones usually used for forming 
comparative and superlative stems, except from the adjectives listed above and 
a few others.2 These suffixes are added directly to the stem of the positive, to 
the weak stem of adjectives of two degrees, to the middle stem when there are 
three degrees. They are of unrestricted use, even being added to nouns. 
Examples are the following:

Positive
’beautiful'

'pure'
'soft’

'wealthy'
'wise*
'beautiful'

Comparative

o
e. vd

Superlative

ND

^ T h

fevm "
^RrFT

Attached to a noun:
'a hero'

'more a hero' 
i.e., 'a greater 
hero'

'most a hero' 
i.e., 'the greatest 
hero'

Adjectives in -tara!-tama are declined according to the type .
^/^HIAbvf; thus, ^TqxKT, etc.

As we have seen, the object of comparison, when expressed, is 
preceded by than in English. In Sanskrit the object of comparison is put in 
the ablative, a use we may label an 'ablative of comparison'. Thus,

'What (is) more painful than that (literally from that)'. 3F*I 'other' 
is also construed with an 'ablative of comparison', as in “<“NT

V9W  'What king other than Nala would fall from his 
kingdom due to gambling?'

2Some of the adjectives in (-l-)yas/-istha also allow their comparison to be made in -taral- tama, 
so f™r*T (instead of W: fc<5).
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II. Verbal Prefixes.
In the course o f our readings we have had numerous examples o f verb 

forms preceded by one or more adverbs, more accurately termed 'verbal 
prefixes’. Commonest is the prefixation o f but one verbal prefix, but two are 
also common. Rarely are three found. There are about twenty of these 
prefixes, most o f which have occurred in the readings. Since the matter of 
these prefixes has not been taken up in any detail, a summary of them and 
some particulars regarding their use can now be suitably given, especially as 
they have been seen in use sufficiently frequently. Herewith is a list, 
arranged not in order o f frequency, but simply according to the Devanagari 
alphabet, along with their chief meanings:

across, beyond, past, over, to excess.
3 if£ r above, over, on, upon, up to.
3f*T>3 after, along.
3T^TC between, among, within.
3TC away, off.
3 1 % on.
3 lf lT to, unto, against.
3 R - down, off.
31T to, unto.

up, out.
to, unto, toward.

% down, in, into.
f w > out, away.
tct to a distance, forth, away.
t R about, around.
sr forward, forth.

back, in the opposite direction, against, toward.
% apart, asunder, separately, hither and thither, here and there, 

away.
* P T together, with.

In general, but especially with the help o f a context, it is not difficult to 
discover the m odification o f its basic meaning a root undergoes when 
provided with one or m ore o f these prefixes. For exam ple, f^FT: Hdfa 
m eans sim ply ’The bird flies'; l«t^T (3^ 'up') 'The bird flies up';
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W T ’together’) T he birds fly up toge th er '. Similarly with 
verbs o f m otion m general, the modification o f meaning is readily apparent; 
so, from V*PT 'go’ are derived the following combinations: ’

STfa-̂ pq- 
3IT-TRT

3rf^r-T*r
"N

^<-̂ 1 -H
■N >

■s

f^ R T

go up to, then attain, 
go after, follow , 
go within, enter, 
go unto, v is it  
go down, 
go o u t
go back, return, 
go asunder, 
go together, unite.

W ith verbs o f  m otion like V*RT or of giving like V̂ T, the prefix 311 
usually reverses the meaning; thus means ’com es’, n o t ’goes to’ and

m eans ’receives’, n o t ’gives to’. Often the change o f m eaning when 
a prefix is added is on the figurative plane, and in such cases a context is, o f 
course, needed. Thus, ’step, go’ with srRr m ay mean ’go toward’, but 
also 'go toward in  the sen se o f  accede, yield or consent’. Sim ilarly, 
m a y  m ean quite literally 'hold apart, separate’, but more usually ’quarrel, 
fight'. Som etim es a verbal prefix changes the meaning rather considerably; 
e .g ., s r W^PT, apart from its literal meaning ’go down’, m eans ’understand’, 
a m eaning as distinct from its parts as is the English ’under-stand’!

W hen tw o prefixes are used, the first o f the two imparts a further
m odification to the sense, as with tTMVKff̂ T 'They fly up together' above.
The order o f  the prefixes, when there are two or three, is determined by the 
basic sense and the m odification o f it, the dominant change being effected by 
the prefix closest to the verb, as in where flying up is the
principal notion and the toge th er-n ess  secondary. Sim ilarly, w e would  
naturally say ’go away separately’, not TOT-iT-^, as the
going away or o ff precedes the separation of those going off. The prefix 3Ti\ 
how ever, a lw a y s  stands directly before the verb, a position probably im posed 
by its fundamentally localizing meaning, which sets the stage, as it were, for 
any further m odification. A  good exam ple is provided by 3fT-,VTRT come 
into its further m odification sri%-3nW*ET ’com e back, return.
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There are a number o f other prefixes, generally o f less common 
occurrence, which have a much more restricted use, i.e ., are used only with 
certain verbs, notably ' I f  and e.g ., 'crosswise, sideways' (w ith ' I f  
'scold'!), 'outside' (with ' I f  'put outside, expel'), 'enough, fitting, 
ready' (with ' I f  'make ready, then  adorn'), and ^ iH : synonym s 
meaning 'in view' (with ' I f  hring into view', with or VspEf 'be in view  o r  
visible'). O f considerable importance is the prefix an old noun, no 
longer in separate use, m eaning literally 'heart', used only before VEIT 'put, 
place', hence literally 'put or  place one's heart (in som eone)', i .e .f bestow  
one’s trust upon som eone. Somewhat similar to this is the use o f the noun 

'homage, obeisance’ with ' I f  in the sense o f 'pay homage o r  obeisance 
to'. 1*1^, however, is not by any means restricted to this particular 
application (like to Veit), but is an extremely com m only used noun. 
G enerally, the com bination o f with ' I f  is restricted to the gerund 

'having paid homage'.
A s w ill be recalled from our readings, the augment o f the im perfect 

(and also o f the aorist yet to be studied!) is not placed before a verbal prefix. 
The augment (in classical Sanskrit) is an inseparable part o f the past tense, 
and nothing is allow ed to be interposed between it and the remaining part o f 
the form . The verbal prefixes are, after all, m erely adverbs w hich have 
com e in the course o f tim e to be associated with verbs to m odify their 
m eaning.

Finally, som e o f the verbal prefixes are often used m erely in an 
intensive sense, especially  M R , ST, f% and and hardly affect the m eaning o f
a verb, i f  at a ll, whether otherw ise provided with a prefix or not. For 
exam ple, (Vd^) 'is quite pleased o r  s im p ly  pleased'; sim ilarly,

ki (V ^ ) 'is very glad o r  glad'. Intensively used prefixes are 
particularly com m on with the past passive participles; thus, and

E x a m p le s  o f  C o m p a ra tiv e  a n d  S u p e r la tiv e  A d je c tiv e s  a n d  V erb a l P refixes.

1. i ■Ml ^ r 1 1

2 . i f : e r fw r  eN t w r t  ¥  f f w r :  * r ^ r r  i
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3.
i

4. y * i 4n ^ i ^ ' t u < . ui 1 3r f ¥ R T < i< < K

H l-H | fadt'M  Id 4 I

•C
T

5. ^  W P R T W r f^ R B X : I d ^ l x H  W T ^ tU
I«

6. 3/Jd IM Hi-H I ft I d*>+d I Id d <+ Id '+W tT«  6 -o C.
lcdldf*H-°dd I

7. d<rdi s l l d l ^ f ^ d l d ^ S d l f a d r n ^ ^ ^ P j j
dTflTc+K'J||<53 i^ ^ | d  ydcddi'd |cHH-dd IN N

8. fifl^-fl *Kt: qTd-: W Z  Id dl d^dl siffd-*1 dd I Id 4 fiddled Id t«  o  , C\ c\
dd^d>cdld*tldl ^ y ld ld d -d l I

9. dR rH ^d d^-'H M I^IM l'y ’ d's^TTy ltdt-H 1^11'dMMinted I
d ^ Tc d  dxrd d I -d  d I Id 9 d dT  ̂dfotlIT-d-dl' IdIdy iftd<5CT ts

•\  ̂ C  ̂ C r  •
^bd«j|U|=b+)IH qTSFTd^dl *!Kd JpHIIH .
STddW S^ I

10. *T^TCddVdd9^- I dd Krd-HCHCd ld<^Hdd^l+Ud4-d ddd^Vdl
^41m' PiMd': i *gn#Fppnr ddd*rTl d i ^ M i  qftrirr 
^ ^ l -d H d d ^ d ln ^ M M ^ d d ^ d d l  ^ d ^ d l d 3 * ^ ?rt t'|

>3 c >o • >o
dTT: I cRft’t ^ r ^ T T  dddTdM m  Idrtf
'd'ld dl dTd" ̂ fiddT d IH ddl^T I
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Notes

1. an optative o f contingency, with some vague conditional
circumstance understood. In English we would probably use the indicative 
or the auxiliary 'could'.

2. Remember that the final short -u of a root (*J, Sf, etc.) is lengthened
before the passive suffix -ya-. °

3. N ote that in India the time-honored rule in salutations is that the elder 
greets the younger, who then replies ; cf. Manavadharmasastra II, 120 ff.

4. The younger should say 'I am so-and-so by name', with which 
words he should declare his own name.

5. ’Because . . . for this reason'.

6. st i *f) 41 Rt < Som etim es the comparative is em ployed more or less 
absolutely, in  w hich case w e may translate by 'rather'; so here, 'rather long'. 
O f course, a com parison is still im plied, i.e., 'longer (than in other books)'.

7. o<7TTTW N ote the loss o f the causative sign -aya- when -ya is added to a 
com pound stem  (here f̂ r-SfT-TTTT).

8. (for fdT5̂ : )  accusative plural o f the strong, weakest and
m iddle stem s o f  w hich are f o w - ,  and Rl 4V/*T- respectively. 9

9. In working out this sentence it needs to be known that the hamsa birds here 
referred to had previously been in the presence o f King Nala, on w hose 
behalf, one o f  them , in return for his sparing its life, prom ised to speak to 
DamayantI o f  the neighboring kingdom  o f Vidarbha. The hamsa would  
speak o f  N ala in  such a w ay that she could think of no one other than Nala.
But in  order to learn w hat precisely the hamsa said to DamayantI you w ill 
have to w ait until you read the first sarga  (canto) o f Appendix I!
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Vocabulary

PPP- (d7dTfd\ class IX), granted leave or permission to.
3ITOR, m. 'a going after’, following; (+ gen, or as part o f a

tatpurusa cpd.), according to. 
srf«T-VEfT (?srrfir, class in), mention.

in cans. a ffw ^ rR r, greet someone. 
m. greeting, salutation.

PT ("i^wla, class I), understand.
3T̂ fr, nom. m. sing, denom. pron. 3T̂ : that; so-and-so.
3TT->Nr  CdTfd\ class I), practice.
3TT-Vf%̂ T (f%srfd\ class VI), enter.

(*i+iRi, class I), step up to, approach; peri,
(STR%, class I), run up to.

Wim, m. a seer or  sage.
adv. one by one, one at a time. 

m. a mat. 
et»ri eti, n. gold.
«FfrEKi\ com parative adj. younger; superlative et»Pil>6, youngest. 
ciri <.ui, n. cause, reason.
V^T class I), conduce to (+ dat.). •
W , m. a crowd, group, host.
V*TfT I fd, class IX ), seize, take hold of; infin.

(^t Rt, class I), m ove, go.
^rTTO, com parative adj. older, elder; superlative oldest, eldest.

m. an ascetic.
f d ^ ,  adj. ’bent or  directed across’, horizontal; as m. a beast (as m oving 

horizontally).[strong stem  Pd4=>% middle /-%  weakest 
dt3\ adj. fierce, rigorous (o f austerities).
T O , n. heat, fire; self-in flicted  torture, m ortification, asceticism .
^?ni, adj. ’d ifficult to be known', difficult. [sPT gerundive of VdT know ] 
^ ^ d , adj. 'ill-done', ev il.
^T, m. a place, region, area.

com parative adj. o f 41 *4, long; superlative  dT f9^ , longest.
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EpfsrPFST, n. compendium of Hindu law, a law book. 
adj. righteous.

?T. . .  *T 3T, adv. neither . . . nor. 
n. hell.

TFT, acc. of TFF( as adv. by name.
(* U ft , class I), sit down, [in ft°0< ft note cerebral after /-.] 

gerund (|[f%, class II), having struck down, killed.
adj. having or possessing wings CT5I)', winged; as m. a bird.

OT6 R1, class I), recite.
TTT, adv. after (as postp. with abl.).
M R -V ^  041 +44 f t , class IV), roam or wander about. 
tTT9T, m. a snare or trap.
!<a:, adv. before, in the presence o f (as postp. with gen.).
TOT ,̂tz. a book.

'srRrft^rr, pp p . srR r-ftW ^ class I), (having) returned.
SFPr’T, m. an effort.
fiFT, adj. dear; com parative  dearer, superlative dearest,
o t ^ l ,  g e r u n d (^fcnlft, class IX), having bound, tied; having caught 

(w ith a trap). 
adj. great.

HMtl, n. the mind or  heart.
HMN (f. H M*fl), adj. human.

n. a sentence.
37% f. a word.
f̂ -_3fr-Vq̂  (HWd, class IV), 'fall away', perish; caus. 'cause to perish', kill, 

geru n d  is  I .
f. the city of Vidarbha, i.e., Kundina, capital of Vidarbha, south 

of the Vindhya Mts., whose king was Bhima, father of Damayanri. 
ft ft £7, adj. of different sorts, various. 
fWT, adj. uneven.
ftr-V^l (^lfRf, class I), move apart, separate, scatter; perf. (p lur.

°^RnT:) .
m. a man, a hero.

3cf, ppp. W f (%Tt%, class V), 'covered', enclosed, surrounded.
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oil I tr, m. a hunter.
91®̂ , m. noise, sound.
31 <, m. an arrow. 
n#i ̂ , m. a pupil.
WW1?, adv. quickly.

comparative adj. more beautiful; better; superlative most 
 ̂ beautiful, best; as n. welfare, prosperity.

^<31, f. a female companion. 
adv. quickly.

^nr-^T-V^ (st<=iRl, class I), run up to together.
^TW, adj. quite full. [q̂ F, ppp. V<T Till'] 

adv. immediately. 
adj. 'well-done', meritorious. 

n. a Vedic hymn.

III. A Warrior's Highest Duty: A Righteous War.

SRT SF3? ̂ ITT+t I
cTcT: II II

=m R f ̂ rfq- w i R r ̂  Rf -m Rd i
*FI 1 fdd<F9'3 V l+ I RFh ^ I  Idfd R^dd4 II WII

I5UI KM-Cd I
" IUM I

d «ll% ll: I
f^F^xR<fW ddV^:<3d*. ^  R f>̂T II %  II
^ f r 8 ^ rr^ rf^ r f^ic^T8 ^ep^ra" i
d F I IdPd^5 +1 -d +d Rp ^FT: II II

>o r» ^ C a A
^  5 T T w n m  ̂ rrrsnfr i

drat10ir g F r i t o 1 1 tra 'ra w n Fra fra  n \c n<o <o

3] cj I d  | d j- 5̂  ^ ^ T K ^ T P cT
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tnsrr121  s f a % r r  f ^ ^ i 12 *pn; i

^4-mi q^n1 4 -sj15y Rt ii wi i
3 * i f a * * w i i i h  s f w  y  f ^ r a -16 1
S^PF*TC*» s r r f e r17 ? r n # ^ T T ^ ; 18 II »o II 

l^ l  Ic-H'M I

^ t w t ^ qt ssi^nlw nT19 im  ii

IV . A ction  w ith ou t the F ru its o f A ction .

M 'iq  M  I

* T T | | t f i s  ||

4 lJI^T: ,J><; *+>-H rpjI <dfj‘ cilctccl I I
f o ^ r f ^ p s f T :  ^ r r  whv* ^ r a 21 l i v e  i i

ip fr  ^r tjh tN ’SS  f W T r  ^R^tcTW: II »S II 
f f e w f t  I
d ^ l V l J I M  l l< *P  ||>0 O A

°  r  .
vj1̂ Hc*r-kncn r1+i eTC1i: MH+i II ^  II
*T?T d- *f) R-H ^ f e ^ f d c t R ^ k l  I

i i  ( A n

«iR i R y  RlHsTT76^ * K T ^ T T F T % I
^nrrm^fwr 4 h iw F ^ r%  i i«a i i

(Bhagavadglta II. 33-41,47-53).
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Notes

1. has an immense range of meanings, far exceeding the 
English equivalents 'do' or 'make*. In this instance neither of these meanings 
is idiomatic: we cannot say 'If you won't do or make this righteous battle', 
but rather ’If you won’t engage in this righteous battle'. Oddly, however, we 
may say 'do batde', where 'batde' is not qualified!

2. %̂ TT gerund of VfTT 04^1 Ri, class III), here used in an instrumental or 
causal sense, as explained in Lesson 27, note 17 thus: 'then (̂ RT:) by (or on 
account of) laying aside your duty and fame . .

3. best taken as a 'genitive quasi-dative': 'for one honored', i.e.,
for one who has been honored. (SRT%) means literally 'be together',
then 'take shape or form, be born'; but the transition to 'honor', the usual 
meaning of the causative and so of the participle here, has not yet been 
sufficiendy explained.

4. *K°i k Ri K-°<4d literally 'is left over', with a comparative implication: 'is 
more than', here pejoratively 'is worse than death'. Hence, 14. is an 
'ablative o f comparison', such as that employed after comparative adjectives.

5. N ote the typical construction after a verb of mental action (here *1^ ^ ): 
literally  'The warriors w ill think you (as) desisted from battle out o f fear', v  
but idiom atically in English 'that you desisted' etc.

6. The meaning o f this line is perfecdy clear, but the construction is
som ewhat irregular. The irregularity lies in the use o f the gerund 
instead o f a finite verb, i.e., Thus, we expect the wording to be
R  [S^Rt] 4Hr4f^T ^nRcPT, literally  'and of {i.e., by) whom  you were
(3RR:) highly esteem ed, to die disdain [of these] you w ill go', freely 'and you 
w ill becom e the disdain of those by whom you were highly esteemed'.

7. cRTt The adverb cRT: is made from T̂-, the root o f the demonstrative to 
which has been attached the ablatival suffix The etym ological meaning 
o f dd:, then, is 'from this or  that' (or, with plural value 'from these or  
those'). Since cRT: has the value of an ablative, it may be em ployed in any of 
the uses o f the ablative. Here ddl is an 'ablative o f comparison' with the
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comparative adjective 'more painful than that' (with reference to the
criticism that w ill be brought against Arjuna's skill).

8. ^fT (past passive participle o f VfpT) and (gerund of Vf̂ T) are here
each the equivalent of a conditional clause with M ik-m Ri and H$i
respectively: 'Eitlier, if you are slain, you w ill attain heaven or, if you 
conquer, you w ill enjoy the earth'.

9. 'regarding, or holding (as) the same'; *r*T (which is accusative
dual neuter to agree with but is to be taken, with appropriate change
o f gender, also with the following masculine dvandva compounds i*n*i PTV 
and <4 1' 5 | ) is used factitively witli I, i.e., as completing its meaning, 
just as when we say 'to hold these truths as self-evident'.

10. ctdl here functioning as an 'ablative o f cause': 'on account o f this', i.e., 
therefore.

11. <^<4^ passive imperative, literally 'be yoked for batde', i.e., be
prepared to engage in it.

12. though m odifying 3TsT, refers back to the foregoing discussion,
■ rv ■

w hile the demonstrative ^*ii, with which is to be supplied, has forward 
reference; that is to say, it looks ahead to the other point o f view , viz., the 
yoga, the discussion o f which follows.

13. In this line occur three o f the most troublesome words in the Gita: ^ i , 
erisi and The first o f these (<f î s-4) is often treated as though it were 
identical to the particular system  o f orthodox philosophy bearing the name 
Samkhya, quite a few  technical terms of which (e.g., buddhi, prakrti, purusa, 
guna. etc.) also occur in the Gita. Very probably in the Gita w e are dealing 
with a Sam khya that is pre-classical or, at any rate, o f earlier character, 
before the solidification o f usage had set in. In any case, buddhi in the Gita 
certainly does not mean the highest o f the internal organs, the ground o f all 
intellectual processes, as it does in the orthodox Samkhya system . It means 
rather a particular 'focal point or  attitude o f mind'.

The word yoga  in the Gita is difficult not only because o f the w ide and 
diverse range o f m eanings it has, but also because it is often associated by 
commentators with specific kinds o f yoga, e.g., Hatha and KundalinI, which  
are alien to the thought o f the Gita. The difficulty is not solved by retaining
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the w ord yoga  in translation, as we often do with dharma, karman and some 
other terms. The reason for this is that, although yoga has become 
practically a household word in English, it has come with a long train of the 
very implications that are foreign to its usage in the Gita. Yoga, as used in 
the Gita, denotes ’intense, effortful activity toward a particular end', hence 
disciplined activity'. In fact it is probable that from this sense of bending or 
directing every effort toward a particular end the technical meaning of yoga 
has evolved, both as a system of concentrated thought culminating in union 
with the Absolute as w ell as the physical exercises contributory to that 
concentration. The idea that yoga has the sense of 'union' with the Absolute 
because it is derived from "'fyuj 'join, unite' is doubtless a latter interpretation 
o f its true meaning.

In the first half o f the prior sloka (38), Krsna asks Arjuna to regard 
pleasure and pain, gain and loss, and victory and defeat with equal 
indifference (h*i *hcct l). In this sloka (39), Krsna says, in effect, that this 
mental attitude ( j f e )  o f indifference to the effects of what he does is laid 
down in the Samkhya and then he proceeds to declare that this Samkhyan 
attitude, if  subjected to the discipline of yoga, will lead to the absence of the 
bondage that is inevitably the effect or consequence of all actions, the re
action o f actions that are performed in the usual fashion of purposefulness 
and personal concern. Furthermore, actions performed with this disciplined 
mental attitude w ill not lose any of the effort underlying them nor w ill they 
"back-track', i.e., lose their direction or momentum. In short, they w ill be as 
effective and productive as actions performed in the usual way, i.e., with 
attachment to the results. •

14 . zpiT instrumental o f the relative here used as an adjective qualifying
'disciplined with which mental attitude'. It is better thus to translate 

W T  by 'disciplined' than by the attenuated 'provided with’ (a common 
m eaning o f the participle *pRT), because the author wishes not to speak 
m erely o f being 'provided with this mental attitude’, but to show that it is the 
result o f disciplined, intense effort (yoga).

15. bondage o f action’, a subjective genitive, i.e., bondage due to 
action, caused by action.

16. In stanza 40 Krsna continues to refer to the 'mental attitude’ with which 
one must be disciplined in order to get rid o f bondage arising from one s 
actions. In  this (mental attitude, 3 © , he says, ’there ig no loss of the effort 
put in (3rfw *r, literally  ’start') nor any retrogression (yc^Hi^:)’. Why?
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Because the mental attitude he advocates involves pure action unconcerned or 
unconnected with reward or result. This, we are told in 41, is the only 
attitude in this discipline C^) that is based on resolution.

c .
17. EPTFT, here, with reference to the Yoga, probably 'prescription' or ’rule 
o f action'.

18. 'from the great fear', probably from fear o f continued re
birth.

19. The meaning o f this somewhat obscure stanza seems to be: '[There is] one 
mental attitude in this, i.e ., in this discipline, [which is] o f the nature of 
resolution, O descendant o f Kuru: the mental attitudes of the irresolute are 
certainly of many kinds and endless'.

20. W ith RT must be understood the third person of the augmentless aorist 
"R̂T to express a prohibition ('let it not be'), which is easily supplied from the 
occurence o f the second  person RT, i.e., R:, ('be not' [motivated by action 
and the fruit o f action]) in the next line. In the last pada  the imperative is 
alternatively used to express a prohibition. Here and in the follow ing we are 
given one o f Krsna's cardinal precepts, viz., that one should indeed engage in 
action, but in doing so, not be motivated by thought o f the fruits that may 
accrue therefrom. On the other hand, one should not be attached to non
action.

21. tiRc^ RTR In these succinct words w e are given a definition of
yo g a  (as used in the Gita), viz.., that it is equanimity or indifference TTRcT) 
toward the attainment or non-attainment o f one's goal in a particular 
enterprise. In stanza 50 w e are further told that yoga  or discipline o f the 
m ental attitude is 'skillfulness' (WtW^FT) in actions.

22. N ote the absence o f sandhi between and 3R. This sort o f hiatus 
occasionally occurs betw een padas, where, in any case, there is a slight pause 
or caesura.

23 . IR W  'they go to a place free o f disease', a vague assertion 
w hich may im ply som e sort o f heaven or, more probably, a beatific state o f  
the soul now no longer subject to rebirth.
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24. Tpxrrf̂ r periphrastic future of V*T*T, second person singular; on this
form, v. note 39 (under Lesson 28, and the section on the future in
Appendix II.

25. ^  genitives dependent on 'aversion to what shall 
be heard and has been heard', with.reference to the continued course of oral 
scriptural tradition, no longer felt to be needful or meaningful to the 
disciplined person who is free of all attachments and beyond the cycle of 
rebirth and its consequences.

26. 'averse to tradition'; this adjective, which m odifies «TTlî [ 
in the next line, simply recapitulates the contents of padas c and d of 52.

Vocabulary

n. non-action, inaction. 
st̂ tTkT, f. disgrace (the opposite of 
3 f^ f, adj. 'not m oving', m otionless.

class IV), 'be left over’, be more than, with negative 
connotation  be less than, inferior to, or be worse than (+ abl.).

3T*T, conj. now  then.
3rfERTR:, m. concern, interest.

adj. having no end, endless.
1*1*1, adj. 'not having disease', free o f disease. 

a^r-V^T (s^toRr, class V I), seek after, look for.o
sffi^TFr, m. attempt; effort.
3Tfa%T, ppp. arftrWOT (^rrRr, class m ), declared, stated.
3fq-V3TPI (SfFfitRr, class V ), attain, incur; fut. ^UKrHld.
3T^T, adj. inferior. ,
3 j ^ T , negative gerundive of ^  O rf^ . class II), 'not to be spoken,

unspeakable, what should not be said.
3F5ZPT, adj. im perishable. _____

adj. 'not possessin g  resolution (5zmT=T), irresolute.

f. non-attainm ent, failure.
3f%T, m. an enem y, foe.
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3i i FcH , as final element of bahuvrihi cpd. 'having ... as its nature', i.e., 
characterized by or based on . . . 
adv. here; in this world.

(Rl&ild, class I), stand up, arise.
ppp. (■(.'HRi, class I), having ceased or desisted from (+ abl.).

T (^FT kT, denom. verb from , hence, literally ’tell the how'), say,
talk about.

indef. adv. at any time, ever. 
et> 4V, adj. bom of or originating in action. 
etiRl^, m. quagmire. 
e£lRi, f. fame, glory, reputation.

m. scion or offspring o f the Kuras.
UI, adj. wretched.

m. son of Kunti, metronymic of Arjuna.
/2. skillfulness. 

conj. i f  (enclitic only). 
ui,_Hri , 72. birth.
F̂T, 772. victory.

V^T class IV), save, rescue.
^<ul, instr. as adv. by far.
EFFFT, adj. Dhanamjaya 'winner of booty', an epithet and name of Arjuna. 
EF f̂, adj. righteous.
T̂FT, 772. destruction, loss.

(Pi* *-<Rf, class I), blame, find fault with. 
m * .  772. indifference.

772. decision .
adv. 'not m oving', im m obile, firm.

*T, adv. indeed.
72. a place.

5T-V3W{ (3iMTRr, class V), attain, obtain.
ST-V̂T HfrrRr, class III), abandon, cast aside, get rid of; iut. ^4% . 
SfiFFTFT, 772. 'going backward', reverse course, backsliding, reversal.
^ET, 772. bondage.
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5nPT̂'* adj. highly regarded {literally ’much thought o f, as ppp. V ^ w ith  
adw  ^ ) .

f fe ./' . mental attitude (v. note 13). 
n. fear.
O^HhKi, class VII), enjoy; fut. 

n. a creature, a person.
class IV), think; fut.

-H’l'i i *1 , adj. wise.
H<uu n. death. 

adj. great.
*TfR«r, m- a great warrior.

f. 'the great one', the earth. 
m. delusion, infatuation.

V̂ TT (*ti Ri, class II), go; fut. ^u^Rt.
ppp. (^ r fw , class VII), disciplined (as derived from the same 

root as f̂t̂ T 'discipline'; v. note 14). 
m. intense, effortful action, discipline (v. note 13).

adj. abiding in discipline. 
m. or n. battle.

vfTW, n. 'lightness', making light or little of; disdain.
STPRT, m. getting, attainment; gain.
VsR (4<Rf, class I), say; fut. q ft^ R i. *

m. a saying, a word. ^ ^ ^
(d"<Rr, class I), cross over (SfRO com pletely (ft-); fut. d R ^ R l. 

ft ftiifar, DDD. (class VI), delivered, liberated, free from.>» 9 * * * % -O *N  ̂ p.
ftwRtqvT, ppp. f -̂^rRr-Vq  ̂('Rid', class IV), 'having stepped back (mkT) away

(ftO', averse. 
ŝ R^TPT, m. resolution.
■^R ,̂ n. refuge, shelter.
■5TR3T, f. a branch.
«rf?T, f. tradition, the Veda.*o

m. attachment.
m. battle, war. 

adj. same, equal, indifferent.
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*PT̂ T, n. state or  condition o f being equal or indifferent.
*1HI fir, f. (higher) concentration.

ppp. of caus. ^T-^T(*h Ri , class I), honored (v. note 3).
T̂RsZT, n. the Samkhya doctrine (v. note 13).

n. ability, skill, 
flr fe , f. attainment, success. 

m. heaven.
adj. sm all, little; as n. a small amount, a little, 

ffd", p p p . (ff% , class II), (having been) slain.
(*i^ i Rf, class HE), abandon, leave aside, give up. 

f^cqi, gerund  V^T v̂ r̂ rfd", class III), having abandoned or disregarded. 
|̂ T, m. 'impeller', cause, im pulse, motivation.



LESSON THIRTY

I. The Aorist Tense. 2. Adverbs Formed by Suffixes.
3. Monosyllabic Nouns in -l and -u.

I. The Aorist Tense.
As we have noted on several other occasions, but without going into 

the details, there are three past tenses in Sanskrit: the imperfect, perfect and 
aorist. In the classical language these three tenses simply express past time 
without any special implication, viz., whether the past notion is progressive, 
repetitive, habitual, conative, etc. or whether it is absolutely past without 
reference to the present (e.g., ’he came' in contrast to he has come'), and so 
on. Some of these distinctions were made in the Vedic language, but in the 
later language all of them have been lost, so that in translating an imperfect, 
perfect or aorist, it is only context and idiom that can determine the 
particular type of past tense that is required in English. In addition to these 
three past tenses, there is also the ubiquitous use of the past passive participle1 
with the agent expressed by the instrumental {e.g., ’The pot [was] made by the 
potter' instead of 'The potter made the pot'), of which we have had plentiful 
exemplification throughout the readings. Which of these methods of 
expressing past time is used depends upon an author’s predilection, on his 
feeling for the rhythm of a particular form within a sentence, metrical 
constraints and perhaps finally the time when he flourished, the aorist 
tending to be more prevalent in later works. The time when an author lived  
is especially important in the case of later classical Sanskrit, when the use of 
the passive participle was dominant.

A word should be said about the name 'aorist': it is borrowed from  
classical Greek grammar, where it is applied to a past tense w hose formation 
corresponds to that o f the Sanskrit tense we are about to take up.* 2

The aorist is unfortunately a rather complicated tense as far as its 
formation is concerned. There are seven (!) different forms, often with 
variation of the stem in the active and middle. Moreover, it is not possible to 
know which one o f these seven forms a particular root w ill have, just as it is

iThere is also a past active  participle that is sometimes used in place o f  an active past tense. 
It is form ed by adding the suffix -va t (feminine -van) to the past passive participle; e.g.,

(nom inative m asculine singular to agree with W j  'Nala saw  the ham sa  
in the woods'. A s an exam ple o f  the fem inine: i*i T)am ayanti
chose K ing N ala as her husband' 'choose').

2The Greek word a -dristo s  m eans 'undetermined, undefined' and w as given to this tense 
because it expressed a past action undetermined as to its duration, i.e ., a m ere snapshot 
v iew  o f  a past act as contrasted with the sort o f  'motion picture or continuous past act that 
is expressed (in G reek!) by the imperfect.



not possible to know to which of the ten classes o f verbs a particular root w ill 
belong. Some roots have more than one aorist, just as some roots may belong 
to more than one of the ten classes. Such matters are to be learned from 
experience. What we have to do is to see in a general way how the different 
aorist stems are made and conjugated. From this knowledge it w ill be 
possible easily to recognize an aorist in a given passage and extract the root, 
then, if necessary, find out its meaning in the glossary or dictionary. The 
seven types of aorist fall into two large and quite distinct groups:

1. those that add to the root an 5-suffix, which may take one of four
forms, viz., -sa-, -s~, -is-, or -s is - , and

2. those that are formed from a root with or without the addition o f the
thematic vow el -a, the former thematic class sometimes also with a 
special kind o f reduplication.

The initial s- o f -sa- and the unitary suffix -s- are, of course, subject to
conversion to -s- according to the usual rule (i.e., that if  a vow el other than
-a- or -a- or the consonant -k- precedes, -s- becomes -5-). As it happens, the
suffix -sa- always appears as -sa- because the only roots that take this suffix
end in -s and -h, both o f which are converted by sandhi into -k before the
addition o f a suffix, and this immediately preceding -k requires the
conversion to -sa-. Thus, Vdis 'point out' + -sa- becomes dik-sa-, then dik-
sa-. The suffix -sis- is not involved in this initial cerebralization because it is • •
only added to roots ending in -a  (like 'go'), which does not cause the 
conversion.

In spite o f  their greater com plexity, it is desirable to treat first those 
aorists formed with the 5-suffixes, partly because the difficulties involved in 
the formation o f the different stems are more or less hom ogeneous and partly 
because they are much commoner than the other type. The 5-aorists are often 
called the 'First Aorist', whereas the other types made with or without the 
thematic vow el are called the 'Second Aorist', terms again arbitrarily 
transferred from Greek grammar. For the same reason, the First Aorist is 
occasionally called the 'Sigm atic Aorist', from the letter sigma  (i.e ., the Greek 
's') w hich constitutes the characteristic o f the suffix. W hen this term is used, 
the other type is naturally called the 'Non-sigm atic' or 'Asigm atic Aorist'.

1. The F irst or Sigm atic Aorist.
a) 5a-type.

A s w e have just observed, it is only to roots ending in -s or -h to which  
the suffix -sa- m ay be added. The combination o f -s/-h +  -sa- always becom es 
-ksa-. The endings are the secondary ones as seen in the First Conjugation 
with three exceptions (in the m iddle voice), as w ill be seen from  the 
follow ing exam ple.

Lesson Thirty: The A oris t Tense. A dverbs F orm ed by  Suffixes. 4-’-
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'point out' Stem: 3ffetT- (a-dik-sa-)

Active
Singular Dual Plural

1. arfef*!
2. 3Tfesf: 3rfea^nr
3. arfeRmr•v

Middle
Singular Dual Plural

1. arfelPRi^
2. sr fe r w r
3. °ife«ld

Note that with the exception of the middle first singular (<a-dik-s-i) and 
the second and third dual (a-dik-s-atham, a-dik-s-atam), the inflection 
corresponds exactly to the imperfect of a verb of class VI of the thematic 
verbs.3 The endings -athdm and -atam, however, belong to the non-thematic 
verbs, so their occurrence here is not expected. In the thematic verbs the 
ending -i o f the first singular middle is contracted with the thematic vowel of 
the stem, as in (from abhava- + -i). The occurrence of -i instead of -e, 
then, is exceptional. It has to be explained by assuming the dropping of the -a 
o f -sa- before -i. Only a few roots take the sa-aorist, the most important, apart 
from Vfe?T, are 'milk' ( T O ) ,  ’hide' OTSid), 'ascend' (3T^K0 
and V fw  'enter' (<*t Risiq). Note that in and the final -h of the
roots, which has been lost before the suffix -sa-, reappears in the aspiration of 
the d- (a-duh- a-duk- -  a-dhuk-) and g- (a-guh- -> a-guk- -+ a-ghuk-).

b) 5-type.

The three remaining 5-aorists, viz., the -s-, -is- and -sis- types, agree in 
taking the endings -is (-ih), -it in the second and third singular and -ur (-uK) in 
the third plural o f the active. All the other endings are the same as appear in 
the imperfect o f the non-thematic verb. Roots that take the suffix -s- may end 
in a vow el or a consonant. Since all the vowel-final roots that take this suffix

^Class V I is specified because the correspondence to VI is closer than to IV, the stem of  
w hich ends in -y a or to I and X , both o f  which, unlike the sa-aorist, normally have 
m odifications o f  the root vow el.
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end in a vowel other than -a, the suffix is in effect -s-. The root vowel is 
replaced by its vrddhi substitute in the active and the guna in the middle.

lead’ Stems: (a-nai-s-) and (a-ne-s-)

1.
2 .

3.

Singular
ShFTSPT
3TW:

Active
Dual

3T^T
3T^2^T•v

Plural

3T^s:
31%:

Singular
1. 3 ^ T
2. T O :
3.

Middle
Dual Plural

3R W

Note that in the second plural middle the -s- is lost and the dh- o f the 
ending -dhvam  is converted to a cerebral.

If a root ends in a consonant, the root vow el remains unchanged in the 
m iddle. As an exam ple m ay be taken 'split'.

1.
2.

3.

Singular

5T^9ctftcT

Active
Dual

3
3r°dvrnr

Plural

Singular
1.
2. srf^sc^T:
3. sff^srT

Middle
Dual Plural

SfNxtflmrM 3fp3t9'^^
IdlH

Here it needs to be remarked that whenever the -s- occurs betw een two 
dentals, it drops out, as in a-cchit-tam  for a-cchit-s-tam. Note also that the -d  
o f is retained only in the second plural m iddle a-cchid-dhvam,



elsewhere having been replaced by -t due to the voiceless -j- that follows. 
When this -s- drops out, the fate o f the final -d depends, of course, on 
whether the sound that follows is voiced or not; hence a-cchit-thah, but a- 
cchid-dhvam. A fair number of very common roots form their aorist with 
the suffix -s-. Among these perhaps the most noteworthy are: 'do'

bum* OHttisflo with lost aspirate thrown back), V pr 'see* 
(StsToftq?, VsTCs ’ask’ ’fear’ ’hear’ (3 f« ft^ ),

’release’ g ra w k f), ’touch’ VFFT ’sleep’ (aiFTTOfa),
'take' VMd ’think' occurs only in the middle (note the

change o f  ̂  to anus vara), and 'ITH 'take pleasure in' has and
with change o f *T to anusvara. Finally, the important 'dwell' has 
^  ictfltf, which substitutes ^  for of the root.
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c) w-type.

Although the w-aorist was very common in the Vedic language, most 
o f these old forms have been displaced by other aorist types or have 
disappeared altogether, the imperfect or perfect having to function in its 
stead. O f the few  that have survived only one or two are found in both the 
active and middle, in view  o f which it is better to illustrate the two voices 
with different roots. For the active voice we may take 'speak', which, 
like a few  other roots with medial -a-, lengthens its vowel. For the middle 
w ill serve 'lift 'lie down', the vow el of which takes guna, i.e., -i- ->e -* -ay- 
before the suffix -is-.

'speak' Stem: *1^1 k h - (a-vdd-is-).

Singular
1.
2. ot^iqr.
3.

Active
Dual Plural

In the second person the secondary ending -s is irregularly contracted 
with the suffix to form -is (-ih), and in the third person the ending -t is 
com bined with sim ilar irregularity into -it. Otherwise, by the ordinary rule 
o f sandhi o f final -s (as expected with the dropping o f the endings -s and -t to



avoid two final consonants), we should have had two identical forms ending 
in -if (with the required conversion of final to -f), which do not correspond 
to any verbs and are indistinctive. Like are conjugated V * ’exhilarate’ 
(3PTT^[) and W f e  'know' (^T^kT with guna of the root vow el).

Vint ’lie down' Stem: SRTfqW- (a-say-is-).
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1.
2.

3.

Middle
Singular Dual
anrfqfa 3 R rf^ rf|

Plural
3T9ii^wf|;
3T9Tfq^^T
3T9TfqW

Similarly conjugated are the aorists o f ’be bom' O ^ P l^ ) and 
’thrive' (spritfe).

d) sw-type.

This type is conjugated only in the active voice and confined to a half 
dozen roots ending in -a. The commonest and hence the most important is 
probably V̂ TT ’go’. There are no peculiarities about its inflection.

VqT ’go’ Stem: ^ M l Ri ̂ - (a-ya-sis-).

1.
2 .

3.

Singular
srqTRTEPT
3Tzmft:
3fqltfRT

Active
Dual Plural

3nni%^T

sprrRr^r:N >3

The second and third persons singular are ambiguous as to aorist type, 
as the same forms o f the ^-aorist also end in -slh and -sit (-j- + -is and -if). 
U nless attested in other forms than the second and third persons singular, 
therefore, it is not possible to assign a root with certainty to the s-aorist or 
jw -aorist. Thus, for exam ple, ’blew ’ could be either aorist o f
b lo w ’. On the other hand, o f Vf[T ’abandon’ has to be classed as a sis-
aorist because it occurs in forms other than the second and third persons.
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2. The Second or Non-Sigmatic Aorist.

In the Second Aorist are included three types: a) a so-called 'Root 
Aorist’ which, as its name suggests, adds the personal endings directly to the 
root, b) a thematic aorist which involves the interposition of the thematic 
vowel -a- between the root and the endings, and c) a reduplicating aorist 
which is also thematic.

a) Root type.

Relatively few roots belong to this type, although most of them are of 
common usage. With the exception of ■'to'be', they all end in -a. The 
regular secondary endings are employed, except in the third plural where -ur 
(-uh) replaces -an (as in the j-aorists). Only the active voice occurs.

1.
Singular

'stand'

Active
Dual Plural

3T-WPT 3TWRT aresrPT
2. 3TWT: 3TWkPT 3TFTRT
3. 3R*TTc( 3JWRTRT 3PE*T:o

V̂ T is peculiar in having the ending -an instead of -ur (-uh) in the third 
plural, and it interposes a -v- between the root and endings that begin with a 
vow el in order to keep the root free of sandhi change throughout.

'be'CN

Active
Singular Dual Plural

1. c\ H 3PPTc\ 3PFTc\
2. c\ 3TSRPTC\ ■> 3T*RTCN
3. 3r mC\ N 3fW FfC\ N 3T*PFTc\ >
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b) Thematic or a-form.

The thematic vowel -a is added to the unmodified root, so that this 
aorist is conjugated exactly like an imperfect of class VI. Because it is 
formally indistinguishable from an imperfect of class VI, care has to be taken 
in identifying it. This can only be done by knowing the class to which a form 
in question belongs. So, for example, <*HIHd h e went' must be taken as an 
aorist, as (TÔ sRT) is a root o f class I whose imperfect is There
are no special endings. A dozen or more common roots take this aorist. 
Though it occurs in both voices, the middle is not common.

'sprinkle'

Singular
1.
2 .

3. 3rf*r^

Active
Dual Plural

3TTTOM
3TRTTO*T S ifted
srf^crnRT 3rf^rro

Singular
1. 3r f r o
2. srftpTOT:
3. 3rf%^r

Middle
Dual Plural

srfTOTOT arfTOBmj;

Am ong the m ost important roots belonging to this aorist are: >/sTPT 
'reach' ( 3 T R ^ ) , 'be angry’ ( 3 T f ^ ) ,  V w  'go' (3 T T T O ), V t o  'see' ( 3 f < d ^  

with irregular strengthening o f the root by guna), 'obstruct' ^ d ) ,
V^T 'ascend' (3T5^f), VTO 'turn, m ove, exist' (3fTO^), Vspfr h e  able'
(3T9TW). Two roots, viz., TO 'fly' and TO 'say', are reduplicated and obscure 
the root by a weakening process. Thus, VTO forms a-pa-pt-a-t with zeroing 
out o f the root vow el, and VTO has a-voc-a-t, in which -voc- is the product o f 
the contraction o f the reduplicative syllable va- + -uc, the root reduced by 
sam prasarana  o f va
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c) Reduplicated type.

This aorist, apart from a couple of roots, is the 'standard' aorist of 
roots o f class X and causatives. The vowel of the reduplicative syllable, 
which is if  the root contains -a-, -a-, -r- or lengthens its vowel, unless 
it is long by position, i.e., unless the root begins with two consonants. This 
produces a prevailing rhythm of short (augment) + long (reduplicative 
syllable) + short (root). To achieve this rhythm roots with long vowels like 
VttB[ 'succeed' are occasionally shortened; thus, a-rl-radh-a-t. The inflection
of the reduplicated aorist is in all respects identical to an imperfect of a 
thematic verb.

1.
2 .

3.

1.
2 .

3.

*be bom' Stem: (<a-ji-jan-a-)
'cause to be bom, produce'

Singular
*N

Active
Dual

*\

Plural
Sf̂ hsjRTPT
dt'3Ti'3i*ld

Singular
Middle
Dual

<*1̂1 M id  IH

Plural

II. A dverbs F orm ed by Suffixes.
There is a fairly large number o f adverbial words in Sanskrit that are 

formed by means o f suffixes from pronoun roots ('pronominal roots'),^most 
com m only the demonstrative the relative and the interrogative 
There are also a few  adjectives, e.g., 3F 3T, from which adverbs are made 
by the same suffixes. A ll these derivatives are o f the commonest occurrence 
and have accordingly appeared frequently in our readings. The roots o f ̂  
and as they appear in these 'adverbs by suffixes', are d"- and i.e., with
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the omitted. The interrogative fdR  is replaced by the two variant roots d?- 
and di--.

The adverb-forming suffixes that are added to these roots are -tas 
(-tah) ’from', -tra 'in', -tha denoting manner, and -da denoting time. In the 
following table these four suffixes are arranged horizontally and the various 
roots and stems to which they are added are given vertically at the left, so that 
if  any root (or stem) is carried across from left to right, its formation into an 
adverb by addition of the suffix above may be seen. The literal, etym ological 
meaning may be quickly determined by combining the sense conveyed by a 
particular suffix with the meaning o f the pronominal root or adjective stem.

Adverb-forming Suffixes

Lesson Thirty: The A orist Tense. A dverbs Form ed by Suffixes.
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1. 2. 3. 4.
Pronoun roots (-d-:) -d' -m -dT

'from ' 'in ’ 'manner,
way'

'time*

3T- ’th is’ aid': 3Td —

S’- ’that’ dd": dd- dRT d^T
’w hich' ddT

(relative)
d̂ - df- did" d R d dRT•o >3
'which?, what?' 

A djective stem s
other

^  'all, every'
c c r

'one' — — TTdRT

Sometimes the suffix -̂ TT, denoting manner, takes the form -*1 ,̂ as in 
’in what way, how?'. The expected form dRT occurs in the Veda. 

There is also a pronominal root which appears in W: ’from this’, a 
synonym of 3RT:, and in 'in this way, thus', earlier ^ 4 1.4 This same
pronominal root also appears in the common adverb ^  ’here’,

^Probably formed from the prehistoric nom./acc. neuter of which was supplanted 
by the extended (id-am), just as the original form of the second person pronoun,
was supplanted by (tu-am).



synonymous with but formed with an otherwise unproductive suffix 
Finally, note that in SPT the suffix '*TT has been shortened.

The suffix -<3T: has a much wider and more general application than the 
other three, being added to the roots of the pronouns of the first and second 
persons, singular and plural and also freely to noun stems in place o f the 
ablative ending. Thus, as added to the roots o f the personal pronouns: *RT: 
(mat-tab ’from me’), STFixT: (asmal-tah 'from us'), w n : (tvat-tah  'from 
you'), and *J**rrT: (yusmat-tah 'from you', plural). Instead of saying m 
'from the mountain’, we may say H«T<aci:; similarly, for ’from birth’,
we often find ^FW:.

Since the adverbs in -d-: have an ablative sense and in -W a locative 
value, they are often used as quasi-adjectives qualifying nouns in the ablative 
and locative. Thus, serves for ’on this mountain’, d f̂l

Id for 'from that region', and so on. This usage is more
commonly to be encountered in works couched in a more popular, less rigid 
style, such as the Hitopadesa, although it is by no means rare in compositions 
o f more elevated character.

In determining the meaning o f these adverbs, several points must be 
borne in mind. While the etymological meaning always lurks in the 
background, so to speak, often the sense in a particular context is more 
removed, to a somewhat different plane or focal point. For exam ple, *RT: 
means etym ologically 'from that (place)’, but more often the reference is 
transferred from the spatial to the temporal sphere, so that instead o f 'from 
that (place)', the meaning w ill be 'from that (tim e)’, i.e., then, thereupon. 
Very frequently cRT: is used in the sense of an 'ablative of cause', i.e., 'from 
that' with the implication 'resulting from that, in consequence o f that, on 
account o f that, therefore'. In sum, then, we may see that ̂ RT: has in effect the 
follow ing meanings:

1. from that (place), from there;
2. from that (time), then, thereupon;
3. resulting from that, on that account, therefore.

Only the context can determine which o f these meanings is appropriate. 
Similarly, cRT etym ologically means 'in or  on that (place) or  there', but the 
reference may be to something in the dual or plural: 'in or on those two, 
among them’. A common meaning is 'with regard to this or that (matter)' 
(remember that the locative has also the sense o f 'with regard to, with
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reference to’!). The suffixes o f manner and time (-•TT and -̂ T) normally 
have their literal meanings; thus, <T*TT 'in that way, thus', W  ’in which way', 

’at what time, when?’ 'in another way, otherwise', 'at
another time', 'at one time, once upon a time', etc.

IQ. Monosyllabic Nouns in -i and -u.
Nouns o f but one syllable (roots used as nouns) end in -i and -it. 

However, unlike the polysyllabic types (which was studied in Lesson 
Eight) and these monosyllabic nouns take the same endings as the 
consonant stems, although there are some alternative forms due to 
borrowings from the type. Here below  are the complete declensions
o f the very common nouns Eft 'thought' and 'earth'. The alternative forms, 
which are probably more com m on, are given after the 'regular' forms.

sfr, f. 'thought'
Singular Dual Plural

Nom . Eft: fiPT:
dhi-h• dhiy-au dhiy-ah

A cc. ftPHT ftRl:
dhiy-am dhiy-au dhiy-ah

Instr. tftwTPT sftftr:
dhiy-a dhl-bhyam dhl-bhih

Dat. Eft«rm; tft«T:
dhiy-efdhiy-ai dhl-bhyam dhl-bhyah

A bl. fEHT:/ftPTT: tftW R '
dhiy-ah! dhiy-dh dhl-bhyam dhl-bhyah

Gen. f& :̂/fEPTT: fETTFl/ETH 1 ̂
dhiy-ah/ dhiy-dh dhiy-oh dhiy-am ! dhi-n-am

L oc. flrfoyfiircFi fft̂ T
dhiy-H dhiy-am dhiy-oh dhi-su
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• ’earth'5
S in g u la r D u a l P lu r a l

Nora. *T:cs *r Y ^T:
b h u -h b h u v -a u b h u v -a h

Acc. *r Y
b h u v -a m b h u v -a u b h u v -a h

Instr. *RT VPRTPT
b h u v -a b h u -b h y a m b h u -b h ili

Dat. *r /*r w r
b h u v -e lb h u v -a i b h u -b h y a m b h u -b h y a h

Abl. *R :A R T :"O O 'Vf̂ TTR' *PR:
b h u v -a h /b h u v -a h  • • b h u -b h y a m b h u -b h y a h

Gen. *Rt:x»
b h u v -a h f  b h u v -a h b h u v -o h b h u v-a m J  b h u -n -a m

Loc. ^A R T R -O "V *r Y:•0
b h u v - ifb h u v -a m b h u v -o h b h u -su

Note that the endings are identical to those added to consonant stems. 
W herever an ending begins with a vowel {-a m , -a , -e ,  etc.) the root vowels -i 
and -u  are "broken1 into - iy  and -u v . In the dative, ablative-genitive and 
locative singular the alternative endings -a i, -a h  and -d m  are borrowed from 
the ;r YRGT type ~  fM l, R̂JT: ~  ftRT:, ~ and similarly ~
SR", ~  *RT*., MMiH ~ >R H). In the genitive plural too, ^TPT and 
are alternative forms based on 'T̂ hTPT and 5

5 A s an adjective at the end  o f  a com pound ^ m a y  mean bein g , ex isten t.
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Sentences lllustrarins the A orist and A dverbs Form ed by Suffixes.

j ^ d l  M<\  MfdVrrW

q - yi-H K cH H cH I d d R d d i f a  *«< 4 |u < u 3<^H  !<!<<< I

d ^ d H l s f e g  i
yi<3 R f R t o  d d  id  Icdl^T I

3 . W T  <d Id4f «TRf|- CRT: <PftT <*( <i s f l  HT
« T * T ^ T d T d l V a i S l f a m d l H  I

4. W :  <^d I <rd ̂  H d <r4 3 y R> H > d ^  *i I °h I mT t I d :
fad ld ld lsbE R T  I>o \

5. 5q p -^ < l' -H-d: 3 > W I |r ^ 'd ^ ^ iq T c < T  d HIRd><
34<rHld4<l<-M d tt̂ RT: I

6 . d W 'd d lS Id

<rd d l^ H H k td  II

7. f a d R ^ I  ~ m m R 3  H f ^ i m d d d i U d ^ ' l  d d d  I R iV ^ I4

O T :  Io
8 . 3 f 4 q - ^ iR 4 4 « - < |^ i4  H ild d H l S5T *T ^ F T

< d < d iR H ± H " l^ r  I

9. 3R < fl d d <  H^cHI d d d K S H T  1 ^ T d ^ T ^ IC d  iR l d l  S^%

H < l R t d l  3 T f q q |^ ^ 7 T f T ^ ^ S r M d M I ^ K q ^ < d d < d i d 5 

M l d l d l s H H d r  y N uli W n T  'd R d H i4 l+ d  f
C \ >  — O  «\

10 . 341^  <H T*{d d ^ l'H d  y < H k lR 4 d l< n d 9 I d ^ ft

y T ^ w  <RT3r ^ p rt t̂c sttT 11 o ttstW  icv o  c\. >o *\
dT <^^y d l'd -H y id  I d d W d d M  I 'd R r H d ^

S T ip T ^ d V iH f H d lM ^ )  i 'd P i^ d  I ^ W N

le s s o n  T h im "  T he A o ris t T ense. A d v erb s  F orm ed  b y  Suffixes.
* M on osyiU bic  S o w n  ut -i arut ii.



f e y i i q ki 141 vt̂ m i 'uu  =srnrR:?T i
c \

H .  * n q i i M i ^ - q v ^ 1 < |;  ^ ? ^ ^ | ^ [ b | u | |  f ^ - ^ r f l t ^ u n v jT H H d  

^R T ^T r^T : I

12. f^~ ĵ)̂ d l : 15? T ^ r 3TTd'M yl'dd '-^
H i-H fc i is i i0  | d d l  f q ^ '+ iR i^ ' i  q q i ' ‘ ri q  i d q ' J i i a ^ c r i  

f e ^ K i l :  q’q i p q f a y f q q i  y f d  l ^ d l d ^ l d  I

13. I ^*-^FT w f d -: ^  S ^ f i f t  ■•Rtjrrt 5 [ M ?

+  K f e t * M l 4 k y i i* d 16 I c r tH ilF d i-d d i f d l^ W c T ^ T ^ W T  

> ) | k n  y y ^ f a * i  ^ r a ' r ^ d ^ d ^ ^ f - ^ T d t ^  

W U ' i ^  ^ " F D ' d  » H i * d d :  4 < M --A M  y i y  I< 1  ^ W T + < J = yO
W rdTR R rrf^w : i>3 ^

14. r<cA*\ s n s t i

m t i ^ H H ^  l f t  l f a $  ^ d H

i

15. %^T17 t i ^  Id ° M 1 8 *14d < ^ * 1  <fa*"d

^5T H MI r ^ -d  I W ftf < M 4 ^ T : 3T f^rr S^TT^
h^\<\*\' n r x ^ r 3 m i f f a f a q f a w i  & 1 

^ R ^ n r f ^ T  i
c. O "N

4 6 6  L esson  Thirty': The A orist Tense. A dverbs Form ed by Suffixes.
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Notes

1 . Mr4 l Usually a gerund serves as the adjunct to the subject of a sentence or 
the logical subject, such as the instrumental of the personal agent with past 
passive participle CBy him, having done such-and-such, it [was] said). Here,
however, qualifies ri<?t̂ 4 'Of Nala, having heard etc.
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2 . After a short vowel, W, whether within a word or at a word- 
juncture, is doubled. When an aspirated consonant (here is doubled, the 
w/iaspirated counterpart is prefixed; hence, % + T5 C5®), not W +W.

3. 'the setting of the sun’. literally means 'going
home (SRT̂ np' and is used of the setting of any celestial body. Since 3R̂ T is 
actually in the accusative case (i . e not the stem form), the compound is truly 
an explicit accusative tatpurusa! The noun liome' is restricted to use 
only with verbs of motion and is not a general word for 'home'.

4. an ablative with a verb of fearing.

5. accusative masculine plural o f 1% 'three' qualifying *0*1 M in an 
'accusative of duration o f time’ construction.

6. ansnlHal-H Be careful o f this form!

7 . *i«fl*i* 'all this', viz., this world, the standard expression from Vedic 
times. This passage has been greatly simplified from Manavadharmasastra 
1.5-13.

8. d H\*jd The past passive participle o f with present (!) meaning Cbeing' 
not 'been') is often thus compounded with a noun Cbeing darkness’) as a 
means o f  converting the noun into an adjective; here 'being darkness’ means 
simply ’dark’. Damayanti, in the story of Nala and Damayanti, is referred to
as <cd*jdf ’being a gem ’, i.e., gem -like.

9. M^dfcHRffcr ’was as though ( ^ )  sound asleep or sunk in sleep*. Note 
here that the verbal prefix 9T- has not its literal meaning, but an intensifying 
force, hence the translation 'sound asleep’ or 'sunk in sleep’.

10. <rĉ > K oi!6td: The primal force (the neuter Brahman) is said to be ’self
existent’ (^t^T:), i.e., existent by itself, because, if  it is the source o f all

it cannot have been brought into existence by another than itself; 
if so, w e should have to deal with an infinite and meaningless regress. It is 
’unmanifest’ (3j ctd:) because it has not at this point revealed itself.



1 1 . apTf, i.e.f P̂T:, accusative plural of the curious noun ^  'water', used 
only in the plural. The locative plural occurs in the next sentence.

12. <51^41 Brahman, the impersonal source o f all, has now become a 
personal creator-god, hence the masculine as distinguished from the 
neuter absolute: 'The grandsire of all the worlds (i.e., the Self-existent or 
neuter Brahman) was born in that egg (as) Brahma (i.e., the immediate 
creator).'

13. 'by him self alone (X^) through his own (STfĉ PT:)
meditation'. is an intensive pronoun either employed as an adjective
qualifying the subject ('he h im self) or as equivalent to an instrumental ('by 
h im se lf) as here. 3nTH7T is commonly thus used as a reflexive pronoun. 
Incidentally, this entire account of creation should be compared to the 
remarkable hymn X .129 of the Rgveda.

14. I *6I 'made it into two parts', broke it in two.

15. i: litera lly  'creepers or  tendrils (in the form) o f  lightning', a 
figurative expression for 'flashes o f lightning' fancied to resem ble the 
tendrils o f  a plant because o f their irregular shape. The com pound is made 
up o f  'fa-cRT a root noun, litera lly  'that which shines far and w ide (f^ + 
'shine') +  vRIT 'a creeper or  tendril'.

t

16. The words from  W  through are the thoughts o f  the king.
The m ain sentence is

4 6 8  L esson  T hirty: The A orist Tense. A dverbs F orm ed by  Suffixes.
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17. equivalent to

18. 'ti i W hat construction is this?



Vocabulary

<nfy<rTi n. a ring, 
an egg.

adv. 'in the end', finally (Joe. 'end').
3TT, f. (plural only), water.
3fqr-V*iH class I), go o ff or  away; aorist
srft, m. an enemy.

s><̂ (RsM Pd, class VII), cut down; aorist 3v5to?trr ,̂ 3ff^®xT; ppp. i\sw. 
3rf%x̂ rr, negative gerund o f  not having found.
aT̂ FRT, adj. unmanifest.

n. setting (o f a celestial body), 
aTT-Vwnj (sM Rt, class I), attack. 
m fk , m. beginning.

(Cl^Ri, class I), ascend; aorist ^<?^a and 
3fT̂ TT, m. food .
Sdtdd:, adv. here and there.

p p p . o f the desiderative o f  V«HI4 iH lRl, class V ), sought for, 
desired (litera lly  'desired to be obtained').

^T^T, n. a grove.
gerund  V«RT (^rf?T, class I), having stayed, having abided. 

m . a poet.
m. a cultivator, farmer, peasant. 

gerundive  V y  (^ O fd , class VUI), having or  needing to be done.
‘fi'HH, n. work. .
^rnr, m. love.
•M^b, n. w ood, firew ood.
VsfT̂r C^rRr, class IV), become angry; a o r is t

■o > ■o

a field.
OT̂ Rr, class I), hide, conceal; aorist “i 

^T , f. a cave.
p p p . (^T fe , class IX), (having been) seized. 

m . a thief.
m. dearth, want, lack.

L esson  T hirty: The A o ris t Tense. A dverbs F orm ed by  Suffixes.
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class IV), be born; aorist aorist of caus.
m. 'water-abode', a lake. 
adverbial phrase, thenceforth.

^HRl, n. darkness.
^TRlw, adj. 'being darkness', hence, in the dark, dark. 

adj. tall.-\
n. majesty.
(cWRf, class I), leave; gerund ^ 4̂ 1.
(q'J'Sq id, denom. verb from <U'S, 'stick', literally 'apply a stick to'),
punish.
adj. poor.

^"rf^T, m. a forest-fire.
(^f% , class I), bum; aorist SRTTSfl̂ . 

i qq, n. the heaven, the sky.
n. a thing, an object. 

fejT , adv. in two parts, in twain.
(£1 K-m Ri , no pres., caus. without caus. meaning!), hold, sustain, support, 

bear; inf in.
£iTR‘, n. meditation.

T (T^T%, class IV), perish; aorist of caus. spTi^W.
H Ml m. a policeman. 
fd&rfd’T, adj. without wealth, poor.
f̂Nr, n. a nest.

M<Rt, class VI), drive away, dispel.
>a > N o  # - . _

q-f̂ RT, adj. 'possessing wings', winged; asm . a.bird.
(q r̂Rr, class I), fly; aorist 

qr, adj. highest, extreme. 
qT9T, m. an ax.

ppp. qn-V-^r <̂ PT%, class I), (having been) conquered.

qR d^rc, m. a full year. 
qiTTvft^TT, f. a plan, 
qr, n. a city.
VTO class VI), ask; aorist 3fqT8iT̂ .
gfo-yl'ftrq (VfTW, class I), 'speak back', answer.
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mW R , adv. first, firstly, 
g w ,  adj. much.

ppp. g'-V^T C^R(Rt, class n ), sound asleep.
5TT̂ , adv. before (as postp. +  gen.).
Ml0!, m. breath; life (in plur.).

(vrqi?r, class I), be in view  or visible; gerund gT^ftr. 
rains, the rainy season or monsoon. 

gT9T̂ T, m. a palace, 
ĝ rg", adj. dearer, com parative  offiRT.

n. a seed.
TTFT, m. a part.

C fw fd\ class III), fear; aorist 3 ^ ^ .
W tfa, m. 'lord o f the earth', a king.
Tfc^T, m. a fish.
V*RT (TRW, class IV), think; aorist 
Trf̂ 5T̂ , m. a minister.

([+1*513, class HI), measure; form; aorist F̂TTRT.
TTRT, m. a month.
TRRJT, f. Menaka, an apsaras, mother o f Sakuntala by the sage Visvamitra. 
TfT̂ T, m. liberation or  freedom  (from rebirth).
WTPT. . .  [h, concessive conj. although . .  . nevertheless.
TRTCJ, n. glory, fam e.
V w  ( w f e ,  class VII), obstruct, lay siege to; aorist 3T^Rf.

(^rfw, class II), say, speak; aorist W fW .  
n. speech, words. 

qf̂ T̂ T, m. a merchant.
V w  (W kT, class I), say; aorist *iqi<Tid.
qq q ifciq , adj. 'forest-dwelling', as m. a forest-dweller, denizen o f the

forest. ^
V w  (w ftr , class I), stay, abide, dwell; aorist ^
2 V f e  class V I), find; aorist 3 ffw ^ , <*ifqq<n; gerund  [qx4I.
f e ^ R fT , f. a lightning-flash. 

m. a spark.
ppp- CH^Rr, class I), having m oved apart', scattered, spread.
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V w  class I), grow, thrive; aorist
class V ), be able, can; aorist

n. a piece; a half (o f an eggshell).
(9RT, class 13), lie  down; aorist 3T9Tf̂ TE5:.

55PT, m. fatigue.
class V ), hear; aorist 

m. the young o f  an animal or  bird.
T̂SPT, m. doubt.

ppp . ^ ( vhI^3 , class IV), having arisen.
adj. situated in the vicinity, nearby, near.

^ (st»l«fd, class I), play together.
m. a serpent.

^FFT, n. crop; grain.
class I), hold  out against, withstand; inf in.

^ T T , adv. im m ediately. 
adj. beautiful.

m. the sun.
fd, class V I), let go , release; create; aoris t i$ild. 

t A n f ,  ad j. golden .
ad j. firm er, com para tive  o f  IFRX.

V^TT (<nifd, c lass II), bathe.
^RhT, adj. 'self-existent', an epithet o f  Brahman as the ultim ate principle, 
^ f ,  m. heaven .

m . a lord o r  m aster.
Vf[(^<ld, class I), take; a o r is t

n. the heart.
a d j. 'lying in  the heart', as m. love.

Spl, adj. go lden .

L e sso n  T h irty: T he A o r is t Tense. A d verb s  F o rm ed  b y  Suffixes.
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V. The Man Whose Mental Attitude is Firmly
Established

I
f e R r a i w 1 s t r t 2 w i i w i w 1 %9i^r i

f%  S H T T W fw R ftcT  II II

3'c |M  I
M qT«f I

^ T T cR ^ T R ^ rr  ^PS£:4 f^HdysFttd'Cl-'^d II II■o
f^R TPT^:5 I
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(Bhagavadgita n. 54-72).

Notes

1. R*4dU*K3r This, with its synonym f̂ RTOt: in the next line and other 
equivalent expressions farther on in this passage, is difficult to render in 
English: ’whose mental attitude is firmly or well established’ seems 
awkward, but is perhaps the closest to conveying the intended meaning. U?ti 
in this compound is, then, a synonym of so that f^RfiRT is practically a 
synonym of ffezfRT in n.50 and the analytic expression WgHT ̂ RTt W  
'disciplined with which mental attitude’ in 39.
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2 . *rP*T here does not mean 'language' (the usual meaning!), but 'definition' 
or 'description'.

3 . ^rRTfiT^r^r literally  'abiding or remaining in deep concentration', i.e., 
firmly concentrated.

4. i.e., relying entirely upon himself, content within 
himself alone.

5. Each of these compounds ends in a noun OTT:, F[![r, and Eft), but is
used adjectivally. What sort of compound thus ends in a noun, but functions 
as an adjective? An external clue to the adjectival function of <*1*1 i:
and is the change of gender of the terminal member, i.e., is a
neuter word, but the lengthening of the final vowel indicates a gender change 
(remember masculine and feminine nouns in -as have their nominative in -as, 
as s r f l fW  and 3TĈ TRT); t-M̂ i is a feminine noun as indicated by its final -a, 
but in this compound it is converted into a masculine to qualify the subject of 
d ^ d .

6. drid The repetition of the demonstrative implies distribution. W e may 
translate this common usage by 'this or that'; thus, 'The one who, without 
desire in all instances (ddd), having gotten this or that pleasant or unpleasant 
thing {i.e., good or bad fortune), neither takes delight in the good fortune nor 
hates the bad fortune', and being extracted from ^PTT^T as objects 
of d im d ^ id  and *T i t f e  respectively.

7. The suffix -3RT (-”51:) is added to numerals or to words o f  numeral
character to form adverbs: as ’singly', 'by fives', and here ^4^1:
’w holly, entirely'.

8. ftqiiT 'objects o f the senses', i.e., the objects to which the sense organs
(Wf^TTTpT) gravitate (as does the ear to sounds, the eye to colors, the nose to 
smells, etc.). is properly a 'field or  domain' o f something; from the
field or proper domain o f a particular sense organ, it easily shifts to the 
object o f the sense organ.



9. fqPiqa’-o the prefix fe- here simply intensifies the meaning of 'turning
away ( f r ) , and it is in fact omitted in the next line where is used with
the same meaning.

10 . and 3FRT are most easily taken as ’genitives quasi-dative', as they 
belong more closely to the verbs than to the nouns fW qi and TOT. Thus,
The sense objects turn away (<or fade away) for the individual who refrains 
from food . . ., flavor too, turns away for him, when he sees the highest'. 
Similar is the genitive T O W  in the next sloka, and an even clearer example is 
3TWT in 65.

11. It is said that 'flavor' (’Uf), i.e., the object of the sense of taste, is 
the very last o f the sense objects to recede, as the desire for food is the hardest 
to suppress and tends to rebound even after long fasts. But, as we see in this 
passage, when the RrMdyqi sees the highest (Brahman), even this most 
resistant sense object relaxes its hold.

1 2 . tprfWT, literally , 'take away, charm' in the sense of 'distract' and 
practically 'overpower, become master o f.

13. TOTT: 'having me (W -, stem form of as the chief thing (-TO)’, i.e., 
completely devoted to or intent upon me. This is a bahuvrihi based on an 
appositional karmadharaya; TO 'chief or principal (thing)' is very frequently 
employed in this way as the terminal element of a compound.

14. TO: genitive singular of TOT 'a man', a consonant stem of three degrees. 
The strong stem is TORT, the weakest TO (as here) and the middle TO. The 
declension is formed perfectly regularly from these stems. It is here a 
synonym o f TO?TOT o f sloka 60. 15

15. In summary, w e may say that, from dwelling on the objects of the senses, 
an individual experiences a sevenfold concatenation of conditions, viz.* 
attachment (̂ T̂ 7) to the objects, a desire (^TO) to have them, anger (3TO) 
when this desire is thwarted or unfulfilled, infatuationw ith the desires

which results in confusion o f memory (^ R i RTO), which ,,m  turn,
nullifies the formation of a disciplined attitude of mind (TfeTTOT). This lack 
of mental attitude with its concomitant irresolution leads to the ruination of 
the individual.
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16. f f e  here cannot mean ’mental attitude’ since a proper or disciplined
mental attitude is itself a prerequisite  for the achievement o f tranquility 
referred to in 64, concerning which can hardly be made made the assertion: 
'when one's mind has becom e tranquil his mental attitude
quickly becomes steady (31TO f f e  here seem s to have the
sense o f  ̂ f e in  the later Samkhya system where it means the 'intellect' or 
'ground o f all intellectual processes', i.e.9 the faculty that lies behind one's 
mental attitude and in whose decision-making power an individual's course 
of action in each particular instance finally resides. What is meant here, then, 
is that this highest intellectual organ becomes permanently stabilized as a 
result o f the repeated application o f a disciplined mental attitude. In this 
condition of absolute equilibrium it is not subject to vacillation due to the 
influences of desires and attachments.

17. *tiGirti a noun formed from the causative stem o f be', which appears 
in the next line in ^nTT^RT:, a negative present participle. L iterally , then, 
*TRTT means 'a causing or  bringing to be or become', i.e., causing oneself to 
evolve or develop into a higher state through the adoption o f a firmly 
established mental attitude. Perhaps w e might translate *1 l«M I by 
'cultivation' and the participle by ’not cultivating him self.

18. 1 h H accusative singular o f  'ship', one o f only a couple o f nouns 
ending in the diphthong -au. It takes the regular endings o f consonant stems; 
before vow el endings the stem becom es *TT̂ . Thus, -TV:, A \AM, HHi, but

'v 7

19. third singular present o f V*TF[ 'be awake', listed as a root, but
strictly an intensive form o f 'be awake'. Intensives are made by 
prefixing to the root a 'strong' reduplication, here containing a long -a-, and 
conjugating it according to a verb o f class III; thus, the intensive stem of  
becomes «TT- + (guna o f in the singular, b u t’T elsewhere) + endings. 
Herewith is the complete present:

Singular Dual
1. 'STFrfjf
2 .

3. 'sTRlfif T̂FRT:
c.

Plural
«TFHT:c
5TFPT 

lil Ri



Note the absence of a nasal in the third plural, as in all verbs of class III.
Finallv it should be observed that no intensive meaning is involved in these 
fornix w hich merely take the place of the missing present of

This stanza suggests the diametrically opposite views of the 'one who is 
controlled’ ittW ) on the one hand and by all other beings on the other: the 
one who is controlled is fully awake when all others are asleep (in the 
darkness of their ignorance), and when the others are awake in their night of 
desires and attachments, the sage, who sees, z.e., has the true vision of reality, 
sleeps,

20. most likely whose stability is unwavering (while it is being 
filledV; 5 1 ^ 5 7 can also mean concretely 'afoundation, but this sense seems 
improbable with reference to the ocean.

21. possibly qualifying h e’, the subject of l°rTlRi, thus: ’he
attains peace, not desiring desires', but more likely *T should be
taken as beginning a new sentence with 91 I Pd HIMI Rl implied: 'he attains 
peace, not the one who desires desires'. 22

22. These three adjectives formed with the 
adverbial prefix mti aw ay', here serving as a prefix of negation, are all 
bahuvxihis on kaimadharayas. According to the analysis employed by 
the Indian grammarians- TTtf is expanded into an adjective by appending to it 
me participle W  gone', hence H W  'gone away fPTR)'- Accordingly,

would be thus analyzed: Phldi: *he whose desires have
seme awav', and similarly with the other two compounds. Western 
grammarians, how ever, are in the habit o f saying having away desires' or 
having desires away', which, though awkward, is thought to reflect more 
aceuraielv the quasi-adj ectival value of title adverb PnH as used in this type of
compound

in '  in is. o f course, the genitive of the first person pronoun
zrgn. and so Iherally is h e  who is without (the notion) o f me or
belonging to m e”, Le.. is  free o f possessiveness.

In order to understand the third compound it is necessary to
know that in the Samkhya philosophy, technical terms from which are 
plentiful enough in the Gita, the il|T 7T  (literally 1-m aker) is an internal 
orsan whose function is to appropriate every act o f an individual to him self 
in one w~ay or another, a sort o f ego-izing principle. The individual referred

**  ̂ Lesson Thirty: The Aorist Tense. Adverbs Formed by Suffixes
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to in this passage, however, has so far controlled himself that he has gotten 
quite beyond the effect of the Having gotten to this point of mental
discipline, he has now attained to a Brahmic state f%*Tf?T:), i.e., a
state of identity with Brahman or perhaps immersion in Brahman.

23. 'at the final time', viz., the hour of death.

24. Nirvana, as is obvious from its presence here, is not a term 
peculiar to Buddhism, by which it was borrowed from the general 
Brahmanical religion that preceded Gautama Buddha and was therefore his 
heritage. Its etymological meaning is 'a blowing out', as of a candle or lamp 
due to a sudden draught. When transferred, as is sufficiently natural, to the 
figure of the flames of the passions, it meant their complete extinction.* This 
condition of quietude, the extinction of all passions, clingings and 
attachments, is here equated with identity or absorption in Brahman.

Lesson Thirty: The A orist Tense, Adverbs Form ed by Suffixes, 479
M onosyllabic Nouns in -i and -ii.

Vocabulary

3Jlf, n. a limb.
3Tftr-Vw Oi-®wfa, class I), go unto, attain.

(̂ ElTRr, class III), regulate; in pass. yields or
conforms to (+ gen.).

m. 'the final time', the final hour.
(d ^ fd , class I), take pleasure in; delight in. 

m. desire.
n. water.

3T2f, m. an object.
srit-tT, adj. not peaceful or  tranquil [negative of ppp. (9ii*-mRi, class 

IV)].
3T9PT, adj. unpleasant, disagreeable; evil.
3TTr4Vm, pres. pass. part. Vj class IX), being filled up.
31191, adv. quickly.
VafRT (3TR ,̂ class II), sit.

an organ o f sense.
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ppp. class VT), frightened, perturbed.
^  ^  ° r~ class IV), be bom. arise,

class VT), reach, attain.
+  adj. possessing a desire of desires', desiring desires; m. one 

who desires desires. 
fa-H, adv. acc. how? 

m. a tortoise.
m. anger.

*T?T, ppp. V*T̂ [ (*r-wva»Id, class I), gone, then come to, arrived at, situated in, 
contained in; 'contained in the mind', in the mind, mental.

Ĉ TC%, class I), go; wander; act on (+ acc.).
n. the mind or  heart.

V̂ THT 0*1 Ml Rf, class II), be awake (strictly an intensive form of 3>/*T 'be 
awake'), [v. note 19]

ppp. VOT (a ^ R l, class IV), satisGed, contenL
adj. 'possessing a body’; as m. a living being, a person, an individual. 

V fin (iTfe, class II), hate, loathe, 
yt. f. tliought, mental attitude.
VEXfT (tq |q id , class IV), think, meditate.
T̂TST, m. destruction.

ppp. f ( ^ i f a ,  class DC), tield apart’, separated, kept away, 
fa <^"R , adj. 'free o f  or  without the I-principle C^^+K)’, devoid o f the 

sense o f  ego.
P m f R ,  adj. having no food, abstaining from food.
fanf*T, adj. 'free o f  o r  w ithout (the sense of) mine or  belong to me', free or 

devoid o f possessiveness.
faqfur, n. 'a blow ing out’ (as o f a candle or lamp), extinction, [v. note 24] 
faWcpI (3^d\ class I), turn away, disappear, 
fa^il, f. night.

adj. free o f  o r  without desire or  longing. 

f. a ship.
9T, adj. highest; as n. (o r m. ?), the Supreme Being. 
qiX-3f5r-V^rT (fa^Sd-, class I), stand or  be Grm, become steady.

tn, a man.
o  ^



SHTT, f. wisdom, knowledge, mental attitude or  disposition, outlook, 
mentality. 

gld^ST, f. stability.
wfdfe'd', ppp. qfdWpTT class I), standing, standing firm, fixed,

established.
gWqsj class IV), perish.

OTR̂ T, class I), speak. 
adj. agitating.
(fu lf il , class VI), enter.

^KiH, ppp. (*fUld, class I), tranquil, serene.
adv. forcibly, violently.

M*1K. m. tranquility, serenity.
class III), leave, give up.

«*l , adj. o f or relating to Brahman, concerned or  connected with Brahman.
VRT, n. fear.
*rR*TT, f. ’a causing to be or become', effecting; cultivating, [v. note 17]
^TRT, f. speech, language; description, definition.

n. a being, creature.
%T5T, m. fall; ruin; loss.
♦1 1 ^ , n. the mind.
>/q?T (w R f, class I), strive, make an effort. 

conj. just as . .  . so.
W , m. taste; flavor (as object o f the sense of taste), 

m. love, affection, desire, longing.
adj. free from, devoid; -q^fq, as an indeclinable at end of cpd. except, 

excluding.
3*91, m. power, control.
qrq, adj. being under one's control, submissive, obedient. 
qPT, m. the wind.

adj. compliant, subject, obedient.
class I), turn away; cease, disappear. 

adj. inspired, w ise, learned, 
m. moving here and there, faltering, confusion, 

class IV), be confused or  infatuated.
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T^R^r, p p p . RrW*pj; class VII), dis-joined, separated from, devoid
of.

Rr^I, m . an object of sense.
class HI), cast aside, give up; g e ru n d  °f[PT.

‘ffcT, p p p .  Rr-Vw O^Rf, class II), 'gone away', departed.
(snsrRr, class I), go, walk.

SIlRa, f . peace.
a d j. pleasant, agreeable; good.

a d j. 'possessing control o r  restraint', controlled, restrained. 
m . attachment.

^TRTftr, m . fixing of the mind on, deep concentration. 
tTMsf, m . an ocean.

m . stupefaction, bewilderment, infatuation.
OT^Rr, class I), hold together, hold in check, restrain; g e ru n d  

° ^ T  .
P̂T-Vf|; Cf^Rr, class I), bring o r  dra^v together, withdraw.

a d v . wholly, altogether; from all sides. 
f̂ £RT, p p p .  V^TT (Rr^Rr, class I), l i te r a lly  having stood, th en  standing a s  

o p p o s e d  to  g o in g  o r  m o v in g , firm, settled, constant, invariable.
R^fRr, f. a condition o r  state.

f. desire, longing for (+ lo c .) .

^ffRr, f. the memory.
Vf (^tRt, class I), take, take away.
^rRl, f. leaving, leaving aside, giving up, abandonment.
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Primary and Secondary Derivation.

L Prim ary D erivation .
W e have seen how verb forms are made from roots by the addition of 

the thematic vow el, various suffixes (or no increment at all!) and finally the 
addition o f  personal endings. But how are declinable stems (nouns and 
adjectives) formed? W e do not, o f course, have to form these stems 
ourselves, as they are listed readymade, so to speak, in our glossaries and 
dictionaries, and w e have only to add the appropriate case endings in order to 
make words out o f  the bare stems, ready to take their place in the sentence 
along with the verbs that w e have at some pains learned to form.

Declinable stems are made from verb roots by the addition of various 
suffixes, a process known in our grammars as 'primary derivation'. 
Sometimes, however, verb roots are used as nouns without the appendage of 
a suffix, as, for exam ple, the two root nouns tit 'thought' and 'earth', which 
w e had in the prior lesson. In such instances where the root alone functions 
as a declinable stem, the ancient Indian grammarians, who rigorously 
proceeded on the principle that a ll nouns and adjectives were derived from 
verb roots by the addition o f  a suffix, logically assumed that the essential 
suffix had been dropped. The reason for the requirement o f a suffix is that 
without it a verb root was, according to their view, a mere grammatical 
abstraction, so  that a further element was needed to indicate how the bare 
verbal notion was to be conceived, i.e., whether as an act or process or 
whether as performed by an agent. Moreover, a suffix was needed to impart 
whatever phonetic substitutions, like guna or vrddhi (or no change!), were to 
be effected in the root in its conversion to a declinable stem. The dummy or 
ghost suffix, which was dropped after imparting these factors to the root, is a 
postulate current also among m odem  linguists who call it a 'zero'-suffix.1

Suffixes o f  prim aiy derivation, which number 50 or more (!), impart 
to the root either the m eaning o f  a noun of action or o f a noun o f agent. The 
latter class o f  derivatives that denote the agent are often adjectival or

L E SSO N  T H IR T Y -O N E

1A  zero-suffix m ight sim ilarly be postulated in English to explain mutated plurals like mice 
and lic e , w hose change o f  root vow el from  -ou- (m ouse, lou se) to -i- (m ice, lice) can then 
be attributed to the phonological effect o f  a suffix that was subsequently dropped. This 
would, in fact, be h is to r ic a lly  c o rrec t, as the plurals o f Old English mus and lus (from  
which are descended m o u se  and lou se)  were formed in prehistoric Old English by the 
suffix - iz ;  thus, * m u s-iz  and * lu s-iz  (from  Indo-European * m u s-e s jn d  *lus-es). The -i- 
o f this su ffix  caused the -u- o f  the prior syllable to becom e fronted or mutated by a sort o f  
vocalic harmony. The m utated sound, probably pronounced as -u- (long!) m M odem  
German, was written -y- in O ld English. The modem spellings mouselrmce and louselhce 
reflect later phonetic changes and orthographical habits.
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participial in character. Thus, with the primary suffix -a  are made the 
following nouns o f action (n o m in a  a c tio n is ,  as they are technically called): 
k r o d h -a  (* l* 4 ) ’anger' (\3TET vbe angry’), h a r s -a  ( f s f )  ’joy' (V^T 'be
delighted’), j a y - a  ( W )  ’victory’ (Vf̂ f ’conquer’), h a v -a  ( ^ )  'a call'
'call), s n e h -a  (^1q) 'love' ’love’), all with guna strengthening of the
root, and k d m -a  ( W )  ’desire' ( \ ^ T  'desire’), b h d g -a  OTFT) ’share’
'share') with vrddhi strengthening. In other examples, the same suffix -a  
forms nouns (or adjectives) of agency (n o m in a  a g e n t is ): s a r p - a  (̂ PT) 'a 
serpent (literally 'a creeper’, 'creep'), m e g h - a  (H^) 'a cloud' (l i t e r a l l y  

'a rain-er', 'make water’, but originally ’drip’), p l a v - a  (cvT̂ ) 'a boat'
{ l i t e r a l l y  'a floater', (>/**[ 'float'). As has been said, the agential class is often 
adjectival (or participial) in character: so, k s a m -a  (SFT) 'patient' (VfirFT 'be 
patient'), k h a d -a  (*d K) ’eating’ (V<aTC ’eat’). Frequently, the nouns of 
action, which are basically abstract, have also a concrete meaning; thus, 
b h e d - a  ( ^ 0  from ’split’ may mean 'the act of splitting' or 'what has
been split, a breach o r  split'. Similarly, formed with the common suffix 
-a n a ,  the stem a s - a n a  (3TRFT) from 'sit' may mean 'the act of sitting' or 
'what one sits upon, a seat o r  chair'.

The roots to which these and the other primary suffixes are attached 
are variously treated, i .e ., often by guna or vrddhi substitution, or 
reduplication. Occasionally there is no change in the root vowel, as in y u g -a  
(3FT) 'yoke' (V̂ FT 'join, yoke'). No general rule can be given concerning the 
treatment of the root vowel when a primary suffix is added, as it varies with 
the same suffix as attached to different roots (as seen in the case of -a) and 
from suffix to suffix, some exhibiting only one kind of strengthening or none 
at all.

The formation of primary stems is a fundamental aspect of the 
structure of the language. These stems number in the many thousands, 
constituting the greater part of its basic vocabulary. From many of them are 
made, by a further process of derivation, yet other stems which, because of 
their secondary origin are appropriately called 'secondary derivatives', and 
the suffixes employed to make them 'suffixes o f secondary derivation' or, 
more simply, 'secondary suffixes'.

Why, it may be asked, is it necessary or even desirable to know how 
these two great classes of stems are made? Why do we need to know, for 
example, that the word jn a n a  (?TFT) 'knowledge' is formed from V̂TT 'know' 
by the addition of the primary suffix -a n a ,  that it means l i t e r a l ly  'the act of 
knowing', then more concretely 'knowledge'? This information, after all, 
can be had from a dictionary, and we could be spared having to learn so many
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more unnecessary details! B y a similar logic, w e may say, quite rightly too, 
that it is possible to drive a car without the least knowledge o f its inner 
workings, how the engine is made, what are its parts and their functions. 
When something goes wrong, w e would have no recourse then but to call 
upon someone with the knowledge that we lack. In the same way, it is 
possible to skirt a knowledge o f  these fundamental building processes in 
Sanskrit and simply resort to the dictionary whenever w e encounter an 
unfamiliar word. But while the driver o f a car can get along without 
knowing anything about its mechanism, a student o f Sanskrit, fitted with so 
superficial a knowledge o f the structure o f the language, w ill always be 
without the insight or means needed to resolve difficulties and obscurities o f  
one sort or another. A simple example may serve to show how helpful a 
basic knowledge o f the principles o f  primary derivation can be in throwing 
light on what is obscure. The well-known word nirvana (Pl'tfal), which  
came into English with the advent o f Buddhist studies in Western countries, 
has been endlessly discussed, but often by persons who are unfamiliar with its 
etym ology and early pre-Buddhist use. With a knowledge o f primary 
derivation, w e readily see that it is formed from the compound root nir-va  
(Ph T) "blow out' (in the intransitive sense) with the suffix -ana  (like *1M and 
3TRFT above) and that as a noun o f action it means simply 'the act {or process) 
of blowing out o r  going out', whether of the flame o f a candle or a lamp. 
When applied figuratively to the fiery passions o f love and hate, etc., it 
clearly and simply refers to their extinction — their ’blowing out or  going  
out'. Such is the original sense, though in the later Buddhist usage it was 
greatly m odified by metaphysical speculation.

As we have just seen in the example o f nirvana, the primary suffixes 
are also added to roots compounded with verbal prefixes. These 
compounded roots, whether with but one or two (or rarely even three) 
prefixes, are treated no differently with regard to the appendage o f  
particular suffixes than the same roots without verbal prefixes. N eedless to 

-say, the meaning o f these compound formulations corresponds to their 
meaning as verb roots with the same prefixes; e.g., upagam-a  03MHIH) 'a 
coming near, approach' reflects the meaning of ^gam  with the prefixes 
upa-a. Sometimes, however, the noun is specialized beyond the range o f  the 
verb root with the same prefixes; thus, vyakar-ana  (5q|^<u|) means
’grammatical analysis, grammar’, but its parent vy-a-Vkr (sqT-^T) m eans
’undo, sever, separate, analyze’ etc., but without the particularization seen in 
vyakarana.

Many of the com m onest primary suffixes, including those already 
exemplified and a few relatively unproductive ones, are given in the 
following list, where they are arranged alphabetically for easy reference
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rather than by frequency of their appendage. The absence of a suffix ~  the 
so-called 'zero-suffix' — which occurs when the bare root (with root vowel 
modified or not) is used as a noun (or more commonly as an adjective at the 
end of a compound), is indicated by a double hyphen (—).

Suffix

1. -

2. -a

3. -an

4. -ana

Root

V'dis 'point out'
^dvis 'hate'
Vd/i/ 'think'
•>Ibhii 'be' 
l^ v id  'know '
'Jduh 'm ilk'

■y/yuj 'yoke' 
yls 'rule'
VdiTi 'stroke'2 
ym u h  'be confused' 
vi-^ kram  'step out, 

attack'
ni-Vvas 'dw ell' 
sam-^tus h e  satisfied' 
vi-Vsis le a v e  apart'

Vra/ 'rule'
Vtaks 'hew, m ake from  

w ood '
p ra ti-V d iv  'play against' 

ydrs  'see'

Vbhuj 'enjoy'

Examples

dis '(cardinal) point' 
dvis 'enemy' 
dhi 'thought' 
bhii ’-being; earth'
-vid 'knowing'
-duh ’milking’

yug-a 'yoke' 
is-a 'ruler, lord' 
deh-a 'body' 
moh-a 'delusion' 
vi-kram-a 'courager

ni-vds-a 'dwelling' 
sam-tos-a 'satisfaction' 
vi-ses-a 'difference'

raj-an 'rul-er, king' 
taks-an hew-er,

carpenter' ,
prati-div-an 'opponent at 

dice'3

dars-ana 'seeing'
(also 'causing to see', 
i.e., 'showing' from 
caus. stem dars-aya- with 
loss of caus. suffix -aya-) 

bhoj-ana 'enjoying; food' 
(lit. 'what is enjoyed')

2Originally, 'form or shape' with the hand, as mud or clay; thus, deha etymologically 
means 'something formed or shaped'.
3It is not always possible to determine in the case of a derivative with a verbal prefix whether 
it was formed directly from the compound root or whether the prefix was added later.
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5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10.

Suffix Root Examples

Vsthd 'stand' sthana (sthd-ana) 'standing; 
place'

Vni ’lead' nay-ana 'leading; the eye 
(as the 'leader')

Vds 'sit' as-ana 'sitting; seat'

-as Vvac ’speak' vac-as 'speech'
Vtii 'be sharp' tej-as 'sharpness, tip (of 

flame); splendor'
Vtap 'be warm' tap-as 'heat; internal 

warmth, austerity'
Vman 'think' man-as 'mind'
Vcaks 'look upon' caks-as 'eye'
Vham 'bow' nam-as 'bowing, obeisance’
Vsr 'flow' sar-as 'lake' {lit. 'fluid')

-a Vhurts 'injure' hims-a 'injury'
fksudh 'be hungry' ksudh-a 'hunger'

-i y'krs 'plow' krs-i 'plowing'
Vrw<; 'please' ruc-i 'pleasure'
Vsuc 'flame' suc-i 'flaming, bright'

-u ysdah 'come or lead sadh-u 'good' {lit. 'leading
straight to one's goal' straight to the goal')

1 Vvas 'shine' vas-u 'excellent'
{lit. 'shining, splendid')

Vsvad 'be savory' svad-u 'savory, tasting 
good, sweet'

-us Vcaks 'look upon' caks-us 'eye'
Vdhan 'set in motion' dhan-us Tdow' {lit. 'that 

which sets [the arrow] 
in motion')

-ti* Vvfitc 'speak' uk-ti 'speaking'
's/man 'think' ma-ti 'thought'
Vsam 'be quiet' san-ti 'quiet; peace'

^Before the suffix -ti a root takes the same form as before -ta, the suffix o f the past passive 
participle; so cf. san-ti ~ san-ta, m a-ti ~ ma-ta.
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11.

12.

1 3 .

1 4 .

Suffix R o o t E x a m p le s

vfjan 'be b o rn ’ j a - t i  'birth'
Xpri 'be glad' p r i - t i  'p leasu re'
pra-Xkr 'presuppose' p r a -k r - t i  'nature.

- tr Vda  'g ive'

m atter' (lit. 'w hat is 
p r e su p p o sed , h en ce  
o r ig in a l c o n d it io n  o f  
th in g s)

dd-tr 'giver'
Vkr ’d o , m ak e’ kar-tr 'd o er , m aker'

- tra , -t r d Vpat 'fly ' pat-tra 'w in g ' (lit. 'm ean s
( in d ic a te s o f  f ly in g ')
th e  root as  
th e  in stru m en t  
o f  the a c tio n )

? Vvas 'w ear' vas-tra 'g a rm e n t'

l \pd 'drink'
(lit. 'm e a n s  o f  d r e ss in g ')  

pa-tra 'cup' (lit. 'm ea n s  o f

\[<as 'cut'
d r in k in g ')

sas-tra 'k n ife , s w o r d ’

V/i/ 'lead, gu id e'
(lit. 'm e a n s  o f  c u t t in g ’) 

ne-tra 'ey e ' (lit. 'm ea n s

i x'md 'm ea su re'
o f  le a d in g  or g u id in g ')  

ma-tra 'm ea su r e '
x d a m s  'bite' d a ir is - lr d  'la rge  to o th , tusk'

-m a tt \ V  'do'

(lit. 'm e a n s  o f  b it in g ')  

kar-man  'a c t io n '
Vjan  'be b o m '
Vvis 'en ter, s e tt le  d o w n '

jan-man  'b irth '
ves-man  'd w e ll in g '  (lit. 'an

-na. ra re ly
t i t  i* \vr c o v e r

e n te r in g , s e t t l in g  d o w n ,  
s e t t le m e n t ')

var-na 'co lo r ' (lit.

-rid ' c o v e r in g ' )
X ra j  'w o r sh ip ' yaj-tia 'w o r sh ip '

xsvap 's le e p ' svap-na ’s le e p '

Xtrs 'be thirsty' trs-na 'thirst'
V ydc 'req u est' y d c - r id  'r e q u est'
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'alii v Hoot Examples

| v  m v&t tk 'be able' sak-ra 'mighty'
'/vaj 'be strong'5 ug-ra 'mighty
Vvuc 'be bright, glow' suk-ra 'bright'

It), -is Vhu 'offer' hav-is 'oblation
Vjyut 'shine'6 jyot-is 'light'
V/v 'gleam' arc-is 'flame'

II, Secondary Derivation.
Wf lmve already said that by 'secondary derivation' is meant the 

lummlion ol' noun and adjective stems from pre-existing stems that are made 
by primary derivation. By this secondary process is made an immense class 
of declinable stems, which taken together with those of primary origin 
constitute I lit* bulk of the Sanskrit vocabulary. There are altogether at least a 
couple ol' dozen secondary suffixes, some of which sure, of course, o f much 
commoner occurrence than others. Among the most productive of these 
suffixes are those that form adjectives expressing appurtenance to or 
connection with what is denoted by the primary stem to which they are 
attached, While these adjectives may conveniently be literally translated by 
'pertaining to, connected with or relating to such-and-such', probably 
ollener a specific adjective will be found to be less cumbersome in expressing 
the idea. I'’or example, from the noun prthivi OjfMt) 'earth', by the addition 
of the suffix -a (with Vjddhi of the initial vowel and loss of the -i) is made the 
adjective parthiva (TTWT), literally 'pertaining to the earth', which may 
often be more succinctly rendered by 'terrestrial'7. Similarly, from vasanta  
(«BI»cf) 'spring' is formed vasanta («nTFxT) 'pertaining to the spring, or  
vernal' or simply 'of the spring'. We would surely, however, not translate 
‘•fKbd: M |̂T; by 'a breeze pertaining to the spring', but rather by 'a breeze of 
the spring' or better 'a spring breeze'. Often, then, a genitive phrase or part 
of a compound may be used in the translation of an adjective of appurtenance.

5 VW//, which clues not occur us a productive or active root in Sanskrit, is inferred from 
bcvnul primary derivatives all of which have to do with 'might, strength', as vaj-ra 'a 
Ihumleibolt', oj-ns 'strength'.

h'/fynt In hoi mwed from the Prakrit equivalent of Sanskrit ^dyut 'shine'.

ImhI m* a noun, parthiva is a common word for 'king' (’one who has to do with the *mih h')t

*
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Appurtenance or connection may frequently denote familial descent 
especially when the primary stem is a proper name. Adjectives with this ’ 
implication readily function as nouns with the meaning 'descendant or son of 
so-and-so (as designated by the primary stem)'. Thus, from ahgiras 
'Arigiras' is made the secondary derivative ahgiras-a literally
'pertaining to (the seer) Ahgiras', but, depending on the context, more 
probably to be translated by 'descendant or son of (the seer) Ahgiras'. A few  
of the secondary suffixes are used exclusively to express familial descent, 
i.e., as patronymic or metronymic suffixes, according as they may denote a 
male or female progenitor. For example, -ayana forms a number of 
familiarly used proper names: Asvalayana (STP-qciKM) 'descendant of 
Asvala Kanvayana (̂ FTpr̂ TTT) 'descendant of Kanva (eti0ct)'.

Very often adjectives of appurtenance are employed in the neuter as 
abstracts; so, from purusa ( W )  'man' is derived paurus-a (Ĥ <?̂ ) 'manly', 
which as a neuter noun means 'manliness, courage'. By a curious circle of 
meanings from that of the primary stem to that of an adjective of 
appurtenance used as a noun, we are often led back to the same meaning as the 
primary. Examples of this circular phenomenon abound, but a couple will 
suffice: from the primary derivative manas CTdTT) 'mind' is formed the 
secondary derivative manas-a OTRTT) 'pertaining to the mind, mental', which 
as a neuter abstract (literally 'what pertains to the mind') means simply 
'mind', whereby w e are led back in a circle to the primary stem manas ! 
Similarly, from manus (+Htf) 'man' comes the secondary derivative manus- 
ya  ('4MWT) 'pertaining to man, human', which, used as a noun (like our 
'human'), means 'man'!

There are half a dozen secondary suffixes that exclusively denote 
possession , and som e o f these are of extremely frequent occurrence. 
Commonest o f them is the suffix -in, which is added to nouns ending in -a 
which is dropped before the suffix, as bal-in (*iRiTi) 'possessing strength 
(«f̂ T), strong', dhan-in  (fclfriri) 'possessing wealth (EFT), wealthy'. Almost as 
common is -vat, much less so its sister -mat, which may be added to stems in 
any final, unlike -in; thus, rupa-vat ( » )  'possessing beauty (W ), 
beautiful', la jja-vat (tfslMd) 'possessing bashfulness (WT)> bashful', asman- 
vai (aig-H^d) 'possessing stones (3r91FT), stony'; buddhi-mat (^Cs^d) 
'possessing understanding (®[fe)> intelligent', dyus-mat (3TRTSITd) possessing  
(long) life (arraTT), longlived', pasu-m at (HSiHd) 'possessing cows (W ), rich 
in cows'.
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The suffixes -tva and -ta constitute a synonymous pair that is o f  
ubiquitous occurrence, especially in commentaries on philosophical works. 
They form abstracts, neuter and feminine respectively, and as such express 
the condition or quality o f being, whatever is denoted by the stem to which 
they are attached. In our readings we have many times had the abstract noun 
pa?lca-tva 'five-ness' in the idiom 'go to five-ness', i.e., be resolved
into the five elements o f which all material things consist, hence, die. 
Abstracts with either suffix, but much more commonly with -tva, can be 
formed practically as needed by an author.8 Generally they are made from 
nouns or adjectives, as deva-tva  ($^<^0 'the condition of being a god (% )̂, 
god-hood', amrta-tva  'the condition of being immortal (3TR̂ T),
immortality', purusa-ta  l) ’the quality o f a person or human being 
(W ) ' ,  i.e., human nature.>o

The most important secondary suffixes, including those already 
mentioned, are presented below in alphabetical order, with the meanings they 
impart to the primary stem and examples o f derivatives made with these 
suffixes.

^Complex ideas, equivalent to clauses in English, especially causal clauses, are often 
expressed in Sanskrit by long predicative compounds with -^T or appended, the 
subject being put in the 'subjective genitive'; as in STsTPHT
sfrK«KlftHskK<l arfaw I 'Since the fields had been sprinkled by showers
from clouds hanging low with their burden of water, the crops soon thrived', or as 
expressed by an ordinary causal clause (by the conjunction W: and its correlative dRT:) with 
the compound resolved into shorter compounds: W: i fri Pim

H K ifa : iRTftHdrPf ( 3 P m : -MWlfri JR7WT stoN t I
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Phonetic Meaning
Changes in Imparted to Examples

Suffixes Primary Stem Primary Stem Primary Stem -  Secondary Stem

1. -a vrddhiof 
first syllable

’pertaining or ayas ’metal’
relating to,
connnected
with' (often
used as noun,
esp. in neuter
as abstract)

ayas-a (3TRFET)
t _ * *pertaining to metal, 
metallic

buddha (®TsT) bauddh-a ■&)
'Buddha' 'connected with the

Buddha’, as a masc. 
noun 'a follower of 
the Buddha, a 
Buddhist'

sumanas 
'a friend'

saumanas-a 
(̂ Tl'H'iti) as neuter 
abstract 
'friendliness'

vrddhi of manu
first syllable 
+ guna of 
final -u

'descended kuru
from so-and-
so'
(patronymics
and
metronymics)

(•H’l) 'man' mdnav-a (4H4)
'pertaining to man, 
human', as masc. 
noun 'a man'

($^) ’Kuru’ kaurav-a (^<4)
’descendant of Kuru'

9 r h c  primary stem may be sim ple or compound. The strengthened syllable here is the 
prefix.
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Suffixes

2. -aycma

3. -i

4. -ika

Phonetic
Changes in Meaning
Primary Imparted to
Stem Primary Stem Primary Stem Secondary Ster

vrddhi of subhadrd (̂ PTST) saubhadr-a
first syllable 'Subhadra', wife of metronymic of

Arjuna Abhimanyu, as
of Subhadra

prtha. OpTT) pdrth-a (TPf)
'Prtha', mother of of Prtha'
Arjuna

vrddhi of 'descended kati (̂ 1%) 'Kati', Katy-dyana
first syllable from so-and- name of a sage

so' 'Katyayana', a
descendant of K

vrddhi of 'descended marut (*1^) 'the marut-i (-HI
first syllable from so-and- Maruts', storm- 'descendant of t

so' gods in the Rgveda Maruts’

satyaka (tK^cti) satyak-i
'Satyaka', father of 'son of Satyaka'
Yuyudhana patronymic of

Yuyudhana

somadatta saumadatt-i
C^ftexO 'son
’Somadatta' Somadatta'

vrddhi of 'pertaining to' veda 'Veda' vaid-ika (6t i<cr.
first syllable (etc.) 'relating to the

Vedas'

dharma (ET*f) dhdrm-ika (m f
'dharma' ’relating to dhai
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Phonetic
Changes in Meaning 
Primary Imparted to

Suffixes Stem Primary Stem Primary Stem -* Secondary Stem

vrddhiof nyaya (̂ TPT) naiydy-ika10
first syllable 'Nyaya', the Indian (’TznfW )

system of logic 'connected with the
Nyaya system', as a 
masc. noun 'an 
adherent of the 
Nyaya'

5. -in

6. -ina

no change 'possessing' paksa (TO) 'a paks-in
wing’ 'possessing wings,

winged', as masc. 
noun 'a bird’

hasta 'hand' hastin C^R^H)
'possessing hands', 
as a masc. noun 'an 
elephant' (the hand 
with reference to its 
trunk)

no change added to weak pratyaric (Sfĉ T̂ T) 
or weakest 'backward,
stem of westward'
adjectives in
-aTLc with no 
change in 
meaning

pradc-ina (wNpT)
'backward,
westward'

i^W hen a primary stem begins with a consonant + -y- or -v- (as in nyaya  'logic', 
vydkarana  'grammar' and dvdra  'door'), the -y- or -v- arc treated as though they were -i- or 
-u- and by viddhi becom e -ai- and -au-, and a -y- and -v- are respectively inserted after the 
-ai-I-au- as a glide; hence, naiydy-ika  'adherent o f  Nyaya', vaiyakar-ana  'a grammarian’, 
dauvar-ika  'a doorkeeper*.
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Suffixes 

7. -vya

8. -eya

P h o n etic  
C h an ges in 
P r im a r y  
S tem

M ea n in g  
Im p a r te d  to
P r im a r y  S tem  P r im a r y  S tem S e c o n d a ry  S tem

no change added to 
pronoun roots 
to make 
possessive 
adjectives

m a d -  OTC), a sm a d -  
(3f^T<), tv a d -  
( ^ ? ) ,  yu sm a d -

(T^ ) > tad-

m a d -iy a
'belonging to me', 
a sm a d -iya  
'belonging to us', 
tv a d - iy a  PT) 
'belonging to you’ 
yusm ad-iya

'belonging to you 
(plur.)\ ta d -iy a  
(cf̂ hT) 'belonging 
to him, her, it (etc.)’

vrddhi of 
first syllable

'descended 
from so-and 
so'

sa ra m a  OEtTRT) 
'Sarama', name of 
a female dog 
belonging to indra 
and the gods

s a r a m -e y a  (̂ THĈ RT) 
'descendant of 
Sarama; a dog'

kunti
'Kund', also called 
'Prtha', mother of 
Yudhisthira, 
Bhimasena and 
Aijuna

k a w it-e y a  
'a son of Kund', 
metronymic of 
Yudhistfiira, 
Bhimasena and 
Aijuna

d ra u p a d i  (sT h'd) 
Draupadl

d r a u p a d -e y a
'a son of 

Draupadl'
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Phonetic

Suffixes

Changes in
Primary
Stem

Meaning 
Imparted to 
Primary Stem Primary Stem - Secondary Stem

9. -ka no change makes
diminutives, 
but most often 
added with no 
effect in 
meaning of 
the primary11

rajan (<M^) ’a 
king’

rdja-ka C<M+) ’a 
little or petty king, a 
princeling’

asva (3P3T) ’a 
horse’

asva-ka ’a 
nag’

putra (T )̂ ’a son’ putra-ka (WF) ’a 
little son’ as an 
endearing term, but 
often a variant of 
putra

10. -tana no change added to 
adverbs of 
time to make 
adjectives

pura OPT) 
’formerly’

pura-tana ( P kH) 
belonging to a 
former time, 
ancient’

•

w ,

svas
’tomorrow’

svas-tana pP^TT) 
’belonging to the 
m orrow’

11. -tva, 
-td

no change condition or 
state of the 
primary

sana (ttm) ’of old, 
always’

sand-tana Idd) 
’eternal’

amrta (SPT̂ T) 
’immortal’

amrta-tv a  0*i-Hd<r<) 
’immortality’

11 The suffix -ka is often added to bahuvrihi compoundŝ  without affecting their meaning, 
either to produce a more easily inflected stem (as »<t'scrfi + having one wife, instead of 
(j âL| with short final to fit the <h P *1' declension) or for metrical reasons, more rhythmical
sound, or just at the pleasure of an author.
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12. -maya

13. -min, 
-vin
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P h o n etic
Changes in Meaning
Primary Imparted to
Stem Primary Stem Primary Stem Secondary Stem

no change go (*ff) 'a cow’ go-tva 'cow-
ness’, the quality or 
condition of being a 
cow

aputra OihO  ’not aputra-ta
having a son’ ’a condition o f being

without a son'

no change ’made of, kdstha (CMK5) 
consisting of, ’wood’ 
abounding in’

kdstha-maya
'made of

wood'

tejas tejo-maya (d^H q)
'splendor, majesty' 'abounding in

splendor or majesty'

vac (qNJ 'speech' van-maya (qi-s-nq)
’consisting of 
speech'

no change 'possessing' go (iff) *a cow’ go-min OH ) 
’possessing cows'

sva (^T) 'one’s sva-min12 OR-1 fad) 
own (property)' 'an owner, master'

tapas ( W )  tapas-vin
'austerities' ’practising

austerities; as a 
m asc. noun 'an 
ascetic'

 ̂̂ Thc lengthening o f  the vow el in sva- is apparendy irregular.
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fihortetic 
Chjingcs in 
Primary 

Suffixes Stem

Meaning 
Imparted to 
Primary Stem Primary Stem * Secondary Stem

n o  c h a n g e yasas
’g l o r y '

yosas-vin ( i m f w p

p o s s e s s i n g  g l o r y ,  

g l o r i o u s '

trios
' s p l e n d o r ,  m a j e s t y '

tejas-vin
‘p o s s e s s i n g  s p l e n d o r  

o r  m a j e s t y *  s p l e n d i d ,  

m a j e s t i c ’

I 4 + *ya v r d d h j o f

f i r s :  s y l l a b l e

1 )  ' p e r t a i n i n g  

or r e l a t i n g  t o .  

c o n n e c t e d  

w i t h '

deva < ^ T >  ’g o d ’ daiv-ya ( 3 * q  j

' r e l a t i n g  t o  t h e  g o d s ,  

d i v i n e ' ;  a s  n e u L  

n o u n  ' f a t e 1

grivQ { i f t a T l  ' t h e  

n e c k '

graiv^ya 
' p e r t a i n i n g  t o  t h e  

n e c k *  c e r v i c a l *

n o  c h a n g e brahman. m .  a n d  

n .  ‘a  

B r a h m a n  p r i e s t '  

( m . ) ,  ' h o l y  w o r d *  

h o l y  l i f e '  ( n . )

brahman-ya
‘c o n n e c t e d  

w i t h  B r a h m a n  

p r i e s t s ' ,  s o  ‘f r i e n d l y  

t o  B r a h m a n s '  a n d  

' p e r t a i n i n g  or 
a t t a c h e d  t o  t h e  h o l y  

w o r d  or h o l y  l i f e * ,  

h e n c e  ' p i o u s *  

r e l i g i o u s '

asva < * P T )  'a  

h o r s e '

asv-ya ( « T * ^ r )

' r e l a t i n g  t o  h o r s e s ,  

e q u i n e '

pitr ( f a j )  ' f a t h e r ' pitr-ya  ( f n * « 0  

' r e l a t i n g  t o  o n e ' s  

f a t h e r ,  p a t e r n a l '
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P h o n etic
C h an ges in M ea n in g
P r im a r y Im p a r te d  to

S u ffix e s  S te m P r im a r y  S tem P r im a ry  S tem  - S e c o n d a ry  S tem

vrddhi of 2) ’descended a d iti  (sr fc fc ) a d it- y a  0*f iRc4)first syllable from so-and- 'Aditi', infinity 'son of Aditi',so personified as a metronymic for
goddess Mitra, Varuna and

several other Vedic
gods

neuter a d h ip a ti  (arfeiTf^) d d h ip a t-ya
abstracts 'overlord' (3Trfimc4)

'overlordship'

p a n d ita  (4 fa-sa) 'a p a n d it - y a  (hiP'-scm;
learned man, 'learning, erudition'
scholar'

su b h a g a  0£ h*i) 'a sau bhag-yaX 3
fortunate o r  happy
person' Tiappiness’

15 . - v a t ,  no change 'possessing' b h a g a  (*RT) b h a g a -v a t  (*HM<n)
-m a t 'fortune' 'possessing (good)

fortune, fortunate,
blessed'

d a y a  0*41) d a y a - v a t  0*4i4<n)
'compassion' 'possessing

compassion,
compassionate'

13W hen a com pound is m a d e  into a secondary derivative, both  parts (here su- and -bhaga) 
arc often subjected to vrddhi; hence, sau-bhdg-ya.
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P h on etic
C hanges in M eaning
P r im a r y  Im p a rted  to
S tem  P rim a ry  S tem  P rim ary  Stem  -*

no change sam tapa  (WFT)
'sorrow'

am su  C3T5J) 'ray, 
beam’

jy o tis
'light'

S econ dary  Stem  

sa m ta p a -va t
( ^ n w p
'possessing sorrow, 
sorrowful'

a m su -m a t  (3T5pW) 
'possessing rays, 
rich in rays, 
radiant', as masc. 
noun 'the sun'

jyods-m a t

'possessing light, 
luminous'
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VI. Krona's Revelation (1)

M N  I
qr^r ^  fai w ^ f l 1 w 2 s r ^ s r : 1 1

f<oil lP l '^m h ui i ®|k i IP i II c\ II 
M ^ TP T5 3 T f^ ft ’6 ^ r g ;7 cT̂ TT I

VTR^T8 II £v II
'̂ VK^k^ T  T^TT^T ^T^RT^RTT I 

^  ^ T % T T  M̂a II  ̂ II
. .. _  . » _ m ______ -n*̂  __________

s i *1 *i°t ■wc( ^ r r  i
f ^ t « i r n  ^ q r ^ ^ ^ T R ’̂ T r 11 nc n

S3 S

trjpT ^T ^" i
IJ s T W T ra  ̂ ft £141 J | ^ fr12 ̂ T :  I
< !ifij| * IW 13 W T CR TT IK  II
3H=M +=H i| T^ 14 +  V 4 I
^ » R ’̂ m ^ 14R ° ^ H ^ d H g V 4 n so n

t^ R ^ x i" f ^ ^ r r w ^ r  i i « ii

^ rf% ^ :16^ 5 f t ^ r r  ^ ^ l-^ l’H ^ IW  h r  ii
2v . c  . rv ~s_____ 17 .

cf^t^RT SF lc ^ c FT M R ^ w TR^ Fra T I 
S T T ^ q ^ ^ ^ r ? R tT  ’T r r g ^ R T  II U  II

yu|«i fi(|«n WT3IRi<^H INd II W IIc*
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c _____
3T ^ T ^ 3 q T 5r I

h I r*i  q q i^ < = l  ^ ' ^ y = l T ' W s4 l  18l

^ r p p f h i f  T f r q t ^  ^ R r f N x ^ r r * ^

R - M  l ’i ?0 i i  ^  u____ ^  *

q'V'M I Ph  ^ T ^ f T 21 S^Px T ¥ T *T  i 

'TT’r T  ^  q w r f ’ T f i p ^ V l 72 II %  II

f a -0 fa n " ’3 ^ r f< ^ 23 ^  r ^ i ” ĉ fr iV < i Hti ^ f r  i

H ^ l f t  ^ f P f d ^ ? T R ^ I I ^ 4 < 1Ld M ' H l ^ f d * i >75 
3 i y ^ A | ^  II <» II "  "

q x  f r n r n T ^  i

w $̂ w 9 w r c<n" w f r 27 w r  ^  i i v i i

< H ^ i f e ^ M T ’^ ± w * - d 4 l 4 ± H ^ H i r i  y i H i H H ^ y y  i
< »  C \  N

q w f ^  c T T ^ t HT i i k i i  

S T R T J  f^bA Tl <79 f c f f | ^ - < -  f |  S 3 T F ^  ^ q % ^ l  f e p ^  g q f :30 I 

^ ■ E ^ = (r^ a '■ 'F t t o  d = K  'H iet> y Ai y ^ r f w q  ̂ i c q  h  i r p  i i  

ST'f t 31 c ^ T  I f w f %  + R ^ l d ' f :  y T ^ T T  w f ^  1
i :33 t f l ^ P t l  c ^ T  ^ R l B T :

M H i <H 11% :  IR S  II

^  i R c ^ i  ^ r a r r . q -  =et ? n w r 34 f k ^ 5 s f^ q ^ fV  

t o h !  *>h m r^ 36 i

T | v y ^ ^ n ^ r R r 5 ^ rr ^ i ' 9 ^ " ^ t ' f ^ i ^ TR r r je;^ " 9 ^ r  i R q . i i  

■H^-d o |^ q oW 'i-s i * 1̂ 10115)  =i ^ i ^ h i ^ + i  I 

o ) ^ < o ( ^ ' !i l ct > < M  < ^ 1  'H l +  I:  MoAl R l d l ^ l ^ l ^ 37 II %  II 

^ n fn ^ F rs r ° q i x i M * i 38 ^ < r f W i w ^ R "  1
%  r t i  q ^ q i w F 5 r o ? q T  s r f r  t̂  f q ^ ^ r P T  "s p t  =q

f q W t  11 ^  11 _  ^  r. An
E (t> d .|< t» < M lP l < ^ q 39 ^ M m c i ^ i l n ^ i i P i 40 I

A «  6 N
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f e s f r ^ r m d " 1* i i v o i

3fifr ^  cm1 45 3 traTT^^T w :  mr ytmwf¥TTvrerr: i
C  A C  ^

d d d d + d M R f i  U r f K d i ^ X 44 3 r fq  i f t ia n R W :  II %  IIC\ -o V- N O
« r ^ r r f^ r % fw w wn f a  si P d  < f c d i + < M i f a  ^ M + i f a  i

d>fafadHI gT5HFxR W tf^fZRT =^>{%W*TT#:45 II ?9 II
C  C  C\  I

W T  ^ < H i  W I T :  tT ^ ^ T f^ T R W T  ^ r f %  Iv  c  v? -o
d m  ddl4) d ^ l + d R I  f w f m  =1 dd |ui| fa fa^cf5ff% II V  II 
w t  3 ^ r - q d ^ r  f m r f m  r n w r  m r ^ m r r :4 7 1 
a w *1 1ifl I-M f a « l f a d  ? f f a > l * d d l f a  d d d l f a  <H-H^L^-*II:47 II II 

I d ^ J d 4 '' m n T P T :  d  ■H 'rll<d4U d 'l  d> I • 'd  d  i l  I rd  d d ' f a d F f a :  I

d fa fa < N 4 V j |c d d U  maWdfakMdHfad fa^H II \o IIcs

(Bhagavadgita XL 5-30*.

Nows

At the outset of Chapter 11 of the Gita, Arjuna requests Krsna to 
reveal his 'immortal self. The rest of the chapter consists of this revelation, 
partly in the words of Samjaya. who is describing the whole scene to 
Dhrtarastta and partly in the words of Arjuna the sole participant in the 
revelation. Having witnessed the revelation, Aijuna is profoundly affected, 
but also filled with fear and asks Krsna to return to his usual form.

1 . W fff /^ n T :  The suffix -5RT (-“ST:), it will be recalled, is added to words 
of numerical character to form adverbs of quantity; so, here 'by the 
hundredsTby the thousands*.

2 . 3r«r here means and*, a common usage.

3. 3TTfkĉ TH Lire rally, the sons of Aditi', the Adityas were really
personified abstractions, whose number is variously given. The most 
important of the Adityas w ere Mitra, personification of the Compact, and 
Varuna, personification o f Truth.
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4. 4<hi The Vasus are a group of gods of indefinite number and function in 
the Rgveda, closely associated with the mighty Indra.

5. The Rudras, whose number is also variously given, are storm gods 
in the Rgveda, the sons of Rudra (later called 'Siva'), whence their name.
They are more usually called 'Maruts' who are subsequently also mentioned 
in the stanza, as though, however, they were a separate group.

6 . As indicated by the dual ending, the Asvins are a pair o f deities in 
the Rgveda, who are especially renowned for their help to others in distress.
It is interesting to note that the names of many whom they helped are 
specifically mentioned. The word is, of course, a secondary
derivative meaning 'possessing horses', although they are not especially  
connected with horses in the Rgveda. The absence of any connection with 
horses suggests that the retention of this equine epithet is but a relic o f an 
earlier age, when they may have been associated with horses, as seen in their 
apparent Greek counterparts, the horsemen Castor and Polydeuces. The 
Asvins are also called 'Nasatyas', which may be a secondary derivative with 
the suffix -ya  from a lost (!) noun *nasati meaning 'saving, rescuing', hence, 
'the two who are concerned with saving or rescuing’, so that this alternative 
name would indeed allude to their principal function o f helping those in need.

7. As mentioned under note 5, the Maruts are just another name for 
the Rudras.

8. 'H Kd a secondary derivative from 'H<d, hence, literally  ’a descendant of  
Bharata’. Both the Pandavas (one of whom was Arjuna) and the Kauravas, 
bitter enemies in the Great War of the Mahabharata, were Bharatas, as both 
traced their lineage from Bharata, the son of King Dussanta (or Dusyanta)
and Sakuntala. But the epithet is more especially applied to the Pandavas than 
to the Kauravas, and thus its use here.

9. *Th defines '(the whole world) here in one [place], in my
body'.

10 . ’̂ T̂RT'O' not to be taken as passive, but as second singular middle o f
according to class IV. Ordinarily is conjugated in class V, but 
and occur in the epic language.
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1 1 . *fl7T*P'cK’H ’lordly power' or 'power as lord', a fine example of a 
secondary derivative, being formed from by vrddhi o f the initial 
syllable and the suffix -a (aisvar-a), before which the final vowel o f the 
primary is lost. So, literally  'pertaining to a lord, lordly'. here 
means something like ’mystic power'.

12 . to be resolved into not TTfPThT +

13. Periphrastic perfect o f the causative of 'see': ’caused the 
son of Prtha to see . . '. Remember that causatives take a periphrastic perfect 
in order to retain the causative suffix -aya-, which does not appear in the 
simple perfect because the simple perfect is made directly from the 
reduplicated root (which from VcT9T would be ^pT-), not from the causative 
stem (^SPT-). Note that the primary agent of the seeing here, viz., H (a 
secondary derivative, by the way!), is expressed by the dative, not the 
instrumental, which is the most usual construction with causatives.

14. A ll four compounds are bahuvrihis qualifying in the prior stanza: 
’(his supreme form as lord), whose faces and eyes are many, whose 
wondrous aspects (3T9FT) are many’ etc. Note that the primary derivative

r
cjsiH (dars-ana) here has a concrete meaning, i.e., not the ’act o f seeing’ but 
'what is seen, an aspect'.

15. ivq j|T-y | h -H The two compounds and ^
are probably best construed with continued from stanza 9, rather than 
with below; thus, '(his supreme form as lord) wearing divine garlands 
and garments, with divine perfumes and unguents, abounding in every 
wonder'. is in loose apposition to with its pendant
adjectives: '(his supreme form ). . ., a god, infinite, whose faces are 
everywhere'. Note the secondary suffix -*14 in 4 f ^  ̂  -h ̂ .

16. T̂T: subject o f . . .dR-^dl in the conditional clause: 'If the effulgence 
o f . . .  should be risen up in the heaven', Le., should appear there. The s-stem  
TTTCT 'effulgence' occurs in the neuter and feminine, but that it is here 
feminine is proved by the words T̂T which refer to T̂T: in the apodosis: 
'it (dI) would be like (^<9?!)’.
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17. 'divided up in many ways', probably meaning 'arranged
in all its variety'. Formed like and 3FTOT with the adverbial suffix 
-QT, WFFm is an adverb of manner.

18. Wf%9TW|fFX 'hosts of various creatures or beings'. As final member 
of a compound (Hdfeiflq here), f̂ TST̂T usually means 'various', provided the 
element it defines has a plural value, as does *RT here. If the element to which 
it is added has singular value, then faiTiM means 'sort of or  kind o f . So, for 
example, many mean 'a sort of or kind of flower' or 'various
flowers'. When you ask a pandit or guru what flower or tree is meant by a 
specific floral or arboreal name, the reply will usually be or

which is not very helpful to the inquisitive student!

19. The creator-god Brahma (note that is masculine !)
is traditionally depicted seated on a lotus, whose stem issues from the navel of 
Visnu reclining on the great serpent Anantasesa

20 . f^TFT 'and divine serpents', as highly venerated beings on a 
par with the gods. is a locative tatpurusa meaning literally 'going (-*T 
from V*PT) on its breast £3W)'. We would expect but the -̂ T is 
irregularly dropped. Notice how many times various forms o f the secondary 
derivative have occurred in this account of Krsna's divine 
manifestation. It is made from the root noun f e f  'sky, heaven' with the 
suffix here expressing appurtenance: 'pertaining to the heaven, divine'.

21. From what w e said in the section on adverbs made will: ^ T f~
we should expect : (sarva  + -tas) to mean literally from  all (s id es), but 
the etymological ablative sense often slips into the locative sense on all 
(sides)', and so becomes a synonym of (sarva-tra); on this usage cf.

(visva  + -tas) in the compound I 'having his face in all
(places or directions), facing everywhere'.

22. Note that these are vocatives!

23. f a f lE n  The f a f f a  'diadem', TCT 'cudgel' and 'discus'
are among the characteristic insignia of the god Visnu, with whom Krsna is
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here identified. Note that the long descriptive compounds in this chapter are 
generally bahuvrlhis, while here, where only one feature {e.g., the discus) is 
involved, a secondary derivative formed with the possessive suffixes -in and 
-mat is used.

 ̂ C“ .
24. a synonym of and also (when locative in value).

25. <Tiki ieS^)Ki*i The dvandva which forms the first
member of this bahuvrihi compound, should be taken disjunctively, i.e., with 
the two parts connected in sense by 'or' not 'and'; thus, ’who has the 
brilliance o f a blazing fire or the sun'. Any dvandva may be thus construed 
disjunctively, but the usage is much rarer than the conjunctive resolution.

26. 3 Kdcil gerundive o f 'know', here used as a neuter n o u n literally
'what is to be known', i.e., object of knowledge; thus, then, 'You (are) the 
imperishable supreme object o f knowledge'.

27. TWT the spirit or soul o f all, the universal self; to be construed in the
predicate after 'You are regarded by me (^Rft *T) as the everlasting
universal se lf. The enclitic pronoun Tr is genitive used practically as an 
instrumental, as often with a past passive participle; cf. English 'beloved of 
me' (i.e., 'beloved by me').

28. This compound is susceptible to several interpretations 
depending on whether its final member (^f^) is taken as 'mouth' or 'face' 
and with singular or plural value; thus, 'whose mouth/face {or m ouths/faces) 
is {or are) a blazing fire'. A  common word for 'fire', (or k̂TTCFT) 
means literally  'he whose food (3TT9T or 3f5FT) is the oblation (|>d\ the past 
passive participle o f 'offer' used as a neuter noun)', an epithet o f  the fire- 
god Agni whose food was indeed the oblation cast into the fire at the 
sacrifice.

29. i«j ih focApK 'of the heaven and earth', a so-called I -dvandva', one
of a dozen or so dvandvas inherited from the Rgveda, which contain the 
names o f two deities I), both  inflected in the dual. The first member, 
however, always retains the nominative-accusative form, regardless o f  the 
case of the compound; so, for example, the instrumental o f the present 
compound is and the genitive WT^TTf^FTT:, as seen here.
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30. The sense o f °H\^\ is carried over: 'and all the directions 
(are pervaded)'.

31. 3nft nominative masculine plural of the farther demonstrative pronoun 
3K: 'yon, yonder, that (afar off)'. This is the rarest o f the demonstrative 
pronouns, only a few  forms being in common use. The declension, given in 
Appendix II, is troublesome to leam because o f the rather perplexing shifting 
of its stems, snft occurs again in 26 and 28, and 3TtfT the nominative 
masculine singular in 26.

32. 'having said hail!' As an indeclinable noun, is
probably based on the phrase Sffef as an expression o f  beneficence: 'It is 
w ell [with you]', but with the implication 'May it be w ell with you!' The 
usual analysis into + <nRd as an abstract noun Cbeing'), hence 'well-being', 
is doubtful as T̂TW does not occur as an abstract noun.

33. ’throngs of great seers and perfected ones'. The Siddhas 
are often mentioned in Sanskrit, but it is never very clear who they are.
Their name is a past passive participle of (ftiw fd ’, class IV ) 'reach
one's aim’, so that its literal meaning is '(those) who have reached their aim  
or goal', which suggests some sort o f spiritual attainment, perhaps freedom  
from rebirth or blissful existence. •

34. 'and those who (are) the Sadhyas', a roundabout w ay o f  
saying simply 'and the Sadhyas'. The identity o f the Sadhyas is a problem  
similar to that o f the Siddhas of the prior stanza. The name is a gerundive o f  
V̂ rrer ( r̂rtrRr, class I), which has practically the same m eanings as

.. 'reach one's goal, attain one's object' and similarly. The gerundive 
being a future participle, points toward something that has not yet been  
realized or worthy o f being realized. Perhaps, then, the Sadhyas are a class 
of beings o f a somewhat lower order than the Siddhas.

35. short for ^ T : the 'All-gods', the name o f a particular class of 
deities in the Rgveda. Apparently the All-gods, as their name suggests, 
originally represented the entire assemblage of gods formulated so as to be 
worshipped as a unit, lest any be unwittingly omitted from due 
magnification. In due course, however, the All-gods came to be regarded as 
a separate group o f deities, not all-inclusive, as shown by their mention along 
with other deities in the Rgveda as well as in this passage.
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36. vfcOHH I 'and the Fathers', i.e., the deceased ancestors or Manes, to
whom are accorded regular worship in the so-called Sraddha ceremonies. 
The deceased ancestors are usually called ftcTT: 'Fathers', not 3^T hT: 
'imbibers o f hot vapors' as here. This curious expression apparently has 
reference to the meals that are offered to the Fathers during the Sraddha 
rites. The primary derivative which forms the prior member o f this
accusative tatpurusa compound, is formed with the suffix from
( * n I d ) 'bum' with irregular lengthening of the root vowel.

37. Ô TT̂ T '(the worlds) [are] disturbed as well as r. d̂ TT, literally  'in that 
way’, is often an equivalent o f R.

38. cMlvt 'having your mouths wide open'; c4 \t\ is the past passive
participle o f literally  'taken apart (far-)', i.e., made wide open.
The ordinary past participle of is but when combined with a verbal 
prefix or prefixes, it often takes the reduced form -tT.

%

39. In order to reproduce the emphasis imparted by the particle T£«r
to we might say: 'No sooner have I seen . . . than I know not' etc.

40. 4> M I ' f a r  'resembling the fire of the (final) time )', i.e., the 
conflagration at the dissolution of the universe. Since this adjective 
expressing a comparison qualifies HO ifa 'mouths', Hoi fa must be 
understood to mean '(blazing) mouths', not simply 'mouths’, otherwise the 
comparison is meaningless.

41. fe^ff H R R  'I know not the directions', probably a way of saying 'to feel 
disoriented'.

42. a vocative: 'O abode of the world’, i.e., you in whom the 
world dwells; or 'whose abode is the world'.

i 43. object of fa 31 fad, not expressed until the first line of the next stanza, 
j where, however, 444lfaT is introduced, as though RT had not previously 
J occurred; so literally 'enter you (RT)...your mouths (4WTfaT)'.
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4 4 .  Attention should be drawn to the two secondary derivatives
and the first is from the plural stem of <*l5x*t + the suffix -lya
('belonging to usl, the second from ^rar 'mouth' + -ya ('connected with the 
mouth or front', hence 'frontal, chief, foremost'). To be noted also is the 
primary derivative 'fight-er'. a noun of agent from 'fight' + the 
suffix -a with guna of the root vowel.

45. T r 4 o mi ̂  : 'with crushed heads', i.e., having crushed heads, a use of 
the instrumental which may be called an 'instrumental of description'.
Though fairly rare and unnoticed in the grammars, this use of the 
instrumental is an outgrowth or extension of the 'instrumental of 
accompaniment'.

46. accusative neuter plural of the present participle of srfiT- 
"flame away or hither and thither (-fT) opposite (srfvT-)', i.e.,

opposite those entering his mouths. The participle qualifies

47. probably to be translated "with increased impetus or impulse", 
as though the force (-^*0 impelling the moths (etc.) toward the flame 
becomes all the greater as they near it; but the adjective has been variously 
interpreted.

48. second singular middle of the intensive of (<•![«, class II),
"lick". Like causatives, the intensives are a derivative formation from a verb 
root. They impart to the root a sense of the repetition or intensification of 
the action expressed by the root, and so the translation will vary from one 
formation to another according to English idiom. The root is reduplicated 
with a "strong" vowel in the reduplicative syllable, as seen here in ^ -1 ^ .  The 
reduplicated stem is then declined like a verb of the third or reduplicating 
class (riviRs), or alternatively, as in like a middle of class IV.
Intensive verbs are sometimes called ’frequentatives' because frequency or 
repetitive action even more than intensification is their chief value. So, we 
may translate ^  by 'you are constantly licking or keep licking".

49. t i i ' t i m  Note the change of the final -̂ T of "all around" to -?[ by
regressive assimilation. This adverb qualifies and adds further to its
descriptive vividness.
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Vocabulary

3TSTT, adj. undying, imperishable.
adj. not seen before.

3qpT, adj. wondrous, wonderful.
3fST, adv. now.
afpTrxT, adj. not having an end, endless, infinite.
3FTW, m. fire. 
aT^rvT, n. an unguent.
3pT̂ r, adj. 'not one', i.e., more than one, many.
3 fW T , adv. in many ways.
spdT, n. the space between, an interval.
*1 < k *1 *1 , m. the heart or  mind.

adj. immeasurable.
*\**\<Ky n. a garment.

adj. having the face toward, facing.
(v^wkf, class I), flame away (-1%"-) against or opposite (3rf̂ T-). 

m. a torrent or stream. 
m. the sun.

m. 'earth-protector', a king. 
adj. not subject to change, imperishable.
adj. ’possessing horses', a horseman' as m. dual, the Asvins, a pair of 

Rgvedic deities, famous for helping those in need; also called the Nasatyas 
[v. note 6]

3FSjT, m. a god.
f. form, shape.

*nfk , m. beginning.
sfTfeq-, m. son o f Aditi; in plur. the Adityas, sons of Aditi; name applied to a 

group o f gods in the Rgveda who are personifications of abstractions; 
among the most important of the Adityas are Varuna and Mitra. [v. note 
3]

*11 *1*1 , n. the mouth.
STT-V'J (Hun Rl, class IX), fill up; gerund 3TTTzf.
3rnTW, n. an ornament.
3TTTO", n. a weapon.
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arrive:, ppp. r̂r-Vfinq; (R^iRi, class VI), entered by, filled with.
n. a wonder, marvel.

STî FT, n. the act o f sitting, posture; a seat.
33T, adj. mighty; terrible.

n. 'the highest or chief part (of the body)', the head. 
n. the belly.

ĉT̂kT, ppp. (i|-ow)Ri, class I), held up, raised.
3TC7T, m. a serpent.
35 ,̂ m. the thigh.
d^FT, m. plur. the Fathers or deceased ancestors as 'imbibers o f the hot 

vapors' o f the food offered to them in ritual observances, [v. note 36) 
adj. standing in the same place. 
adj. pertaining to or  relating to a lord, lordly. 

n. a lotus. 
eti<M, adj. dreadful. 
t>M, m. time.
RtiCiRn, adj. 'possessing a diadem’. 

adj. all, whole.
*rRFT, adj. 'possessing a cudgel'.
*PET, m. perfume.
iperf, m. plur. the Gandharvas, a class of celestial musicians.
Vf  ( W tRt, class IX), praise.
FT1̂ , m. protector, guardian.
■Vw OTW, class I), swallow, devour. 

adj. 'possessing a discus'. 
n, the eye.
ppp. (denom . verb from  'powder, meal'), 'powdered',

crushed.
'*PTcT, n. the world.

HPTTRr, class IX), know.
(u^vrRr, class I), flame, blaze. 
m. a fire.

(dM Ri, class I), bum (trans. and intrans.).
5RT, n. a triad.
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(c  ̂<d, class I), hurry, hasten.
ZT, f. a large tooth or  tusk. .

n. 'sight, seeing', a thing seen, an aspect.
3"9TiT, m. a tooth.

class HI), give, 
f ^ ,  see under 
fs^l, adj. heavenly, divine.
Rp?f, f. a (cardinal) point, direction.
^ T , ppp. (<1^3, class IV), ablaze, flaming, shining. 
cfiR d^, m. 'possessing brilliance or radiance', brilliant, radiant. 
r̂fkrEF̂ ", adj. difficult to look upon.
f̂[, m. or n. the body.

ti'M im 1 h<41, f. dual the heaven and earth, [v. note 29]
Rl, f. lustre, brilliance.o

f. sky, heaven, [strong cases like *Tt 'cow', elsewhere before vowels 
and before consonants]

V? (si^fd, class I), run.
sflul, m. Drona, name o f the general o f the Kauravas.
EĤ PT, adj. Tx>oty-winnning’, as m. name o f Arjuna.
-9K, adj. holding, wearing (as terminal element o f compound).

f. firmness, firm bearing, steadiness. *c*
T O , n. the sky.
fppf, n. 'leader', the eye.
?TFrT, adv. variously, differently; as an adj. as p rior member o f  compound , 

various, different.
W l f w ,  adj. o f  various sorts or  kinds.
^fW, m. destruction.
RteIFT, n. 'a putting down', then place where something is put down, a 

foundation, resting-place. 
n. the eye.

m. 'that which goes a-flying', a moth (so used here, but strictly 
applicable to anything that flies). 

adj. highest, supreme.
MK, m. the foot.
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RT*f, m. son of Pjtha, metronymic of Arjuna.
T 5* * . adf, much, many.
yWflPJ «14Rf, class I), bum away, bum up; continue to bum.
SPftaT, ppp. class IV), blazing.
VTW?Pj[ (•T̂ ffir, class I), make obeisance before (+ acc.).
VI f*r*i *tO, ppp. y-f̂ T-Vvn̂  (vr̂ rf̂ ’, class I), divided up (7 has intensive meaning 

here).
ŴhI^o, ppp. VT-Vsŷ  (*4^3, class I), perturbed, disturbed. 
yW<EP̂  ('if 1 <Rt, class I), be favorably disposed to, have pity on. 
yrsrf̂ T, adj. literally 'having an afljali before', i.e., greeting reverently. 
vN M 4h. adj. formidable, terrible.
VTR̂ , f. light, effulgence, [unchangeable 5-stem] 

ppp. Vifr class IH), afraid.
ifhey, m. Bhl§ma, name of the son of Samtanu and Ganga, who fought on the 

side of the Kauravas.
IJ5T. n. a being, creature.
W , ppp. class IV), thought, regarded.

m. plur. the Maruts, name of a group of storm gods in the Rgveda, the 
sons of Rudra, hence also called the 'Rudras'. [v. note 7] 

adj. 'having a great soul’, of noble nature, noble.
♦iivif, n. a garland.
Tj75y, adj. chief, principal, most excellent.
TOT, m. plur. Yaksas, name of a class of semi-divine beings, often regarded 

as attendants of Kubera, but also of Visnu.
^IH«r, adv. simultaneously.

m. a fighter, warrior.
TTftr , m. a heap.

m. plur. the Rudras, sons of Rudra (later called Siva), also called the 
'Maruts', storm gods of the Rgveda. [v. note 5] 

rt. the hair.
class I), get. __   ̂ ^

($1%, class II), lick; intensive t̂Rt̂ JcT 'licks constantly.

appr, n. the face. 
qp̂ T, n. the mouth.
*P*f, m, color.
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m. plur. the Vasus, name of a troop of Vedic deities, closely associated 
with Indra. [v. note 4] 

fa-Vfsj , class I), look upon, behold.
ppp. ftWirPJ ('HmIo, class I), fastened or attached to, clinging to; [the 

prefix f*T here has an intensive force].
Ptlllvt, adj. broad, wide, large.
fH K , to. distinction, difference; kind, sort, [for use at end of compound, v.
__ note 18]

adj. having the face or faces in all directions. 
to. plur. the All-gods, more fully called %̂ T:; they are a group of 

Vedic deities originally conceived as embracing all the gods of the 
pantheon, but later evolved into another class of deities, not all
comprehensive. [v. note 35] 

to. astonishment. 
n. manliness, strength. 

to. impetus, momentum.
sqTrT, ppp. f̂ -STT-Vgr (ŝ TiTT, class HI), 'taken apart', wide open. 
stTRT, ppp. ft'-Vsrnj (JtlMlfd. class V), pervaded.
*T*T, m. quiet, peace. 
ft<Yr, n. the body.

n. shelter, refuge; joy.
Tlfvî , adj. 'possessing a hare OfTTO'; as m. the moon (as having a hare on its 

face, according to Indian mythology).
Stiver, adj. eternal, everlasting. 
fuK^. n. the head.

, m. a crowd or throng.
tvVCTWC. adj. 'with the movable and immovable', with moving and 

unmoving things (i.e., all animal and plant life).
to. Samjaya, name of the blind king Dhrtara$tra's bard who reports to 

him the happenings on the battlefield in the war between the PSndavas and 
Kauravas.

adj. of like appearance, like unto or similar to (+ gen.). 
union, adj. eternal, everlasting. 
ttPtM, adj. resembling, like.
*r*nr, adj. all. 
unroiq. adv. all around.
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ti*j£, m. a sea, ocean.
ppp. n̂T-V̂ TÊ  class V), much, abundant (literally 'succeeded,

prosperous, full-grown, well-nourished' and then attenuated to the 
meanings above).

^nr-V^fT (only in passive), be seen, appear.
m. plur. Sadhyas, name of a group of celestial beings, [v. note 34]

, m. plur. Siddhas, 'Perfected Ones', name of a class o f demigods, [v. 
note 33] 
m. a god.

, m. the charioteer's son, viz., Kama 
m. the sun.c\
(<*flRi, class II), praise. 

f. praise, laudation.
verbal o f V^TT (Hr^sUf, class I), properly standing, but usually 

attenuated in meaning, situated, being.
-PT5T, verbal o f  VpjST (^wRf, class VI), touching, reaching.
^rfer, n. ’well-being', welfare; (nomJacc. used as an indeclinable), hail! 

May all be well (with you)! 
m. Hari, a name o f the god Visnu.

T̂T?T, m. fire.
f s s ,  ppp. (frarfir, class IV), bristling (of hair, due to excitement).
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1. The Cardinal and Ordinal Numerals. 2. Symbolic Word Numerals.
3. The Numerical Signs for the Word Numerals. Place Notation and the 

Zero. 4. Numerical Words. 5. Methods of Dating.

I. The Cardinal and Ordinal Numerals.
We have reserved the Sanskrit numerals and related words to the very 

last lesson, not because the numerals are an area that can be neglected, but 
because their occurrence is relatively infrequent in the sort o f  literature that 
students are most likely to read in their early study o f the language. W e have 
already had a few o f the numerals under ten, the declension o f S  ’tw o’, and 
the numerals for 100 and 1000. W e shall now take the numerals from one to 
ten and all the decades (20, 30, etc.) to 1000, both the cardinals and the 
ordinals, and see how the intervening compound numerals (21, 22, 31, 32, 
etc.) are expressed.

There are two kinds o f numerals to be distinguished, viz., the cardinals 
and the ordinals. The cardinals are the primary (cardinal!) numerals that are 
used in counting (one, three, five, ten, etc.), whereas the ordinals are 
concerned with the order  or sequence o f things (first, third, fifth, tenth, etc.), 
hence their designation 'ordinal', i.e., connected with 'order'. Here, then, 
are the cardinal numerals 1-19 and the decades to 100, and the corresponding 
ordinals in parallel columns:

Cardinals Ordinals
1 . one st̂ pt first
2 . si two fcfftr  second
3. f̂ T three third
4. (-:) four fourth
5. T§T five T^PT fifth
6. ^  six sixth
7. seven ^ P T  seventh
8. 3 ^  eight eighth
9. ^  nine T̂̂ PT ninth

1 0 . ten cTSPT tenth
1 1 . x^ n ^ T  eleven -* eleventh1

iThe ordinals from 11 to 19 are identical to the cardinals, except that they are declined like 
ordinary adjectives of the type.
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1 2 . tfKsi twelve
13. thirteen
14. <̂3,4*1 rourteen
15. fifteen
16. sixteen
17. T̂<rmT seventeen
18. djbdicmi eighteen
19. nineteen
20 . R**iRi twenty
30. R i ^  thirty
40. ■RcsiR^iq forty
50. TSTRTcT fifty
60. sixty
70. <iKlRl seventy
80. 3T9Tt% eighty
90. H4Rt ninety

100 . one hundred
1000 . one thousand

-♦ twelfth
thirteenth
fourteenth
fifteenth

-♦ sixteenth
seventeenth

-♦ eighteenth
nineteenth

iw R R R - twentieth
RtsTtPT thirtieth

fortieth
TOMtlrtH fiftieth 
 ̂ sixtieth

<HK1 Rld*t seventieth 
Rld-H eightieth 

I'lRia*! ninetieth 
ÎddH one hundredth

one thousandth

Remarks: The declension of the cardinal numerals from 1 to 19 will be 
explained below, as they require a fairly detailed account. The decades ending 
in -% (R*iki, îKi Rl, 3T9ltRr and d«lRl ) are feminine nouns declined like 
*?Rt; the decades in (Rr$T̂ , "dcd l R^id and are all unchangeable
feminine consonant stems and as such take the 'regular' endings, e.g., T̂̂ TTW 
•fifty':

Nom. WRRT
Acc. • ^

Instr. W iW i
Dat.
Abl. tlTOT:
Gen. T^nrw:
Loc. w r t Rt

The ordinals from 11 to 19, as indicated, have the same stem as the _
corresponding cardinals, but they are declined like ordinary adjectives ending in
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-3T, i.e., the masculine is like fa , the neuter like TW ; starting with 'fourth', 
the feminine is formed in but in -STT for the first three, viz., 9̂ TRT, R dR  I, 
dcfpTT.2 The ordinals from 20 to 90, it will have been noted, are without 
exception, made by adding to the cardinal the secondary suffix -̂ PT (thus far 
familiar to us as the suffix of the superlative of adjectives!). However, these 
ordinals may alternatively be made from abbreviated forms of the cardinals; 
thus, instead of saying 7T57kkPT, we may optionally say ifal (declined in the 
same way).3

To express the compound numerals between the decades, the unit is 
prefixed to the decade, somewhat as in old-fashioned English when we said 
'four-and-twenty, two-and-forty',4 except that in Sanskrit the equivalent of 
'and' is omitted; so, for example, q^jffalR '25', *39’. But the
numerals sT 'two', R  'three' and 'eight' take the form s*T, and 3Ts2T 
respectively before ffaiKi and f a ;  thus, srffa lR  '22 ', fau faT R  '23',

!28’, and similarly STRst̂  '32', '33 ' and
'38'. The remaining compound decades may prefix either ST or R  (!), 
d 4 ̂ (subject to sandhi change) or R , or Hence, we may say R - or
STIWTW '52', R - or '53', a ^ -  or '58', and so on.
The only exception (there is always an exception!) is STSTlR '80', which does 
not allow the option, but requires R , R  and to be prefixed: ^ sT lk l, 
^ w r R  and ^ | ' ^ R . 5

A somewhat curious practice is the placing of the adjective 35^
'lacking, deficient' before a decadahnumeral to diminish it by a specified 
amount. For example, if  we wish to say '39', we may, instead o f  ̂ PtR ski,
alternatively put tjq fa  0^  + 3^T 'deficient by one') before and
say u.ehld-ei^lRyid' '40 minus one'. In fact, with the compound decades in 
'9', this is almost the usual method, so that if the amount of the deficiency is

2In the language of the Veda, in which the former musical accent is indicated, the ordinals 
from 11 to 19 are distinguished from the cardinals by a difference of accent.

3The numerals ending in <R*lq\ and t̂ TRT̂ ) are abbreviated by dropping the
The remaining cardinals (*rfa artftfa and replace -i (-1) by -a (-3Q.

4CY. the nursery rhyme Four-and-twenty blackbirds baked in a pie'.

5Because of the coalescence of vowels, however, '88' would inevitably be spsnflR 
whether 3TS2' or arw is prefixed!
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O H ly .W , it may be omitted. Thus, T9’ is usually expressed simDlv bv 
m ki ’twenty-minus-[one]'.6

Something needs now to be said regarding the declension of the first 19 
cardinal numerals, ’one' is declined precisely like ’all’, which in turn 
differs from the standard pronominal declension of only in the 
nominative and accusative singular neuter where it has <ri4n not By 
reason of its meaning, the declension of is restricted to the singular, 
except when it has the indefinite meaning 'some', in which case it is declined 
as a plural. In addition to its fundamental meaning 'one', also is often 
attenuated to the sense of an indefinite article; may mean 'one
soldier' or 'a soldier’.

The declensions of si ’two’, 1% ’three', and "dcK 'four', like 
distinguish gender as well as case, whereas the numerals from 5 to 19 are 
without distinction of gender, si, we will recall, is declined only in the dual 
according to the type, thus reflecting the distinction of gender
only in the nominative and accusative, as these three types are all declined the 
same in the other cases of the dual. Once again here is the declension of si 
'two':

Masculine Neuter Feminine
Nom ./Acc. sit it S

Instr./Dat./Abl. .
Gen./Loc. :

The numerals 'three' and 'four' are somewhat difficult, or at 
least eccentric, as they have a peculiar stem in -r in the feminine.

^Students o f Latin w ill recall th a t' 
un devig in ti (lite ra lly  'tw o from  20

18’ and '19' are sim ilarly expressed by duodevigin ti and 
and ’one from 20’) respectively.
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* A i Jl
Rr 'three' |

Masculine Neuter Feminine *
Nom. 5R: RR: ’ =
Acc. a tRr RR: 1

V_________^ --- j t ► >
Instr. RrfR: Rr RT:
Dat. f?r«T: Rl^R:
Abl. RnR: !
Gen. WTTR RrepiR
Loc. f t !

i,
" 3 * ' four’

Masculine Neuter Feminine [
Nom. RRK: ■hchi K RRR:
Acc. RRT: R?R:

V________ ^ __ y -
Instr. RR^[fR:
Dat.
Abl. o W T :  j
Gen. ROTRO ^  "V !
Loc. "'S4

It may be noted that the masculine and neuter of 1% are like the types 
RmR and RTft, except in the genitive plural ^ l ul R instead of Rt°TR (to 
correspond with RRRTR and RTTlRPp. The feminine of both f k  and 
diverges from the stems in -r  in the nominative which is formed without guna 
of -r, so fcR:, (cf. Hid <:) and the accusative, which is the same as the 
nominative (but cf. RTRh) and also the genitive which does not lengthen the 
-r. so f t^ T R , (cf. RT^TR). The numerals W , RR, RR, and
all the compounds ending in -R5T are declined alike: their nominative and 
accusative are without ending, and the remaining cases have the usual endings
-fR:, -RTTR and -R. Herewith is the declension of to serve as a 
model:
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Nom./Acc. TO
Instr. TOPRT:
Dat./AbL TO5RT:
Gen. TOFTPHT
Loc. W

•o

The numeral 3TK2: 'eight’ may also be declined after this model, but there is an 
alternative declension as follows:

Nom./Acc. 3psst7
Instr.
Dat./Abl. 3reT**T:
Gen. 3f^FTPT
Loc. 3P3RT

The inflection o f W  ’six’ is nearly like that o f TO, ^ T , and TO,
except for the genitive, and as the changes caused by sandhi are somewhat 
confusing, it is in the interest o f clarity to give the full declension:

___
Nom./Acc. ^3 
Instr. TOf*T:
Dat./Abl.
Gen. TOTTO
Loc. N O

Note that the genitive is formed by adding -*TPT, not -STPTPR' (as in TOTTPT, 
•T̂ TTP̂ ), with mutual assimilation, i.e., the -3 o f *13 is changed to -W (the 
nasal o f its own class) by regressive assimilation, and the o f the aiding 7

7The tw o form s and (in the num erical compounds and the Rgveda) are really 
duals  which were later replaced by a paradigm fashioned upon ’TST, etc. The originally
rinal character o f is  reflected  also in Greek oktS , Latin octo, Lithuanian aituo-nl,
and G othic ahidu. The reason for the dual apparently goes back to the practice o f holding 
out the four  ringers o f  each hand in counting, so that must have im plied ’two
tetrads’.
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-TPT is changed to'T- by progressive  assimilation: ^-TPT
hth -> w-^rm; ( w n p .

The numerals beyond 100 (5Td\ n.) and 1000 ( t i ^ , n.) that need 
concern us in so brief a survey as this are 3TW, n. '10 ,000', *T5T, n.
100 ,000’, RW, n. 1,000,000' and iu fc , f. 10,000,000’. Those who have 
travelled in India to any extent are surely familiar with the words 'lakh' and 
'crore* in expressions like 'lakhs or crores of rupees'. These words (lakh and 
crore) are Anglo-Indian words, viz., words that have come into English as 
spoken in India and thence spread into English generally. They have 
descended into the various modem vernacular languages of Northern India 
via the Prakrit forms vRW (and later H i<a) and ch) fe. Since these words as 
well as the words for the decades (fisiRi, etc.) are all nouns, they take 
the objects numbered in the genitive; thus, dHlR'til0! 'by 20
citizens’, W  <I<Tm IH 10 0  female servants', T Iui i*t 'many
lakhs o f gold pieces', etc.8 Alternatively, however, instead of the genitive the 
objects numbered may be put in the same case as the numeral, as though in 
explanatory apposition to it: T mTk %:, etc., as though to
say b y  20, viz., citizens', 1 0 0 , viz., female servants'. Since the first 19 
numerals (q'h through Tl cK i<0 are all adjectives, they take the same case, 
number and gender (if gender is distinguished!) as the objects enumerated.

The multiples o f the higher numerals between "9Tcf, ^TST, cT5f, etc. (e.g., 
200, 300, 5000, 6 lakhs) are formed with the cardinals (2 to 9 as required) in 
grammatical agreement with the higher numerals. Thus:

Nom ./Acc. t w  '20 0 '
Nom ./Acc. sfrpT '300'
Instr. ^  -9lt: b y  400'
Gen. q^rTTTWMTT 'of 500’
N om ./A cc. '2000 '
Loc. flpj 'among 3000'
N om ./A cc. ’6000’
N om ./A cc. ^  vferrfw '9 lakhs’
Dat./Abl. 'for or from 7 lakhs’

8G en itives dependent on  num erals ordinarily fo llow  the num erals, unlike other defin ing  
g en itiv es w h ich  regularly precede the nouns they qualify.
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When the 100’s 1000's, etc., multiplied or not, are increased by units 
decadal numerals or higher amounts, whether the increments are simple or 
compound (e.g., 205, 340, 1524), the most favored method of e x p S o n  
begms with the smaller numeral compounded either with a following
’higher’ or ’additional' to show the amount of increase by which the 
larger number is modified (remember qualifiers in Sanskrit come before 
what is qualified!). Thus, 'such-and-such a number higher 03xK) or 
additional OH ffcJ'ti) by such-and-such an amount'. The compounds ending 
with ;3tTT or H’fiRT may be put in grammatical agreement with the following 
noun or compounded with it. Following are some examples:

'113' (literally TOO higher by 13’) or
(compounded with the increment) 

'645' l Pi WTpT or
(compounded)

'3723' OTtflNfcgtRTpI ^ ^ 1'dTfRTpT or better
■v r>>

the compound:

In expressing 100 and 1000 increased by 2, 3 or 8, only the forms f t ,  
f t  and are used (not the alternatives ST, ’RFjT and as with the decadal 
numerals); thus, 102 103 f^RPT, 1008

II. Sym bolic W ord Numerals.
Many common words, which are not numerals in origin, but which can 

symbolically suggest a numerical value, are used in place of the first nine 
cardinal numerals and zero. Thus, for example, 'earth' may be used in 
the sym bolical sense o f  ’one’ 0^ 0 , T5T ’wing’ or hand’ in the sense of 
’two’ (S), 3vT^T ’the anustubh metre' in the meaning o f ’eight' (3T*£), as 
there are eight*syllables to the anustubh line, and so on. This curious usage is 
common in giving dates in the colophons of MSS. Thus, a scribe, at the end 
o f his copy o f  a particular work, may say^ ^  ̂1

1 his work was copied by me in the year 1795 o f the Vikrama Era. The date 
here consists o f  the four symbolical numerals ^  '5', 3R[ '9', T  and ^  
T  in the form o f a dvandva compound arranged in the reversed order of 
their digital equivalent (tuVO. As w e saw in Section I above, it is usual when 
expressing large numbers with word numerals to begin with the units and
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|M*m cud hi tjiK'nlinlly lo the thousands, although the reverse order (i.c  
llioiiHMnds lo the units) is followed when the digits or figures are used.

'Symbolical word numerals arc especially common in poetry becaus 
Ilium Hit* so many synonyms for each numeral as to afford much greater 
Immlnm of expression to an author in coping with large numbers, such as 
occur especially in the Sanskrit astronomical and mathematical treatises, 
almost all of which are in metrical form.

When the symbolical numerals are used adjectivally, it is customarj 
I or the sake of clarity to add -f̂ RT 'measured by . . or -*i<adl*t» 'numbed; 
. , ,' lo the series of symbolical words to indicate that they are to be taken i 
I heir numeral (not their literal) sense. Thus,
hid I (IWV ®*t*TT ^rrfipTRf)^' ^IT: 'In that country 12,835 people
died of disease last year'; (again note the reverse order of the digits!).

I leie follows a list of the commonest words used symbolically as 
numerals:

ze ro ; 'emptiness', 3TRTRT, 3TV 'sky, space’, W  'void'. 
o n e: *(Vf, 'moon', *j\ HpT 'earth', 3frfe 'beginning'.
tw o :  'twin', 'hand', ^T, 3ffeT 'eye', *pT 'ann', TST 'win,*

8ff* in dual =* 'the Asvins', twin physicians of the gods. 
th ree : 'world' (earth, atmosphere and heaven), 'constituen

primal matter' (there are three, viz., su ttva , ra ja s  and ta m a s), 
*1 (oj 'fire* (there are three sacrificial fires), ’JT 'city' 
th ree  cities of the demons, destroyed by Siva). 

lo u r: 'Hie Vedas' (of which there are four, viz., the Jig-, Yajur-,
Santa- and Atharva-vedu), ’SPJff 'ocean' (four chief oceans be 
reckoned, one for each of the cardinal directions), 'age' 
(Indian tradition speaks of Four Ages, i.c ., the Krta, Treta, 
Dvapara and Kali in u descending order of morality). 

f iv e : 1*1 W  'object of the sense’ (there are five, i.c.., sound, touch, 
color, flavor and smell), HpJ 'arrow' (Kama, the god of love, 
five arrows), *J?T 'element' (earth, water, fire, air and ether), 
«( 'vital air' (the body is said lo have five vital airs or p ra m  

sin : ’season' (six seasons are usually mentioned), W  ’flavor'
(sweet, sour, salt, pungent, bitter, astringent), afjf 'limb' 
(probably from the six limbs of the Veda, the so-called 
Vrtlangas).
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seven: w fk  'sage' (Indian tradition speaks of ’seven sages' Hi),
. ^  ’mountain' (there are supposed to be seven principal

mountain ranges), horse' (the sun's chariot is drawn by 
seven horses).

eight: °RT (the Vasus are a group of Vedic gods numbering eight),
'an elephant of the compass direction’ (Indian texts 

mention four principal directions and four intermediate ones), 
’serpent' (eight serpents or Nagas are often mentioned as 

being chief), Rrfc 'mountain' (eight are said to surround Mount
Mem), 'the anustubh metre' (which has eight syllables to
the pddd).

nine: *Tf[ 'planet' (nine planets are reckoned by Indians),
'treasure' (Kubera, the god of wealth, has nine divine treasures), 

'opening' (nine openings in the human body are 
enumerated).

Various synonymous substitutions for these words occur; thus, any 
word that means 'mountain', for example, may theoretically be substituted * 
for those given above ( H , 3FT) to express the value 'seven'.

IQ. The Numerical Signs for the Word Numerals. Place Notation and the 
Zero.

Although the numerical signs or figures have already been several ' 
times exemplified and also employed in previous lessons in the numbering of 
stanzas excerpted from the Bhagavadgita, it may be desirable for the sake of 
clarity to present them here in sequence and in juxtaposition with our 
corresponding Arabic numerals:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

These figures which we are wont to call 'Arabic' are erroneously so 
designated, as they are Arabic only in their immediate origin. They are 
ultimately derived, however, along with the system of place notation, from 
India, whence they were transmitted to the Arabs about the eighth century 
A.D. The Arabs have always been aware of the Indian origin of their 
numerical signs and accordingly call them 'Indian', as we too, should. These 
Indian signs and the concept of place notation probably came to Europe by 
way of Moorish Spain. Whatever the particular route, in the course of time 
they displaced the cumbersome Roman numerals.
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V\\c Indian system of numerical notation involving these nine signs and 
*eto is founded on what Is called 'place notation', in which the concept of 
.•ero or a ‘Wank’ is an indispensable ingredient. By place notation is meant 
that the value of the individual numerical signs is based on their position in 
the number. Thus, in the number 3,385 U V ^, the first 3 has the value of 
3,000 because it has the fourth or thousandth place from the right, whereas 
the Atwvfc/ 3 has the value of 300. as occupying the third place, and similarly 
tlve 8 has the value of 80, and so we read die number 'three thousand, three 
hun%!>eJ. Wy/iry-five\ If, however, the hundreds, tens or units are wanting 
in a particular number, the blank or place that would be occupied by them is 
indicated by a naught or zero in order that die places of the other amounts 
may not be affected; thus 3,085 ( to ^ . where the hundreds value is wanting, 
or 3,205 where the tens value is wanting.

On the other hand, the Roman numerical system consists of certain 
letters o f the Roman alphabet, viz., V, X, L, C, D and M, which have fixed 
wducs without relation to their position?  In writing complex numbers, the 
letters with the highest values are placed first, followed by the others in 
descending order. The number 3,385 (W ^ , which we just used in 
illustration of place notation, would be thus expressed in Roman numerals: 
MMMCCCLXXXV (M=1000, C=100, L=50, X=10, V=5), ten signs 
altogether, whereas the Indian method requires only four. The 
cumbersomeness o f the Roman numerals becomes much the more apparent, 
however, when a simple arithmetical calculation is made, let us say the 
multiplication o f MMMCCCLXXXV by V (five!): (MMMMM) (MMMMM) 
(MMMMM) (DDD) (CCCC)XXV, which then has to be simplified into 
XVIMDCCCCXXV! Using Indian numerals (with their place notation!), we 
have simply 3.385 x 5 = 16,925.10

IV. Numerical Words.
There are several groups o f words in common use that are formed 

from the numerals and stems o f numeral character (e.g ., etc.) by
means o f secondary suffixes. They are treated below in a more or less 
descending order o f frequency.

^There is an exception  that a  sign  o f  low er value, p laced before one o f  higher value, is  
subtracted from  the higher; thus, EX is to be interpreted as one (I) subtracted from  ten (X ), 
hence, the com bination is  nine (9).

l^T he Rom ans used the abacus for higher arithm etical calculations.
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1. Adverbs of Manner.
With the suffix -ETT are made adverbs denoting manner as specified by 

the numeral or numerical stem to which it is added. Examples are: ^
one w ay , 'in two ways', 1%EJT 'in three ways’, R̂TEif 'in four ways’, 
T^ETT’m five ways’, *fl<M 'in six ways' (for the sandhi after cf. *ftW  
'sixteen'), *TWT 'in seven ways', 3RSEIT ’in eight ways', R̂TETT 'in nine ways’,

in 10 ways', and so on with complete regularity; similarly, «f^En and 
*̂1 ct»ETT both 'in many ways'.

2. Multiplicative Adverbs.
These adverbs of fancy name denote the number of times something is 

done. Except for one through four, they are made from the numerical stem 
by adding (-:) or, much more rarely, --=1KH; thus, -tt^d 'once', Ur T
'twice',11 "RRT 'thrice', "ddd 'four times', and from this point with so

Tidied<H 'five times', 'six times', d'-d,j>cd̂ r ’seven times', etc. 12

3. Distributive Adverbs.
These adverbs, formed with the suffix -3R[ denote by so-and-so 

many individuals, groups or other entities'; thus T̂ fSRT or 'one by
one, singly, one at a time’, ET5RT 'in or by pairs, T̂ RRT 'by fives, five at a 
time'; it is added also to other stems of a generally quantitative nature, as 
arercTRT 'by syllables, syllable by syllable', did*m 'by seasons', TraTSRT 'by . 
groups or crowds', R̂TSRT 'wholly' (literally 'by the whole').

4. Multiplicative Adjectives and Neuter Collectives.
With the secondary suffix -̂ RT are made adjectives that express 'how- 

many-fold', i.e., consisting of so many kinds; thus, f̂ RRT 'threefold', -dd^d 
'fourfold', 'fivefold'. All these stems may be used as collectives in the
neuter, as T̂ RRT 'a group of five, a pentad', W T  'a group of eight, an octad 
{or ogdoad)'. Instead of T%cRT for 'a group of three or triad' and feRT for 'a 
pair or dyad', the primary derivatives {tray-aj and sRI (dvay-a) are 11

11 Cf. Latin bis, which incidentally, is the usual expression throughout Europe after a 
theatrical or concert performance, corresponding to our 'encore!

12This -W f, which thus functions as a suffix, is probably in origin the accusative plural 
of the noun from ^  'do' + the primary suffix hence 'doings', then 'times .
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commoner. All these stems make their feminine in -5, and in this connection 
we should especially note the expression f̂ WT 'the threefold knowledge’ 
or perhaps more suitably written The Threefold Knowledge' with reference 
to the Three Vedas, the Rg-, Sama- and Yajur-.

V. Methods of Dating.
The subject o f Indian chronology is complicated, and but a few general 

observations must suffice here. The earliest inscriptions, if they contained 
dates at all, were usually dated by the number of years that had elapsed since a 
particular ruler s coming to the throne. Sometimes, if the ruler had 
successors and the dynasty started by him continued on, the initial regnal year 
of the founder was used in dating so long as the dynasty lasted and 
occasionally even after its demise. But unless there is some basis for 
synchronizing the regnal years of a particular ruler with another fixed 
chronology that is generally known and accepted, as the Christian Era or the 
Muslim Hijri system, regnal dates such as we have referred to are valueless to 
the historian.

In ancient and medieval India many systems of dating were used whose 
starting dates are known, i.e., can be synchronized with our own system.
Most o f  these 'eras', as they are called, are no longer in use, or if  so, are only 
used locally, as the Nevari Era in Nepal begun in 878 A.D. or the Laksmana 
Era o f  Bengal begun in 1119 A.D., or in some cases only used for religious 
purposes, like the Buddha and Mahavira Eras o f 544 and 528 B.C. 
respectively.

In 58 B.C. there came into use in the Northwest o f India, now Pakistan, 
a means o f  dating later known as the 'Vikramasamvat' (Vikrama Era) or 
perhaps more com m only simply 'Samvat' (The Era),*3 which eventually 
spread throughout the subcontinent and is even today the most widely used 
system. Fortunately we need not be detained here by a discussion o f the 
complicated issue o f who initiated this era, why it is called 'Vikrama, and the 
many other points that have concerned Indian historians without satisfactory 
resolution. In 78 A .D . another era, known as the Saka or Saka Era, was 
started. A  similar dispute has always surrounded the origin and name o f this 
era. w hich, next to the Vikramasamvat, is the m ost prevalent in India 
nowadays.

These two eras, the Vikrama and the Saka, are com m only em ployed in 
dating M SS, the former more com m only than the latter, occasionally both, so  
that any serious work with M SS requires knowing how  to convert Vikrama 
and Saka dates into the B .C .-A .D . system. For an approxim ate equivalent 
and pra ctica l purposes on ly , a Vikrama date m ay be converted by subtracting 1

13Saravat is  a red u ction  o f  sa /n v a tsa ra  'year' and is in d ec lin a b le .
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58 from the figure given and by adding 78 for the Saka. The complicating 
factor, if  an accurate conversion is needed, is that the Indian year begins in 
mid-March o f our year and ends in mid-March of the following year, so that 
whether 58 or 57 is to be subtracted depends on what month is involved, i.e., 
whether it is in the same year of our calendarial system or in the following 
year. If the month is not mentioned in the date, it is best to assume that the 
year has expired, in which case 57, not 58, would have to be subtracted. In 
the same way, in the case of the Saka Era, if the date falls in one of the last 
three or three and a half months of the year, then 79, not 78, would have to be 
added to the figure given.

Another complicating factor in arriving at an accurate equivalent in 
our chronology is that in various parts of India the year began with a 
different month. Thus, while the Vikramasamvat in most parts began with 
the month o f Caitra C3^) which corresponds to our March-April, in western 
India it began with Karttika (cn i Rf'rO, corresponding to October-November!

The Vikrama and Saka Eras are based on lunar months, and since a 
lunar month contains only 29 1/2 days, the lunar year has but 354 days, i.e., 
approximately 12 days shorter than the solar year of 365 days. Because of 
this discrepancy, an extra or intercalary month had to be inserted after every 
30 months in order to bring the lunar year into correspondence with the 
solar, otherwise the seasons would have fallen at different times with the 
passage o f the years. Each month was divided into fortnights or paksas 
Cwings*), the one called the krsnapaksa ('dark fortnight') going from the full 
moon to die new moon and hence progressively darker, the other or 
suklapaksa (Tight fortnight') in which the new moon became full or bright.
In some parts o f India the months were begun with the krsnapaksa, but in 
others with die suklapaksa, another cause of confusion and discrepancy in 
determining exact calendarial correspondences.

Apart from their use in dates, the names of the Indian months 
occasionally occur in Sanskrit texts. They are given below beginning with 
#=T. Note that the last three and a half months of the Indian year belong to the 
following year in our calendarial system.

1. March-April
2. 49ll<sf April-May
3. May-June
4. 3TPTT6 June-July
5. July-August
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6. vrrsq-^ Au gu st-S ept ember
7. September-October
8. October-N o vember
9. November-December

10. December-J anuary
11. 4T4 J anu ary -February
12. February-March

The names of the days o f the week are based on the names of the 
planets which presided over them and are ultimately, at least in part, 
translations of the Greco-Roman names, which came to India during the 
Gupta period, 320 A.D.-c. 495. The names, all of which mean literally 'day 
of such-and-such a planet', are:

<144 K, TTFjTR:, *T£K+4K ('day of the Sun') Sunday
<fh=R7T ('day of the Moon') Monday
H ^ 4 K , a ifT W R , 4.^141< ('day o f Mars') Tuesday
snj4TT, t lV w iTo ('day o f Mercury') Wednesday

('day of Jupiter') Thursday
T O T , ('day of Venus’) Friday
m Pi4i< ('day of Saturn') Saturday

Instead o f the element -47T 'time, day', -f^T or -«rrer<, all
meaning 'day', are often found.

When dates are given in MSS, the usual sequence is:

1. The era (usually the Vikrama or Saka);
2. the year (generally in figures, sometimes in symbolic word

numerals);
3. the month;
4. the fortnight (W , whether W  or being indicated);
5. the lunar day (fdfa, with the figure or ordinal number);
6. the name o f the day.

An example w ill make this clear:„ —* • rv ^  fN * _____ ____
w c  44 9TWT5T i^hTqwr Th t k k  Twrrnr i
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This book {i.e., MS) was written on Sunday, the eleventh day [really 
the lunar day or tithi] in the light fortnight in the month of Bhadrapada in 
1588 of the [Vikrama-] era [i.e., 1530 A.D.]'. Many variations in this precise 
phraseology occur, however. Thus, sometimes the paksa is written as a 
compound with the name of the month {e.g., the word *TRr
('month') may be put after the name of the month {e.g., tvrra H i^). Of very 
frequent occurrence is the use of the abbreviations for and
or «lf< f̂or^nsopq -̂ (e . g . t for or
for f W #  or 14 Note that each of these
components (or compounds thereof like ^1^714^^14^) is put in the locative 
case ('locative of time when'!), except, of course, the indeclinable 
Sometimes, in mentioning the name of the day, the last element -®TR, 
etc. is omitted and the planet-name is put in the locative; thus, for
^TFRT ,̂ ^fTrrfer^, etc. Often the dates are given with considerable economy _ _ • • *■> of expression: WP* 3TTTI &'$^I^K!RI ^HRTT I

Often the name of the scribe who copied the MS is added in the
instrumental, and to the whole may be subjoined one or more benedictory
formulae, such as *PT W W ,  etc., all o f which
convey more or less the same sentiment (’May there be prosperity or
welfare'). Occasionally the recipients of these benedictory phrases are
specified, as, for example, ('to the scribe and the reader').

Examples of Numerals and Numerical Words.

' <o cs ^

t p t :3 'rer q^r ^ f ^ r r f V

q^r d'-'H TdrPr cr«r q ^ T w r W  ^  i w t

P i d  rfur =q i

14*rfe may possib ly  (but not entirely convincingly) be shortened from (or
’in the bright days’; i f k  or may be shortened from qtifc'W or perhaps from 

both and being synonym s for
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i )  1 ^ r r  ^ r n f t

q T ^ T F T ^  I H  i
») iw H 'M i< u i7 ^ ^ i  R■■m'jitPt *rf%  i ^ r r w n f

'  >2> -O «
^ I M M H l f t  3 d  I sL IH < I d < H l R  d ^ U l R l

st t̂R i i' sp=Rt W W f t ^ R R  i ? r w  * i w  ^ F r s ’c s ^ t
«  C N3

a i  = r°« x n l *R R T : I 3 R T T 91 d l  x iC I 'R r -d  cd  I R

s i s i u D <  w  (tf^ o o ) i 1% ^- w m k  ^
W T d ^ l R l  S l d l l d  = d d > m i d d  d d R T  I <RT: N d i i l d l R l d d R  

wrfw d ^ l R l  i l T O  (^e,oo) | ^ : W r f y % t  R1RT
s t t r w t r ; ( w o o )  i d ^ y d i y  Rd*

^ R c d ’ -d d  (^ O O ) I < j,d d d  d c d

x d d d ^ ts x d  W T  i f T W :  E p f w ^ s r a ' :  I d > R id d

s ^ m ^ f r i T f r ' m & i P i  t f t t c w t ^ f t p ^ ^ R ^ f R i  i

^ R R d T 'x T  R d " 'd d  R < 3 ^ d d  I 'R 'd  I e l id 'd  id»-

f t d H ^ l  d ^ i  y d cR < ^ d d d d : ^ a p q 1 %  i 

^) q T R r ^ j f :  d d l * d l ( d  f w * - 'd d d l 'd d l'| ^ d : - f w r g ^ ^ < I i  

^ f R ^ c w r w  i

6.) W  d ^ T  C R T  f i l l w f l  S T O T :  ’T s f e  I

tf) w f  s f^ r n T T :9 f W R W W :  TRFfR^: ^  d W T ^ t

?Hc° i | f t  » f f t > f t i< * d ', l 'D« > fd  I f d H u l t d  X ld > d d  5s jx d T  R d d f f

' d l d l l d  I

c) w R - = l  * - d ^ l d d y  f d - H I  sTI ^ w f t n p T : 10 d ^ f * ^  = ^ r f ^ § p : 10 

3 T ^ s n w m " 1 0 R R w r ^ R ? r  i 

% s m r r i r  :H w r w T ?n w n T  f ^ T  ^ r r  't s t s t : r r t t r t t

<o -o
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\o) 1 ^ : I
M*R ic e ' l l  I ^ ffvq t iv q t  •fe?  R

I '
« )  s t^ r R n ^  sfN rF rr w z x  ̂ s r r  f t i r r f ^ r ^ r f ^ :  

+ uT*r  ^ •4 'k TI i^  i f r ^ i K
'7^;^ *41 m R P m H  < R i13 1

^  ^ '^ •s H ^ u n  -M I'M I*-d<I-=fes>I■*I-HMsM<4 ^ I4

u ) w r ^ ^ ^ R d l  s rs f5 ^ ^  vi + ilR i ■=! i^h 1sprR r ̂  ̂ >o >6

y i^ d 141 ^fhtgr<nT^I"« o
4R i i ^ m R ^ i R  i s r^ n r^  w t  t w r ^ R r ^ r
3TRPT UI U| I A| rn: qspt y<si |^ |<: t o  EIT<°rT ^ '4
ssrpFr^Tt y+uRiR<4M sgsrc i15

*») <4, =fT|«i | RiilRHN: sFtst^^TRIT: I
fwf%^rnrraT: W  °^i^r ̂ rfer: n16

?«0 R sfr J-l *H IV l-JWH)>W 3M W W TS ̂ ^'RjfT<'F<- 
2rra r^ 17̂ 4 >  RRidfl i

?e.) ^tdifd r=Tsh IW I'hV ^  4^' 6 ^  ̂>a ^  ^c\ 'o
<Ri>i w r  RiHaai i

w) y’cf̂ f ?7grcR^nTRrw? ̂ w r̂Rr stsptftt tTi-nq R RiRg^RK-H u
'  N  S3 O  C \ 'O  ^

^ p t ^ r w  ii ^  ^
*3 4 w  ^dRRt%4Y18̂ Mi<K ii

^ T F P T W I I  ^  a ^  ^
«>  ^y^.?r%  w  mI h ^ 19 l i + K W  ? r 4 t  ■Rĵ i w t  ^

Rrfwrjpsr: ^cn^fqrnf r  ii ii
s f t W  II
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Notes

1. The Samkhya system is one of the six so-called ’orthodox' systems of Indian j 
philosophy, which was traditionally founded by the sage Kapila. It is a dualism, j 
which teaches matter («$'Rq and spirit or soul OJW) as the only ultimate 
realities. The soul is an unchanging reality which plays no part in the evolution ; 
of the world from primal matter. It is only the ceaseless modifications of the j 
intellect the ground of all intellectual processes, which, reflecting the
pure consciousness of the soul, wrongly {i.e., through ignorance) identifies the 
soul as participating in the world of matter. The bondage of the soul to the 
material world keeps the soul from its pristine independence from matter and 
leads to rebirth due to the continual impressions made upon the intellect.

The material world is evolved from matter by a process known as pari- 
nama (hR uii+0, whereby primal matter is actually transformed into the objects 
of reality like the body and all other material things. This view is in sharp 
opposition and contrast to the view of the Advaitavedanta 
philosophy, which holds that the transformation of the one absolute Brahman, 
the ultimate ground o f all existence, is only apparent, like the appearance o f a 
rope as a snake.

According to the Samkhya conception, the material world is evolved by 
particular progressive evolution from prakrti through the interaction o f its 
three constituent components called ’gunas’, viz.., sattva OEfxW), rajas (<^kT) and 
tamas (5TW). Among the evolutes are the five subtle elements called tanmatras 
(cF̂ TIW) ’mere thats’ — really potential elements — whence, in turn, the gross
elements (H^l^Kl) are evolved by successive combinations of the tanmatras.
From the five gross elements the world of objects is derived. Soul and matter 
with all its evolutes constitute the 25 categories or tattvas o f the Samkhyt 
system.

2. The ahamkara (literally  the ’I-maker’) is a physical organ o f the body whos<
purpose it is to relate to oneself, i.e., invest with a sense of T or personal 
connection, the impressions that are supplied by the mind (*FRJ) to which they 
have been transmitted by the sense-organs Often translated by ’eg
or ’ego-principle’, the ahamkara is the psycho-physical organ that attaches the 
sense o f l, me and mine to perceptions.

3. The manas (’mind’) is a lower organ that gathers the sense-data transmitted
by the ten organs o f knowledge and action fri), analyzes and synthesize,
them and passes them on to the intellect for some decision w ith regard to 
them.
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4. The five organs o f knowledge arc tlie senses o f sight, hearing,
smell, taste and touch.

5. The five organs of action are situated in the mouth, hands, feet,
. anus and the sex organ and are concerned widi speech, grasping, walking,
excretion and reproduction,

6. The Jaina religion speaks of 24 teachers called Tirthamkaras’ (literally 
'makers of the ford', i.e.. those who have crossed over the river o f rebirth), the 
last o f whom was Vardhamana Jflutaputni. usually referred to as Mahavira 
('Great Hero'), a contemporary o f Gautama Buddha. Mahavira was preceded by 
Parsvanatha, who flourished probably in the ninth century7 B.C. The others 
belong to prehistoric times. The Tirthamkaras are also known as Tinas’, i.e., 
'victors or conquerors', whence, by secondary derivation, is derived the term 
Jaina 'a follower of the (teachings of the) Jinas*.

7. The Manavadharmasastra or Code o f Manu is one o f the chief manuals of 
Hindu jurisprudence and accordingly lays down social, moral and ethical 
injunctions as well as rules for the observation of rites and ceremonies. It begins 
with an account of the creation o f die world, which leads to the divisions o f time, 
in connection with which are treated the Four Ages p =icmiR m*u Ri) here 
summarized in sentence 4. The names of the ages are apparently taken from the 
game of dice, in which ifdT. £iM< and refer to the number o f  dots on the 
dice from four to one respectively in a descending order o f winning throws. As 
applied to the Four Ages, there is a corresponding diminution o f  virtue from the 
W  to the r̂f̂ r age, reflected in die diminishing thousands o f  years in each, viz., 
from 4,800 to 1,200. 8 9 10 11 * * *

8. The fW T  is often called the ^ cm4*1 to emphasize the virtue and 
righteousness (̂ Tr̂ T) that predominate in it.

9. The genitive (3f)f%WnTT: is dependent upon

10. All the instrumentals are dependent upon ti-HHdi: ('provided with ...').

11. At the coming of the rains the hamsa-biids fly far to the north to breed in
Lake Manasa at the foot o f M l Kailasa. Their annual migration is frequently
referred to by Sanskrit poets. Incidentally, this lake is very7 often erroneously
called (and written) Man as aro vara instead o f N lanasasarovara. one o f  the sa's 
being omitted by haplology. a kind o f abbreviation or contraction whereby one
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of two identical or similar adjacent syllables is omitted. Examples in English are 
pacifism for *pacificism, mineralogy for * mineralology. A startling example is 
the proper name England, which goes back to the fuller Old English Englaland 
(’Land of the Angles') which in Middle English became Engeland with gradual 
loss of one of the la's.

12. The 'egg' referred to here is the cosmic egg which came from the
seed cast into the primal waters by Brahman in his creative aspect as Brahma,
'the grandsire of all the worlds'. This passage is but very slightly modified from 
Manavadharmasastra 1.12-13a.

13. This depiction of Brahma seated in the calyx of a lotus whose stem issues 
from the navel of Vi§nu reclining on the seipent Anantase§a is a frequent subject 
of sculpture in India through the centuries and also of colorful prints available in 
bazaars everywhere in the country.

14. ^ P ) 'yoga cannot be attained by that man'. There is
no passive infinitive in Sanskrit, and therefore when a passive construction is 
used with Tse able' (which, of course, requires an infinitive to complete its 
sense), the passive is transferred to Vt?PP; thus, here 15

15. The eight 'limbs' of yoga may be briefly defined thus:
v * .

■'R 'restraint' o f various kinds, such as ('non-injury'),
('truthfulness'), ('non-stealing'), etc.

Piq+1 'cultivation' o f certain good habits, among which are purity of mind and 
body, contentment, austerity, religious study and meditation on God.

3TTW 'posture', o f which there are many kinds to be practised by the yogin, all 
o f which are intended to facilitate concentration.

T̂PTRTPT 'regulation of breath', the purpose of which is also to help 
concentration.

'retraction' o f the senses from their objects, 
fe* l<ul I 'attention' to an object uninterruptedly, whereby only the object is 

known by the mind.
'meditation', whereby the intellect ceases its modifications and clings to 

the one object o f concentration.
STHTfiT 'concentration', in which state the intellect is identified with the object 

o f concentration.
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16. This couplet is an example of what Indians call 3 shifts 'crooked speech' 
'crooked' + 'speech'), in which the true or real meaning intended to be 

expressed is concealed by phraseology which suggests something else. It is a 
kind of pun of which Indians are very fond. The apparent meaning of the 
couplet is ’Nineteen (literally 'Twenty minus one') wives went to play in the 
woods; twenty came home, the remaining one was eaten by a tiger'. Since this 
makes no sense, a closer inspection of the words suggests an alternative 
explanation of the first word =̂̂ 1*11, as none of the other words seems amenable 
to an alternative explanation. If we divide into ’TT (instead of +
3?T: 'deficient by one'), we can take *TT as the nominative singular of *T 'man', 
which is declined like a noun of relationship in-r, although its declension is 
defective. 15 The translation of the first line now becomes: 'One man *TT) 
[and] twenty wives went' etc.I6

17. Sandhi is often entirely omitted or loosely applied in colophons. We would 
normally write

18. Here is expressed, but most often it is omitted, as in sentences 15, 16, 
17 and 19.

19. TTWg' is an alternative expression for hiW R  or

Vocabulary

areTT, n. a syllable.
3T$f, n. a limb.
3 ^ ,  n. an egg. »
3fEPT, m. unrighteousness.
3TEZTPT, m. a lesson.

m. Anantasesa, name of the great serpent that forms a bed or couch 
for Visnu during the periods of the dissolution of the universe. 

3Ff_VT*T (JI’otoRr, class I), go after, follow.

l̂ The noun *T occurs in the compound ̂ 1+ in stanza 48 in the following excerpt from the 
Gita.
16 This couplet is taken from Charles Rockwell Lanman, A Sanskrit Reader, p. 68.
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appiT , m. 'a going after’, conformity, accordance; instr. + gen.
’in accordance with, according to'.

3F̂ T:er»v,i, n. an inner organ.
another {at the end of a cpd.).

3TTFT, m. 'a going away', diminution, loss.
class I), imderstand.

ppp. of caus. (rf| ̂ 9 , class I), seen,
f, f. ignorance.

3T9]W, n. impurity.
I m. the I-principle in the Samkhya philosophy, [v. note 2] 

i*f»i *ei, n. the sky.
gerundive o f  siT-V^X C^T^f, class I), to be practised, should be 

practised.
adj. present, current.

SfT-VqT (^1 id, class II), come; ppp. I’M Id.
3TRcT, ppp. ^T- ( ^ D  id, class V), covered over, obscured.

(sn+id, class I), begin.
lid, class IX), buy; gerund 

<jhR, postp . on, upon (+ gen.).
vsRcqi, gerund  V w ( w f i f ,  class I), having stayed, remained or  abided. 
^ F , m. the ear.

n. good fortune. 
f. a work.

■J^l, adj. dark, black.
3F*r5T:, adv. in order, in sequence, 
sfl^l, f. play. 

n. a field.
jn. a group or  mass.

IF*!, m. a book.
ITPT, m. a village.

adj. last. 
f%rT, n. the mind.
WFT, m. a goat. 
'5FRT, n. the world.
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*1*11*1*1, m. 'a water-abode', a lake or pond.
V?(T (*1 MI Rl, class IX), know.
5TPT, n. knowledge.
dv°T, n. 'that-ness', reality; a real (in philosophy), a category. 
cFRlW, n. 'a mere that’, a mere essence, a potential or subtle element in 

Samkhya.
adj. having or  containing so many hundreds’ (dNd + ‘SRT). 

few, n. the sky or heaven, 
f^rer , m. a day.
5*2, ppp. ( f ^ f e ,  class IV), spoiled, 
few, m. an enemy.

n. 'a seeing c>r viewing', a way o f  looking at the world, then a 
philosophical system, 

m. a rascal or thief.CN 7
EWTW, n. meditation.
Wlfw, f. the navel.
»11<1, f. a woman, w ife.
PimuI, adj. clever.

(W^sfe, class I), go out, issue forth, 
fesj- WqT (fenffe, class EH), form, make; perf. 0WW. 
fe-VqcT oSfefe, class I), sit down, be seated (note: q  W after the o f  fe ) . 

m. or n. mud.
q^sf, adj. 750111 in the mud’, as n. a lotus.

(q sfe , class I), recite.
adv. for the sake o f  others.

H fW *K , m. a fu ll year, 
qrsqi, m. a reader. 
qiM, 7i. sin.
q^W, 772. the se lf o r  soul.
W°f, adj. filled  with, fu ll o f  (+ instr.).
5^* p p p . Vsnj? (q-t9fd, class VI), (having been) asked.
W ffe’ f- prim al matter, 
q feq j, f. an im age or statue.
q-Vq (q q fe , class I), be forth, ahead or dominant, dominate, prevail.C\ w  *
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M"*rf i rer, ppp. class IX), agitated, stirred up.
m. dissolution.

( O T ,  class I), float, swim. 
f. the intellect in the Samkhya system.
n. the bottom.
(̂ EFrRr, class I), eat; ppp.

blessed, august (applied to Brahma).
m. the arm (of the body).

*T3fFT, rt. welfare, luck. 
n. the mind.

/z. a gross element, o f which there are five, viz., ether, air, fire, 
water and earth.

*nf, m. a fool.c\
*N\ m. a cloud.

m. a sacrifice.
n. an age or  eon.

«̂ i, n. a battle.o __
V^nr (v iw , class I), get, attain; infin. ^ f R .  

m. a writer; a copyist or scribe.
cTR-, m. the wind.o t t
fq-_V,VT'5r (*Mra, class I), divide. ^

class IV), be dissolved; fut. w ^ d -  
pp p . cquilRr, class V), literally  heard of far and wide (W-),
hence known as. ,

S2TT5T, m. a tiger.
9I3wT, n. a piece; half o f an eggshell.
91 u \ r, f, a couch o r  bed.
[9K^ , n. the head (of the body).
VufT ( $ t ,  class II), lie (in sleeping o r  resting); pres. mid. part. IRBT.

3pT, n. good fortune.
f. prosperity, good fortune.

w m .  p p p  class v n ) ’ joined wlth’ p
(+  in str .). 

adv. quickly.
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*
f. morning twilight, 

m. evening twilight.
PPP- 'H-^T-V?- C f̂d), provided with (+ instr.).

OHIdld, class I), fly together. 
f. a stream or river.

*rf, m. a serpent.
t\^ ld , class VI), create; flit. 

m. a soldier.
m. creator.

^TP^, adv. for one’s own sake.
n. the heart.

l?Rr» m. loss, diminution.

VH. Krsna’s Revelation (2)

>o

^ q if c < q :cRq': 4<|U|*v«=H*q T t  (dtl M4 I>a -o *\
qrlTRI qt^SJTOc44l ddf^H J-H -d^M  II V  II
^ F R 2 W l 3 5f^R4^ T : 5 91*111£:6 SFTTTIW 7 FTO N *S \

s r i w ^ - V  i
sf̂ r i iv u i

TFT: H<^l'<«r4*>6d*d ^FU STd; ?r T^T TP*P I
3|d n id i q fp H d fc ^ W 0^ T rfT F T l^ flfg f gRft sfe TPT: ll»o||

fw r1%  sfNiRT -=KM<"«PTU q-^FOq I*}12 I
?r f c f r  s a f r  ^ r t w  yR rq  y v F T 13 i m  ii

d ^ H l ^ ul^ y f ^ r a ' l 'q '^ r p t y t i iq q  <r=( i+ĥ -h ) i

f t ld d  Tr<s ? : 15f iF T :  f a q i q i ^ T d  I I »» II

3 T | ^ ^ ^ f ^ d ^ ^ 5 T ^ T W ^ y ° ,T P Erd ''IF ft 'q "  i 

g - ^ q - ^ r q  ^ c j < d ~ g r ^ q fd d 'r v  II »<\ II
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f 't iO Rid d ^ q  I
d ^ x ^ ^ d ' H ' d d  d ^ H I ^ I  II »MI

1*1 ,dcl M I
w r y d d d  d d l ^ < i ^ q T d r 4 d ^ l c ^ > i m '  I 
d'dl^4 fap^Hd'-d^l-ii W 6 ̂ c d ^ ^ T ? T < dH IIW  ||
*T ^ W lW T ^ r f  ^r % i| l ^ f  dM lf^^ii:  I

: W 7 s f ^  ^pTf% II »c  ||

m  %  5 w r 18 tit ^  i d f 19 ^ g ^ r r  ^ q - ^  < 4 1 < ^ ?0 w p t  i
C\ C. C. -N «\

'•■MMd'flt: y l d ^ d l r ^ d ^ d  d t d -^  x-MpHd S W T  ll»<UIS3

^RT |
^ T ^ f H " d ld d d 'k id ld x d l  ^ ^ F tT R T 5 T  I\3 so ^c\
arp-d id'di'dro ^r i f i ^ n r  qpr: * n «id h% \t*\ i imouC\ SO O V

3T^T <4̂  M I
-H ^ 4  cR- ? i k  d  *114d I

Id) -H Rrd" W if :  T O T : S R ?ft TRT: 11^ IIc  c •

^FT ^ F T  I
3T1C2T ^ T W T f ^ T < M ^ i^ f f c P T : l l*ft l l  

»TT  ̂ a  H t i l  *T ^ r v T  =̂ ^ 7TT I
*Ft*r i{<=i P r a t s * ^  m %  tjt w r  i i <a  11
*idxdi w  ^ - ^ r f w r  s^ t i
WT^5 ^  ^  d x ^ T  W cr w r  II <■& II 
TTc^ n f a ^ 3 d<^  < H l74 ^ T ^ d d -: d  j j d  f ^ d : I 

fM lT : ^d'dd'Td": *r d ld f o T T ^ S W  II ^  IIcs «

(Bhagavadgita XI. 38-40,43-55).
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Notes

1. q m  ki ‘Y ou are the knowcr and that which is to be known (or the
object of knowledge)'; is nominative singular of a primary 
derivative from Tuiow' formed with the agentive suffix before
which the root vowel is replaced by its guna substitute.

2. Vayu, the Vedic god of the wind. As an ordinary noun, TRT means 
'the wind' and is a primary derivative of agency from Vt T 'blow' and the 
suffix with a -y- interposed to insulate the root from contraction with the 
suffix.

3. Y;»” ihe Vedic king of the departed spirits or dead, regarded as the
first man uuin and hence the first to die.

4. STFRT Agni, the Vedic god of fire.

5. Varuna, one of the most important of Vedic deities, the 
personification of Truth; he is one of the Adityas or sons of Aditi, all of 
whom are personified abstractions.

6. 'the Moon', literally 'having a hare as its mark'; cf. siPti- in the
compound in 11.19.

7. Prajapati ('lord of creatures'), a later Vedic god, only beginning 
to be mentioned in the Rgveda as the supreme creator of the world.

8. srfW Rip^ 'and the great grandsire', Brahma, i.e., Brahman as a 
personal creator-god.

9. vocative! (O All!)

10. An ambiguity exists here, as this may be taken as a
complex compound consisting of two bahuvrihis (having infinite strength 
and unmeasured prowess'), or, alternatively, may be regarded as a
vocatjye ('O you who have infinite strength') followed by the nominative

('you, having unmeasured prowess').
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} I . M p r o b a b l y  most easily to be construed as a neuter collective 
fthc moving and unmoving') in apposition to vTl^FT, thus: 'You are the 
father o f the world, the moving and unmoving'. Also possible would be to 
take as an adjective o f thus: 'of the moving and unmoving
world*,

1 2. mHTPT The comparative of an adjective in Sanskrit often does not really
involve a comparison, but just a very high degree of the quality the adjective
expresses. *F IMm  might be translated as an 'absolute superlative' here, viz.,
most venerable'. The play on the two etymologically related words, and

# _ __ ~
J]j < , is, o f course, lost in English. But it should be borne in mind that
die basic meaning o f which is ’heavy' as opposed to Tight’, figuratively
means 'worthy o f respect or honor', and it is this sense that is involved in the
com m on use o f for ’teacher’; literally , then, 'the venerable one'.

j 3 . vocative! 'O you whose power is without match’.

14, like the following (genitive!), to be construed with <̂ $3
e/tracted from . . .  Cl l<£-H (’please be tolerant or  kindly disposed’) in the
n£zA pcuki. Jn this sense o f ’be lenient or  kindly disposed', takes the 
yen iiive  o f  the person affected. Note that fM MIMl:, genitive feminine singular 
<A fTTT ’w ife’, is irregularly contracted with the initial vow el of the
visarga ought to have been dropped and the hiatus retained, thus: [ M MIMI

but this sort o f  double sandhi is not rare in the epics. The line may be 
thus rendered; MA s a father is tolerant o f a son, a friend o f a friend, a husband 
IVP1-.) o f  a w ife (fSTTHTT:), please be tolerant [of me], O god!'

j 5, genitive singular o f tiRd, the declension of which is quite
anomalous, differing considerably from the 3Tf^T-type. In the nominative 
and accusative singular and dual and the nominative only in the plural, is 
replaced by W R  (sakhay-), i.e., with -i replaced by -ai (its vrddhi 
substitute), which is changed to -ay  before the vow el endings. In the 
nom inative singular, how ever, the -y is dropped. In the instrumental and 
dative singular the ’regular’ endings -a  and -e are added directly to tiRsf, 
yielding (salchy-d) and (sakhy-e). In the ablative and dative
sm gular the ending -ur (~uh)t taken from the nouns o f fam ilial relationship,



isused, and finally in the locative singular the ending -au is added to the stem, 
W l (sakhy-au), but cf. (agn-au), not a w V  (agny-au). Here, then, is * 

the whole declension for reference:

Lesson Thirty-Two: N um erals. M ethods of D ating.

Nom.
Singular Dual Plural
sakha sakhay-au sakhdy-ah
(W O (W FfO (WFT:)

Acc. sakhay-am sakhay-au sakhln

Instr.
(W IW ) ( W f t ) (W^T)
sakhy-a sakhi-bhyam sakhi-bhih
(WTO OTfisTpiT:)

Dat. sakhy-e sakhi-bhyam sakhi-bhyah
(W&%) (*rRsi«T:)

Abl. sakhy-uh sakhi-bhyam sakhi-bhyah
(3l^ =qpp (*rRr«r:)

Gen. sakhy-uh sakhy-oh sakhinam
(^Rsqt:) (w R r n p

Loc. sakhy-au sakhy-oh sakhi-su
( w r b (W it:) OhRsIN)

Voc. sakhe sakhay-au sakhdy-ah
<^r> (WTzfT) (WET:)

16. *FT, i.e., T̂ ,  the relative refers to ^  ^T, the intervening words S^fOPT. . .
3fiW being pendants to : thus: 'this form — full o f radiance, all-pervading 
(or universal), infinite, being at the beginning (i.e., without a beginning) -
which o f m e has not been seen before by another than you'. The pronoun ’of 
me' in the last pada  properly belongs with 'this form of me', but has
been brought into the relative clause where it is loosely connected with ^  
('which [form] o f me').

17. 3PET (with which supply has a passive value, which in English has 
to be borne by the complementary infinitive ( s ^ ) , as the English verbs 'can' 
and 1>e able' are not used passively. So, we must say: '(Not by the Veda or 
by sacrifices) . . .  (am) I able to be seen having such a form . . . by another 
than you'. The same construction with si'HT and the mfinitive occurs below  
in stanzas 53 and 54; cf. also note 14 on sentence 13 in the exercise above.
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IH, HT % *WT The imperati ve has to be supplied with the prohibitive
panicle *tl; thus, 'let there not be perturbation on your part (%’, and 
similarly wilh Ihe following *TT.

J9. f4^OTT«fT literally, 'the condition of one who is bewildered', though in 
Faiglish the abstract 'bewilderment' would suffice.

20. b*tff, for nominative singular of 'such', of which -if is 
replaced by according to the voiceless or voiced character of the 
following sound. Final before W- in external sandhi is generally changed 
to the guttural nasal *T, though it may optionally remain.

21, Hfjf?HT This pendant nominative at the end of the stanza, so common a
phenomenon in epic verse, really qualifies in the first line: 'The son
o f Vasudeva, having spoken thus to Arjuna . . .  the noble one’.

22, f^TPTf^ By adding the secondary suffix to the past passive
participle, a past active participle is formed. Thus, whereas means 
'seen', i.e., having been seen, means ’having seen', w i ' i  3T%, then,
means literally 'you are having seen’, i.e., you have seen. Just as the past 
passive participle (± the appropriate form of V*Tor Varcp may be used in 
place o f a passive verb, so the past active participle may be employed in lieu 
o f an active verb (imperfect, perfect or aorist). However, this active 
construction, unlike that with the past passive participle, may express the 
notion o f  a simple past or o f a present perfect {viz.., the past formed with 
has/have in Fnglish), When the present perfect or has/have time sphere is 
meant, some f orm of the present o f Vara; is expressed with the participle as in

sffacf 'you have seen’. If it has the value of a simple past tense ('you 
saw’;, no 'helping' verb is usually expressed, but if it is expressed, the 
imperfect or aorist o f ViJTc.g., am?*, *IW) is generally used.

23, for the final of which may become voiced, viz.,
*r, before *F in external sandhi or more commonly, as here, the nasal of its 

own  class, viz., the dental cf. f f f  for in stanza 49 and v. note 20 
thereon. may be translated 'performing action in me (*RT as
equivalent o f a locative)’ or 'performing my action' as genitive).



24. WHTfr literally 'having me as supreme or highest', intent upon me, an 
appositional bahuvrihi.
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Vocabulary

3TTT;T, m. Agni, the Vedic god of fire.
adj- unseen before, previously unseen. 

n. study.
3T;TF3T, adj. 'not having another', undeviating, unswerving.
3T5ff?nT, adj. not having a match, without a match or equal. 

adj. superior.
3rf*RT, negative of ppp. W*TT (f*PTTd\ class III), unmeasured, immeasurable, 

class I), deserve, have a right to, be pleased to (+ inf in.).
, m. ’god o f the beginning', the first or  primal god.

3rra\ adj. being at the beginning, primal.
3TT-V5Ĉ f  Id, class II), get one's breath, become quiet; caus.

I tl ̂  Rl, 'causes someone to become quiet', comforts.
Vw class II), come. 

f. sacrifice.
gerundive of class II), to be praised, worthy o f praise.
adj. o f this sort, such, 

f  SI\ m. a lord.
iJcj^q, adj. 'having a thus-form', having such a form, provided with such a 

form .
adj. o f such sort, such.

adj. desiring, wishing {as final member of an acc. tatpurusa).
sfTFT, m. the body.
fo< lfdd , adj. 'possessing a diadem'.
f^TT, t  cerem ony.

verbal of 'do' at end of tatpurusa cpd ., doing, performing.
qfdd, adj. 'possessing a cudgel'.
TRhTO, com parative of^TS 'venerable', [v. note 12]
^flT, adj. awful, dreadful. 

n. a wheel, a discus.
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:=r^3T, adj. 'having four arms*, fourarmed.
adj. moving and not moving; as n. the moving and not moving, i.c., 

all living things, animal and vegetal.
'SRT^T, m. name of Kr§na (apparently meaning 'agitator or tormentor of 

people', but the application is unclear).
3RT, ppp . (drfi Ki, class VTH), extended, diffused, pervaded.
^ T , n. 'that-ness', essence, reality, truth; instr. as adv. in reality, really. 

n. a triad, group of three.
sPT, n. 'the act o f giving', charity.

adj. seen before or previously.
ETHT, n. dwelling-place, abode.
’TW, n. homage.
ftcn  *1, adv. always, ever.
f^THT, n. 'a putting down’, then place where something is put down, a 

^ foundation, resting-place; substrate. 
adj. without enmity. 
m. the world o f men.

lT^TT, adj. 'scorching the foe or  scorcher of the foe', epithet of Arjuna. 
m. father.
l<̂ , adv. in front, before.

M<iui , adj. old, ancient, age-old.
m. soul (o f the universe), supreme spirit.

H^T, gerundive o f  Vr̂ T (Rynrfd, class X), to be worshipped or  venerated, 
worthy o f worship, venerable. 

adv. from the back or  behind, behind, in the rear.
R'jRi, f. original state, ordinary state or  condition.
R^ihRi, m. ’lord o f creatures’, name of the supreme creator-god of the latest 

stratum o f the Rgvedic period.
ST-V^ (^Hfd, class I), bow before (+ acc .). [*T is replaced by after ST-.]
ST-ftWerr (^rrl%, class n i) ,  put down (-1%-) before (ST-). tv. note on
sWqirr W q R i, class I), see before one’s eyes (VT->.
srfWRf?, m. great-grandsire, epithet o f Brahma, the later creator-god. [ST- is 

em ployed as a prefix equivalent to ’great-’ or ’grand’ in words of 
fam ilial relationship; e .g ., srfte ’great-grandson’, RiRd°R ’(paternal) 
granduncle’.]
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SPTR, m. power, might*
(fW fir, Class VI), enter.

m. a hero, prince.
y^r^ia, ppp. ’5T-V«T̂ [ class I), perturbed, disturbed.

C^ilqfa, class I), be favorable or gracious; caus. WR^rf^T, ’causes to 
be favorable or gracious’, asks the favor or grace of (+ acc.).

TO5T, ppp. (tffcfair, class I), kindly disposed to (+ gen.).
finr, adj. dear; as m. a friend; a husband; as f. a wife, 
sfta,ppp. Vsfr OTNiRi, class IX), pleased.

ppp . (*MId, class I), devoted.
T̂FrcT, f. devotion. 

n . fear.
*TR, m. condition, state.
*SV, f. fear.

ppp. (f%>ffd, class III), literally 'having feared’, afraid. 
comparative adj. more, greater. 

adv. again.
h n h , adj. pertaining to man, human. 

f. shape, form. 
m. worship, sacrifice.

*PRT, m. Yama, the king o f the deceased in the Veda.
n. form, aspect.

4  W , m. Varuna, the Vedic god of Truth, one of the Adityas.
S i  :, ppp. o f caus.^l^j (<*ul Pkl, class VII), devoid of, without (at end of 

cpd.).
3W , m. Vayu, the Vedic god of the wind. 
srra^T, m. son of Vasudeva, patronymic of Krsna. 

m. courage, might, prowess.
fqHGi, ppp. (^rRr, class IV), bewildered, confused.
f«PR, adj. universal.

\n . manliness, courage. 
m. a knower.

*Nr, n. object o f knowledge [gerundive of Wf4^ ’know’ used as a neuter 
noun].
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wpcrr, f. agitation, perturbation.
sqtfcf, ppp. f*T (t£f<T, class II), gone away, vanished.
TPfxr. adj. able O  Infin. having passive value).
*1vrT'3T, adj. 'having a hare as its mark', as m. the moon. 

ppp. (*R^, class I), having become.
m. a comrade, friend, [for declension v. note 15]

*nf, m, attachment.
adj. conscious.

WH. adj. similar to or  like.
CM IMl fd, class V), obtain or reach completely OEPp. 

m ultiplicative adv. a thousand-times. 
adj. very  hard to look at.

class I), be kindly towards, have patience with (+ gen.), 
adj. m ild, gentle, agreeable.

adj. one’s own. • .
f f w ,  ppp . Vjtj ( ^ n f d ,  class IV), bristling, horripilated (due to fear).
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